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EDITOR’S PREFACH. 

Tus translation has been made from an interleaved copy of 

the last edition of Professor Delitzsch’s Commentary with 

the author’s latest additions and corrections in manuscript. 

It thus represents his present matured opinions. With the 

exception of pages 416-485, it has been translated by Mr. 

Eaton. The earlier pages of the translation have been 

revised by Professor Delitzsch, but from pressure of work 

he was not able to complete the task. To show the necessity 

for this new translation it will be sufficient to quote the 

following remarks by one of the most distinguished of living 

English Hebraists published lately in the Guardian :— 

“Of Professor Delitzsch’s new edition it may be fairly 

said that it is the most complete and trustworthy com- 

mentary on the Psalms which exists. Ten years have now 

elapsed since the last edition was published, and in the 

interval many important works have appeared, throwing 

new light on questions of Hebrew philology, or otherwise 

bearing on the interpretation of the Psalms. All these are 

duly noticed by Professor Delitzsch, and the results, as far 

as was possible or necessary, incorporated in the notes. It 

is the care which this veteran scholar uniformly bestows 

upon his successive editions that gives them their peculiar 

excellence. We trust that Professor Delitzsch’s Comment- 

ary may long retain its well-deserved popularity.” 
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PREFACE. 

Tue third edition of this Commentary on the Psalms was 

published in the year 1873. This fourth edition contains the 

fruit of nine years’ occasional labour and of studies specially 

undertaken since the winter of 1882-83 with a view to its 

production. Although I had not at my disposal so much free 

consecutive time for these studies as might have been desir- 

able, still I believe that for my purpose I have mastered 

all the literature that has accumulated since 1873. In all 

essential respects the Commentary, it is true, is unaltered ; 

yet there is hardly a page of the third edition that remains 

exactly the same in this. Whoever will take the trouble of 

comparing the two editions will everywhere find traces of 

improvement and of the endeavour to advance. Numerous 

contributions of a rectifying and enriching nature I owe 

to my beloved fellow-labourers, Dr. Eberhard Nestle, now 

professor in the Gymnasium at Ulm on the Danube, and to 

Professor Hermann Strack. In preparing this new edition, 

I was able to use the notes of the latter from Ps. ]xxiii. 

onwards ; for Pss. i.-lxxu., unfortunately, I could make only 

a partial use of them in the supplemental Corrigenda at the 

close of the work.! 

It was my intention not to allow the Commentary to swell 

beyond its former size; and I have therefore as far as pos- 

sible compensated for additions by means of omissions, more 

‘© In this translation these Corrigenda are incorporated in the text. 
vil 
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especially by omitting the accentuological commentary to 

the three first Psalms (pp. 361-379 of the third edition). 

I have done so the more readily, as I have not learned that 

it has proved a welcome means of instruction to any one. 

The printing of the exposition was already completed, 

when the substantial and learned monograph of Dr. Julius 

Grill (Licentiate of Theology and Ephorus in the Evangelical 

Theological Seminary at Maulbronn) on Ps. Ixviil. appeared 

(Tiibingen: Laupp, 1883). From the consideration and use 

of this work my Commentary would have gained in many 

respectf. He regards this Psalm as the production of a poet 

belonging to the time when the Exile was drawing to a close. 

He translates v. 31: 

Affright the beast of the reeds, the troop of bulls along with 

the calves of the peoples, 

With showers of silver-hail—scatter the people that delight 

in war, 

understanding 93 °3) to refer to the silver-white, glancing 

pebbles of hail; in this verse he also finds an allusion to the 

offensive and defensive alliance that was formed about 550 

B.C. between Lydia (Creesus), Babylon (Naboned) and Egypt 

(Amasis) against Cyrus, who was then aspiring to power. I 

still adhere, however, tothe opinion that the mention of “the 

princes of Zebulun, the princes of Naphtali” (v. 28), as form- 

ing part of the triumphal procession, confines us to the time 

previous to the disruption of the kingdom. Grill gets rid of 

this historical note by taking vv. 25-28 as a “᾿ second retro- 

spect,” the journey of Israel from Egypt to Canaan under 

the guidance of its God being represented as a continuous 

triumphal procession. 

In consequence of v. 31 Gritz also assigns this Psalm to 

a time when the domination of Egypt weighed heavily upon 

Judah, viz. (seeing we must overlook the transitory conquest 

by Shishak) the era of the 26th dynasty from Josiah on- 
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wards. David Kohn (8393 717) in Odessa controverts him 

in the short treatise, ¥1N WS (Warsaw, 1880), in which he 

interprets the Psalm as referring to David’s election and 

elevation to the kingdom; according to him v. 28/f. allude 

to the recognition of David as king of the whole of Israel 

by the representatives of the tribes assembled at Hebron 

(1 Chron. xi. 1-3). The standpoint of the author is ultra- 

conservative; but nevertheless there is much to be learned 

from it as well as from his other writings.! 

Professor Gustav Bickell has now issued, as the third 

part of his Dichtungen der Hebrier, the whole psalter, trans- 

lated “tin the measure of the original” (Insbruck, 1883). 

The translation is full of taste; it runs, however, mono- 

tonously in iambic or trochaic feet and in lines having the 

same number of syllables; e.g. 

Preist den Herrn in der Versammlung, 

Die aus Jakobs Quell thr stammet ! 

Da herrscht Benjamin, der kleine; 

Da sind Juda’s Fiirsten, Scharen ; 

Zebu|lon und| Naphta|li auch.? 

Bickell’s application of Syriac syllabic metres to old Hebrew 

poetry has found a violent opponent in Dr. Jakob Kcker, 

1 In the treatise, xipnd iD NID ADD (reprinted from the Magazine 

"nw, Vienna, 1882), he defends the authenticity of the traditional 

Hebrew text. His works on Koheleth (Wilna, 1881), Esther (Warsaw, 

1881), the Story of Balaam (Lemberg, 1882), and that against Hisen- 

menger, entitled DXIND WX (St. Petersburg, 1883), have a similar apo- 

logetical tendency. Much may also be learned from the short Hebrew 

treatise, with which I have just become acquainted, by Abraham Wolf- 

sohn, entitled mbyon by (Warsaw, 1882), which contains marvellous 

conceits regarding the “‘ hours of prayer” of the Hebrews. 

3 Praise the Lord in the assembly, 

Ye that spring from Jacob’s fountain! 

There rules Benjamin the little, 

There are Judah’s princes, squadrons 

Zebulun and Naphtali too. 
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Docent in Minster, whose reply: “Prof. Dr. Bickell’s Carmina 

Veteris Testamenti metrice, the most recent monument erected 

in the churchyard of the Hebrew metrical system,” has re- 

cently been published in an enlarged form (Miinster, 1883). 

Nor has Bickell’s discovery convinced me to the extent that, 

considering the respect in which I hold him as a philologist 

and as a master of Syriac literature, I could have wished. 

As the printing of this Commentary was about completed 

there appeared also the new edition of the elaborate Com- 

mentary of David Kimchi on the Psalms (in the first place 

on Pss. i-xli.) by Dr. 5. M. Schiller-Szinessy, Cambridge,' 

who, in noble rivalry with Dr. Ad. Neubauer, Oxford, is un- 

wearied in making old Jewish literature useful for biblical 

science, and in enlisting younger Christian scholars as his 

fellow-labourers. For this new edition he has compared 

19 MSS. and the old editions. 

This Commentary of mine on the Psalms has this in 

common with the excellent Commentary of my friend T. K. 

Cheyne on Isaiah (2nd edition, 1882), that it makes a modest 

beginning in turning Assyrian to account for the knowledge 

of the language of the Old Testament. I greet with joy the 

fresh light that is being thrown from that quarter upon 

biblical science; but one will not find fault with an old 

adherent of the school of Fleischer, if his attitude to many 

new Assyriological explanations of words is somewhat re- 

served. 

In view of C. Budde’s admirable discussion of the Hebrew 

dirge in the 2nd and 3rd years of Stade’s Zeitschrift, I would 

fain have had from my old trusty fellow-labourer Wetzstein 

a contribution supplementing the communications made use 

of there; but for good reasons he excused himself from 

undertaking such a task. On the 3rd of June of this year 

he wrote me as follows: “ Although I am probably familiar 

1 Cambridge: Deighton, Bell & Co.; Leipzig: Brockhaus. 
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with all forms of the lyric poetry of the Arabs, I do not 

venture to enter into the proposal to give an account of 

the technics of Arabic national song with reference to the 

strophe system of the Psalms. Some earlier attempts to 

point out in the Psalms a metrical system and a strophic 

structure with the same absolute certainty as is possible in 

Arabic have in my opinion so thoroughly failed, that I have 

intentionally ignored all more recent studies on that subject. 

In my opinion there is nothing whatever that corresponds to 

the Psalms in Arabic national poetry; they might find a 

parallel rather in a kind of poetry that is cultivated in 

Hauran and which has found its master ina poet with whom 

you are well acquainted, Kasim el-Chinn of Djasim. This 

kind of poetry is called Matlu‘ (ς lane) 5 it consists of four-, 

six-, and eight-lined rhymed strophes, which alternate with ὦ 

other shorter strophes, which differ from the former in 

respect of metre, rhyme and melody. I possess a number 

of such poems, but cannot make up my mind to compare 

them with the Psalms. Moreover such a work would not be 

in its proper place in your book; for seeing that only very 

few of your readers are thoroughly familiar with Arabic, it 

would require to be spun out to an unwarrantable length.” 

In the place of such a contribution my honoured friend 

furnished me with the excursus on 7138, Ps. lxix. 21, in a 

somewhat enlarged form; a second excursus, likewise meant 

for this Commentary, on 3.333 0° (Ps. lxviiil. 17) was not 

completed in due time, but will appear shortly in Luthardt’s 

Zeitschrift, and may be had from the publishers in a separate 

form as a supplement to this work.! 

In view of the approaching Luther Jubilee, I close with 

words of Luther, referring to his second course of lectures 

on the Psalms, taken from his letter of 27th March, 1519, to 

1 In this translation Wetzstein’s excursus will be found at the end of 

vol, iii. 
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the Elector, Friedrich: Scio esse impudentissime temeritatis 

eum qui audeat profiterr, unum librum Scripture a se in omni- 

bus partibus intellectum. Quin quis awleat presumere, unum 

Psalmum rotunde ab ullo intellectum ? Vita nostra initium et 

profectus est, non consummatvo. 

F. D. 

ΠΕΙΡΖΙΑ, lst November, 1883. 

FROM THE PREFACE TO THE THIRD 

EDITION. 

Now that my Commentary on the Psalms has been out of 

print for a year and a half, it may at length appear in 

a third edition. I owe many corrections to my friend, the 

Rey. Francis Bolton, whose English translations of my 

Psalms (3 vols., Edinburgh, 1871) and of my Job are among 

the most successful in Clark’s Foreign Theological Library. 

Enlargements of several kinds were suggested by a thorough. 

going consideration of the new edition of Hupfeld’s Commen- 

tary by Eduard Riehm (4 vols., 1867, 68, 70, 71) ; and every- 

thing else that since 1867 has been contributed towards the 

exposition and criticism of the Psalms by August Dillmann 

(review of Ewald’s Commentary in vol. xiii. of the Jahrbb. 

fiir Deutsche Theologie), Eberhard Schrader (Zur Text-kritik 

der Psalmen in Stud. u. Kritik. for 1868), August Kloster- 

mann (Untersuchungen zur alttest. Theologie, 1868), Carl Ehrt 

(Makkabder-psalmen, 1869), Carl Bernh. Moll (in Langeo’s 

Bibelwerk, 2 vols., 1869, 71) and others, had to be taken into 

account. For the comparison of the Greek versions there 

lay before me the volume of the new edition of the Hexapla 
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by Frederick Field (Oxford, 1867) containing the poetical 

books; the hitherto unknown Arabic version by the Karaite, 

Jefeth ben Eli of Basra, I was able to make use of in the 

edition by J. J. L. Bargés (Paris, 1871). 

The list of vocables appended will show how much this 

third edition has been enriched in respect of etymological de- 

terminations of the meaning of terms. Many readers might 

perhaps have desired a reprint of the Accentuationssystem of 

the poetical books by S. Baer, contained in Vol. ii. (pp. 477- 

11) of the first edition (1860); for at present it is the only 

source from which one can derive thorough instruction re- 

garding this difficult part of Hebrew grammar. Owing to 

the great expense, however, of the difficult composition, the 

reproduction of that comprehensive treatise would have made 

my Commentary too dear; and, moreover, the publishers have 

still a few copies of that second volume, so that the treatise, 

the place of which is not yet taken by anything else, has not 

entirely vanished from the book market. Its place will be 

taken in the present edition by an accentuological commen- 

tary on Pss. 1-111. 

The Hebrew Psalter of S. Baer, published, with a preface 

by me, in 1861, by Dorffling and Franke, contains a short 

outline of the poetical system of accentuation.! In the mean- 

time also the wish expressed by me, that a Hebrew edition 

of the Psalms with the Latin version of Jerome from the 

original—a version which has not become an integral portion 

of the Vulgate—might be published, has been fulfilled. The 

critical revision of the text of this Latin version was the last 

labour of my friend, von Tischendorf, who has ever since 

been grievously afflicted with sickness. The new Psalter, 

which is equipped with a large number of Masoretic supple- 

ments and of others referring to the history of the text, has 

1 The place of this critical edition of the Psalms, which has been long 

out of print, is now taken by the much better got up edition of Bernhard 

Tauchnitz, 1880. 
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the title: MONN DD Liber Psalmorum Hebraicus atque Latt- 

nus ab Hieronymo ex Hebrceo conversus. Consociata opera edt- 

derunt Constantinus de TiscHenporF, S. Barr, Fr. Denirzscn. 

Lipsie: F. A. Brockhaus. 1873. 
#. D; 

_Letezic, 19th Sept., 1873. 

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION. 

ΞΊΝΟΕ the publication of my Commentary on the Psalter 

(2 vols. 1859-60), seven full years have passed, during which 

many important contributions have been made towards the 

exposition of the Psalms. Of Hupfeld’s Commentary the 

two last volumes (vol. 111. 1860, vol. iv. 1862) have been pub- 

lished since the completion of mine; that of Hitzig (1835- 

36) has appeared in a new form (2 vols. 1863-65), enriched 

by the fruit of well-nigh thirty years’ continuous labour; 

and [Hwald’s has also taken the field for the third time (1866), 

striking down all fellow-labourers with proud words, in order 

to ascribe honour to itself alone. Besides these, Bottcher’s 

Neue Kritische Ahrenlese, issued by Miihlau since the author’s 

death, has furnished valuable contributions towards the ex- 

position of the Psalms (Abth. 2, 1864); Von Ortenberg has 

furthered the comprehension of the Psalms as regards textual 

criticism (Zur Textkritik der Ps., 1861), and Kurtz as regards 

their theology (Zur Theologie der Ps. in the Dorpat Zeit- 

schrift, 1864-65); and in addition to these, Bohl’s Zwélf 

Messianische Psalmen (1864), and Kamphausen’s exposition 

of the Psalms in Bunsen’s Bibelwerk (1863), ought also to be 

taken notice of. 

I was therefore not without external inducements to re- 
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vise my own Commentary ; and I was also well aware of its 

defects. Still, Hupfeld’s inconsiderately condemnatory judg- 

ment grievedme. In anarticle on the faithful representation 

of the text of the Old Testament according to the Masora 

(Luther. Zeitschrift, 1863), I gave incidental expression to 

this feeling. On the 20th of October, 1863, Hupfeld wrote 

me :—‘“‘I have but just seen your complaint regarding my 

judgement at the close of my work on the Psalms. The com- 

plaint is so gentle, it answers so little to the harshness of my 

judgment and at the same time strikes chords that are not 

yet deadened within me, and which have not yet forgotten 

how to bring back the echo of happier days of common re- 

search and to revive the feeling of gratitude for true fellow- 

ship, that it has touched my heart and conscience.” He 

closes his letter with the hope that he might still have an 

opportunity of stating publicly how very repugnant that 

harsh and untempered judgment was to his own present feel- 

ings. Up till now I have made no use whatever of this 

letter. I regarded it as a secret between us two. Now, how- 

ever, that Riehm has transferred that judgment unaltered to 

the second edition of the first volume of Hupfeld’s Commen- 

tary, I owe it not only to myself, but also to him who has 

since departed this life, to explain that this has not been 

done in accordance with his mind. 

Hitzig’s new Commentary has been of the greatest service 

to me in preparing this new edition of mine. Here I found 

mine, with or without being mentioned, taken uniformly into 

account from beginning to end, and subjected to a keen but 

kindly criticism, occasionally not without a frank recognition 

of the scientific advance that cannot but be observed in it. 

In comparison with such a severe judgment as that which 

Hupfeld pronounced upon me, and which Ewald a few years 

later passed upon him in similar language, I here met with 

a reasonable criticism of the matter, and, notwithstanding 

the full self-consciousness of the thoroughly original in- 
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vestigator, also an appreciation of the arduous labour of 

others. 
. 

So much the more may I hope that all those who do not 

regard scientific appreciation of truth and progress as the ex- 

clusive prerogative of their own school, will find in this 

new edition of my Commentary much that is instructive, and 

also much that is more correctly apprehended. Readers will 

thank me for having continued to turn the rich oriental learn- 

ing of Fleischer and Wetzstein into the channel of biblical 

science. That I also delight in drawing contributions from 

Jewish investigators within my reach, is owing to my desire 

to see the partition wall between Synagogue and Church 

broken down. The exposition of Scripture has not only to 

serve the Church of the present, but has also to assist in 

building up the Church of the future. In this spirit I com- 

mend the present work to the grace and blessing of the God 

of the history of redemption. 

ERLANGEN, 7th July, 1867. 

ἮΝ D. 



INTRODUCTION TO THE PSALTEB. 

« What the heart isin man, that the Psalter is in the Bible.”—Jon, Anno, 





INTRODUCTION. 

I. Posrrron oF THE PsaLTER AMONG THE HAGIOGRAPHA, AND 

MORE ESPECIALLY AMONG THE PorticaL Books. 

Tue Psalter everywhere forms an integral portion of the 

so-called Kethubim or Hagiographa. Its position among 

these, however, is somewhat variable. It seems to follow 

from Luke xxiv. 44, that in pre-Talmnudic times it opened 

that division of the Canon. In the Hebrew MSS. of the 

German class the prevalent sequence of the books is really 

as follows: Psalms, Proverbs, Job, then the five Megilloth; 

and this order has been followed in our common printed 

editions. The Masora, however, and the MSS. of the 

Spanish class begin the Kethubim with Chronicles, which 

they unskilfully separate from Ezra-Nehemiah, and then 

make the Psalms, Job, Proverbs, and the five Megilloth 

follow.2. And according to the Talmud (Bathra, 14b) the 

1 This seems to follow also from 2 Macc. ii. 13, where τὰ τοῦ Δαυίδ 

appears to be a designation given to the D°21N3 from their commence- 

ment; and we may also draw the same conclusion from Philo, de vita 

contempl. (Opp., ii. 475, ed. Mungey), where he distinguishes between 

νόμους καὶ λόγια θεσπισθέντα διὰ προφητῶν καὶ ὕμνους καὶ τὰ ἄλλα οἷς 

ἐπιστήμη καὶ εὐσέβεια συναύξονται καὶ τελειοῦνται. 

2 In all the Masoretic lists the twenty-four books succeed one another 

in the following order: (1) ΣΧ Δ; (2) ΠΩ ΠΟΝῚ; (3) NIP ; 

(4) 237°) (also 7273); (5) Ὁ ΔῚΠ moe; (6) pwIM; (7) DVDW; 
(8) Sxwew; (9) pd; (10) mpyr; (11) AMD; (12) DxpIn; 
(13) "vy In; (14) ONDA AT; (15) mibinin; (16) 39s; (17) δ; 
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right sequence is as follows: Ruth, Psalms, Job, Proverbs ; 

the Book of Ruth precedes the Psalter as being its prologue, 

for Ruth is the ancestress of him to whom the sacred lyric 

owes the era of its richest efflorescence. 

That the Psalter should open the division of the Kethu- 

bim is undoubtedly the most natural arrangement, if for no 

other reason than this, that in its nucleus it represents 

the time of David, just as Proverbs and Job represent 

the Chokma-literature of the time of Solomon. It is self- 

evident, however, that it is only among the Kethubim that 

it could find its proper place. The first place in the Canon 

is taken by the codex of the giving of the law. This codex 

is the foundation of the Old Covenant and of Israel’s na- 

tionality as well as of all its subsequent literature ;—it is 

the ΠῚ, in contradistinction to which all the other sacred 

writings are reckoned nbap (tradition resting on it).! This 

fundamental five-fold book is followed by two series of his- 

torical writings, to which there is given the collective title 

ΝΣ, The first of these two series consists of writings of 

a prophetical character that relate to the past, and bring 

down the history of Israel from the occupation of Canaan 

to the first dawning of light in the penal condition of the 

Babylonian exile (Prophete priores). The second series re- 

lates to the future; it consists of predictive writings com- 

posed by prophetical authors, which reach down to the time 

of Darius Nothus, and indeed to Nehemiah’s second stay in 

Jerusalem during the reign of that Persian monarch (Pro- 

phete posteriores). Regarded chronologically, the first series 

would correspond better with the second, if the historical books 

of the Persian period (Chronicles-Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther) 

(18) Min; (19) DYNA; (20) nbmp; (21) Mmiyp(ADN); (22) 
wrnvins (m3); (23) Sea; (21) NY. The Masoretic abbreviation 
for tle three specially poetical books is accordingly not ΠΤ’, but 

DN”N ; vid. Elia Levita, Masoreth ha-Masoreth, p. 19, 73 (ed. Ven. 1538). 

1 The Psalms are so cited, e.g. in Sifré on Num. xv. 80. 
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had been joined to it; but for a good reason this was not 

done. The literature of Israel has struck out two sharply 

distinguished methods of writing history, viz. the annalistic 

and the prophetic, as types of which we may regard the 

Elohistic and Jehovistic methods in the Pentateuch and in 

Joshua. Now those historical books of the Persian period 

are annalistic, and not prophetic, in their character (although 

the Books of Chronicles have taken up and embodied many 

remnants of the prophetic method of writing history, just 

as, conversely, the Books of Kings have done with many 

remnants that are annalistic); they could not therefore be 

placed among the Prophete priores. Only with Ruth the 

case is different. This short book bears such a close resem- 

blance to the end of the Book of Judges (chaps. xvii.—xxi.) 

that it might very well stand between it and Samuel. Its 

original position was behind the Book of Judges, just as 

the Lamentations of Jeremiah stood after the book of his 

prophecies ; and it is only for liturgical reasons that both 

these books have been placed among the so-called Megilloth 

(Canticles, Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes,and Esther,—the 

order in which they follow one another in our ordinary printed 

editions, according to the calendar of the festivals). It is 

self-evident that all the remaining books could be embraced 

only in the third division of the Canon, which (as could hardly 

have been otherwise in addition to 171M and O°N'33) received 

the general title of 5°31N3; a title which, as the grandson 

of Ben-Sira renders it in his prologue (B.c. 132), signifies τὰ 

ἄλλα πάτρια βιβλίά. This name is given to writings, and 

that too sacred writings (ypadeta or ἁγιόγραφα, to use an 

expression current in the time of Epiphanius), upon which 

one can take one’s stand, and to which one can appeal with 

31N33 or 3 "3 (γέγραπται γάρ). Accordingly, although this 

title has not the same meaning, it has the same value as oO? 

1 Vid. my Hebrew Epistle to the Romans (1870), p. 12. 
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wap °3N3; but it would be a mistake to regard it as equiv- 

alent to YIPN M3 O21NI; for the doctrine of three degrees 
of inspiration, according to which apn m3 is the third 

degree, that, viz. which is associated with the greatest 

independent mental activity of the writer, cannot be traced 

further back than Maimonides (d. 1204). 

II. NamMrEs OF THE PSALTER. 

At the close of Psalm lxxii. we find (v. 20) the subscrip- 

tion: “the prayers of David, the son of Jesse, are ended.” 

Here the whole of the preceding Psalms are comprehended 

under the name nidan, This is surprising, for, with the ex- 

ception of Ps. xvii. (and further on Ixxxvi., χο., cil., exlil.), 

they are all otherwise entitled, and many, e.g. Pss. 1. and 1]., 

contain no invocation of God, and therefore do not have the 

form of prayers. Nevertheless the collective name niPBN is 

suitable to all the Psalms. The essential element in prayer 

is the direct and undiverted turning of the soul to God, the 

absorption of the spirit in thoughts of Him. All the Psalms 

participate in this, the essential element in prayer—even 

those that are didactic, and such hymns as Hannah’s song of 

praise, which is introduced in 1 Sam. ii. 1 with bsanm, 

The external title borne by the Psalter is pY>aA (22), for 

which 0°? (apocopated PA) is also commonly used, as Hip- 

polytus (ed. de Lagarde, p. 188) testifies : Ἑ βραῖοι περιέγραψαν 

τὴν βίβλον éppa Θελείμ.: This name also may surprise us ; 

for the greater number of the Psalms are hardly hymns in 

the proper sense; most of them are elegiac or didactic, and 

only one (Ps. cxlv.) is directly entitled n2n, But this col- 

1 In Eusebius, vi. 25 : Σέφηρ Θιλλήν ; Jerome (preface to his translation 

of the Psalms jurta Hebraicam veritatem) vocalises it still differently : 
SEPHAR THALLIM quod interpretatur volumen hymnorum. Accord- 

ingly at the end of the Psalteriuwm ex Hebreo, Cod. 19 of the Convent 

Library of St. Gall, we find the subscription: Sephar Tallim Quod iu- 

terpretatur volumen Ymnorwm explicit. 
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lective name of the Psalms is also admissible; for they all 

participate in the essential nature of the hymn, viz. in that 

which is its real object, the glorifying of God. Those that 

are narrative praise the magnalia De: ; those that are plain- 

tive praise Him likewise, inasmuch as they turn to Him as 

the sole helper, and close with the grateful assurance that 

they will be heard; and the verb b> includes both: the 

magnificat and the de profundis. Instead of the dissimilate 

plural, 0°°9N Gf we may coin such a technical term), the 

language of the Masora prefers the most natural plural form 

of the noun, and throughout calls the Psalter monn 7D 

(e.g. on 2 Sam. xxii. 5).! 

In Syriac the Psalter is called Kethobo d’mazmiire, in the 

Koran zabir (not zubir, as Golius and Freytag vocalize it), a 

word which in Arabic signifies nothing more than “ writing ”’ 

(synon. kitdb ; vid. on iii. 1), but which is perhaps a corruption 

of mizmor, from which a plural, mezdmir, which is found in 

Jewish-Oriental MSS., is formed by a change of vowels. A 

plural of mizmor does not occur in the Old Testament. Even 

in the post-biblical wsus loquendi it is but seldom that either 

mizmorim or mizmoroth occurs as a name of the Psalms. In 

Hellenistic Greek the corresponding Ψαλμοί (from ψάλλειν = 

11) is so much the more common; the collection of the 

Psalms is called βίβλος ψαλμῶν (Luke xx. 42; Acts i. 20) or 

ψαλτήριον, the name of the stringed instrument (psantérin in 

the Book of Daniel)? being metaphorically transferred to 

1 Jt is an erroneous opinion of Buxtorf, in his Tiberias, and also of 

Jewish Masoretes, that the Masora calls the Psalter robin (halléla). 

Only the so-called Hallel (Ps. exiii—cxviii.) bears this name; for in the 

Masora to 2 Sam. xxii. 5, Ps. exvi. 3 a is called, in relation to xviil. 5a, 

xoSat yan (the similar passage in the Haliel). 

2 Nd8\a—so say Eusebius and others of the Greek Fathers—ap’ 

Ἑβραίοις λέγεται τὸ ψαλτήριον, ὃ δὴ μόνον τῶν μουσικῶν ὀργάνων ὀρθότατον 

καὶ μὴ συνεργούμενον εἰς ἦχον ἐκ τῶν κατωτάτω μερῶν, ἀλλ᾽ ἄνωθεν ἔχον 

τὸν ὑπηχοῦντα χαλκόν (i.e. the brazen sounding-board, the χάλκωμα). 

Augustine, in Ps. xlii. and elsewhere, describes this instrument still 
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the hymns sung to its accompaniment. Psalms are songs 

for the lyre, and therefore lyric poems in the strictest 

sense. 

III. Tue History or Psaum Composition. 

Before we now attempt to form a clear idea of the origin 

of the Psalter, we must take a general survey of the course 

of development through which psalmody has passed. Lyric 

poetry is the earliest kind of poetry in general, and Hebrew 

poetry is consequently essentially lyrical. Neither the epos 

nor the drama has branched off from it so as to attain to 

independence; the Maschal alone has done so. Even pro- 

phecy, which is distinguished from psalmody by the circum- 

stance that in it the mind of the writer is more prevailingly 

sustained by the power of the Divine Spirit, shares with the 

latter the common designation of 833 (1 Chron. xxv. 1-38), 

and the Psalm-singer, NW, is even as such called nin (1 

more clearly: Psalterium istud organum dicitur quod de superiore parte 

habet testudinem, illud sciliect tympanum et concavum lignum cui chorde 

innitentes resonant, cithara vero id ipsum lignum cavum ct sonvrumn 

ex inferiore parte habet. We must not, however, understand this in 

accordance with the construction of that which we now call harp and 

cithern ; as J. Akermark (1874) has shown, the Egyptian and Assyrian 

monuments give the correct representation. The sound-board of the 

23 is below; if we conceive the instrument to be held perpendicularly, 

it forms its lower part, from which the strings proceed; these are left 

free, and are gathered together above by means of a crosspiece. The 

bap, on the other hand, has the resounding body above, where it pro- 

tects the strings like a testwlo. That, however, which is common to the 

Ὁ), in all its forms, as distinguished from the 232, is that its strings, 

like that of a bow, have no external covering. Accordingly the 22 is 

the cithern as well as the lyre, the S33 being the harp, as Basil says: 

τοῦτο (ψαλτήριον) μόνον τῦν μουσικῶν ὀργάνων τὴν αἰτίαν τῶν φθόγγων ἐκ τῶν 

ἄνωθεν ἔχει. τῇ κιθάρᾳ μὲν γὰρ καὶ τῇ λύρᾳ κάτωθεν ὁ χαλκὸς ὑπηχεῖ πρὸς 

τὸ πλῆκτρον’ Ψαλτήριον δὲ τοῦτο τῶν ἁρμονικῶν ῥυθμῶν ἄνωθεν ἔχει τὰς 

ἀφορμάς. Vid. Riehm, Art. Wusik in his Π αν αἀιοδνξον λει], p. 1091. It is 

worthy of notice that the sacred Scriptures nowhere make mention of a 

plectrum, although this instrument is found both on the Egyptian and 

the Assyrian monuments. 
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Chron. xxv. 5; 2 Chron. xxix. 30; xxxv. 15; cf. 1 Chron. 

xv. 19, and freq.) ; for just as the sacred lyric often rises 

into prophetic vision, so the prophetic epic of the future, 

not being emancipated from the subjectivity of the seer, 

frequently passes over into the strain of the Psalm. 

The Mosaic era was the birth-time not only of Israel as a 

people, but also of its national lyric. From Egypt the Is- 

raelites brought instruments with them, which accompanied 

their first song (Hxod. xv.)—their earliest hymn, which re- 

echoes through all the hymns of the following period, and 

even through the whole of the Psalter (cf. v. 2 with Ps. 

exvill. 14; v. 3 with Ps. xxiv. 8; v. 4, xiv. 27 with Ps. 

exxxvi. lo» @. 8 ‘with Ps. Ixxvin, 13; 9/11 with Ps. Ixxvit. 

14, Ixxxvi. 8, Ixxxix. 7f.; vv.13,17 with Ps. lxxviii. 54, and 

other parallels of a similar kind). If to this first hymn 

of theirs we add Ps. xc. and Deut. xxxii., we have here the 

prototypes of all the various kinds of Pitas the hymnic, 

the elegiac, and the prophetico-didactic. These three hymns 

_are still wanting in the later art of strophic symmetry. 

But Deborah’s song of victory, a song that is arranged in 

hexastichs, already shows us the strophic art near its per- 

fection. It has been thought strange that the beginnings 

of poetry in Israel should be already so perfect ; but the his- 

tory, not only of Israel, but also of its literature, stands under 

another law than that of a constant development from below 

upwards. The unique redemptive era of Moses dominates, 

as a creative beginning, the whole of the subsequent develop- 

ment. No doubt there is a constant progress, but it is only 

such as gradually to develop that which had commenced in 

the time of Moses with all the primal force and fulness of 

a divine creation. How closely, however, the several stages 

of this development are linked together, is apparent from 

the fact that Hannah, the singer of the Old Testament mitge 

nificat, bore under her heart him who anointed the “ sweet 

singer of Israel * to be king. 
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It was by means of David that the sacred lyric attained 

its richest efflorescence. Many causes contributed to make 

the time of David its golden age. Samuel prepared the way, 

not only by his reforming activity in general, but also more 

especially by founding schools of the prophets, in which, un- 

der his supervision (1 Sam. xix. 19 f.), song and music were 

cultivated, along with the awakening and fostering of the 

gift of prophecy. Through these cenobia, from which there 

proceeded such a spiritual awakening as had not hitherto 

been experienced in Israel, David also passed. Here his 

poetic genius, if not awakened, was at least cultivated. . He 

was a born musician and poet; and in his case there was 

combined with these natural endowments a heart full of 

deep piety. Even when a shepherd in Bethlehem he had 

cultivated music. But the Psalter no more contains Psalms 

of his belonging to this period (vid. on Pss. viii. and exliv.) 

than the New Testament contains writings of the Apostles 

composed before the day of Pentecost. Not until, upon the 

occasion of his being anointed king of Israel, the Spirit of 

Jahve came upon him, and raised him to the height of his 

sacred calling, did he sing Psalms, which have become in- 

tegral portions of the Canon. They are the fruit, not only 

of his personality, which was richly endowed and sustained 

by the Spirit of God (2 Sam. xxiii. 2), but also of his pecu- 

liar experiences, and of those of his people that were inter- 

woven with his. From the time of his anointing, David’s 

path led through suffering to glory; song, however, as an 

Indian proverb says, has sprung from suffering, ¢léka from 

coka. His life was rich in vicissitudes, which must have 

tuned him, now to elegiac plaints, now to hymnic strains of 

praise; the founder of the kingdom of promise, he was at 

the same time a prophecy of the coming Christ; his typically 

moulded life could not otherwise utter itself than in words 

that were typical or even consciously prophetic. When he 

reached the throne, he did not forget the harp, which had 
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accompanied and consoled him as he fied from Saul, but 

rewarded it according to its deserts. He appointed four 

thousand Levites, the fourth division of the whole Levitical 

order, to officiate as singers and players in connection with 

the worship of God in the tent temple on Zion, and partly 

also in Gibeon, the place of the Mosaic tabernacle. These 

he divided into twenty-four classes under the chief musicians, 

Asaph, Heman, and Ethan (=Jeduthun; 1 Chron. xxv.; cf, 

xv. 17 ff.) ; and by means of his own invention he also in- 

creased the number of the musical instruments (1 Chron. 

xxill. 5; Neh. xii. 36). In the time of David there were 

three places where sacrifices might be offered: on Zion, be- 

side the ark of the covenant (2 Sam. vi. 17 f.); in Gibeon, 

beside the Mosaic tabernacle (1 Chron. xvi. 39 f); and later, 

on the threshing-floor of Ornan, afterwards the temple-hill 

(1 Chron. xxi. 28-30). Thus others also were encouraged 

in many ways to consecrate their gifts to the God of Israel. 

In addition to the seventy-three Psalms which are entitled 

Ἄγ. the direct Davidic authorship of which is attested, not 

indeed in the case of them all, but certainly in the case of 

many,” by their creative originality, their impassioned and 

predominantly elegiac strain, their graceful flow and move- 

ment, their language, antique yet clear, and becoming ob- 

scure and harsh only when describing the dissolute career of 

the ungodly—ain addition to these seventy-three the collection 

1 In the Greek Psalm, which is placed after Ps. cl., David says: I 

tended my father’s sheep, my hands made pipes (ὄργανον -- Δ.1}), and 

my fingers put together (or, tuned harps (ψαλτήριον -- 223). Cf. Wajikra 

Rabba, α. 15 (f. 264 a), and the Targum to Amos vi. 5. 

2 Schultz, in his dlttest. Theologie (second edition, 1878), acknowledges 

at least ten Psalms as Davidic. The consequences which follow for the 

reconstruction of the history of the reigion of Israel from the recogni- 

tion, whether it be of ten or more genuine Davidie Psalms, are so iin- 

- portant, that the endeavour of some recent writers to bring down all the 

Psalms to the time after the Exile, is comprehensible as an attempt to 

-paralyse th@se consequences. 
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contains the following, which are named after contemporary 

singers who were appointed by David: twelve ADND (Pass, 

Ixxiii.-Ixxxiii), the purport and spirit of which are pre- 

dominantly prophetical, and twelve by the Levitical family of 

singers, the ΠΡ" 232 (Pss. xlii—xlix., Ixxxiv., Ixxxv., lxxxvili., 

Ixxxviii., including Ps. xliii.), of a predominantly kingly and 

priestly character. The two Psalms of the Ezrahites, Ps. 

Ixxxviii. by Heman, and Ps. lxxxix. by Ethan, belong to the 
time of Solomon, whose name is borne only by Pss. Ixxii. and 

exxvil. Under Solomon psalmody already began to decline; 

all the productions of the mind of that period bear the stamp 

of thoughtful contemplation rather than of direct feeling, 

for restless yearning after higher things had given place to 

sensuous enjoyment, national concentration to cosmopolitan 

expansion. It was the age of the Chokma, which gave to 

the apophthegm its perfect artistic form, and also pro- 

duced a species of drama. Solomon himself helped to bring 

the Maschal, the form of poetical composition that was 

characteristic of the Chokma, to its perfection. It is true 

that according to 1 Kings v. 12, he was also the author of a 

thousand and five songs; but of his compositions the Canon 

contains only two Psalms and the dramatic Song of Songs; 

and the reason is to be found in the fact that he spoke of 

trees, from the cedar to the hyssop—his poems were mostly 

of a worldly purport, they referred to the kingdom of 

nature rather than to the kingdom of grace. 

Only twice after this did psalmody enjoy a brief period 

of revival; viz. under Jehoshaphat and Hezekiah. Under 

both these kings the beautiful services of the temple arose, 

in all the fulness of their old splendour, from the desecration 

and decay into which they had fallen. There were, more- 

over, two great marvellous deliverances, which revived 

Psalm-poetry during the reign of both these monarchs: in 

the time of Jehoshaphat, the overthrow of the neighbouring 

nations that had combined to extirpate Judah, an overthrow 
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that was predicted by Jahaziel, the Asaphite ; in the time of 

Hezekiah, the overthrow of Sennacherib’s host, which Isaiah 

had foretold. In other ways also both these kings rendered 

great service to the cause of culture; Jehoshaphat by means 

of an organization that aimed at the raising of the national 

intelligence, and which reminds us of the Carlovingian missi 

(2 Chron. xvii. 7-9); Hezekiah, whom we may regard as 

the Pisistratus of Israelitish literature, by the appointment 

of a commission charged with the duty of collecting the 

remains of the early literature (Prov. xxv. 1); he also re- 

vived the ancient sacred music, and restored the Psalms of 

David and of Asaph to their liturgical use (2 Chron. xxix. 

25 ff). And, as his 303'3 (QN3% Ὁ) shows (Isa. xxxviii.), he 

himself was also a poet, though much more reproductive 

than productive. From the time of Jehoshaphat as well as 

from that of Hezekiah we have in the Psalter not a few 

Psalms, mostly Asaphic and Korahitic, which, although 

they have no historical titles, plainly reveal themselves as 

belonging to these times. Apart from these two periods 

of revival, the time of the later kings is almost destitute of 

sacred poets; but it is all the richer in prophets. When 

the lyre became mute, prophecy raised its trumpet voice, 

in order to revive the religious hfe, which was wont to 

express itself in Psalms. It is no doubt true that, in the 

writings of the prophets, which represent the λεῖμμα χάριτος 

in Israel, we also find such Psalms as Jonah ch. ii., Isa. 

ch. xii., and Hab. ch. iii.; but even these are imitations of 

the old congregational hymns rather than original produc- 

tions. Not until after the Hxile do we find a time of new 

creations. 

Just as the Reformation gave birth to German hymnology, 

and the Thirty Years’ War (without which there would per- 

1 As regards the time of Jehoshaphat, Nic. Nonne has already acknow- 

ledged this in his Diss. de Tzippor et Deror (Bremen, 1741, 4to), which 

has reference to Ps. ]xxxiv. 4. 
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haps have been no Paul Gerhardt) called it anew into life, 

so the time of David gave birth to psalmody, and the 

Exile awoke it from the dormant condition into which it 

had fallen. The divine chastisement was not without its 

intended effect. There are Psalms belonging to the time of 

the Exile (e.g. Ps. cii); and many older Psalms have ad- 

ditions, from which we can easily discern how frequently 

they were used as prayers in these disastrous days. Far 

more new Psalms, however, were composed after the Return. 

When the exiles who came back to their native land (and 

among these were many Asaphites)! felt themselves to be 

once more a nation, and, after the restoration of the temple, 

even a Church, the harps, which in Babylon had been hung 

upon the willows, were tuned afresh, and a new rich blessing 

of song was the fruit of the reawakening of their first love. 

This love, it is true, did not endure for any very lengthened 

period. A service of God consisting in ceremonies and in 

the worship of the letter took the place of the gross external 

idolatry, from which the returned exiles had been weaned 

by the chastisement they had undergone in a foreign land. 

Nevertheless, in the period of the Seleucide the oppressed 

and violated national feeling awoke under the Maccabees in 

all the living enthusiasm of early days. Prophecy, as is 

often bewailed in the first Book of Maccabees, had at that 

time been long silent. It is so much the more natural to 

assume, that Psalm-poetry revived. At the time of the 

Reformation, Calvin declared Pss. xliv., Ixxiv., and lxxix. to 

be Maccabeean; and Esrom Rudinger assigned other twenty- 

two to the same period. With much erudition and in- 

genuity Hitzig has attempted to give positive proof, that it is 

Maccabee Psalms that form the real nucleus of the Psalter; 

he recognises the Maccabee prince, Alexander Jannzeus, as the 

1 In Barhebreus on Job, and in his Chronikon, many traditions are 
traced back to ‘‘ Asaph, the Hebrew priest, the brother of Ezra th 
scribe.” 
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author of Pss. i. and ii., and makes Ps. xliv. refer to 1 Macc. 

v. 56-62; he further maintains, not only in his Commentary 

on the Psalms, published in 1835-36, but also in his more 

recent work, published in 1863-65, that from Ps. Ixxiu. 

onwards there is not a single pre-Maccabee Psalm to be 

found in the whole collection, and that from that Psalm to 

its close the Psalter reflects the prominent events of the 

Maccabee period in their chronological order. Von Lengerke 

and Olshausen have substantially followed Hitzig. They 

both assign the composition of the latest Psalms and the 

compilation of the Psalter as we now possess it to the 

reign of John Hyrcanus (135-107) ; whereas Hitzig, coming 

somewhat further down, ascribes Pss. 1., i1., cl., as well as 

others, and the arrangement of the whole, to Alexander 

Janneus, the son of Hyrcanus. On the other hand, the 

existence of Maccabee Psalms has been disputed, not only by 

Hengstenberg, Hivernick and Keil, but also by Gesenius, 

Hassler, Ewald, Thenius, Bottcher, Hupfeld, Dillmann, 

and, most thoroughly of all, by Ehrt in his monograph : 

Abfassungszeit und Abschluss des Psalters zur Priifung der 

Frage nach Makkabéerpsalmen (1869). We for our part 

admit at least the possibility of such Psalms. It has been 

said that the grand inspiring idea of the Maccabee period 

was human rather than divine, patriotic in a popular sense 

rather than national in a theocratic sense; but the Book 

of Daniel shows us, in a prophetical representation of that 

period, a holy people of the Highest, contending against 

the godless world-power, and claims for these contests the 

greatest significance in connection with the history of 

redemption. Nor does the history of the Canon preclude the 

possibility of Maccabee Psalms. For although the Chron- 

icler, when combining into a mosaic reminiscences of the 

Psalms taken from the first book to the fifth (1 Chron. xvi.), 

entitles us, by means of v. 36, to come to the sure con- 

clusion, that in his day the Psalter (cf. τὰ τοῦ Δαυίδ, 2 Mace. 
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ii. 13) 1} was already a whole, divided into five books (vid. 

on Pss. xevi., cv., cvi.); yet even after its redaction was 

complete, it might remain open for later interpolations (just 

as the Wn 12D, which is quoted in the Book of Joshua and 

in 2 Sam.i., was a compilation that had grown gradually in 

the course of time). When Judas Maccabeus walked in the 

footsteps of Nehemiah in this respect, that he collected the 

national literature (2 Mace. ii. 14: ὡσαύτως δὲ καὶ ᾿Ιούδας τὰ 

διεσκορπισμένα διὰ τὸν πόλεμον τὸν γεγονότα ἡμῖν ἐπισυνήγαγε 

πάντα, καὶ ἔστι παρ᾽ ἡμῖν), it is natural to suppose that at that 

time the Psalter was also enriched. Although the period of 

the Maccabees produced no prophet, we may nevertheless 

assume that many of them possessed the gift of poetry, and 

that the spirit of faith, which is essentially one and the 

same with the spirit of prophecy, could consecrate and 

fructify this gift. We have an actual proof of this in the 

so-called Salomonic Psalter.” It consists of eighteen Psalms; 

and though these are far inferior to our canonical Psalms, 

both in respect of originality and artistic beauty (more espe- 

cially in our present Greek translation of the original Heb. 

text), they are nevertheless an evidence that, even during 

the period of the Maccabees, the feelings of the faithful still 

poured themselves forth in spiritual songs. And if the Book 

of Daniel in its present form belongs to the time of the 

Seleucidee (and its prophetical character remains secured to 

it, if it was issued before the reconsecration of the temple in 

December, 165, and before the death of Antiochus Epiphanes 

1 In both the Eastern and Western early Churches the Psalter is 

directly called David, e.g. in Chrysostom: ἐκμαθόντες ὅλον τὸν Δαβίδ, and 

at the end of the Aithiopic Psalter: “" David is ended.” 

2 This was first made known by de la Cerda in his Adversaria sacra 

(1626), and afterwards received by Fabricius into his Codex Pseudepi- 

graphus V.T., p. 914 ff (1713). It has recently been edited in a separate 

form and annotated by Eduard Ephraem Geiger (Augsburg, 1871), who 

adopts the opinion that is now prevalent, and assigns it to the time of 

Pompey. 
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in the year 164), we may argue from the history of the 

Canon in favour of, rather than against, the existence of 

Maccabee Psalms. Griitz assigns a still later date to the 

completion of this division of the Canon. He does so, how- 

- ever, In consequence of his drawing an erroneous conclusion 

from Jadajim, ili. 5, iv. 6 (οἵ. Hdijoth, v. 3), according to 

which doubts were expressed in Jerusalem about 65 a.p. and 

in Jamnia about 90 a.p. as to Ecclesiastes and Canticles 

being equally holy with the other sacred writings (‘23 

wqP). But the question discussed then was not whether 

these two books were to be received into the Canon, but 

whether they had rightly been received into it. A doubt 

of the same kind was raised in regard to Ezekiel (Schabbath, 

13 δ). The testimony of Josephus in his Apology for the 

Jewish nation against the Alexandrian litteratewr Apion 

G. § 8; ef. Ant., x. 2, 2) shows that, when he issued that 

book (about 100 a.p.), the sacred Scriptures had already 

for centuries formed a whole consisting of twenty and a 

few more books, and that the Psalter, which he describes 

as ὕμνους εἰς Θεόν, was one of these. As we may infer 

from Luke xxiv. 44, the Psalter stood at the head of 

the Hagiographa. The period of the Maccabees is the 

latest time to which any Psalm in the collection may be 

assigned. And since the Maccabee movement, although 

beginning in the spirit, nevertheless ran its course in the 

flesh, we cannot at least expect to find any Psalm referring 

to it, the date of which is later than the time of Judas 

Maccabeeus. And from all that we know of the character 

and reign of Alexander Janneus, it is morally impossible 

that that despot should have been the author of the first 

and second Psalms and the final editor of the whole col- 
lection. 
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IV. OricIn OF THE COLLECTION OF THE PSALMS. 

The Psalter as we now possess it consists of five books.! 

Τοῦτό σε μὴ παρέλθοι, ὦ PiAcxadke—says Hippolytus, whose 

words are afterwards repeated by Hpiphanius—or7t καὶ τὸ 

ψαλτήριον εἰς πέντε διεῖλον βιβλία οἱ Ἕβρᾶιοι, Gore εἶναι καὶ αὐτὸ 

ἄλλην πεντάτευχον. This agrees with the Midrasch on i. 1: 

Moses gave the Israelites the five books of the Thora, and 

corresponding to these (07333) David gave them the Book of 

Psalms, which consists of five books (NWN 13 ww YAN ἜΘ 

D18D). The hypothesis of de Lagarde,? that “the five di- 

visions were meant for five different portions of public wor- 

ship,” breaks down when we attempt to carry it out. It is 

a sufficient explanation of this division into five parts, that 

it makes the Psalter the copy and echo of the Théra. It 

also resembles the latter in this respect, that, as in the 

Thora Elohistic and Jehovistic sections alternate, so here a 

group of Elohim Psalms (xlii—lxxxiv.) is surrounded on both 

sides by groups that are Jehovistic (4.—xli., lxxxv.—cl.). The 

five books are as follows: i—xli., xlii—lxxi., lxxii—Ixxxix., 

xc.-cvi., evil.-cl.2 Each of the first four books concludes 

with a doxology, which it would be a mistake to regard as 

an integral portion of the preceding Psalm (xli. 14; lxxii. 

18 f.; Ixxxix. 58; cvi. 48), and the place of the fifth 

doxology is taken by Ps. cl. as a full-toned finale to the 

whole (similar to the relation of Ps. exxxiv. to the so-called 

Songs of Degrees). These doxologies already approximate 

to the language of the liturgical Beracha of the second tem- 

ple. Nowhere in the Old Testament save in them do we 

1 The Karaite Jerocham (about 950) says ΣΙ (rolls) instead of 

D*5D. 

2 Orientalia, zweites Heft (1880), p. 13 7., where, in connection with 

that hypothesis, it is assumed that the so-called Lamed auctoris assigns 

the Psalm to the kind of temple music thereby named; even 2 means 

a division of the temple choir that was named after David. 

3 The Karaite Jefeth ben Eli calls them "WN 75D, SND Ὅ, ete. 
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find }81 jP8 coupled with Ὁ (cf., on the other hand, Num. 

v. 22, and also Neh. vili. 6). Even so early as the time of 

the Chronicler, the Psalter was a whole divided into five 

parts, with the divisions indicated by these marks. We 

infer this from 1 Chron. xvi. 36. In the free manner of 

a speech in Thucydides or Livy, the Chronicler there re- 

produces the Davidic festal strains that resounded on the 

occasion of the bringing back of the ark; but he does so in 

such a way, that, after he has once fallen into Psalm remi- 

niscences taken from Psalm cvi., he even puts into David’s 

mouth the Beracha that we find at the end of that Psalm. 

We perceive from this that the Psalter was already divided 

into books; the closing doxologies had already been tho- 

roughly incorporated with the Psalms behind which they 

stood. The Chronicler, however, wrote during the pontifi- 

cate of Johanan, the son of Hliashib, the predecessor of 

Jaddua, towards the end of the Persian supremacy, but still 

a considerable time before the beginning of that of the 

Greeks. 

Next to this application of the Beracha of the fourth book 

by the Chronicler, Ps. lxxii. 20 throws most light on the his- 

tory of the origin of the Psalter. These words: “ the prayers 

of David the son of Jesse are ended,” are undoubtedly the sub- 

scription of the oldest collection of Psalms that preceded 

our present Psalm-pentateuch. It is true that, by the in- 

terpolation of the Beracha ([xxu. 18 f.), the redactor has 

removed this subscription from its original place immedi- 

ately after lxxu.17; but he has left it otherwise untouched. 

In this respect the redactors and editors of earlier sources 

that are incorporated within the literature of the Bible 

show themselves exceedingly conscientious; they thereby 

also make it much easier for us to obtain a glimpse into the 

origin of their works. The redactor of the Books of Samuel, 

e.g., gives intact the list of officials (2 Sam. viii. 16-18) which 

he found in a later historical source (and with which it ended, 
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so far at least as we know it from the extracts preserved to 

us), as well as the list that he found in an older document 

(2 Sam. xx. 23-26) ; and not only the author of the Books of 

Kings, who flourished about the middle of the Exile, but even 

the Chronicler, who lived towards the close of the Persian 

period, have adopted unaltered the statement, which they — 

found in an annalistic source, that the staves of the ark are 

to be found in the rings of it “to this day” (1 Kings viii. 8; 

2 Chron. v. 9). But although that subscription has been 

so faithfully preserved, it unfortunately affords us less in- 

formation than we could desire. We learn from it only that 

our present collection was preceded by a primary collection 

of much less extent, and that the latter ended with the 

Salomonic Psalm, Ixxii.; for it is not at all likely that the 

editor would have placed after that Psalm a subscription 

that refers only to prayers of David, unless he had found it 

in that position. And this being the case, it is natural to 

suppose that Solomon himself, prompted perhaps by the litur- 

gical requirements of the new temple, formed this primary 

collection, and by appending Ps. lxxii. to it gave it to be un- 

derstood that he was its compiler. But even to the question, 

whether, besides Ps. lxxii., the primary collection contained 

only hymns that were strictly Davidic, or whether the de- 

signation, 117 min, was meant only a potiort, we have no 

answer. If we assume the latter alternative, we cannot 

understand why, of the Psalms of Asaph, only Ps. 1. was re- 

ceived into it. For this Psalm ought really to be regarded 

as old-Asaphic, and might therefore have formed an integral 

part of the primary collection. On the other hand, the 

Korahitic Psalms (xli.-xlix.) cannot possibly have all be- 

longed to it; for some of them, and most undoubtedly 

xlvii. and xlviii., belong to the time of Jehoshaphat, the 

most memorable event of whose reign was predicted, as 

the Chronicler informs us, by an Asaphite and celebrated 

by Korahitic singers. For this reason therefore, and apart 
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altogether from other Psalms which bring us down to the 

time of the Assyrians (e.g. Ixvi., Ixvil.) and of Jeremiah 

(e.g. xxi.) or even bear traces of the time of the Exile (e.g. 

lxix. 35 f.), it is absolutely impossible that the primary col- 

lection should have consisted of Pss. ii.-lxxii., or rather (since 

it seems necessary to assign Ps. 11. to the later regal period, 

perhaps to the time of Isaiah) of Pss. ii.-lxxii. And if we 

conceive these later additions to be removed, there is left 

for the Psalms of David and his contemporaries no arrange- 

ment, which we could say bore in any way the stamp of the 

Davidie and Salomonic mind. This struck even old Jewish 

teachers; and it is related in the Midrasch on Ps. 11., that 

when Joshua ben Levi was purposing to rearrange the 

Psalms, a heavenly voice called to him: ‘ Arouse not the 

slumberer” (W978 ‘PDN RN), i.e. disturb not David in his 

grave. No doubt we can explain more satisfactorily than 

is done there, why it is that Ps. iti. follows Ps. ii. (or, as 

it is expressed there in the Midrasch, why piovax nv 

follows 312) 311 NV); but, speaking generally, the prin- 

ciple of arrangement observable in the two first books is the 

same as that in the three last—the principle, viz. which I 

have shown in my Symbole ad Psalmos illustrandos isagogice 

(1846) runs through the whole Psalter, of arranging accord- 

ing to external rather than internal points of resemblance.} 

On the other hand, it cannot be denied that the nucleus of 

1 Eusebius has already perceived the right view in regard to this. In 

his exposition of Ps. lxiii. (lxii. in the Sept.), among other things he 

expresses himself as follows: ἐγὼ δὲ ἡγοῦμαι τῆς τῶν ἐγγεγραμμένων δια- 

νοίας ἕνεκεν ἐφεξῆς ἀλλήλων τοὺς ψαλμοὺς κεῖσθαι κατὰ τὸ πλεῖστον, οὕτως ἐν 

πολλοῖς ἐπιτηρήσας καὶ εὑρών. διὸ καὶ συνῆφθαι αὐτοὺς ὡσανεὶ συγγένειαν 

ἔχοντας καὶ ἀκολουθίαν πρὸς ἀλλήλους." ἔνθεν μὴ κατὰ τοὺς χρόνους ἐμφέ- 

ρεσθαι, ἀλλὰ κατὰ τὴν τῆς διανοίας ἀκολουθίαν (in Montfaucon’s Collectio 

Nova, t.i. p. 800). This ἀκολουθία διανοίας, however, is not always central 

and deep. The attempts of Luther (Walch, iv., col. 646 /7.), and especi- 

ally of Solomon Gesner, to point out a connected inner progress in the 

Psalter, are not convincing. 
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the primary collection must he within Pss. iii—lxxii., for 

nowhere else do old Davidic Psalms stand so numerously 

and so closely together as here. Even the third book (Pss. 

Ixxili._Ixxxix.) is markedly different in this respect. We 

may therefore assume that the chief bulk of the oldest 

hymn-book of the Israelitish Church is contained in Pss. 

iiilxxii.; but at the same time we must admit that, on 

the occasion of later redactions, and more especially at the 

last of all, its contents were taken apart and re-arranged ; 

although, when that was done, the connection of the subscrip- 

tion, Ixxii. 20, with the Psalm of Solomon was maintained. 

These two groups of Psalms (ii.-lxxi1., lxxiii—lxxxix.), al- 

though not preserved in their original arrangement, and 

although augmented by interpolations of several kinds, 

represent at least the first two stages in the formation of 

the Psalter. The primary collection may be Salomonic. 

The after-gleaning that forms the second group was added, 

at the earliest, in the time of Jehoshaphat, in whose reign it 

is probable that the Salomonic Book of Proverbs was also 

compiled. There is more reason, however, for assigning this 

second group to the time of Hezekiah; and that not only 

because it seems necessary to refer a few of the Psalms 

contained in it to the overthrow of Assyria in the reign of 

Hezekiah, rather than to that of the allied neighbouring 

nations in the reign of Jehoshaphat, but more especially 

because the “ men of Hezekiah ” likewise arranged an after- 

gleaning to the older Salomonic Book of Proverbs (Prov. 

xxv. 1), and because it is related of Hezekiah that he 

brought the Psalms of David and those of Asaph (and the 

bulk of the latter are contained in the third book of Psalms) 

once more into use (2 Chron. xxix. 20). 

In the time of Ezra and Nehemiah the collection was 

enlarged by the hymns composed during the Exile, and still 

more so by those composed after it. Buta gleaning of old 

hymns had also been reserved for this time. A Psalm of 
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Moses was placed first, in order that by taeans of this glance 

back into the earliest times the beginning of the new Psalter 

might readily arrest the attention. And, in addition to the 

fifty-six Davidic Psalms contained in the three first books, 

seventeen others have been gathered together into the two 

last ; these, it is true, are not all directly Davidic, for some 

of them at least have been composed by singers who were 

able to put themselves into David’s situation, and had drunk 

deeply into his spirit. Historical works of an annalistic or 

even a prophetical character, which had been rescued at the 

time of the Exile, and preserved for the post-exilic period, 

were probably a chief storehouse of such earlier Psalms. It 

was from such works that the historical notes attached to 

Davidic hymns (even to one in the fifth book: Ps. exlii.) 

were derived. There is on the whole an unmisiakable 

progress from the earliest to the latest; and we may say 

with Ewald, that the real kernel of Davidic, and, generally 

speaking, older hymns is contained in Pss. i—xli., that it is 

mainly hymns of the middle period that are found in Pss. 

xlii—Ixxxix., and that the great mass of later and very late 

hymns must be sought in Pss. xc.—cl. But in other respects 

it is much the same with the Psalter as with the collections 

of the prophecies of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel: the 

arrangement is partly chronological and partly according 

to the subject matter, and in many places the chronological 

order is intentionally and significantly departed from in 

favour of the latter. We have already frequently adverted 

to one chief point of view of this arrangement according to 

matter, viz. the imitation of the Thora; it was perhaps this 

that led to the fourth book, which corresponds with the Book 

of Numbers, opening with a Psalm of Moses which refers 

to Num. xiv. 35. 
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ὟΝ. ARRANGEMENT AND TITLES. 

Among the Fathers, Gregory of Nyssa has attempted to 

show that the Psalter in its five books leads up as it were 

by five stages to moral perfection: ἀεὶ πρὸς τὸ ὑψηλότερον THY 

ψυχὴν ὑπερτιθεὶς, ὡς ἂν ἐπὶ TO ἀκρότατον ἐφίκηται τῶν ἀγαθῶν, 

and even down to the most recent times attempts have 

been made to point out in the five books a gradation of 

fundamental and leading thoughts, that dominate and in- 

terpenetrate the whole.? We are afraid that investigation 

in this direction sets before itself an unattainable goal. 

Nevertheless, as will gradually appear, the collection bears 

the impress of one ordering spirit. For a didactico-pro- 

phetical couple of Psalms (Pss. i. and u.), beginning and 

ending with ‘w— a couple which introduces the whole 

Psalter, and was therefore regarded in very early times 

as but one Psalm—forms its preface, while four Psalms 

(cxlvi—cxlix.), that begin and end with mndon, form its 

close. We do not include Ps. cl.; for this Psalm takes the 

place of the Beracha of the fifth book, just as the refrain in 

Isaiah xlviii. 22 is repeated with greater emphasis and more 

sonorously in lvil. 21, but is wanting at the end of the 

third division of these discourses of Isaiah to the exiles, 

seeing that instead of it the wretched final destiny of the 

wicked is described in terms that fill the mind with horror. 

The beginning of the Psalter celebrates the blessedness of 

those who walk in conformity with the redeeming will of 

God, that has been revealed in Thora and in history; its 

close calls upon all creatures to magnify this redeeming 

God, upon the ground as it were of the completion of the 

work of redemption. Even Bede already calls attention to 

the fact, that from Ps. exlvi. onwards the Psalter ends in 

pure exultation; the end of the Psalter soars to the blessed 

1 Opp. ed. Paris. (1638), t. i. p. 288. 

2 So especially Stiihelin, Zur Kinleitung in die Psalmen, 1859, 4to. 
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height of the consummation of all things. Ewald’s assump- 

tion, that there was an evident predilection for attempting 

to make the number 150 complete, cannot be made good; 

the reckoning 147 (according to an Aggadic book mentioned 

in jer. Schabbath, c. xvi., parallel with the years of the life 

of Jacob), and the reckoning 149, which occurs frequently 

both in Karaitic and Rabbanitic MSS., have also been 

adopted; and the numbering varies both as regards the 

whole and as regards particular Psalms.! 

There are found in the Psalter seventy-three Psalms 

provided with the title ὙΠ; viz. thirty-seven in book 1., 

eighteen in book 11., one in book 111., two in book iv., and 

fifteen in book v. The redaction has evidently intended to 

close the collection with an imposing group of Davidic 

Psalms, just as it begins with the bulk of these. The 

Hallelujahs, which begin with Ps. cxlvi. (immediately after 

the fifteen Davidic Psalms), are already preludes of the 

closing doxology. 

It is only in the second and third books that Korahitic 

and Asaphic Psalms are to be found. The Asaphic Psalms 

are twelve in number, viz. ]., lxxiii—~lxxxiii. The Korahitic 

are also twelve, viz. xlii., xlii., xliv.—xlix., Ixxxiv., Ixxxv., 

Ixxxvilt., Ixxxvill., on the assumption that Ps. xliii. is to be 

regarded aS an independent twin Psalm to xlii., and that 

Ps. Ixxxvill. is to be accounted Korahitic. In both these 

groups of hymns we find Psalms dating from the time of 

the Hxile, and even from the time after it (Ixxiv., lxxix., 

1 The LXX., like our Hebrew text, reckons 150 Psalms. It does 80, 

however, with variations in particular instances; it unites ix. and x., 

also cxiv. and cxv., into one, and compensates for this by dividing exvi. 

and exlvii. each into two. The combination of ix. and x., and of exiv. 

and cxv. into one, is also found elsewhere; cxxxiv. and cxxxy., but more 

especially i. and ii., also appear here and there as but one. Kimchi, 

combining Pss. cxiv. and cxv. into one, reckons 149, The Syriac ver- 

sions combine Pss. cxiv. and cxy. intu one; they however reckon 150, 
seeing that they divide cxlvii. 
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Ixxxv.). We cannot therefore explain on purely chrono- 

logical grounds why it is that they are apportioned only to 

books ii. and iii. Korahitic Psalms, followed by one that is 

Asaphic, open book ii.; Asaphic Psalms, followed by four 

that are Korahitic, open book iii. 

The manner in which Davidie Psalms are interspersed 

with those we have just been considering sets before us 

very clearly the principle by which the compiler’s favourite 

arrangement according to the subject matter is dominated. 

It is the principle of homogeneity. It is an old Semitic 

custom to put things together in accordance with this 

principle; for even in the alphabet, the hand and the hollow 

of the hand, water and fish, the eye and the mouth, the 

back and front of the head, have been placed together in 

accordance with it. So the Psalms also follow one another 

according as they are related by prominent external and 

internal marks. The Asaphic Psalm, 1., is followed by the 

Davidic Psalm, li., because they both similarly disparage 

the material animal sacrifice, as compared with that which is 

personal and spiritual. And the Davidic Psalm, lxxxvi., is 

inserted between the Korahitic Psalms, lxxxv. and lxxxvi.., 

because it is related not only to Ps. lxxxv. 8 by the prayer: 

“ Show me Thy way, Jahve,” and “give Thy conquering strength 

to Thy servant,” but also to Ps. lxxxvii. by the prospect it 

holds out of the conversion of the heathen to the God of 

Israel. This phenomenon, that Psalms with the same 

leading thought, or even only with markedly similar pas- 

sages, especially at the beginning and the end, are linked 

on to one another, may be observed throughout the whole 

of the collection. Thus, e.g. Ps. lvi., with the title, “ After 

(the melody): the silent dove among them that are afar off,” 

is attached to Ps. lv., because of the expression that occurs 

in the latter: “ Oh that I had wings like a dove,” etc.; and 

Pss. xxxiv. and xxxv. are placed together as being the only — 

Psalms in which the “ Angel of Jahve” is mentioned; so 
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also Pss. ix. and x., which coincide in the expression Niny 
mis, 

Closely connected with this principle of arrangement is 

the circumstance that the Elohim Psalms, 7.e. those which, 

in accordance with a peculiar style of composition, as I have 

shown in my Symbol, and not in consequence of the caprice 

of a redactor,! almost exclusively call God DITON, and besides 

this delight in the use of such compound divine names 

as MINIS A, Nias ὈΠῸΝ mi, and the like, are placed 

together without any intermixture of Jehovistic Psalms. 

The divine name 1) predominates in Pss. i—xli.; it occurs 

273 times, and DynON only 15 times, and that too for the 

most part where 717° was not admissible. The Elohistic 

type commences with Ps. xlii.; the last of this style is the 

Korahitic Psalm, lxxxiv., which is for this very reason at- 

tached to the Elohistic Psalms of Asaph. In Pss. lxxxv.—cl. 

ni? appears again with such exclusiveness that in books 

lv. and vy. it occurs 339 times, while D'NON is used but once 

(cxliy. 9) of the true God. Of the Psalms of David 18 are 

Elohistic, of the Korahitic 9, while the Asaphic are all of 

this form. Seeing we have to add one by Solomon and 

four that are anonymous, there are altogether 44 of this 

class (1.6. counting Pss. xli. and xliii. as two). They form 

the middle portion of the Psalter, and have on their right 

41 and on their left 65 Jahve-Psalms. 

Similarity in respect of species of composition is also one 

of the manifold grounds that have determined this arrange- 

ment according to the subject-matter. Thus among the 

Elohim Psalms the drab (xli., xlin., xliv., xlv., lii—lv.) and 

the 5713) (lvi—lx.) stand together. Similarly in the two last 

books the Γ ΟΣ) Π YY (οχχ., exxxiv.) and, divided into groups, 

those beginning with 177 (cy.-cvii.) and those beginning 

1 This is Ewald’s view—a view which is still current. A closer in- 
spection of the other characteristic peculiarities of the Elohim Psalms 

proves it to be superficial and erroneous. 
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and ending with Andon (cxi.-cxili. ; exv.—cxvil.; exlvi-~cl.), 

—from which it follows that these Psalm-titles are older than 

the final redaction of the collection. 

After the harmless position that the monographs of Sonn- 

tag (1687), Celsius (1718), and Irhof (1728) take up with 

regard to the titles of the Psalms, it could not possibly be 

otherwise than that these should at length become a subject 

of criticism; but the negation of what has been historically 

handed down, that has grown prevalent since the last decades 

of the past century, has in these days become a scornful 

dogmatism, which in any other department of literature, 

where the judgment is not so much warped by prejudice, 

would be regarded as mere caprice. Instances like Hab. 

ii. 1 and 2 Sam.1i. 18 (cf. Ps. lx. 1) show that David and 

other psalmists might have attached to their Psalms not only 

their names but also notes indicating their purport. And 

the great antiquity of these and similar titles may also be 

inferred from the fact, that the LXX. found them already 

in existence and did not understand them; that they cannot 

be explained even with the aid of the Books of Chronicles 

(including the Book of Ezra, which forms a part of these), 

in which much is said about music, and in which they make 

their appearance, like much else, as the revival of choice 

old expressions, so that the key to their comprehension must 

have been lost very early ; as well as from the circumstance 

that they occur far less frequently in the two last than in 

the three first books of the Psalter. 

VI. Srropue-System oF THE Psatms. 

Old Hebrew poetry has neither rhyme nor metre; not till 

the seventh century after Christ did Jewish poetry adopt 

either (first rhyme and afterwards metre). Attempts at 

rhyme, it is true, are not wanting in the poetry and pro- 

phecy of the Old Testament, especially in the Tejilla style 
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(Ps. evi. 4-7; οἵ. Jer. iii. 21-25), where the earnestness of 

prayer naturally leads to the heaping up of similar in- 

flexional endings; but this assonance, which tends to pass 

over into rhyme proper, has not yet become such an estab- 

lished form as in Syriac.! Nor is it possible to adduce 

verses of even four lines, in which there is carried out a 

uniform or mixed metre. Nevertheless Augustine (Hp. exiii. 

ad Memorium) is rightly informed, when he says regarding 

the Psalms: Certis eos constare numeris credo ‘llis qui eam 

linguam probe callent ; and it was not mere imagination that 

led Philo, Josephus, Husebius, Jerome and others to perceive 

in the hymns of the Old Testament, and more especially in 

the Psalms, something similar to the Greek and Latin 

metres. For Hebrew poetry does have a certain measure, 

seeing that, apart from the simple vocal and composite 

Schebds, both of which represent the primary short vowels, 

all syllables with a full vowel are intermediate in length, 

and become long in the rise and short in the fall, or, to 

put it otherwise, are there strongly accented, here more or 

less slurred over. This gives rise to a very great variety of 

rhythms, e.g. the anapwstic wéndschlichdh miménnt “abothémd 

(ii. 3), or the dactylic dz jédabbér élémé bédppé (ii. 5); the 

poetical discourse moves on more freely than does Syriac 

poetry with its constantly ascending (4 —) or descending 

(— +) spondees, it exhibits all kinds of syllabic movement, 

and so comes to have the appearance of a motley mixture 

of Greek and Latin metres. Only the appearance, however 

—for such kinds of verse as are regulated by the laws of 

quantity are altogether foreign to old Hebrew poetry, as well 

as to the earliest poetry in general; these rhythms that 

vary in accordance with the emotion to be expressed are 

not metres, for, as Augustine says in his work de Musica: 

omne metrum rhythmus, non omnis rhythmus etiam metrum 

3 Cf. Zingerle in Ὁ. M. Z., x. 110 ff. 
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est. Nor, indeed, is there a single instance in which a 

definite rhythm has been carried through a whole poem, 

whether of greater or less extent; but they always vary 

in accordance with the thoughts and feelings: thus, e.g., 

the close of the evening hymn (Ps. iv.) rises to the ana- 

pestic: kiatta Jahawé lebaddad, in order then to sink to rest 

in the iambic: labétach téschibéni.1 With this alternation of 

1 Saalschtitz (Von der Form der hebr. Poesie, 1825, and elsewhere) 
proceeds upon the altogether misleading assumption, that our present 

system of accentuation does not indicate the syllable of the words that 

was really strongly accented ;—adopting the pronunciation of the 

German-Polish Jews he finds almost everywhere a spondzo-dactylic 

rhythm (e.g. Judg. xiv. 18, liile chardschtem beeglathi). The traditional 

accentuation, however, may be proved to be a faithful transmission of 

the original Hebrew pronunciation ; the trochaic pronunciation is more 

Syrian ; and the tendency to draw back the accent from the final syllable 

to the penult and antepenult, without paying any regard to the condi- 

tions that originally governed it, is a phenomenon that is by no means 

uncommon in the later period of a language (vid. Hupfeld in D.M.Z., 

vi. 187). In his work: Die metrischen Formen der hebr. Poesie (1866), 
Julius Ley attempts to show the great influence that alliteration, under 

which he subsumes rhyme, assonance, annomination (paronomasia), and 

playing upon words, has in it; and in his more exhaustive work: Grund- 
ziige des Khythmus, des Vers- und Strophenbaues in der hebr. Poesie 

(1875), he endeavours to make out that there is a measure which is 

determined, not by the number of syllables, but by the number of ac- 

centual rises, and that its fundamental form is the long octometric line 

(of 4 + 4 accentual rises). Both works start from correct observations 

and are rich in pertinent remarks, although the author is too systematic 

and draws conclusions from his observations that are not in harmony 

with fact. While he starts from the old German pronunciation, the 

Syriac has become regulative for Gustav Bickell. He has applied his new 

hypothesis regarding the metrical system of Hebrew poetry to the Psalms 

and other poetical portions of the Old Testament with great confidence 

and violent consistency (Metrices Biblice regule, 1879. Carmina V. T. 

metrice: notas criticas et diss. de re metrica Hebreorum adjecit, 1882. 

Dichtungen der Hebraer, zum erstenmale nach dem Versmasse des Urtextes 

iibers., in two small volumes, 1882. Vid. also articles in D. MW. Z.). He 

maintains that the form of Hebrew poetry is essentially the same as 

that of the Syriac, i.e. that the measure of the verse is determined by 

the number of syllables and that there is a regular alternation of ac- 

cented and unaccented syllables. According to this hypothesis, verses 
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accentual rise and fall, of length and brevity—an alter- 

nation which, im impassioned passages, answers to their 

purport—there is combined in Hebrew poetry an aptitude 

for depicting by means of tones, that can hardly be shown 

to exist anywhere else to the same extent. Thus, e.g. ii. 54 

sounds like a peal of thunder, to which 56 is related like 

the flash of lightning. And there is a whole series of deep- 

toned Psalms (e.g. xvii., xlix., lviii., lix., Ixxiii.), in which 

the description drags along heavily and obscurely, and in 

which especially the suffixes in mo are heaped up, the angry 

mood impressing itself upon the style, and making itself 

audible in the sound of the words. The non plus ultra of 

such poetry as paints by means of tones is the cycle of the 

prophecies of Isaiah contained in chaps. xxiv.—xxyii. 

The so-called parallelismus membrorum has also been 

rightly looked at from the point of view of rhythm. This 

is the fundamental law, not only of the poetical, but also 

of the rhetorical, and therefore, speaking generally, of the 

higher style ‘—a law, for which this appropriate name has 

with an even number of syllables have a trochaic rhythm (e.g. agre hdi¥ 

’¥ér lo hdlukh ba’ ’sat 1’$a‘im), while those that have an uneven numbor 

have an iambic rhythm (e.g. ub’ dark chéttaim lo ‘dmad). These two 
lines are sufficient to show how unnatural this theory is, and how far 

from agreeable are the results attained by means of it. In il. 7 the 

Athnach member, ANN 123 soy WON 731°, is distorted into amar ‘Eli 

b’ni-tta, in order that it may furnish two complete iambies. The learned 

author has been led by his predilection for Syriac into a wrong track. 

Hebrew poetry is not metrical, 1.6. it is not regulated by the laws of 

quantity and by the number of syllables; strong accents, which give 

prominence to the logically most important syllables, produce a very 

great variety of rhythms in the series of syllables that form the stichoi ; 

the ictus of the verse is regulated by the logical movement; and the 

rhythm is the purely aceentuating rhythm of the oldest kinds of national 

poetry. Vid.on ii. 1. 

1 On the parallelism of the members as the fundamental law also of 

Greek art, not only of the chorus, but also of the commatic portions of 

the drama, vid. Moritz Schmidt, Ueber den Bau der Pindarischen Stro- 

phen, 1882. 
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but recently been coined! The two parallel members are 

really related to one another in exactly the same way as 

the two halves on either side of the principal cesura of the 

hexameter and pentameter. This comes out with special 

clearness in the bi-partite long lines of the cesural (more 

correctly, dizretic) scheme, e.g. in Ps. xlviii. 6, 7: They 

beheld, straightway they were amazed, | confounded, they hasted 

away. Trembling has taken hold of them there, | anguish, as of 

a woman in travail. Here the one thought is unfolded in 

the same verse in two parallel members. It is not, however, 

the necessity of such a development of the thought that 

gives rise to the rhythm, but, conversely, the requirements of 

the rhythm give rise to this way of developing the thought. 

This we learn from the fact that the rhythmical articulation 

is sometimes carried out without this logical development, 

as e.g., in vv. 4and 8 of the same Psalm: Hlohim in her 

palaces | became known as a refuge. By an east wind Thou 

didst break in pieces | the ships of Tarshish. Here there is 

neither synonymous or identical (tautological), nor antithe- 

tical, nor synthetical parallelism ; there is only that which 

de Wette calls rhythmical, only the rhythmical form of the 

rise and fall, the diastole and systole, which poetry (with- 

1 Abenezra says instead Sapo, duplicatum, and Kimchi nibpa Pay Ops 

ΤΑΣ, duplicatio sententia verbis variatis ; both regard it simply as an 
elegant form of expression (ΠῚ Ν 771). Even Azaria de Rossi in his 

ὮΝ VND (1573-75) has not yet the knowledge of this fundamental law 

of parallelism to which Bishop Lowth in his Pre@lectiones de Sacra Poesi 

Hebre@orum (1753, translated completely into English in 1787 and freq.) 

has attained. To the latter belongs the honour of having first seen 

thoroughly into the law of parallelism, and of having distinguished be- 

tween its most common forms, the synonymous, the antithetical, and 

synthetical. Unknown to him, Christian Schoettgen had prepared the 

way for him in his Hore (1733), where he treats of this phenomenon in 

a special excursus, de evergasia sacra (p. 1249-1263), beginning: exer- 

gasia quid sit, omnes Rhetorum libelli docent, conjunctio scilicet integrarum 

sententiarum idem significantium. Vid. J. H. Cook, Bishop Lowth: his 

life and writings, pp. 45-61. 
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out, however, binding itself) is wont to fill up with two 

different kinds of ascending and descending logical articu- 

lation. It is not usual, however, for the rising and falling 

rhythm to be found within the compass of one line; it is 

more commonly distributed over two lines, each of which is 

a respiration by itself, and which are related to one another 

as rhythmical protasis and apodosis, as zpowdds and ἐπῳδός. 

This distich is the simplest ground-form of the strophe, 

which is already discernible in the earliest hymn that has 

been handed down to us (Gen. iv. 23f.). The whole of Ps. 

exix. runs in such distichs, which is also the usual form of 

the apophthegem. In the case of Ps. cxix. the acrostic letter 

stands at the head of each distich, just as in the case of Ps. 

exi. and cxii., which are likewise in distichs, it stands at the 

head of the individual lines. The tristich grows out of the 

distich, the ascending rhythm being maintained through two 

lines, and the fall not occurring till the third; e.g. in Ps. 

xxv. 7 (the Π of this alphabetical Psalm) : 

Hold not the sins of my youth nor my transgressions in remembrance, 

According to Thy grace remember Thou me, 

For Thy goodness’ sake, Jahve ! 

This is at least the way in which the tristich would natu- 

rally originate; moreover, while its logical articulation may 

be exceedingly various, it has always this as its indis- 

pensable characteristic, that the full fall is reserved for the 

third line; e.g., in the two first strophes of the Lamenta- 

tions of Jeremiah, where each line is a long bipartite line 

consisting of a rise and a fall, a principal fall behind the 

ceesura of the third long line closes the strophe : 

Alas! how doth the city sit solitary, wont to be full of people! 

She is become as a widow, the great one among nations, 

The princess among provinces, she is become tributary. 

By night she weepeth, yea, she weepeth, _—_and tears are on her cheeks ; 

She hath none to comfort her _ among all her lovers ; 

all her friends dealt treacherously with her, are become her enemies. 

D 
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If now we inquire further, whether Hebrew poetry ad- 

vances beyond these simplest and most rudimentary forms 

of the strophe, and enlarges the net of the rhythmic period 

by combining two and three-line strophes with a rising and 

falling rhythm into greater wholes, that form complete 

strophes by themselves, we find a satisfactory answer, first 

of all, in the alphabetical Psalm xxxvii., for this is almost 

entirely tetrastichic, e.g.— 

As to evil-doers fret not thyself, 

As to workers of iniquity be thou not envious, 

For they shall soon be cut down like grass, 

And wither like the green herb — 

although, seeing that the unmistakable landmarks of the 

arrangement (viz. the letters of the alphabet) allow a freer 

movement, it sometimes increases the compass of the strophe 

even to that of the pentastich (vv. 25, 26): 

Never yet have I, once young but now grown old, 

Seen a righteous man forsaken, 

And his seed begging for bread. 

He ever giveth and lendeth, 

And his seed is blessed. 

This is all the information regarding the Hebrew strophe- 

system that we can derive with certainty from the alphabe- 

tical Psalms.1 From them, however, we take with us a 

result of great importance for our further investigations, the 

result, viz. that the verse bounded by Séf pasiik, the mark- 

ing off of which is coeval with the accentuation first men- 

tioned in the post-Talmudic tractate Sofrim,” is by no means 

1 Even the older expositors here and there conjecture that it is from 

these that we should start in our investigations. Serpilius, e.g. says: 

‘It might perhaps occur to some one to enquire, whether we might not be 

able to draw some conclusions regarding David’s versification and poetry 

from his, so to speak, alphabetical Psalms.” 

2 Even if it were the case, as Hupfeld and Riehm (Luth. Zeitschr., 

1866, p. 300) have objected, that the books of the Old Testament were 

already divided into verses, D'P\D5, before the time of the Masoretes, it 
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(as is still commonly assumed since Koster, 1831, ὦ. 16 Dec., 

1878,) the original unit of the strophe, but that strophes 

are wholes made up of an equal or symmetrical number of 

stichs.| Hupfeld (Hinleit., § 5) has objected to this, that 

it “is diametrically opposed to the nature of the rhythm 

(=parallelism), which cannot stand upon one leg, but de- 

mands two, and that therefore the distich is the rhythmical 

unit.” But does it follow from this, that a strophe is to 

be measured by the number of the distichs? The distich is 

itself already the smallest strophe, viz. one consisting of two 

lines. And to measure a greater strophe by the number of 

the distichs is already forbidden by the fact, that the rhyth- 

mical unit, the ground-form of which is the distich, may 

equally well be tristichic, and consequently these so-called 

rhythmical units form parts that are of equal value neither 

as regards time nor space. Still less, however, is this the 

would nevertheless be true, that the division into verses as they are now 

fixed and marked off by Sof pasuk, and more especially that of the three 

poetical books, is Masoretic. 

1 These stichs, of which there are, according to the Talmud (Kiddu- 

schin, 30 a, cf. Strack, Prolegomena, p. 11), eight more in the Psalter than 

in the Thora, viz. 5896, whereas the number of Masoretic verses is 2527, 

were originally called D'PiDD. Even in Augustine versus is used in the 

same sense as στίχος. With him the words Populus ejus et oves pascue 

ejus are one versus. The Syrians use pethgom instead ; according to the 

final manuscript editions, the Psalter consists of 4832 pethgome. There 

is not a single Hebrew MS. which could be used as a basis for the stichical 

representation of the Psalms; those which we now possess always break 

the Masoretic verse, if the length of the line admits of it, into two halves, 

without even regarding the general injunction in ch. xiv. of the tractate 

Sofrim and of Ben-Bileam in his Horajoth ha-Kore, that the breaks are to 

be regulatel by the beginnings of the verses and by the two great pausal 

accents. The D')iD5, however, were not merely lines occupying a cer- 

tain space, as was generally the case with the στίχοι or ἔπη, according to 

the number of which the compass of Greek works is indicated, but lines 

determined by the sense, κῶλα (Suidas: κῶλον ὁ ἀπηρτισμένην ἔννοιαν 

ἔχων orixos), just as Jerome wrote his Latin version of the Old Testament, 

after the model of the Hexapla of Origen, per cola et commata, ἴ.6. arranged 

it in lines the length of wnich was determined by the sense. 
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case with the Masoretic verses. It is true that in our larger 

Commentary on the Psalms (11. 252 f.) we have maintained, in 

opposition to Ewald, and herein in agreement with Hupfeld, 

that the accentuation proceeds upon: the law of dichotomy. 

But not only must the Masoretic division of the verses occa- 

sionally allow the law of dichotomy to fall into abeyance, 

when the verse (as e.g. xviii. 2, xxv. 1, xcii. 9) admits only 

of a syntactical division and not of a bisection into distichs ; 

it even subjects to this law not only verses of three members, 

as e.g. 1. 1 and 11. 2, in which the third member is related 

complementarily or synthetically to the other two—and both 

these are phenomena that of themselves bear witness to the 

relative independence of the verse-lines—but also verses of 

four members, both where the sense demands it (e.g. in 1. 3, 

xviul. 16), and where it does not (e.g. in xxii. 15, xl. 6). 

And these Masoretic verses of such various compass are 

the constituent elements, according to the equal number of 

which strophes should be measured ἢ Dillmann still main- 

tains this in his Commentary on Job (1869), whereas Merx 

(Job, 1871) and Bickell (Carmina V. T. metrice, p. 231), 

rightly deny it. How can even numbers of Masoretic verses 

be called strophes ? They may be regarded as sections, into 

which the discourse in question admits of being divided so 

far as regards its purport; but they do not coincide with the 

constituent elements of its poetical form. It is in virtue of 

its symmetrical relation to others that a strophe first becomes 

a strophe; it-must have the same time for the ear, and the 

same form for the eye; it must therefore present the same 

number of lines as determined by the sense. That these 

lines, in accordance with the fundamental rhetorical law of 

the loftier Hebrew style, move on with that rising and fall- 

ing rhythmical movement, which we call parallelism, until 

they reach the point of rest at the close of the strophe—this 

alone does not of itself stamp a composition as poetical, for 

even prophecy advances in such parallel members; the poetical 
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form, which is in its origin the form in which a discourse is 

sung to the accompaniment of music and dancing, demands 

the recurrence of homogeneous sections, the length of which 

must not be so great as to render them undistinguishable by 

the ear. This length is determined by the number of the 

lines (stichs). Strophes are recurring sections consisting of 

a measured and indeed symmetrical number of lines. At 

the same time the movement of the thought in parallel mem- 

bers 1s not interfered with. Far from placing the rhythm 

upon one leg, we leave it its two; we however measure the 

strophe, not by the dipodia of Masoretic verses or even 

couples of verses, but by the equal or symmetrically alter- 

nating number of their members, which occur for the most 

part in twos, often enough, however, in threes, and occasion- 

ally even in fours. 

Whether a Psalm is laid ont in strophes, and how, we may 

ascertain by observing, first, what are its sections as deter- 

mined by the sense, where the flow of the thoughts and feel- 

ings subsides, in order to rise anew, and, secondly, by con- 

sidering whether these sections have an equal or at least a 

symmetrically corresponding number of stichs (e.g. 6, 6, 6, 6 

or 6, 7, 6, 7), or, if their compass be too great to admit of 

our recognising them as strophes without more investigation, 

whether they may be broken up into such smaller wholes 

consisting of an equal or symmetrical number of stichs. 

For the peculiarity of the Hebrew strophe does not consist 

in a flow of definite metres combined into one harmonious 

whole (like, e.g. the Sapphic strophe, to which the four- 

membered verses of Isa. xvi. 9, 10, with their short con- 

cluding lines, which correspond to the Adonic verse, bear 

a striking resemblance), but in a relatively complete train 

of thought being developed in accordance with the distichic 

and tristichic ground-form of the rhythmic period! The 

1 This is true also of the Assyrian hymns (e.g. the penitential Psalm 

in Schrader’s Héllenfahrt der Istar, 1874, p. 92f.), and of the old Egyp- 
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strophe-schemes, that come out in this way, are exceedingly 

various. We find not only cases in which all the strophes of 

the poem are the same in compass (e.g. 4, 4, 4, 4), but also 

cases in which the poem is made of dissimilar strophes ar- 

ranged in symmetrical proportions. The condition laid down 

by some,! that only a poem consisting of strophes of the same 

length can be regarded as strophic, is refuted not only by 

Syriac,” but also by post-biblical Jewish poetry.2 Instances 
occur in which strophes that are the same in compass are 

followed by strophes that are different (e.g. 4, 4, 6, 6); in 

which, as in the chiasmus, the outer and inner strophes are 

the same (e.g. 4, 6, 6, 4); m which the first and third, the 

second and fourth, correspond to one another (e.g. 4, 6, 4, 6) ; 

in which the mixture of the strophes is antistrophic, 7.e. they 

are repeated in an inverse order (e.g. 4, 6,7, 7, 6, 4); in 

which strophes of the same compass are grouped around one 

whose compass is much greater (e.g. 4, 4, 10, 4, 4), a scheme 

which Koster calls the pyramidal; in which equal strophes 

are followed by a short finale (e.g. 3, 3, 2) ; in which a longer 

strophe forms the pedestal, as it were, of the whole (e.g. 

5, 3, 3, 7); and these are far from being all the varieties of 

figures that the hymns of the Old Testament, and more 

especially the Psalms, present to the eye, when we break 

them up, according to their purport, into stichs. 

As regards the compass of the strophe, the analogy of 

tian hymns, where the end of the strophe is indicated by a red point, 
and its beginning by the initial word being written in red. Vid. the 

appendix on the Metrical System of the Psalms in the Speaker’s Com- 

mentary. 

1 E.g. by Meyer, who, in his Gesch. der poetischen Nationallit. der 

Heb., p. 67, maintains that strophes of dissimilar length are opposed to 

the simplest laws of lyric poetry and of melody. But the conditions 

which melody imposes upon the formation of the verse and the strophe 

were not applied so strictly by the ancients as by us; and, moreover, is 

the sonnet not a lyric poem ? 

2 Vid. Zingerle in D.M.Z., x. 123, 124, 

8 Vid. Zunz, Synagogale Poesie des Mittelalters, pp. 92-94. 
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Syriac and synagogical poetry justifies us in expecting to 

find them consisting of as many as twelve lines. The verse- 

line commonly consists of three words, or at least only of 

three longish words; in this respect the Hebrew language 

shows a capacity for expressing itself in an emphatically 

terse manner, which our language does not possess. This 

measure is frequently adhered to uniformly throughout long 

passages, not only in the Psalms, but also in the Book of 

Job. For it is now acknowledged, at least by Merx, that the 

Book of Job is also arranged strophically ; and much more 

can be said in favour of this theory than for the observation 

by G. Hermann of a strophic plan in the Bucolics of Virgil, 

and by Kochly of a similar arrangement in the older por- 

tions of Homer. 

VII. Temete Music anp Psatmopy. 

The Théra contains nothing as to the liturgical use of 

vocal and instrumental music, except the direction regarding 

the ritualistic use of the silver trumpets that were to be 

blown by the priests (Num. x.). The real creator of liturgi- 

cal music is David, to whose arrangements, as we learn from 

the Books of Chronicles, all later arrangements were traced, 

and which were fallen back upon in times of declension. So 

long as David lived, the chief direction of the liturgical 

music remained in his hands (1 Chron. xxv. 2). The cym- 

bals (DAP ¥ND or Ὁ ον), which served instead of the baton 

1 It may be mentioned in passing, that Schwerdt (Ueber die innere 

Form der horazischen Oden, 1868), counting by verse-lines, finds in 

Horace i. 1 the schema 10, 8, 10, 8; ini. 4 the schema 8, 4, 8, and much 

more of the same kind—whether rightly or wrongly we do not seek to 

determine (Vid. Allg. Zeitung, 1858, pp. 4583 /f.). 

3 Talmudic νῶν, The usual Levitical orchestra of the temple of 

Herod consisted of two Nabla players, nine cithern players, and one who 

struck the Zelazal, viz. Ben-Arza (Erachin, 10a, and also Tamid, vii. 3), 

who had also the oversight of the Duchan (Tosefta to Schekalim, 6. 2). 
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were the instrument by means of which the three precentors 

(Heman, Asaph, Ethan-Jeduthun) conducted; the harps 

(0°33) represented the soprano, and the citherns, which were 

an octave lower, the bass (1 Chron. xv. 17-21); and, as we 

may infer from the $3? in the passage just cited, the latter 

were also used, when the pieces were practised under the 

direction of the 933!) appointed for that purpose. Wherever 

in a Psalm nbp (vid. on Ps. 111.) was written on the margin, 

the stringed instruments (as is expressly stated in ix. 17: 

προ ἢ) and the instruments generally were to strike in, 

in such a way as to give intensity to that which was being 

sung. Besides the instruments mentioned in Ps. cl. and 

2 Sam. vi. 5, there was also the flute, the liturgical use of 

which (vid. on v. 1) in the time of the first as well as of the 

second temple is unquestionable ; it formed the proper musi- 

cal accompaniment of the Hallel (vid. Ps. exiii.) and of the 

nightly torchlght festivals on the semi-festival days of the 

Feast of Tabernacles (Succa, 15a). The trumpets (M¥8)), 

and probably also the horn (BW, Ixxxi. 4, xevin. 6, el. 3), 

were blown exclusively by the priests, who took no part in 

the singing—for even in 1 Chron. xvi. 42 it is only priestly 

trumpets, co-operating with the Levitical choirs, that can be 

meant—according to 2 Chron. v. 127. (where the number of 

the two Mosaic trumpets appears increased to a hundred 

and twenty) they were sounded wnisono with the singing and 

the playing of the Levites. At the dedication of Solomon’s 

temple the Levites sing and play and the priests blow trum- 

pets 0732 (2 Chron. vii. 6); and at the consecration of the 

cleansed temple under Hezekiah, the music of the Levites 

and priests resounds in concert till all the burnt offerings 

are placed upon the altar fire, and only then (probably while 

the wine was being poured out) did the singing of the Le- 

1 Cf. Mattheson’s “ Erldutertes Selah,” 1745: Selak is a word marking 

a prelude, interlude, or after-piece with instruments, an indication of the 

places where the instruments play alone, in short, a so-called ritornellc. 
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vites begin, no further mention being made of the priests 

(2 Chron. xxix. 26-30). In the second temple it was other- 

wise: in it the blowing of the trumpets by the priests and 

the singing of the Levites with its appropriate musical ac- 

companiment were successive, not simultaneous. As a gene- 

ral rule the congregation took no part in the singing, but 

only uttered its Amen; in the Hallel, however, and in a few 

Psalms, it fell in after the first clause with the repetition of 

it, and after the second, with Hallelujah (Maimitni, Hilchoth 

Megilla, 3). 1 Chron. xvi. 36 points to a similar participa- 

tion on the part of the congregation in the time of the first 

temple. So also does Jer. xxxiii. 11 so far as regards the 

“Give thanks unto Jahve, for He is good.” From Hzra ii. 101. 

we may also infer that there was a participation in the sing- 

ing on the part of the congregation, which, if not antiphonal, 

was at least hypophonal (responsory).! The Psalter itself 

knows even of a participation in the liturgical music on the 

part of the ΠΥΡΌΣ (cf. ΠΥ, Ezra ii. 65), whose treble was 

represented by the Levite boys in the second temple (vid. on 

xlvi. 1), and speaks of a praising of God “in full choirs” 

(xxvi. 12, Ixvili. 27). And singing of a responsory nature 

is of ancient date in Israel: Miriam along with the women 

answers the choir of men (on, Exod. xv. 21) in alternating 

song; and at the dedication of the city walls, Nehemiah (xii. 

27 ff.) arranges the Levites, that form part of the procession 

moving towards the temple, in two large choirs, which are 

1 Antiphonal singing of the Psalms is traced back by Barhebreus and 

other old writers toIgnatius. According to Theodoret (H. E., 11. 24) it was 

Flavian and Diodore of Antioch that naturalised it in the Church. The 

singing is antiphonal, when the text is so divided, that the one company 

of the singers begins, and the other continues ; it is hypophonal (respon- 

sory) wien the second company (the congregation) repeats final words, 

or concludes with special short clauses. ‘The two kinds are identical 

in Ps. exxxvi., where the hypo-psalma, }1DN dry 5, is at the same 
time the second half of each verse, and the hypophon is therefore also 

an antiphon. 
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there called ΠῚ ΤΠ, In the time of the second temple each 

day of the week had its Psalm. The Psalm for Sunday was 

xxiv.; for Monday, xlviii.; for Tuesday, lxxxiu; for Wed- 

nesday, xciv.; for Thursday, Ixxxi; for Friday, xciii.; for 

Sabbath, xc. This arrangement is at least as old as the 

period of the Ptolemies and the Seleucide ; for the Talmudic 

statements are confirmed by the titles of Pss. xxiv., xlviii., 

xcly., and xcili. in the LXX. (also by the title of Ps. lxxxi. 

in the Old-Latin version: quinia sabbatc), and, so far as 

regards the connection of the daily Psalms with the drink- 

offering, by Sir.1.14-16. The Psalm for the day of the week 

was sung at the time of the drink offering (422), which was 

conjoined with the morning Tamid :! two priests, who stood 

on the right and the left of the person who gave the signal 

by striking the cymbal (Zelazal), sounded the trumpets at 

each of the nine sections (0°P75), in which it was sung by the 

Levites, and the people fell down and worshipped.? Of the 

Levites who stood upon the Suggestus ({217), ὁ.6. a broad 

stair consisting of a few steps, which led up from the court 

of the people to that of the priests, and who were at once 

singers and players, and therefore played only on stringed 

and percussion instruments (not on wind instruments), there 

were at least twelve—nine with citherns, two with harps, 

and one with the cymbal; on certain days the flute was also 

added.? It was only in a few cases that the usual Suggestus 

1 According to the principle, {1 by xox TVW WN } SN, “ one sings 

not except over the wine.” 

2 Rosch ha-Schana, 81 4. Tamid, vii. 3; ef. the introduction to Ps. 

ΧΟ]. 

3 In the daily liturgical service there were, according to Erachin, 10 a, 

(1) from 21 to, at the most, 48 blasts of the trumpet; (2) from 2 to, at 

the most, 6 Nablas; (3) from 2 to, at the most, 12 flutes 0 πὴ Blow- 

ing the flute is called striking the flute πῃ Π3Π)})- The flute was 

‘“‘struck ” before the altar upon twelve days of the year: on the 14th of 

Nisan, at the slaying of the Paschal lamb (at which the Hallel was sung), 

on the 14th of Ijar, at the slaying of the Passover in the second month 

(cf. Num. ix. 9-13 ; 2 Chron. xxx. 2), on the Ist and 7th day of the Feast 
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on the staircase to the side of the altar was changed for 

another; for it is noted as something special that at the 

festival of the drawing of water at the Feast of Tabernacles 

the singers had a different position (vid. introduction to Pss. 

exx.—cxxxiv), and that the flute-players who accompanied the 

Hallel stood before the altar (Matron ΣΡ Hrachin, 10 a). 

The choir of boys who stood at the lower end of the Sug- 

gestus at the feet of the Levites sang the treble (vid. on Ps. 

xlvi.). The daily }29P7 1'V, 7c. the Psalm for the day of the 
week that concluded the morning sacrifice, was sung in nine, 

or perhaps more correctly three,! sections, and the pauses 

were indicated by the trumpet-blasts of the priests (vid. on 

Pss. xxxviil., lxxxi. 4); besides the seven Psalms which were 

sung week by week, there were others appointed for the 

public worship on the feast days and the intervening feast days 

of the Passover, and on the eight days of the Feast of Tabernacles. The 

mouth-piece (113%, according to the explanation of Maimini) was not of 

metal, but a reed (cf. Arab. anbib, a reed-stalk), because that has a more 

melodious sound. And it was always only one flute (‘T'M’ AN, playing 

a solo), that resounded at the end of a measure and concluded it, because 

that forms the finest close (ΡΠ). On the twelve days mentioned, the 

Hallel was sung to the accompaniment of flutes. On the other days, the 

Psalm for the day was accompanied by Nablas, cymbals, and citherns. 

In the passage of the tractate Hrachin mentioned above, the question is 

even discussed, who the flute-players were. On the flute-playing at the 

festival of the drawing of water, vid. my Gesch. der jiid. Poesie, p. 195. 

In the temple of Herod there was, according to Erachin, 10 b, also an 

organ, and that too not a water-organ (Ὁ. 5.1 nN, Hydraulis), but a wind- 

organ (157312) with a hundred different tones (!2? °3"D), whose thunder- 

like sound was heard, according to Jerome (Opp. ed. Mart., v. 191) ab 

Jerusalem usque ad montem Oliveti et amplius; vid. Saalschiitz, Archdol. 
i, 281-284. 

1 This is the view of Maimtni, who apportions the nine trumpet-blasts, 

by which, according to Succa, 53b, the morning sacrifice was accom- 

panied, to three sections of the song. The hymn Huazinu (Deut. xxxii.), 

which is specially called oon nv, was sung at the Sabbath Musaph- 

sacrifice, each Sabbath one of the six sections into which it was divided, 

so that it always began afresh on every seventh Sabbath. Vid. j. Megilla, 

section iii. ad jin. 
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(vid. on Ps. lxxxi.), and we read in Biccurim, iii. 4, that when 

a procession of people with firstfruits had reached the temple 

hill accompanied by the playing of flutes, and the first fruits 

were brought up in baskets, Ps. xxx. was struck up by the 

Levites, as the offerers entered into the Azara. This singing 

was different from the manner in which the Tefilla (vid. on 

Ps. xliv., ad fin.) and the blessing of the priests (vid. on Ps. 

Ixvii.) were delivered, neither of which was accompanied by 

music; it was different also, as it seems, from the manner of 

delivering the Hallel, which was recited rather than sung 

(Pesachim, bon ms WP). It was probably similar to the 

Arabic, which delights in shrill, long-breathed, quavering, 

and more especially even nasal tones. For it is related of 

one of the principal singers, Hogras ben Levi, that in order 

to diversify the tones, he put his thumb in his mouth and his 

forefinger 1227 3 (between the hairs, 7.e., according to 

Raschi, on the furrow of the upper lip), and thus, by form- 

ing his mouth and nose as it were into a speaking trumpet, 

produced tones, before the volume of which the priests re- 

coiled with their head thrown back.! This way of singing 

the Psalms in the temple of Herod was far from being the 

original way; and even if the present accentuation of the 

Psalter represented the fixed form of temple music, 1t would 

still afford us no idea of that previous to the Exile. As 

a matter of fact, however, it does neither the one nor the 

other. 

The accents are only musical and, indirectly, interpunc- 

tional signs for the cantillating mode of delivery that was 

adopted in the synagogues. And, moreover, we no longer 

possess the key to the accents of the three metrical books 

(i.e. those that consist of symmetrical stichs and strophes) 

as musical signs. For the so-called Sarka-tables (which, 

beginning with Zarka, 8P%, indicate the value of the accents 

1 Vid. Joma, 38b, and j. Schekalim v. 3; cf. Canticum Rabba on Can- 

ticles iii. 6. 
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as notes), e.g. at the end of the second edition of Nigels- 

bach’s Grammar, refer only to the delivery of the lessons 

taken from the Pentateuch and the prophets, and therefore 

indicate only the so-called prose system of accentuation. 

There is no tradition regarding the value of the so-called 

metrical accents as notes;! the Psalms are not recited ac- 

cording to the accents, but for all of them together there 

are several more or less formal modes, which are not deter- 

mined by the accents, and regarding which we cannot say 

anything that is generally applicable, seeing that there is 

great diversity in the usage (minhag) of different countries.” 

It is only by way of conjecture that we can in some measure 

determine how the Psalms were to be recited according to 

the accents. For we still possess at least a few statements 

of Ben-Ascher, Schemtob, and Moses Provenzale (in his 

grammatical didactic poem, }*7P BY2) regarding the mtona- 

tion of individual metrical accents Pazer and Schalschéleth 

have a like intonation, which rises quaveringly; though 

Schalschéleth is drawn out longer, about a third longer 

than that of the prose books. Legarmeh (in form Mahpach 

or Azla followed by Pstk) has a clear high tone; before 

Zinnor, however, it is deeper and more broken; Rebia 

magnum has a soft tone tending to repose. In Silluk the 

tone is raised at first, and then sinks to repose. The tone 

1 All attempts to decipher the original melodies of the Psalms and the 

poetical passages in general out of the accents are for this reason purely 

imaginary. Speidel (1740), Anton (in Paulus’ later Repertorium and 

elsewhere, from 1780-1800), and Leop. Haupt (Sechs alttest. Ps. mit 

ihren aus den Accenten entzifferten Singweisen, 1854, and in Bd. 54 des 

Neuen Lausitzischen Magazins) have attempted this in different ways ; 

the two last are to be envied on account of the knowledge of music dis- 

played in their works. The hypothesis of Arend is still more fantastical 

(Ueber den Sprachgesang der Vorzeit und die Herstellbarkeit der althebr. 

Vokalmusik, 1867): he proceeds upon the assumption that the vowels 

themselves exhibit a scale of sounds and tones, and that, too, a scale 

that consists of 14 octaves. 

2 Cf. my treatise: Physiologie und Musik, etc. (with supplements οἱ 

notes), 1868. 
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of Mercha is according to its name andante and sinking 

into the depths; the tone of Tarcha corresponds with adagio. 

Further hints cannot be traced; still we may infer with 

respect to Olewejored (Mercha mahpachatum) and Athnach, 

that their intonation must have formed a cadence, as well 

as that Rebia parvum and Zinnor (Zarka) had a modulation 

that hurried on to the following principal disjunctive accent. 

If we further arrange Dechi (Tiphcha initiale) and Rebia 

gereschatum along with the other six servi in the form of 

notes, we may, it is true, bring out a Sarka-table of the 

metrical system of accentuation; but we cannot guarantee 

its exact agreement with the original manner of singing. 

Following the precedent of Gerbert (De musica sacra) 

and Martini (Storia della musica), the view is at present 

widely diffused, that in the eight Gregorian chants to- 

gether with the additional one (tonus peregrinus),! which 

is used only for Ps. cxi. ( = exiv.-cxv. according to the 

Hebrew way of counting), we possess a remnant of the 

ancient temple-music; and considering the Jewish nation- 

ality of the early Christian Church, and that it was only 

gradually that it broke off its connection with the Temple 

and the Synagogue, this is by no means improbable. Not 

only Melchitic, but also Jacobitic Syriac liturgies are ac- 
"0 

quainted with those eight {Xo, while more recent Nestorian 
On» =x 00 

liturgies know also the ia ἰδοῦ In the monasteries of 

1 Vid. Friedr. Hommel’s German Psalter, 1859; 2nd edit., 1879. 

The Psalms are there broken up into stichs, it being rightly assumed 

as the original and most appropriate arrangement, that antiphonal sing- 

ing has to alternate, not in accordance with verses, as is at present the 

case in the Romish and Anglican Churches, but in accordance with 

the two members into which each verse is divided (vid. the above- 

cited passage of the Ecclesiastical History of Theodoret, ii. 24, and 

Basil, ep. lxiii. ad Neocesar.: ἐκ νυκτὸς ὀρθρίξει map ἡμῖν ὁ λαὸς ἐπὶ 

τὸν οἶκον THs προσευχῆς καὶ εἰς τὴν ψαλμῳδίαν καθίστανται: καὶ νῦν μὲν 

διχῇ διανεμηθέντες ἀντιψάλλουσιν ἀλλήλοι:). 

2 Vid. Dietrich, De Psulterii usu, etc., in eccl. Syriaca, p. 4 7. 
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Bethlehem, which St. Paula founded, Psalms were sung at 

six hours of prayer from early morning till midnight, and 

she herself was so well versed in Hebrew, ut Psalmos hebraice 

caneret et sermonem absque ulla Latine lingue proprietate 

personaret (Hp. 108 ad LHustoch., c. 26). This points to a 

connection between the Psalm-melodies of the Church and 

the Synagogue, so far as regards the mos orientaliwm partium, 

the oriental psalmody, which Ambrose first introduced into 

the Church of Milan. In the course of this transmission, 

however, it is hardly hkely that the Jewish tradition has 

remained altogether unchanged; it has been further deve- 

loped under the influence of the Greek theory of music, 

although in such a way that it can still be recognised! Tn 

Bagdad, the ancient seat of the Geonim (21) 2), Pethachja 

of Ratisbon, the Jewish traveller in the 12th century, heard 

the Psalms sung in a peculiar manner;? and there also, and 

in the same century, Benjamin of Tudela formed the ac- 

quaintance of a skilful singer of the Psalms that were 

used in public worship. Saadia (on Ps. vi. 1) infers from 

monwn-oy that there were eight Psalm-melodies (οἱ). 

Hight 13°3] are also mentioned elsewhere,® perhaps not 
without reference to those eight church-melodies, which are 

found also among the Armenians. And it is possible that 

even the twofold way in which the accents are employed 

to regulate the chanting, which is borne witness to in old 

books of ritual,® is connected with the distinction between 

the solemn and the more simple ferial manner of singing 

in the Gregorian church-music. 

1 Vid. Saalschiitz, Geschichte und Wiirdigung der Musik bei den 

Hebraern, 1829, p. 121, and Otto Strauss, Geschichtliche Betrachtung 

diber den Psalter als Gesany- und Gebetbuch, 1859. 

2 Vid. Literaturblatt des Orients, 4th year, col. 541. 

3 Steinschneider, Jewish Literature, p. 336 f. 

4 Vid. Petermann, Ueber die Musik der Armenier, in D. MU. Z., v. 5638f 

5 Vid. Zunz, Synagogale Pvesie, p. 115. 
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The knowledge of the value of the accents as musical 

notes would contribute nothing to the comprehension of the 

Psalms. So much the more indispensable, however, is a 

knowledge of the interpunctional value of the disjunctive 

accents and of those conjunctives, which under certain con- 

ditions take the place of disjunctives, and with the same 

logical effect. The principal disjunctive peculiar to the 

poetical system of accentuation is Olewejored with Athnach 

as divider of the second half of the verse (the Silluk half). 

In the great majority of cases, however (in the Psalms ten 

times to once), the compass of the verse is such that Athnach 

suffices as principal disjunctive. The verse, however, may 

also be so comparatively short that disjunctives of less value 

may be used. The selection of the principal disjunctive is 

determined by the number of single or makkephated words 

counting backwards from the Silluk-word, the latter not 

being reckoned. The selection is made in the following 

manner :—(1) If the sixth word, or one still further re- 

moved from the Silluk-word, admits of a disjunctive, Olewe- 

jored is used (e.g. i. 1, by the eighth word). (2) If the 

fifth word, in about four cases out of five Olewejored is 

likewise used (e.g. iv. 5), in the remaining cases, however, 

Athnach. (8) If the fourth word, in about ten cases out 

of eleven Athnach is used (e.g. 1. 4, τι. 6). (4) If the third 

word, Athnach is likewise used (e.g. i. 5, 6, xii. 1, 3). (5) 

If the second word, Athnach is used (e.g. 11. 1, iv. 6); under 

certain circumstances, however, it is transformed into Rebia 

mugrasch (e.g. Ixiii. 4, lvii. 9: NY ΠΡ with Mugrasch pre- 

ceding). (6) If the first word, Rebia mugrasch always 

appears instead of Athnach (e.g. xxxiv. 8, xxxv. 24); such 

a case, however, is comparatively rare ; in the great majority 

of cases, seeing that the rhythmic interest preponderates 

over the logical, the verse is divided by Athnach at a word 

at some distance from Silluk (¢.g. exix. 20: manne), (7) 

If the verse consists of only three words, Rebia mugrasch is 
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transformed into Munach (e.g. xxxviil. 1; xlvii. 1 is the only 

exception). (8) If the first word of the verse should have 

the chief logical disjunctive, Azla legarmeh is used instead of 

Olewejored (e.g. xxvi. 1: 172), and Pazer instead of Athnach 

(e.g. Xvi. 2: TON; cf. 2 Sam. xxii. 2: WN) the place of 

the latter being taken by Rebia mugrasch, if this initial word 

is followed by two others (e.g. xiii. 5; TT? WM ΠΥ). 
In order not to go astray, the exegete must also know the 

rules, in accordance with which a conjunctive accent has 

occasionally the value of a disjunctive; for instances occur 

in which, where Rebia mugrasch (e.g. civ. 34) or Dechi (e.g. 

cxix. 25) are required, they are for rhythmical reasons 

transformed into conjunctives, in such a way, it is true, 

that no great violence is done thereby to the logical inter- 

punction.! 

VIII. Tue Versions oF THE PSALMS. 

The earliest version of the Psalms is the Alexandrian 

Greek. When the grandson of the son of Sirach came to 

Egypt in the year 132 B.c., not only the Law and the Pro- 

phets but also the Hagiographa were already translated into 

Greek, and therefore certainly also the Psalms, after which 

the Hagiographa are directly named in Luke xxiv. 44. In 

its original form the legend of the LXX. (LXXII.) trans- 

lators refers only to the Théra; the translation of the other 

books is later, and by different authors. All these had be- 

fore them a text consisting only of consonants, which were, 

moreover, here and there somewhat indistinct. This text 

of theirs, which had a great variety of glosses, was not yet 

_ definitely established, as it was later by the Masoretes; and 

having no idea of the higher expository and artistic function 

1 The above rules are taken from the learned and instructive Treatise 

on the Accentuation of the three so-called poetical books by Prof. William 

Wickes (Oxford, 1881). The principal matter contained in them is te 

be found already in Baer, Accentuationssystem, p. 505 (in the chap. 

Alternirende Trenner.) 

E 
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of the translator, they rendered it literally, and frequently 

with no real comprehension of the meaning of their ren- 

dering themselves. From Philo, Josephus and the. New 

Testament we see that, notwithstanding the swarm of various 

readings contained in the MSS., the text of this version lies 

before us, on the whole, in its original form; so that criti- 

cism, which, since the middle of the last century, has come 

into the possession of many means of assistance hitherto un- 

known, and more especially in the province of the Psalms,! 

1 Foremost among these stand the Codex Sinaiticus and the text of 

the Codex Vaticanus, with the latter of which we have recently been made 

far better acquainted by means of the facsimile edition commenced by 

Vercellone and Cozza in 1866 and now completed. The collation of 

these two MSS., the text of the Sixtine edition of 1586 being taken as 

the basis, is found in Eberhard Nestle’s exceedingly valuable Appendix 

to the sixth edition of Tischendorf’s Septuagint (1880). In addition to 

these two MSS., S and B, there have to be taken into account for the 

criticism of the text (1) the Psalterium Veronense, edited by Blanchini 

in 1740, a Greek text written in Roman characters, with the Itala along- 
side of it, belonging to the fifth or sixth century (vid. Tischendorf’s 

edition of the LXX., 1869, Prol«gg., p. lviii. f.); (2) The Psalterium 

Turicense purpureum, described by Breitinger in 1748, a Greek text, 

likewise belonging to the fifth or sixth century (ut supra, Ὁ. lix. f.) ; (3) 

Psaimorum Fragmenta papyracea Londinensia (in the British Museum), 

containing Pss. x. 2-xvili. 6, xx. 14-xxxiv. 6, belonging to the fourth 

century, and printed in Tischendorf’s Monumenta Sacra Inedita. Nova 

Collectio, t. i.; (4) Fragmenta Psalmorum Tischendorfiana, embracing 

Pss. exli. (ii.), 7-8, exlii. (iii.), 1-3, exliv. (v.), 7-13, belonging to the 

fifth or fourth century, in the Monumenta, t. ii. Cf. Prolegg. to LXX. 

(1869), p. lx. f. As yet no use has been made of the following: (1) the 

Psalterium Greco-Latinum in the library of the monastery of St. Gall, 

Cod. 17 in 4to, a Greek text in uncials with the Latin alongside of it; 

(2) the Psalierium Gallico-Romano-Hebraico-Gracum, of the year 909, 
Cod. 230 of the public library in Bamberg (vid. the description of it by 

Schénfelder in the Serapewm, 1865, No. 21, and in Hamann’s Canticum 

Moysi ex Psalterio quadruplict Salomonis 111. Episcopi Constantiensis 

etc. 1874), written by Solomon, abbot of St. Gall and bishop of Constance 

(d. 920), and brought to Bamberg by the Emperor Henry II. (ὦ. 1024), 

who had received it as a present in St. Gall. For the textual criticism 

of the LXX. this latter codex is of equal importance with the similar 

Veronense. 
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will not be able to reverse the judgment which has been 

pronounced regarding the character of the work. Never- 

theless, this version, as being the oldest key to the under- 

standing of the language in which the books of the Old 

Testament were written, as being the oldest mirror of the 

text of the Old Testament, a text which is not to be 

exempted from sober criticism, and as being our most im- 

portant means of controlling the interpretation of Scripture 

transmitted in the Talmud, the Midrasch, and, speaking 

generally, the national literature composed outside of Egypt, 

is of inestimable value. Looked at from another point of 

view, it lays claim to still greater significance. Next to the 

Book of Isaiah, no book is so frequently quoted in the New 

Testament as the Psalter. The Epistle to the Hebrews has 

grown entirely from the roots of expressions found in the 

Old Testament Psalms. The Apocalypse, the only book 

which did not admit of formal references to the past, is 

nevertheless not without allusions to the Psalter: Psalm ii. 

in particular has contributed largely to the moulding of the 

apocalyptic view and language. With few exceptions (such 

as John xiii. 18) these New Testament quotations follow 

the LXX., and that too even where it is only ina general 

kind of way that this translation correctly reproduces the 

meaning of the original (e.g. Pss. xix. 5, li. 6, exvi. 10). The 

explanation of this use of the LXX. in the New Testament is 

the high esteem in which this version was held among the 

Jews; not only by the Hellenistic, but also by the Palestinian 

Jews, it was regarded as a providential and almost mira- 

culous literary production, so that the Psalms, e.g., which 

were used by the Christian Churches of Palestine, were 

translated, not directly from the original text, but from it.1 

This high estimation of the LXX. was justified by the fact 

that, though far inferior to the canonical Scriptures, it never- 

1 Vid. my lecture on the Palestinian dialect in Daheim, 1874, p. 428. 
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theless takes an epochmaking place in the history of divine 

revelation. For it was the first proclamation to the Gentile 

world of the Old Testament revelation, and therefore the 

first introduction of Japhet into the tents of Shem. With 

it there was also at the same time taken a decisive step 

towards the removal of the Old Testament particularism. 

The Alexandrian version was, therefore, an event that paved 

the way for Christianity, in which the destiny of the reli- 

giqn of Israel to become the religion of the world is ful- 

filled. It has created beforehand the language in which 

Christianity was to speak; for the New Testament Scrip- 

tures are composed in the common Greek dialect (κοινή) with 

an Alexandrian colouring. Speaking generally, Alexandrian- 

ism has coined beforehand the forms, which Christianity 

was to fill with religious and saving contents. Just as the 

way of Jesus the Christ passed over Egypt (Matt. ii. 15), so 

the way of Christianity has also passed over that country, 

and more especially over Alexandria. 

The Targum, or Chaldee version of the Psalms, a version 

which becomes paraphrastic only in a few passages, where 

reference is made to Midrasch interpretations, is equally 

venerable on account of its antiquity and independence, 

although it is not of such significance for the history of re- 

demption as the LXX. Although in Ps. evi. 11 (following, 

it would seem, an earlier text) it draws a parallel between 

Rome and Constantinople (a parallel which could have 

been drawn at the earliest in the fourth century), and in 

Ps. Ixxxili. 7 rendering 0°47 by *813310 (which was hardly 

possible previous to the ninth), and, therefore, in its present 

form later than the Peschito, this Psalm-Targum, never- 

theless, undoubtedly belongs to a much earlier period; for 

even during the existence of the temple there was already 

a written Targum to the Book of Job It belongs to the 

1 Vid. Tosefta to Schabb., 6. 143 jer. Schabb., xvi. 1; bab. Schabb., 

115 a; Sofrim, 5, 15. 
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group of so-called Jerusalem Targums;! for although (as 

the Jerusalem Talmud shows) the Aramaic idiom, in which 

it is written, differs not a little, as being a book-language, 

from the dialect spoken in Palestine, 5 it resembles the latter 

in that it heaps up Greek words (such as pans ἄγγελοι, 

PIIDIN ἐξέδραι, DP κύριος) and like it approximates to 

Syriac both in sound and structure. From this version, 

which surpasses the LXX. in respect of grammatical accu- 

racy, and already presupposes a more definitely established 

and authoritative text, we become acquainted with the inter- 

pretation of the Psalms that was current in the Synagogue, 

in the form in which, under the influence of old tradition, it 

had become fixed during the first Christian centuries.? Hven 

yet the text of the Targum is in a very wretched condition. 

It is to be found most correctly in Buxtorf’s Biblia magna, 

and unpunctuated in de Lagarde’s Hagiographa Chaldaice, 

1873. The treatise WS ΠῚ} of Benzion Berkowitz (Wilna, 

1843) gives critical notes on the Targums of the Hagiographa. 
0 

The Peschito (|Aam2 ἃ simple translation, reproducing the 

sense OY), the old version of the Syrian Church, which was 

made not later than the second or third century, is the third 

most important translation of the Psalms. Its author trans- 

lates from the original text, which he has before him in an un- 

punctuated and perhaps also far from correct form ; we may 

learn this from such errors as xvii. 15 (77218 instead of 

WIN), Ixxxili. 12 (OTANI ἡ), dele eos et perde eos, instead of 

yo WNW), and exxxix. 16 (Ὁ), retributionem meam, in- 

stead of 53). In other errors he is influenced by the LXX., 

as in lvi. 9 (19922, LXX. ἐνώπιόν σου, instead of 71832), 

In such deviations from the better text he occasionally 

1 Vid. Geiger, Urschrift und Uebers. der Bibel, p. 166 f. 

Syriac Psalm-titles (Cod. Ambros. and Wright, No. 169) speak of a 

Psalm text in the “ Palestinian ” dialect (cf. 1). 2]. Z., xxv. 268). 

3 Vid. the remarks on the Psalm-Targum by David Oppenheim in the 

periodical Humayyid. 1876, Nos. 13 ff. 
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follows this version not without an attempt at improvement, 

as in xc. 5 (generationes eorum annus erunt, 1.6. YY ΠΩ vMyN, 

LXX. τὰ ἐξουδενώματα αὐτῶν ἔτη ἔσονται,), in cx. 3 (populus 

tuus gloriosus, 1.6. NAT in the sense of 123°7), Job xxx. 15, 

nobility, rank, LXX. pera σοῦ ἡ ἀρχή.) In xu. 6 he coin- 

cides remarkably with the τάξω σωτήριον éudaves of Sym- 

machus. It 15 evident that he has before him not only the 

original text, but also the LXX.; and this fact cannot be 

got rid of by the assumption that the text of the Peschito 

has been greatly corrupted by means of emendations from 

the later Hexaplarian translation. All the same this suppo- 

sition is by no means improbable; for the LXX. came to be 

held in such universal esteem in the Church, that the Syrians 

were almost ashamed of their old version, which deviated 

from it in many respects; and it was this circumstance that 

furnished the occasion in the year 617 for the making of a 

new Syriac version from the Hexaplarian text of the LXX. 

Not only, however, between the Peschito and the LXX., but 

aiso between the Peschito and the Targum, there exists a 

by no means accidental reciprocal relationship, which shows 

itself at once in Ps. 1. (e.g. in the translation of Dy? by 

3p"! and of MN by NDvD3), and which hardly admits of 
being explained on any other assumption than that, as in 

the case of the Book of Proverbs, the Christian Peschito was 

used by the Jewish targumists, or even conversely.) It is 

evident from such passages as xix. 5, Ixviii. 19 (cf. Eph. 

iv. 8 and Heb. viii. 8 with Jerem. xxxi. 31) and cx. 3, that 

the Syriac translator was a Christian; that he was a Jew- 

ish Christian is shown by his knowledge of Hebrew, with 

which there was combined also a knowledge of Greek; for 

in those days the intellectual commerce of the nations em- 

1 From a later period it is related that, when Haja Gaon (in Babylon) 

stumbled upon a difficult passage in the course of his academical lectures 

on the Psalms, he enyuired of the Catholicus how he had learned to 

explain it. Vid Steinschueider, Jewish Literuture, Ὁ. 125 f. 
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braced within the Roman empire was carried on by means 

of Greek. Moreover this version has also its own peculiar 

targumistic manner; it turns tropical expressions ito 

literal, and, with singular consistency, interrogative clauses 

into direct assertions; in Ps. lxxviii. 11-13, this is done with 

a most outrageous perversion of the true sense into its very 

opposite. In general the author shuns no violence in order 

to import a fitting meaning into difficult passages (e.g. Im Xil. 

6b; lx. 6). The musical and historical titles, and, therefore, 

for the most part also the med (including 2D WIN, ix. 12); 

and even the 11727 of the Hallelujah Psalms he leaves un- 

translated, and his verses (pethgome) do not coincide with 

the Masoretic. For the criticism of the text this version is 

inferior to the LXX. There was also a translation of the 

Psalms into the Palestinian Aramaic. Land has published 

fragments of this version in the fourth volume of his Anec- 

dota. From some statements found in Syriac MSS., that the 

Psalms were first of all translated out of the Palestinian, one 

might suppose that the Syriac translator does not directly 

follow the LXX., but through the medium of that Palestinian 

version, which slavishly follows the LXX.; but according to 

Baethgen’s investigation of the subject this is a supposition 

that is not confirmed. The oldest MS. of the Peschito is 

that of the Ambrosiana, dating from the 6th century, and 

edited in photolithographic facsimile by Antonio Maria 

Ceriani. Eberhard Nestle has incorporated this text of the 

Milan MS. according to Ceriani’s edition in his Psalterium 

Tetraglottum (Greek, Syriac, Chaldee, Latin), which was 

dedicated to the university of Tibingen on the occasion of 

the celebration of its fourth centenary (1877).1 The sepa- 

rate edition of the Syriac Psalms by Dathe (1768) takes 

1 For further information, cf. Friedr. Baethgen, Untersuchunyen tiber 

die Psalmen nach der Peschita: Kiel, Schwers, 1878. Vid. also his first 

article on the value of the early versions of the Psalms for the criticism 

of the text referred to further on (p. 61). 
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the text of Erpenius as its basis, to which it adds valuable — 

notes. 

New Greek translations were also made in the second cen- 

tury. When the rupture between the Synagogue and the 

Church took place, the high esteem which the LXX. had ~ 

hitherto enjoyed, was changed into the opposite, so that they 

no longer compared the day when this version was com- 

pleted, to the day of the giving of the law, but to the day ot 

the golden calf. Nor could its defects possibly fail to be- 

come more and more perceptible; even the writers of the 

New Testament found it here and there in need of correction 

or altogether unfit to be used; for even as early as their day, 

the transmitted text of the Old Testament was substantially 

the same as that which has been masoretically fixed since 

the sixth century, not only as regards the consonants, but also 

as regards the pronunciation. Accordingly Aqtila of Pontus, 

a heathen who had become a proselyte to Judaism, composed, 

in the first half of the second century, a Greek translation of 

the Old Testament, which, even at the risk of falling into 

an un-Greek mode of expression, imitated the original, word 

for word, and allowed itself to be determined in its choice 

of a Greek term by the etymology of the Hebrew. In order 

not to efface a single one of the weighty words, he trauslates 

the first sentence of the Théra: “Ev κεφαλαίῳ ἔκτισεν ὁ Θεὸς 

σὺν (NS) τὸν οὐρανὸν καὶ σὺν (NS) τὴν γῆν. In the fragments 

of his translation of the Psalms, one of which has been pre- 

served in the Talmudic literature (vid. on xlviii. 15), we do 

᾿ not meet with instances of such violence in favour of literal- 

ness, although even there he constrains the Greek to assume 

a Hebrew form, and everywhere renders the words in accords 

ance with their primary meaning (e.g. V2, χρηματιστήριον ; 

np, etAnpa;ON2, ἄνοιγμα ; 27), ὅρμημα; V8, πεπιστευμένως), 

sometimes unhappily and led astray by the usus loquendi of 

his time. In a few passages he reads the text differently 

from the vocalized text we now possess (e.g. x. 4, ὅταν ὑψωθῇ) : 
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as for the rest, however, he follows tradition (e.g. 9D, δεῖ ; 

“Ww txavds; OND, rod ταπεινόφρονος καὶ ἁπλοῦ, =O) 2) ; nor 

does he despise whatever of value is offered by the LXX. 

(e.g. B23, ἐν χορδαῖς) ; indeed, speaking generally, his trans- - 

lation, although independent, is based upon the epoch-mak- 

ing pioneer work of the LXX. His talent as a translator is 

unmistakable. He is well versed in Hebrew, and a perfect 

master.of Greek ; e.g. he is never at a loss to find the one 

Greek word that answers to the causative forms (Ἐπ, πτω- 

narile; YW, δρομοῦν; ΣΤ, ἐπιστημοῦν, and the like). 
That he translated for the Synagogue in opposition to the 

Church is betrayed by such passages as li. 12, xxii. 17, cx. 

3, and perhaps also by Ixxxiv. 10 (cf. Dan. ix. 26), where he 

prefers ἠλειμμένου to χριστοῦ ; although even in this respect 

we must not assert that he was influenced throughout by 

an evil intention. Even Jerome on calmer reflection toned 

down his indignation against Aquila’s translation to the 

milder judgment: ut amice menti fatear, que ad nostram 

fidem pertineant roborandam plura reperio, and even praises it, 

as compared with the translations of Theodotion and Sym- 

machus, in the following terms: 151 Semichristiani Judaice 

transtulerunt, et Judeeus Aquila interpretatus est ut Christianus. 

The translation of Theodotion is not an original work; it 

follows the LXX., and, with the assistance of the translation 

of Aquila, brings this version, which had still the widest 

circulation, nearer the original; the fragments possessed by 

us of independently translated passages contain nothing 

specially characteristic. Symmachus also takes the LXX. 

as his basis; in bringing it, however, into conformity with 

the original, he proceeds much more thoroughly and inde- 

pendently than Theodotion; he distinguished himself also 

from Aquila by endeavouring to combine literalness with 

perspicuity and grammatical accuracy; his translation of 

the Psalms has even a vein of poetry. Both Aquila and — 

Symmachus have edited their translations twice, so that a 
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few passages (vid. cx. 3) are extant translated in a twofold 

form. Besides the LXX., Aquila, Symmachus and Theodo- 

tion, there were also a fifth, a sixth, and a seventh Greek 

version of the Psalms. Quinta is said to have been found in 

Jericho during the reign of the emperor Caracalla, Sexta in. 

Nicopolis during that of Alexander Mamias. The remains 

of the former betray an acquaintance with the language and 

with tradition; the latter occasionally becomes paraphrastic 

(xxxvu. 35; Hab. ii. 13). A Septima which is also occa- 

sionally mentioned is for the most part like Theodotion. In 

the Hexapla of Origen, which strictly speaking contained 

only six columns (a Hebrew text, a Hebrew text written in 

Greek characters, Aq., Symm., LXX., Theod.), Quinta (E) 

Sexta (5), and Septima (Z) formed additional columns in the 

Psalms and elsewhere: apart altogether from Septima, the 

Hexapla thus became the Octapla. The remains of these 

old versions, which were thus placed together by Origen, 

were first edited by Nobilius and Drusius ; the most complete 

editions, however, are those of Bernard de Montfaucon 

(Hexaplorum Origenis que swpersunt, 2 vols. folio, Paris, 1713) 

and of Fred. Field (Origenis Hexaplorum quce supersunt, 2 vols. 

in 4to, Oxford, 1875), the latter much enriched by materials 

found in recently discovered sources. 

Besides the LXX., Aq., Symm., Theod., V., and VI., Eu- 

thymius Zigadenus mentions as a seventh translation that of 

Lucian, which attempted to restore the original text of the 

Septuagint by comparing it with the Hebrew. This Lucian 

died (311) as a martyr in Nicomedia, whither he had been 

dragged from Antioch. The autograph of his translation 

was found in Nicomedia, hidden in a small lime-plastered 

tower.| We are no more able to form an accurate idea of 

this recension of the Septuagint by Lucian than of that of 

1 Cf. the Athanasian Synopsis in Montfaucon, Hevapla, t. i. p. 59, and 

the communication from a Syriac MS. in the Repertorium fiir Bibl. und 

Morgenl. Lit., ib. (1784) p. 48. 
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the contemporary Eeyptian bishop Hesychius, since not even 

specimens of either have been preserved to us. It would be 

interesting to know the difference between the procedure of 

these two critics and that of Origen, who corrected the text 

of the κοινή in conformity with the Hebrew original by means 

of Theodotion’s, obelis jugulans que abundare videbantur, et 

que deerant sub asteriscis interserens, a method which has 

occasioned a confusion that might easily have been fore- 

seen. 
Of the Old Latin version that derived from the LXX., the 

so-called Itala, we possess the Psalter complete. Blanchini 

has published this version of the Psalms (1740) from the 

Psalteriwm Veronense, and Sabbatier (in t. 11. of his Latine 

Versiones Antique, 1751) from the Psalteriwm of the monas- 

tery of St. Germain. The text in Faber Stapulensis’ Quin- 

cuplex Psalterium (1509) is compiled from Augustine; for 

Augustine, like Hilary, Ambrose, Prosper, and Cassiodore, 

expounds the Psalms according to the Old Latin text. In 

the course of time this text had lost so much both in respect 

of correctness and uniformity, that Damasus, bishop of 

Rome, induced Jerome, whom he esteemed very highly, to 

subject it to a thorough revision and to construct a normal 

text for Latin Christendom. Jerome began in the year 383 

with the four Gospels, and also completed the Psalter in the 

same year :—this first revised Psalm text is the Psalteriwm 

Romanum, individual passages of which (set to music) are 

still extant in the Missal and the Breviary.! He afterwards, 

when living in Bethlehem, prepared a second more carefully 

revised edition according to the Hexaplarian text of the 

Septuagint,? with daggers (as a sign of additions found in 

1 On this subject see the review of the third edition of my Commentary 

on the Psalms in the Yheol. Literaturblatc (1874, No. 19), where Reusch 

correctly states the relation subsisting between the liturgy of the mass 

and the Brevisry to the 35. romanum. 
2 Tliud breviter adimonev—says Jerome, ep. evi. ad Sunniam et Frete- 
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the LXX. contrary to the original) and asterisks (a sign of 

additions made to the LXX. from Theodotion in accordance 

with the original), and this second edition, which the Galli- 

can Churches were the first to adopt, received the name of 

the Psalteriwm Gallicanum. It is substantially the same as 

the Psalter of the Vulgate, and was published with its criti- 

cal signs from a MS. of Bruno, bishop of Wurzburg (d. 

1045), for the first time in the year 1494 (afterwards edited 

by Cochleus, 1533) ; both Psalters, the Roman and the Gal- 

lican, are placed opposite one another in Faber’s Quincuplex 

Psalterium, as well as in t. x. p. 1 of the Opp. Hieronyma, ed. 

Vallarsi, and elsewhere. 

Like the Syro-Hexaplarian and the other oriental daugh- 

ters of the LXX. and the Peschito, these Latin Psalters, the 

translation of which was made from the common or from 

the Hexaplarian text of the Septuagint, have only an indi- 

rect value for the history of exegesis. On the other hand, 

Jerome’s version of the Psalter juata Hebraicam veritatem is 

the first scientific work of the kind; like the whole of his 

independent translation of the Old Testament from the ori- 

ginal text, it is a bold deed, from the performance of which 

he did not suffer himself to be deterred by the loud outcry 

that was raised against such an innovation, and by means of 

which he has rendered an invaluable service to the Church. 

This independent translation of Jerome has become the Vul- 

gate of the Church. The text of the Vulgate, however, is 

in many respects different from what it was originally; nor 

does it include Jerome’s Psalter, in the independent transla- 

tion of which he consulted not only the Hebrew original, but 

also the later Greek versions, more especially Aquila and 

lam—ut sciatis, aliam esse editionem, quam Origenes et Cesareensis Euse- 

bius omuesque Grecié tractatores κοινήν, id est, Communem appellant 

atque Vulgatam et a plerisque nune Λουκιανός dicitur ; aliwm Septuaginta 

Interpretum, que in ‘Léamdols codicibus reperitur et a nobis in Latinum 

sermonem fideliter versa est et Hierosolyme atque in Orientis ecclesiis 

decuntatur. 
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Symmachus, and into which he here and there adopted pas- 

sages out of the Ps. Gallicanwm that did not stand in need. of 

correction. On the whole, however, he seeks here, as well 

as in his translation of the other books of the Old Testament, 

to reproduce the Hebrcea veritas. Nevertheless the inflex- 

ible liturgical use of the Psalter in the Church stood in the 

way of the critical adoption of this new translation of it; 

the texts of the Psaliertwm Romanum and Gallicanum held 

their ground, and that of the latter (with the omission of 

the critical signs) became an integral portion of the Vulgate. 

It was so much the more desirable that Jerome’s Latin 

Psalter ex Hebrceeo (Opp. ed. Vallarsi, ὃ. ix. p. iii.) should be 

made more generally known and accessible by means of a 

separate critical edition. The Hebrzo-Latin Psalterium 

edited by Tischendorf, Baer, and myself (Leipzig, Brock- 

haus, 1874) gives the original text, and, opposite to it, the 

translation of Jerome according to the text of Vallarsi’s 

edition of his works, along with the different readings of 

the Florentine Cod. Amiatinus according to Theod. Heyse’s 

collation—a collation which is certainly by no means satis- 

factory, but which has not yet been replaced by another. 

De Lagarde’s Psalterium juata Hebreeos Hieronymi, 1874,} 

supplies a new critical recension of the text according to 

MSS. and earlier editions.? 

1 Vid, the instructive review of these two editions, especially of the 

more independent one of Lagarde, by Reusch in the Vheolog. Literatur- 

blatt, 1874, No. 20. On the LXX., the Syriac, Jerome and the Targum, 

vid. the instructive first article of Baethgen, “ Der t. xt-kritische Wert 

der alten Ucbersetzungen zu den Psalmen”’ in pp. 405-459 of the Juhrbiicher 

fiir protest. Theologie for the year 1882. The second article, in the last 

number for the same year, pp. 593-6*7, contains a full collaton of the 

versions treated of in the first article, as well as of Aquila’s and the other 

later Greek versions—a preliminary labour of the very greatest service 

to the exegete. 

* Fried. Baethgen (in Stade’s Zeitschrift, 1881, pp. 105-112 gives an 

account of a Hamburg MS. of the Psalterium Hieronymi juais Hebreos, 
which has not been used by de Lagarde. 
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Origen and Jerome learned the language of the Old Testa- 

ment from Jewish teachers. What the scholarship of Origen 

was able to accomplish has almost entirely perished with 

his Hexapla, that gigantic Dibelwerk, which, if it were still 

-extant, would be the oldest direct monument of the text 

of the Old Testament. On the other hand, there has been 

preserved to us in Jerome’s translation of the Old Testament 

from the original text (canon Hebraice veritatis) the ripest 

fruit of the erudition of this investigator, who was inspired 

by an unwearied and resolute scientific zeal. It is a work of 

the greatest critical value, both as regards the history of the 

language and of exegesis. The translation of the Psalter is 

dedicated to Sophronius, who had promised to render it into 

Greek; but this Greek translation is not extant. 

Neither in the Synagogue nor in the Church has Jerome’s 

translation of the Psalter its equal till the time of Saadia 

Gaon of Fajum, the Arabian expositor of the Psalms. Two 

MSS. of his translation of the Psalms are to be found in 

Oxford; the most valuable, however, which also contains 

his exposition of them in a complete form, is in Munich. 

In 1791 Schnurrer contributed Pss. xvi., xl., and cx. in 

Eichhorn’s Biblioth. der bibl. Lit., vol. 111., from Cod. Pocock. 

281; in 1840 Haneberg communicated Ps. lxviii. and many 

other separate passages from the Munich Cod.; Ewald gave 

the most copious excerpts from Cod. Pocock. 281 and Cod. 

Huntingt. 416 (with appended various readings from Cod. 

Mon.) in vol. i. of the Beitraége zur dltesten Ausl. und Sprach- 

erhldrung des A.T. (1844). The gain which the compre- 

hension of the Psalms, as determined by the demands of 

the present day, can derive from Saadia, is exceedingly 

little; so much the more interesting, however, is the rich 

spoil that he yields to philology and the history of exegesis. 

Saadia stands in the middle of the still mysterious process 

of growth, of which the finally established punctuated text 

of the Old Testament is the outcome; he has written a 
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treatise on punctuation (71P"3), to which Raschi (on Ps. 

xlv. 10) refers; in his treatment of the Old Testament text, 

however, he shows himself still unfettered by its fixation 

by means of the vowel points. His translation is the first 

scientific work on the Psalms in the Synagogue. Jerome’s 

translation is older by five centuries; but Luther’s was the 

first to be entitled to stand side by side with it, and that 

because he for the first time drew once more from the 

source of the original text. 

The problem which is presented to the translator of the 

sacred Scriptures was recognised by Luther as by no one 

before him, and solved by him as by no one since. What 

Cicero says of his translation of the two controversial 

speeches of Demosthenes and Aischines: Non converti ut 

interpres, sed ut orator, sentenivis visdem et earum formis tan- 

quam figuris, verbis ad nostram consuetudinem aptis: in quibus 

non verbum pro verbo necesse habui reddere, sed genus omnium 

verborum vimque servavt; non enim ea me adnumerare lectort 

putavi oportere, sed tanquam adpendere, applies also to Luther : 

he has thought, felt and lived himself into the original, in 

order not to render it literally and with a slavish adherence 

to its form, but, while preserving its spirit, to cast it freely 

and, in the deepest sense, faithfully, into true and yet 

spiritually renewed.German. This applies especially to his 

translation of the Psalms, which even Moses Mendelssohn 

has found it good to follow. ‘That it can be improved here 

and there by a better comprehension of the meaning and, in 

general, by greater fidelity, and that too without doing any 

violence to the spirit of the German language,—to deny this 

would be ungrateful blindness to the progress in the know- 

ledge of the Scripture, which is not merely promised, but 

which is being actually accomplished before our own eyes. 

The work of Dr. K. F. Schréder: Die Psalmen nach der 

deutschen Uebersetzung D. Martin Luthers in revidirtem Text 

(Halle, Buchh. des Waisenhauses, 1876), published at the in- 
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stigation of the conference intrusted with the revision of the 

translation of the Old Testament, furnishes an actual evi- 

dence of this, and that too, as we hope, in a manner which 

is well considered and faithful to the spirit of Luther. 

TX. History oF THE EXposITION OF THE PSALMS. 

If now we proceed to take a general survey of the history 

of the exposition of the Psalms, it will be manifest how late 

it was till the task of scientific exegesis was recognised. We 

begin with the Aposrotic interpretation. The Old Testament 

is essentially Christo-centric. Therefore the innermost 

truth of the Old Testament has been brought to the light in 

the revelation of Jesus Christ. Not all at once, however ; 

the Passion, the Resurrection and the Ascension are three 

stages in this gradual opening up of the Old Testament and 

more especially of the Psalms. Both before and after His 

resurrection our Lord Himself opened up the meaning of 

the Psalms by applying them to His own person and lot: 

He showed how in Him was fulfilled what was written in 

the law of Moses, in the Prophets and the Psalms; He 

revealed to His disciples the Way of understanding the 

Scriptures (Luke xxiv. 44 f.). Our Lord’s interpretation 

of the Psalms is at once the starting-point and the goal of 

Christian interpretation of them. The latter commences 

as an interpretation of them by the Church, and indeed 

primarily as that of the Apostles, on the day of Pentecost, 

upon which day the Spirit, whose organ David in his last 

words (2 Sam. xxiii. 2) confesses himself to have been, 

descended upon the Apostles as the Spirit of Jesus, the 

fulfiller and the fulfilment of prophecy. This Spirit of the 

Glorified One completed what He, in the days of His humili- 

ation and fter His resurrection, had begun; it opened up 

to the disciples the meaning of the Psalms. With what 

predilection they turned to these, we may gather from the 
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fact that they are cited some seventy times in the New 

Testament,—next to Isaiah, the most frequently of all the 

books of the Old Testament. From these disclosures re- 

garding the Psalms the Church will have to draw even to 

the end of time. For only the end will be equal to the 

beginning and even surpass it. We must not, however, seek 

in the New Testament what it does not profess to offer, an 

answer, viz., to the questions of lower science, of grammar, 

contemporary history, and criticism. The highest and final 

questions relating to the spiritual meaning of Scripture find 

here an answer; it was left to the following age to provide 

the grammatico-historico-critical substructure, the candela- 

brum, as it were, of the new light. 

The post-APposroLic PATRISTIC interpretation was incapable 

of performing this task. With the exception of Origen and 

Jerome, the expositors of the early Church possessed no 

knowledge of Hebrew; and even these two did not possess 

enough to enable them to emancipate themselves entirely 

from the dependence upon the LXX. that only too frequently 

led them astray. Of Origen’s commentary and homilies on 

the Psalms we possess only fragments translated by Rufinus 

and his ὑπόμνημα εἰς τοὺς ψαλμούς (issued in a complete form 

by Kleopas in 1855 from a MS. found in the monastery 

of Mar-Saba). Jerome, it is true, makes mention (contra 

Rufinum, 1. § 19) of commentarioli on the Psalms written by 

himself; but the Breviariwm im Psalteriwm (in t. vii. p. 1]. 

of the opp. ed. Vallarsi) that is extant under his name is 

acknowledged to be spurious, and is of no value whatever 

either as regards the language or the history of the text. 

The almost complete commentary of Eusebius (on Pss. 1.- 

cxix., according to the Hebrew reckoning) which was made 

known by Montfaucon (Collectio nova Patrum et Scriptorum 

Grec., ὃ. i.) is not liable to suspicion. Although living in 

Palestine and with the advantage of a rich library Eusebius 

is so ignorant of Hebrew, that he considers it possible that 

F 
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Μαριαμ (O77) in Ps. cx. may refer to Mary; by means, 

however, of excerpts from the Hexapla he imparts much 

welcome information bearing upon the history of the various 

translations ; in other respects the value of his work is but 

very trifling, for the exposition is superficial and allerorising 

in an arbitrary and diffuse manner. Athanasius, in his con- 

cise exposition of the Psalms (in t. i. p. ii. of the Benedictine 

edition), is wholly dependent upon Philo for the explanation 

that he gives of Hebrew names and words. His letter: πρὸς 

Μαρκελλῖνον εἰς τὴν ἑρμηνείαν τῶν ψαλμῶν (in the same volume 

of the Benedictine edition) is an exceedingly beautiful work ; 

it treats of the rich contents of the Psalms, classifies them 

according to several different points of view, and gives advice 

as to the way in which one should use them in the manifold 

situations and moods of one’s outer and inner life. John 

Reuchlin has translated this booklet of Athanasius into 

Latin, and Jérg Spalatin has rendered Reuchlin’s Latin into 

German (1516, 4to). Gregory of Nyssa’s two books, εἰς τὴν 

ἐπιγραφὴν τῶν ψαλμῶν (Opp. ed. Parts., t.1.) are similar to this 

letter of Athanasius. They treat of the arrangement and 

the titles of the Psalms; as regards the latter, however, he 

is so far misled by the LXX., as to account for the absence 

in the original text of trtles in the case of twelve Psalms that 

have titles in it (this is the number according to Gregory) 

by bringing a charge of ἀπιστία and κακία against the Jews. 

Nevertheless many a valuable remark is to be found in this in- 

troduction to the Psalter by the great Nyssene. Much about 

the same time as Athanasius, Hilary of Poitiers, taking Ori- 

gen as his model, wrote in the Western Church his allegoris- 

ing tractatus in librum Psalmorum, with an elaborate prologue, 

which reminds us strongly of that of Hippolytus. We have 

still his exposition of Pss. 1., 11., ix., xiil., xiv., li., li1., liii.—lxix., 

xci., exvili.—cl. (according to the numbering in the LXX.), 

transferred according to Jerome (ep. ad. Augustin. exii.)} 

1 The following Greek expositors of the Psalter are named there: (1) 
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from Origen and Eusebius, but ingenious and pithy from 

first to last, though of more value to the dogmatic theo- 

logian than to the exegete (t. xxvii., xxviii. of the Collectio 

Patrum by Caillau and Guillon).! Ambrose’s Lnarrationes 

in Pss. τ, xxxv.—xl., xliii., xlv., xlvii., xlviii., lxi., cxvili. (in t. 

ii. of the Benedictine edition) were published somewhat later, 

but still during the two last decades of the fourth century 

(about 386-397). The exposition of Ps. i. is at the same 

time also an introduction to the whole Psalter, and is taken 

partly from Basil. He and Ambrose have eulogised the 

Psalter in the most glowing terms: Psalmus enim—says the 

latter—benedictio populi est, Dei laus, plebis laudatio, piausus 

omnium, sermo universorum, vox Ecclesic, fidei canora confessio, — 

auctoritatis plena devotio, libertatis letitia, clamor jucunditatis, 

leetitice resultatio. Ab iracundia mitigat, a sollicitudine abdicat, 

a merore allevat. Nocturna arma, diurna magisteria; scutum 

in timore, festum in sanctitate, imago tranquillitatis, pignus 

pacis atque concordice, cithare modo ex diversis et disparibus 

vocibus unam exprimens cantilenam. Diei ortus psalmum re» 

sultat, psalmum resonat occasus. After these and similar words 

of preface, one naturally expects to find great fervour and 

thoughtfulness in the exposition. These are not wanting; 

but they are not present to such an extent as they would 

Origen; (2) Eusebius of Cesarea; (3) Theodore of Heraclea (the Anony- 

mous in Corderius’ Catena) ; (4) Asterius of Scythopolis; (5) Apollinaris 

(Apolinarius) of Laodicea ; (6) Didymus of Alexandria. Then the follow- 
ing Latin: (1) Hilary of Poictiers, who, according to Jerome, translated 

or rather worked up the homilies of Origen on the Psalms (Jerome him- 

self says of him, ep. lvii. ad Pammach,: captivos sensus in swam linguam 

victoris jure transposuit) ; (2) Eusebius of Vercelli, translator of the Com- 

mentary on the Psalms of Eusebius of Cesarea, and (3) Ambrose, who 

also partially follows Origen. There is still extant a Μετάφρασις Tod’ 

ψαλτῆρος διὰ στίχων ἡρωϊκῶν by Apollinaris the elder. He has also trans- 

lated the Pentateuch and some other books of the Old Testament into 

heroic verse. 

1 Vid. the description given of this commentary in Reinkens’ Hilaris 

von Poitiers (1864), pp. 291-308. 
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have been had Ambrose, whose style is as musical as that 

of Hilary is prosaic, elaborated these expositions, which he 

partly preached and partly dictated, with his own hand. The 

most comprehensive work of the early Church upon the 

Psalms was that of Chrysostom, written probably while he 

was still living in Antioch. We still possess only his exposi- 

tion of fifty-eight or (including.Pss. iii. and xli., which in 

their present form do not belong to this work) sixty Psalms 

(in t. v. of Montfaucon’s edition). Photius and Suidas place 

this commentary on the Psalms in the highest rank among 

Chrysostom’s works. It is composed in the form of sermons, 

the style is brilliant, its contents are ethical rather than dog- 

matic; the Hebrew text is occasionally quoted after Origen’s 

Hexapla; the different Greek translations are frequently 

compared, but unfortunately generally without being named. 

There is little trace here of the renowned philologico-his- 

torical tendency of the school of Antioch. Theodoret (in t. 1. 

p- ii. of the Halle edition) is the first who proposes to himself 

to observe the due mean between an extravagantly allegoris- 

ing and an unspiritually historical method of interpretation 

(alluding probably to Theodore of Mopsuestia), and thus to a 

certain extent makes a beginning in distinguishing between 

the task of exegesis and that of practical application. This 

scientific commencement, however, which is rather of a gra- 

matico-historical character, is still meagre and by no means 

independent. The question, e.g. whether all the Psalms are 

by David or not, is briefly decided in the affirmative with 

κρατείτω τῶν πλειόνων ἡ ψῆφος The diligent comparison of 

1In the Talmud, R. Meir, Pesachim, 117 α, defends the view that 

David is the author of all the Psalms: ΠΗ "ppay ninawn 55 

PWS WI by, whereas in Bathra, 14 b, ten collaborators are assumed: 

Dp? ΠῚ» νὉ by o'dan JAD ANID 34, Ezra being one of them; vid. 

the Midrasch to Cant. iv. and Keel. vii.19. In the first of these two pas- 

sages nivabnd is explained as an emblematical name of the Psalter, 

MII MWD 1D WNL IED, the book of David, to which many a mouth 
has contributed. And yet there are two recent commentaries on the 
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the Greek translators by name is exceedingly thankworthy ; 

but this expositor, like the Syrians generally, is wanting in 

the mystic depth, which elsewhere compensates for the lack 

of scientific insight. All this applies also to Euthymius 

Zigadenus (Zigabenus): his commentary on the Psalms (in 

Greek in t. iv. of the Venetian edition of the Opp. Theophy- 

lactt), written at the instigation of the emperor Alexius 

Comnenus, is simply a skilful compilation, in which a free 

use is made of the Psalm-Catena of the somewhat earlier 

Νικήτας Σερρῶν, a work which was likewise a compilation, and 

which is to be found, still unprinted, on Mt. Athos.! Augus- 

tine’s /narrationes in Psalmos (in t. iv. of the Benedictine 

edition) are the Western counterpart to Chrysostom’s Psalm- 

commentary. The psalmody in the Milanese Church had 

contributed much to Augustine’s conversion. His love to the 

Lord was kindled still more by the reading of the Psalms, 

while he prepared himself in solitude for baptism. His com- 

mentary consists of sermons, which he himself partly wrote 

down and partly dictated; only the thirty-two sermones on 

Ps. exviil. (cxix.), which he ventured to expound last of all, 

were not actually delivered. He nowhere bases his exposi- 

tion upon the text of Jerome, but makes shift with the older 

Latin translation, the original text of which he tries to estab- 

lish and here and there to amend in accordance with the 

i WD. Oe whereas Arnobius the semi-Pelagian, in his para- 

phrastic Africano-Latin commentary on the Psalms (first 

edition by rasmus, Basile Froben., 1522, who, like Trithe- 

mius, erroneously held the author to be the same person as 

the Apologist), no longer adopts the so-called Itala, but 

already uses the version of Jerome as his basis. This work 

Psalms, viz. by Klauss (1832) and Randegger (1841), which are written to 

prove that the whole of the Psalms are Davidic. 

1 We owe this information to Nicodemus the Agiorite’s modern Greek 

edition of Muthymius’ commentary on the Psalms (2 vols. Constanti- 

nople, 1819-21, 4to). This edition also contains excerpts from the 

Caiena of Nicetas of Serre. 
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of Angustine, far superior to that of Chrysostom in respect 

of richness and depth of thought, has become the principal 

quarry of all further exposition of the Psalms in the Western 

Church. In his ELxpositiones in omnes Psalmos (in t. 11. of the 

Benedictine edition), Cassiodore draws largely from Augus- 

tine, yet not without independence. The contributions of 

the Greek Church to the exposition of the Psalms have, since 

Photius, been frequently treasured up in so-called Σειραί, 

Catene. That of Nicetas, archbishop of Serre in Macedonia 

(about 1070), is still unprinted; one that extends only to 

Ps. 1. was published in Venice in the year 1569, another, 

containing the whole Psalter, was published by Corderius in 

Antwerp, in the year 1643 (3 vols., from MSS. in Vienna and 

Munich) ; in 1601 Folckmann gave excerpts from the Catena 

of Nicetas of Heraclea, and Aloysius Lippomanus began a 

Catena from Greek and Latin expositors on a very large 

scale (one folio vol. on Pss. i.-x., Rome, 1585). The defects 

from which the ancient exposition of the Psalms suffers are 

in general the same in the Greek and the Western expositors. 

To their want of acquaintance with the language of the 

original text there have also to be added their unmethodical 

and irregular mode of procedure, their arbitrary exaggera- 

tion of the predictive character of the Psalms (e.g. Tertullian, 

de spectaculis, looks upon the whole of Ps. i. as a prophecy 

regarding Joseph of Arimathea), their unhistorical way of 

looking at things, before which all differences between the 

two Testaments vanish, and their misleading predilection for 

allegorising. The Apostolic interpretation of the Psalms is 

not worked out; they simply adopt it, without endeavouring 

fully to comprehend it; they do not place the Psalms in 

the light of the New Testament fulfilment, but translate 

them without more ado into New Testament language and 
thoughts. But never has the Church been so rapturously 

imbued with the spirit of the Psalms, which it was unwearied 
in singing both by day and by night; it has never used them 
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with richer results, even to martyrdom, than at the time of 

which we are speaking. It wasa common thing to know the 

“whole of David” by heart.!. In the Syrian Church it was 

only upon this condition that an illiterate person could be 

admitted to the service of the altar. As one passed through 

the country, instead of secular national songs, one might hear 

Psalms resounding from the fields and vineyards. Qwuocun- 

que te verteris, Jerome writes from the Holy Land to the 

widow of Marcellus, arator stwam tenens Alleluja decantat, 

sudans messor psalmis se avocat et curva attendens vitem falce 

vinitor aliquid Davidicum canit. Hac sunt in hac provincia 

carmina, he (ut vulgo dicitur) amatorice cantiones, hic pastorum 

sibilus, hec arma culture. The delights of a country life he 

recommends to Marcella in the following among other words: 

Vere ager floribus pingitur et inter querulas aves Psalmi dulcius 

cantabuntur. In Sidonius Apollinaris the singing of Psalms 

appears even in the mouths of the men who tow the ships; 

and the poet draws from this a beautiful exhortation to 

Christians as they are faring and wandering through this 

life : 
Curvorum hine chorus helciariorum 

Responsantibus Alleluja ripis 

Ad Christum levat amicum celeusma. 

Sic, sic psallite, nauta et viator! 

And how many martyrs defied all the tortures to which 

they were subjected with the singing of Psalms! What the 

Church of those days was not able to accomplish for the 

exposition of the Psalms by means of ink, it has accom- 

plished for the preservation of their spirit by means of its 

lood. Practice was far ahead of theory.2 These patristic 

works are patterns for all times of the true depth and 

1 Vid. Dietrich, De Psalterii usu etc. in eccl. Syriaca, p. 1. 

2 In addition to the work of Otto Strauss, which has been already 

mentioned, vid. Armknecht: Die heil. Psalmodie oder der psalmodirende 

Konig David und die singende Urkirche (1855), and W. Von Giilick: 

Das Psalterium nach seinem Hauptinhalte in seiner wissensch, und prakt. 
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spirituality that should characterize the expositor of the 

Psalms. 

The exposition of the Church of the Mrppite Aces has 

produced nothing that has advanced in anything essential 

beyond that of the Fathers. Cassiodore is followed by 

two compilers, Haymo (d. 853) and Remigius of Auxerre 

(d. about 900), who are even less independent than himself. 

The commentary of the former, edited by Erasmus, was 

published in Freiburg in 1531, that of the latter appeared, 

first in Cologne in 1536, and afterwards in the Bibl. maxima 

Lugdunensis. The commentary of Petras Lombardus (d. 

about 1160) is simply a catena from the earlier expositors 

from Jerome to Alcuin. Thomas Aquinas, who, however, 

has completed the exposition of only fifty-one Psalms, and 

Alexander of Hales, if the commentary published under his 

name (Venel., 1496) is not rather to be ascribed to Cardinal 

Hugo, comment in a more independent manner. Besides 

these, Bonaventura (d. 1274) and Albertus Magnus (d. 1280) 

stand out prominently as expositors of the Psalms during 

the Middle Ages; and, towards the close of that period, 

Michael Ayguanus (about 1400), whose commentary has 

been frequently reprinted since its first publication (JJediol., 

1510). To know one of these expositors is to know almost 

the whole of them. The most that they offer is an echo of 

the Fathers. In consequence of their dependence upon the 

letter of the Vulgate, and, therefore, indirectly of the LXX., 

they only too frequently fall into wrong trains of thought. 

The literalis sensus is completely buried in mysfice intelli- 

gentie. Without recognising any distinction between the 

two economies, they continue to translate the Psalms directly 

into the language and thoughts of the New Testament: 

Bed. (a Catholic prize-essay, 1858), partly also Rudelbach’s Hymno- 

logische Studien in the Luth. Zeitschrift, 1855, 4, 1856, 2, and, with 

special reference to the singing of the penitential Psalms, Zockler’s Gesch. 

des Askese (1863), pp. 256-264, 
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Albertus Magnus, e.g. in his commentary (Opp., t. vii.), pro- 

ceeds upon the principle: Constat, quod totus liber iste de 

Christo est, and consequently without more ado expounds 

jeatus vir (Ps. i. 1) and the whole Psalm de Christo et ejus 

corpore ecclesia. But just as we find in the Fathers indi- 

vidual instances of deep penetration and individual flashes 

of genius of imperishable value, so the reading of the exe 

positors we are now discussing, and more especially of the 

mystics, is not without its reward. Augustine remained 

the greatest authority on the exposition of the Psalms for 

the Middle Ages. It was from Augustine, possibly with 

the assistance of Cassiodore, that Notker Labeo (d. 1022), 

the monk of the monastery of St. Gall, drew the brief 

exposition which, verse by verse, accompanies his German 

translation of the Psalms, and which H. Hattemer (in vol. 

11. of his “ Denkmahle des Mittelalters”?) and Heinzel and 

Scherer (1876, after the old High German Bavarian recen- 

sion in thé Vienna MS.) have edited.! The above-mentioned 

Latin Psalter-catena of Bruno, bishop of Wirzburg (ὦ. 1045), 

is likewise compiled from Augustine and Cassiodore, and 

also from Jerome, Bede and Gregory. The Syriac exposi- 

tion of the Psalms by Gregory Barhebreus (ὦ. 1280), of 

which Tullberg and Koraen in Upsala (1842) and Schroter 

in Breslau (1857) have issued specimens, is of some import- 

ance only for the history of exegesis ; but otherwise deviates 

in no respect from the medieval method. 

The exposition of the Synacocue during the Middle Ages 

is wanting in the knowledge of Christ, and therefore also 

in the fundamental condition requisite for the spiritual 

understanding of the Scriptures; but just as it is to the 

1 In the Luth. Zeitschrift for the year 1873, Prof. Freyer gave ex- 

cerpis from a hitherto overlooked medieval German exposition of the 

Psalms contained in a MS. belonginy to the cloister-school of Ilfeld 

a/H. The MS. begins with Ps, vii., and extends, not without omissions, 

to cxlix. 6. 
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Jews that we owe the transmission of the Canon of the Old 

Testament, so it is to them also that we owe the trans- 

mission of the knowledge of Hebrew. So far the Jewish 

commentators furnish us with what the contemporary 

Christian expositors were not able to offer. The inter- 

pretations of passages in the Psalms that are interspersed 

in the Talmuds are for the most part unsound, arbitrary, 

and absurd. Even the Midrasch to the Psalms with the 

title 210 MWY (vid. Zunz, Vortrige, pp. 266 f.), and the 
Midrasch-catenz with the title ΘῊΡ", of which at present 

only yoy ΘῊΡ» (by Simeon Kara ha-Darschan), but not 

DD DIP» (by Machir ben Abba-Mari), is known, contain far 

more that has nothing whatever to do with the subject than 

what is pertinent and of use to us; the exposition of the 

Psalms given in them is always subservient to the thoroughly 

practical aim of supplying the material for a stirring and 

edifying discourse. It was only when somewhere about the 

year 900 a.p. the Jews, under Syro-Arabian influence, began 

the study of scientific grammar, that the exposition and the 

application of Scripture also began to be disentangled from 

one another. At the head of this new period of Jewish 

exegesis stands Saadia Gaon (d. 941/2), from whose Arabic 

translation and exposition of the Psalms Haneberg (1841) } 

and Ewald (1844) have given excerpts.2 The Karaites, 

Salmon ben Jerocham and Jefeth, both of whom have also 

expounded the Psalms, are violent opponents of Saadia ; 

but Jefeth, whose commentary on the Psalms? has been 

made known in part by Bargés (1846 and 1861), neverthe- 

‘ Vid. Fleischer's review of Haneberg’s work in das Gersdorf’sche 

Repertorium, xxxiv. 481-485. 

* The first part of the complete Arabic text with a German translation 

by Dr. 5. H. Margulies was published at Breslau, 1884, by Preuss and 

Jiinger. 

* It lies in MS. partly in Paris and partly in St. Petersburg, having 

been brought from Egypt to the former place in 1841 by Munk, and to 

the latter by Tischendorf in 1853. 
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less already stands under the influence of grammar, which 

was brought by Saadia into honour as a science, but which 

Salmon utterly rejects. Raschi (t.e. Rabbi Salomo Isaaki) 

of Troyes (d. 1105) is the next great expositor of the Psalms. 

He has commented not only upon the whole of the Talmud 

(only a few sections, as e.g. the tractate Maccoth, excepted), 

but also upon the whole of the Old Testament (with the 

exception of the Books of Chronicles); and he has not 

only treasured up with pithy brevity the traditions that are 

interspersed in the Talmud and the Midrasch, but has also 
availed himself (especially in the Psalms) of every gram- 

matico-lexical means of assistance that was then in existence. 

Aben-Ezra of Toledo (d. 1167) and David Kimchi of Nar- 

bonne (d. about 1250), are less dependent upon tradition, 

which had for the most part run into absurdities. The 

former is the more independent and ingenious of the two, 

but is seldom happy in his peculiar conceits ; the latter is 

more dependent upon others, but is endowed with more 

sense for what is simple and natural; he is, indeed, the 

most grammatico-historical of all the Jewish expositors. 

The commentary of Gecatilia (Mose ha-Cohen Chiquitilla), 

which was written in Arabic, is known to us only from 

quotations, more especially in Aben-Ezra. In later com- 

mentaries, such as those of Mose Alschéch (Venice, 1601) 

and Joel Schoéb (Salonica, 1569), the simplicity and elegance 

of the earlier expositors have degenerated into the most 

offensive scholasticism; the commentary of Obadia Sforno 

(d. in Bologna, 1550), the teacher of Reuchlin, also philoso- 

phizes too much, but is nevertheless at least brief and clear. 

Their knowledge of Hebrew gives to all these expositors a 

great advantage over their Christian contemporaries; but 

the veil of Moses is in their case so much the thicker in 

proportion as their opposition to Christianity is the more 

conscious. Nevertheless the Church has not left these pre- 

paratory labours unused. In this respect the Jewish Chris- 
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tians, Nicolaus de Lyra (d. about 1340), the author of the 

Postille perpetue, and Paul de Santa Maria, archbishop of 

Burgos (d. 1435), the author of the Additiones ad Lyram, 

took the lead. In the same independent manner as these, 

Augustinus Justinianus of Genoa, in his Octaplus Psalterw . 

(Genoa, 1516, fol.), draws mostly from the Midrasch and 

Sohar. A great preference was shown for Aben-lzra and 

Kimchi; e.g. Bucer acknowledges that he is much indebted 

to them: neque enim candidi ingenii est dissimulare, per quos 

profeceris. At the beginning of the Reformation era, Justi- 

nianus, Pagninus and Felix were the three greatest authori- 

ties on the original text. The two first had acquired their 

knowledge of the original from Jewish instructors, and Felix 

Pratensis, whose Psalteriwm ex hebreo diligentissime ad verbum 

fere translatum was published in 1522 under Leo X., was a 

proselyte. 

We have now reached the threshold of RerorMaTIoNn exe- 

gesis. In the dominant Church, Psalmody had degenerated 

into a lifeless ceremony. The exposition of the Psalms had 

become a slavish compilation of the comments of others and 

a heaping up of scholastic rubbish. Ht ipsa quamvis frigida 

tractatione Psalmorum—says Luther in his preface to Bugen- 

hagen’s Latin Psalter—aliquis tamen odor vite oblatus est 

plerisque bone mentis hominibus, et utcunque ex verbis Allis 

etiam non intellectis semper aliquid consolationis et aurule 

senserunt 6 Psalmis pit, veluti ex roseto leniter spirantis. Now, 

however, when in consequence of the Reformation there 

dawned upon the Church the new light of a grammatical 

and spiritually deep comprehension of the Scriptures—a 
light that was represented in Germany by Reuchlin and in 

France by Vatablus—the rose-garden of the Psalter also 

began to diffuse its odours as in the renewed freshness of 
a May morning, and German hymns, born again out of the 
Psalter, resounded from the shores of the Baltic to the foot 
of the Alps with all the fervour of a renewed first love. 
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“Tt is wonderful,” says the Spanish Carmelite monk, Thomas 

a Jesu, “how greatly the hymns of Luther furthered the 

Lutheran cause. It is not only the churches and schools that 

resound with them, but even the private houses, the work- 

shops, the markets, highways and fields.” For, rendered 

into imperishable hymns (by Luther, Albinus, Franck, 

Gerhard, Jonas, Musculus, Poliander, Ringwaldt, and many 

others), the old Psalms passed once more into the congrega- 

tional singing of the German as well as of the Scandinavian 

Lutheran Church;! in the French Church Clément Marot 

turned first thirty and then other nineteen Psalms into 

hymns (1541-43), and Theodore Beza afterwards added the 

rest (1562).?, As early as 1542 Calvin introduced the Psalms 

in Marot’s translation into the public worship of the Geneva 

Church, even translating a few of them himself (e.g. xxv., 

xlvi.). The Psalter remained the exclusive hymnbook of 

the Reformed Church down to the eighteenth century ; Gou- 

dimel, the martyr of St. Bartholomew’s night and teacher 

of Palestrina, supplied the melodies and chorales; Melissus 

Lobwasser and Martin Opitz naturalized the French Psalms 

even in Germany. The Anglican Church made the Psalms 

in their direct prose version an integral portion of its li- 

turgy, in which the Psalter is divided into sixty divisions 

(as among the Greeks into sixty στάσεις) and gone through 

once a month; the Congregational Church followed the 

example of the sister Churches of the Continent. And how 

frequently the Psalter was rendered into Greek verse, as e.g. 

1 The Swedish metrical versions of the Psalms have recently been 

revised and increased for congregational use by Runeberg (Orebro, 1858) ; 

A. Treblin has formed a collection of German metrical versions of the 

whole Psalter, and has illustrated it by means of a sketch of the history 

of the poetical translations of the Psalms (Leipzig, Barth, 1882). 

2 Vid. Félix Bovet, Les Psaumes de Marot et de Béze, in the Lausanne 

periodical, Le Chrérien Evangélique, 1856, No. 4; also his excellent 

Histoire du Psautier des Eglises Reformée:, 1872. 
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by Olympia Morata (d. 1555), 1 and under the influence of 

Melanchthon2 into Latin. There had grown such a delight 

in this occupation and such a love for it, that even a Ger- 

man prince, Landgrave Moritz of Hesse, essayed it when a 

young man.’ The paraphrases of Helius Eoban Hesse (of 

whom Herz, 1860, and Schwertzell, 1874, have given a bio- 

graphical sketch),* John Major, Jacob Micyllus (whose life 

has been written by Classen, 1859), John Stigel (whose 

memory has been revived by Paulus Cassel, 1860), Ge. Bers- 

mann (d. 1611), and also that of Geo. Buchanan, which was 

commenced by him during his confinement in a Portuguese 

monastery, are not merely learned works of art, but produc- 

tions of a deep spiritual need ; although we must agree with 

the judgment of Harless, that the best attempts of this kind 

are satisfying only in proportion as one first succeeds in 

forgetting the original. But since the time of the Reforma- 

tion, the exegetical problem of Psalm-exposition has also 

been more clearly apprehended and more happily solved, 

than ever it was before. Reuchlin’s “hebreische Septene,” 1.6. 

his exposition of the seven Psalmi penitentiales, of the year 

1512, formed the commencement. In Luther, who began his 

academical lectures in 1513 with the Psalms (edited from 

the Dresden autograph by Seidemann, 2 vols., 1876),° and 

1 Vid. specimens in Bonnet’s Life of Olympia Morata, translated into 

German by Merschmann, 1860, pp. 181-135. 
2 Vid. Wilh. Thilo, Melanchthon im Dienste an heiliger Schrift (Berlin, 

1859), p. 28. 
8 In the year 1590, when he had completed his eighteenth year, he 

dedicated to his father, the Landgrave Wilhelm, as studiorum primitie, 

his Davidis Regit Prophete Psalterium vario genere carminis Latine 

redditum, printed in Schmalkald. The copy, which I possess, gives 

neither the date of its publication nor the name of the publisher. 

* His Psalms, which appeared in 1537 (bighly prized by Luther, and 

with notes by Veit Dietrich), passed through forty editions during the 
next seventy years. 

δ The Latin Psalter, printed in Wittenberg in the year 1513, upon the 

margin of which Luther wrote his Latin scholia in 1513 and. later, is 
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who began to publish a portion of them in 1519 under the 

title Operationes in duas Psalmorum decades, there is combined 

the experimental depth of the Fathers with the Pauline 

recognition of the doctrine of free grace, the knowledge of 

which was restored by means of him to the Church. It 

is true, he is not altogether free from the tendency to 

allegorise and, in general, to deviate a sensu litere, which 

was rejected by him in thesi; there is also still wanting in 

him an historical insight into the distinctive character of 

the two Testaments; in respect, however, of experimental, 

mystical, and yet healthy knowledge of the meaning of 

Scripture, he is incomparable; his expositions of the Psalms, 

especially of the penitential Psalms and of Psalm xc., are 

superior to all previous works on the subject, and will 

always remain a mine of wealth for future labourers. 

Bugenhagen’s exposition of the Psalms (Basel, 1524, 4to, 

and freq.) continued the intermitted work of Luther, who 

commends it ina brief but forcible preface, as being the first 

exposition that was worthy of the name. Penetration and 

delicacy of judgment characterize the explanation of the fiye 

books of the Psalms by Aretius Felinus, 1.6. Martin Bucer 

(1529, 4to, and freq.); the Autophyes (=a se et per se Lxistens), 

by which 1 is rendered throughout,! gives it a strange 

appearance. Asan exegete, however, it is Calvin that takes 

the place of equal honour alongside of the German Re- 

former. His commentary on the Psalms (first published at 

Geneva in 1557, folio), combines with psychological pene- 

tration a clearer discernment of the nature of the type and 

greater freedom in its way of looking at history, not, how- 

preserved in Wolfenbiittel. The lectures (dictata) delivered by him on 

the Psalms during the years 1513-16, grew out of these scholia, liehm 

has published the scholia on the seven penitential Psalms in a programwe 

with the title, Initium Theologie Lutheri: Halle, 1874, 4to. 

1 The ὁ ὀντωτής or ὀντουργίς of the Grecus Venetus, which unfor- 

tunately has not the translation of the Psalms, is similar, 
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ever, without aberrations of many kinds arising from this 

very freedom. Calvin’s historical method of interpretation 

has become a caricature in Esrom Riidinger, the teacher of 

the Moravian Brethren, who died in Altorf in 1591, without 

being able to carry out his intention of issuing in a revised 

form his commentary on the Psalms, which was published 

in 1580-81,—an original work which, after much vacillation, 

at last brings down even the first Psalm to the period of 

the Seleucide. 

Among the expositors of the post-Rerormation period, 

Reinhard Bakius, the steadfast and prudent pastor of Mag- 

deburg and Grimma during the Thirty Years’ War, is the first 

to meet us. His Comm. ezegetico-practicus on the Psalms 

(first edition, by his son, 1664), is a work full of extensive 

reading, genius and good sense; it is In many respects a 

welcome supplement to that of Luther; it is crammed full 

of all kinds of memorable things connected with the Psalms, 

among which, however, the thread of simple exposition is 

lost. Martin Geier keeps the task of the expositor more 

steadily in view and with greater self-restraint: his Leipzig 

lectures on the Psalms lasted for eighteen years. Deep piety 

and great erudition adorn his commentary (1668), but the 

free spirit of the Reformers is no longer here: even Geier 

as no longer able to avoid reading his doctrinal theology into 

his exegesis; an exegetical tradition has already become 

fixed, to depart from which is accounted heterodox. In the 

Reformed Church, Cocceius (d. 1669) stands forth promi- 

nently—an original and able man, but proceeding upon false 

hermeneutical principles, and consequently delighting too 

much in making the statements of the sacred writers refer 

to the history of future times. Not only the two Protestant 

Churches, however, but also the Romish Church took part in 

the work of expounding the Psalms in a furthering manner. 

Its most prominent expositors of the Psalms from 1550-165u 

rie Genebrardus, Agellius, de Muis (all three possessing a 
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knowledge of the Semitic languages and going back to the 

original text) and Bellarmin, who brought to the work not 

only uncommon natural talents, but also, within papistical 

limits, spiritual penetration. A little later, exposition of 

the Psalms within the Romish Church degenerated into 

scholasticism. This reaches its climax in le Blane’s Psalmo- 

rum Davidicorum Analysis, and in Jo. Lorinus’ Commentaria 

in Psalmos (six folio vols., 1665-1676). In the Protestant 

Churches, however, there appears a similar lamentable de- 

cadence of the Reformation spirit. The Adnotationes uberiores 

in Hagiographa (t, i. 1745, 4to, Ps. and Prov.) by Jo. Heinr. 

Michaelis are a mass of undigested material: the glossarial 

exposition groans under the burden of innumerable unsifted 

proof and parallel passages. Hardly any notice is taken of 

what had been done previous to the seventeenth century ; 

no use is made of the treasures contained in the works 

of Luther; even within his own Church Calvin no longer 

exercised any influence upon the exposition of Scripture. 

By 1750 exegesis had lost the spiritual and churchly char- 

acter, which during the seventeenth century had grown in 

strength, although it had also gradually become torpid; 

whereas, as the expositions of the Psalms by de Sacy, Ber- 

thier and la Harpe show, it never became so shallow in the 

Romish Church as to deny the essential character of revealed 

religion. That love for the Psalms, out of which sprang the 

evangelical metrical psalter of the truly Christian poet and 

statesman, Chr. Karl Ludwig v. Pfeil! (published in 1747, 

with a preface by Bengel), degenerated more and more into 

a merely literary and, at the highest, poetical interest; 

exegesis became psychical and carnal. The remnant of what 

was spiritual is represented in this period of declension by 

Burk in his Gnomon on the Psalms (1760), which follows the 

model of Bengel, and by Chr. A. Crusius in the second part 

1 Vid. his Life by Heinr. Merz (1863), pp. 111-117. 

G 
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(1761) of his Hypomnemata ad Theologiam Propheticam, a 

work which advances further along the path that had been 

recently opened up by Bengel, and is rich in germs of pro- 

gressive knowledge (vid. my Biblisch-prophetische Theologie, 

1845). We may learn the character of the theology of that ~ 

age from Joh. Day. Michaelis’ translation of the Old Testa- 

ment with notes for the unlearned (1771), and from his 

writings on individual Psalms. With regard to linguistic 

and historical matters, some service is rendered here; in 

all other respects, however, there is nothing but garrulous, 

diffuse, trivial insipidity, and spiritual deadness. To Herder 

belongs the credit of having set the exposition of the Psalms 

free from this insipidity; and it was Hengstenberg, first of 

all in his Lectures, who restored it from this unspiritual con- 

dition to the believing consciousness of the Church. 

Rosenmiiller’s Scholia on the Psalms (first published in 

1798-1804) mark the transition to modern exegesis. His 

work is a compilation, written in pure clear language, with 

exegetical tact, and with a thankworthy use of older ex- 

positors who had become unknown, such as Riidinger, Bucer, 

Agellius, and even of Jewish interpreters. De Wette’s com- 

mentary on the Psalms (lst edit. 1811, 5th edit. by Gustav 

Baur, 1856) was far more independent and formed an epoch 

in exegesis. De Wette is precise and clear, and not without 

esthetic feeling; but his attitude to the biblical writers is 

too much that of a reviewer, his spirit of investigation is 

too sceptical, his appreciation of the Psalms takes too little 

account of their place in the history of redemption; he looks 

upon them simply as national hymns, to some extent even in 

the most ordinary patriotic sense, and when he fails in un- 

derstanding them theologically, he avails himself of the 

catchword “theocratic,” which he repeats ad nauseam. Never- 

theless de Wette’s commentary so far forms a new epoch, as 

it was the first to clear away the rubbish under which the 

exposition of the Psalms had hitherto been buried, and to in- 
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troduce into it taste, after the example of Herder, and gram- 

᾿ matical accuracy, under the influence of Gesenius. He is 

far more independent than Rosenmiiller, who, though not 

wanting in taste and tact, is only a compiler. In investi- 

gating the historical occasions of the Psalms, de Wette is 

negative rather than affirmative. Hitzig, in his historical 

and critical commentary (1835, 36), attempted to raise this 

negative criticism into positive. In his more recent comment- 

ary on the Psalms (vol. 1., 1863, vol. ii., part 1, 1864, part 

2, 1865), which meets the requirements of exegesis more 

adequately, his critical standpoint is essentia!ly the same: 

he allows to David only fourteen of the seventy-three Psalms 

that bear the title W7?, he assigns all the Psalms from 

‘Ixxiil. onwards, along with Pss.i., 11., Ix. (these three, and 

also cxlii.-cxliv., cl. being by Alexander Janneus) to the 

Maccabean period (e.g. cxxxviil.—cxli. are by Alexander’s 

father, John Hyrcanus), and can even ascertain the authors 

(the Zechariah of 2 Chron. xxvi. 5, Isaiah, Jeremiah) or at 

least the date of composition of all the others. Von Len- 

gerke, in his commentary (1847), which is compiled half | 

from Hengstenberg and half from Hitzig, attached himself to 

this all-penetrating criticism, which everywhere brings out _ 

positive results with an almost mathematical certainty, and 

holds that it is Maccabee Psalms that form the real nucleus 

of the Psalter. He maintains that nota single Psalm can 

be ascribed to David with any certainty. Olshausen also 

belongs to the same school of criticism. In his commentary 

(1853) he leaves only a few Psalms, such as il., xx., xx1., 

to the time of the Kings previous to the Exile; and, with a 

bias which he cannot resist, brings down all the others to the 

time of the Maccabees, some of them even to the beginning 

of the reign of John Hyrcanus. Hupfeld, on the other hand, 

declares in his commentary (1855-62, 4 vols.; 2nd ed., with 

valuable exegetical and critical additions by Riehm, 1867-71) 

that it is unworthy of earnest investigation to give oneself 
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up to such “childish playing with hypotheses;” and not only 

remains true to de Wette’s negative criticism, but even at- 

tempts to carry it out still more thoroughly (he too asserts 

that there is not a single Psalm that can be ascribed to David 

with anything like certainty) and proceeds upon the as- 

sumption that, if even only a portion of the titles is false, for 

that very reason none of them may be used by us. Westand 

neither on the side of this scepticism, which everywhere 

negatives tradition, nor on the side of that self-confidence, 

which negatives it for the most part and sets up its own posi- 

tive counter-assertions in opposition to it; but neither do we 

on this account ignore the great services which Olshausen, 

Hupfeld and Hitzig, each in his own way, have rendered to 

the exposition of the Psalms. In Olshausen we prize his great 

talent for conjectural criticism; in Hupfeld, his grammatical 

accuracy and the thoroughness of his studies so far as they 

go; in Hitzig, his originality which is always stimulating, 

his happy ingenuity in tracing out the connection of the 

thoughts, and his marvellous erudition which is manifested 

in bringing out the usage of the language and what is syn- 

tatically admissible. Apart from the introductory portion, 

the commentary of Ewald (Poetische Bb., 1839, 40; 2nd ed., 

1866), in accordance with its plan, meets the requirements of 

exegesis only fragmentarily ; in the argument, however, that 

is prefixed to the individual Psalms, it discovers a wonderful 

gift for hearing the throbbings of the heart of the sacred 

poets, and for entering sympathetically into their changes of 

emotion. None of these expositors, however, stands in truly 

spiritual rapport with the spirit of the psalmists. The much 

abused commentary of Hengstenberg (1842-47, 4 vols.; 2nd 

ed. 1849-52) was accordingly an epoch-making phenomenon, 

inasmuch as it was the first to bring the exposition of the 

Psalms once more into conncction with the life of the 

Church, and was not satisfied with merely bringing out their 

grammatico-historical sense. The kindred works of Umbreit 
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(Christliche Erbawwng aus dem Psalter, 1835) and Stier (Sieb- 

zig Psalmen, 1834, 86), which extend only to a selection from 

the Psalms, may be regarded as its forerunners; and we may 

consider the commentary of Tholuck (1847), which excludes 

the linguistic side and seeks to make a practical use of the 

results of exegetical progress for the behoof of the laity, as 

its counterpart. For the sake of completeness we also men- 

tion the commentary of Késter (1837), which has become of 

importance for the appreciation of the artistic form of the 

Psalms, especially of their strophe-system, Vaihinger’s (1845), 

as well as the theologico-homiletical commentary of C. B. 

Moll, which, though not without independence, makes use 

of its scientific forerunners, and forms the eleventh division 

of Lange’s Bibelwerk (1869-71). Among English commen- 

taries, those of Perowne (3rd ed., 1873-4) and of Ε΄, C. Cook 

(with the co-operation of Johnson and Elliott, in vol. iv. of 

the Speaker's Commentary, 1873), which make use of their 

German and English forerunners, represent the present phase 

of Psalm-exposition. Franco-Swiss literature has furnished 

translations of the Psalms by Armand de Mestral, Perret- 

Gentil and Louis Segond (L’ Ancien Testament, 1877), which 

vie with one another in respect of exegetical fidelity and 

elegance of style; the first place, however, belongs to the 

commentary on the Psalter of the Strassburg veteran Kd. 

Reuss in the fifth division (2nd ed. 1879) of the Old Testa- 

ment half of his French Dibelwerk.+ 

Charles Bruston’s work, Du teat primitif des Psawmes 

(Paris, 1873), Dyserinck’s Kritische Scholién (Leiden, 1878), 

and Friedr. Baethgen’s (of Kiel) Kritische Noten, in the 

Studien u. Krittken for the year 1880, as well as in the arti- 

cles we have already mentioned on the value of the ancient 

versions of the Psalms for the criticism of the text (1882), 

1 In his Geschichte der h. Schriften A. T. (1881), p. 186, he claims for 

himself the right of priority in regard to the doubt, whether Davidie 

Psalms have come down to us. 3 
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concern themselves with the criticism of the text of the 

Psalms. Van den Ham’s Psalmen met historische Opschriften 

(1871) essays the criticism of the historical titles of the 

Psalms. Griitz’ Kritischer Kommentar zu den Psalmen (2 

vols., 1882-1883) goes to the very extreme in respect of un- 

bridled conjectural criticism. Giesebrecht’s investigation of 

the literary form of the Psalms and the date of their com- 

position to be inferred from thence (treating of books u. 

to v.) in Stade’s Zeitschrift for 1881 is scientifically more 

exact, but too much influenced by the new phase of Penta- 

teuch criticism. He comes to the conclusion, that it is hardly 

possible to find a single pre-exilic hymn in the two last 

books of the Psalter (Pss. xc.—cvi., and cvii.-cl.); that the 

Asaphic Psalms are all post-exilic (or exilic), and that, along 

with the supplement to book i. (Pss. lxxxiv.—lxxxix), they 

are al] possibly even Maccabzan; that none of the Korahitic 

hymns are pre-exilic, and that on the whole the second book 

also, both in respect of contents and language, has the phy- 

siognomy of the post-exilic period. From this we can easily 

foresee what will be his judgment, as yet reserved, on Pss. 

Ixxii., cx. and ii. “The Psalter,” says Stade (Zeitschrift, 

1582, p. 166) “is a product of post-exilic Judaism. The 
piety that finds expression in it is, in its individual idiosyn- 
cracy, a post-exilic phenomenon. Previous to the Exile the 
soil for Psalm-poetry was altogether wanting. We do not 
mean hereby to assert, that no exilic or pre-exilic hymns 
could be contained in the Psalter. But α priori each poem 
that is found in it must be accounted post-exilic, until the 
opposite is proved by plain indications.” 1 ς 

Compared with such criticism, which, in addition to Reuss 
aud Kuenen, finds its most original advocate in Wellhausen, 
my commentary, even in this new and revised edition, is a 
book outstripped by scientific progress. But even if I had 

: We may only mention in passing, that Gritz ascribes the honour 
of having arrunged the Psalter to Hillel and Schammai or their schools. 
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still to live for another generation, I should be unable to 

assimilate myself with the spirit which inspires this criti- 

cism. However, the present phase of Old Testament criti- 

cism is not its last, and while criticism is undoubtedly an 

essential function of biblical science, it is nevertheless not 

its sole activity, and by no means the ultimate end it has 

in view. 

X. Preptmrmary THEroiocicaL CoNnsIpERATIONS. 

The expositor of the Psalms may place himself either 

upon the standpoint of the poet, or upon that of the Old 

Testament community, or upon that of the Church. It is 

a fundamental condition of progress in exegesis that these 

three standpoints be kept separate, and that a distinction 

be accordingly drawn between the two Testaments, and, 

in general, between the several stages through which the 

revelation and the knowledge of redemption have passed. 

For not only redemption itself but also the revelation and 

the knowledge of it have had a progressive history, which 

reaches on from Paradise down through time into eternity. 

Redemption realises itself in a system of facts, in which 

God’s loving purpose to redeem sinful humanity is unfolded ; 

and the revelation of redemption anticipates this gradual 

realization, in order at once to guarantee its Divine author- 

ship, and to render its comprehension possible. In the 

Psalms there is presented to us more than half a millennium 

of this progressive realization, disclosure, and apprehension 

of redemption. And when we take into account the fact 

that one Psalm is dated from the time of Moses, and that 

the retrospective glances of the historical Psalms go back 

even to the age of the patriarchs, we may say that there is 

scarcely an occurrence that constituted an epoch in con- 

nection with the history of redemption, from the election 

of Abraham down to the new position assigned in the world 

to the post-exilic nation, which does not somehow or other 
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find its expression in the Psalter. Nor is it merely facts 

external to it that re-echo in its lyrics; but seeing that 

David, next to Abraham undoubtedly the most significant 

religious character of the Old Testament, is its chief author, 

it is itself a direct, integral portion of the history of redemp- 

tion. And it is also a source of information for the history 

of the revelation of redemption, inasmuch as it flowed not 

merely from the spirit of faith, but also at the same time 

largely from the spirit of prophecy; above all, however, 

it is our most important memorial of the progressive appre- 

hension of the knowledge of redemption, seeing it shows 

how, between the giving of the law from Sinai, and the 

proclamation of the gospel from Sion, the final and essential 

redemption broke a path for itself in the consciousness and 

the spiritual tife of the Jewish Church. 

1. We shall consider, in the first place, the relation of the 

Psalms to the prophecy of the coming Christ. When the 

human beings, whom God had created, had ruined them- 

selves by falling into sin, He did not abandon them to the 

doom of wrath which they had chosen for themselves, but 

visited them on the evening of that most unhappy day, in 

order to make that doom a disciplinary medium of His love. 

This visitation of Jahve-Hlohim was the first step taken by 

Him in connection with the history of redemption towards 

the goal of the Incarnation; and the so-called protevangeliwm 

was the laying of the first foundation of the verbal reve- 

lation of Himself by means of the law and the gospel—a 

revelation which prepared the way, in accordance with the 

plan of redemption, towards this goal of the Incarnation 

and the restoration of humanity. The way of this redemp- 

tion, which breaks a path for itself in history, and at the 

same time also announces itself to the human consciousness, 

runs through the whole of Israel’s career; and the Psalms 

show us with what vital energy this seed-corn of words and 

deeds of divine love has unfolded itself in the hearts of 
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believing Israelites. They bear the impress of the time, 

during which the preparation of the way of redemption was 

concentrated upon Israel, and the hope of redemption had 

become a national hope; for after humanity had broken up 

into separate nationalities, redemption retired within the 

limits of a chosen people, in order that it might there come 

to maturity, and then, bursting these limits, become the 

possession of the whole human race. At that time the 

promise of the coming Mediator was in its third stage. 

The prospect of victory over the power of temptation in 

the human race had been connected with the seed of the 

woman, the prospect of a blessing for all peoples, with 

that of the patriarch; in these days, however, when David 

became the creator of psalm-poetry to be used in divine 

worship, the promise had become Messianic; it pointed the 

hope of the faithful to the king of Israel, and in fact to 

David and his seed; redemption and glory, for Israel in the 

first place, and indirectly also for the Gentiles, were looked 

for through the mediatorial office of Jahve’s Anointed. The 

fact that among all the Davidic Psalms there is found but 

one (viz. Ps. ex.), in which, as in his last words (2 Sam. 

xxi. 1-7), he looks out into the future of his seed and has 

the Messiah objectively before him, is accounted for only by 

the circumstance, that up to this time he himself was the 

object of Messianic hope, and that it was only gradually, 

and more especially in consequence of his deep fall, that this 

hope was dissevered from him personally, and transferred to 

the future. Then when Solomon ascended the throne, the 

Messianic longings and hopes centred, as Ps. Ixxii. shows, 

upon him; they applied to the one final Christ of God, but 

for a long time they clung enquiringly, and, on the ground 

of 2 Sam. vil., with perfect right, to the direct son of David. 

Even in Ps. xlv., it is a descendant of David, contemporary 

with the Korahite singer, to whom the Messianic promise is 

applied as a marriage blessing, in the hope that it may be 
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realised in him. But it soon became manifest that neither 

in this king, any more than in Solomon, had He yet ap- 

peared, who is the full realisation of the Messianic idea; 

and when, in the time of the later kings, the kingdom of 

David became more and more glaringly inconsistent with 

its sacred vocation, Messianic hope broke entirely with the 

present, which became merely the dark back-ground, from 

which the image of the Messiah, as being purely future, 

stood forth in relief. The 117]3, around whom the prophecy 

of the period of the later kings revolves, and whom even 

Ps. ii. sets forth before the kings of the earth, in order that 

they may pay him homage, is (even supposing that the ΝΣ 

was expected to dawn immediately after the present) an 

eschatological person. In the mouth of the Old Testament 

Church even Pss. xlv. and cxxxii., seeing that their contents 

pointed to the future, have become Messianic in a prophetical 

or eschatological sense. It is surprising, however, that the 

number of such Psalms as are not merely typically Mes- 

sianic is so small, and that the Church of the post-exilic 

period! has not enriched the Psalter with a single Psalm 

that is Messianic in the stricter sense. In the later portion 

of the Psalter, theocratic Psalms, as distinguished from those 

that are strictly Messianic, are more numerously represented. 

By theocratic Psalms we mean such as have to do, not 

with the kingdom of Jahve’s Anointed, which overcomes 

and blesses the world, not with the Christocracy, in which 

the theocracy attains the summit of its representation, but 

with the theocracy as such, completed both outwardly and 

inwardly in its self-manifestation,—not with the Parousia 

of a human king, but with the Parousia of Jahve Himself, 

with the kingdom of God revealed in all its glory. For the 

1 We refer to the period immediately after the Exile; for towards the 

end of the Maccaban period, Messianic hope broke out afresh, as the 

Salomonic Psalter shows:—its revival and declension are determined by 
the law of contrast. 
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proclamation of redemption contained in the Old Testament 

runs on in two parallel] lines: the one has as its termina- 

tion the Anointed of Jahve, who rulés over all nations from 

out of Zion, the other, the Lorp Himself, sitting above the 

Cherubim, to whom the whole earth pays homage. These 

two lines do not meet in the Old Testament; it is the history 

of the fulfilment of prophecy that first makes it clear that 

the Parousia of the Anointed One and the Parousia of Jahve 

are one and the same. And of these two lines the divine is 

the one that predominates in the Psalms; the hope of the 

psalmists, more especially after the kingdom had ceased in 

Israel, is generally directed beyond the human mediation 

directly towards Jahve, the author of redemption. The 

fundamental article of Old Testament faith runs ΠΝ)" 

mind (iii. 9; Jon. 1.10). The Messiah is not yet recog- 

nised as a God-man. Accordingly the Psalms know neither 

of prayer to Him, nor of prayer in His name. But prayer 

to Jahve and for Jahve’s sake is essentially the same thing. 

For Jahve implies Jesus. Jahve is the Saviour. The 

Saviour, when He shall appear, is nothing else save the 

mw of this God in a visible manifestation (Isa. xlix. 6). 

As regards the divine-human goal of Old Testament his- 

tory, we distinguish five classes of Psalms, which point to it. 

Since 2 Sam. vii. the promise of the Messiah is no longer 

connected with the tribe of Judah in general, but with 

David; and it points not merely to the endless duration of 

his kingdom, but also to one scion of his house, in whom the 

divinely appointed destiny of his seed to be a blessing, first 

to Israel, and thence to all the nations of the world, is to 

be fully realised, and without whom, therefore, the Davidic 

kingdom would be a headless trunk. Psalms in which the 

poet, looking beyond his own age, comforts himself with the 

vision of this king, in whom the promise is finally fulfilled, 

we call Messianic in an. eschatological and indeed directly 

eschatological senso. Such Psalms do not merely base them- 
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selves upon the word of prophecy that was already in exiS- _ 

tence, but even carry it still further; it is only by means 

of their lyrical form that they are distinguished from pro- 

phecy in the strictest sense ; for prophecy is a proclamation, 

and the Psalms are spiritual songs. 

The Messianic purport of the Psalms, however, is not 

limited to the element of strict prediction, to which the 

future becomes objective. Just as natural life presents a 

series of stages, in which the lower stage of existence points 

preformatively to that which is next in order above it, and 

indirectly to that which is highest, so that, eg., in the 

globular form of a drop there is announced the striving after 

organism, as it were, in the simplest fugitive outline, so the 

progress of history, and more especially of the history of re- 

demption, is also typical ; and the life of David, not only as a 

whole, but also most surprisingly even in individual traits, is 

a vaticinium reale of the life of Him, whom prophecy regards 

as David raised up again as it were in a glorified form, and 

whom it therefore directly names 117 "TAY (Ezek. xxxiv. 23 f,, 

xxxvii. 24 f.) and 0291 719 (Hos. iii. 5; Jer. xxx.9). Such 
Psalms, in which David himself (or even a poet putting 

himself into David’s position and mood) gives lyrical utter- 

ance to typical critical events in his life, we call typico- 

Messianic Psalms. To this class, however, there belong not 

only such as have David, directly or indirectly, for their 

subject; for the path of suffering which was trodden by all 

the Old Testament saints in general, and more especially by 

the prophets in the fulfilment of their calling (vid. on xxxiv. 

20 f., and Ps. Ixix.), has become in a certain sense ἃ τύπος 

tov μέλλοντος. All these Psalms, not less than those of the 

first class, may be cited in the New Testament with ἵνα 

πληρωθῇ ; only with this difference, that in the former it is 

the prophetic word, in the latter the prophetic history, that 

is fulfilled. The older theologians, especially the Lutheran, 

oppose the assumption that there are such. typological cita- 
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tions of the Old Testament in the New;! they had not yet 

attained to the organic view of history granted to our age, 

and were therefore also without the true counterpoise to 

their rigid theory of inspiration. 

There is, however, also a class of Psalms, which we call 

Messianic in a typico-prophetical sense. These are Psalms in 

which David, when describing experiences of his inner and 

outer life which were already typical in themselves, is raised 

above the limits of his own individuality and time, and uses 

regarding himself hyperbolical expressions, which were not 

to become full historical truth until they became so in 

Christ. Such Psalms are typical, inasmuch as their con- 

tents are rooted in the individual, but typical history of 

David; at the same time, however, they are prophetical, in- 

esmuch as they give expression to that which is present and 

individual in complaints, hopes and descriptions that point 

far beyond the present, and are first fulfilled in Christ. The 

psychological possibility of such Psalms has been called in 

question; with the same injustice, however, as it was ob- 

jected to Kant, on account of his distinction between an 

intelligible and a sensible Ego, that he posited two subjects 

in one personality. The mystery of these Psalms is at 

bottom the mystery of all poetry. The genuine lyric poet 

does not give a mere copy of the impressions of his empirical 

Ego; an ideal Ego, as Vinet says somewhere, overhears, 

as it were, this empirical Ego; it is this second soul that 

makes the poet. Now, just as the poet does not form a 

mere cast of his impressions, but idealises them, 7.6. seizes 

them by the root of their idea, and stripping off and 

1 The fifth Ecumenical Council also already denied it, when it con- 

demned Theodore of Mopsuestia’s typical interpretation of Pss. xvi., 

xxii. and Ixix. He remarks on Ps. xxii.: Quod supra modum dictum 

fuerat prius a David propter illata ei mala, hoc ex opvribus evenit in 

Domino Christo. Vid. Baethgen, Der Psalmen-Commentar des Theodor. v 

Δ]. in syrischer Bearbeitung, in Stade’s Zeitschrift, v. 1885. 
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abstracting all that is adventitious and unimportant lifts 

them up into the region of the ideal, so David also in 

these Psalms idealises his experiences and anticipations. 

The natural result of this is, that these are reduced to 

that in them which is essentially typical; he does this, how- 

ever, not in a condition of poetical self-stimulation, but as 

moved by the Spirit of God; and this has the further 

consequence, that the lifting up of his experiences into the 

region of the ideal is at the same time a lifting of them up 

into the region of the antitype; in other words, the state-_ 

ment of his typical fortunes and the corresponding moods 

has assumed the form of a predictive statement of the 

fortunes and moods of his antitype. To ἐν αὐτῷ πνεῦμα 

Χριστοῦ (1 Pet. i. 11)—this is the soul of his ideal Ego; 

this is his “ second soul.” 

Besides these three classes of Messianic Psalms, we may 

regard such Psalms as the forty-fifth and the seventy-second 

as forming a fourth class of indirectly eschatologico-Messianic 

Psalms. These are Psalms in which, in keeping with the 

circumstances of the time at which they were composed, 

Messianic hopes were centred upon a contemporary king, 

without, however, having been fulfilled in him; so that in 

the mouth of the Church, which was still waiting for their 

final fulfilment, they have become eschatological hymns, and 

we are perfectly justified in interpreting them as such, as 

well as in their bearing upon their own time. 

A fifth class is formed by the eschatologico-Jehovistic Psalms. 

These concern themselves with the Parousia of Jahve, and 

with the consummation of His kingdom that is being grad- 

ually brought about by means of judgment (vid. Ps. xciii.). 

The number of these Psalms preponderates in the Psalter. 

They contain the other premise for the divine-human end of 

the history of redemption. Lightning-like illuminations of 

this end are to be found in the prophets. But itis reserved to 

history itself to draw the final conclusions of the wnio person: | 
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alis from these human and divine premises. The Redeemer, 

to whom the faith of the Old Testament betook itself, is 

Jahve. Its hope was centred, not in the human, but in the 

Divine King. That the Redeemer, when He should appear, 

would be God and man in one person, was an idea foreign 

to the consciousness of the Old Testament Church. And it 

is only in individual rays that the knowledge, that He would 

be sacrifice and priest in one person, breaks in upon the 

Old Testament darkness, the pole star of which is 717” and 

only 1, 

2. When we turn now, in the second place, to consider the 

relation of the Psalms to the legal sacrifices, we find that this 

also is different from what we, looking at the matter from 

the standpoint of fulfilment, would naturally expect. It is 

true there are not wanting passages, in which the offering 

of the outward, legal sacrifice 1s recognised as a taking part 

in religious worship on the part of the individual and the 

Church (Ixvi. 15, li. 21); but those passages are more nu- 

merous, in which the external sacrifice is compared so dispar- 

agingly with the λογικὴ λατρεία, that, no regard being had to 

its divine appointment, it appears as something not really 

desired by God at all, as a shell that should be cast away, as 

a form that should be broken in pieces (al. 7f., 1., li. 18f.). 

It is not this, however, that surprises us. This is the very 

point, wherein the Psalms contribute their share towards the 

progress of the history of redemption; it is the process of 

writing the law upon the heart, commenced already in Deu- 

teronomy, that is continued here upon the ground of the 

memorable word of Samuel (1 Sam. xv. 22/f.); it is the grad- 

ually waxing spirit of the New Testament, that in this and 

in other respects in the Psalter is breaking down the legal 

barriers, and stripping off the στοιχεῖα τοῦ κόσμου, as a butter- 

fly casts off its chrysalis. But what is putin the place of the 

sacrifices that are criticised so disparagingly ἢ Contrition 

of heart, prayer, thankfulness, self-surrender to God in the 
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doing of His will; just as in Prov. xxi. 3, doing justly; in 

Hos. vi. 6, kindness; in Mic. vi. 6-8, doing justly, love, hu- 

mility; and in Jer. vii. 21-23, obedience. This is what is 

surprising. The sacrifice that is depreciated is looked upon 

merely as a symbol, not as a type; it is regarded only ethi- 

eally, not in its connection with the history of redemption ; 

it is only so far as it is a gift to God (13), not so far 

as the gift is appointed to be an expiation (55), that its 

character is brought out ;—in one word, the mystery of the 

blood remains undisclosed. In a case, where the New Tes- 

tament consciousness must think of sprinkling with the blood 

of Jesus Christ, mention is made (li. 9) of the sprinkling 

that formed part of the legal ritual for the cleansing and 

putting away of sin; but although the language is plainly 

figurative, there is no explanation of the figure. Whence 

comes this >—Because, speaking generally, the sacrifice of 

blood, as such, remains a question in the Old Testament, to 

which almost only Isa. 1111. (in addition to Zech. xii. 10 and 

xiii. 7) gives a plain answer that is in keeping with the 

historical fulfilment. It is in such late prophetic words as 

these, that the delineation of the Passion and the self-sacri- 

fice of Christ first becomes the subject of direct prediction ; 

and it is the history of the fulfilment given in the Gospels 

that first shows, how closely in keeping with the Anti-type 

was the form that the Spirit, which spoke through David 

in his passion Psalms, gave to the utterances of the type 

regarding himself. In regard to reconciliation as well as 

redemption in general, the believing confidence of the Old 

Testament, as it expresses itself in the Psalms, rested upon 

Jahve. He is not only the Saviour, but also the Reconciler 

(0532), from whom propitiation is entreated and hoped for 

(Ixxix. 9, lxv. 4, xxviii. 38, Ixxxv. 3, etc.). At the end of 

the way which He took through history to redemption Jahve 

is indeed God in Christ, and the blood that was given by 

Him as a typical means of propitiation (Lev. xvii. 11) is, in 
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the Anti-type, that of the God-man, and so far His own 

(Acts xx. 28). | 

3. Advancing from this point, we shall now, in the third 

place, look at the relation in which the Psalms stand to the 

New Testament righteousness of faith, and to the New Testament 

morality that flows from the fundamental law of all-embracing 

love. With respect both to the idea of reconciliation and 

of redemption, the Psalms undergo a metamorphosis in the 

consciousness of the praying New Testament Church, a me- 

tamorphosis rendered possible by the unfolding and special- 

ising of redemption that have taken place since they were 

written, and with which they fit in without constraint. Only 

in two points does it seem difficult to make the precatory 

contents of the Psalms amalgamate with the Christian con- 

sciousness. The one of these is the ethical self-conscious- 

“ness, bordering upon self-righteousness, that frequently as- 

serts itself before God in the Psalms; the other is the 

jealous wrath against enemies and persecutors that dis- 

charges itself in fearful imprecations. The self-righteous- 

ness, it is true, is only in appearance ; for the righteousness 

to which the psalmists appeal is not the merit of works, not 

a sum of good deeds, that are recounted to God with a claim 

for reward, but a bending of the will and a shaping of the 

life, that is in accordance with the mind of Ged, that has 

its roots in the emptying of self and in the surrendering of 

one’s self to Him, and that looks upon itself as the result 

of His justifying, sanctifying, preserving and guiding grace 

(xxiii. 25f., xxv. 5-7, xix. 14, etc.). Nor is there wanting 

an acknowledgement that the basis of our nature is inherently 

sinful (li. 7), that apart from God’s grace man is justly liable 

to be condemned before Him (cxliu. 2), that the sins even of 

the converted are many and to a great extent unknown to 

himself (xix. 3), that forgiveness of sins is the indispensable 

condition of blessedness (xxxii. 1f.), that a new and divinely 

created heart is an absolute necessity (li. 12)—-there is an 

H 
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acknowledgment, in short, that the way of salvation consists 

in penitence, forgiveness and renewal. On the other hand, 

however, it is no less true that, in the light of the vicarious 

satisfaction of Christ and of the Spirit of regeneration, there 

is rendered possible an ethical self-criticism which cuts far 

more deeply and distinguishes far more precisely ; that the 

tribulation, which befalls the New Testament. believer, while 

it does not indeed excite in him the same keen sense of 

the wrath of God which is so frequently expressed in the 

Psalms, nevertheless, in view of the cross upon Golgotha and 

the heaven opened to him, sinks deeper into his inmost heart, 

seeing it now appears to him as an appointment of chasten- 

ing, proving and preparing love; and that, now the right- 

eousness of God, which makes over our unrighteousness, and 

which is accounted a gift of grace even by the Old Testa- 

ment consciousness, is presented for our believing appropri- 

ation as a righteousness that has been worked out histori- 

cally through the active and passive obedience of Jesus, the 

dissimilarity as well as the reciprocal conditionality of the 

righteousness of faith and the righteousness of life has become 

a fact of the inner life that is far more clearly recognised 

and is fraught with more important consequences.! Never- 

theless it is not impossible to translate even such self-testi- 

monies as xvil. 1-5 into the language of the New Testament 

consciousness; for they do not hinder the latter when using 

them from thinking especially of the righteousness of faith, 

1 Cf. Kurz, Zur Theologie der Psalmen, iii.: Die Selbst-gerechtigkrit 

der Psalm-siinger in the Dorpater Zeitschrift, 1865, 352-358. ‘‘ The 

righteousness of faith set forth in the Old Testament, and represented 

by the evangelium visibile of the ritual of sacrifice, has not yet attained 

the fundamental and primary position assigned to it in the New Testa- 

ment, and more especially by Paul. Its position is rather secondary 

and auxiliary; justification does not present itself to the consciousness 

as a condition of the sanctification that is to be striven after, but only as 

a complement of the defects that adhere to the sanctification that has 

been inadequately attained.” 
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of the divine deeds that are sacramentally applied, and of 

the life of regeneration that asserts itself victoriously in the 

midst of the old every-day life. By means of them the 

Christian must also feel himself earnestly exhorted to self- 

examination, to see whether his faith is actually manifesting 

itself as the productive power of a new life; and here too the 

difference between the two Testaments loses its harshness 

in view of the great truths—truths condemnatory of all 

moral shallowness—that the Church of Christ is a Church 

of saints, that the blood of Jesus Christ cleanses us from all 

sin, and that he who is born of God does not sin. 

As regards the so-called imprecatory Psalms,! however, 

it is certainly true that, in the attitude of the Christian and 

the Church to the enemies of Christ, the longing for their 

removal is outweighed by the longing for their conversion. 

On the assumption, however, that they will not be converted, 

and will not anticipate the penal judgment by repenting, the 

passing over of the jealousy of love into that of anger is 

justified also in the New Testament (e.g. Gal. v. 12); and 

on the assumption that their devilish obduracy has become 

absolute, even the Christian need not shrink from praying for 

their ultimate overthrow. For the kingdom of God does not 

come only by the way of grace, but also by the way of judg- 

ment; the coming of God’s kingdom is what is longed for 

by the suppliant of the Old Testament as well as of the New 

vid. ix. 21, lix. 14, etc.); and in the Psalms also every 

imprecation of judgment upon those, who set themselves to 

oppose the coming of this kingdom, is made upon the as- 

sumption of their persistent impenitence (vid. vil. 13f., cix. 

17). Where, however, as in Pss. lxix. and cix., the impreca- 

tions enter into. the most minute details, and extend to the 

descendants of the unhappy mortal and even to eternity, 

1 Vid. Kurz, Zur Theologie der Psalmen, iv.: Die Fluch- und Rache- 

psalmen, ibid., 359-372, and my remarks at the beginning of two of tha 

Psalms in question (Pss. xxxv. and cix.). 
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there is no other justification of them than that they have 

proceeded from a prophetic spirit; and they cannot be ap- 

propriated by the Christian in any other sense, than that, as 

he uses them in prayer, he ascribes glory to the righteous- © 

ness of God, and commends himself the more earnestly to 

His grace. 

4. The relation of the Psalms, in the fourth place, to the 

last things is also such that, in order to their becoming an 

expression in prayer of the faith of the New Testament, 

they need to be deepened and adjusted. For what Julius 

Africanus says regarding the Old Testament: οὐδέπω δέδοτο 

ἐλπὶς ἀναστάσεως σαφής, is true at least of the time pre- 

vious to Isaiah. In one of his latest cycles of apocalyptic 

prophecies (c. xxiv.—xxvil.) Isaiah first foretells the first 

resurrection, 7.e. the resuscitation of the company of martyrs 

that have fallen a prey to death (xxvi. 19), as well as, with 

enlarged field of vision, the cessation altogether of death 

(xxv. 8); the Book of Daniel, that Apocalypse of the Old 

Testament sealed until the time of fulfilment, first pre- 

dicts the general resurrection, t.e. the awakening of some to 

life and of others to judgment (xii. 2); between these two 

prophecies stands Ezekiel’s vision of the bringing of Israel 

out of the Exile under the figure of a creative reanimating 

of a large field of dead bodies (c. xxxvii.)—a figure, which 

at least presupposes that, to the wonder-working power of 

God's faithfulness to His promise, that which it repre- 

sents is not impossible. But even in the latest Psalms the 

knowledge of redemption nowhere shows itself as yet so far 

advanced that these prophetic words regarding the resurrec- 

tion could have been transformed into a dogmatic, integral 

portion of the Church’s faith; the hope that the scattered 

bones will spring up again ventures to suggest itself at first 

only in a bold figure (cxli. 7); the hopeless darkness of 

Shedl is not rolled away (vi. 6, xxx. 10, Ixxxviii. 11-13) ; 

where mention is made of deliverance from death and Hades, 
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what is meant is the preservation, already experienced (e.g. 

Ixxxvi. 13) or hoped for (e.g. exviii. 17), of the living from 

their attack ; and there are other passages alongside of these, 

which declare the impossibility of escaping from this univer- 

sal human fate (lxxxix. 49). On the other hand, there are 

also passages in the Psalms, in which the hope, not to fall a 

prey to death, is expressed in so absolute a manner, that the 

thought of this unavoidable destiny is swallowed up entirely 

by the assurance of life in the strength of God the living 

One (lvi. 14, and especially xvi. 9-11); others in which the 

gracious fellowship with Jahve is set over against this tem- 

poral life and its possessions (xvii. 14f., lxiii. 4) in such a 

manner, that there naturally results the antithesis of a life 

that transcends time and extends beyond this transitory 

state of existence; others in which the destiny of the god- 

less is contrasted with that of the righteous as dying with 

living, defeat with triumph (xlix. 15), so that the conclusion 

is inevitably suggested that the former die, although they 

seem to live for ever, while the latter live for ever, although 

they die; and others in which the psalmist seems to anti- 

cipate that, instead of having to fall a prey to death and 

Hades, he will be translated to God’s presence somewhat 

after the manner of Enoch and Elijah (xlix. 16, lxxiii. 24). 

But nowhere do we find in the Psalms an article of faith 

that was generally received; we merely see how faith in a 

future life has striven to penetrate the gloom, at first only as 

an individual conclusion drawn from premises that were 

experimentally certain to the believing consciousness; and 

far from the grave and Hades being deprived of their power 

by an explicit knowledge of a better future, they have rather 

only vanished momentarily, as it were, before the ecstatic 

feeling of a life derived from God, a feeling which disregards 

them, and have not therefore as yet been actually and per- 

manently overcome. For the very same reason there is not 

to be found in the Psalms any more than in the Book of 
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Job a perfectly satisfactory theodocy in respect of such a 

distribution of lots on this side the grave as seems incom- 

patible with God’s righteousness. Pss. vii., xlix. and Ixxiii. 

no doubt approximate to the right solution; but even the 

solution given in them is still but an anticipation and a 

suggestion.} é 

Nevertheless there is nothing clearly revealed in the New 

Testament which was not already stirring in the Psalms. 

For in the view of the psalmists death and life are such 

radical notions (notions, that is to say, apprehended by them 

as rooted in the principles of divine wrath and divine love), 

that it is easy for New Testament faith, to which they have 

been fully disclosed even to their background in hell and 

heaven, to adjust and deepen all the utterances in the Psalms 

that refer to them. It is by no means contrary to the mind 

of the psalmist, if in such passages as vi. 6 the New Testa- 

ment suppliant substitutes Gehenna for Hades; for the 

psalmists dread Hades only as being the realm of wrath or 

of separation from God’s love, which is the true life of men. 

Nor is it contrary to the mind of the poets to think in 

xvii. 15 of the future beholding of the face of God in all His 

glory, and in xlix. 15 of the resurrection morning; for the 

hopes that are expressed there in a spiritually exalted condi- 

tion of soul are really, so far as regards their truly satisfy- 

1 Vid. Kurz, Zur Theologie der Psalmen, ii.: Die Vergeltungslehre der 

Psalmen, ibid., pp. 316-352. Klostermann in his Untersuchungen (1868) 

proceeds upon the correct assumption, that in the consciousness of his 

personal relation to God the Old Testament saint had the assurance of a 

future restoration from the dead; but he overlooks the historical process, 
during which the potential contents of immediate consciousness only 
gradually become the actual contents of reflected consciousness. Schultz 

in his Alttest. Theologie (p. 660) acknowledges, at least in principle, both 

the germ existing from the beginning and its gradual development. In 
his work on The Psalms: their History, Teachings and Use (2nd edition, 
1886), Dr. Wm. Binnie proceeds rightly upon the assumption, that in 
this respect the Psalms cannot be inferior to the Vedas, referring to 
Max Miiller’s Chips from a German Workshop, p. 45. 
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ing fulfilment, hopes that belong to the future life As Oetin- 

ger says, there is no essential New Testament truth that 

is not contained in the Psalms, if not vot (in its unfolded 

sense), at least πνεύματι. The Old Testament barrier already 

encompasses the gradually developing life of the New Testa- 

ment, which is one day to break through it. The eschatology 

of the Old Testament leaves a dark background, which is 

laid out, as it were, to be divided by the New Testament 

revelation into light and darkness, and to be lit up into a wide 

perspective that extends into the eternity that lies beyond 

time. Wherever it begins to dawn in the eschatological 

darkness of the Old Testament, it is already the first morning 

rays of the sunrise of the New,that is thus announcing itself. 

In this respect also the Christian cannot refrain from disre- 

garding the barrier of the psalmists, and understanding the 

Psalms according to the mind of the Spirit, who, even during 

the development of redemption and of the knowledge of it, 

kept the goal and the consummation steadily in view. Thus 

understood the Psalms are hymns of the Israel of the New 

Testament no less than of that of the Old. 

The Church, when it uses the language of the Psalms as 

supplications, celebrates the unity of the two Testaments, 

and science, when expounding them, does honour to the dis- 

tinction between the Old and the New. They are both in the 

right: the former in regarding the Psalms in the light of the 

one essential salvation, the latter in keeping apart the sacred 

eras, and the various stages through which the knowledge of 

salvation has passed. 

1 The literature bearing upon the Old Testament doctrine of immortality 

is arranged chronologically, and with rare fulness, in Ezra Abbot’s (Prof. 

in Cambridge, Massachusetts) Literature of the Doctrine of a Future 

Life (New York, 1871), originally an appendix to W. R. Alger’s History 

of the Doctrine of a Future Life, 1864. 





EXPOSITION OF THE PSALTER. 

Cum consummaverit homo, tune incipiet, et cum quieverit, aporiabitur 

(novis aporiis urgebitur). 
—Sir. xviii. 6 (applied by Augustine to the expositor 

of the Psalms). 
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THE FIRST BOOK OF THE PSALTER. 

PSALMS I.-XLI. 

PSALM I. 

THE DIVERGING DESTINY OF THE PIOUS AND THE UNGODLY. 

1 Happy the man, that walketh not in the counsel of the 
ungodly, 

Nor standeth in the way of sinners, 
Nor sitteth in the company of scoffers ; 

2 But in the law of Jahve hath his delight 
And in His law searcheth he day and night.— 

3 He is like a tree planted by water-courses, 
That bringeth forth its fruit in due season, 
And whose leaf withereth not, 
And whatsoever he doeth, he carrieth out to completion. 

4 Not so are the ungodly, 
But they are like the chaff which the wind driveth away. 

5 Therefore the ungodly stand not in the judgment, 
Nor sinners in the assembly of the righteous. 

6 For Jahve knoweth the way of the righteous, 
But the way of the ungodly perisheth. 

The collection of the Psalms and that of the prophecies 

of Isaiah resemble one another in this, that the latter begins 

with a discourse, the former with a Psalm, neither of which 

has a title, but which open the two collections after the 

manner of prologues. From Acts xiii. 33, where the words, 

“Thou art my Son...” are quoted as being found ἐν τῷ 

πρώτῳ ψαλμῷ, we perceive that in very early times Ps. 1. 

was regarded as a prologue to the collection. The reading, 
107 
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ἐν τῷ ψαλμῷ τῷ δευτέρῳ, which was already rejected by Gries- 

bach, is an old correction. But that way of counting rests 

upon tradition. A scholium from Origen and Eusebius says 

regarding Pss. i. and 11. : ἐν τῷ Ἑ βραϊκῷ συνημμένοι. So also 

Apollinaris : 
᾿Ἐπιγραφῆς ὃ ψαλμὸς εὑρέθη δίχα, 

Ἡνωμένος δὲ τοῖς παρ᾽ Ἑβραίοις στίχοις. 

For it is an old Jewish view, as Albertus Magnus remarks: 

Psalmus primus incipit a beatitudine et terminatur in beat- 

tudinem, i.e. it begins with “WN (i. 1) and ends with "WS 
(ii. 12), so that, as is said in Berachoth, 9 ὃ (cf. 7. Taanith, 

ii. 2), Pss. i. and ii. consequently form one whole (ΠῚ 81), 

This was certainly not the original state of the case. No 

doubt Pss. i. and ii. coincide in several respects (there 41’, 
here 139°; there JANN"), here ΤΊ YANN}; there WN at 

the beginning, here at the end); but these phraseological 

coincidences do not warrant us to conclude (with Hitzig) 

that both were composed by the same author, and still less 

that they were originally members of but one whole. The 

two anonymous hymns belong together only so far as the 

one is fitted to form the proem of the Psalter from its 

ethical, the other from its prophetical side. It is question- 

able, however, if even this was present to the mind of the 

compiler. It is possible that it was simply because of these 

coincidences that Ps. 11, was attached to Ps.i.; the latter 

is the real prologue of the Psalter, which is arranged in the 

form of a Pentateuch after the pattern of the Thora. For 

the Psalter is Yea and Amen in hymns to the divine word 

of the Thora. For this reason it begins with a Psalm which 

contrasts the destiny of the lover of the Théra with that 

of the godless,—an echo of the exhortation (Josh. i. 8) in 

which, after the death of Moses, Jahve commends the book 

of the Thora to his successor, Joshua. Just as the New Tes- 

tament Sermon on the Mount, seeing it is a proclamation 

of the engrafted law, begins with μακάριοι, so the Old Testa- 
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ment Psalter, which aims from first to last at this engraft- 

ing, begins with "WS, The first book of Psalms begins with 

two aschrés (1. 1, 11.12) and ends with two aschrés (x1. 5, 

xli.2). A whole series of Psalms begins with WS (Pss. 

XXXil., xli., Cxil., cxix., exxviii.) ; although we must not on 

that account assume that there was a special kind of Aschré 

Psalms; for Ps. xxxii. e.g. is a brain, Ps. exil. a Hallelujah, 

Ps. exxviii. a Myon Wy, 

As regards the time when this Psalm was composed, we 

would lay no stress upon the fact that 2 Chron. xxii. 5 

sounds like an allusion to it. But (1) it is earlier than the 

time of Jeremiah, for he was evidently acquainted with it; 

the words of blessing and of cursing in Jer. xvii. 5-8 (form- 

ing part of the discourses contained in ch. xiv.—xvii., which 

seem to belong to the three months’ reign of Jehoiakim) are 

like an expository and embellishing paraphrase of it. It 

is a custom of Jeremiah’s to reproduce predictions of his 

predecessors, and more especially expressions found in the 

Psalms, in the flow of his own discourse, and to transform 

their style into his own. In the case we are now consider- 

ing it is an additional argument in favour of the priority 

of the Psalm, that Jeremiah makes the curse, which corre- 

sponds to the blessing, refer to Jehoiakim, and thus gives the 

Psalm an application to the circumstances of his own time. 

But (2) it is not earlier than the time of Solomon. For D'N?, 

a word which in the time of the Chokma was in common use 

as applied to the freethinkers (vid. the definition in Prov. 

xxi. 24), but which occurs only here in the whole Psalter, 

points to the time of Solomon onwards. Seeing, however, 

it contains no references whatever to contemporary events, 

it is vain to attempt to determine the date of its composition 

more precisely. We say with Columban: Non audiendi sunt 

hi, qui ad eacludendam Psalmorum veram expositionem falsas 

similitudines ab historia petitas conantur inducere.! 

1 Vid. Zeuss, Grammatica Celtica (1853), ii. 1065. The commentary 
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Vers. 1-3. As in Pss. xxxii. 2, xl. 5, and Prov. viii. 34, 

the exclamative "IS has Metheg alongside of the 8; in a 

few codices it has even a Metheg both to the right and to 

the left of the Schebd, in order to indicate that the latter is 

vocal; for on account of the significance of the word it is 

to be read exceptionally asch’ré. It is the copulative form of 

the pluralet. Dw (from WR, cog. ἜΝ, WP, to go straight 

out, to prosper, to be rightly constituted), and always, even 

before light suffixes (Olsh., ὃ 130 6), has the form S'S, as an 

exclamation: O the blessedness of so and so. He who is 

declared to be blessed is described, first in accordance with 

that which he does not do, then (and this is the leading 

thought of the whole Psalm) in accordance with that which 

he does: he does not associate with the unrighteous, but 

holds by the revealed word of God. The Dye are the un- 

godly, those whose ethical condition is loose, without stay, 

who have gone, as it were, out of the grooves of true unity 

(stability of character), so that they are like a tempestuous, 

storm-tossed sea (Isa. lvii. 20 f.);1 the O'SDO (from the sin- 

of Columban on the Psalms, provided with Irish glosses, and written in 

the monastery of Bobbio, is one of the treasures of the Ambrosiana. 

1 Still we must not compare yw with Wy, 34, verbal stems which 

are connected rather with Y1, which goes back upon the root idea of 

crashing, fragor. In the two stems cm ‘om? Arabic vindieates for 

yw the primary meaning, to be slack, flaccid, as distinguished from 
6C “ ““,ο». 

do: ΡΝ, to be hard, firm, taut, as e.g. jo co: i.e. according 

to the Kamus pe oe ako >), a hard, firm, straight lance. 

In his treatise on the derivatives of the stem ΡΝ (1881) Kautzsch has 

disputed this primary physical signification of the word; but he has not 

thereby led us to give it up, for ‘ to be in conformity with a norm ” leads 

of necessity to such a root idea. The idea of being flaccid and loose is 

also transferred in the case of other words to the province of ethics; 

y=, to be reckless, dissolute (dissolutum), is related to 133 cadaver quod 

dissolvitur. These same two primary notions are also contrasted in the 
-3- 

intellectual sphere : ΕΝ wise, literally, compact, firm, strong, solid, 
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gular NOD, instead of which SOM is always used) are the 

sinners, ἁμαρτωλοί, those who pass their life in sins of deed, 

especially in sins that are gross and manifest to the sight; 

the D°¥2 (from y?, like MN) from MD) are the scoffers, who 

make the divine, the holy and the true a subject of mis- 

representing and frivolous wit (as to the primary meaning 

of the term: flectere, torquere, vid. on Prov. 1. 6,22). The 

three designations stand alongside of one another upon the 

same footing; as regards their purport, however, they form 

a climax: impti corde, peccatores opere, illusores ore, in accor- 

dance with which, as regards the first, mention is made, as 

in Job xxi. 16, xxii. 18, of their "32 (from “Y?, figere, sta- 

tuere), their resolution, bent of will, and therefore character 

or disposition; as regards the second, of their 4), their way 

of walking, way of acting, or manner of life; and as regards 

the third, of their ΔΌΣ, which, like the Arabic meglis, sig- 

nifies both seat (Job xxix. 7) and assembly (Ps. evii. 32), 

whether it be of an official or of a social nature (cf. Ps. 

xxvi.4f.and Jerem xv.17). For 3 327 in an ethical sense, 

ef. Mic. vi. 16, and Jer. vii. 24. The meaning accordingly 

is as follows: happy the man who does not walk in the 

disposition cherished by the ungodly, who is still further 

from associating in the vicious life of sinners, or from hay- 

ing delight in the society of scoffers at religion. After this 

prefixed negative the description now continues with “D8 3 εἰ 

but his delight is (a noun clause instead of a verbal clause), 

=he has delight (25, primarily, bending=stooping, in- 

and ἜΘΕΙ ‘foolish, silly,” literally, ‘‘to be thin, flaccid, without stay,” 

like a mean threadbare texture (vid. Fleischer’s translation of Samach- 

schari’s Goldene Halsbénder, pp. 26, 27, note 76). Accordingly Yl) 

means, ‘“‘the man who is loose,” and indeed, as an ethico-religious term, 

the godless man, i.e. he who has lost his hold of God. The Ethiopie MD4, 

“to be guilty, to be in the wrong, to be condemned,” is merely a trans- 

literation of Yt", and is of no significance etymologically. 

1 -DN °D: “for if,” “yea if,” then, the special force of the DN being 

left out of account, ““ on the contrary,” ‘‘ but.” 
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clining; for 5), pada signifies to press down, to stoop, 

inclinare, Job xl. 17) in ‘7 NN, the teaching of Jahve, which 

has become Israel’s νόμος, its rule of life; in this he absorbs 

himself by meditating upon it day and night (two adverbs 

with the old accusative endings am, cf. Chald. 02, Samar. yr", 

and ah,.cf. 7378, earthwards and 7}3, homewards). The 

perfects in v.1 describe what he all along has never done; 

the imperfect 131}, what he continually busies himself with 

i 
doing. 34, said of a deep (cf. ¢> depressum esse) dull mode 

of utterance, hovering, as it were, between within and with- 

out, here signifies the quiet soliloquy (cf. red) mussitan- 

do secum loqui) of one who is searching and meditating. 

The unfolding of the "WN now begins with 77) in ». 3. 

It is a consecutive preterite: in consequence of this he 

becomes like a tree, indeed he is thereby already like a 

tree, planted by waterbrooks, which yields its fruit in due 

season, and whose leaf does not fall off. As distinguished 

from Yid), iN’, according to Jalkut, § 614, signifies firmly 
planted, so that all the winds, should they storm upon it, 

‘ cannot remove it from its place (IPOH INN PRN PX). In 

DD 208, the 5%) as well as the plural serves to heighten the 

ficure; according to the Jakit, 128 (Arab. falg', or 123, Job xx. 
17, Arab. falag’, from 225, to divide (Job xxxviii. 25), signifies 
“every flowing stream, especially the brook that issues from 

a spring, and every channel which one leads from a spring 

over the surface of the ground,” winter torrents ( Jaws) and 

great rivers, such as the Nile and the Euphrates, being 

excepted. The plural denotes either one brook looked at 

from the point of view of the abundance of its water, or 

even several which from different sides supply the tree 

with nourishing and refreshing moisture. In the relative 

clause the whole emphasis does not lie upon SAYS (Calvin: 

impit, licet preecoces fructus ostentent, nihil tamen producunt 

nisi abortivum) ; but 9 is a first, V2 a second tone-word : 
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the fruit, which one expects of it, it yields (equivalent to 

ΓΕΡῸ elsewhere: it brings forth), and that too at its, 7.e., as 

in civ. 27 and frequently, at the appointed and appropriate 

time (= 17293, from NY=N}Y, as the Assyr. inu, fem. éttu= 

éntu, intu, proves), without ever in the course of the seasons 

disappointing hope. The clause bias ND ὙΠΟ) is the second 

half of the relative clause: and whose foliage does not fall 

off or become withered (223, like the synonymous _\;3, from 

ad): The green foliage is an emblem of the faith which 

transforms the living water of the divine word into sap and 

force, and the fruits are emblems of the works which gradu- 

ally ripen and spread blessings all around; a tree which has 

lost its leaves does not bring any fruit to maturity. Not 

till 251, where non-figurative language makes its appearance, 

does the person of him who loves God’s law once more be- 

come the direct subject. Like the Targum, the accentuation 

takes this member of the verse as the third member of the 

relative clause; but while we can say no’ of a thriving 

plant, we cannot so use myn. This Hiph. ¢rom ney, 

to split, divide, go through, pervadere, 2 Sam. xix. 18, pene- 

trate, xlv. 5; intrans., to be serviceable, suitable, Jer. xiii. . 

7) signifies causatively, to cause anything to go through or 

succeed (Gen. xxxix. 23); transitively, to carry out, to make 

- suitable or in a suitable manner ;! and intransitively, to suc- 

ceed, prosper (Judg. xviii. 5). With the first signification, 

Jahve would be the subject; with the third, the undertaking 

of the righteous man; with the second, the righteous man 

himself. The latter is the most natural : everything that he 

undertakes he carries out to a happy issue (the same expres- 

sion as in 2 Chron. vii. 11, xxxi. 21; Dan. viii. 24). That 

which a brook full of water is to the tree that is planted 

close beside it, the word of God is to the man who devotes 

himself to it: it makes him, according to his calling in life, 

1 In Arabic, e.g., to make an instrument suitable, i.e. to tune it. Vid. 

Kosegarten, Chrestom., p. 24 fe 

I 
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ever fruitful in seasonable good works, it keeps him vigorous 

both inwardly and outwardly; and everything that such 

an one undertakes he brings to a successful issue, for the 

strength of the word and of the blessing of God is in all 

that he does. 

Vers. 4-6. The ungodly (O'Y“7 with apodeictic article) 
are the opposite of a tree rooted by water-brooks. They are 

y23, like the chaff (from }9, to press out), which the wind 

drives away, viz. from the high-lying threshing floor (Isa. 

xvii. 13); .6. they are without root below, without fruit 

above, without vital force and freshness, lying loose upon 

the threshing floor, and fleeing away, if a wind but blows; 

so altogether null and unstable are they. With PY an 

inference is drawn from this ethical condition of the god- 

less; because of this their inner nullity and instability they 

stand not 02¥23, This is the name given to the judgment 

of just retribution, to which God subjects each and every 

individual without exception, with all that they have done 

(Keel. xii. 14),—His righteous government, which breaks in 

upon the course of life of every individual as well as upon 

the history of the nations, and recompenses according to 

desert. The ungodly do not stand (δὴ, to remain standing, 

like ἼΩΝ, cxxx. 3, to maintain oneself erect) in this judg- 

ment, nor sinners ΡΣ NIV3. Community (172 = ‘dah, from 

ἽΝ, W)) of the righteous—such is the name given to the 

church of God (‘7 N72), which, according to its divinely 

ordained and divinely wrought character, is a community of 

righteous ones (cxi. 1), to which, therefore, the unrighteous 

belong only externally and in appearance: οὐ yap πάντες ot 

ἐξ Ἰσραὴλ οὗτοι Ἰσραήλ (Rom. ix. 6). The judgment of God, 

whensoever and wheresoever He holds it, reduces this ap- 

pearance to its nullity. When the time comes for the divine 

decision, which separates externally that which is even 

already separated inwardly, viz. the unrighteous and the 

righteous, the chaff and the wheat, the former pass away 
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like chaff before a storm, and their temporary prosperity, 

which had no divine root, finds a dreadful end. For Jahve 

knoweth the way of the righteous (Y7 as in xxxvii. 18; 

Matt. vil. 23; 2 Tim. ii. 19,and freq.). What is meant is, as 

the Fathers say, a nosse cum affectu et effectu, ὦ knswledge 

which stands in a living and intimate relation to its object, 

and is at one and the same time a turning towards it and an 

embracing of it in love. The way of the righteous, 7.e. the 

course of their life, has God as its goal; God knows this 

way, which for this very reason also inevitably attains its 

goal. On the other hand, the way of the ungodly 728"; 

because left to itself, it perisheth, goes down 10 /1138, and, 

without attaining the goal it had in view, loses itself in dark 

night. In Arabic ol means to lose oneself in the infinite 

(more especially in the boundless desert, which is called 

rm or Saw Only the way of the rightcous is pbiy WwW 

(cxxxix. 24), a way that issues in eternal life. Ps. cxil., 

which also begins with "WS, concludes with the same fear- 

ful TANN, 

PSALM II. 

THE KINGDOM OF GOD AND OF HIS CHRIST, TO WHOM EVERYTHING 

MUST BOW. 

1 Wherefore do the peoples rage, 
And the nations meditate vanity! 

2 The kings of the earth rise in rebellion, 
And the rulers take counsel together— 
Against Jahve and against His Anointed. 

3 “Up! let us break their bonds asunder, 
And cast away from us their cords!” 

1 The root is 33, to separate, divide, a root which appears also in the 

post-biblical (Midraschic) }!) TZ, to alienate from one. 
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4 He who is enthroned in the heavens laughs, 
The Lord of all mocks at them. 

5 Then will He speak to them in His anger, 
And in His hot wrath thunder them down : 

6 “-- And yet have I established My King 
Upon Zion, My holy hill.” 

(The Divine King speaks :) 
7 {01 will tell of a decree! 

Jahve said unto Me: Thou art My Son, 
I have this day begotten Thee. 

8 Ask of Me, and I will give Thee nations for Thine ine 
heritance, 

And Thy possession shall be the ends of the earth. 
9 Thou shalt break them with a sceptre of iron, 

Like a potter’s vessel Thou shalt dash them in pieces.” 

10 And now, ye kings, show yourselves wise ; 
Be admonished, ye judges of the earth! 

11 Serve Jahve with reverence, 
And rejoice with trembling. 

12 Kiss the Son, lest He be angry, and ye perish, 
For His anger may easily be kindled— 
Blessed are all they that take refuge in Him. 

The didactic Ps. i., which begins with "WS, is now fol- 
lowed by a prophetical Psalm, which closes with the same 

word. In other respects also it coincides with Ps. 1., but 

still more so with Psalms of the earlier regal period (lix. 9, 

Ixxxiii. 3-9), and with the prophetical style of Isaiah. The 

rebellion of the allied nations and their rulers against Jahve 

and His Anointed One will be dashed to pieces when it comes 

into collision with the invincible, world-conquering imperial 

power, which Jahve has lent to His King established upon 

Zion, His Son. This is the fundamental thought, which is 

worked out with the vivid directness of dramatic representa- 

tion. Words of the singer and seer begin and end the Psalm. 

The rebels, and Jahve and His Anointed, appear speaking 

for themselves upon the scene; the framework, however, 

is formed by words of the author, which, like the chorus of 

the Greek drama, give expression to the reflections and emo- 
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tions suggested by what has been seen and heard. It is not 

a purely lyric poem that we have before us. The ego of the 

poet falls into the background. The Anointed of God who 

speaks in the middle of the Psalm is not the anonymous 

poet himself. But whether it is a king of the present, who 

is regarded here in the light of Messianic promise, or that 

King of the future,in whom the world-calling of the Davidic 

kingdom is ‘one day to be fulfilled:—at all events this 

Anointed of God comes upon the scene invested with all the 

divine power and glory, in which the Messiah appears in 

the prophets. 

The Psalm is anonymous. [Ὁ this very reason we must 

neither make David (Hofm.) nor Solomon (Ew.) its author, 

for seeing that in the New Testament “ hymn of David” and 

“ Psalm” are synonymous terms, nothing is to be inferred 

from Acts iv. 25; and it is far more hazardous to ascribe 

an anonymous Psalm to David or Solomon than to deny 

the direct Davidic or Salomonic authorship of one that is 

entitled 17? or MD, But neither is David (Kurtz) 
nor Solomon (Bleek) the subject of the Psalm. It might 

possibly be David; for during his reign there occurs at least 

one coalition of the nations similar to that which forms the 

occasion of our Psalm (vid. 2 Sam. x. 6); on the other hand 

it cannot be Solomon; for during his reign, which was 

troubled only towards its close (1 Kings xi. 14 ff.), no such 

event took place; we should rather be under the necessity 

of inferring it from this Psalm, if Bleek’s conjecture were 

right. We might rather guess at Uzziah (Meier) or Hezekiah 

(Maurer), both of whom received the kingdom in a weak 

condition, and found the neighbouring nations broken loose 

from their allegiance to the house of David. In either case 

the situation of the Psalm would be in keeping; for the 

rebellious peoples that are brought before us have hitherto 

been subject to Jahve and His Anointed. But the Psalm 

contains no reference to contemporary events that might 
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support either the one conjecture or the other. If the 

Anointed of God, who begins to speak in v. 7, were the 

psalmist himself, we should know at least that the Psalm has 

as its author a king full of a lofty Messianic self-conscious- _ 

ness. But the dramatic movement of the Psalm up to the 

following HY) of v. 10 is opposed to such an identification of 

the Anointed of God with the author. And that Alexander 

Janneus, that bloodthirsty despot, who was most justly 

hated, and who inaugurated his reign with fratricide, was 

both at once (Hitzig)—this is a conjecture that turns the 

religious and ethical character of the Psalm into an odious 

falsehood. The Old Testament knows of no kingship to 

which world-dominion was promised and to which sonship 

was ascribed (2 Sam. vi. 14; Ps. Ixxxix. 28) save the 

Davidic. The Psalm celebrates the world-dominion of a 

king who isa son of David and a Son of God. The occur- 

rences of his time, which determined the mood of the poet, 

are no longer clear to us. From these occurrences, how- 

ever, he is transported in thought into the very middle 

of those commotions among the nations, which issue in their 

all becoming the kingdoms of God and of His Christ (Apoc. 

κι 1; xii. 10). 

In the New Testament this Psalm is cited more frequently 

than any other. According to Acts iv. 25-28, vv. 1 and 2 

have found their fulfilment in the hostile alliance of Israel 

and the Gentiles against Jesus, the holy servant of God, and 

His confessors. In the Epistle to the Hebrews, Pss. cx. and 

ii. stand upon the same footing; the former as a testimony to 

the eternal priesthood of Jesus after the order of Melchize- 

dek, the latter as a testimony to His Sonship above the 

angels. In Acts xiii. 33 (cf. Rom. i. 4) Paul teaches how the 

“to-day ” is to be understood. According to its real fulfil- 

ment, the “‘ to-day” is the day of the resurrection of Jesus. 

Born from the dead into the life at God’s right-hand, He 

upon this day, which the Church accordingly calls dies rega- 
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lis, entered upon His eternal Kingship. The New Testament 

echo of this Psalm, however, goes still further and deeper. 

The two names for the coming One, which were current in 

the time of Jesus, viz. ὃ Χριστός and 6 vids τοῦ Θεοῦ (John i. 

50, Matt. xxvi. 13,—in the mouth of Nathanael and the high 

priest) refer back to this Psalm and to Dan. ix. 25, just as 

the title ὃ vids τοῦ ἀνθρώπου indisputably refers back to Ps. 

ὙΠ]. 5 and to Dan. ix. 13. When de Wette and Hupfeld 

maintain that the Psalm does not fit in with the Christian 

notions of the Messiah, it almost seems as if these ought to 

be estimated, not in accordance with the language of the 

Apostles, but in conformity with academic dogmatic asser- 

tions. In the Apocalypse indeed (xix. 15, xii. 5) Jesus ap- 

pears exactly as the Psalm represents Him, as ποιμαίνων τὸ 

ἔθνη ἐν ῥάβδῳ σιδηρᾷ. The office of the Messiah is not only 

that of one who brings salvation, but also that of one who 

is a judge. Redemption is the beginning and judgment the 

end of His work. It is to this end that the Psalm points. 

In the Gospels our Lord Himself frequently refers to the 

fact, that besides the sceptre of peace and the shepherd’s 

staff, He bears also the rod of iron (Matt. xxiv. 50f., xxi. 44; 

Luke xix. 27). The day of His Parousia is indeed a day of 

judgment—the great day of the ὀργὴ τοῦ dpviov (Apoc. vi. 17), 

before which the languid Messianic creations of rationalistic 

exegetes will pass away in exactly the same way as did the 

carnal Messianic hopes of the Jews before His first ap- 

pearing. 

Vers. 1-8. The Psalm begins with a strophe of seven 

lines dominated by an interrogative “‘ Wherefore.” The ma- 

licious undertaking is self-condemned. It is groundless and 

resultless. This certainty is expressed with a tinge of indig- 

nant astonishment in the question. With the following pre- 

terite m3? inquires as to the ground of that which has so law- 

lessly taken place: wherefore have peoples so tumultuously 

assembled (Aq.: ἐθορυβήθησαν) ἢ and with the following 
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impf., as to the aim of that which is going on so resultlessly: 

to what end do they meditate vanity? P) might be adver- 

bial and equivalent to pb, here, however, as in iv. 3, it is 

a governed accusative ; for 749, which by itself only signifies 

the quiet inward musing and devising (here, as in xxxvill. 

13, of something deceitful) which expresses itself in a soft, 

dull manner, requires an object. The indignant astonish- 

ment of the question justifies itselfin this P: to what end 

so vain a thing, a thing 1.6. so irrational and so inconsis- 

tent ? For the singer, himself a subject and member of the 

divine kingdom, knows Jahve and His Anointed One too 

well, not to recognize beforehand the unjustifiable and im- 

potent character of such a rebellion! That both these are 

aimed at is stated in v. 2, which, without being subordinated 

to the πον, carries out the description of the position of af- 

fairs. The impf. describes that which is going on at present: 

they set themselves in position, assume a defiant attitude 

(23:05, as in 1 Sam. xvii. 16). After the impf. a transition 

is again made to the perf. (cf. the converse order in ]xxxiil. 

6), the more colourless expression of a simple matter of fact: 

701) (with 17’, as an exponent of reciprocity), literally, to 

press densely and firmly upon one another, then, like Sg ls 

which in its signification, clam cum aliquo locutus est, starts 

from the same primary meaning of pressing closely: to take 

counsel together in a confidential manner (as in xxxi. 14; cf. 

1 Ley calls v. 1 a hexameter, because, according to him, it contains six 

accentual rises (viz. if one erases the makkef of p°1"147'). Bickell scans 
it trochaically: Ldmma rdg’Su gdjim UVummim jeh | gu rik (in which the 

initial N51 is clipped). In v. 2 Ley succeeds in bringing out a hexameter 

only by allowing the four makkefs to stand and by attaching D311) to 

the first half of the hexameter. In a more satisfactory way than either 

of these, Neteler (Anfang der hebr. Metrik der Psalmen, 1871) finds five 

feetinv.1: -4+ -+ —-+|/--+4 -- -ο 2, But even here the sym- 

metry of the ‘‘Iambic metre” cannot be brought out without an altera- 

tion of the text: ΠΡ is changed into ποῦ with the accent on the last 

syllable 
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YYi92, xxi. 10). Besides 0°13 we have also DDN, with which 

may be compared the Assyrian li-i-mu as the name of a family 

or tribe, and besides the kings of the earth, 0°31}, after the 

Arabic razuna (to be heavy): the men of weight and dignity, 

σεμνοΐί, augustt. It is a general rebellion of the Gentile world 

against Jahve and His 0, Χριστός, the King consecrated 

by Him by means of holy oil and most intimately allied with 

Him. Inv. 3 the singer hears the resolution come to by the 

conferring princes. The pathetic suffix émé instead of éhém 

refers back to Jahve and His Anointed. The cohortatives 

express their mutual encouragement of one another; the 

sound and rhythm of their exclamation correspond to their 

sullen animosity and threatening defiance: the rhythm is 

iambic and then anapeestic. They will first break asunder 

their fetters (MII = NPN, from WM, common Arabic >» 

2S 3), to which the 8, which is significant in the poct- 

ical style, points ; then they will cast away the cords from 

them (3152, a nobis, the Palestinian mode of writing, whereas 

the Babylonian Jews said and wrote 132 ἃ nobis as distin- 

guished from 13°) ab eo; Sota, 35a) with the anger of men 

that are bound and at the same time with the triumph of 

men that are set free. They are, therefore, at the time 

of their rebellion subjects of Jahve and His Anointed; and 

that not merely because the whole world belongs to Jahve, 

but also because He has enabled His Anointed to obtain do- 

minion over them. It is a contest for freedom upon which 

they are entering; a freedom, however, which is hostile to 

God. 

Vers. 4-6. Above this theatre of the wild hurly burly of 

war and high-handed arrogance the singer in this strophe of 

six lines beholds Jahve, and in spirit hears His words of thun- 

der against the rebels. Incontrast to the potentates of earth 

and the events that take place there Jahve is called 301 

ny2v'2: in unapproachable majesty and eternal glory He is 

enthroned above them; He is called ‘278 as being the One 
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who, with absolute freedom and in accordance with the plan 

of His wisdom which cannot be frustrated, overrules what- 

ever takes place below. The imperfects state, not what He 

will do, but what He is continually doing (cf. Isa. xviii. 4f.) ; 

according to lix. 9, xxxvii. 13, 122 also belongs to privy (from 

pn’, the more common word in the post-pentateuchal lan- 

guage,=PN¥). He laughs at the defiant ones; for between 

Him and them there is an infinite contrast ; He derides them 

by allowing the infinite folly of the infinitely small one to 

reach a climax, when He hurls him undeceived down to the 

eround. This climax, the extreme point of the divine pa- 

tience, is fixed, as in Deut. xxix. 19, by Τὸ (cf. DY in xiv. 5, 
xxxvi. 13),—a “then” which refers to the future and points 

to the crisis which will then occur. Then, all at once, He 

begins to use the practical language of wrath to His foes, and 

in His hot rage throws them into a state of consternation, 

disconcerts them both inwardly and outwardly. bn3, Se 

as well as AD, ἂν and the Syriac balht as ἃ quadriliterum, 

means originally, to set free, let go, then in Hebrew some- 

times, to overthrow externally, and sometimes, to confound 

and disconcert internally. V.6a is likea peal of thunder (cf. 

Isa. x. 33), 139072, 5b, like the flashing lightning, 122712) (with 
émo from himu as in v. 11, xxi. 10, lxxxiii. 12, 14), like the 

echo of the thunder. And just as the first strophe closed 

with words of the rebels, so this second one closes with 

Jahve’s own words. As in Gen. xv. 2, xvii. 18, Ps. 1.17, 

a circumstantial clause begins with ‘281. The suppressed 

principal clause (cf. Isa. in. 14; Ew., § 341 6) is easily sup- 

plied: ye are rising in rebellion, whilst notwithstanding I 

.... With °281 He sets His irresistible omnipotent will over 

against their vain undertaking. Bdédttcher has proved that 

we must not translate: “I have anointed” (Targ., Symm.);! 

1 In its explanation of ‘N3D) the Jalkut to the Psalms, ὃ 620, vacil- 

lates between ΠΝ, “I have anointed him” (after Dan. x. 3), 
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and*in opposition to Hupfeld this is acknowledged also by 

Riehm. 22, ce\.j, undoubtedly means to pour out, not, 

however, to pour over or upon; and the signification, to pour 

out broadly and firmly (e.g. of casting metal, libation, pouring 

out ointment), then passes over, as in 4°87], P'S, into that of 

setting up firmly (a meaning that can be traced also in As- 

syrian),! here, of appointing or investing (LXX., Syr., Luth.), 

so that JD) (Assyr. nasik), as a name for prince, is not to be 

compared with ΠΕ, but with 2"9}. After °131 (unwi) the 

Targum rightly inserts 13") (et preefecr eum), for ἦν ΟΝ is 

not the place where the kings were anointed. History does 

not know of a king of Israel who was anointed on Mount 

Zion. Zion is mentioned as the royal seat of the Anointed 

One; there he has been installed, in order that he may reion 

there, and rule from thence (cx. 2). What is meant is the 

rising ground of the City of David (2 Sam. v. 7,9; 1 Kings 

viii. 1), including Mount Moriah. That hill of holiness, 1.¢. 

holy hill, which is the abiding-place of the divine presence 

and therefore towers above all the heights of the earth, has 

been assigned to him as his royal seat. 

Vers. 7-9. The Anointed One himself now begins to speak, 

and announces what he is, and what he can effect, in virtue 

of a divine decree. No word of transition, no formula of 

introduction, marks this sudden passage from the words of 

Jahve to those of His Christ ; the singer is a seer: his Psalm 

ΠΏΣ nN, “I have cast, moulded him” (after Ex. xxxii. 4 and freq.), 

and ΠΡ “I have made him great” (after Mic. v. 4). Aquila and 

Quinta, by translating it καὶ ἐδιασάμην (from διάξεσθαι Ξε ὑφαίνειν), a trans- 

lation which the orditus sum of Jerome follows (72 = aw ; to weave), 

add a fourth possibility. A fifth possibility : 9), to purify, consecrate 

(Hitz. in his Commentary on the Psalms, 1863, in opposition to his own 

explanation of the term in his Commentary on Proverbs, 1858, p. 77), 

does not exist; for the Arabic nasaka acquires this signification from the 

primary meaning, to clear of mud, etc., to wash away (e.g. to wash away 

the saline particles of a field). 

1 Priedr. Detitzsch, Assyri-che Studien (1874), p. 7. 
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is a reflexion of what he has seen, an echo of what he «has 

heard. Just as Jahve, in opposition to the rebels, acknow- 

ledges the King upon Zion; so, in opposition to the same 

rebels, the King upon Zion appeals to Him. The divine 

name 77’ has Rebia magnum; and, in consequence of the 

strength of the comprehensive intonation of this accent, it 

has also Gaja by the Schebd (cf. ΟΝ xxv. 2, Dey Ixviil. 

8, 21% xc. 1). The construction of 122 with DN (as in lxix, 

27; cf. VON Gen. xx. 2; Jer. xxvii. 19; 137 2 Chron. xxxil. 

19, 9910 Jsa, xxxviiil. 19): to give an account or to make an 

announcement with regard to . . ., is circumstantial and 

consequently solemn. Self-assured and void of fear, he can 

and will oppose to those, who now renounce their allegiance to 

him, a PM, 1.6. an authentic inviolable decree, which cannot be 

changed or shaken. <Aq., Theod.,and Jerome translate PN ON: 

“the decree of a strong one,” as if such a collocation of 

words was possible in Hebrew.! Nor may we read together 

PM and 717; ΡΠ ὍΝ has rightly Olewejored. It is the ampli- 
ficative use of the noun which is not more precisely deter- 

mined (a use which is quite common in Arabic grammar) : 

a decree, and such an one. A grand decree both as regards 

its author and its purport. Jahve has declared to him: ‘3 

NAS,? and that too upon the very day upon which He has 

begotten or born him into this filial relationship. The verb 

12) (whence pny ; vid. Gesenius-Kautzsch, § 44, remark 2), 

like αἱ 5 and γεννᾶν, combines the meanings, to beget, and to 

bear (LXX. γεγέννηκα, Aq. ἔτεκον), whereas TaN, (ἡ οἷ» is said 
only of the father; what is meant is, as in the case of dze- 

κύησεν in Jas. i. 18, an operation of divine power that tran- 

1 Cf. Geiger, Urschrift, p. 281. 

2 Nothwithstanding the Athnach, MAN remains here, as in xxy. 7, xl. 

18, Ixx. 6, without a lengthened @; but the word has become Miilel ; 

whereas, according to Ben-Ascher it is Milra, when out of pause. By 

Ben-Naftali, however, it is accented upon the penult, even when out of 

pause (as in lxxxix. 10, 12, xc. 2). 
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scends both, and indeed, seeing it is his installation (193) into 

the kingship that is treated of, the begetting of him into a 

condition of royal existence, a begetting that took place in 

and with the act of anointing ("%),! Whether David, or a 

son of David, or the second David is meant, in any case 2 Sam. 

vu. must be regarded as the first and earliest announcement 

of this ΡΠ. For there David, with a elance back at his anoint- 

ing and at the same time with the promise of everlasting 

dominion, receives the witness of the eternal filial relation- 

ship into which Jahve has put David’s seed with Himself as 

Father, so that he and his seed can say to Jahve, IHS *28 

(Ixxxix. 27), just as Jahve says to him, 178 ‘23. From this 

filial relationship of the Anointed One to Jahve, the Creator 

and Owner of the world, flows the former’s right to, and ex- 

pectation of, universal dominion. δεν is followed by a co- 

hortative, which is appropriate after such an invitation (Ges., 

ὃ 128, 1). Jahve has destined the sovereignty of the world 

for His Son; on the part of the latter, therefore, there is 

required only the desire to appropriate to himself that which 

has been set apart for him. He needs only to be willing ; 

and that he is so is evident from the circumstance that, im 

opposition to the rebels, he appeals to Jahve’s commission. 

This commission has the appendage contained in v. 9, which 

1 A Moslem tradition says, that the doctrine of the Son of God rests 

upon the falsifying of a single letter by the Christians. In Ps. 11. 
»- t-- 

(according to this tradition) it is not said Neen W 2. as the Christians 

read, but oii: not genui, but produxi (effect ut nascereris) ; vid. 

Fleischer, Catal. Codd. Lips., p. 344. In Hebrew, lowever, ab is said 

only of the midwife. The Targum renders: 9A (creavi te). Just as 

the noun 8 goes back upon 32 (Assyrian bani, builder = begetter, 

ereator), so 13 goes back upon N12 (773). Assyrian puts it beyond 

doubt that 34 differs from 13, not only phonetically (as the Aramaic 

PUA, two, ditfers from Dy) but also radically; for in it the synonym of 

ja (bin bini, son’s son, grandchild) is nibru (vid. Fried. Delitzsch, ut 

supra, Ὁ. 142 f.). 
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is fraught with terror to the rebels. The suffixes refer to 

the principal term in v. 8, the 03, the ἔθνη, which are sunk 

in heathenism. For these his royal sceptre (cx. 2) becomes 

arod of iron, which breaks them like a potter’s vessel (Jer. 

xix. 11), which is of itself already fragile, into a thousand 

fragments.) 321 (=/3) frangere) alternates with 752. The 

impf. of the former is YIN; instead of which the LXX. (Syr., 

Jerome), which translates ποιμανεῖς αὐτοὺς ἐν ῥάβδῳ (as in 1 

Cor. iv. 21) σιδηρᾷ, vocalises it OYA, from WV. The rod of 

iron, according to the Hebrew text the instrument of penal 

authority, is thus transformed with reference to DIY as 

the shepherd’s staff (xxiii. 4; ina vii. 14) into the instru- 

ment of despotism. 

Vers. 10-12. The poet closes with a practical application 

to the great ones of the earth of what he has seen and heard. 

With OY), καὶ viv (1 John 11. 28), ztaque, conclusions that 

one should apply to one’s self are drawn from a general 

ethical (e.g. Prov. v. 7) or religious fact (e.g. Isa. xxvili. 22) 

that has already been stated. The exhortation is addressed, 

not to those who have been beheld in a state of rebellious 

excitement, but, in view of what has been prophetically 

seen and heard, to kings in general. /}$ yay (cxlvin. 11; 

Prov. vii. 16; cf. Job. ix. 24) are not those who judge the 

earth, but the judges, z.e. rulers (Amos 11. 3; cf. 1. 8), who 

belong to the earth in all its length and breadth. The Hiph. 

Dan means to show intelligence or insight; the Niph. 1033, 

as a so-called Ni. tolerativwm, to allow one’s self to be chas- 

tised or corrected, like Y¥2 (Prov. xiii. 10), to allow one’s 

self to be advised, Ὁ 71) (Ezek. xiv. 3), to allow one’s self to 
be sought, 8$!2) (1 Chron. xxviii. 9 and freq.), to allow one’s 

1 Compare the Cylinder inscription of Sargon II., in the beginning of 

which he calls himself the king that broke in pieces all lands like earthen 

vessels (kima hagbati). Instead of this, the parallel passage in Khors, 14 

has kurpdnis, ‘* after the manner of earthenware ” (vid. the edition of 

D. G. Lyon, pp. 3, 14). 
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self to be found. This general call to reflection is followed, 

in v.11, by a special exhortation with reference to Jahve, 

and in v. 12, with reference to the Son. 73” and 10°} answer 

to one another. The latter is not to be taken, after Hosea 

x. 5, in the sense of 9 (xcvi. 9), with which it has the 

same primary meaning of moving in a circle; but, seeing 

that “ quake with trembling” (Hitz.) is a tautology, and as 

an imperative 1°) has everywhere else the meaning “rejoice,” 

it is to be taken, after c. 2, in the sense of an ecstatic mani- 

festation of joy on account of the happiness and the honour 

conferred upon them, in their being permitted to be the 

servants of such a God. The translation of the LXX.: ἀγαλ- 

λιᾶσθε αὐτῷ ἐν τρόμῳ, is correct. The 2 is the beth of the 

accompaniment, viz., as in Zeph. iii. 17, of the accompanying 

emotion. What is meant is horror honoris, mixed with tremor 

amoris (cf. Heb. xii. 28 f.). The second exhortation, which 

now follows, and which refers to the attitude of the kings 

and judges to God’s Anointed, has been variously interpreted. 

As if blinded by its clearness, all the ancient versions, with 

the exception of the Peschito (so far as N02 3p) is its ori- 

ginal rendering),! have missed its meaning, inasmuch as they 

render 73 either 13, purity, chastity, discipline (LXX., Syro- 

hexapl., Targ., Itala, Vulg.) or 73, clean, pure (Δα. Symm., 

Jerome: adorate pure); the former interpretation (as an 

accusative of the object : 33=17)N) is proposed also in Bere- 

schith rabba, c. 10, and in Sanhedrin, 92a. So also Hitzig: 

“submit yourselves to duty” (03 like the Arabic birr = 73) ; 

Olshausen conjectures that there is a mistake in the 73; and 

Hupfeld, in the translation prefixed to his notes, renders ia 

instead of 12: “submit to him.” But all this is unexampled 

Hebrew. The correction suggested by Gratz, Ἴ 33. AP TON, 

is Hebrew; but the usage of the language and in conjunction 

1 Like the Syro-hexapl. the Cod. Ambrosianus has | Zoizso jan] after 

the δράξασθε παιδείας of the LXX.; ef. δ ΠΥ ΤΣ IA) (instead of TIN) 

in Aphraates, 321, 6. 
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with it the uniform leading thought of the Psalm demand 

the osculamini filium which he finds “unintelligible,” and to 

which v. Orelli (Die alitest. Weissagung von der Vollendung 

des Gottesreichs, 1882, p. 179) rightly adheres. The Prel 

Pw2 signifies to kiss, and nowhere anything else. And 

whereas in Hebrew 73 signifies purity and nothing else, and 

an instance of 12 as an adverb, pure, cannot be adduced, 

here, after Jahve has acknowledged His Anointed One as His 

Son, nothing is more natural than that 73 (in Aramaic, and 

probably also in Pheenician, alternating with 13, and once, 

Prov. xxxi. 2, even inflected “3 - 23), the occurrence of 

which is not surprising in a solemn adddress, and which in 

this case, as Bohl and Baethgen (the latter following Moller 

in Rosenmiiller) remark, avoids the dissonance of 18 18, 

should, in the same absolute manner as Pn, 7 a, denote the 

unique son, and that too the Son of God.!_ The exhortation 

to submit themselves to Jahve is followed, as Aben Ezra 

already remarks, by the admonition to pay homage to Jahve’s 

Son. Kissing is equivalent to paying homage, a sense which 

is now made out also for the Assyrian nasak? (D. M. Z., 

xxviii. 5). Samuel kisses Saul (1 Sam. x. 1), saying that he 

ΤΟΣ is either used, in consequence of v. 7, after the manner of 8 

proper name (Baethgen), or the indetermination comes under the point of 
view of that which, because it combines with it the idea of the majestic, 

the great, the supernatural, is called by the Arabian Grammarians 

μ:55.9 pol or » or Meee ; it gives free play to the 

imagination, seeing that it denotes a person or thing, not in accordance 

with their real essential nature, but in accordance with the idea that 

becomes apparent. An Arabic expositor would explain it thus: “ kiss 

a son, and such ason!” (vid. Ibn Hischadm in de Sacy’s dAuthol. grammut. 

Ρ- δῶ, where we must trauslate, hic est vir, qualis vir 1). Similarly 42, 

Isa, xxviii. 2, by means of a hand, viz. God’s almighty hand, which is 

the hand of hands; and ΔΓ) 52, Isa. xxxi. 8, before a sword, viz. the 

divine sword against which there is no meaus of defence. Cf. also notes 

on Prov. xxi. 12. 

* Whence the historical tense i33i2 or unas3ik: he kissed (my feet), = 

he paid homage (to me). 
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thereby pays him homage. The subject of what follows is 

now, however, not the Son, but Jahve. Tothe New Testa- 

ment consciousness, the reference of }3837}3 to the Son is 

certainly at least equally natural (vid. Apoc. vi. 16 f.); and 

seeing that the warning against putting one’s trust (MDM) 

in princes (cxviil. 9, cxlvi. 3) cannot be applied to the 

Christ of God, the reference of the 12 to Him (Hengst.) can- 

not be regarded as impossible. Seeing, however, that 2 107 

is the usual expression for betaking oneself in faith to Jahve, 

and the future day of wrath appears throughout the whole 

of the Old Testament (e.g. cx. 5) as the day of the wrath 

of God, we make the ne irascatur refer to Him whose Son 

the Anointed One is. He who does not honour the Son does 

not honour the Father (John v. 25); and accordingly the 

admonition: pay homage to him, the Son, goes forth along 

with the warning: lest Jahve be angry, and ye perish 73]. 

This 7}] is the accusative of more exact definition. If any 

one’s way TANF (i. 6), he himself is lost in respect of his way, 

seeing that it leads him down into the abyss. It is question- 

able whether 8Y'23 means “in a little’? in the sense of brevi 

or facile. The usage of the language is in favour of the 

latter (Hupf.). For everywhere else DY2 by itself (without 

such additions as in Ezra ix. 8; Isa. xxvi. 20; Ezek. xvi. 47) 

means “in a little, almost, easily.” Atleast after hypothe- 

tical protases (as in Ixxxi. 15; 2 Sam. xix. 37; Job xxxii. 22) 

this meaning is secured to it. We must therefore render it: 

for His wrath might easily be kindled. For the collocation 

of words, cf. xxiii. 2. The poet warns the rulers for their 

own highest good not to summon forth the jealous wrath 

of Jahve in behalf of His Christ, which according to v. 4 is 

unavoidable. Happy are they who have nothing to fear 

from this outbreak of wrath, because they hide themselves 

in Jahve as their refuge. The construct ‘DIN unites 13 with 

itself, without being in the genitive, so as to form but one 

term (vid. Ges., ὃ 116, 1). D7, the usual word for betaking 

K 
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one’s self in faith to Jahve, means primarily refugere, con- 

fugere (vid. Gesenius, Thesaurus, under van); along with 4 

it expresses the idea of hiding one’s self in him, to whom 

one has resort.} 

PSALM III. 

THE MORNING HYMN OF ONE WHO IS IN DISTRESS, BUT WHO EN- 

COURAGES HIMSELF IN GOD. 

2 Jahve, how many are mine adversaries ! 
Many rise up against me, 

3 Many say of my soul, 
“There is no salvation for him in God” (Selah). 

4, But Thou, Jahve, art a shield about me, 
My glory, and the lifter up of mine head. 

5 I cry aloud unto Jahve, 
And He answereth me from His holy hill (Selah). 

6 I laid me down, and slept— 
I have awaked, for Jahve sustaineth me. 

7 I am not afraid of myriads of people, 
That have encamped against me round about, 

8 Arise, Jahve; help me, my God! 
For Thou smitest all mine enemies upon the cheek bone, 
The teeth of the ungodly Thou dost break. 

9 To Jahve belongeth salvation— 
Thy blessing be upon Thy people! (Selah). 

1 Wetzstein remarks that Arabic still has way ( =) in its primary 
reference to water, which flows, withdrawn from sight and hidden, under 

the sand, and which only comes to sight by means of digging ; the rocky 
bottom, upon which it collects itself beneath the sandy surface, and 

whereby it is prevented from leaking or evaporating, is called oe hasa, 

or ες hisd, the place of concealment or protection, anda well dug 

there is called con we Vid. however, Fleischer on Isa. iv. 6 (3rd 
edition). The Assyrian fas#, which signifies to run, hasten, confirms 

us in adhering to the above meaning of the Hebrew word, viz. to run 

somewhere (in order to be hidden). From hast we have hassitu, prayer 

(which seeks a place of refuge), synonymous with ¢éslitu and sulli 

(from i19D, Piel to beg, invoke, perhaps originally to lift up, viz. the 
hands). ἢ : 
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The two prologue Psalms, which treat of a kindred theme, 

the one ethically from the standpoint of the 23M, the other 

in connection with the history of redemption and from the 

standpoint of the 8123, are now followed by a morning 

prayer ; for morning and evening prayers are what one most 

naturally expects to find in a prayer and hymn-book. The 

morning hymn, Ps. 111.,) which agrees with Ps. ii. in making 

mention of the “holy hill,” naturally precedes the evening 

hymn, Ps. iv.; for the opinion held by some expositors that 

Ps. ill. is an evening hymn rests upon a grammatical mis- 

conception. 

With Ps. iii. begin the hymns that are expressly stated to 

have been arranged for music. By 1772 W219, a Psalm of 

David (intentionally with 2, in order to give prominence to the 

indeterminateness of the first member, like e.g. Bees jus 

“a proverb of the Arabs ’’), the following hymn is character- 

ised as one intended for musical accompaniment. Seeing that 

21 occurs only in the Psalm-titles, it is probably a tech- 

nical term coined by David. The verb 1! (,/5?) is an ono- 

matopoetic word (Hupf.), which in the [al signifies to pinch 

off, and indeed to prune (the vines) or lop off (cf. the Arab. 

y), to write, from the humming sound of the style or reed 

upon the writing material). The signification, to sing and 

play, which belongs to the Piel, is not connected with this 

signification, to pinch or nip. For, seeing that cxesura and 

syllable are not notions of natural growth, neither the idea 

of dividing rhythmically (Schultens) nor that of speaking 

-articulately (Hitz.), for which the advance of the Hthiopic 

zamara from “singing” to “proclaiming” affords no evi- 

dence, supplies us with a probable means whereby the latter 

‘signification passed over into the former. Nor does the 
plucking of the strings (Béttch., Ges.), for which the lan- 

guage has coined the term {42 (from the same root as ¥3) tan- 

gere, pulsare fides). To this we must add, that the earliest 
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passages, in which ΠῚ and 7?! occur (Ex. xv. 2; 7 udg. v. 3), 

speak rather of singing than of playing, and both words fre- 

quently denote the former as distinguished from the latter 

(e.g. xeviii. 5, Ixxxi. 3; cf. Cant. 11.12). Besides, if V2}, like 

ψάλλειν, originally meant carpere (pulsare) fides, such names 

of instruments as the Arab zemr, hautboy, and zummdra, 

pipe, would not have been formed. No; as Hupfeld has 

shown, V)1, as being a direct onomatopoetic word, signifies, 

’ in the widest sense (cf. Cur- 

tius sub. v. σύριγξ); the more exact usage of the language, 

however, distinguishes between 7? and VV’, as “to play,” and 

“to sing.” With 3 instrumental, V5? signifies, to sing with 

like canere, “to make music’ 7 

a musicala ccompaniment (like the Ethiopic V1, instrwmento 

canere); and}? (Aram. 2?) is occasionally, as in Amos v. 

23, directly music, melody. Accordingly 21) signifies tech- 

nically, the piece of music, and 1 (probably cognate in 

root with »»» cord, as being that which is drawn out), the 

words of the song. And therefore we translate the former 

by “Psalm”; for 6 ψαλμός ἐστιν, says Gregory of Nyssa 

(i. 295, ed. Paris.) ἡ διὰ τοῦ ὀργάνου τοῦ μουσικοῦ μελῳδία, dy 

δὲ ἡ διὰ στόματος γενομένη (Corderius rightly: γινομένη) τοῦ 

μέλους μετὰ ῥημάτων ἐπιφώνησις. 

That Ps. iii. is a hymn arranged for music, is evident also 

from the nD that occurs here three times. As Bruno has 

already correctly counted, it is found 71 times in the Psalter 

(17 times in Book I., 30 times in Book II., 20 times in Book 

- III., 4 times in Book V.) and, with the exception of the anony- 

mous Pss. lxvi. and Ixvii., only in such as bear on their front 

the name of David and of the singers who were renowned from 

his time. That it is a note referring to the Davidic temple- 

music is evident from this, that almost all the Psalms with 

nD have also ΠΡΟ, which refers to the musical execution. 

To this there are only eleven exceptions (viz. iii., vii., xxiv., 

xxxil., xlviii., 1, Ixxxii., lxxxiii., 1xxxvii., lxxxix., 6Χ}111.), and 

even in the case of eight of these (the exceptions being vii., 
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Xxxil., lxxxix.) it is at least indicated in the designation 

1191) that they were meant to be accompanied by music. The 
tefilla of Habakkuk (ch. iii.), the only portion of Scripture in 
which 79D occurs outside the Psalter, has the ΠΥ) excep- 

tionally at the end. Including the three occurrences of n2D 

in this ¢efilla, the word is found no less than 74 times in the 

Old Testament. Coming now to the meaning of this Nota 

Bene, (1) every explanation that regards it as an abbrevia- 

tion, the best of which makes it stand for Wd n2vne 15 (O 

singer, turn thyself on high, 1.6. back to the beginning; and 

therefore equivalent to da capo), is to be rejected for this 

reason, that there is no other example of such an abbrevia- 

tion in the Old Testament. (2) The derivation from πον 

(=n?) stlere, according to which it marks a pause, or calls 

upon the singers to remain silent, while the music strikes in, 

is inadmissible on this account, that nop in this signification 

is neither Hebrew nor Aramaic, and more especially because 

in Hebrew itself the interchange of Y and Ὁ (j) and iD) 

is exceedingly rare. There is only one verbal stem with 

which 72D may be combined, viz. 222 or 77D (N?D). The 
primary meaning of this stem is that of raising aloft, from 

which, having regard to the derivatives 0?D, ladder, and 

ΠΡῸΡ in the sense of steps or stairs (2 Chron. ix. 11), we 

obtain for np in general the meaning of a lifting up of the 

music. When the tradition contained in the Mischna takes 

it to be a synonym of M33, and the Targum, Quinta, Sexta, 

Aguila (though not always) and the Syriac (six times) ac- 

cordingly translate it “ for ever, always,” in favour of which 
« rendering even Jerome (in his Hp. ad Marcellam “ quid sit 

Sela”) ultimately decides,! the original musical signification 

1 By what ety nological process this apprehension of ΠΡΌ in the sense 

of ΤΙΝῚ was brought about remains obscure; was it perhaps by means of 

the notion of that which rises aloft in a zigzag fashion? In Assyrian 

ullutw means eternity, istu ulla, from everlasting, adj. ullanu, eternal, 

adv. uliwtis (all traceavle back to the stem 12, to be high), 
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is transformed into a corresponding logical or lexical one. 

That the musical signification, however, amounts to a 

strengthening of some kind or other, is shown by the διάψαλ- 

μα οὗ the LXX. (Symm., Theod., Syriac MSS. of the Psalms) ; 

for according to its formation (-“a=-pevov), διάψαλμα does 

not signify the pause, as a cessation of the psalmody, as 

Gregory of Nyssa defines it: ἡ μεταξὺ τῆς ψαλμῳδίας γινομένη 

κατὰ τὸ ἀθρόον ἐπηρέμησις πρὸς ὑποδοχὴν τοῦ θεόθεν ἐπικρινομέ- 

γου νοήματος, but either the interlude, primarily that of the 

stringed instruments, just as according to Hesychius διαύλιον 

(διαύλειον) signifies the interlude of the flutes between the 

choruses (cf. pause in the Mysteries, = filling up with music 

during the dumb show), or strengthened playing, just as 

διαψάλλειν τριγώνοις occurs in a fragment of the comic poet 

Eupolis, preserved in Atheneus, of the energetic playing of 

the triangular harp. It probably signifies the former; for 

the earliest instrumental accompaniment of singing consisted 

of a prelude (φορμίζων ἀνεβάλλετο καλὸν ἀείδειν), an interlude 

recurring at certain intervals, and an after-piece; διάψαλμα 

is in all likelihood the designation of that interlude! Vo- 

calised as the word now is, it is a noun SD with the ah of 

direction (kindred in meaning with 114, up! Job xxii. 29); 

for the omission of Daghesh along with the ah of direction 

is not without example elsewhere (cf. 1 Kings 11. 40, 1a, 

another reading for 73, and also Ezek. viii. 2, at the end of 

the verse), and the > before +, when there is only a virtual 

doubling, is also common where the letter that should have 

Daghesh is not a guttural, but a liquid; e.g. 1375 (Gen. xxviil. 

2), 79 (Gen. xiv. 10), now. (1 Sam. xxv. 5), for paddanna, 

harra, carmilla. From the combination, 19D 113] (ix. 17), 

in which }\°3 refers to the playing of stringed instruments 

(xcii. 4), it may be inferred that ΠΟ is a note referring, not 

1 For the interpretations of διάψαλμα in the Fathers and the old lexi- 

cographers, vid, Suicer’s 168. Eccl. and Augusti’s Christl. Archdologie, 

part 2. 
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to the singing, but to the instrumental accompaniment. If 

by this, however, we were to understand a heaping up of 

grave, expressive accords, and of powerful harmonies in 

general, we should be confounding ancient and modern mu- 

sic. What is meant is a striking in of the orchestra, or a 

strengthening of the accompanying instruments, or even a 

transition from piano to forte. 

In our Psalm we meet this Hebrew forte three times. In 

sixteen Psalms (vii., xx., xxi., xliv., xlvii., xlviii., 1., liv., lx., 

Ixi., Ixxv., lxxxi., lxxxii., Ixxxiii., Ixxxv., exliii.) it occurs 

once ; in fifteen Psalms (iv., ix., xxiv., xxxix., xlix., lii., lv., 

lvii., lix., 1xii., Ixvil., Ixxvi., xxxiv., lxxxvii., lxxxvili.) twice; 

in only seven Psalms (111., xxxii., xlvi., lxvi., lxviii., lxxvii., 

exl.; also in Hab. 111.) thrice; and only in one Psalm (Ixxxix.) 

four times. It nowhere stands at the beginning ; for ancient 

music was not yet so independent, that nD could correspond 

᾿ altogether to the ritornello. Nor does it always occur at the 

end of strophes, so as to be the sign of a regular interlude ; 

but it is found wherever the instruments, suitably with 

the melody of the Psalm, are meant to play together in a 

stirring manner, which is frequently the case even in the 

middle of the strophe. In our Psalm, it stands at the end 

of the first, second, and fourth strophes. It can easily be 

understood why it is not found also at the end of the third. 

Not a few Psalms are dated from the time when David 

was persecuted by Saul; but from the time of the rebellion 

of Absalom only this one and probably the sixty-third. The 

Psalter, however, contains other hymns which reflect this 

second period of persecution; there is therefore so much the 

more reason for admitting as tradition the words of the title: 

when he was fleeing from Absalom, his son. And what is 

there in the contents of the Psalm to militate against this 

statement? All the characteristics of the Psalm are in 

harmony with it: the derision of the psalmist as one who 

is rejected by God (2 Sam. xvi. 7f.), the danger by night 
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(2 Sam. xvii. 1), the myriads of people (2 Sam. xv. 13, xvii. 

11), the high position of honour held by the singer. Hitzig 

will rather make the companion Psalms iii. and iv. refer to 

the raid of the Amalekites during David’s settlement in 

Ziklag. But seeing that at that time Zion-Jerusalem was 

not yet captured, this conjecture necessitates a misinterpre- 

tation of 5b. And the circumstance that the Psalm contains 

no allusion to Absalom is no objection to the validity of the 

title. Itis explained by the mood of 2 Sam. xix.1. And 

if Psalms belonging to the time when he was persecuted by 

Absalom had to make themselves known by such allusions, 

we should have to come to the conclusion that there are no 

such Psalms in the whole collection. 

Vers. 2,3. The first strophe contains the Psalmist’s com- 

plaint regarding the present distress. In combination with 

ΠῚ exclamative, 121 is accented upon the last syllable also in 

civ. 24; the accentuation of the perfect of verbs )"Y very 

frequently (even without waw consecutive) follows the 

analogy of the strong verb (Ges., ὃ 67, remark 12). 1% 

(,/7%, to press, lace; cog. ?, ID'S) denotes the oppressor 

as well as the oppression, straits, or need (cf. ἃ) ΕΣ ne- 

cessity). A direct statement then takes the place of the 

exclamation, and the 5°22 implied in the predicate 332 now 

becomes the subject of participial predicates: the imsurrec- 

tion continues and is growing. The ? of DI? signifies “in 

’ with an address following, as in xi. 1, it the direction of ;’ 

τ “το "ἢ; or, as here and frequently (e.g. Gen. xxi. 7), with 

a narrative following, it=“‘ of,” “regarding.” The use of 

wpa? instead of Ὃ implies that the words of his adver- 

saries pronounce judgment upon his inmost being, upon his 

personal relationship to God. Ny. is a pathetic form 

of TY, whether it be with a double feminine ending 

(Ges., Ew., Olsh.), or, what we with Hupfeld hold to be 

more in accordance with the usage and the analogy of the 

language (comp. xliv. 27 with Ixxx. 3, and mp2, properly 
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νύκτα, then like the common Greek ἡ νύκτα, viy6a), with an 

original accusative ah of direction. God is the ground of 

salvation ; no longer to have any salvation in Him is equi- 

valent to being rooted out of the grace of God. Open 

foes as well as perplexed friends regard him as one who 

is henceforth rejected. In the beginning of that year, in 

which, by renewing the war against Ammon and Syria, 

David reached the summit of external power, he had, by his 

adultery with Bathsheba, plunged himself into the deepest 

abyss of wretchedness. The rebellion of Absalom was one 

of the disastrous fatalities which from that time broke in 

upon him. There were not wanting apparent justifications 

of such words as these, which gave up his cause for lost. 

Vers. 4,5. Cleansed by penitence, however, he stands 

towards God, and God towards him, in a totally different 

relationship from that which men imagine. Every hour he 

has reason to fear an attack that will annihilate him; but 

Jahve is the shield that covers him before and behind (723, 

constr. of W3 = hay, accusative of a noun which signifies di- 

vision, partition, and which can therefore be said also of 

covering, protection, just as in Arabic it is used to denote 

an interval of time). His kingdom has been taken from 

him, but Jahve is his glory. With covered and sunk head 

he went up the Mount of Olives (2 Sam. xv. 30), but Jahve 

is the lifter up of his head, inasmuch as He comforts and 

helps him. Gen. xv.1 (cf. Deut. xxxiii. 29) is the original 

source of this believing “ God is a shield.” Far from having 

to pray without being heard, he is assured of an answer 

whenever he prays. Here, where δι does not stand in 

a historical αρ δόνὴ, the translation: “1 called and He 

answered me,” is wrong; as is evident from lv. 17}. (cf. on 

exx. 1), the consecutive impf. does not demand this; we have 

here only a confident expression of the fact, that a reply 

on God’s part follows his prayer. In such. collocations of 

words as ἐδ νὰ iP, Hitzig and Hupfeld regard ‘AP as the 
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more specific subject in addition to the more general one (as 

in xliy. 3, lxix. 11, Ixxxiii. 19): “my voice—TI cried; ” but 

although the position of the words is favourable to such an 

interpretation in lxix. 11, cvil. 2, it is not so in xvii. 10, 

xxvii. 7, lvii. 5, Ixvi. 17, cxlii. 2, Isa. xxvi. 9, or in the pas- 

sage before us. According to Ew., ὃ 28] c, a is the accu- 

sative of more precise definition, as it is undoubtedly in Isa. 

x. 80 (cf. Ps. lx. 7, xvii. 13f.); the crying is thereby repre- 

sented as being loud! This ery is followed, as is indicated 

by *‘222!} as a pure mood of sequence, by an answer, or, as 

mY (cf. ΐ , to meet, confront, stand over against) origi- 

nally means, by a reply, and that too from the quarter 

whither it was directed: 7277. David had transferred 
the ark of the covenant from Kirjath Jearim to Zion. When, 

fleeing before Absalom, he quitted Jerusalem, he had not 

taken it with him (2 Sam. xv. 25). He was, therefore, 

separated by a hostile power from the place of the divine 

presence; but his prayer penetrates to the cherubic throne, 

and the answer of Him who is enthroned there knows no 

partition wall of space or created things. 

Vers. 6, 7. God’s protection of him during the by-gone 

night is now a pledge to him in the early morning that this 

God will still protect him. It is a grammatical blunder to 

render TWN) I shall fall asleep; or, I am falling asleep. 

The lst pers. impf. consec., which is characterised by }, is 

1 Bottcher also (Collectanea, p. 166 f.) advocates the view that in such 

passages, WD), ‘B, ip are oppositum vicarium subjecti, and therefore 

noninatives. But (1) the circumstance, that NN never stands alongside 

of such expressions, is accounted for by the fact that it does not suit an 

adverbial secondary qualification. And (2), that the same terms appear 

elsewhere as direct subjects, as well as (3), that they elsewhere alternate 

in the parallel member of the sentence with the subject that is implied 

in the verb (cxxx. 5; Prov. viii. 4)—from these two circumstances no 

conclusion can be drawn. The syntactical controversy is, moreover, an 

old one, and is already discussed at considerable length by Kimchi in his 

Book of Roots, sub rad. TIN. 
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wont to take an ah of direction, which strengthens the idea 

of sequence subjectively: “And so I then fell asleep” (cf. 

vil. 5, cxix. 55 and frequently). This is especially the case 

in the later style (cf. 2 Sam. xxii. 24, g.v., Ezra ix. 3; Neh. 

xii. 21); wid. Bottcher, Newe Aehrenlese, No. 412. It is a 

retrospective glance at the past night. Awakening in health 

and strength, he feels grateful to Him to whom he owes it: 

2D! 1, It is the consequence of the fact, that Jahve 

supports him, that God’s hand is his pillow. Because this 

loving, almighty hand is under his head (Cant. ii. 6), he is 

unapproachable, and therefore also void of fear. MY (mi) 

implies its object in itself: to take up a position, as in 

Isa. xxii. 7; synon. 120 (xxvii. 3) and Ὁ) (1 Kings xx. 19); 

ef. ἐπιτιθέναι τινί ( = ἐπικεῖσθαί τινι, which Syro-Hexap., Job 

xix. 3, translates by GAA SS tp) David does not put a 

merely possible case. Instead of M337 (Konig, Lehrgeb., 

p. 71), the Targum has 12°; For this, however, there was 

no reason: the whole of Israel, and therefore tens of thou- 

sands, had taken the side of Absalom. Here, at the end of 

the third strophe, ΠΡΌ is wanting, because the ΠΝ ND is not 

spoken in a tone of triumph, but is only a humble, quiet 

expression of believing confidence. If the instruments had 

fallen in here in a bold and defiant manner, a cry for help, 

wrung from him by the straits that were still surrounding 

him, could not have followed. 

Vers. 8, 9. The daring 7D)P is taken from the mouth 

of Moses (Num. x. 35). God arises, when He interposes 

decisively in that which takes place here below. Instead 

of Kiimah it is accented Kumah as Milra, in order (seeing 

that the reading "378 7\P is presupposed) to separate the 

final sound ah sharply from the following similar initial 

sound, and so to render possible a pure, exact utterance of 

the latter (Hitz., Hw., § 228 0).! Besides 117 there stands 

1 This is the reason of the accentuation schubdéh, kumdh, schithah 

before ΠῚ"; it is intended to prevent the one or the other of the twe 
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also DN, with the suffix of appropriating faith. The cry 

for help then justifies itself with 3 and a retrospective 

perfect. The perfects here are not such perfects of pro- 

phetically assured hope as in vi. 9, vii. 7, ix. 5f.; for in 

our passage the logical connection demands an appeal to 

what has already been experienced: they express facts of 

experience, which have been gathered from many individual 

occurrences (hence 23) that have taken place up to the time 

when he is praying. The verb 137) is construed with a 

double accusative; cf. Il., 16, 597: τὸν μὲν dpa Τλαῦκος στῆθος 

μέσον οὔτασε δουρί. Smiting upon the cheek is the grossest 

insult (Job xvi. 20; Mic. iv. 14 and freq.); taken along 

with the breaking (72) of the teeth, it is at the same 
time the rendering of those harmless who are so treated.} 

According to Berachoth 56 ὃ the falling away of both cheeks, 

gutturals from being slurred over in the rapid speaking apd. xvi. 

For the same reason this takes place even in cases where, not the 

divine name, but another word beginning with an & or a similar letter, 

and closely connected by meaning and accentuation, follows; e.g. in 

Judg. iv. 18, δὲ. is twice Milra before 8; in lvii. 9, MWY is Milra 

before 71; m9 is Milra before 1 in Ex. v. 22; M3 in Isa. xi. 2 and 

DNA in Gen. xxvi. 10 are Milra before Y. That this is the true ex- 

planation appears also from the circumstance, that for a similar reason 

Pasek is placed where two ὃ would coalesce; e.g. in Gen. xsii. 14, 

Adonaj jir’eh, with the dividing stroke between the two words; cf. Ex. 

xv. 18; Prov. viii. 21. The reason why may) remains dlilel in Jer. 

xl. 5 is because it is separated by Pazer from the following MOTION. 

nay, Milel before YN (2 Sam. xv. 27), is a real exception (Michlol, 

112 b), not, as Norzi mistakenly remarks, a questionable one (vid. 

Masora to Num. x. 36, and Michlol, 112 a); but it is by no means 

sufficient to invalidate the purely orthophonetic (not rhythmical) reason 

assigned for this accentuation upon the last syliable. Even “ has 

occasionally the same consequence for the accentuation of the words: 

rivadh ribi (xliii, 1, cxix. 154). As to the reason of this, vid. Physio-. 

logic und Musik in ihrer Bed. fiir die Grammatik, Ὁ. 18. 

' The LXX. translates: ἐπάταξας πάντας τοὺς ἐχθραίνοντάς μου ματαίως. 

It has therefore read Ὡ)Πῦ (cf. Ezek. vi. 10) instead of πὸ; and 
accordingly Kaulen (Linleitung, 1881, § 308) looks upon ond (to be 
punctuated pin) as original. 
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as seen in a dream, points to the undoing of the device 
which the mouth of one’s enemies has formed. Without 
any apparent reason 72” remains here unlengthened (cf. 
on the other hand Jer. xxviii. 13).. What David means is 
this: the punishment of an ignominious annihilation has 
always overtaken those who rose up against him and in 
general against God’s appointment. His eneniies are con- 
ceived of as mordacious monsters, and hence the represen- 
tation given by him of their final destiny. Jahve has the 
power and the will to protect His Anointed One from their 
fury: TVW ΠΣ penes Jovam est salus. TVW (from yy" = τ 

- - 

C2, amplum esse) signifies breadth, amplitude in the sense 

of freedom and agreeableness of movement, deliverance and 

exemption from straits and oppression, prosperity without 

danger and alloy. In the ? of appurtenance there are im- 

plied the ideas of exclusiveness as regards possession and 

of freedom as regards disposal. ΠΡ, salvation in all its 

fulness, stands at the free disposal of Jahve (similarly in 

Jonah uu. 10; Apoc. vii. 10). By salvation David thinks 

primarily of his own need of deliverance. But as a genuine 

king he cannot in God’s presence think of himself, with- 

out connecting himself in thought also with his people. 

He accordingly concludes with the intercessory corollary : 

4213 Way ΟΝ, We must supply either ‘0 or SAA, His 

imprecations are not directed against his people, but only 

against those who have seduced them, and their wicked 

partisans. As in olden times, he still bears his people upon a 

loving, interceding heart. He commiserates those who have 

been led astray, without being angry with them. Distinc- 

tions vanish altogether from his mind, when he prays for 

the nation as a whole. The one concluding expression of 

the Psalm—remarks Hwald—throws a bright light into the 

depths of his noble soul, 
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PSALM IV. 

THE EVENING HYMN OF ONE WHO IS UNDISMAYED THOUGH FACE 

TO FACE WITH RAILERS AND MEN OF LITTLE FAITH. 

2 When I call, answer me, O God of my righteousness, 
Thou who in straits hast set me at large ; 
Be gracious unto me, and hear my prayer! 

3 Ye sons of men, how long shall my glory be turned into 
dishonour, 

Inasmuch as ye love vanity, and seek after falsehood ? 
(Selah). 

4 Know then that Jahve hath set apart one that is godly for 
Himself, 

Jahve hear eth, when I call unto Him. 

5 Be ye angry, yet sin not !— 
Bethink yourselves in your heart upon your beds, and*be 

still! (Selah) 
6 Offer sacrifices of righteousness 

And attach yourselves to Jahve! 

7 Many are saying: “How could we experience any good ?” 
O lift Thou up the light of Thy countenance upon us, Jahve! 

8 Thou hast put joy into my heart, 
More than at the time when their corn and new wine 

abound. 

9 In peace will I lay me down and forthwith sleep, 
For Thou, O Jahve, in seclusion 
Makest me to dwell securely. 

The Davidic morning hymn is now followed by a Davidic 

evening hymn. From the reciprocal relation in which iv. 7 

stands to in. 3, and iii. 6 to iv. 9, it is evident that they be- 

long together. They are the only two Psalms in which the 

actual words of others are taken up into the prayer with a 

ΟΝ ΘΔ, So far as regards the circumstances of the time 

in which they were written, the one is explained by the title 

of the other. From the quousque of iy. 3 and the words of 

those of little faith in iv. 7, it follows that Ps. iv. is the later 

of the two. 
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It is at the head of this Psalm that we first meet ΚΡ ΣΡ 

an expression which still demands investigation. It occurs 

fifty-five times in the Psalter: nineteen times in Book 1., 

twenty-five times in Book II., eight times in Book III., and 

three times in Book V. Only two of the Psalms at the 

head of which it is found are anonymous, viz. Ixvi. and Ixvii. 

All the others bear the names of David or of the singers 

who were renowned from his time onwards: Thirty-nine are 

ascribed to David, nine to the Korahites, and five to Asaph. 

No fewer than thirty of these are Elohistic. It is always the 

first word of the title; only in the case of Ps. Ixxxviii., which 

might easily be overlooked in the counting, is it otherwise; 

and that, because there two different titles are combined. 

The meaning of the verb 733 (from 13), clarescere, Arab., 

to be pure, clean) is evident from the Chronicles and from 

the Book of Ezra, which forms a part of them. The predi- 

lection of the Chronicler for the history of ritual and for 

expressions that belonged to an earlier stage of the language 

has made it easier for us to understand this word also. He 

uses it when narrating the history of the time of David, of 

Solomon, of Josiah, of Zerubbabel and Joshua, and always in 

connection with statements referring to the service and the 

building of the temple. In 1 Chron. xxiii. 4 (cf. vv. 28-82) 

to look after the service of the temple in an official capa- 

city is called "ΠΤ ΠΌΝΟΣ O82; and in Ezra iii. 8 f. the 
oversight of the work and the workmen, when the temple 

was building, is described in the same way. The 3,300 

(3,600) overseers, who are called MaN?I ΡΝ Ova O97 in 

1 Kings v. 30, are designated by the Chronicler (2 Chron. 

Hi. 1) as Day D2, When the temple was being repaired 

in the time of Josiah, we read that Levites were appointed 

ΠΡ (2 Chron. xxxiv. 12), viz. T2N29 mb 99) (υ. 13), instead 

1 With Gaja, as is always the case. The rule, with its exceptions, in 

accordance with which Gaja (Metheg) stands here, is discussed by Baer 

in Merx’ Archiv, 1867, pp. 195 f. 
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of which ΣΝ to keep the people at their work, is said in 

ii. 17. The primary meaning of 3} is, to glance, sparkle, 

and, indeed, to shine or sparkle in the clearest and brightest 

manner; this meaning then passes over into the signification, 

to outshine, and that too both in the sense of unbroken con- 

tinnance and of pre-eminent ability and victorious superiority 

(vid. Ithpa. Dan. vi. 4, and cf. 1 Chron. xxiii. 4 with ix. 13; 

1 Cor. xv. 54 with Isa. xxv. 8). $2 is therefore one who 

shows marked ability in any profession, and thence acquires 

the general signification of master, director, chief overseer.! 

At the head of the Psalms it is usually understood as a desig- 

nation of the conductor of the temple-music. 32 est dua 

cantus—Luther says on one occasion— quem nos dicimus den 

Kapellenmeister [the choir-master ], qui orditur et gubernat can- 

tum, ἔξαρχος (Opp. lat., xviii. 134, ed. Hrl.). But (1) even 

Psalms of Asaph have this ΠΥ at their head. Now he 

himself was a conductor of the temple-music, and indeed 

the chief (US7, 1 Chron. xvi. 5); at any rate he was one of 

the three conductors of the temple-music (Heman, Asaph, 

Ethan), to whom the twenty-four classes of the 4,000 Le- 

vitical singers in the Davidico-Salomonic sanctuary were 

subordinated. Vid. also the title of Ps. xxxix., pnp. ΠΥ), 

according to which the musician Jedithun (Jeduthun) was 

meant to be the 1¥3 of this Psalm (vid. on Ps. xxxix.). (2) 

The principal passage of the Chronicler (1 Chron. xv. 17-21) 

which falls to be considered in this connection does not at 

all harmonize with this view. According to this passage the 

three conductors of the temple-music had cymbals νηρῦπρ, 

1 Not, however, of ‘‘ victor,” the meaning in accordance with which 

Aquila renders τῷ νικοποιῷ, Symm. ἐπινίκιος, Theod. εἰς τὸ νῖκος ; for 

what Chrysostom says with reference to the εἰς τέλος of the LXX. in 
Job xxiii. 3: map ‘E3paiots τὸ τέλος καὶ ἡ νίκη διὰ μιᾶς σημαίνεται λέ- 

ξεως applies to totally different periods of the language; ΠΝ, victory, 

ΓΙᾺ, victor, are Hebrwo-Aramaic. Cf. the progress of the verbs 3}, 

to strike the eyes, and 6%, to light up brightly, to this same meaning 

of triumphing (Fleischer in Levy's Chalddiaches Worterbuch, i. 424. 
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to sound aloud, eight other musicians of high rank had 

psalteries, and six others had harps myn, This cannot 

signify ‘in order to conduct,” for that was undoubtedly the 

function of the first-mentioned three, and the cymbals were 

also better suited for that purpose than the harps. It signi- 

fies “in order to lead the orchestra”: the cymbals conducted, 

and the harps, better adapted for leading the instruments, 

bore some such relation to the former as the violins now 

bear to the clarionettes. Accordingly ΠΡ) is not the con- 

ductor of the temple-music, but musician in general; and 

Ny32? directs the Psalm to him whose duty it is to arrange 

it, and to train the Levitical choirs; it indicates therefore 

that the Psalm is to be received into the number of the tem- 

ple songs that are to be accompanied with instrumental music. 

The translation of the Targum (Luth.): ἈΠΟ, “to be sung 
liturgically,” corresponds with this general meaning; so also 

does that of the LXX.: εἰς τὸ τέλος, if this signifies “to 

be performed,” and does not rather ascribe to the Psalm an 

eschatological meaning.} 

The appended M12°}3 is not dependent upon πον, We see 

this from Hab. iii. 19: for the musician, with an accompani- 

ment on my stringed instruments (vid. my Commentary), 

where Hitzig translates: for the chief singer of my musical 

pieces; but 3 N¥2 is a phrase of which there is no evidence, 

and 13°32] is not the name for a piece of music. The Piel ja, 

complete with 733, signifies “to pluck the strings” (cog. 

12), to play upon a stringed instrument. From this come 

1 So, e.g. Eusebius: εἰς τὸ τέλος ὡς ἂν μακροῖς ὕστερον χρόνοις ἐπὶ συν- 

τελείᾳ τοῦ αἰῶνος μελλόντων πληροῦσθαι, and Theodoret: σημαίνει τὸ εἰς 

τὸ τέλος ὅτι μακροῖς ὕστερον χρόνοις πληρωθήσεται τὰ προφητευόμενα, With 

which Pesachim, 117 a, agrees: xd ny y14°3) ΓΝ, 1.6. Psalms 

with nyind and ΓΝ) refer to the last days. Gregory of Nyssa 

combines the different translations when he gives the interpretation : 

εἰς τέλος, ὅπερ ἐστὶν ἡ νίκη. Ewald’s view, that τέλος in this formula 

signifies consecration, celebration, worship, is improbable; the word 

does not occur in this sense in the Septuagint. 

L 
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ΓἿ)}} (xxvii. 7; Isa. xxxviii. 20), which is almost used as a 

pluralet.: the playing on a stringed instrument, and ni333, 

which occurs in the titles of Pss. iv., vi., liv., lv., Ixvu., 

Ixxvi.: with an accompaniment of stringed instruments (3 as 

in xlix. 5; Isa. xxx. 29, 32). The hymn is to be sung to the 

accompaniment, probably to the sole accompaniment, of 

stringed instruments. That the words 13°32 ΠΥ stand in 

the superscription before N79 WWI is probably owing to the 

circumstance that they were originally written above the 

chief title, which gave the generic name of the hymn as well 

as its author. : 
Ver. 2. Jahve is PJ3 "ON, the possessor of righteousness, 

the author of righteousness, the vindicator of righteousness 

that is misjudged and persecuted. David believingly calls 

this God of righteousness his (cf. xxiv. 5; lix. 11); for the 

righteousness, that he has, he has in Him, and the righteous- 

ness, that he looks for, he looks for from Him. His past 

experience assures him that he does not look in vain: Thou 

who hast made amplitude (room) for me when in straits. 

Seeing that ”? HANI} 182 thus assigns the ground of his con- 

fidence, itis more probable that we have before us an attri- 

butive clause (Hitz.) rather than an independent one; at 

any rate it is retrospective. NAN is not precative (Bottch.) ; 

for the precative perfect of certainty, if such a perfect is to 

be assumed (vid. Driver, ‘‘ Hebrew Tenses,” § 20), is confined 

to such exclamatory utterances as Job xxi. 16 (vid. notes on 

that passage). He grounds his prayer upon two facts: upon 

his fellowship with God, the righteous One, and upon the 

justifying grace he has already experienced from Him. 

Already he has been many a time in straits, and God has 

set him at large. The combination ™ is intended to ex- 

press the idea of the expansion of the breathing (of the 

current of air) and of space (Ὁ. WM. Z., xii. 657).1_ Here also 

1 That the primary meaning of OM is probably not that of softness, 

tenderness, but that of amplitude, vid. notes on xviii. 2. 
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what is meant is the enlargement of his oppressed heart 

(xxv. 17; Isa. lx. 5), and the enlargement of his straitened 

circumstances (xviii. 20, cxviii. 5). On the Daghesh in » 

vid. notes on lxxxiv.4. ‘230 isa denominative from JM, grace: 

be gracious unto me; for it is always combined only 

with the accusative; {, however, goes back upon I= es 

cf. 4, to incline to, to bend oneself. 

Vers. 3,4. Righteous in the sight of God he turns to 

rebuke those who disparage him, whose honour is the glory 

of God, viz. the partisans of Absalom. As distinguished from 

DIN22, men who are lost in the multitude, ΝΠ sig- 

nifies men who are prominent among their fellows (for 

this distinction cf. such passages as xlix. 3, Ixii. 10; Prov. 

vill. 4; Isa. 11.9, v.15). In this and the previous Psalm 

David no more speaks of his degenerate son, than of the 

infatuated king in the Psalms that belong to the time 

when he was persecuted by Saul. His words are addressed 

to the aristocratic party, whose tool Absalom had become. 

He cries to them: till when (19°12; 1, though followed 

by a non-guttural, having 7 without any apparent reason; 

ef. x. 138; Isa. i. 5; Jer. xvi. 10), te. how long shall 

my glory be turned to shame, viz. in your sight and by 

means of you; just as one can also say in Latin, quousque 

tandem dignitas mea ludibrio? As to mp2 (D233) vid. on 

xxxv. 4. The two following members are circumstantial 

clauses subordinated to the principal clause with ΠΌΤ (in 

the same way as in Isa.i.5a; Ew., ὃ 3410); the energetic 

imperfect with nun paragogic not being wont to stand at the 

head of independent clauses. We must therefore translate: 

“inasmuch as ye love Pp), vanity ’’—the proper name for 

their exaltation is hollow appearance—‘inasmuch as ye go in 

quest of 313, falsehood ” *—they seek to scrape together as 

1 Vid. the article on the Mosaic priestly blessing in Luthardt’s Zeit- 
schrift, 1882, p. 123. . 

2 In the perf., imperf., and partic. the Pp of the verb 53 loses its 
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many lying pretexts as possible, in order that they may drag 

the honour of the legitimate king into the mire. The asser- 

tion that what is meant by "1123 is David’s personal honour, 

and not his royal dignity, divides what is indivisible. They 

burn with the desire to deprive him at once of his personal 

and his official honour. Accordingly David, in opposition to 

them, appeals (v. 4) not only to the divine election, but also 

to his personal relation to God, upon which the former is 

grounded. Asin 2 Kings iv. 41 the } of is the waw of 

sequence: so know then. The Hiph. man (from MPD = NPB, 

cog. 228, literally, to divide) signifies to make a separa- 

tion or distinction (Ex. ix. 4, xi. 7), then to distinguish 

(Ex. viii. 18) and to show (Ps. xvii. 7; cf. xxxi. 22) in 

an extraordinary and marvellous manner; so that what is 

meant is not his mere selection (104), but his having been 

marvellously selected for a remarkable position of honour 

(LXX., Vulg., mirificavit ; Windberger Psalmiibers., gewunder- 

lichet). As in cxxxv. 4 Ὃ belongs to the verb, and the prin- 

cipal accent lies upon 7D: he whom Jahve Himself, and not 

men, has so marvellously distinguished is a ὙΠ, a godly 

man. Dis not passive in meaning (Hupf.), so that, like 

κεχαριτωμένος, it would signify “the one to whom grace is 

shown,” “the beloved”; for God Himself is called TPO (cxlv. 

17; cf. Jer. iii. 12), and according to xii. 2 (cf. Isa. lvii. 1) 

TD" is equivalent to ἼΡΠ YN. It is accordingly not the one 

who experiences 107 (he to whom grace or favour is shown, 

the beloved) that is so called; but he who shows 70N 

(Prov. xi. 17), ¢.e. who in accordance with God's will makes 

his fellow-men and God Himself (cf. Jon. ii. 9 with Ps. exliv. 

2) the objects of His love. It is a word of the same form as 

rp, YB and the like. It is derived from 10M, ,/DN, wo 
stringere, to strike, literally to feel oneself struck, 7.6. strongly 

affected (cf. hiss, a sense-impression), said in Hebrew of a 

Daghesh, and retains it only in the imperative ΟΡ 3, WP, Dwpan, 
but 13, 
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strong, ardent feeling of love. As one who is a ὙΠ and 

therefore far from being a reprobate he does not call upon 

God in vain, but finds a ready hearing. Their undertaking 

is accordingly contrary to the will of God as thus mar- 

vellously made known, and must come to nought in con- 

sequence of the loving relationship in which the dethroned 

and dishonoured one stands to God. 

Vers. 5,6. The address to the rebels is continued: they 

are to reflect upon their ways and adhere to Jahve, instead 

of allowing themselves to be carried away by arrogance 

and discontent. The LXX. has already rendered this exhor- 

tation correctly: ὀργίζεσθε καὶ μὴ ἁμαρτάνετε (cf. Eph. iv. 

26), if ye will be angry, beware of sinning, viz. detraction 

and rebellion (cf. the similar paratactic combinations in 

xxvii. 1; Josh. vi. 18; Isa. xii. 1). In the rendering contre- 

miscite one misses any expression of that before which they 

are to tremble (viz. the sure punishment of God). He warns 

his adversaries against blind passion and, in order that 

they may not subvert their own salvation, counsels them to 

betake themselves to quiet meditation and solitary reflection. 

To speak in one’s own heart is, when no object is attached, 

equivalent to bethinking one’s self (cf. Cato in Gell., xvi. 1, 

cogitate cum animis vestris), and the couch or place of rest, 

not to understand it literally, points to a condition of the 

mind in which it is open to quiet contemplation. The heart 

is the seat of the conscience; and the Spirit of God (as 

Haman, Werke, i. 98, remarks) disguises itself in our own 

voice, so that we see His exhortation, His counsel, and His 

wisdom welling forth from our own stony hearts. The 

second imperative carries out the thought of the first: and 

desist, literally, be silent (07 ./07, to press flat, to 

smoothen, to appease; to be steady, to be still or quiet), 

2.e. having come to yourselves in consequence of sclf-exami- 

nation, put an end to your fury—an authoritative monition 

attered in the self-consciousness of innocence, and to which 
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the music, which strikes in here, has to give emphasis. In 

v. 6 the admonition passes over into exhortation Τὺ is self- 

evident that, while David and his faithful followers were 

fugitives from Jerusalem, the sacrificial worship in the sanc- 

tuary had still continued. With reference to this he calls 

upon the followers of Absalom: offer P]¥°N3t. Here at least 

these are not sacrifices which, instead of consisting in slaugh- 

tered animals, consist in actions which are in accordance 

with God’s will; they are sacrifices that are offered in the 

right disposition, in the disposition that is in conformity 

with the mind of God, and not in the hypocritical spirit with 

which they consecrate their evil cause and think to insinu- 

ate themselves into the divine favour. In li. 2] and Deut. 

xxxiil. 19 also the “sacrifices of righteousness” are real sacri- 

fices—the expression is not merely a symbolical designation of 

ethical performances. Not less significant is the exhortation, 

τοὶ ἡΠ 3), As in xxxi. 7, lvi. 4, lxxxvi. 2 the verb 702 is 

construed with DRE, inasmuch as with the idea of trusting 

there is combined that of bending towards, adhering to, at- 

taching one’s self to. The Arabic eal to be hollow, widened 

out, has preserved the original physical meaning of the word ; 

it is a physical term, which, when used psychologically (cf. 

17), Isa. lx. 5,and 5), denotes the effect which is produced 

by a bright cheerful mood upon the heart, the brow, the 

countenance and the whole being of man; it then denotes 

this mood itself, and so comes to have the meaning: to be 

free from anxiety, of good cheer, confident. They should 

renounce that confidence in themselves which beguiles them 

into opposition to the king who is deprived of all human 

assistance. If they would but surrender themselves trust- 

fully to God, the grumbling and angry dissatisfaction, from 

which the rebellion had sprung, would also be appeased. 

Thus far the address to the rebel magnates. 

Vers. 7,8. Casting a glance into his own small camp, 

David becomes aware of a dispiritedness that is gradually 
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growing. The words: who will make us see, 1.6. (as in 

xxxiv. 13) experience, any good? may, after the analogy of 

2 Sam. xiii. 15, Isa. xlii. 23, be taken as a wish; but the 

situation gives them the stamp rather of a dubious question 

suggested by a hopeless glance into the future. The dark- 

ness has already continued so long for David’s companions 

in sorrow, that their faith is turning into fear, their hope 

into despair. He accordingly implores with reference 

to them: O lift up upon us (32,202) 3 the light of Thy 

countenance. The form of the petition reminds us of the 

priestly blessings in Num. vi. 24 ἢ. There it is said in the 

second sentence: 128 "Π ἽΝ), in the third: 193 ‘7 ΝΣ. and 
here these two wishes are fused into one prayer. Instead of 

xy) (x. 12), we are surprised to find the verb written 7D}, 

which looks as if, with an allusion to 3, it were intended to 

mean, to lift up after the manner of a banner or flag (Symm. 

ἐπίσημον ποίησον) ; but if from 98), oe to lift up and there- 

by render perceptible and visible from afar, the imperative 

must have been pronounced differently. What was intended, 

therefore, was undoubtedly N¥3, lift up; the reading 75) may 

be owing to a confusion with Ὁ and its root. In the whole 

of the Old Testament Scriptures there is no other such echo 

of the second and third sentences of the Aaronic blessing; 

more especially the poss 92 "Π NY has no other such parallel 

as here in this Psalm of David. In his mouth it is a peti- 

tion of assured faith; for notwithstanding the hopelessness 

of the outlook at present, he is even now already at peace in 

his God. The joy which, in the midst of the affliction caused 

1 In the three metrical books the Metheg that stands in the second 

syllable before the tone, in cases where this syllable is the first of a 

word that is marked with a great disjunctive without a preceding con- 

junctive and begins with Schebd, is placed alongside of this Scieba ; 

thus, not §%>y-MD3, but yoy}. Cf. i. 2, “NIA; Isix. 28; “TVA; 
lxxxi. 3, “SY exyi. 17, τῷ; exix. 175, "NA. As in AI, i 3, 

the intonation is to commence with the ὅ. Vid, on xci. 15. 
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by outward want, Jahve has put into his heart, is 8231 ΠΡΌ 

427 OYIN). The expression is as concise as possible. (1) 

Gaudiwm pre is equivalent to gaudium magnum pre = majus 

quam; (2) NYP, after the analogy of the comparatio decurtata | | 

(e.g. xviii. 34, my feet like the hinds, 7.e. like the feet of the 

hinds), is equivalent to NY NY); (3) the most natural way 

of expressing what is meant: OWN) ὩΣ 139 WN) NY, is 

avoided, in order that 13° may be placed with emphasis at 

the end of the clause, and consequently, though the meaning 

remains the same, the several members of the clause stand 

in a different relation to one another. It may therefore be 

rendered: “‘ more (greater) than in the time of their corn 

and their new wine, of which there is much,” so that 13), 

separated from its subjects, by itself alone represents the 

attributive clause (=127 WN); or even (what Wickes, com- 

paring Prov. viii. 25 a, prefers): “more than (for {9 is 

certainly meant comparatively, and not temporally) in the 

time of their corn and their new wine, theirs is great.” The 

more natural way of expressing this was 147 ΠΡ). the poet, 

however, preferred to place 129, as being the word with the 

principal accent, emphatically at the end. As regards the 

accentuation, it is to be noted that Tarcha Munach are trans- 

formed, according to Accentsystem, xviil. 2, out of Mercha 

Mugrasch, (Εὔυ νηὶ D237), The neuter plurals, corn and new 

wine, seeing that both these stores are brought specially into 

prominence, are united with the plural instead of the singular 

of the predicate. The suffixes do not refer, as in lxv. 10, to 

the inhabitants of the land in general, but to the followers 

of Absalom, the portion of the nation that had rebelled. 

When David came to Mahanaim, while the rebels were 

encamped in Gilead, the country round about was hostile to 

him, so that he had to reccive the means of subsistence as 

a kind of clandestine support (2 Sam. xvii. 26-29). It was 

probably about the time of the Feast of Tabernacles. The 

grain harvest and the vintage were over. <A rich harvest of 
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corn and new wine had been gathered in. In these rich 

stores, which were at their disposal, the rebel troops of 

Absalom had a reserve of the greatest importance. Davidand 

his host had the appearance of a band of beggars or free- 

booters. But the king who has been brought down from the 

sceptre to the beggar’s staff is nevertheless more satisfied 

than they, the rebels. What he has in his heart is a better 

treasure than what they have in their barns and cellars. 

Ver. 9. So he lays himself down to sleep serenely and 

peacefully. The hymn closes here with a strophe of three 

lines, just as it had commenced. The word with the prin- 

cipal accent is Diva, which Wickes found appropriately 

punctuated with Rebia in two codices. 17M) (lit. in its as- 

sociations, = collectively, Olsh., § 135 c, like iD, altogether) 

is by no means without emphasis; nor is it so in xix. 10, 

where it signifies “ all together, without exception.” When 

used along with synonymous verbs, it denotes the juxta- 

position of that which they mention, as in Isa. xlii. 14. So 

also in exli. 10, where it indicates that the overthrow of the 

enemies and the deliverance of him that is persecuted occur 

at one and the same time. So here: he will retire to rest 

and will even forthwith fall asleep (}0"S), in a continuous 

cohortative sense, =132"8)). His God makes him to dwell free 
of care though in seclusion. 3322 is a first and naa? a second 

adverbial qualification The former is not (after the analogy 

of Deut. xxxii. 12) equivalent to 7722, an adjunct which 
would stand here without any conceivable antithesis, and 

would therefore be meaningless. We must therefore under- 

stand it after the analogy of Num. xxiii. 9, Mic. vii. 14, 

Deut. xxxili. 28, and Jer. xlix. 351; and this the situation 

also demands. He requires no guards; for he is hedged 

round about by Jahve, and kept in peace by Him. The 

seclusion, 132, in which he finds himself, is security, 7}, 

because Jahve is with him. In how many ways and how 

sweetly is the nature of faith expressed in this and the pre- 
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ceding Psalm: he finds his righteousness, his excellency, 

his joy, his peace, his satisfaction in God! And how finely 

conceived is the rhythm! In the last line the evening 

hymn itself sinks to rest. The iambics with which it — 

concludes are like the last notes of a cradle-song, which die 

away softly and as if falling into slumber themselves. In 

his Convito Dante has justly observed, that the sweetness of 

the music and harmony of the Hebrew Psalter is lost in the 

Greek and Latin translations. 

PSALM V. 

MORNING PRAYER BEFORE GOING INTO THE HOUSE OF GOD. 

bo Give ear unto my words, O Jahve, 
Attend unto my meditation ! 

3 Listen to my loud ery, my King and my God, 
For unto Thee is my supplication addressed. 
Jahve, in the morning shalt Thou hear my cry, 
In the morning I order my sacrifice for Thee and look 

out. 

aS 

5 For Thou art not a God to whom wickedness is a delight, 
The evil man cannot sojourn with Thee. 
Boasters do not maintain their ground before Thine eyes, 
Thou hatest all the workers of iniquity. 
Thou destroyest them that speak lies, 
The man of blood-guiltiness and of deceit Jahve ab- 

horreth. 

8 Yet I, through Thy rich grace, may enter Thy house, 
May worship towards Thy holy royal seat in Thy fear. 

9 Jahve, lead me by Thy righteousness because of them 
that lie in wait for me. 

Make Thy way level before me— 
10 For in his mouth is nothing steadfast, their inward part 

is destruction, 
An open grave is their throat, with a tongue made smooth. 

“I Oo 

11 Let them pay the penalty, Elohim; let them fall away 
from their counsels ; 

In the multitude of their transgressions thrust them 
out, that bid Thee defiance ; 
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12 So that all that trust in Thee may be glad, may ever 
shout for joy; 

And protect them, so that they may triumph in Thee, 
that love Thy name. 

13 For Thou, even Thou, dost bless the righteous man— 
Jahve! with favour, as with a shield, surroundest Thou 

him. 

The evening prayer is now followed by a second morning 

prayer, which like the former draws to its close with NHS" 

(iv. 9, v.18). The situation is different from that in Ps. 111. 

There David isafugitive ; here he isin Jerusalem and thinks 

of visiting the temple in order to take part in its worship. 

If this Psalm also belongs to the time of Absalom’s rebellion, 

it must have been composed while the fire, which broke out 

later, was already glowing in secret. 

The monn “ON of the title is by no means a motto indica- 

ting the purport of the Psalm (the view of Jerome, following 

LXX., Aq., Symm.; Luther, following Jer., translates it: for 

the inheritance). If such were the case, it would stand after 

12. Whatever goes along with ni? has always a 

musical signification. If, after the analogy of the Talmudic 

Syn, mon denotes swarms, and indeed swarms of bees 

(Jai): then M1>N37 must be the beginning of a popular song, 

to the melody of which the Psalm was adapted ; Haja Gaon, 

however, understands a melody that resembles the hamming 

of bees; Reggio, a song that sings of bees. Dyserinck, in his 

Dutch Psalter (Haarlem, 1871), renders it: met fluiten ; and 

it is better to take ΤΊ with him as being equivalent to 

mien (from bon : shes to pierce), and therefore a special name 

for the flutes (0%), perhaps for the double flute, 7.e. two 

flutes with a common mouthpiece. The use of the flute in 

divine worship is attested by Isa. xxx. 29 (cf. 1 Sam. x. 5; 

1 Kings i. 40).} The prep. ON was more suitable than 72, 

1 Regarding the use of the flute in the second Temple, vid. Introdue- 

tion, p. 42. 
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because the singer cannot at the same time play the flute, 

but can only sing to the accompaniment of the flute-playing 

of another (Redslob). 

The Psalm consists of four strophes of six lines each. 

Here and there the lines of the strophes approximate to the 

scheme of the cesura. They consist of a rising and an abrupt 

falling of the rhythm. Our language, which requires far 

more words in order to express the thought, is not well’ 

adapted to this cesural scheme. 

Vers. 2-4. Introit: a petition that he may be heard. The 

thoughts are simple, but the language is select. OVS is the 

plur, of V8 (118), a word that is peculiar to the poetico- 

prophetical style. The denominative j‘I8} (like audire, from 

aus, οὖς) is also more at home in poetry than in prose. 4°30 

(like 38) or 227 (like Vi) occurs only in two Psalms 

3179; here and in xxxix. 4. Derived from 327 (whence the 

Syriac hagogutho, imagination, fancy) = 139i] (vid. 1. 2), it sig- 

nifies that which is spoken meditatively; here, praying in 

deep devotion. Thus beginning, the prayer gradually grows 

in intensity so as to become a vox clamoris. YY from YY, to 

be distinguished from ‘Yi (inf. Pi.) in xxviii. 2, xxxi. 23, is 

the same word as the Aram. ΠῚ and the Ethiop. Y13, sawéa’ 

(to ery, to call), if it does not rather go along with Y2 and is 

related to it as cslese), opem implorare, to w>\, opitulari. 

On IPA, said of intent listening, vid. x. 17. The invoca- 

tion, ‘728) ‘DDD, is so much the more significant, if the sup- 

pliant is a king. David and the theocratic king in general 

only represent the invisible One, whom he along with the 

whole of Israel worships as his King. Prayer to Him is his 

first daily task. In the morning, ἽΡ3 (as in ly. 18, ef. By 

in the morning, this morning, instead of 1232, Ixxxviii. 14), 

Thou shalt hear my cry, 7.6. my cry that is addressed to Thee 

early in the morning. In the mention of the morning Hup- 

feld finds only a “ poetical element,” and thereby obliterates 
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not only the prima luce, but also the beautiful and natural 

reference to the daily morning sacrifice. The verb JW is the 

word commonly used for piling up and putting in order the 

sacrificial wood (Lev. i. 7) and the pieces of the sacrifices 

(Lev. i. 8, 12, vi. 5), for setting up the sacred lamp (Ex. 

xxvii. 21; Lev. xxiv. 3f.), and for setting the shew-bread in 

order (Ex. xl. 23; Lev. xxiv. 8). The putting in order of 

the wood for the morning sacrificial lamb was one of the first 

priestly functions, as soon as day began to dawn (Lev. vi. 5, 

cf. Num. xxviii. 4); the lamb was slain before sunrise, and, as 

soon as the sun had risen above the horizon, was brought by 

pieces and laid upon the altar. Morning prayer is compared to 

this morning sacrifice. It also is in its way a sacrifice. The 

object, which David has in his mind when he uses UY, is 

‘NPBA, Just as, early in the morning, the priests lay the wood 

and the pieces of the sacrifice of the Tamid upon the altar, so 

he brings his prayer before God as a spiritual sacrifice, and 

looks out for an answer (23, speculari, as in Hab. ii. 1, cf. on 

x. 8), in much the same way as the priest would look out for 

fire from heaven toconsume the sacrifice, or for the smoke, to 

see that it rose straight up towards heaven. 

Vers. 5-7. The grounding of his petition upon God’s 

holiness. In order to obviate the danger of reading bs xd 

together (a not-God, after the analogy of Deut. xxxii. 21), 

YEM-ON is bound together by means of Makkef (vid. Wickes, 
Accentuation, Ὁ. 85, note 8). The verbal adj. 72) (starting 

from the primary meaning, to adhere immoveably, a mean- 

ing that is still preserved in , 28 fut.1) is in the sing. always 

joined with the accusative (xxxiv. 13, xxxv.27). Νὴ 15 meant 

personally, for although 14 may have a material object, it 

cannot have a material subject. Instead of Ἴ39 13}, itis said 

more briefly (Ges., § 121, 4) 13 The verb 4 (to turn in, 

to take up one’s abode with or beside any one) has frequently 

(like 2%, Ixxx. 2; Zech. ii. 11) an accusative object (e.g. 
“ἘΠ 

Judg. v. 17), even in cases where that object is personal, as 
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here and exx. 5; cf. Isa. xxxiii. 14, according to which passage 

the light-of the divine holiness is for sinners a consuming 

fire, which they cannot endure. There now follow special- 

ising designations of the wicked. The 0°2\7, part. Kal= 
haltlim, or even Poal=hél*lim (= pbim),} are the fools, and 

more especially the foolish boasters. The primary meaning 

of the verb is not that of being hollow, but that of sounding, 

then of loud, obstreperous, irrational behaviour. Of such it 

is said that they cannot maintain their ground, when they 

become manifest to the sight of God (7329, as in ci. 7, mani- 

fest before any one, from 733, to step forward, to be visible 

from afar, to be distinctly visible). The }}8 23 are such as 
practice (οἱ ἐργαζόμενοι, Matt. vii. 23) vileness. JS, breath 

(ἄνεμος), is partly trouble, causing one to pant, partly wick- 

edness, in which there is not even a trace of nobler, true 

ethical contents. These Jahve hates; for if He did not hate 

evil (xi. 5), His love would not be holy. In 313 1725, 727 is 
the usual copulative form in the plural, instead of ΞΡ, 

Similarly in lviii. 4. In other respects also the form of ex- 

pression is Davidic: 72}2) D7 US (as in lv. 24), and 738 

(as in ix. 6, cf. xxi. 11). 320 (in Amos vi. 8, 33) seems 

to be a secondary formation from 1Y, like 484, to desire, 

covet, from 128; it is therefore from the same root as the 

Aram. 332, to despise, contemn, revile, and the Arab. ‘aib, a 

blemish (cf. on Lam.ii.1). The circumstance that, as Heng- 

stenberg observes, wickedness and wicked men are described 

in a sevenfold way, is probably merely accidental. 

Vers. 8-10. The Psalm being a morning hymn, the impf. 

1 As to the rule, in accordance with which, here as well as in γὴν), υ. 

9, and the like, the simple Schebda mobile passes over into Chatef pathach 

with a preceding Gaja, vid. Luth. Zeitschr., 1863, p. 411. In such cases 

as well as in others, the Babylonian Ben-Naftali (about 940) prefers sim- 

ple Schvld, while the Tiberian Ben-Ascher, whom the 7catus receptus 

follows with comparatively few exceptions, prefers the Chatef. Vid. 

Psalter, ii. 460-467. 
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in v.8 declare what he, on the contrary, may and will do 

(Ixvi. 13). Through the greatness and fulness of divine 

grace (Ixix. 14), he has access (εἴσοδον, for 812 means “to 

enter’) to the sanctuary, and this he will visit even to-day. 

What is meant is the tent upon Zion, within which was the 

ark of the covenant. It must be presupposed that there was ᾿ 

daily liturgical service there, for the ark of the covenant is 

the sign and pledge of Jahve’s presence; and this assumption 

is also confirmed by 1 Chron. xvi. 37 f. It is even to be taken 

for granted that daily sacrifices were offered before this 

tent. For it must not be inferred from 1 Chron. xvi. 39 f. 

that it was only upon the high place at Gibeon and before the 

Mosaic tabernacle there that sacrifice was regularly offered. 

Τὸ is true, sacrifice was offered at Gibeon, where the old tent 

and the old altars, at least the altar of burnt-offering, still 

were; and even after the ark of the covenant was removed 

to Zion, David (1 Chron. xxi. 29...) as well as Solomon 

(1 Kings iii. 4; 2 Chron. i. 2-6) offered sacrifices at Gibeon. 

Bat where the ark of the covenant was, sacrifice might surely 

be offered with still greater right than at Gibeon; and seeing 

that David, upon its arrival in Jerusalem (2 Sam. vi. 17 f.), 

as well as Solomon, upon his accession to the throne (1 Kings 

ni. 15), brought sacrifices before it by means of the priests 

appointed there, it is probable, and, admitting the testimony 

of the Davidic Psalms, even indubitable, that there was a 

daily service, combined with sacrifice, before the ark of the 

covenant on Zion. But is it really the aS on Zion that is 

meant here in v. 8 by the house of God? It is maintained, 

that the tent which was pitched by David for the sacred ark 

is never called ‘7 1° or 23° or Π $209 or MPD or UIP. But 
why should it not have borne all these names? The house 

of God in Shiloh, which is called N°2 and ‘7 927 (1 Sam. i. 9, 

1 So especially Stihelin, Zur Kritik der Psalmen, in Ὁ. 1. Z., vol. vi. 
(1852), p. 108, and Zur Einleitung in die Psalmen, an academical pro- 
gramme, 1859, 4to. 
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iii. 3), was no doubt a temple rather than a tent! (although 

even in 1 Sam. ii. 22 it is also called ἽΝ) 29%), and in such 
passages as Ex. xxiii. 19, xxxiv. 26 the future temple floats 

before the mind of the lawgiver; but in Josh. vi. 24, 2 Sam. 

xii. 20, the sanctuary is called ‘7 M3, without being repre- 

sented as a temple. And why should not the tabernacle, 

which David erected for the ark when it was transferred to 

Zion (2 Sam. vi. 17), be called 73? It is only when 278 
and N32 are contrasted with one another that the latter 

comes to mean a dwelling that is constructed of somewhat 

solid material; but by itself bet (bét) is in Semitic the generic 

term for a habitation of every kind, whether it be formed of 

wool, felt, and haircloth, or earth, wood, and stone; it there- 

fore signifies tent just as well as house (in the narrower 

sense), whether the latter be a hovel built of mud and wood 

or a palace.? Τῇ a dwelling-house is frequently called 2, SO 

much the more naturally may the tent in which one dwells 

be called his 12; and as a matter of fact, the abode of the 

patriarchs, although it was not commonly a solid house 

(Gen. xxxiii. 17), is called N!2 (Gen. xxvii. 15). Even 5} 

(according to Oppert’s discovery the Accadian é-gal, = domus 

magna, although as a Semitic word it reminds one of the 

root 22, capacem esse), while signifying a palace, does not 

1 Vid. C. H. Graf, Commentatio de templo Silonensi ad illustrandum 

locum Jud. xviil. 30,31. 1855, 4to. 

2 The Turkish Kdmiis says: “σὰ is house (Turk. ew) in the sense 

of chdne (Pers. the same), whether it is made of hair, and is therefore 

a tent, or is built of stone and bricks.’”’ And further on: “ori- 

ginally beit signifies the place which is specially set apart, in order 
-- 

that men may withdraw to it at night [from coll, he has passed the 
an 

night, if not perhaps from N\A, Arab. α᾽, which stands alongside of it 

in our passage; vid. Job, p. 461-63] ; later, however, the meaning was 

extended, and the special reference to the night time has dropped off.” 

Even in the present day the Bedouin calls his tent, not ahl, but always 

bét, and indeed bét schu'r (Wy n°3), the later expression for the older 

bét wabar (hair-house). 
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necessarily mean one that is built of stone, for heaven is 

also called Jahve’s 20 (e.g. xvill. 7) ; nor does it necessarily 

signify one that is colossal in size, for even the Holy of holies 

of the Salomonic temple, and it especially, is called 227, 

and once (1 Kings vi. 3) ΓΞ Π 5. We have, moreover, no 

knowledge as to the size and general structure of the Davidic 

tabernacle ; it was certainly splendid, and was a substitute, 

not so much for the tabernacle which, according to the 

testimony of the Chronicler, remained in Gibeon, as for the 

temple that had still to be built. But let it have been ever 

so mean, still Jahve was enthroned there; it was therefore 

the 22°7 of a great King, just as the unwalled spot in the 

open field, where God revealed Himself along with His 

angels to the homeless Jacob, was DPN ΓΞ (Gen. xxviii. 

17). Into this tent-house of his God, viz. into its forecourt, 

David will enter (“32 with accus. as in Ixvi. 13) this morn- 

ing; there he will worship, prostrating himself, προσκυνεῖν 

(NYT, reflexive of the Pilel 7)TY, Ges., § 75, remark 18) 
towards (8, as in xxviii. 2; 1 Kings viii. 29, 35; ef. ? in 
xcix. 5, 9) Jahve’s wap 27, i.e. the V7, the Holy of holies 

(xxviii. 2), and indeed “in Thy fear,” 1.6. in reverence before 

Thee (gen. objectivus). The journey to the temple, which 

David purposes, leads him to think of his journey through 

life, and this determines the form that is given to the special 

δέησις, which begins here; as in xxvii. 1], Ixxxvi. 11, etc., 

he prays for God’s gracious guidance. The direction of God, 

by which he desires to be guided, he calls 713. This term 

signifies in general the determination of one’s conduct in con- 

formity with an ethical rule. The rule, in accordance with 

His observance of which God is pre-eminently called ΡΣ, is 

the plan of salvation, which opens up to the sinner the way 

of grace. When God forgives such as walk in this way, and 

stands by them to bless and to protect them, He shows Him- 

self not less ΡΣ than when, in the jealous anger of His re- 

jected love, He destroys those that despise Him. David prays” 
M 
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that he may be led by this righteousness, which is in accord- 

ance with the counsel and order of grace, "T¥ wD? in order 

that the malicious desire of those that lie in wait for him 

may not be fulfilled, but put to shame, and that the glory 

of God may not be sullied by him. TW” is equivalent to 
"WWD (Ag. ἐφοδεύων, Jer. insidiater), from the Pilel WY, 
to fix one’s eyes sharply upon, used especially of observing 

in a hostile spirit (from the Kal 11%, le: fut. ὁ, tre, and more 

especially spectatum tre, whence pk spectaculum). David 

beseeches further that God would make His way, 1.6. the 

way in which man has to walk according to the will of God, 

plain and straight before him, the suppliant, so that he may 

walk therein without erring and without being hindered. 

The adj. % signifies the straightness of the line as well as 

the evenness of the surface. In Prov. iv. 25 the inpf. of the 

Hiph. YY" is VY, and accordingly the Keri here substi- 
tutes for the imper. WIN the corresponding form WY, just 

as in Isa. xlv. 2 it removes the Hiphil form Wis (cf. Gen. viii. 
17, NY, Keri $Y). The 9 of v. 10 is connected with 12? 
1’: because of those that lie in wait for me; for their 

character is as follows. ἰδὲ is separated from 7})3) by 471"53 

(Ξ 53, Ixii. 5), which was so much the more easily possible 

as the usage of the language has almost entirely forgotten 

that ]'$ is the construct of }!8 (Ges., § 152,1). In his mouth 

there is nothing that could stand firm, hold its ground, 

remain consistent with itself (cf. Job xli. 7f.). The singular 

suffix of 11°)1 is meant distributively: im ore wniuscujusque 

eorum. Accordingly the sing. passes over at once into the 

plur.: M032; their inward part, i.e. that towards which 

it is directed and wherein it issues (vid. xlix. 12), is NN, 

destruction, from 33, which (being derived from 1) =<59*, 
to gape, to yawn, χαίνειν, hiare) signifies, first, the yawning 

abyss, the gaping vacuum, and then, seeing that the verbal 

significations: lbere ferri (especially from. above down-. 
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wards) and more particularly animo ad or in aliquid ferri 
are developed from the primary notion of empty space, 
comes to have the pathological meaning of appetite, lust, 
passion, as well as the intellectual sense of thinking in a 
loose way, and forming opinions in accordance with one’s 
own capricious pleasure! In Hebrew the predominant 
meaning of the word is destruction (lvii. 2), which is a meta- 
phor for the abyss, barathrum (so far, but only so far, Schul- 
tens on Prov. x.3 is right); starting from this meaning, it 
denotes that which is corruptible physically (Job vi. 30) as 
well as that which is corruptible from the ethical point of 
view (so here and frequently); in the signification, lust, 
desire, in which sense 733 looks as if it differed from MN 
merely in sound, it occurs only in lii. 9, Prov. x. 3, Mice. vii. 3. 
Accordingly the meaning is: the contents of their inward 
part are destructive and corruptible materials of every kind, 
and their throat, conceived of as an organ of speech (as in 
exv. 7, cxlix. 6; cf. Ixix. 4), is a grave,—a figure possibly 
connected with the primary meaning of 117,—which gapes 
like a maw, which opens in order to seize and swallow. To 
this there is added, as a circumstantial clause, “ their tongue 
they make smooth” (for the structure, cf. iv. 3, Lxii. 5, Isa. i. 
5, in which the verb stands first, here, the object, because the 
tongue is contrasted with the palate as being a more external 
organ of speech). Their throat is already thus formed and 
adjusted; whereas they make smooth their tongue (cf. Prov. 
ii. 16), in order to conceal their real design under flattering 
words. Hence pron comes directly to signify “to flatter” 
(xxxvi. 3; Prov. xxix. 5). The two last lines of the strophe 
are formed after the scheme of the cxsura. This is also 

continued in the concluding strophe. 

Vers. 11-13. The verb DY or DYN unites in itself the 
three closely connected meanings, to be guilty (Lev. v. 19), 

1 Vid. Fleischer on Job xxxvii. 6; cf. Ethé, Schlafgemach der Phanta- 

sie (1868), ii. p. 6f. 
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to be conscious of guilt (Lev. v. 4f.), and to expiate guilt 

(Ps. xxxiv. 22 f.), just as the verbal adj. OYUN also signifies 

both liable to punishment and expiating, and the substan- 

tive DY both the guilt to be expiated and the expiation. 

Accordingly the Hiph. ὉΠ signifies to cause any one to 

render the expiation appropriate to his guilt, to make him 

pay the penalty. Here, in the midst of the Jehovistic Psalm, 

God is exceptionally called DPN ; probably not without 

design He is directly called God the Judge. The {) of 

DPN (with Gaja by the ἢ and a transition of the counter- 
tone Metheg into Galgal as in Hos. xi. 6 into Meajla) is in 

Hos. xi. 6 undoubtedly that of the cause ; here, however, it 

is to be explained with Olsh. and Hitz., after the analogy 

of Sir. xiv. 2, Judith xi. 6 (cf. Hos. x. 6): may they fall 

away from their counsels, ¢.e., break down in the carrying of 

them out. Here, therefore, j is used in the sense of “down 

from, away from,” a sense which the parallel 20°70, thrust 

them forth (cf. 197 from 107, xxxvi. 13), also presupposes. 

The 2 of 23 is to be understood in accordance with John 

vill. 21, 24, “ye shall die ἐν rats ἁμαρτίαις ὑμῶν. The mul- 

titude of their transgressions is to remain unforgiven, and in 

this condition God is to push them down into Hades. This 

terrible petition is grounded by 3 Ὁ 3. For a rhythmical 

reason (cf. 6.0. xxxvii. 40, Ixiv. 11, Ixxii. 17) the tone of 

11) is drawn back to the penult. ΠῚ, from the root 9, sig- 

nifies literally to make and hold one’s self stiff against any 

one ; cf. Le, las, to bear up against one another, to stiffen 

against one another, in wrestling, ego Ss U5, to struggle 

against anything by means of an outward or inward con- 

tradiction. Their contumacy is not contumacy against a 

man, but against God Himself; their sin is therefore Satanic 

and consequently unpardonable. Such petitions always pro- 

ceed upon the presupposition expressed in vil. 13, the pre- 

supposition, viz. that those against whom they are directed 

reject God’s grace. Accordingly their removal is prayed: 
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for. Their removal makes the ecclesia pressa free and there- 

fore joyous. The prospect of the success of these petitions 

gives rise to the prayer in v. 12. The impf. are not an 

expression of desire, but of sequence. The verse, however, 

is wrongly divided. The accentual rise of the first half of 

the verse closes with 13 (pausal form with Pazer), 1137 poi 

is its fall; then the rise begins anew in the second half and 

extends to 13, which should likewise be vocalised 73, and 

72Y °ANN is its fall, In this train of thought it is difficult 
to assign a suitable meaning to 10°2Y JOM) (from 4D, Hiph. 
of 2D, xci. 4). Hupf. and Hitz. render it: “ they ever shout 

for joy whom Thon defendest”; but in order to bring out 

this meaning we must not only punctuate 1337’, but also 

obliterate 1, and moreover there is nothing to indicate that 

12) JON is a virtual subject. On the other hand, it does 

not fit in well with the other wmpff. of sequence. It must, 

therefore, like 128), be optative: “and do Thou defend them, 
so shall they that love Thy name be joyful in Thee.” This 

joy of those that love the name of Jahve (Ixix. 37, cxix. 132), 

2.e. who love God as made known in the history of redemp- 

tion, is then grounded by ΠΝ 9 upon the fact of universal 

experience, which is the sum of all the testimonies He has 

borne to Himself in history. ἸῸΝ stands solemnly for ony, 

just as 1900 stands indignantly for 09°73. In order to 

render the rhythm lighter, the form yey? (Ges., § 63, 3) is 

chosen instead of ἜΝ (xxv. 2, Ixvilil. 4). The impf. are 

meant in a continuative sense; 13124, cinges ewm, is not, as 

in 1 Sam. xvii. 25, an abbreviated Hiph., but, as in 1 Sam. 

xxill. 26, Kal, here, like the Piel in viii. 6, with a double 

accusative. The 3¥ (from }2¥,= we med. Waw, Ethiop. 

in the intensive form sawwana, to hedge round, to guard) is 

ashield of the largest size, larger than 135 (1 Kings x. 16 f.; 

cf. 1 Sam. xvii. 7, where Goliath causes his 13¥ to be borne 

before him by a shield-bearer). 3¥3, “like to a shield,” is 

equivalent to “as with a shield,” (Ges., ὃ 118, remark 3). The 
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divine name, 117’, is rightly drawn by the accentuation to 

the second member of the verse, in order to make it balance 

with the first, which, for the same reason, does not begin 

as elsewhere with 717" ANN"3 (iv. 9, xii. 8) 1%), delight, 
satisfaction, goodwill, is a synonym for the divine blessing 

also in Deut. xxxiii. 23. 

PSALM VI. 

A CRY FOR GRACE UNDER JUDGMENT. 

2 Jahve, do not in Thine anger punish me, 
Neither in Thy wrath chastise me! 

3 Be gracious unto me, for I am withered away ; 
Heal me, Jahve, for my bones are affrighted, 

4 And my soul is affrighted exceedingly,— 
And Thou, O Jahve, how long ἢ 

5 Return, Jahve, deliver my soul, 
Save me, for Thy mercy’s sake. 

6 For in Death there is no mention of Thee, 
In Shedl who could give Thee thanks ἢ 

7 I am exhausted with my groaning, 
Every night make I my bed to swim— 
Witb my tears I melt away my couch. 

8 Mine eye is wasted away because of grief, 
It has grown old by reason of all mine adversaries. 

9 Away from me, all ye that work iniquity ! 
For Jahve hath heard my loud weeping. 

10 Jahve hath heard my supplication : 
Jahve will receive my prayer. 

11 Ashamed and sore affrighted shall be all mine enemies, 
They turn back full of shame suddenly. 

The morning prayer, Ps. v., is followed by a “ Psalm of 

David,” which, though not composed on a morning, never- 

theless looks back upon sleepless, tearful nights. It con- 

sists of three strophes. In the middle one, which is about a 

third longer than the others, the poet, by means of a more 

tranquil pouring out of his heart, forces his way from the 
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ery of anguish in the first strophe to the believing confidence 

of the last. The hostility of men appears to him as a punish- 

ment inflicted by the wrath of God and, therefore (though 

in our Psalm this thought is not expressed so forcibly as in 

Ps. xxxvill., its counterpart), as the consequence of his sin, 

and the distress caused by this persecution, which to his 

mind has God’s wrath as its background and sin as its sting, 

makes him miserable and sick even unto death Seeing that 

the Psalm contains no confession of sin, one might think 

that the Church has erred in making it the first of the seven 

Psalmi penitentiales (vi. Xxxii., XxXviii., li., cil., cxxx., exliii.), 

a number probably selected with reference to the seven 

days of the week. In his Introductio in Psalterium, A. H. 

Francke says it is rather Psalmus precatorius hominis gravis- 

sime tentati a peenitente probe distinguendi. This, however, 

is a mistake. One who is tempted and a penitent are dis- 

tinguished by this, that the feeling of wrath which burdens 

the heart of the former is baseless, while that of the latter 

is well grounded. Job was such a tempted one. Our psalm- 

ist, however, is a penitent, who wrestles in prayer, that the 

punitive chastisement of God, the righteous One, may in 

his case be changed into the loving chastisement of God, the 

gracious One. 

We detect here the language of penitently believing prayer 

that was coined by David; cf. v. 2 with xxxviii. 2; v. 3 with 

xli. 5; v. 5 with cix. 26; v. 6 with xxx. 10; υ. 7 with Ixix. 

4; v. 8 with xxxi. 10; v. 11 with xxxv. 4, 26. The language 

of the Psalm of Heman is markedly different; cf. v. 6 with 

Ixxxviii. 11-13; v. 8 with Ixxxviii. 10. And the resem- 

blances in Jeremiah (cf. v. 2 and xxxviii. 2 with Jer. x. 24; 

vv. 3 and 5 with Jer. xvii. 14; v. 7 with Jer. xlv. 3) are 

echoes, which prove to us the greater antiquity of the Psalm, 

and not that it was composed by the prophet (Hitz). Jere- 

miah’s almost anthological relation to the earlier literature 

makes it exceedingly probable that in the case before us also 
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he is the reproducer; and we are confirmed in this opinion 

by the circumstance, that in x. 25 (after the resemblance to 

our Psalm to which we have just referred) he continues in 

words taken from Ps. lxxix. 6 f. And when Hitzig maintains 

that David could no more have written this exceedingly 

faint-hearted Psalm than Isaiah the words of Isa. xxi. 3, 4, 

we, on the other hand, point to Isa. xxii. 4, and to the many 

testimonies to the fact that David wept (2 Sam. i. 12, 111. 

32, xii. 21, xv. 30, xix. 1). 

The musical marginal note runs: For the Musician with 

an accompaniment of stringed instruments, upon the octave. 

The LXX. translates: ὑπὲρ τῆς ὀγδόης, which the Fathers 

think refers to the octave of the blessedness of eternity; 7 

ὀγδόη ἐκείνη, as Gregory of Nyssa says, ἥτίς ἐστιν 6 ἐφεξῆς αἰών 

(cf. Bar-Hebreus; Ὁ. M. Z., xxix. 288 f., 294 f.). But there 

can be no doubt that Γ᾽) Ὁ ΠΡ has a musical signification. 

It is also found in Ps. xii. and in 1 Chron. xv. 21. From the 

latter passage it is at least clear that it is not the name of 

an instrument. A stringed instrument with eight strings 

could not very well be called an octave instead of an octa- 

chord. It is stated there that they played with psalteries, 

niby-by and with citherns, ΠΡΟΣ, ΤΕ nn?Y, maidens, ie. 
maiden’s voices, denotes the soprano, then it would seem that 

mypoya denotes the bass, and that ΓΟΙῸΝ is equivalent to 

all’ ottava bassa. It is in keeping with this explanation, that 

Ps. xlvi., which has the marginal note niady-by, is a jubilant 

hymn, whereas Ps. yi. is plaintive and Ps. xii. not less gloomy 

and sad. The two latter were to be played in the lower 

octave, the former in the higher. 

Vers. 2-4. There is a chastisement, which proceeds from 

God’s love to man as enjoying His favour, and which has 

in view his moral cleansing or preservation; and there is a 

chastisement, which proceeds from God’s wrath against man 

as stiff-neckedly resisting His grace or fallen away from it, 

and which renders satisfaction to the divine righteousness. 
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Pss. xciv. 12, exviii. 17, and Prov. iii. 11 f. speak of the for- 

mer, the chastisement in love. The man who should decline 

it would act contrary to his own weal. Accordingly David, 

like Jeremiah (x. 24), prays, not for the averting of the 

chastisement, but of the chastisement in wrath, or, what is 

the same thing, of the wrathful judgment. 282 and 71202 
stand emphatically between διὰ and the respective verbs. 

Hengstenberg indeed finds a different antithesis here. ‘The 

antithesis,” he says, “18 not that of chastisement in love and 

chastisement in wrath; it is the antithesis of loving deliver- 

ance and chastisement, which latter always proceeds from 

the principle of wrath.” If this means that, whenever God 

chastises a man, His wrath is the true and real reason for 

doing so, this is an error, for the refutation of which one 

whole book of the Bible, viz. the Book of Job, was written; 

for in it Job’s friends are of opinion that God is angry with 

him, while we know from the prologue that, so far from being 

angry, He rather glories in him. Here in our Psalm, assum- 

ing David to be its author and his adultery its occasion, the 

case is certainly different. The chastisement, under which 

David is languishing, has God’s wrath as its reason: it is 

punitive chastisement and remains such, so long as David 

remains fallen away from grace. When, however, he once 

more in sincere penitence wrestles through to grace, the 

punitive chastisement becomes the chastisement of love: 

the relation in which God stands to him becomes essentially 

different; the evil, which is the consequence of his sin, and, 

as such, certainly originates in the principle of wrath, becomes 

a means whereby love educates and purifies him. It is this 

that he here beseeches for himself, as Dante! paraphrases it: 

Signor, non mi riprender con furore, 

E non voler correggermi con ira, 

Ma con dolcezza ὁ con perfetto amore. 

1 Provided he is the author of i sétte Salmi Penitenziali trasportati alla 

volgar poesia. Vid. Dante Alighieri’s Lyrische Gedichte, translated and 
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In *230 David prays that God would show him favour, mild- 

ness and lenity instead of strict penal justice; for anguish 

of soul has already brought him into a condition of utter 

languishment even as regards his bodily life: he is altogether 

languid and weary. DIN has Pathach, and seems therefore 

to be 3rd pr. Pul. (as in Joel 1.10, Nah.i. 4); but this is syn- 

tactically impossible. It is an adj. like }8¥, 1222 with the 3i- 3 

passive vocalization. The formation bios (from box, Si, 

with the primary meaning, to stretch far, far out) is analogous 

to forms ix. and xi. of the Arabic verb, which serve specially 

to describe colours and defects. The two words ‘38 D228 

have together the double accent Mercha-Mahpach, and ac- 

cording to the exact way of writing the Mahpach (the sign © 

resembling Mahpach or rather Jethib) has to stand between 

the two words, inasmuch as it at the same time takes the 

place of Makkef. The principal tone of the united couple of 

words lies, therefore, upon the dni; and accordingly the adj. 

boy is here pronounced more shortly D20N (ef, DID IS, B25, 

D>}, and the like), a shortening which proves that box is 

not treated as part. Pul. (=0?0ND ; cf. Konig, Lehrgeb., p. 

247 f.), for the characteristic ἃ of the latter is unchangeable. 

_In Ezek. ix. 8 also, the strangely written and punctuated 

INYNI1 is by no means a participle. His prayer for healing is 

based upon the fact that his bones (Job. iv. 14; Isa. xxxviii. 

13) are affrighted. Ὁ ΠΩΣ (starting from the primary meaning 

“to set loose, let go”; cog. 7123) denotes as well the condition 

of outward overthrow as of inward consternation, and there- 

fore the effect that is produced by terror, which puts one into 

a state of mental confusion, and by excitement, which renders 

one unstable and weak. His soul is still more shaken than 

annotated by Kannegiesser and Witte (1812) i. 203 7, ii. 208 5. Three 
Protestant workmen in a@ coalpit at Borinage sang this sixth Psalm 

(Svigneur, qui vois ma peine) while looking forward to death by suffo- 

cation; ever since it has been ealled le Psaume des brulés; vid. the 

Belgian magazine, L’ Union Protestante, 1867, No. 4. 
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his body. His affliction is therefore not merely bodily sick- 

ness, in which only a coward becomes faint-hearted. God’s 

love has hidden itself from him. God’s wrath appears to be 

about to destroy him altogether. It is an affliction beyond 

all afflictions. Accordingly he enquires: and Thou, Jahve, 

how long? Instead of NS, NS is written; this the Κορ bids 

us read NAN; while in three places (Num. xi. 15; Deut. v.24; 

Ezek. xxviii. 14) AX is admitted as masc. ‘DD (like ὧν, ὯΝ, 

the primary forms of τ, 10), from ΠῚ (cog. 1, whence 

Th), signifies literally extension, continuance, length of 

time. 

Vers. 5-8. God has averted Himself from him; hence 

the petition 732%, viz. Ὅν, The tone of naw lies upon 

the ultimate, because the reading ‘27% 12” is presupposed 

(vid. on 111. 8). Oh that God would turn towards him once 

more; oh that He would deliver (yon from yon, which is 

transitive in Heb. and Aram., to set free, expedire, exuere, 

Arab. gale to be whole and pure; strictly, to be loose, free) 

his soul, in which his affliction is rooted, from this affliction, 

and cause him to experience redemption on the ground of 

His grace towards sinners. He bases this cry for help 

upon his longing to be able still longer to praise God, a 

blessed occupation, the possibility of which would be denied 

him were he dead. 5!, like 15!) frequently, is used here 

of a remembering that honours and praises its object. 7717 

(from 7}) has along with it the dat. honoris. In 6b, Dany, 

dons (Apoc. xx. 13), is used instead of ΠΡ. This is the 

name given to the subterranean land of the dead,! whose 

gate is the grave, the yawning abyss, into which everything 

that is mortal descends (from byw — dow. Jk, to be limp, 

slack, to hang down, to sink down: the depression, that 

which is sunken in, the deep). All the psalmists know only 

1 In Assyr. vocabularies the word is δώ-αἱ with ki as the determinative 

ofthe land. Cf. Friedr. Delitzsch, Paradies, p. 121. 
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of one single gathering-place of the dead in the depths of the 

earth, where they indeed live, but their life is only a quase 

life, because they are cut off from the light of this world 

and, what is the most lamentable, from the light of the 

presence of God. Accordingly the Christian can join in 

the prayer of v. 6 of this Psalm and of similar passages 

(xxx. 10, Ixxxvifi. 11-13, exv. 17, Isa. xxxviii. 18 f.) only 

so far as the notion of Hades is changed in his mind into 

that of Gehenna.! In hell there is really no thankful re- 

membrance, no praise of God.? David’s fear of death as of 

something in itself unhappy is also, in its ultimate ground, 

nothing else but the fear of an unhappy death. In such 

pains of hell he is exhausted by his groaning (3, as in 

lxix. 4), and bedews his couch (¥'2Y, bed, from YY = UB? 

the canopy of the bed) every night with a flood of tears. 

As the Hiph. 197, from 10, to swim, signifies “to float,” 
so the Hiph. 1D, from OD!) (cogn. DD), to melt, signifies 

“to dissolve, cause to melt.”? ΠΡΟ, in Arab. a nom. unit., 

a tear, is in Hebrew a flood of tears. In v. 8 *2'Y signifies, 

not my “appearance” (Num. xi. 7), but, as is evident from 

ΧΧΧΙ. 10, lxxxvii. 10, Job xvii. 7, my eye, the eye reflecting 

the general condition of a man’s health. The verb Vv’) 

seems to be a denominative from YY: to become moth-eaten;4 

1 An adumbration of this relation of Christianity to the religion of 

the Old Testament is found in the relation of Islam to that of the Arab 

wandering tribes. The latter calls itself the “religion of Abraham” (Din 

Ibrahim), and knows of no life after death, whereas Islam has adopted 

from later Judaism and from Christianity the hope of a resurrection and 

of heavenly blessedness. 

3 Luther translates: Who will thank thee in hell? On this subject 

see the article of Kamphausen on the use of the word “ Hille” in the 

German translation of the Bible, especially in the New Test. and in the 

Psalms, Theolog. Literaturbiatt, 1872, Nos. 6, 7. 

8 In Arab. also there is a verb (awanting in our lexicons) oo 
σο.» 

liquescere ; iv. liquefacere; vii. liquefieri (part. owes liquefactus). 

* So Reuchlin in his grammatical analysis of the seven penitential 
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we can with greater confidence assign to the verb POY the 
signification senescere. The closing words ἦν 23 (cf. Num, 
x. 9 THD, the adversary that oppresseth, from ,/7¥, 
yo» to press, squeeze, and especially to lace together, con- 

stringere, coartare),1 in which the poet indicates, partially 

at least, the cause of his sorrow (DY¥2, in Job xvii. 7 WY2), 

are the link as it were to which the following strophe is 
attached. 

Vers. 9-11. Even while he is still pouring forth his 

mourntiul prayer, as Frisch says in his “ Neuklingende Harfe 

Davids,” God’s light and comfort fall suddenly into his heart. 

Enemies mock him as one whom God has forsaken, but even 

in the presence of his enemies he becomes conscious that 

such is not his case. In wv. 9 and 10 he thrice repeats, 

with upflashing confidence, that God hears him: He hears 

his tearful sobbing that cries aloud to heaven, He hears his 

supplication, He graciously receives his prayer. The two- 

fold YY expresses what has already actually happened, and 

np, the inference that he draws from that fact. What he 

seems likely to have to suffer his enemies will really suffer, 

viz. the ruin that overtakes those who are rejected by God: 

they are put to shame. 13, Syr. jae Chal. na, no32 

which meets us here for the first time, is not connected with 

the Arab. ergs, but (since as a rule Old Arabic has gs 

as the consonant that is equivalent to Y and 2, ἢ) with 

«a5, which signifies “to turn up and scatter about things 

that lie together (beside or over one another),” erwere et 

Psalms, with which he in 1512 followed up his Ll. iii. de Rudimentis 

Hebraicis (1506) : ΠΡ ν Verminavit. Sic a vermibus dictum qui turbant 

res claras purus et nitidas. In the Rudim., on the other hand, he 

combines it with the Talmudic NwWwy (lantern): Turbatus est a furore 
oculus meus, corrosus et obfuscatus, quasi vitro laterneé obduclus. 

1 In Arab. 1, dir, is the name for a stepmother, as being the oppressor 

of her step-children, and 17¥, dirr, the name for a concubine, as being 

the oppressor of her rival. 
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diruere, disturbare, a root which also appears in the stem ᾿ 

“ais (belonging to the class of verbs called verba medic or 

secunde radicalis geminate, ¥"Y): to turn up and disperse, 

whence ἘΣ sadness, and grief. Accordingly #12 (=a, 

just as ak = 2593) properly signifies disturbari, t.e. to be 

made discordant, to lose one’s self-command, and represents 

the being put to shame in much the same way as confundi, 

συγχεῖσθαι, συγχύνεσθαι: the idea being similar in all these 

expressions, only receiving a somewhat different turn in the 

Hebrew. In 9712") there is an allusion to wv. 2 and 3: the 

destiny, at which the malicious ones rejoiced, passes over to 

themselves. As 13.13% says, a superior authority hurls 

back the assailants filled with shame (ix. 4, xxxv. 4). What 

a calm close is formed by these three Milels : jaschiibu jebdschu 

raga, as compared with the tripudium of the preceding 

words addressed to his enemies. In the course of his prayer 

the poet has attained to a firm hold of God; the mind that 

is confident in God, called in Isa. xxvi. 3 29 7$1, may be 

overheard giving utterance to itself in this trochaic cadence. 

And if it is not intentional, it is certainly a singular accident, 

that being put to shame follows the involuntary turning 

back of the enemies, and that in its letters and its sound 

w2' is the reverse of 122°! How much music the Psalter 

contains! Would that composers understood it!! 

PSALM VII. 

APPEAL TO THE JUDGE OF THE WORLD AGAINST SLANDER AND 

REQUITING OF GOOD WITH EVIL. 

2 Jahve, my God, in Thee hide I myself ; 
Save me from all my pursuers, and deliver me! . 

3 Lest he rend my soul like a lion, 
Crushing it while there is none to deliver. 

4 Jahve, my God, if I have done this, 
If iniquity cling to my hands, 
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5 If I have wrought evil unto him that was at peace with 
me 

And despoiled him that was without cause my foe: 
6 Let the enemy pursue my soul and overtake 

And tread my life down to the earth, 
And lay my glory in the dust. [Selah. 

7 Arise, Jahve, in Thine anger, 
Lift up Thyself against the fury of mine oppressors 
And awake for me; justice Thou hast indeed commanded! 

8 And let the assemblage of the nations stand round about 
Thee, 

And over it return Thou on high! 
9 Jahve will judge peoples— 

Jahve, judge me according to my righteousness and the 
innocence that is in me! 

10 O that the wickedness of the wicked were come to an end; 
establish the righteous ; | 

Thou art the trier of the hearts and reins, ὃ righteous 
God. 

11 Elohim beareth my shield, 
The Saviour of the upright in heart. 

12 Elohim is a righteous Judge, 
And a God that threateneth every day. 

13 If any repent not, He whetteth His sword; 
He hath bent His bow and made it ready, 

14 And against him He aimeth the weapons of death, 
His arrows He maketh burning. 

15 Behold, he travaileth with evil: he conceiveth mischief 
and bringeth forth falsehood. 

16 A pit hath he excavated and dug it out, 
And falleth into the hollow that he is making. 

17 His mischief cometh back upon his own head, 
And upon his own pate his violence descendeth. 

18 I will thank Jahve according to His righteousness, 
And will laud the name of Jahve, the Most High. 

In the second half of Ps. vi. David confronted his foes, full 

of a lofty self-confidence in God; Ps. vii., which even Hitzig 

ascribes to David, treats of the same theme, and shows us 

the purity of his conscience and the joyousness of his faith by 

means of a striking example taken from the time when he 

was persecuted by Saul. Weneed only read 1 Sam. xxiv.- 
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xXxvi., in order to see how rich in unmistakable allusions to 

this period of David’s life our Psalm is. It is to this period 

that the statement in the title regarding its occasion also 

points. Such statements are found only in connection with 

Davidic Psalms.! The title runs: Shiggaion of David, which 

he sang to Jahve because of the words of Cush a Benjamite. 

TY is purposely selected instead of the simple OY, which has 

other functions in these titles. Although 727 and 27 may 

mean a matter, business, affairs (Ex. xxii. 8; 1 Sam. x. 2,and 

freq.), and mat}y, in respect of, concerning (Deut. iv. 21; 

Jer. vii. 22), or, on occasion of (Jer. xiv. 1), yet here, since the 

contents of the Psalm presuppose malicious slandering, we 

must abide by the most natural sense: ‘‘ because of the words 

(speeches).” Cash (LXX. wrongly Xovoi='W13; Luther: 

the Moor) must have been one of the many myrmidons of 

Saul, his fellow tribesman, one of the talebearers, ike Doeg 

and the Ziphites, who shamefully calumniated David to Saul, 

and stirred up the latter against him. “As the name of a 

person the word is of uncertain meaning; in post-biblical 

Hebrew 13 signifies spindle (vid. on Prov. xxxi. 19). The 

epithet 22.2 (as in 1 Sam. ix. 1, 21; οἵ, 2°)! WN, 2 Sam. 
xx. 1) describes him as “a Benjamite”; it does not, how- 

ever, presuppose acquaintance on the writer’s part with him, 

as would have been the case had he written °3°2)331], or rather 

(in accordance with biblical usage) *2")0°7}2 ; and as a matter 

of fact Scripture history is elsewhere silent regarding him. 

The statement 31 "ITY is hardly from David’s hand, but 

is written by some one else, whether the writer may have 

derived it from tradition, or from the ®°5°0 37 of David, 

where this Psalm may have been interwoven with the history 

of its occasion. On the other hand, there is nothing to 

1 Viz. vii., lix., lvi., xxxiv., lii., lvii., exlii., liv. (belonging to the time 

when he was persecuted by Sau), iii., lxiii, (the time of Absalom’s re- 

bellion), xxx. (the dedication of the palace}, li. (his adultery), lx. (the 

Syro-Ammouitish war). Vid. also Ps. xviii. 
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prevent us from regarding “YI? Ww, or at least }Y, as a 

marginal note written by David himself. 

Seeing that 112 (after the analogy of the form 1 Π, vision) 

belongs to the same class of terms that are used in the titles as 

“1219 and 5°29, and Habakkuk’s Tejilla (iii. 1 ; vid. my Com- 
mentary) has the note, ΠΡ 11% must be the name of a 

kind of lyric poetry, a name, too, that is descriptive of it in 

accordance with the rhythms of its language or of the music 

to which it was sung. Now since nay (Aram. NY, Ethiop. 

sdkuttja) signifies to go astray, wander, reel or stagger, and is 

cognate with yay whence comes the similarly formed pay, 

madness, })".¥ may mean, in the language of prosody, a reeling 

poem, 1.6. a poem which is recited under the most violent ex- 

citement, with a rapid change of the strongest emotions, and 

therefore a dithyrambus, and ΤῊ} may denote the variously 

and violently mixed up dithyrambic rhythms. This is the 

view of Ewald and Rédiger; it was the view also of Turnov, 

Geier, and other old expositors, who translated it cantio erra- 

tica.! We expect, therefore, that this Psalm will consist, as 

Ainsworth (1627) puts it, “of sundry variable and wandering 

verses,” that it will wander through a great variety of 

rhythms as if in a state of intoxication—and this is really 

the case. The accompanying music also contributed its part 

in producing this effect. The contents of the Psalm are also 

_in keeping with this poetico-musical form. It is the most 

solemn pathos of exalted self-consciousness that is expressed 

in it. And it has this in common with Hab. iii., that it gives 

expression to the joy that arises from jealous wrath against 

God’s enemies and from beholding their speedy overthrow. 

Painful unrest, defiant self-confidence, triumphant exultation, 

fearless trust, prophetic certainty—all these moods find ex- 

pression in the irregular series of strophes that make up 

1 The LXX. render it in our passage with the colourless expression 

ψαλμός, and in Hab. iii. 1 with μετ᾽ ὠδῆς, which is also found in the title 

of the 15th of the Psalms of Solomon. 

N 
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this Davidic dithyrambus, the ancient Purim Psalm (Sofrim, 

618 ὃ 2). 

Vers. 2,3. With the word of faith, of love, and of hope, 

‘N'ON 3 (as in exli. 8), this holy captatio benevolentie, David 

begins also in xi. 1, xvi. 1, xxxi. 2; cf. lxxi. 1. The perf. is 

inchoative: in Thee have I taken my refuge, equivalent to: 

in Thee do I trust. The transition from the plur.in v. 2 

(‘BT)) to the sing. in v. 3 is explained most naturally, and 

most in keeping with the title, by supposing that the worst 

of the many who were persecuting him at that time presents 

himself to his mind. The verb 9, starting from the prim- 

ary meaning carpere (to which ἢ] answers still more ex- 

actly), signifies to tear off as well as to tear in pieces 

(whence 7979, that which is torn in pieces), and P18, with the 

primary meaning frangere, signifies to break off as well as 

to break in pieces, therefore to set free (as in cxxxvi. 24) 

and to break in small pieces (1 Kings xix. 11). His perse- 

cutors are conceived of as wild animals, as lions, which rend 

their prey in pieces and crunch its bones. So bloodthirsty 

are they for his soul, 7.6. for his bodily life. After the 

painful unrest of this first strophe, the second strikes up the 

note of defiant self-consciousness. 

Ver. 4-6. According to the title, NNt hints at the purport 

of those slanderous words of the Benjamite. With Drea 

*B22 we may compare David’s words to Saul, ΠΡ °7!2 P'S 

(1 Sam. xxiv. 12, xxvi. 18); the comparison will at the same 

time show us on a small scale the difference between the 

poetical and the prose form of expression. mow (Targum, 

my 2929) he (referring to Saul) calls the man who stands 

upon a peaceful, friendly footing with him. It is from the 

verb 02%, here used in the special signification, to be in com- 

plete concord, in undisturbed harmony and agreement with 

any one; cf. the adj. DIY (ly. 21) and Divy LN (xi. 10). 
The verb δ), cogn. V4, signifies originally to finish, accom- 

plish, carry out (,/23, 03, cf. ΠΡ 3, to be or make full, to heap 
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up). They say 25D 593 and ΡῈ 513, and also without a ma- 
terial object by bia or 19513, benefecit or malefecit mihi. 

Contrary to the prevalent accentuation, however. we follow 

the Targum in combining A213 with Y), not with ρον (Olsh., 

Bottch, Hitz.), although new as well as Dewi (cf. 127 in 

addition to 1272) might mean “requiting.” Hupf. and 

Riehm also reject the interpretation: “if to him that re- 

quited me with evil I have wrought,” viz. such a thing, 1.6. 

the same evil. They are right in doing so; for with ΠΡ 

one naturally expects a material object, and therefore Y} 

would have to stand for it. In 5b we do not take yon in the 

sense in which it usually occurs and render it: “rather I 

rescued . . .” (Louis de Dieu, Ew., ὃ 345 a, Hupf., Riehm). 

The parenthesis would be too short to lead over into a dif- 

ferent tone from that in the three hypothetical clauses; it 

would also stand somewhat awkwardly immediately between 

the protasis and the apodosis; and it would begin with an 

impf. consec., thereby making it difficult for us to recognise 

it as a parenthesis. Why should not 20, conformably with 
its primary signification, expedire, eruere (according to which 

even the signification, to rescue, taken exactly, does not 

proceed from the notion of drawing forth, but from that of 

untying, setting free, exuere vinclis), here, as in Aram., mean 

exuere = spoliare. And how admirably this suits as an allu- 

sion to the incident in the cave, where David did not rescue 

Saul, but cut off the skirt of his robe, without, however, 

having ΠΡ ΡΠ, exuvie, in view. As Hengstenberg remarks, 

‘‘he makes the asseveration of his innocence in quite a gen- 

eral manner, thereby showing that his behaviour towards Saul 

was not something exceptional, but rooted in his whole dis- 

position and mode of action.” On the 1 pers. impf. cons. with 

ah, vid. on 111. 6. OP belongs to NY (cf. xxv. 3, Ixix. 5). 

In the apodosis, v. 6, the impf. Kal of 7) is made to consist 

of three syllables in an unexampled manner; *7} is first 

formed from ἢ 17") by making the Schebé vocal (like PO}, Gen. 
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xxi. 6, TOD, Ps. Ixxiii. 9, Ex. ix. 23, YOY, xxxix. 13), and 
is then sharpened by means of a euphonic Dag. forte! Cha- 

jig’ holds the form to be a Hithpa.=\1N", while Kimchi 

regards it as a mixed form from Kal and Piel* (cf. Konig, 

Lehrgeb., p. 160 f.). This dactylic Jussive form of the Kal is 

followed by the regular Jussives of the Hiph., 18% and {2¥3. 

The rhythm is similar to that in the original passage, Ex. 

xv. 9, which also re-echoes in xviii. 38, viz. iambic with an 

intermixture of anapxsts. From its parallelism with t’5) and 

*1, 5123 obtains the signification, “ my soul,” a signification 

that is guaranteed to it by xvi. 9, xxx. 18, lvii. 9, eviii. 2, Gen. 

xlix. 6. Man’s soul is his dora; it is so, inasmuch as it is the 

image of the divine doxa (Psychol., p. 98 and freq.). The ex- 

pression “let himlay . . . in the dust” is also at least 

as favourable to this sense of "723, as to the sense of personal 

and official dignity (111. 4, 1ν. 8). To lay in the dust is equiv- 

alent to, to lay in the dust of death (xxii. 16). BY ‘22% (Isa. 

xxvi. 19) are the dead. According to the biblical view, the 

soul may be killed (Num. xxxv.11) and is mortal (Num. 

xxill. 10). It binds spirit and body together, and this bond 

is severed by death. David willingly submits to death, pro- 

vided he has ever acted dishonourably. Here the music has 

to strike up in order to make the expression of this bold 

confession more emphatic. In the following strophe the as- 

severation of his innocence rises to a challenging appeal to 

the judgment of God, and to a prophetic certainty of the 

nearness of that judgment. 

Vers. 7-9. In the consciousness of his own innocence he 

1 The Dag. is of the same kind as, among nouns, that in pia, 

and f*rassi (my horse) of vulgar Arabic. Vid. Wetzstein, Inschriften, 

p. 366. 

3 The view of Pinsker, that the pointing *}1)' is designed to leave the 

reader at liberty to chose between the readings yay and ἢ), proceeds 

upon the erroneous assumption, that the text in its present form here 

and there leaves open the possibility of a two-fold way of reading, and 

thus betrays a vacillation on the part of tradition. 
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calls upon Jahve to sit in judgment and to vindicate His 

own. His field of vision is enlarged, and embraces not only 

the enemies that are in his immediate neighbourhood, but 

also the world at large in its hostility to Jahve and His 

anointed one. Hupfeld is of opinion that the assembled 

nations are only to take the place of witnesses, in order to 

increase the solemnity of the process; and to this Riehm 

adds that the righteousness of him who has been shamefully 

misrepresented is to be vindicated before the whole world. 

But according to v. 9a it is the peoples themselves that 

are being judged. Similarly in the prophets also particular 

judgments and universal judgment are placed side by side 

Π upon the surface, as it were, of one painting. The truth of 

this way of looking at the two together lies in the fact, that 

the final judgment of the world is only the conclusion of 

that judgment of it which is being gradually executed 

throughout the whole of its history. Here the language 

takes the highest and most majestic flight conceivable. With 

MP (Milra, as in 111. 8), a precatory expression that David 

has taken from the mouth of Moses (ix. 20, x. 12), Jahve is 

summoned to interpose with His authority ; 8¥/37 is parallel: 

lift up Thyself, show Thyself in Thy majesty (xciv. 2; Isa. 

xxxili. 10). The anger, in which He is to stand up, is the 

principle of His punitive righteousness; with this anger of 

His He is to gird Himself (1xxvi. 11) against the violence 

of the oppressors of God’s anointed one, 1.6. He is to take 

vengeance upon them for their manifold and numerous mani- 

festations of hostility. ninip is a secondary form of ninay 

(Job xl. 11; ef. xxi. 30), from 132, which represents anger 

as breaking forth from within and passing over into word and 

deed (cf. Arab. 2.5, said of water: it overflows its dam; of 

anger: it boils over). To make paw the object of THY is 

not only contrary to the accentuation, but also contrary to 

the usage of the language, while it is far-fetched to take it 

(with Hitz.) as an aceus. of direction = DSW? (xxxv. 29); 
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the accents rightly take ὧν ΠΝ) together: awake up (bestir 

thyself ) for me, 7.e. to help me (ON like ΠΝ, lix. 5). That 

the following ΠΡ is precative and equivalent to 11$: com- 

mand judgment, is a view for which there is no warrant 

either here or in Ixxi. 3. It ought at least to have been 03} 

with waw consec. On the other hand, it is admissible to take 

it relatively : Thou who hast commanded judgment (Maurer, 

Hengst.) ; but there is no need to do so. We take it by it- 

self as containing the justification of his request; not, how- 

ever, as a circumstantial clause: having commanded judg- 

ment (Ew., Riehm), but as a co-ordinate clause: Thou hast 

indeed enjoined the maintaining of right (Hupf.). The 

singer now, so to speak, arranges the judgment scene: the 

assemblage of the peoples (cf. Jer. vi. 18, where ΠῚ seems 

to have the same sense) is to form a circle around Jahve, in 

the centre of which He sits in judgment; and after the judg- 

ment has been held He is to soar away over them (Gen. xvii. 

22), and return on high to heaven, like one who returns in 

triumph after the battle (vid. Ixviii. 19). Although it is 

certainly surprising to find no particular expression for the 

holding of the judgment itself, yet the interpretation of 

Hupfeld and others: seat Thyself again upon Thy judgment 

throne in heaven in order to judge, is to be rejected on 

account of the Taw which is not suited to this sense (cf. on 

the other hand xxi. 14); pi? Δ) can only mean the return 

of Jahve to His blissful rest after judgment has been exe- 

cuted. That which vv. 7 and 8 long for with daring faith, 

the beginning of v. 9 expresses as a prophetic hope; and 

from this hope the petition again proceeds, that the Judge 

of the earth may also vindicate him ΡΟΣ vindica me, as in 

xxvi. 1, xxxy. 24) in accordance with his righteousness, and 

the purity of which he is conscious, the purity that dwells 

in him. by is to be closely connected with 2), just as one 

says ὧν ἘΞ) (Psychol., p. 152). Whatever the personality as 

ego, as subject, distinguishes from itself as being something tc 
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be found in it, it represents by ὧν . To explain it elliptically : 

“be it unto me” (Ew., Olsh., Hupf.), is to ignore this psy- 

chologically fine usage of the language. On OF vid. on xxv. 

ol. xxvii 1. 

Vers. 10,11. This strophe speaks the calm language of 

courageous trust, language to which the gradually rising 

and subsiding scheme of the cesura is admirably adapted. 

It is the cessation of evil with which the psalmist has now 

to do: Oh that it would come to an end (124 intr. as in xii. 

2, Ixxvii. 9),—his prayer is therefore not directed against the 

persons as such, but against the evil that is in them. This 

Psalm is the key to all the Psalms that contain prayers 

against foes. 13/20), one of the comparatively rare volunta- 

tives of the 2nd pers. (Ew., § 229), is also meant optatively : 

“and that thou wouldest establish . . .;” to the longed- 

for cessation of evil there corresponds, positively, the longed- 

for securing and confirming of the righteous, whom evil 

endangers and whose stability it tends to undermine. With 

N23) there begins a circumstantial clause, introduced by ), 

but without a personal pronoun, which is not seldom want- 

ing in the principal participial clause (as in Isa. xxix. 8, 

which see) as well as in the subordinate participial clause, 

as here (cf. lv. 20): cum sis=quoniam es.1 The reins are 

the seat of the emotions, just as the heart is the seat of the 

thoughts and affections. Reins and heart lie naked before 

God—a designation of the only καρδιογνώστης that recurs 

in Jer. xi. 20, xvii. 10, xx. 12, Apoc. ii. 23. The verb [93, 

starting from the primary signification to rub (5) and 

to test by rubbing (cf. <s)4; vid. on Ps. cxxxix. 3), means 

to know accurately by means of experience. With DION in 

the fall of the rhythm the adjective is combined in the sing. 

1 The 3rd perf. Sip is also equivalent to “killing,” viz. he (vid. 

Philippi, Status constr., p. 108), although the Arab. gram marians regard 

it as neuter, or rather deny that it implies its subject in itself. 
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as in Ixxviii. 56 (cf. lviii. 12). God is the righteous One, 

and in virtue of His knowledge of the heart He is perfectly 

able to prove Himself righteous in anger as well as righteous 

in grace, according to the requirements of each several case. 

Therefore David can confidently add: ὉΠ ΟΣ 329, God 

beareth my shield Ἵν (ἰχχχῖχ. 19) would signify: He has it, 

it (my shield) belongs to Him, whereas ὃν (1 Chron. xvii. 

7) signifies: He bears it, or, if we take shield in the sense of 

protection: He has taken my protection upon Himself, has 

undertaken it (as in lxii. 8; ef. lvi.13; Judg. xix. 20), just 

as He is in general the Saviour of those who are devoted to 

Him with a straight, ¢.e. upright, sincere heart (cf. xxxii. 11 

with v. 2). PIS is designedly repeated at the end of both 
the first lines of the strophe—the favourite palindrome espe- 

cially in Isa. xl.—Ixvi. And that this Psalm is at once 

Elohistic and Jehovistic belongs also to its mixed (chroma- 

tic) character. From the calm language of heartfelt surren- 

der to God the following strophe passes over into that of 

earnest warning, the language resembling that of a didactic 

poem and again becoming somewhat more vehement. 

Vers. 12-14. If in the end God lets His anger break forth, 

He does so not without having previously threatened every 

day, viz. the godless (cf. Isa. Ixvi. 14; Mal. i. 4). The verb 
rye, 

DUT is explained by means of the Arab. rey, which signifies 

the bellowing of an infuriated animal and the speaking of 

an enraged man. God is continually making the godless 

man feel his OY, 1.6. His, the angry One’s, threatening, in 

order to fill him with a salutary dread. The subject of the 

conditional clause, 232 No-oy, is any godless one whatever ; 

and the subject of the principal clause, as its continuation in 

v. 14 shows, is God. If one (they) do not repent, then Jahve 

whets His sword (cf. Deut. xxxii. 41). This sense of the 

words is in keeping with the context; whereas if we ren- 

der them: “surely He (Elohim) again whets His sword” 
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(Bottch., Ew., Hupf.—the latter, however, only in the trans- 

lation prefixed to his exposition, not in the exposition itself ), 

a3, which moreover should stand with nothing between it 

and ΠΡ (cf. e.g. Gen. xxx. 31), is meaningless and the 

asseverating ΝΟΣ without any adequate motive. As the 

impf. states, the penal judgment is being gradually prepared ; 

on the other hand, however, as the perf. state, it is also lke 

a bow that is already bent against the sinner with an arrow 

aiming at him, so that +t can be executed at any moment. 

1213, to make ready, is followed by 1°34), to aim. , referring 

to the sinner, stands emphatically at the commencement of 

the verse (as in Gen. xlix. 10; 1 Sam. ii. 3), and is equiva- 

lent to yes (Ezek. iv. 3). If meant to be reflexive (Olsh., 

Ew., and others), or if referring to the bow (Jer.), it would 

not precede its verb; and indeed, why in either of these 

cases should it occur atall? “ Burning” arrows are fire- 

y 

arrows (ΟἿ, MP", from P2t, 22), to jerk off) ; and God’s fire- 

arrows are the lightnings which He hurls forth (xvi. 15; 

Zech. ix. 14). pot, to burn, goes back, as the Arab. «8.5 

shows (vid. on Prov. xxvi. 23), upon the notion of the un- 

steady flickering to and fro (./27) of a flame. The impf. 

Dyp? denotes the simultaneous feeding of the arrows that are 

aimed at the sinner with fire of wrath. The incident with 

Cush is generalised : the manifold energy of the divine wrath, 

the immediate outbreak of which only the divine forbearance 

restrains, is symbolised by
 sword and arrow. The represen- 

tation is not grossly sensuous ; but the vividness of the idea 

naturally leads to its embodiment in a material form. 

Vers. 15-18. This concluding strophe, as if dictating a 

judicial sentence, prophesies to the enemy of God what 

awaits him; it also closes with an anticipation of thanks and 

praise. Man brings forth what he has conceived, he reaps 

what he has sown. Under these figures of 7) and 72 (vin, 

ban, bn), YI and ὍΣ, 
the punishment that sin naturally and 
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inevitably involves is frequently represented, first in this 

the primary passage, and then in Job xv. 35: the act of sin, 

its guilt and punishment appear in general as notions that 

pass over into one another. David sees in the sin of his 

enemies their self-destruction. It is surprising that travail 

is first spoken of and that pregnancy is mentioned secondly ; 

for 53M does not signify, to conceive (Hitz.), but as in Cant. 

vill. 5, ὠδίνειν ; nor does the Arab. habila (synon. with ha- 

mala) signify “‘to conceive” as distinguished from “to be 

pregnant,” but both: to be pregnant, and to become preg- 

nant. The accentuation already points to the correct rela- 

tionship of the three members of the sentence. First of all 

it is said in quite a general way: behold he shall travail 

with, ¢.e. as if writhing in birth-pangs he shall bring forth, 

ὯΝ, evil, as the natural result of his wickedness. Then, this 

thought being analysed into its two factors (Hupf.), the 

sentence proceeds: he shall namely conceive (concipere) PY 

and give birth to ὝΨ. The former signifies mischief, molestia, 

just as πονηρία, that which causes πόνον ; the latter signifies 

falsehood, viz. self-deception, illusion, disappointment, inas- 

much as the mischief that was prepared for others returns, 

as is said in v. 17, as a grievous and oppressive burden upon 

the sinner himself; cf. Isa. lix. 4, where ]}8, used instead of 

ΡΨ, characterises the accursed wages of sin, which consists 

in the unmasking of its vileness, in the disclosure of its 

self-deception. In v.16 another turn is given to the same 

thought: he digs a pit for himself (lvii. 7; Eccles. x. 8). 

V. 16a makes mention of the preceding digging of the pit 

(1}2, to excavate, to hollow out in a circular form, the word 

especially suitable for the forming of a cistern, 13, just as 

ἽΒΠ is suitable for the forming of a well, 81), 168, the 

subsequent falling into it: the aorist 589) being like that, 

e.g., in 13 b, xvi. 9, xxix.10. The attributive bya! is virtually 

a genitive to NOY and is rightly taken by Gesenius (§ 123, 

3a) as a present: whilst he is in the act of accomplishing 
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the destruction that he has prepared for others, it becomes 

his own. The mischief, bpp, prepared for others, returns 

upon his own head (873, cleaving to it, just as whrivoy 

means settling down upon it and weighing down upon it) 

and the violence, 5’, done by him to others, being turned 

back by the Judge above (Mic. i. 12), descends upon his own 

pate (17272, with ὅ by k, as e.g. in Gen. ii. 23) ; cf. with Riehm 

the figures for this in Prov. xxvi. 27 and Sir. xxvii. 25: “he 

who throws a stone into the air, throws it upon his own 

head.” Thus the righteousness of God is revealed in wrath 

against the oppressor and in grace towards him who is 

innocently menaced. Then will the rescued one, then will 

David thank Jahve, as is due to Him according to the reve- 

lation of His righteousness; he will laud the name of Jahve, 

the Most High (PY as an epithet of God is always without 

the article; e.g. lvii. 3). By revealing Himself He has 

made Himself a name. He has, however, revealed Himself 

as an omnipotent Judge and Redeemer, as the covenant God 

who overrules everything that takes place here below. This 

name, which He has made for Himself by His deeds, David 

then re-echoes to Him in the last words of his hymn. He 

who acknowledges (1717) his indebtedness to God publishes 

abroad what is in him. Thanks and praise are a reflection 

of the good and glorious things that one has experienced. 

PSALM VIII. 

ENCOMIUM OF THE GLORY THAT IS REFLECTED UPON THE CREATOR 

OF THE STARRY HEAVENS BY PUNY MAN. 

2 Jahve, our Lord, 
How glorious is Thy name in all the earth, 

Who hast clothed the heavens with Thy glory! 

3 Out of the mouth of children and sucklings hast Thou 

founded a powcr 
Because of Thine adversaries, 

. To still the enemy and the revengeful. 
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4, When I behold Thy heavens, the work of Thy fingers, 
The moon and the stars, which Thou hast established ; 

5 What is mortal man, that Thou art mindful of him, 
And the son of man, that Thou dost interest Thyself in 

him! 
6 And hast made him little less than divine 
And with glory and honour hast crowned him. 

7 Thou madest him ruler over the works of Thy hands, 
All things hast Thou put under his feet: 

8 Sheep and oxen, all of them, 
And also the beasts of the field, 

9 The fowl of the heaven, and the fish of the sea, 
Whatsoever passeth through the paths of the seas. 

10 Jahve, our Lord, 
How glorious is Thy name in all the earth! 

Ps. vi. and vii. closed with a similar anticipation of an 

undeceiving of his enemies by means of a penal judgment; 

the latter is the specialising counterpart of the former, illus- 

trating it, as it were, by means of an example. If at the 

same time we remember that Ps. vi., if not a morning hymn, 

still looks back upon sleepless nights spent in weeping, the 

principle of the arrangement is manifest, now that a hymn 

of the night follows Ps. vi. with vii., its counterpart. David 

composes also by night; the singing of songs to Jahve was, 

as a Korahite poet says of himself (xlii. 9), his companion- 

ship even in the loneliness of the night. The omission of 

any reference to the sun in v. 4 shows that Ps. viii. is one of 

those hymns that were composed during the night, or that 

at least when penning it the author had transferred himself 

in thought to that season. The poet has the starry heavens 

before him; he begins with the glorious revelation of Jahve’s 

power on earth and in heaven, and then pauses at man, com- 

paratively puny man, to whom Jahve condescends in love, 

and whom He has made lord over the work of His hands. 

This Psalm is, like Ps. civ. and others, a lyric echo of the 

Mosaic account of the creation. Ewald calls it a flash of 
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lightring cast into the darkness of the creation. With the 

exception of the name for children, pdb, and the verb WY, 

every poetical expression that occurs in it has its parallel in 

the poetical passages and in the lofty prose of the Penta- 

teuch. The coincidences with Deut. xxxii. (WIN, N23 used 

of wild animals, 1213, I’) are specially striking. On the 

‘ whole, however, the Psalm is, as Perowne (1873) calls it, 

a lyric echo of that which the account of the creation 

penned by the Hlohist says, viz. that man bears the image of 

God, and being called to be the lord of the creatures is as it 

were a god upon earth. By 14) 1DNN) the poet means the 

amago divina, by nD wion, its outcome, the dominiwm terre. 

Even Hitzig acknowledges the Davidic authorship, while 

Hupfeld is silent, and Olshausen says that nothing can be 

asserted on the subject. The idea that David composed it 

while still a shepherd lad in the desert of Judah (an idea that 

is pleasingly worked out by Nachtigal, Psalmen gesungen vor 

David's Thronbesteigung, 1797, in Εἰ. G. von Bengel’s opinion 

cum magna veri specié), Hitzig, although he at first supported 

it, has again rightly rejected. We say rightly; for just as 

the Gospels contain no discourses delivered by our Lord pre- 

vious to His baptism in the Jordan, and the Canon of the 

New Testament contains no writings of the Apostles dating 

from the time before Pentecost, so the Canon of the Old 

Testament contains no Psalms of David that were composed 

by him prior to his anointing. Not till after he is the 

anointed of the God of Jacob does he become the sweet 

singer of Israel, upon whose tongue is the word of Jahve 

(2 Sam. xxiii. 1 1... 

The title runs: For the Musician upon the Gittith, a Psalm 

of David. The Targum renders it: super cithara, quam 

David de Gath attulit, evidently looking upon the Gittith as a 

Philistine cithern, just as (according to Athenzus and Pollux) 

there was a peculiar Phoenician and Carian flute, called γίγ- 

ypas, which was played at the festival of Adonis, and also an 
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Egyptian and a Phrygian flute, from which, considering the 

relationship subsisting between Phrygian and Armenian, the 

elegy (Armen. elegu, reed) seems to derive its name.! The 

purport of all the Psalms with M07 as part of their title 

(viii., Ixxxi., lxxxiv.) is laudatory; the Gittith was, therefore, 

an instrument with a joyous sound, or (and this explanation 

accounts better for the fact that it occurs only in Psalm- 

titles) a joyous melody, perhaps a march of the Gittite guard, 

2 Sam. xv. 18 (Hitz.). 

Kurtz, taking v. 2 ab as well as v. 10 by themselves as an 

introit and a finale, and attaching 2c (Thou whose majesty 

. . .) to the first strophe, brings out four tetrastichic 

strophes; but "8 is not very well adapted for beginning a 

strophe; were the case as Kurz supposes, the poet would 

in our opinion have written 7117 ΠῚ WANN, The Syriac 
counts 18 pethgame. 

Vers. 2,3. Here, for the first time, the subject speaking 

in the Psalm is not an individual, but a number of persons; 

and who else but the community of Israel, which (as in Neh. 

x. 30) can call Jahve its Lord (13°28, like ‘378, from 0°27, 

plur. excellentie, Ges., § 108, 2), but is also aware at the same 

time that what by grace it has become it is called to become 

for the whole earth. The name of God ( DY — OU, OY from 

ΠΡ, to be high, prominent, recognizable) is the manifestation 

of His nature that comes out in the works of creation, and 

in the deeds of redemption, by means of which manifestation 

His nature makes itself knowable and nameable by us.?_ This 

1 Vid., however, Kuhn’s Zeitschrift, 1874, p. 545 ff., where ἔλεγος is 
traced back to the same root as ἐλελίζειν and λιγύς, Avyupds. 

2 The Kuphish philologists derived ism (sim or even sum) from 9, 

to mark, designate (=wism), the Basrensian, on the other hand (vid. 

Beidawi’s Koran-Komm., p.3 f. of Fleischer’s ed.) from us. The latter 
Se ass 

derivation is favoured not only by the plural _4.;| and the dialectical 

singular , but also by the circumstance, that in the inflectional 

forms of the word and in its derivatives there nowhere occurs an initial 
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name of God, it is true, is not yet everywhere so known and 

extolled as the community, to which positive revelation has 

interpreted it, can know and extol it; but nevertheless the 

divine name that has been uttered in creation and its works, 

by means of which God has revealed Himself and made Him- 

self knowable and capable of being named, is 148, glorious, 

or (and this answers better to the primary meaning of the 

word: TIS, 17, Isa. Lxii. 1, tumidum, amplum esse) splendid, 

throughout the whole earth, even although it should no- 

where find an echo.1 

The clause with 14) 13 WY 2 is not to be rendered: “0 that 

Thou wouldest set Thy glory upon the heavens” (Gesenius - 

even: quam tuam magnificentiam pone in ceelis); such a use 

of the wmper. after WS is unheard of, for neither Tit. i. 13 

nor Eccles. vi. 12, to which von Hofmann refers, is at all 

similar: in the latter an interrogative clause is connected 

with what goes before it in the usual manner, in the former 

an exhortation by means of “ for, because,” 1.6. by means of 

a relative conjunction, whereas in our passage WS must be 

a relative pronoun. Moreover, although it is true that the 

thought we thus obtain is quite admissible in connection with 

the history of redemption (lvii. 6, 12), it is clean contrary to 

Waw ; although, exactly in the same manner as in the ease of ibn (from 

- a3) and ab (from a verb il = νυ], vid, my Commentary on Job, p. 
w -- 

380), a final Waw makes its appearance, 6.9. ς 5 ys nominalis besides 

ee calestis, ceruleus. The kindred nouns shinai a sign, and 

the like go back upon the middle-vowel stem Rise f.0., ponere, imponere 

(of which ‘mae is asecondary form). Cf. Ge eo with the Talmudic NID, 

value, price. 

1 In the first Sidonian inscription WIN occurs as an epithet of the 

heavens (O7VIN np). va me 

2 The vocalisation 73M is traditional; so read, Ps. vill. 2 is inter- 

woven with the beautiful Haggada referring to the giving of the law, 

Schabbath, 88 ὃ 89a. 
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the fundamental tone and the situation of this Psalm. For 

the fundamental thought of the Psalm is this, that the God, 

whose glory the heavens reflect, has also glorified Himself in 

the earth and in man; and the situation of the poet is such — 

that he has the moon and the stars before his sight: how 

then could he wish the glorifying of the heavens, whose glory 

is sparkling in his eyes! To take 13), with Ammon and 

others, last of all Bohl, as a contraction of 33, just as in 

2 Sam. xxii. 41 ΠΝ =NANI, or with Thenius (Stud. u. Kritik., 

1860, p. 712 f.) directly to read it so, is equally inadmissible ; 

for although the thought: “ which (the earth) gives (pro- 

claims) Thy glory over the heavens” is not contrary to the 

context, and TY 0) (Ixviii. 34) and 133 02 (Jer. xiii. 16) may 
be compared with this 1) 112, yet the phrase OY ὙΠ 122 means 

nothing else than to lay majesty upon any one, to clothe him 

therewith (Num. xxvii. 20; 1 Chron. xxix. 25; Dan. xi. 21; 

cf. Ps. xxi. 6); and it is this very thought, that the name of 

the God, who has set His glory upon the heavens (cf. 1]. 18, 

485: all the signs, τείρεα, with which heaven is wreathed, 

ἐστεφάνωται), is also glorious upon earth (cf. cxlviii. 13 with 

exili. 4), which one looks for here. Is now 3), although it 

is always an imper. elsewhere, to be taken as an injfin., in the 

same way as IT) occurs once (Gen. xlvi. 3) as an infin. (like 

the Arab. rida, to give to drink, lida = Hebr. 772, to bring 

forth)? In that case 77 732A would mean the setting of 

Thy glory (literally τὸ τιθέναι τὴν δόξαν cov), just as WNY AVI 

means the knowledge of Jahve, and 73? O° (Obad. wv. 4) per- 

haps means the setting of thy nest (Ges., § 133,1),and we 

should have to interpret it: O Thou whose laying of Thy 

glory (whose laying of glory) is upon the heavens, t.e. Thou 

who hast chosen the heavens as the place upon which Thou 

hast laid Thy glory (Hengst.). So taking it, Jerome renders: 

qui posuisti gloriam tuam super celos. So also the Syriac 

with the Targum: d*jabt (D3) subhach ‘al s*majd, and 
S a σ Μ 4 »” , e , A > nw . 

ymm.: ὅς ἔταξας τὸν ἔπαινόν σου ὑπεράνω τῶν οὐρανῶν. This 
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use of the nomen verbale and the genitival relation of YS to 
41129, which are taken as being but one term, are still 

singular. Hitzig may be right in remarking that no rational 

man would think and write so; only he thereby condemns 
his own conjecture, 17}70 {PD (whose extending of glory above 
the heavens), with its meaningless article and its badly 
formed {2, which is the name of an animal. Every difficulty 
would vanish most easily, if it were allowable to vocalise 71M 

and translate: Thou whose glory extends above the heavens 

(Riehm); but here again there is still the embarrassing cir- 

cumstance, that for 12) in this signification, τείνειν (τείνε- 

σθαι), no evidence can be adduced.! The verb belongs to 

the north of Palestine. In Hos. viii. 10, it certainly seems 

to start from that signification, and to mean “to advance, 

to spend.” The Aram. 82) (cf. 939, Jud. v.11, xi. 40) signi- 

fies to repeat, narrate, proclaim, in accordance with which 

meaning of the word, Konig (Lehrgeb., p. 304), reading 737, 

renders + “ because they narrate, tell’’; the interpretation of 

Kurtz and Paulus, who vocalise it 734, is better : Thou whose 

glory is praised above the heavens, for which may be ad- 

duced the ἐπήρθη ὑπεράνω τῶν οὐρανῶν of the LXX., which 

may mean elata est (effertur) laudibus. The thought would 

be much the same as in xix. 2, or even in Neh. ix. 6; both 

ideas, that of the silent proclamation of the heavens and 

that of the loud confession of the heavenly beings, suit the 

context; but bY is vague and strange. The change of 127 

into AN) (Hupf.) helps us to get rid of all difficulties more 

thoroughly ; 130 has the appearance of being a corruption 

of 1NNI. As we have seen, the Syr., Targ., Symm. and Jer. 

translate as if they had had NM) before them. 

In v. 3 there now follows the proof of the statement con- 

tained in v. 2a: even everywhere throughout the whole 

1 The Assyr. tanattum (=tanadtum), tanittum (=tanidtum) means 

height, and goes back, not upon 13M, but upon NJ, to swell, to raise 

one's self, to be lofty. 

ο 
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earth, notwithstanding its distance from the heavens above, 

Jahve’s name is glorious; for children and even sucklings 

glorify Him there, and that too not mutely and passively by 

the mere fact of their existence, but with their mouth. bbiy 

(= boi), or bby from ἡ (Po. of boy ludere), is the child 

that is already somewhat mature, that can move about of its 

own accord and delights in play (Jer. vi. 10, ix. 20) ;1 ac- 

cording to 1 Sam. xxii. 19, xv. 3, it is different from pad, 

which means suckling, not however infans, but, since Hebrew 

mothers were wont to suckle their children for a very long 

period, a little child that can already prattle and speak 

(vid. 2 Macc. vii. 27). Outof the mouth of such beings Jahve 

has founded for Himself t¥. The LXX. renders this: αἶνον, 

praise ; and undoubtedly TY does sometimes mean power a- 

scribed to God in praise, and therefore a laudatory acknow- 

ledgment of His power, but only with verbs of giving (xxix. 

1, Ixviii. 35, xcvi. 7). Standing alone it cannot have this 

meaning: here it is supreme authority or victorious might, 

which God procures for Himself out of the mouth of 

1 According to this derivation, δον (cf. the Bedouin Sey, ‘all, a 
young ox) is related to 2) 2) 7, whereas Sy as ἃ synonym of [3}" signi- 

fies one who is supported, nourished (just as alumnus =rpepopmevos) ; for 

according to the Arab. Jl. fut. o, the primary meaning of DY is ‘to 

weigh heavy, to lie upon; to have incumbent upon one’s self, to bear, to 

support, to maintain,” whence Sse: plur. Ske the maintained 

child of the house (the Arab. word that is mentioned in Gen. Rabba, 
-we -c- 

c. 36 and freq., in the sense of NP13°) and a. (in Damascus, ALS 

plur. «5 ἵν S ), the family that it is incumbent upon the pater familias 

to support. Neither δ lc, fut. o, nor Ses, fut. i, applied to a pregnant 

woman who still gives suck, has the direct signitication, to suckle; nor 

does the demon Gil receive his name from swallowing up or suck- 

ing out (Ges.), but from falling upon people with destructive intent 

Ss, fut. 0). 
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children that confess Him. As Luther has already remarked 
upon this passage, this offensive and defensive power is con- 
ceived of as a strong building (12 in the sense of "YD ; οἱ, 
Jer. xvi. 19; Prov. xxi. 22), 1.6. a fortress, retreat, bulwark, 
rampart, for the foundation of which He has taken the 
mouth, 7.6. the lisping of children, and that too because of 
those who actively oppose Him, in order to restrain (maw, 
to cause anything to settle, lie down, rest, to silence it, e.g. 
Isa. xvi. 10; Ezek. vii. 24) such as cherish principles of 
hatred against Him and His, and are inspired by a thirst for 
vengeance which finds utterance in curses. The same com- 
bination is found in xliv. 17. It is the fierce, slanderous 
op] O1ents of revelation that are meant. Jahve has set over 
against these the mouth of children as a battle array that is 
able to repel the attack. That which is foolish and weak in 

the estimation of the world He has chosen, in order to put to 

shame the wise and that which is strong (1 Cor. i. 27). It 

is base and naturally weak instruments, by means of which 

He glorifies His name here below, and overcomes whatever 

is opposed to this glorifying. 

Vers. 4-6. Stier’s rendering of the opening words of this 

strophe is erroneous: for I shall behold. The principal 

thought that the psalmist has in view is that of v. 5 (paral- 

lel to 2a, 3); v. 4 is therefore the protasis (parallel to 2b), 

and ° accordingly = quum, quando in the sense of quoties: 

as often as he gazes at the heavens, the work of God’s fin- 

gers, t.e. formed directly by Him with the art of creative 

wisdom and bearing upon themselves His name in luminous 

characters (wherefore he says 1%), the heavens with their 

᾿ boundless spaces (an idea which is implied in the plur. DY2v’), 

the moon (923, Amharic warch, from [Ὶ) -- ΠΝ, cl to 

wander), and, beyond it, the innumerable stars (8 39}9 = 

D'2333, from 33, —S, to form into a ball: the round ball- 

shaped, spherical bodies) that are lost in infinite space, and 
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to which Jahve has assigned ({2)5, to place and set up in the 

sense of bringing into existence and giving duration) their 

fixed place in the firmament—each time he does so, he is 

overpowered by the thought: what is mortalman .. . ὃ 

The most natural thought would have been: compared with 

these how absolutely nothing is frail, puny man; but this 

thought is passed over, in order, with grateful emotion and 

astonished adoration, to celebrate the divine love which 

appears in so much the more glorious a light, the divine love 

which condescends to the poor dust of the earth. W128, from 

WIN = WAI, to be fragile (different from WIN = rl, assuescere), 

characterises man from the point of view of his weakness, 

frailty, mortality (cf. cili. 15; Isa. li. 12; vid. on Gen. iv. 

26). Nor is O78}2 without a similar secondary reference: 

it reminds us of man’s origin from the earth (18) and of 

the sin-stained beginning of his history. Referring, as it 

does, backwards to D'P}) ΡΟ, it is equivalent to TW 712% 
in Job xiv. 1: man, not as directly created by God, but as 

brought into existence by means of human instrumentality, 

man born of woman. As follows from both these designa- 

tions, it is man as he now is that is spoken of. Man, as we 

have him before us in ourselves and in others, this weak and 

dependent being, is by no means forgotten by God, God 

remembers him and looks after him (123, ./P5, to look 

1 Now that Assyrian has taken its place among the dialects that must 

be consulted upon etymological questions, YN (plur. DW) can no 

longer be regarded as a softening of in¥; the root is Y/N, to be strong, 

(whence UYNNT, WNI?). On the other hand, the name for woman is 

contracted from ina; the WY, however, as the Arab. oil shows, is 

not the same as the δ᾽ of WY. The name for woman means the weak 

(the tender), from WIN, Assyr. andu, to be weak. Whether a third 

verbal stem (Arab. ol, to be social) is required for ΠΣ Ὁ WIN, 

DWN (8 Ὁ), ete., further investigation will show. In his excursus on 
lxix. 21, Wetzstein developes peculiar views on this family of words. 
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after anything with wide-opened eyes, used of examining 

heedfully, especially of visiting, and with the accusative 8: 

usually of visiting with a loving superintendence, e.g. Jer. 

xv. 15); He does not leave him to himself, but enters into 

personal intercourse with him; he is the special object to- 

wards which His gracious eye is directed (cf. exliv. 3, and 

the parody of the tempted one in Job vii. 17 f.). 

It is inv. 6 that the psalmist first glances back at the 

work of creation. 17257391 (different from the impf. consec. of 

Job vii. 18) describes that which happened formerly. 19 021 

o, so that signifies to cause one to be deficient in something, 

it is wanting to him (Hccles.i v. 8). ἢ9 is neither compara- 

tive (paullo inferiorem ewm fecistt Deo) nor partitive (paullum 

derogasti ei divine nature), but, seeing that DNDN is never 

used in an abstract manner so as to be equivalent to divine 

essentiality, negative (paullum derogasti et ne esset Deus), so 

that ΣΤΟΝ is equivalent to ὈΠῸΝ ΤΠ, cf. 31 in 1 

Sam. xv. 23, 092 in Isa. vii. 8 (Riehm). The LXX., Syr., 

and Targ. translate: ἠλάττωσας αὐτὸν βραχύ τι παρ᾽ ἀγγέλους, 

for which the other Greek versions have παρὰ θεόν. Accord- 

ing to Gen. i. 27, man was created DDN DPs3; he is a being 

in the image of God and therefore almost a divine being. In 

υ. 26, however, when God says: “let us make man in our 

image, after our likeness,” He associates Himself with the 

angels; and therefore the translation of the LXX., with which 

the Targum also agrees, is not unwarranted. Seeing that in 

the biblical way of looking at this matter, the angels, as being 

the nearest creaturely effulgence of God’s substance, are so 

closely associated with Him, it is really possible that when 

Dayid wrote DM he thought not only of God but also of 

the angels. Since man is in the image of God, he is also in 

the image of the angels; being only a little less than divine, 

he is only a little less than angelic. The somewhat super- 

angelic position, which man assumes in virtue of the fact 

that, inasmuch as spirit and matter are united in him, he is 
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the bond of all created things, is here left out of account. 

The author has only this one thing in his mind, that com- 

pared with God, who is ΠῚ, and with the angels, who are not 

OWN 23, but p’n>N 2, man is inferior in this respect, that he 

is a material being, and for that very reason also a limited 

mortal being, as Theodoret briefly and well remarks: τῷ 

θνητῷ τῶν ἀγγέλων ἠλάττωται. This is the DY, wherein is 

concentrated everything that is wanting to his being a divine 

being. Butitis merely OY). The statement in v. 6a refers 

to the element of man’s nature that is in the image of God, 

and especially to the spirit from God that was breathed into 

him ; 66 refers to his godlike position as a ruler, which is in 

keeping with this his participation in the divine nature: honore 

ac decore coronasti ewm. 123 (,/33, to form into a ball, whence 

133, to be massive, heavy, important) is the manifestation 

of glory looked at from the point of view of its weightiness 

and fulness (cf. Ae to be highly respectable, majestic, liter- 

ally, according to the primary meaning, to be voluminous), 

717 (cf, 73, ὙΠ), from the point of view of its far resound- 

ing announcement of itself (vid. on Job xxxix. 20), ὙΠ, from 

the point of view of its brilliancy, majesty and beauty; 

177} 717 (xevi. 6), or even ‘7 717 133 ὙΠ (exlv. 5), is the de- 

signation of the divine doxa, with the image of which man is 

adorned as with a kingly crown. The preceding impf. consec. 

stamps 177QYA and Tapa} also as historical retrospects. 

The following strophe unfolds the kingly glory of man: he 

is the lord of all things, the lord of all creatures upon earth. 

Vers. 7-9. Man is a king, and not a king without a do- 

main; the world around, with the works of creative wisdom 

which fill it, is his kingdom. The words, “put under his 

feet,” sound like a paraphrase of the ΠῚ of Gen. i. 26, 28. 

Ὁ is unlimited (as in Job xiii. 1, xlii. 2; Isa. xliv. 24); the 
development of it, however, in vv. 8 and 9 is confined to the 

earth, and even there is exemplified only in the animal world 

of the land, the air and the water. With noble pride the 
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poet surveys this royal domain of man. His language is ac- 

cordingly highly poetical. The enumeration begins with the 

domestic animals, and passes on from them to the wild 

beasts—all the animals of the dry land. ms (N23, Num. 

xxxii. 24), from ΠΣ (S2¥), gd (lee), for which also yl<e 

fut. o., (proliferum esse) is used, 15 a poetical word, equivalent 

to }N¥,the usual name for small cattle. O28 (a prose word 

in Aramaic, as the name of the letter shows) is here, as in 

Deut vii. 13, xxviii. 4, 18, 51, equivalent to 1? ; it comes 

from AON, to yield to, and is applied to the oxen, which wil- 

lingly accommodate themselves to the service of man, espe- 

cially the husbandman. The wild animal, which is called 

(717) 7287 N° in prose, as being the most vivacious animal, 

here bears the poetical name nina (as in Deut, xxxii. 24) 

and indeed ‘IY ΓῚΘΠΞ (as in Joel ii. 22; οὗ. i. 20; 1 Sam. 

xvii. 44) ; IY (in pause "1Y) is the archaic and consequently 

poetical, primitive form of ny (from ny, original form WW, 

Juus, to go into the open country ; cf. stl, that which 

runs freely); not being inflected it has come to have a 

collective meaning. From the land animals the description 

passes over to those of the air and the water. W5¥ (Arab. 

»> Cc ws 

©, with ‘Ain prefixed, literally the whistler, the twit- 

terer) is the softer word for Aly; DNDY is without the article, 

in conformity with poetical usage, whereas ὩΣΠ receives the 

article, so as not to be pronounced as but one syllable, and 

die away too rapidly in sound. In the case of Ὁ 3) (as in 

Gen. i. 22) the article might once more be omitted, just as 

sn the case of OVW, AY is a collective participle. If what 

was meant had been: he (or, since he), viz. man, passes 

through the paths of the seas (Béttcher, Cassel, Gratz, and 

even Aben-Ezra and Kimchi), the thought would not have 

been expressed in such a monostichic form and in so mis- 

leading a way. The words may be a comprehensive desig- 

nation of the animal world whose home is in the sea; and it 

is this that is really meant, from the smallest worm to the 
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gigantic leviathan: ὁππόσα ποντοπόρους παρεπιστείβουσι κελ εὖ- 

θους (Apolinar.). If man thus has dominion over every living 

thing around him, the nearest as well as the most remote, and 

even that which is apparently the most untameable, it is self- 

evident, that all the inanimate created things in his vicinity 

must also serve him as their king. The poet looks uponman 

in the light of the vocation for which he was created. 

Ver. 10. He has now demonstrated the assertion which he 

made in v. 2, that the name of Jahve, whose glory the heavens 

reflect, is also glorious on earth. And so he can conclude by 

repeating the thought with which he began, only now in a 

fuller sense, and weave his Psalm as it were into a wreath. 

This very Psalm, of which one would have least expected 

it, is frequently quoted and interpreted in a Messianic sense 

in the New Testament; yea, our Saviour’s designation of 

Himself by the name, ὃ vids τοῦ ἀνθρώπου, so far as it goes 

back upon the Scriptures of the Old Testament, leans upon 

this Psalm no less than upon Dan. vii. 13. The use, which the 

author of the Epistle to the Hebrews (ii. 6-8) makes of vv. 

5-7 of this Psalm, shows how the Messianic application of 

it in the New Testament was effected. The psalmist looks 

upon man as one who glorifies God, and as one whom God 

has made a prince. He leaves out of account the fact that 

man has fallen from this position in consequence of his 

sin. But both ways of looking at man’s position are war- 

ranted. On the one hand, that which man became in virtue 

of his creation still appears operative even in his present 

state; on the other hand it appears distorted and seques- 

tered. Ifwe compare what the Psalm says with this shady 

side of reality, from which side this reality is incongruent 

with man’s destiny, the hymn which treats of man in the 

present becomes a prophecy of man in the future. The Psalm 

undergoes this metamorphosis in the New Testament con- 

sciousness, which looks rather at what is lost than at what 

remains of man’s original condition. The central point of 
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the New Testament consciousness is indeed Jesus, the Re- 
storer of what is lost. The sovereignty of the world which 
has been lost to fallen humanity, and which remains to it 
only in a ruinous condition, is allotted to mankind, as re- 
deemed by Him, in full and perfect reality. Redeemed hu- 
manity is not yet in the actual possession of this dominion; 
but in the person of Jesus it is already enthroned at God’s 
right hand. In Him the idea of humanity is realised tran- 
scendently, 1.6. in accordance with a much higher standard 
than was applied at the foundation of the world. For a little 

while (βραχύ τι) He has entered into the state in which hu- 

manity was created, a state but a little (βραχύ τι) beneath 

that of the angels, in order to exalt redeemed humanity above 

them. Everything (93) is really as absolutely subjected to 

Him as it is stated to be in the Psalm: not only the animal 

world, not only the earth, but the universe with all the forces 

that are working in it, those that are hostile to God as well 

as those that are in His service, yea even the power of death 

(1 Cor. xv. 27; cf. Eph. i. 22). By means of redemption 

also, the confession uttered by the mouth of children has be- 

come, more than heretofore, a bulwark founded by God, in 

order that the resistance of the opponents of revelation may 

be brought to nought when dashing against it. We have an 

example of this in Matt. xxi. 16, where our Lord points the 

Pharisees and scribes, who were furious and enraged at the 

Hosannas of the children, to Ps. vil. 3. Before everything 

else, redemption demands of man, that he become once more 

a little child; and it reveals its mysteries, which are hidden 

from the wise and the prudent, unto babes. Thus, therefore, 

it is μικροὶ καὶ νήπιοι, whose tongue the Spirit of God un- 

looses, in order to put the unbeliever to shame; and every- 

thing that the Psalm says of man in the present becomes, 

when looked at in the light thrown upon the history of re- 

demption by the New Testament, a prophecy of the Son of 

man κατ᾽ ἐξοχήν and of the new humanity. 
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PSALM IX. 

A HYMN TO THE RIGHTEOUS JUDGE AFTER AN OVERTHROW OF 

28 

N 

101 

HOSTILE PEOPLES. 

I will thank Jahve with my whole heart, 
I will tell out all Thy wonders— 
I will be glad and exult in Thee, 
I will sing praise to Thy name, O Thou Most High! 

Because mine enemies turn backward, 
Stumble and perish at Thine angry look. 
For Thou hast maintained my right and my cause, 
Thou hast sat down in the judgment-seat, a righteous 

Judge, 
Thou didst rebuke peoples, Thou didst destroy the 

wicked, 
Their name Thou didst wipe out for ever and ever. 
The enemy are come to an end, they are perpetual 

ruins, 
And cities hast Thou uprooted, yea effaced is their very 

memory. 

But Jahve is enthroned for ever, 
He hath set up His throne for judgment. 
And He shall judge the world in righteousness, 
He shall minister judgment to the nations in equity. 

Oh that Jahve may become a stronghold to the op- 
pressed, 

A stronghold for times of hopeless trouble, 
Then shall they that know Thy name trust in Thee, 
Because Thou hast not forsaken them that enquire ~ 

after Thee, Jahve! 

Sing praise unto Jahve, who dwelleth in Zion, 
Proclaim His deeds among the peoples, 
That the avenger of blood hath remembered them, 
He hath not forgotten the ery of the afflicted. 

“Have pity upon me, Jahve; behold my affliction from 
them that hate me, 

Thou that liftest me up from the gates of death, 
That I may tell out all Thy praise, 
That in the gates of the daughter of Zion I may exult 

in Thy salvation.” 
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165 The peoples had to sink down into the pit which they 
themselves made, 

In the net, which they hid, was their own foot caught. 
17 Jahve made Himself known: He executed judgment, 

Snaring the wicked in the work of his own hands. 
(Stringed Instruments. Selah.) 

18" Yea, back to Hades must the wicked descend, 
All the heathen, the forgetful of God. 

19 For the poor shall not always be forgotten, 
The hope of the afflicted is not perished for ever. 

20? Arise, Jahve, let not mortal man be defiant, 
Let the heathen be judged in Thy presence! 

21 Strike them with terror, O Jahve; 
Let the heathen know that they are mortal men. 

( Selah.) 

Just as Ps. vii. was connected with Ps. vi., as being an 

exemplification of it, so Ps. ix. is connected with Ps. viii., 

as giving an illustration of the glorifying of the divine 

name upon earth. And how beautiful it is, that the Psalm 

referring to the glory of Jahve’s name upon earth, viz. 

Ps. vili., is inserted between a Psalm which concludes with, 

“JT will laud the name of Jahve, the Most High”’ (vii. 18), 

and one which begins, “I will laud Thy name, Oh Most 

High!” (ix. 3). 

The LXX. translates the }2? M10~Y of the title: ὑπὲρ 
τῶν κρυφίων τοῦ υἱοῦ (Vulg. pro occultis ἢ), as if it were 

niby-by ; Ag. and Sexta as well as Theod. and Quinta 
read nosy (just as it occurs in MSS. and in old editions) 

as one word, and give it, like Luther, the meaning “ youth.” 

The rendering of Symm., Targ., and Jer.: pro morte filti, 

corresponds better with the traditional text. The Targum 

understands by the 13 the duellist Goliath ( = 01233 t's), 

and a few Rabbis even look upon 132 as a transposition of 

b33, and translate the title thus: upon the death of Nabal. 

This view has been revived by Hengstenberg, who looks 

upon ba) as a general designation of all Nabal-like fools. 

All these and other conceits originate in the opinion that 
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these words are an inscription indicative of the purport of 

the Psalm. They, however, rather indicate the tune or 

melody to which the Psalm was to be sung, and that by 

means of the catch-word of the song—perhaps a popular 

song—with which this melody had become identified. At — 

the end of Ps. xlviii. this indication of the melody runs 

simply : mio-oy, The view of some Jewish expositors, who 

make {29 refer to the musician {2 mentioned in 1 Chron. 

xv. 18, has, therefore, some probability in its favour. But 

this name is not exempt from critical suspicion. And why 

should not a popular song have begun with =P) nid, “* death 

to the son...” (cf. Jer. xxvi. 11), or (if we give up the 
present punctuation) 12? nid, “death makes white” ἢ 

Even Hitzig does not allow himself to be misled as to 

their old Davidic origin by the fact that Pss. ix. and x. 

are arranged alphabetically ; these two have the honour of 

belonging to the fourteen Psalms that are acknowledged 

by him to be genuinely Davidic (Pss. iii—xix., with the 

exception of v., vi. xiv.). In the case of other Psalms, 

therefore, the alphabetical arrangement cannot by itself 

bring us down to “the times of poetical trifling, and of 

depraved taste.” But neither may the freedom, with which 

the alphabetical arrangement is handled in Pss. ix. and x., 

be regarded as an indication of an earlier antiquity than 

these times; for elsewhere also the Old Testament poets 

do not allow themselves to be bound by such forms (vid. 

on exly.; cf. on xlii. 6); and the fact that the alphabetical 

arrangement is not carried out in Pss. ix. and x. has its 

ground in something else than the license, which David, as 

distinguished from later poets, permits to himself. In reality 

this couple of Psalms shows that even David composed 

acrostically. And why not? Even among the Romans, as 

Wolfiin (Miinchener Sitzungsberichte, 1881) has shown, it 

was in archaic Latinity that alliteration flourished most; 

Ennius already composed acrostically (Cicero, De Divin., 11. 
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54, § 111), and he does not belong to the leaden, but to the 

iron age, out of which the golden age developed; and the 

earliest German heroic songs are clothed in the garb of 

alliteration, which is called by Vilmar the most character- 

istic and sublime form that the poetic spirit of that people 

has created. The alphabetical form is also popular, as is 

evident from Augustine's Retract., i. 20. It is nota trifling 

substitute for the vanished spirit of poetry, nor merely an 

aid to the eye, an outward adornment—it is full of meaning 

in itself. The didactic poet looks upon the series of the 

elements of language as the flight of steps, up which he 

leads his pupil to the sanctuary of wisdom, or as the many- 

celled casket in which he puts the pearls of the teaching 

of his wisdom; the lyric poet looks upon them as the key- 

board, on which he strikes every key, in order to give the 

fullest expression to his emotions; even the prophet does 

not disdain, as is evident from Nah. i. 3-7, to allow the 

sequence of the letters of the alphabet to have an influence 

upon the arrangement of his thoughts.! When, therefore, 

of the eight or nine alphabetical Psalms (ix., X., XXV., XXXIV., 

XXXVil., CXi., CXii., cxix., cxlv.), five bear the title 117? (ix.-x., 

XXV., XXXiV., XXXvii., cxlv.), we shall not hold them to be 

non-Davidic, simply because they exhibit an alphabetical 

plan which is.more or less fully carried out. 

Seeing that Ps. ix. is not im any way wanting in internal 

finish, this is not yet the place in which to speak of the 

relation in which Ps. x., which is anonymous, stands to it. 

It is hymnic from beginning to end. The idea that in v. 14 

it passes over from thanksgiving into supplication rests, as 

we shall see, upon a misconception. It is a thoroughly 

national and triumphant hymn of thanksgiving, composed 

by David at the time when Jahve was already enthroned 

upon Zion, and is, therefore, to be dated from the time after 

1 This observation belongs to Pastor Frohnmeyer of Wurtemberg. 
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the ark was brought to Jerusalem. It is impossible, how- 

ever, to determine the situation more particularly. We 

know too little regarding the Davidie wars and victories 

registered in 2 Sam. viii. Among the silver and gold which 

David had gained as booty, and which he dedicates to the 

sanctuary of Jahve, there is also found some which he had 

taken from Amalek (2 Sam. vii. 12; 1 Chron. xvi. 11), 

which he utterly routed twice during his stay among the 

Philistines, before he became king of the whole of Israel 

(1 Sam. xxvii. 8f., xxx.). The Psalm is possibly a retrospect 

of the wars with Amalek, Philistia, and other foes, so that 

the expressions referring to their extermination in 6) and 7b 

may be regarded as echoes of Ex. xvii. 14-16 (cf. Deut. 

xxv. 17-19). In the Syriac (Cod. Ambros.) the title runs: 

by David, when he had slain Hadarezer, king of Zoba. 

Vers. 2; 3. In this, the first and normative strophe of 

the Psalm, which is laid out in tetrastichs, the alphabetical 

form is carried out in the most stringent manner possible: 

it consists of four lines, each of which begins with 8, and 

forms the prelude of the hymn. The singer stirs himself 

up to praise Jahve in joyful strains. With his whole heart 

(cxxxviii. 1), 1.6. with the participation of all the powers of 

mind and soul that are concentrated in his heart, he will 

bring to God his thankful acknowledgment and confession, 

and declare His wondrous deeds (xxvi. 7), which transcend 

all human desire and comprehension; he will rejoice and 

exult in Jahve as the ground of his rejoicing and as the 

sphere of his joy ; and with mouth and harp he will laud the 

name of the Most High, the letters of which are the glorious 

deeds he has just experienced. Woy is not an attributive of 

the name (Hitz.: to Thine exalted name), but, as it always 

is since Gen. xiv. 18-22 (e.g. xcvii. 9), an epithet of God. 

As an attributive of V2’, we should expect oun, 

Vers. 4, 5. His summons to himself to render thanks is 

still resounding, and the 4-strophe continues it by assigning 
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its ground. Here the prep. 3 indicates at once the time and 

the reason (as in lxxvi. 10; 2 Chron. xxviii. 6), like the Latin 

recedentibus hostibus meis retro. As in lvi. 10 (cf. xliv. 11), 

“INS serves to intensify the notion of being beaten back, just 

as in Latin, verbs with re are strengthened by retro. In 4b 

the place of the infin. constr. is taken by finite verbs; here 

these are impff., to be taken in the sense of presents, just as 

in 2 Chron. xvi. 7 we find a preterite which is to be taken 

as a perfect. For Hitzig’s translation: when mine enemies 

retreat backwards, they stumble . .., is opposed both by 

the circumstance that there is no syntactical indication in 

Ab that it is an apodosis (cf. xxvii. 2), and also by the fact 

that, while soya’ is certainly fitted to continue the descrip- 

tion in WINN IW (cf. John xviii. 6), it is flat if taken as a 

principal clause to the adverbial clause WINS "ΔΝ TWA; and 

moreover, MS does not signify backwards (which is rather 

ΤΟΥ), but back. The j!? of 122 is the j of the cause, 

whence the effect proceeds. What is meant is God's angry 

countenance, the look of which sets His enemies on fire as if 

they were fuel (xxi. 10), in contradistinction to His loving 

countenance which sends forth light. Even now while this 

is happening, and because it happens, he will praise God. 

We see from v. 4 that the Psalm was composed immediately 

after the victory, and while the vanquished were still reaping 

its disastrous consequences. David sees in this a judicial 

act of Jahve’s. Τὸ execute one’s judgment, DB’) (Mic. vu. 

9), to maintain one’s suit or claim, }'7 (cxl. 13), is equivalent 

to: to assist him and his just cause in obtaining their right. 

Without suffixes these phrases are used also in the sense of 

judging punitively ; but the objective genitive after these 

substantives never denotes the person against whom, but 

always the person in whose behalf, the judge intervenes. 

Jahve has seated Himself upon His judgment seat as a judge 

of righteousness (as in Jer. xi. 20; ef. on Prov. viii. 16), 1.6. 

as a judge whose judicial procedure is righteousness, and has 
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given His decision in his favour. In δ aw (as in exxxii.11), 

which is so far different from ΟΡ 28% (xlvii. 9), the idea of 
motion, considére, is prominent. 

Vers. 6, 7. The strophe with 4, which is perhaps intended 

to represent also Tand “, assigns further reasons for his 

thanksgiving, in addition to those mentioned inv. 4. The 

judicial act of God, which he has thus just experienced, is 

not celebrated as an isolated event, but in connection with 

many others, and indeed as the sum, so to speak, of many 

others, which preceded it. This being the case, we may in 

v.6 think not only of the Ammonites, but also (with Hengst.) 

of the Amalekites (2 Sam. viii. 12), who had been threat- 

ened with the “blotting out of their remembrance” ever 

since the time of Moses (Ex. xvii. 14; Deut. xxv. 19; ef. 

Num. xxiv. 20). “Wiis an onomatopoetic word ; it means, 

“to cry out to” (Ethiop. ga‘ara, ge‘ra), and in a more general 

sense, “to cry,” and more especially ‘‘ to lament, complain.” 

The Divine threatening is the word of omnipotence that 

destroys, in contradistinction to the omnipotent word that 

creates. YY along with Ὁ} is individualising; cf. v.18 with 

vv. 16,17. The pausal 12} instead of 1Y), possibly in order 

to avoid the triple a sound in Ἵ9) ὈΡῚΨ (Nigelsbach, § 8 
extr.), is similar to 17! for A in Deut. xxxii. 111 In v.7, 

ΟΝ ΠῚ (with Azla legarmeh) is apparently a vocative. In that 

case, ΠΡ) must also have been addressed to the enemy. But 

if we interpret it: “thou hast destroyed thine own cities, 

their memorial has perished,” destroyed, viz. at Israel’s chal- 

lenge, the thought is farfetched ; and if we interpret it: 

“the cities which thou hast destroyed, the memorial of them 

has perished,” ὦ. men no longer think of thy deeds of con- 

quest, the thought is expressed very obscurely and cannot be 

1 In the Babylonian system of punctuation IY} (day) has Pathach 

magnum (TY), not small Pathach, i.e. segul; in that system the Pathach 

comprehends the still undeveloped segol. Vid. Pinsker, Linleitung, pp. 

xxi. ff. 
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supported by any of the numerous parallel passages which 

speak of blotting out so as to leave no trace behind. More- 

over, according to neither of these interpretations is the 
strengthening of 073! by means of 493 comprehensible; 
each of them makes the twofold masculine 797 DID} refer 

to OW (which is done thoughtlessly by most expositors), 

whereas ὋΝ is feminine except in a very few instances; and 

consequently 1 DU3t must be made to refer to the persons 

of the enemies (cf. xxxiv. 17, cix. 15), unless this be abso- 

lutely impossible. 3°87 might rather be nom. abs.: “ the 

enemy—it is all over with his destructions for ever”; but 

nay never has an active, but always only a neuter signifi- 

cation; or: “‘ the enemy—ruins are finished for ever”; but 

when 579A) is used along with ruine, it means to be destroyed 

rather than to be completed. Moreover, in connection with 

both these renderings we miss the retrospective pronoun 

(1390), an objection that applies also to the reading M270 

(LXX., Vulg., Syr.),*which leaves it uncertain whose swords 

are meant. But why should we not rather directly connect 

3°87 with 28 as its subject? In.other places also 1A is 

connected with a singular collective subject (e.g. Isa. xvi. 

4); here it precedes, like 2287 in Jud. xx. 37. Besides, 

ny2? niayh is a nominative of the product, corresponding to 

the factitive object with verbs of making: the enemies are 

destroyed to eternal ruins, 1.6. so that they have become 

such; or more in accordance with the accentuation: the 

enemy, destroyed to ruins are they for ever. To become 

MIAN or 320 and 37J—these are expressions that are used 

elsewhere both of nations and of individuals (Jer. xxv. 9; 

Isa. lx. 12; 2 Kings 11. 23). For what follows also the ac- 

. centuation contains hints that are worthy of notice. It does 

not take ANI (with the regular Pathach by Athnach after 

Mercha-mahpach ; vid.on 11. 7) as a relative clause, and there- 

fore does not require that 120 O31 be referred back to O°, 

Our interpretation is as follows: and cities (viz. the hostile 

P 
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cities) Thou hast destroyed (WD}, evellere, exstirpare, as in 

Jer. i. 10; Dan. xi. 4), perished is their (the enemies’) me- 

morial. Now also we can understand, why it is that 973}, 

according to the rule stated in Ges. § 121, 3, is so remarkably 

strengthened by the addition of 311 (cf. Num. xiv. 32; 

1 Sam. xx. 42;. Prov. =x. 19; /xxin-15; Ezek. xxxiy. 11). 

Hupfeld is of opinion, that the enemies themselves and their 

cities might possibly be contrasted with one another. But 

the antithesis follows in v. 8: yea, their very memorial has 

perished, whereas Jahve on the contrary for ever endures 

and is enthroned as judge. This antithesis also confirms our 

opinion, that 0°51 does not refer to the cities, but to the 

collective term 2.80, With this interpretation of v. 7, we 

neither require to read 37) O31 (Targ.) nor MPN) Wr 

(Paulus, Hitz., Riehm). The latter reading is strongly re- 

commended by Job xi. 20 (cf. Jer. x. 2); but seeing that 731 

is not meant here subjectively (their own remembrance), but 

objectively (remembrance of them), it is not quite admissible. 

To attach 797 to the following verse and supply 1728? (after 

xcii. 10, cii. 27), or, still better, 1738 (the dropping out of 

which was occasioned by the placing of 9 at the end of the 

preceding verse): “ those perish, but Jahve is enthroned for 

ever” (Ley, Dyserinck, Baethgen, Gritz), would afford the 

most radical assistance. That OY here, as in cxxxix. 20, 

means zealots, 1.6. adversaries (from VY, fervere, zelare), is not 

to be thought of; for the Psalm has neither an Aramaising 

nor a North Palestinian character. That the cities that are 

plucked up by the roots are cities belonging to the enemy, is 

evident from the context. 

Vers. 8,9. While the enemies are destroyed so that not 

even a trace or a memorial of them remains, Jahve on the 

other hand is the One that endureth for ever. This strophe 

stands in the closest connection with the preceding one, being 

the antithetical continuation of it, just as the 3-strophe 

assigned the ground for what was stated in the one preced- 
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ing it. The verb 2%} does not here have the general signifi- 

cation “to remain” (like 12¥, to endure), but just the same 

meaning as in xxix. 10. Everything that is opposed to Him 

comes to a terrible end; He, on the contrary, is enthroned, 

or (as is implied in the impf.) remains enthroned, for ever, 

and that too as Judge; for the purpose of judgment He hath 

prepared His throne (893, Sumeric guzd, Assyr. kussi, per- 

haps not originally a Semitic word). The same God, who 

has just proved that He lives and reigns, will hold a still 

more comprehensive, stringent, and impartial judgment of 

the peoples. Dan (92), like the proper name 73), from 7.3), 

Ew., ὃ 161 a), a word that is used only in poetry, and always 

without the article, signifies primarily (as distinguished from 

YRS, the terrestrial globe, and DJS, the covering or soil of 

the earth) the fertile and cultivated surface of the earth, 

being synonymous with ἡ οἰκουμένη (γῆ). The poet has in 

view the final judgment, which is announced and guaranteed 

in all preceding judgments. This Davidic utterance regard- 

ing the future is repeated in later Psalms.! 

Vers. 10,11. In thus judging the peoples, Jahve, as a . 

second }-strophe says, shows Himself to be a refuge and 

support to His own. The voluntative with Waw consecutive 

expresses that which is longed for by the poet for his own 

sake, and for the sake of the result that is mentioned in 

v.11. 13%, a high, steep place, where one is placed beyond 

the reach of danger, is a figure that was naturally suggested 

to David by the experiences of his time of persecution. Ἢ 

(in pause 1) is properly the one who finds himself in a 

bruised condition (from 31-- 8, 137, to crush, thrust 

ΟΣ The Gaja in San-pay (ix. 9, xevi. 13) stands according to the rule, 

that monosyllabic words with lengthened syllable, and likewise the 

lengthened syllable of polysyllabic words, take Gaja before Makkef, in 

order to secure to the lengthened syllable its emphatic pronunciation, 

just as in ἽΠΝ νον (οχχί. 8), it secures , which is at a distance from 

the tone-syllable, against being slurred over. 
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down, a primary signification which in εἶ J, fo J, passes over 

into the notion of that which is depressed = δῦ, and in P24, 

into that of the thin and fine), and therefore the one who is 

pressed down to the very uttermost, even to being crushed. 

nya MiAY?, with datival ? (as probably also in x. 1), is 

parallel to 10, MAY, from NY (time, and then continuance, 

lxxxi. 16, as well as condition) signifies the public circum- 

stances of the time, or even the concerns of private life 

(xxxi. 16); and 7782 is not ΠῚ Σ Π with 3 (Béttch.), an expres- 

sion that would be needlessly circumstantial (“‘for times in 

need”), but one word, formed from $3 (to cut off, Arab. 

to see, properly to distinguish precisely), just as MYP2 is 

formed from “3. Properly it means a cutting off, or a being 

cut off, 1.6. either closure, barrier, especially drought (= ΤΣ, 

Jer. xvii. 8, plur. niv$a, Jer. xiv. 1), or distress, dilemma, in 

which the prospect of deliverance is cut off. Dunasch 

already had the right view: MM¥2 737 [Ὁ WN jw, ie. it is 
the singular of N33 in Jer. xiv. 1. Since God is a final 

refuge for such hopeless conditions of life, z.e. for those who 

find themselves in such hopeless circumstances, the trust of 

His own is confirmed, revived, renewed. To them that know 

His name, He has now disclosed its purport by His deeds 

and in a perfect manner; and they that inquire after Him, 

or trouble and concern themselves about Him (the meaning 

of ¥11 as distinguished from &P32), have now experienced that 

He too does not forget them, but full of might and grace 

acknowledges them as His own. 

Vers. 12,13. Accordingly the '-strophe with its t and 

17°49 calls upon men to praise such a God,—a God who has 

done and will do such things. The summons contains an 

ethical demand, and is therefore addressed to all and sundry. 

Jahve, He who is everywhere to be praised, is called vy ay, 

which does not mean: He who is enthroned on Zion, but He 

who inhabiteth Zion (Ges., ὃ 188, 1). This is the name given 

to Him ever since His earthly throne, the ark of the cove- 
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nant, was placed upon the castle hill of Jerusalem (Ixxvi. 
3); it is the epithet applied to Him during the period of the 
prefigurative kingship of promise. That Jahve's salvation 
shall be made known from Zion to the whole world, even to 
the non-Israelite world, in order to its redemption, is, as we see 
here and elsewhere, an idea already pulsating in the Davidic 

Psalms; later prophecy sees in greater combinations of 

events in the future the manner in which this idea is one day 

to be realised. That which is to be proclaimed to the peoples 

is called priory, since Hannah’s hymn (1 Sam. ii. 3) the 

designation given in Psalms and prophets to the magnalia 

Det (from Dey νῦν, to come over or upon anything, to in- 

fluence a person or thing as it were from above, to subject 

them to one’s activity, to affect them). With °3, quod, in 

v. 13, the purport of the proclamation is unfolded. The 

preterites state what is actually past; the deed of God is 

the presupposition of the proclamation praising Him on its 

account. This deed consists in the avenging and delivering 

of the Church, which is persecuted even unto blood. Onis, 

standing emphatically before its verb, points to those men- 

tioned in what follows (cf. v. 21); the Chethib calls them 

DIL, the Keri, 0°12. In other places also these two words 

alternate, the Keri sometimes using the one and sometimes 

the other instead of the term that stands in the text. They 

both go back upon 32, to bow one’s self down (to bring 

down, Isa. xxv. 5). As is evident from the substantive, 

22, which does not mean suffering, affliction, but passivity, 

i.e. humility and meekness, it is the neuter signification of 

the verb 732 τὸ Ὁ (\,e, fut. 0) that underlies the noun 1, 

(Chald. °2¥, Dan. iv. 24, after the form "ὉΠ, plur. 1122), for 

which the [teri incorrectly gives 22 in Num. xii. 3 (like voy. 

Job xxi. 23); while the noun ‘J? is passive and, therefore, 

does not, like 1)? ole)» denote the one who is in a condition 
9 - 

of 71922, i.e, one who is lowly minded, but like jigs, m‘aniw, 
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the one who is in a condition of ‘32 (oppression, misery, 

affliction), i.e. one who is bowed down by calamity. Seeing, 

however, that in the school of affliction one acquires the 

twin virtues denoted by 7}2¥, there is associated also with *2¥, | 

but only secondarily, the idea of the ethical inwardness 

which is aimed at by trials and troubles, and which is con- 

joined with a life full of suffering rather than with one of 

worldly prosperity; but, as Num. xii. 3 shows, this ethical 

condition is properly described by 132 (ταπεινός and zpais). 

It is to be proclaimed beyond Israel, even among the heathen, 

that the avenger of blood, "71 11, has thought upon these, 

His ΨΥ, and has therefore been as sedulously concerned 

about them as they about Him. 33 always means human 

blood shed violently or morbidly; the plural is the plur. of 

the product ; ¥11, to demand back from any one that which 

he has destroyed, and therefore to demand a reckoning, 

indemnification, satisfaction for it (Gen. ix. 5), then directly 

to punish (2 Chron. xxiv. 22). 

Vers. 14,15. Seeing that what is entreated here appears 

in the preceding and also in the following strophes as some- 

thing that has already taken place, it destroys the uniform 

hymnic character of the Psalm, to take this strophe as a 

prayer of David at the present time; it sets before us the 

manner in which the 0%3¥ (0529) cried to Jahve previous to 

the deliverance they have now experienced. Instead of 323}, 

which is used everywhere else, the resolved and, as it were, 

tremulous form “3227 is purposely chosen. <A better attested 

reading is 2227 (with Pathach and Gajain the first syllable) ; 

by Chajug and others (vid. Konig, Lehrg., p. 366) this is 

regarded as the «diper. Piel, whose signification (Prov. xxvi. 

25) is not suitable here; it is more correctly (Ew., § 251 c) 

taken as the inper. Kal from the intransitive imperative form 

129 (cf. lxxx. 16, 7331),—an alternative which Kimchi (Mzch- 

lol, 147) already offered. ‘D212 is vocative (cf. xvii. 7). 

The gates of death, i.e. the gates of the realm of the dead 
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(Cee, Isa. xxxvili. 10), are in the deep; he who is in peril 

of death has sunk down to them; he who is delivered from 

peril of death is lifted up, so that they do not swallow him 

up and close behind him. To the God who can rescue from 

death, the Church, which found itself already close by its 

gates, raised its cry. Its ultimate design in so doing was 

that it might glorify God. The form T2309 is sing. with a 
plur. suffix, just like PHY in Ezek. xxxv. 11, and NUS 
in Ezra ix.15. As Ἴ ΠΥ in Isa. xlvii. 13 shows, those who 

pointed the text admitted the possibility of plur. suffixes 

being attached to a collective singular. The gates of the 

daughter of Zion, which are above the earth, are set over 

against the under-world gates of death. ΠΡ Ὁ is gen. appst- 

tionis (Ges., § 116, 5); the daughter of Zion (Zion itself) is 

the Church, standing in a filial, bridal, and conjugal relation 

to Jahve. “In the gates of the daughter of Zion” is equi- 

valent to “‘ before all the people of God” (cxvi. 14); for the 

gates are the places where people gather together and engage 

in discussion. The sacred Scriptures of the Old Testament 

as yet know nothing of hymns of praise sung by the blessed 

in heaven. On the other side of the grave is silent death. 

If the Church is to praise, she must live and not die. 

Vers. 16,17. And, as this 0-strophe says, she can praise ; 

for she has been delivered from death, and those who devised 

her death have themselves fallen a prey to death. Having 

taken the "-strophe as a presentation to us of the earlier 

ps2” ΤΡΩ͂Ν, we do not need, with Seb. Schmidt, to supply in 

thought a dicendo or dictwrus before this one; the preterites 

that preceded the "-strope, and celebrate that which has 

just been experienced, are continued here. The verb ¥30 

(,/30, whence also 220) means originally to press upon any- 

thing with something flat, to impress one’s self upon, then, 

as here and in Ixix. 3, 15, to sink down orin. The attributive 

ἐν (ΟἿ Spay, vii. 16) has 42>) 41 (pausal form with Mugrasch) 

corresponding to it in the parallel member. 1, the gender of 
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which is common, was joined to NY) by Makkef, because it was 

taken to be demonstrative, as in xii. 8: the net there (which © 

they have hidden). The punctuation of the text, it is true, 

recognises 1! relative (xvii. 9, Ixviii. 29); for the most part, 

however, it takes it as a demonstrative, connecting it closely 

with the preceding noun, either by Makkef (xxxii. 8, ]xii. 12, 

exlii. 4, exliii. 8), or by marking the noun with a conjunctive 

accent (x. 2, xxx1.0, cxxxil. 12). The verb }0 corresponds to 

the Arab. yAS in 4S, ambush (cf. 22), and 12? (Arab. to 
adhere to, to press against, to crowd, iv. to hold fast) has in 

Hebrew the signification of seizing and catching. In v. 17 

Ben-Naftali vocalises )7'3, with ἃ: Jahve is known (part 

Niph.); the textus receptus, however, following Ben-Ascher, 

points it YN: Jahve has made Himself known (3rd pers. 

perf. Niph. in a reflexive signification, as in Ezek. xxxviii. 23). 

By what means Jahve has made Himself known is stated 

forthwith: He has held a judgment or executed right, by 

snaring the wicked (ver, as in v. 6) in his own work, which 

he craftily and perseveringly designed for Israel’s destruc- 

tion. So Gussetius has already interpreted it. WPi) is part. 

Kal of Ὁ), a secondary form of vip (ὦ 9) attested by Deut. 

xii. 30 (cf. vii. 25). If it were the part. Niph. of UP’, the ὃ 

which occurs elsewhere only in a few 5" verbs (as e.g. Ὁ), 

liquefactus) would be without example. We must not, how- 

ever, translate it with Ges. and Hengst.: “the wicked snareth 

himself in the work of his own hands,” in which case we 

should have to follow the old versions and vocalise it 21 

(3rd pret. Niph.); but with Hupf. and Riehm: “snaring 
the wicked in the work of his own hands.” Jahve is the 
subject, and the suffix refers to the wicked ; the thought is 
the same as in Job xxxiv. 11; Isa. i. 31. This figure of the 
net, NY (from Ὁ), capere) is peculiar to the Psalms en- 
titled 17, Here, as 12D demands, the music, and indeed, as 
the combination abo} i") indicates, the playing of the stringed 
instruments (xcii. 4) increases; or the music increases after 
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-asolo of the latter. Here the hymn of praise soars aloft to 

the climax of triumph. 

Vers.18,19. Just, however, as in vv. 8 ff. there opened up 

from Jahve’s act of judgment that had just been witnessed 

the prospect of a final and universal judgment, so here also 

the laudatory retrospect of what has just happened passes 

over into a confident intuition of the future, which is thereby 

guaranteed. The LXX. renders 133% by ἀποστραφήτωσαν, 

Jerome by convertantur, which it may signify (cf. e.g. 2 Chron. 

xvii. 25); but why not ἀναστραφήτωσαν, or, since τ. 19 shows 

that v. 18 is not a wish, but a sure anticipation, rather: 

ἀναστραφήσονται ἢ Resolution into dust, sinking into nothing- 

ness (redactio in pulverem, in nihilum) is the return of man, 

who was formed from the dust, and called out of nothing 

into being, to his original condition; to die is to return to 

the dust (civ. 29; cf. Gen. iii. 19); here it is called a return 

to Shedl, as in Job xxx. 23 to death, and in xc. 3 to the con- 

dition of atoms, inasmuch as the condition of shadowy exist- 

ence in Hades, the condition of death, the condition of cor- 

ruption, is to a certain extent the repristination of that which 

man was ere he became. As regards outward form, nye? 

(lxxx. 3) may be compared with nine’? ; in both instances 

the ? is that of direction or aim, which might stand before 

πο νυ, if.for no other reason than that this may signify ἐν 

ἄδου as well as εἰς ἄδου (cf. 1733, Jer. xxvii. 16). R. Abba 
b. Zabda in Genesis Rabba, c. 50 and 68, explains the twofold 

indication of the direction whither as being intended to give 

intensity to the idea: into the lowest chamber of hell (cf. 

Levy, Neuhebr. W. B, under 91, δίαιτα). In other places 

also prepositions of direction are combined with * local (e.g. 

nani, ΠΡ ΝΣ in Ezek. xlvii. 8, and the like), secing that 
the signification of the latter was being gradually forgotten. 

The heathen receive the epithet DYTON Ὁ (which is more 

neuter than ΠΡ, 1.22); for God has not so left Himself 

without a witness among them, that they could not know of 
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Him; their alienation from God is a forgetfulness of God 

for which they are personally guilty, and from which they 

should return unto Him (Isa. xix. 22). Because, however, 

they do not do so, and even oppose themselves in a hostile 

manner to the people and the God of redemption, they must 

return to the earth and indeed to Hades, in order that the 

persecuted Church may obtain its longed-for peace and its 

promised dominion. Jahve will ultimately acknowledge this 

ecclesia pressa; and although its hope is ready to perish, in- 

asmuch as its fulfilment is being continually deferred, never- 

theless it will not always be so. The strongly accented N? 

dominates both the members of v.19, just as in xxxv. 19, 

xxxvill. 2, and also frequently elsewhere (Ew., ὃ 351a). 

128, from 728, to wish, is the one that longs for anything, 

i.e. the one that is needy; the Arab. “ath which means the 

very opposite, and according to which it would mean ‘he 

who restrains (himself),” viz. because he must, has to be 

left out of account. 

Vers. 20, 21. On the ground of the act of judgment, that 

has already been witnessed, there now arises so much the 

more confident a petition in respect of the situation, which 

still continues to be threatening. The poet leaps over from 

"το P, which, however, seeing that the following Psalm be- 

gins with 2, seems to take the place of 5, which one would 

naturally expect. The Davidic pip (iii. 8, vii. 7) is taken 

from the mouth of Moses (Num. x. 35). “ Jahve arises, 

comes, appears ’’ are in the Old Testament kindred expres- 

sions, which all point to a final, personal, and visible inter- 

position of God in the history of man, from which He has 

at present withdrawn as it were into the quiescent state of 

invisibility. Hupfeld and others render 128 Tyr ON wrongly: 

“let not man grow strong”; the verb t does not mean 

merely to be or to become strong, but also to feel one’s self 

to be strong, powerful, possessed of power, and to bear one’s 

self accordingly; as the Arabic shows, it originally signifies 
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to stiffen one’s self, to oppose, resist, and therefore to brave 

or defy (111. 9), just as ™ means defiant, impudent (cf. the 

post-biblical M42, shamelessness), As in 2 Chron. xiv. 10, 

WD is man, impotent in comparison with God, and frail in 

himself. The enemies of the Church of God are not unfre- 

quently designated by this name, which points to the im- 

potence of their spurious power (isa. li. 7,12). David prays 

that God may put a stop to the arrogance of these presump- 

tuous ones by arising and manifesting Himself in all the 

greatness of His omnipotence, now that His forbearance has 

so long seemed to them to be helplessness. He is to arise 

as the Judge of the world; judging the heathen, inasmuch 

as they must appear before Him and, as it were, defile before 

Him ΟΞ Ὁ), He is to set 722 for them. The signification 

“razor”? gives a figure that 15 expressed ambiguously, a 

figure, indeed, that is here an unbecoming one, if, after Isa. 

vii. 20, we may think of a contumelious shaving of the head 

or a cutting of the throat; the translation: teacher, lawgiver, 

master (LXX., Syr., Vulg., Luth.), in accordance with which 

Schwartzkopf in his .Psalmenkldgen (1883) entitles Ps. ix. 

“the teacher of the proud,” rests upon the reading mip, 

which we do not agree with Thenius, Baethgen and others 

in preferring to the traditional one (in accordance with 

which Jerome renders: pone, Domine, terrorem ets); for ΠῚ, 

according to the Masora instead of Sa) (like πο, Hab. 

iii. 17, for 822), is perfectly suitable. Hitzig objects that 
fear is not a thing that one sets for one; but 872 does not 

merely mean fear, bat also an object, and, as Hitz'g himself 

explains it in Mal. ii. 5, a “lever,” of fear. It is neither 

meant that God is to cause them to be overcome with terror 

(79), nor that He is to put terror into them (3), but that He 

is to set an object of terror for them (?, exactly as in xxi. 4, 

exl. 6; Job xiv. 3), from which they shall come to know 

1 So also Juan de Valdés in his Salterio, edited by Bolmer (1880) : 

Pon, SENOK, temor a εἰϊο». 
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(Hosea ix. 7) to their dismay, as 216 further wishes, that 

they are mortal men. As in x. 12, xlix. 12, 1. 21, Ixiv. 6, 

Gen. xii. 13, Job xxxv. 14, Amos v. 12, Hosea vii. 2, )?. is 

followed by only half indirect speech without 3 or ἽΝ. 

According to the rule of the ΠῚ "ΠΝ (on which vid. on 

li. 5), ΠΡ has Day. forte conj., it being taken as an integral 

portion of the text. 

PSALM X. 

A PRAYER OF COMPLAINT AND SUPPLICATION UNDER THE PRESSURE 

OF DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN HEATHENISH FOES. 

15 Why, Jahve, standest Thon afar off, 
Why hidest Thou Thyself in times of hopeless 

trouble ἢ 
2 Through the pride of the wicked the afflicted is set on 

fire, 
They are caught in the plots, which those have devised. 

3 For the wicked glorieth in his soul’s desire, 
And the covetous man renounceth, contemneth Jahve. 

4 The wicked in his superciliousness:—‘ He will by no 
means punish ! 

There is no God!” is the sum of his thoughts. 

5 His ways are stable at all times; 
Thy judgments are as remote as the heavens from his 

field of vision ; : 
As for all his adversaries, he puffeth at them. 

6 He saith in his heart: I shall by no means be moved, 
For all generations I am he whom no misfortune 

befalls. 
7 His month is full of cursing and deceit and oppression, 

Under his tongue are mischief and iniquity. 

8 He sitteth in the lurking-places of the villages, 
In hiding-places he striketh down the innocent ; 
As for his eyes, they are on the watch against the 

weak. 
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9 He lieth in wait in the hiding-place like a lion in his 
lair, 

He lieth in wait to carry off the afflicted, 
He carrieth off the afflicted, dragging him away in his 

net. 

10 He croucheth, he boweth down, and there fall into his 
claws—the weak. 

11 He saith in his heart: “ God hath forgotten, 
He hath hidden His face, He hath never seen.” 

12? Arise, Jahve; O God, lift up Thy hand, 
Forget not the sufferers! 

13 Wherefore may the wicked blaspheme the Deity, 
Saying in his heart: Thou dost not punish ? 

14 Thou dost indeed see it; for Thou beholdest mischief 
and grief, to lay it in Thine hand; 

To Thee the weak committeth his all, 
To the orphan Thou showest Thyself rich in help. 

15’ Break Thon the arm of the wicked, 
And as for the evil man—punish his wickedness, that 

it may vanish from before Thee! 
16 Jahve is King for ever and ever, 

The heathen are perished from His land. © 

17M Jahve, Thou hast heard the desire of the sufferers, 
Thou didst make their heart firm, Thine ear attentive, 

18 To right the orphan and the oppressed, 
That man which is of the earth may no more terrify. 

This Psalm and Ps. xxxili. are the only anonymous Psalms 

in book i. There is something peculiar, however, about 

Ps. x. The LXX. combines it and Ps. ix. into one, and 

not without a certain justification. They are both laid out 

in tetrastichs; only in its middle portion Ps. x. mixes up 

strophes of three lines with strophes of four. And on the 

assumption that the P-strophe, with which Ps. ix. concludes, 

takes the place of a 3-strophe which was to be expected 

after the *-strophe, Ps. x., beginning with 2, continues the 

sequence of the letters; at any rate it commences in the 

middle of the alphabet, whereas Ps. ix. commences at its | 

beginning. It is true this -strophe is followed by strophes 
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that are not arranged alphabetically; but the number of 

these is exactly the same as the number of the letters that 

come between ? and P, Ἢ, Y, M, with which the four last 

strophes of the Psalm begin, viz. 6, corresponding to the 

letters 9, 3, Ὁ, ¥, 5, 8, which are not represented acrostically.} . 

Moreover Pss. ix. and x. are most intimately related to one 

another by such uncommon expressions as 1132 MAY? and 

ΤΠ, by their using such words in the same sense as VIN 
and 0°13, by such striking thoughts as “ Jahve doth not 

forget” and “arise,” and by such peculiarities of style as 

the use of the oratio directa instead of obliqua (ix. 21, x. 13). 

And yet it is impossible that the two Psalms should be only 

one. Notwithstanding all their community of character, 

they are radically different. Ps. ix. is a Psalm of thanks- 

giving, Ps. x. a Psalm of supplication. In the latter, the 

ego of the singer, which is prominent in the former, remains 

entirely in the background. The enemies, for the over- 

throw of whom Ps. ix. gives thanks, and whose ultimate 

removal it anticipates, are ὩΣ δ, and therefore foreign foes; 

whereas in Ps. x. it is apostates and persecutors belonging 

to his native country that stand in the foreground, and 0°14 

are mentioned only in the two concluding strophes. As 

regards their form also, the two Psalms are so far different 

as Ps. x. contains no note indicating that it was meant to be 

accompanied by music, and, as we have already remarked, 

the tetrastichic structure of the strophe in Ps. ix. is not 

carried out with the same consistency in Ps. x. Is there 

1 In Syriac also there are irregular alphabetical hymns, and, indeed, 

even some that must have been composed in this form by Ephraim 

himself, e.g. the Nisibene poem, which begins with δὲ, 3, and concludes 

with 5, ¥, ?, 1, δ, M, but in the middle does not confine itself to any 

definite sequence of the letters, although there too there are a few 

attempts at an alphabetical arrangement (Nn, 0, 5, 2). Notwithstanding 

this. both external and internal reasons leave no doubt, that we still 

possess this poem exactly in the form in which it proceeded from 

Ephraim’s pen. Vid. G. Bickell in D.0.Z., xxvi. 809-11. 
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then anything wanting to the perfect unity of Ps. ix.? 

If we read it along with Ps. x., uno tenore, the latter becomes 

a tail which disfigures it. There are only two possibilities : 

Ps. x. 15 a supplement to Ps. ix., composed either by David 

himself or by some other poet, and closely connected with 

it by the carrying out of the alphabetical arrangement. 

The circumstance, that Ps. x. is not inferior to Ps. ix. as 

regards the antiquity of its language and the originality 

of its thoughts, compels us to reject the latter possibility. 

Accordingly, the mutual coincidences prove that both are 

by the same author, and the two Psalms must be regarded 

as “two co-ordinate halves of one whole, which is possessed 

of a higher unity ” (Hitz.). The harsh, obscure, and 

lapidarically terse language of deep indignation at moral 

abominations, for which the language has as it were no 

suitable terms, we hear also elsewhere in Psalms of David 

and of his time,—those Psalms which we are wont to call 

Psalms written in an angry style. 

Vers. 1,2. The Psalm begins with the plaintive inquiry, 

why Jahve delays to deliver His oppressed ones. It is 

not captious murmuring that is expressed in the question, 

but an earnest longing that God would not delay to act in 

such a manner as His nature and His promise demand. 

ΠΡ, with the accent on the last syllable, and belonging to 

both the members of the sentence, stands for προ, with the 

accent on the penult (just as, e.g., before *293IY in xxii. 2, 

and 7010 in Ex. v. 22), in order that neither of the two 

gutturals that are pointed with a should be slurred over in 

rapid speaking (cf. on iii. 8);! for according to the primitive 

1 According to the Masora, mgd without Dag. is always Milra, with 

the single exception of Job vii. 20, while rad with Dag. is Milel; if, 

however, the following closely connected word begins with one of the 

letters, YON, 71D? becomes Milra, with five exceptions, viz. xlix. 6, 

1 Sam. xxviii. 15; 2 Sam. xiv. 31 (three passages in which the guttural 

of the following words has the vowel 1), 2 Sam. ii. 22, and Jer. xv.18 In 
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pronunciation we must read Jamah Adonaj. The poet asks, 

why it is that in the present hopeless condition of affairs 

(as to 1782 vid. on ix. 10) Jahve stands afar off (P1712 only 

here, instead of PINV2, which is used elsewhere) like an idle 

spectator, and why He veils codyn, with orthophonic Dag., 

in order that we may not pronounce it D‘OUn), viz. His eyes, 

as if in order that He may not see the desperate condition of 

His people, or even His ears (Lam. 111. 56), as if in order not 

to hear their supplication. For by reason of the insolent 

behaviour of the ungodly, the hapless one burns, not with 

indignation (Hengst.), but with anguish (Ges., Stier, Hupf.). 

The temptation is a πύρωσις (1 Pet. iv. 12); the verb pos, 

which reminds one of mpd, πυρετός, is perhaps chosen with 

reference to the fact, that the fiery trial is the consequence 

of the persecution, the (13) "708 po, of the godless. Seeing τ πὶ 

that Ὁ and YY are individualising designations of two 

different classes of men, there is no harshness in the transi- 

tion from the singular to the plural. The subject of WDA 

are the 8°22, and that of 1307, the Dy, The impff. 

describe what usually takes place. Those who are otherwise 

afflicted are caught in the treacherous and malicious devices, 

which the ungodly have contrived and devised against them, 

without being able to extricate themselves. The punctua- 

tion, which assigns TJarcha to %, construes the relative 

wrongly, and interprets: “in the plots there, which they 

have devised.” 

Vers. 3,4. The prominent features of the situation are 

now set forth more in detail. The preterites express those 

characteristics of the wicked which reveal themselves in 

their daily life ; Obit, to praise aloud, usually with the accus- 

ative, here with 2Y of the thing, of which one is proud. Far 

from concealing the shameful lust or inordinate desire (cxii. 

the Babylonian system of punctuation, md is always written without 

Dag. and with the accent upon the penult. Vid. Pinsker, Einleitung in 

das Babylonisch-hebrdische Punktationssystem, pp. 182-184. . 
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10) of his soul, he makes it the subject and ground of loud 
and high-sounding praise, imagining as he does that he is 
raised above all divine and human restraint. So also Riehm 
against Hupfeld’s rendering: “and the robber he blesses, 
(but) blasphemes Jahve.” The yw, who brings the fiery 
trial upon the pious, is himself a Y¥2, a covetous or rapacious 
person; for this name is given (usually with Y¥3, Prov. i. 
19, or Y1 Y83, Hab. ii. 9) not only to the person who “cuts 
οἵ (eo), v.e. makes unjust gain, by means of trade, but 
also to him who does so by means of plunder (πλεονέκτης). 
Although in later Talmudic Hebrew, the verb 912 (here with 
Mugrasch, as in Num. xxiii. 20 with Tifcha: V2) directly 
signifies maledicere (whence DW N313, blasphemy, Sanhedrin 
ὅθ a and freq.), it nowhere does so in the Bible; in biblical 
Hebrew, however, it undoubtedly means to take leave of any 
one with a benediction, then to bid farewell, to dismiss, to 
discard and renounce altogether (Job i. 5 and freq.). The 
two statements in v. 3 ὃ, which are not connected by a 
conjunction, form a climax, like Isa. i. 4; Amos iv. ΟΣ Jer. 
xv. 7. $2, literally to sting, prick, is used of utter rejection 
in word and deed! In v. 4, “the wicked according to 
his superciliousness ” (cf. Prov. xvi. 18) is nom. absol., and 
DON ps Ὁ Ὁ3 (contrary to the accentuation) is virtually 
a predicate to niat-29, This word, which in v. 2 de- 
notes the intrigues of the ungodly, has here the general 
signification: thoughts (from Ὁ], 3), comprimere, said of 
concentration of thought, vid. xvii. 3), not, however, without 
the secondary idea, deep, artful, an idea that is easily as- 

sociated with the general sense we have just given to the 
term. The whole current of his thoughts is, 1.6. proceeds 
from and issues in the notion, that He (viz. Jahve, whom 

1 Pasek stands between PNJ and M1, because to blaspheme God is a 
horrible thought—a thought not to be uttered without hesitation. Cf. 
the Pasek in Ixxiv. 18, lxxxix. δῶ; Isa. xxxvii. 24 (2 Kings xix. 23). 

Q 
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he will not even name) will by no means punish (23, the 

strongest form of subjective negation), and that there is 

really no God at all. The second opinion follows from the 

first; for to deny the existence of a living, energising, all- 

punishing (in one word, a personal) God, is virtually to deny 

the existence of any true God (Ew.). 

Ver. 5. This strophe, which consists of only three lines, 

describes his happiness, in the enjoyment of which he suffers 

nothing to disturb him. The signification, to be enduring, a 

signification which proceeds from the root idea, to be inter- 

twined, to be drawn tight, to be compressed, is guaranteed 

to the verb 2"n (whence 21) by Job xx. 21: let him take 

whichever ways he chooses, they always lead him to his 

goal; he stands fast, he neither. stumbles nor goes astray (cf. 

Jer. xii. 1). The Chetib 1207 (371) is not.meant in any 

other sense than the Keri (cf. xxiv. 6, lviii. 8). Nothing 

that might embitter this happiness of his troubles him: 

neither the judgments of God, which are removed from his 

field of vision as far as heaven is distant from the earth, and 

consequently cause him no pangs of conscience (cf. xxviii. 5, 

Isa. v. 12, and the converse, xvill. 23), nor his adversaries, 

whom he blows upon with an air of contempt. ΟΥ̓ is the 

predicate: altissime remota. And 3 5°], to breathe upon, 

by no means signifies: actually to blow away or down (for 

which 323 or ἢ22 would have been used), but either to snub, 

or what suits 5b better, to blow upon one disdainfully, to 

snuff at one, like M27 in Mal. i. 13 and the Arab. lw (Ve 5, 

to breathe deeply, to snort; ef. 10) with ee or even ste 

<->, to plume oneself against any one. For the construction, 

οἵ. 2 DS), 2 ΚΞ, and the like. The meaning is not, that he 

blows away his foes with little trouble, but that by his proud 

and scornful bearing he gives them to understand how little 

they concern him. 

Vers. 6,7. In his boundless carnal security he gives free 

course to his wicked tongue, That which the believer can 
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say on the ground of his fellowship with God: pidN-Da 

(xxx. 7, xvi. 8), the wicked says in godless self-confidence. 

The following 18 cannot be equivalent to ὅτι recitativum as 

in 2 Sam. i. 4 (Hitz., Riehm): “from generation to genera- 

tion I shall not be in adversity”; for in that case it must 

have stood before TP, or rather before 23 ; nor does the 12'S 

of Zech. viii. 20, 29 serve to introduce the divine words. 

Here, as frequently in the language of poetry, "YS signifies: 

he who, or: such an one as. The godless looks upon him- 

self for age and age, 1.6. throughout the endless future, as 

yi Sy) WS, ise. as one who (V8 as in Isa. viii. 20) will not 

be in evil case (3 as in Ex. v.19; 2 Sam. xvi. 8). We 

might perhaps also interpret it after the analogy of Zech. 

vii. 20, 23 (vid. Kohler in loc.): in all the future (it will 

come to pass) that I shall not be in adversity. But in that 

case the personal pronoun (‘38 or 84) ought not to have 

been wanting, whereas according to our interpretation it 

is supplied from D8 ; and there is no need to supply it at 

all, if we look upon the clause as standing in apposition : 

in all future time he who, etc. «Such being his unbounded 

self-confidence, his mouth is full of nee, cursing, eaecratio 

(not perjury, perjurium, for ns, ae signifies, to asseverate 

anything before God in a general sense), M127, deceit and 

craft of every kind, TA, oppression and violence, from J2/, 

esky, perhaps a secondary form of lf and Ss, Ss, com- 

primere, firmare (cf. 1) from JA, the middle, so named 

from the idea of compression or condensation, like as 

14), the thick =the centre of the heart). And that which 

he has under his tongue, and, therefore, always in readiness 

to be uttered (cxl. 4; cf. lxvi. 17), is trouble for others and- 

in itself consummate vileness. In Rom. iii. 14, Paul has 

interwoven this v. 7 into his mosaic description of human 

corruption. 

Ver. 8. The godless is described as a highwayman, a 

description which reminds us of such anarchical conditions 
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as are depicted, e.g. in Hos. vi. 9. The figure, moreover, 

fixes upon one individual feature, in which the vileness of 

the godless culminates; and it is possible that the represen- 

tation is meant emblematically rather than literally. 389 

(from 73, to surround ; cf. yas: yo>, and especially pos): 

is properly the walled in court-yard of a farm (Arab. hadar, 

haddr, haddra), then, dropping the special notion of being 

walled in, a fixed settlement generally (with a house of clay 

or stone) as distinguished from roaming about in tents 

(cf. Lev. xxv. 81; Gen. xxv. 17). Here, where men are more 

certain to fall into his hands than in the steppe, he lies in 

wait (20, like g) des, subsedit=insidiatus est ei), slays un- 

observed him who had given him no occasion for vengeance, 

and his eyes BBY! 722M?. Instead of the verb {D¥, MBY, to 
spy (xxxvii. 32), might have been used; but ᾿Ξ also comes 

to signify, to lie in ambush (lvi. 7; Prov. i. 11, 18), its 

primary meaning, to flatten, passing over into that of re- 

pressing, constraining one’s self, to spy, to note, a meaning 

to which a transitive turn is given in 5, to guard, conceal.} 

The datival object, n3en, is pointed as if it came from oon, 

Thy host, 1.6. Thy Church, O Jahve. The pausal form in 

v. 14 is accordingly n2en, with Segol, not, as in incorrect 

impressions, with Zere. The objection to this view, which 

is found in the plur. DNDN of v. 10, is obviated by the cir- 
cumstance that, as the Keri (which the Syriac follows) and 

the Masora indicate, this plural is taken as a double word : 

host QOn="n, from 9°, as in Obad. ». 20) of afflicted ones 

(2°83, not, as Ben-Labrat assumes, instead of 0°83), but from 

nS}, stale and rotten and decayed), and is accordingly 

pointed DNDN, with Zere. The punctuation, therefore, sets 

aside a word that was incomprehensible to it, and cannot 

1 Cf. the paronomasia in Erubin, 53): let us see, ἜΣ ΒΝ ΤΠ, where 

Rabbi Alai is concealed (jiD¥), In the language of the Bedouins, 

es, fut. i, signifies to be still, meditative, absorbed in thought. 
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bind us. There is really a verb, 5on, which does not, it is 

true, occur in the Old Testament; in Arabic, however, it is 

derived from the root ia, firmus fuit, firmum fecit (whence 

also JS intr. to be firm, fermé, .6. closed), and therefore, 

as applied to colours, comes to have the meaning, to be dark 

(οἱ. DDN, very dark, Assyr. tklitu, darkness), in exactly the 

same way as WM (vid. on 2 Sam. xxii. 12), and is also trans- 

ferred to the darkness and blackness of misfortune.! From 

this verb there is formed an abstract noun, ΡΠ or qpn (like 

van) : blackness, misfortune, or even weakness of mind; and 

from this again an adj., nan = Don, or even (cf. W5H, ΠΡΟ, 

Ezek. xxxi. 15, one in ἃ condition of languishing, ἢ») n2en 

= "39M, plur. DNDN, after the analogy of the form O°8}\5, 

from "17 (cf. D°8DT2, from Π93 Ξε 3)). Vid. Ew., ὃ 189 g. 

Ver. 9. The representation of the "Ὁ as one who has 

become a beast of prey is now worked out still further. The 

lustrum of the lion is called 7 (Jer. xxv. 38) or 130 (Job 

xxxvill. 40) : the covert or thicket, from 723, which signifies 

both to plait and to plait over=to cover (without any con- 

nection with 7’, a thorn, Arab. sdk, a thistle). The figure 

of the lion is reversed in the second line, the *3Y himself 

being compared to a beast of prey, and the "Ὁ to a hunter, 

who carries off the former (9, 420, abripere, corripere), 

inasmuch as by means of his net he draws him to himself 

(Hos. xi. 4), 1.6. catches him (Job xl. 25). The 3 is that of 

the instrument, just as in Deut. xxi. 3: the beast of draught 

draws the plough or wagon, ΟἿ, by means of the yoke. 

Vers. 10,11. The comparison to a lion is still in force 

1 Cf. Samachschari’s Goldene Halsbinder, Proverb 67, where Fleischer 

translates: ** which is blacker: the plumage of the raven, which is coal- 

black, or thy life, O stranger among strangers?’”? Tue ‘ blacker” is 
» -CE - 4 

expressed here by ΛΈΣ ΞΘ just as the verb celle, with its infinitives 

- - = 

cehla or afin and its derivatives, is elsewhere applied to sorrow and 

misery (cf. 0, 730, the Targum word for 77 and }}*33), 
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here, and the description turns back to its commencement 

in the second strophe, tracing the behaviour of the godless 

to its ultimate cause. Instead of the Chethib, 131) (13), 

perf. consec.), the Keri reads 127. (not, as one might rather 

expect, 137!), which is more in accordance with the use of 

the tenses in Hebrew. For the interpretation Job xxxviii. 

40 is normative. The two imperfects describe the persistent, 

secret lying in wait of the robber. It is true there is no 

other instance of the Kal 131 in the signification “to stoop’’; 

but even if we may not appeal to 729 (which is itself ques- 

tionable) : to stoop down, to cower (Deut. xxxiii. 3), and to 

72=72Y, Jer. v. 26 (cf. however, e.g. ΠΡῚ and ΠΡ) yet the 
Arab. dakka, to make smooth (cf. Wo > firmiter inhesit loco, 

said of the beast of prey, hunter, or enemy that has crouched 

down), and the Arab. dagja (which is compared by Hitzig) : 

to slink, to creep, and dugja, a hunter’s hiding-place, are 

kindred terms, and the ταπεινώσει αὐτόν of the LXX. is not 

far amiss.! The only other interpretation proposed is to 

read NY’) 73}: and being crushed, he sinks (Aq. ὁ δὲ θλασθεὶς 

καμφθήσεται) ; but even 727 does not occur elsewhere, and 

if the poet had meant that, why should he not have written 

272 (cf. also Judg. v. 27)? Besides, 0°N2°N would, accord- 
ing to that interpretation, be the subject of three preceding 

verbs, which is contrary to tke genius of the Hebrew lan- 

guage. If we take 127 in the sense of assuming a position 

in which one is least likely to be observed, the two first 

verbs are meant to refer to the assassin, while the third is, 

according to the usual construction (as e.g. in exxiv. 5), a 

predicate to DNDN (ἈΠ) going before it. Crouching 

down and bending low he lies on the watch, and the weak 

and defenceless fall into his strong ones, 11 SY, 7.e. his claws. 

1 As to asecond possibility, viz. that MDF is to be taken as a secondary 
E-o τ-- 

form of SG), (from S9), nizum esse, recumbere, vid. Volek on Deut. 

Xxxiii. 8, 
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Thus the ungodly slays the pious, thinking all the time 

within himself: God has forgotten, He has hidden His face, 

i.e. He does not concern Himself about these poor wights, 

and prefers to know nothing about them (a denial of the 

truth expressed in ix. 13, 19), He has never been one that 

sees, nor will He ever be. These two thoughts are blended 

together ; 53, followed by the perf.,as in xxi. 3, and with 

the addition of M32? (cf. xciv. 7), denies the possibility of 
God seeing after, any more than before the event, as if it 

were an absolute absurdity. A personal God would disturb 

the ungodly in his doings; he therefore prefers to deny His 

existence, and thinks: there is only a fate, and that is blind, 

an absolute, and that has no eyes, an idea, and that cannot 

intervene in the affairs of men. 

Vers. 12,13. The six strophes, in which the letters ὅν 

are wanting, are ended, and now the acrostic strophes begin 

with one commencing with P. In contrast to those who 

have no God, or at least only a dead idol, the psalmist calls 

upon his God, the living God, to prove by His deeds, that it 

is a delusion to imagine that He is not an omniscient, self- 

conscious being. The divine names are heaped up; as in 

xvi. 1, lxxxiii. 2, exxxix. 17, 23, S8 is vocative. He is to lift 

up His hand in order to help and to punish (7} Ni), whence 

the imper. XY} =NY, of. 19) in iv. 7, like Ἢ; M2Y in exxxvii. 7 
and 7? ΠῺΣ in Ex. vii. 5). ‘Forget not” is equivalent to: 

fulfil the M2Y x of ix. 13, put to shame the by nav of the 

ungodly in wv. 1]. Our translation follows the Keri, Ὁ, 

In v.13 that which is complained of in wv. 3 and 4 is put 

into the form of a question addressed to God: wherefore 

(ρῦν, instead of which ποὺ is used in Num. xxii. 92 and 

Jer. ix. 11, the following words beginning with consonants 

that belong to a different class) does that come to pass? 1.6. 

wherefore is it allowed to come to pass? On the perff. in 

this interrogative clause, vid. on xi. 3. vist? inquires as to 

the cause, my. as to the purpose, and ΠΟ ΟΡ as to the motive, 
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or in general as to the ground: on what ground, seeing that 

God’s holiness can endure no violation of His honour? On 

wn ND without 3, orat. direcla instead of obliqua, vid. on 

zm) 2] 

Ver. 14. The ground of his ery to Jahve is now assigned: 

it is with Him altogether different from what the ungodly 

imagine. They are of opinion that He does not punish ; but 

He sees (cf. 2 Chron. xxiv. 22), and the psalmist knows and 

confesses this: DS) (written defectively for 17'S), xxxv. 

22), Thou hast seen and dost see what is done to Thine 

own, what is done to innocent ones. Arguing ἃ genere ad 

speciem, he grounds this assertion upon the fact that, the 

trouble which is prepared for others, and the sorrow (DY3, 

as in Kccles. vil. 3) which is caused them, does not escape 

God’s all-seeing eyes; He observes it all, in order to give 

(put) it into His hand. “To give into any one’s hand” is 

equivalent to “deliver into his power” (1 Kings xx. 28, and 

freq.), or “commit to any one’s charge” (Gen. xxxii. 17, and 

freq.) ; here, however, God gives (puts) into His own hand, 

not things that are to be administered, but things that are 

to be requited, an idea which is to be understood after the 

analogy of lvi. 9 (ef. Isa. xlix. 16): He observes the afflictions 

of His own, putting them into His own hand and preserving 

them there, in order to give them back in due time, to them 

as joys, to their foes as punishments. Thus, therefore, the 

weak and helpless (read npen or npn; according to the 

Masoretie text, nden, Thy host, not npen, which as pausal 

form for ΠΡΌ Π is contrary to the rales which govern the 

change of vowels) can commit to Him, viz. all his solicitude 

(jan), ly. 23), everything that grieves and disquiets him. 

Jahve was and is one that succours the fatherless. 03 

stands emphatically at the beginning of the clause, like D018 
in ix. 13; and Bakius rightly remarks: in voce pupilli synec- 

doche est, complectens omnes illos, qui humanis prasidiis desti- 
tuuntur. 
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Vers. 15, 16. With so much the greater intensity there 

now rises afresh the prayer for Jahve’s energetic interven- 

tion. It is a mistake to regard W773 and NY as correlative 

terms; in the phrase, to seek and not to find, when said of 

that which has vanished without leaving any trace behind 

it, it is always YP2 and never Y14 that is used (xxxvii. 36; 

Isa. xli. 12; Jer. 1. 20, and freq.). Here the verb 1 has no 

other signification than that which it had in wv. 4, 18, and 

ix. 18: “and the wicked (nom. absol., as in v. 4),—O that 

Thou wouldst punish his wickedness, that Thou wouldst in 

no wise find it any longer.” Even according to this inter- 

pretation the correlation between seeking and finding still 

subsists ; for in Y7 (synon. 7P5) the punishment is conceived 

of as a visitation, and the thought which is certainly con- 

tained in the words, the thought viz. that God would take 

the wickedness of the wicked so completely out of the way 

ἡ that no trace of it remained, is supplemented by the thought 

that He would do this by means of a punitive judgment. It 

is not without deliberation that, instead of employing the 

form of expression that is used elsewhere (xxxvii. 36; Job 

xx. 8), the psalmist still addresses his words to Jahve: that 

which can no longer be found, not merely by the eyes of 

man, but even by God Himself, has absolutely vanished from 

the sphere of that which actually exists. Such a conquest 

of evil is as certainly to be looked for, as that Jahve’s uni- 

versal kingship, which has been an essential element in the 

faith of God’s people ever since the election and redemption 

of Israel (Ex. xv. 18), cannot remain without a perfect and 

visible realisation. His absolute and eternal kingship must 

ultimately be exhibited in all the universality and endless 

duration predicted in Zech. xiv. 9, Dan. vii. 14, Apoc. xi. 

15. Inasmuch as the psalmist is absorbed in the contem- 

plation of this kingship, and beholds the realization of the 

divine kingdom, the kingdom of the Good, his field of vision 

is enlarged and embraces not only the domestic foes of the 
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Church, but also all its foes in general; and inasmuch as 

to his mind heathen Israel becomes blended along with the 

non-Israelitic heathen world into one, he comprehends them 

all in the collective name Ὡ 3, and beholds the land of Jahve 

(Lev. xxv. 23), the holy land, purged of the tyrants who are 

hostile to the Church and its God. It is that which is pre- 

dicted in Isa. lii. 1, Nah. ii. 1, and elsewhere, that, anticipated 

in faith, stands here before the mind of the suppliant as an 

accomplished fact—the consummation viz. of the judgment, 

which was celebrated as a judgment already partially exe- 

cuted, in the hymnic half (Ps. ix.) of this double Psalm. 

Vers. 17,18. Still tarrying upon this culminating height, 

the poet revels in the fulfilment of that for which he prayed. 

The ardent longing of the meek and lowly sufferers for 

the arising, the parousia of Jahve (Isa. xxvi. 8), He has now 

answered, and that, too, under the circumstances described 

in the following impff., which are meant to refer to the 

past: God gave and preserved to their heart its fixed bias 

towards Himself (3, as in Ixxvii. 8; Job xi. 13; Sir. 11. 

17: ἑτοιμάζειν καρδίας, post-biblical }}3,! to be understood after 

1 Sam. vii. 3; 2 Chron. xx. 33; ef: 132 ΠῚ (22), 11. 12, 
Ixxvill. 37, equivalent to “the single eye” of the New Testa- 

ment), just as, on the other hand, He set His ear in the 

attitude of heedful attention to their desire, which was in 

accordance with His own will (ΡΠ with δὲ as in Prov. 

ii. 2: to stiffen the ear, from 2?, cel, /?P, to be hard, 

rigid, firm, whence also πον, bs Hs ΓΦ, os: od ef. on 

Isa, xxi. 7),—an acting and reacting of praying and hearing 

upon one another, the design of which was finally and 

speedily to procure justice for the orphaned and hard 

pressed, yea crushed, few, in order that mortal man which 

is of the earth may no more (23, as in Isa. xiv. 21, and in 

1 Berachoth, 31a : the man who prays must direct his heart steadfastly 

towards God (DY ta> 4991), 
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modern Hebrew 93 and oa) instead of 13) continue to be 

terrible. From the parallel conclusion in ix. 20, 21, it fol- 

lows that W138 is not meant of the oppressed, but of the op- 

pressor, and is therefore the subject; in which case ΚΠ} 

also goes along with it, just as in xvii. 14 we find: people 

of the world, and in lxxx. 14: the boar of the wood. In 

Prov. xxx. 14, on the other hand, Κλ Ὁ belongs to the verb 

(to devour from off the earth). Here also it might be 

connected with the verb, |) being taken as referring to the 

starting point (cf. cxlviil. 7): from the earth, viz. from thence 

Titanically bidding defiance to God in heaven (Hoelem). 

But this feature of Titanic rebellion is not implied in the 

words; and this interpretation also does away with the 

significant paronomasia which the combination δ WIN 

forms with yw, the bearing of the tyrant and what he really 

is being contrasted: a mortal of the earth, 1.6. a being who, 

although bearing himself like a god, is nevertheless earthly 

in his origin and therefore of a transitory and perishable 

nature. It is not said INT, for the earth is not thought 

of as the material out of which he is formed, but, as in the 

Johannine ὃ ὧν ἐκ τῆς γῆς, aS his ancestral house, his home, 

his limit; Latin, wt non amplius terreat homo terrenus. In 

the VN Tyra of ix. 20 a similar paronomasia was already 

attempted. The Heb. verb /}¥ signifies both to be terrified 

(Deut. vii. 21) and to terrify (Isa. 11. 19, 21, xlvi. 12). It 

does not have the signification “to defy, mutiny, rebel,” 

although after the analogy of the Arab. (jo © (to cross 
one’s purpose, to withstand) it might have it. It is con- 

nected with (5, to vibrate, tremble (said e.g. of light- 

ning). 
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PSALM XI. 

REFUSAL TO FLEE WHEN IN A SITUATION OF GREAT PERIL. 

1 In Jahve put I my trust—how say ye to my soul: 
“lee to your mountain, a bird! 

2 For lo! the wicked bend the bow, 

They have made ready their arrow upon the string, 

To shoot in darkness at the upright in heart. 
3 If the pillars are thrown down, 

The righteous—what can he do?” 

4, Jahve in His holy temple, 
Jahve, He hath His throne in heaven— 
His eyes behold, His eyelids try the children of men. 

5 As for Jahve, He proveth the righteous, 
And the wicked and those that love violence His soul 

hateth. 
6 May He rain snares upon the wicked, 
May fire, brimstone and a burning wind be the portion of 

their cup! 

7 For Jahve is righteous, loving righteous deeds 
The upright shall behold His face. 

Psalm x. is followed by Ps. xi., which likewise confides in 

Jahve’s all-seeing eyes in opposition to the ungodly who 

carry out their murderous designs in the dark. The life of 

David (to whom even Hitzig and Ewald assign this Psalm) 

is threatened, the pillars of the state are shaken, men 

counsel the king to flee to the mountains—notes of the time 

when Absalom’s revolution was preparing in secret, but was 

already clearly discernible. Although hurrying on with ~ 

rapid movement and clear in its leading thoughts, this Psalm 

is nevertheless not without difficulties, like almost all the 

Psalms that contain such dark pictures of the internal con- 

dition of Israel; the gloominess of the situation is reflected 

as it were in the language. The strophic plan is not at once 

discernible; we shall not, however, be far wrong, if we 

divide the Psalm into two strophes of seven lines with a two 

line epiphony. 
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Vers. 1-3. David rejects the counsel of his friends to 

save his life by flight. Hidden in Jahve (xvi. 1, xxxvi. 8), 

he needs no other refuge. However well-meant and well- 

grounded the counsel is—he finds it too timid and sees him- 

self raised in God above the necessity of following it. In 

other Psalms also that belong to the time when he was per- 

secuted by Absalom, David introduces his friends as speak 

ing (ili. ὃ, iv. 7). Their despondency, which he had after- 

wards to reprove and from which he had to revive them, 

showed itself, as we see here, even while the storm-cloud was 

gathering. With “how may or can you say” he rejects 

their proposal and makes it a reproach against them. If 

with the Chethib we read 1713, it is men who are well-affected 

towards David, though not among the number of his imme- 

diate followers, that say to him (addressing their words also 

to his faithful adherents that are most intimately associated 

with him): escape to your mountain, (ye) birds (2¥ used 

collectively, as in viii. 9, exlviii. 10), or, seeing that such 

language, which sounds derisively, is not appropriate when 

put into the mouth of those who are speaking here: like 

birds (comparatio decurtata, as in xxii. 14, lviil. 9; Job xxiv. 

5; Isa. xxi. 8). 0373, which occasions Jess difficulty if we 

take N1D¥ to be a vocative (cf. Isa. xviii. 6 with Ezek xxxix. 

4), may be explained, even when we take the latter compar- 

atively, as a retrospective glance at the time when he was 

persecuted by Saul: to the mountain, which in earlier days 

protected you effectually (cf. 1 Sam, xxvi. 20, xxii. 14); 

still the reading, ND¥ 193 W (7, in montem, Deut. xxxiii. 19), 

which the LXX., Aq., Targ., Syr., and Jerome follow, offers 

a natural and obvious smoothening. Instead of 113, which 

is rendered by all the old versions, the Keri suggests "13 (cf. 

‘mY, Isa. li. 23), as an address to the soul, the comparison 

of which to a bird was familiar to the punctuators.! If we 

1 On the Talmndic phrase WD) DY, his “ soul-bird,” vid. Deren- 

burg in Geiger’s Zeitschrift, vi. 292-294. | 
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adopt this reading, there is no need to take ΒΝ, the gender 

of which is common, as vocative: flee to your mountain, O 

bird (Hitz.), so that the soul is directly called 153; but it 

is better to take it as a comparative nominative of the pre- 

dicate: flee to your mountain (which in former days af- 

forded you a retreat), a bird, 1.e. after the manner of a bird, 

which, when chased in the valley, betakes itself to the wooded 

mountain. But this Keri gets rid of the 113, which is 

strange as coming after YI, by putting another synallage 

numert in the place of this one.! 

In v. 2 the fainthearted justify their counsel by pointing 

to the peril to which his life is exposed by crafty foes. As 

123 implies, this peril is obvious. The perfect represents it 

as still more imminent than the impf.: they are not only 

already in the act of bending the bow, they have made ready 

their arrow upon the string (}}= 79") in xxi. 13; Arab. 

watar from 15}, watara, to strain tight, to stretch, so that 

what is stretched is continued in a straight line) 1.6. they 

are already aiming their deadly weapon, in order to discharge 

it in the dark, 7.e. after the manner of assassins, at the 

upright (who as such are odious to them). is connected 

with ? of the aim, as in 2 Chron. xxxv. 23 (elsewhere with 

the accusative of the object, lxiv.5; Num. xxi. 30); 23 

(which occurs five times before monosyllabic and four times 

before polysyllabic words) is equivalent to 723 (ly); the 

“what” follows, more exactly specified, immediately after. 

' According to the interpretation given above: “ flee to your moun- 

tain, a bird,’ it should be accented N1D¥ dn 3 (as a transform- 

ution from ΣΝ D537 V2; vid. Baer’s Accentuationssystem, xviii. 2) ; 

the present interpunction, 115¥ dan 173, gives the meaning brought 

out by Varenins as well as by Lob Spira (in his commentary on the Pen- 

tateuch, which is full of appropriate remarks—Altona, 1815): Fugite (0 

socii Davidis), mons vester (i.e. presidium vestrum, Ps, xxx. 8, cui inniti- 

mini) est avis errans, Cf. 8S. Ὁ. Luzzatto in the Magazine Biccure ha- 

Ittim, viii, 191. 
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In v. 8 the fainthearted still further justify their counsel hy 

pointing to the total confusion into which the administration 

of justice has at present fallen. nin’ are either, after Isa. 

xix. 10, the highest ranks, who uphold the edifice of the 

state, or after Ixxxii. 5, Ex. xxx. 4, the foundations of the 

state, upon which the administration of justice and the well- 

being of the land depend. We prefer the latter interpreta- 

tion, seeing that the king and his faithful followers, who are 

thought of in ΡΣ, are here contrasted with the min’, The 

clause with 3 is formed like Job xxxviii. 41. The impf. has 

a present signification; the perf. in the principal clause 

corresponds, as frequently elsewhere in interrogative clauses 

(e.g. xxxix. 8, lx. ii; Gen. xxi. 7; Num. xxii. 10; Job xii.9; 

2 Kings xx. 9; Jer. xxx. 21), to the Latin conjunctive (here 

quid fecerit), and must be expressed in our language with the 

assistance of auxiliary verbs: if the foundations of the state 

were destroyed, what could the righteous do; he can accom- 

plish nothing. And seeing that all counter-action 1s vain, 

the further one is away from the scene of danger the better. 

Vers. 4-6. The discourse of the counsellors who are afraid 

for David is now ended. He justifies the confidence in God 

with which he began his hymn. Above all that takes place 

upon earth, and disheartens those who are of little faith, 

Jahve is enthroned. At an infinite distance above the earth, 

and also above Jerusalem, which is now in a state of rebellion, 

there is a YIP 220 (xviii. 7, xxix. 9), and in this holy temple 

is Jahve, the all-holy One. Above the earth are the heavens, 

and in heaven stands the throne of Jahve, the King of kings. 

And this heavenly temple, this heavenly palace, is the place 

whence comes the ultimate decision of all earthly things 

(Hab; ii. 20; Mig. 1:2), Kor the royal throne there is also 

the super-mundane judgment seat (ix. 8, cii. 19). Jahve 

who sits thereon is the all-seeing and all-knowing One. 4), 

properly to split, divide (cf. cernere), here, in accordance 

with its root-idea, said of a keen penetrating glance ; N32, 
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properly to try metals by fire, said here of a fixed, deep 

glance that discerns as it were the very basis and inmost 

nature of that to which it is directed. The eyelashes are 

mentioned purposely. When we observe closely or meditate, 

we bring the eye-lids near to one another, in order that our 

glance may become one ray of light that is so much the 

more concentrated and direct, and that, as it were, pierces 

through the object. Thus men, righteous and unrighteous, 

lie open to the eyes of Jahve, which see through everything, 

and to His glances, which search everything through and 

through. He tries the righteous, 2.e., seeing into the depths 

of his soul, He recognizes that his inmost nature is righteous 

and able to stand the test (xvii. 3; Job xxiii. 10), and therefore 

He lovingly protects him, just as the righteous lovingly ad- 

heres to Him. The wicked, however, and him that loves the 

violence done by the stronger to those who are weaker, His 

soul hates, 1.6. He hates him with all the energy of His holy 

nature. The more intense this hatred is, so much the more 

fearful will be the judgments in which it discharges itself. 

To take the jussive impf. 33) as expressive of a wish no 

doubt seems to be opposed to v. 7, which presupposes a 

declaration regarding something that is imminent; still it is 

not probable that 122! should here have an indicative mean- 

ing and 13! in the companion Psalm (xii. 4) be optative ; 

and moreover its position at the beginning of the clause is 

suggestive of the latter rather than of the former sense 

Accordingly v. 6 desires that the punishment so richly de- 

served may come upon them, and v.7 grounds this wish upon 

the righteousness of God. Even assuming that 0.3 might 

be equivalent to 5°38, still, according to the usage of the 

language, the Hebrew 003, as distinguished from noms, does 

not mean burning coals, but black coals. It ought there- 

fore to have been VS "PNB. Hitzig reads O°78 from ΠΞ, 

ashes; but a shower of ashes is no means of punishment. 

Boitcher, following Wx. xxxix. 3, Num, xvii. 3, translates it 
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“clubs”; but in these passages the word means thin plates. 

We adhere to the meaning, “snares” (Job xxii. 10; ef. xxi. 

17; Prov. xxii. 5), and, following the accentuation, understand 

by these a special means of punishment by itself. The first 

means of punishment employed is this, that there comes 

down a whole discharge of lassoes, which render all attempts 

at flight impossible, viz. lightnings; for the lightning that 

flashes from one point of the heavens and darts with a ser- 

pentine motion towards another may really be compared to 

a snare or noose that is thrown down from above. Besides 

the fire and brimstone mentioned in Gen. xix. 24, riaydy nn 

-isalso added. The LXX. translates it : πνεῦμα καταιγίδος, and 

the Targum : noapby NUT, procella turbinea. The stem is not 

ἢν (which cannot be shown to exist as a cognate form of 379, 

2x, to burn), but ἮΡΙ, which, as Lam. v. 10 shows, corre- 
sponds exactly to the Latin estuare, which combines in it- 

self the notions of heat and of violent movement. We must 

therefore translate it somewhat after this manner: a wind 

of flames, 1.6. a pestilential simoom, which, when taken 

along with 1°53) YS according to the present way of divid- 

ing the verse, is represented as a breath of the divine wrath 

(Isa. xxx. 33) pouring itself forth like a stream of brimstone. 

This explains also how this can be called the portion of their 

cup, 7.6. that which is allotted to them as the contents of the 

cup that they must drain off. Nj!) (found only in Davidic 

Psalms, with the exception of Jer. xiil. 25, where according 

to Kimchi, Michlol, 15 ὃ, not 132, but 3), is to be written, 

and 2 Chron. xxxi. 4) is, like the Syr. 78: contracted from 

nj) (N12), manajat (manawat), from 3'), the primary form 

being 22, 12. 1! is of the same form as ΠῚ, which is 

not contracted and has the later fem. termination. In NJ! 

(just as in ΠῚ, from ΠΝ.) the unchangeably long vowel 

compensates for the loss of the third letter of the stem 

(vid. Hupf. and Olsh., ὃ 108 ο, 16572). Cf. such forms as NYY 

(Lev. xxv. 21) from dsajat. 
R 
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Vers. 7. Thus then Jahve is in alliance with David. Al- 

though he cannot defend himself against his foes, yet when 

Jahve gives free scope to His hatred in judgment, these will 

have to do with the unavoidable powers of wrath and death. 

The concluding distich grounds this different bearing of God 

towards the righteous and the unrighteous and this dismal 

fate of the latter upon God’s righteousness. Just as Jahve 

Himself is righteous, so also both on His own part (1 Sam. 

ΧΙ. 7, Mic. vi. 5 and freq.) and on the part of man (Isa. 

xxxili. 15) He loves Nip, deeds of righteousness. The ob- 

ject of JN=3NN precedes it, as in xcix. 4 (cf. x. 14). As in 

xlvii. 5, xxviii. 68, 18, however, might also be finite, having 

the é that is characteristic of forms expressive of an affection 

of the mind, and that always indicates a talem esse, a ἕξις, 

even when such verbs are used transitively. The question 

whether 1} in v. 7b is subject or object is much more 

important. A predicate in the plural may follow a subject 

in the singular (cf. ix. 7; Job viii. 19) as well as precede it 

(Prov. xxviii. 1, Isa. xvi. 4). No doubt that which would 

most readily occur to one would be to take % as object. 

Taken by themselves the words may mean: “ His counten- 

ance beholds the upright one” (Hengst. and others) as well 

as: “upright ones behold His countenance.” Nevertheless 

weighty reasons require that we take %* as subject. For 

(1) the usage of the language always speaks of the face as 

being something only to be seen, not seeing ; if the poet had 
meant % to be the object of the verb, he would have said 
YOY (xxxii. 18, xxxiv. 16, Job xxxvi. 7). (2) If be 
object, the thought which the sentence expresses is already 
expressed inv.5a. (3) The thought, that such as are upright 
behold the face of God, is a thought that finds parallels in 
xvil. 15, cxl. 13, whereas the thought that the face of God 
beholds the upright man is, when expressed in this way, 
without a parallel. (4) At the close of the Psalm one expects 
to find a statement regarding the end of the upright as con- 
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trasted with that of the godless. We may conclude there- 
fore that the poet meant to say: upright men (quisquis 
probus est) shall behold His countenance. The pathetic 1°25 

instead of 1.23 was specially suitable here, seeing it is a clos- 

ing word that refers to God. Now that the Phcenician D2, = 

ry) (mimation of the contracted lahw), is unquestioned, it is 

more certain that mo is occasionally (e.g. Job xx. 23; cf. xxii. 

2, xxvii. 23) a singular suffix. Mortal man cannot behold 

God’s countenance and live. When, however, God causes 

His countenance to shine (Num. vi. 25), i.e. reveals Himself 

in love, He makes the creature able to bear the sight. To 

enjoy this vision of God, this vision which is softened by 

love, is the highest honour which God in His grace can 

bestow upon a man; itis the very blessedness reserved for 

the upright (cxl. 13). It cannot be said that what is meant 

is a vision of God beyond the grave: but just as little can it 

be said that it is exclusively a vision on this side of it. To 

the Old Testament consciousness the future 291 undoubtedly 

loses itself in the night of Shedl. Faith, however, broke 

through this night and trusted in a future intuition of God 

(Job xix. 26). The New Testament redemption has realised 

this postulate of faith, inasmuch as the Redeemer, having 

broken through the night of the realm of the dead, has led 

up the saints of the Old Testament along with Himself, and 

has translated them into the sphere of the divine love that 

is clearly revealed in heaven. 

PSALM XII. 

COMPLAINT AND CONSOLATION IN TEE MIDST OF PREVAILING 

FALSEHOOD. 

2 Help, Jahve, for the godly man is no more, 
For the faithful have vanished from among the children 

of men! 

1 On the origin of this 05 (1195) vid. Philippi, Status Constr., p. 189, 
and Stade in Morgenlandische Forschungen (1875), pp. 202 ff. 
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3 They speak falsehood every one with his neighbour, 

A flattering lip with a double heart do they speak. 

4 May Jahve cut off all flattering lips, 

The tongue that speaketh so grandiloquently, 

5 That say: to our tongue do we impart strength, 

Our lips are with us; who is lord over us ἢ 

6 “Because of the oppression of the afflicted, the groaning 
of the poor, 

Now will I arise—saith Jahve— 
In safety will I set him that panteth for it.”— 

7 The words of Jahve are pure words, 
Silver smelted down in the furnace to the ground, 
Refined seven times. 

8 Thou, O Jahve, wilt guard them, 
Thou wilt preserve him from this generation for ever. 

9 The wicked strut about on every side, 
When vileness is exalted among the children of men. 

Ps. xi. is appropriately followed by Ps. xii. the purport of 

the two being similar. The latter is a prayer for the de- 

liverance of the miserable and the poor in a time of universal 

moral corruption, and more particularly of prevailing faith- 

lessness and boasting. The title: For the Musician, on the 

Octave, a Psalm of David, refers us to the time when the 

temple-music was being established, the time of David— 

incomparably the best age in Israel’s history, and yet, when 

looked at in the light of the spirit of holiness, an age that 

was so radically corrupt. The true Church of Jahve was 

even then, as always, a Church of confessors and martyrs; 

and the sighing for the coming of Jahve was in these days 

not less deep than the present sighing, ‘Come, Lord Jesus!” 

Along with Ps. ii. this Ps. xii. is a second example of the 

manner in which a psalmist, when in a state of spiritual 

excitement, passes over into the tone of a prophet who 

directly hears God’s word and is therefore inspired. Just as 

lyric poetry, as being a direct and solemn expression of men- 

tal agitation, is generally speaking the oldest kind of poetry, 

so psalm-poetry not only preformatively contains in itself the 
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Maschal, the epic and the drama; but even prophecy, as we 
possess it in the prophetical writings of its best period, is 
born, as it were, from its womb; it is throughout a blending 
of future epic and subjective lyric elements, and in many 
respects the echo of earlier Psalms; and in many places (e.g. 
Isa. xii.; Hab. iii.) it even passes over into the strain of 
psalmody. Hence Asaph receives the epithet 7177 (2 Chron. 
xxix. 30)—not on account of the special character of his 
Psalms, but simply as a psalmodist, for the same name is 
given to Jeduthun in 2 Chron. xxxv.15; and in 1 Chron. 
xxv. 2f even 82) (cf. προφητεύειν in Luke i. 67) is used as a 

designation of psalm-singing with musical accompaniment— 
a clear proof that the co-operation of a human factor is no 
less to be recognized in prophecy than the influence of a 

divine factor in psalm-poetry. 

Direct words of Jahve and the Amen of the psalmist to 
them form the middle portion of this Psalm—a strophe of 
six lines, which is surrounded by strophes of four lines. 

Vers. 2,3. The sigh of prayer, ΠΡ ῬῚΠ, implies its object 

in itself: work deliverance, afford assistance, and is ac- 

counted for by the following complaint. The verb 133, to 

complete, means here, as in vii. 10, to come to an end, to be 

no more, and the dz. Aey. DDB is equivalent to DDN in Ixxvii. 

9, to come to the worst, to cease. That 0°38 is not here an 

abstract noun (as e.g. in Prov. xiii. 17) is already plain from 

the predicate that precedes it in the plural; the parallelism, 

the same as in xxxi. 24, is also against our so taking it. 

TDM is the godly man, one who practises 109 towards God 

and man. /)98, ground-form NOX (plur. 0°28; according 

to others from }28, with the same initial vowel sound as 

WW in Joel 11.5; οἵ. ΠΝ -- ΠΣ 2.5), used here as an adjective 

(as in xxxi. 24; 2 Sam. xx. 19; cf. on the other hand Dent. 

‘xxx. 20), is the man who is trustworthy, faithful, conscien- 

tious, literally the man who is firm, 1.6. the man whose mind 

and word are constant, so that one can rely upon them and 
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be certain with regard to him. We read similar complaints 

regarding the universal prevalence of wickedness in Mic. 

vii. 2, Isa. lvii. 1, Jer. vii. 28 and elsewhere. Such complaints 

imply their own limitation. For although those who thus 

complain will, without Pharisaic self-justification, accuse 

themselves of participating in the prevailing corruption, they 

are nevertheless in their penitence, their sufferings for the 

faith, and their cry for help, an actual proof that humanity 

has not yet become without exception a massa perdita. What 

the author specially complains of is the prevailing untruth- 

fuluess. Men speak sy (=n, from Si), dissoluteness 

and hollowness under a specious disguise, falsehood (xli. 7) 

and hypocrisy (Job χχχν. 13), ἕκαστος πρὸς τὸν πλησίον αὐτοῦ 

(LXX.; cf. Eph. iv. 25, where the greatness of this sin is 

based upon the New Testament principle: ὅτι ete ἀλλήλων 

μέλη); they speak a lip of smoothnesses (nipen, plur. of 

N22, levitates, or of pon , levia), t.e. the smoothest and most 

polished language (accusative of the object as in Isa. xix. 

18), with a double heart, inasmuch, viz., as the sentiment 

with which they deceitfully impose upon others and perhaps 

even upon themselves is different from that which they ac- 

tually cherish, or even (cf. 1 Chron. xii. 33, 391 2 N?2, and 

Jas. i. 8, δίψυχος, fickle, inconstant) inasmuch as the senti- 

ment they now express in flattering terms quickly changes 

into the very opposite. 

Vers. 4,5. The optative signification of the jussive Ni?! 

is as unquestionable here as in cix. 15. Flattering lips and 

a grandiloquent tongue are in so far compatible, as the brag- 

gart, when it serves his own self-interest, becomes a flatterer. 

WS refers to lips and tongue, which, however, are meant 

of those who possess them. The Hiph. 133) can only mean 

either to impart strength or to evince strength; the fact that 

it is combined with > instead of with 3 is in favo of the 

former: we will give emphasis to our tongue; such is 

the self-confident declaration of their will. Contrary to the 
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signification of the Hiphil, Hupfeld renders it: we are mas- 

ters of our tongue; while Ewald and Olshausen, on the 

ground of an erroneous interpretation of Dan. ix. 27, render 

it: with our tongue we make or have a firm covenant. They 

characterise their lips as their confederates (N¥ as in 2 Kings 

ix. 32), and with “ who is Lord over us” they declare them- 

selves to be absolutely free and exalted above authority of 

every kind. If any authority should endeavour to assert 

itself over them, their mouth strikes it to the ground, their 

tongue beats it down. But Jahve, whom this deification 

of themselves challenges, will not always suffer His own to 

be thus enslaved. 

Vers.6,7. Inv.6 the psalmist hears Jahve Himself speak, 

and inv. 7 he says Amen to what He says. The two j? of 

vy. 6 indicate the reason, ΠΡ the decisive turning-point from 

forbearance to the infliction of punishment, and 728’ the 

divine determination, which is just now causing itself to 

be heard; cf. the echo in Isa. xxxiii. 10. Up to this time 

Jahve has apparently looked on inactively and with indit- 

ference; now He will arise and set into YW, .6. the condition 

of safety (cf. O%02 DY Ixvi. 9), him that panteth there- 

after. We must not interpret it: him at whom he, the 

boaster, puffs, which would be 13 15} (cf. x. 5), but with Ew., 

Hengst., Olsh., and Bottch., after Hab. ii. 3, where ? Mat 

occurs in the sense of panting or hasting towards an end: 

him who yearns for it. 5}, however, is not a participial 

adjective="5!, but an impf. (vid. Konig, Lehrgeb. p. 504), 

and 19 MD! is therefore a relative clause taking the place of 

the object, such a clause as occurs in Job xxiv. 19, Isa. xli. 

2,25 and in many other passages. Hupfeld’s rendering : 

“in order that he may recover breath (respiret)”’ leaves nw 

without an object, and is in accordance with Aramaic and 

Arabic rather than with Hebrew usage, which would express 

this by means of 15 m2 or IP ΠῚ" «In v. 7 this proclamation 

by Jahve is followed by its echo from the heart of the seer: 
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the words (ΠΥ ΟΝ instead of ni28 according to Ben-Ascher’s 

rule!) of Jahve are pure words, 1.e. they are absolutely with- 

out any intermixture of untruthfulness,and are meant and 

fulfilled in their natural sense. The poetical V8 (after the 

form 721) serves especially as the designation of the divine 

words of promise which are so full of power. The figure, 

which is hinted at elsewhere, when God’s word is called 

NDNY (xviii. 31, exix. 140, Prov. xxx.5), is worked out here: 

silver that is melted and therefore refined yayd δου, ὮΣΙ 

is either derived from bby. δ, immitere, whence also by (vid. 

Fleischer on Isa. iii. 4), and signifies “the ecrucible”’ (Targ., 

Jefeth, Luth.); or (and seeing that for “ crucible ”’ the lan- 

guage has the terms 113 and 51312, this is more probable) it 

is derived from boy \c, operart (properly to set about any- 

thing), and signifies primarily that which is being worked at 

(after the form Syn, SDB, bay), then the place where the 

work is carried on, workshop. From the same root comes 

also the Talmudic ΣΡ ΕΞ 9533, manifeste, a term which occurs 

in the Mischna Rosch-ha-Schana, 1.5, and elsewhere, the prim- 

ary meaning of which answers to the French en effet. Ac- 

cordingly, the > of YIN? is not that of appurtenance: in a 

crucible which is embedded in the earth,—for which yasd, 

moreover, would be an inadequate and colourless expression ; 

but in keeping with the usual meaning of yand when em- 

ployed as an adverbial adjunct, we must render it: smelted 

(refined) down to the ground. Olshausen remarks upon this 

passage, “Silver, which, when purified in the furnace, flows 

down to the ground, one may see in every foundry; the 

pure smelted silver flows down out of the smelting fur- 

1 If a guttural follows the consonant that is pointed with Scheba, Ben- 

Ascher substitutes Scheba compositum for the simple Schebé (e.g. Sin 

xlix. 15), and if the Scheba is silent, ὁ 6. if the consonant under which it 

is placed ends the syllable, ke is so fond of making the syllable half 

open that he writes NUN, xviii. 7, fF xviii. 24, and the like. Vid. 

his rule with its exceptions in Baer, Thorath Emeth, p. 27. 
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nace, in which the ore is heaped up.” For, seeing that ΚΝ 
does not denote the earth as material, and therefore cannot 
mean earthen elements, it cannot be the ? of reference (“ re- 
fined with respect to the earth ”’), unless we were to read 
Pan?, which would not mean “to a white brilliancy,” 1.6. so 

as to become a pure bright mass (Béttch.), but “as regards 

the stannum, the galena”’ (vid. on Isa. i. 25). The verb Pt 

corresponds to the German sethen, seigen, Old High German 

sthan, Greek σακκεῖν (σακκίζειν), to strain, filter, cause to per- 

colate, to purify by passing through a cloth used as a strainer, 

PY. God’s word is pure silver that has flown off and left all 

dross behind it, silver that has as it were passed seven times 

through the furnace, and is therefore altogether free of alloy 

and very precious. Silver is an emblem of everything that 

is precious and pure, and seven is the number of the com- 
pleted process. 

Vers. 8, 9. In the second strophe the supplicating com- 

plaint of the first has passed over into an ardent wish; on 

the ground of the divine word, which was heard in the third, 

there now arises in the fourth an assured hope. The suffix 

ém in 8a refers back to the helpless and the poor, the suffix 

ennu in 8b (him, not: us, in which case it must have been 

punctuated 1378) to those who are represented in the divine 

word (v. 6) as yearning for safety. The synallage is harsh ; 

but a similar synallage occurs so frequently in the Psalms 

and the prophets, that we must hesitate to get rid of it with 

Baethgen (Stud. u. Kritik. 1880, p. 752 f.) by correcting the 

text. Preservation for ever is a preservation so enduring, 

that they will never succumb to this generation. The 

oppression shall not become a thorough crushing, the tempta- 

tion shall not go beyond their power of enduring it. That 

which follows in v. 9 is not a concessive clause: even al- 

though the wicked should walk on every side (Riehm) ; for 

there is no “even” (03, Ew., ὃ 362 δ) in the text, and both 

the collocation of the words and the emphatic form of the 
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impf. are opposed to this syntactical concatenation. It is a 

direct statement giving a more particular description of the 

depraved generation mentioned in 8b. Wis the generation 

which has on the whole one general character and renders 

homage to one Zeitgeist (cf. e.g. Prov. xxx. 11-14, where 

the characteristic features of a corrupt age are specified) ; 

ἡ, (always without the article, Ew., ὃ 298 α) points to the 

present time and the present customs, which are finally once 

more characterized in a few outlines of a more general kind 

than in vv. 3-5. Wicked men stalk about on every side 

(aoa, said of an easy, conceited, swaggering gait), when 

(because) vileness is so exalted (817, as in Prov. xi. 11; cf. 

δ, Prov. xxix. 2) among (?) the children of men that they 

come to be under its dominion. Mendelssohn, following the 

Targum, translates: when vileness breeds like vermin. The 

figure is a Semitic one; in Arabic also “to increase as ver- 

min increase” (Ja! ott LS) is equivalent to “to mul- 

tiply greatly”; but 029, ay if used in this sense (Ex. xvi. 

20), would not stand thus alone by itself; and the defect. 

script. does not warrant us to look upon this unlikely word 

as intended here instead of 84, which is thoroughly in keep- 

ing with the context. Vileness is called mbt, vilitas, from 

δ, (cogn. 527), to be supple and flaccid, base, mean, worth- 

less. Like the Talmudic ΠΥΡῚ ΟἹ = 99), the form is passive; 

it is the designation of that which is depreciated, despised 

and which ought to be despised; here it is the antithesis of 

the disposition and way of acting of the noble man, 3°73 (Isa. 

xxxii. 8), the vileness which is destitute not only of all nobler 

principles and motives, but also of all nobler impulses and 

paroxysms. The 3 of 0731s not, as eg.in Prov. x. 25, an 

expression of simultaneousness: as soon as vileness is ex- 

alted—for in that case v. 9 would state a general observation 

instead of being descriptive, but 573 is equivalent to 073, and 

is used intentionally instead of the latter, in order to give 
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expression to a coincidence that is not merely accidental but 

based upon an intimate relation of cause and effect. Wicked 

men strut about everywhere, surrounding the better on every 

side in a hostile spirit. So itis; and it cannot be otherwise 

at a time, when men allow vileness to obtain dominion over 

and among them, as is just now the case. Thus even at the 

last, and while the psalmist is avowing his assured hope, the 

depressing view of the present asserts itself. The present is 

gloomy. But in the hexastich of the middle of the Psalm the 

future is lighted up as a source of consolation against this 

gloominess. 

PSALM XIII. 

SUPPLIANT CRY OF ONE WHO HAS ALMOST SUCCUMBED. 

2 How long, Jahve! dost Thou forget me for ever, 
How long hidest Thou Thy face from me? 

3 How long shall I cherish anxiety in my soul, 
Sorrow in my heart by day ? 
How long shall my foe be exalted over me? 

4 Look hither, answer me, Jahve my God, 
Lighten mine eyes, lest I sleep unto death, 

5 Lest my foe say: “1 have overcome him,” 
And my oppressors exult when I stumble. 

6 But as for me, in Thy grace do I trust; 
Let my heart exult in Thy salvation ; 
I will sing of Jahve that He hath dealt bountifully with 

me. 

The ὮΝ of the personal lamentation, which David raises 

in Ps. xiii., harmonises with the 273 of the general com- 

plaint, which he makes in Ps. xi; and for this reason the 

compiler has coupled these two Psalms together. Hitzig 

assigns Ps. xiii. to the time when Saul was hunting David 

down as if he were really a beast of prey, and when the 

latter, having already been long and unceasingly pursued, 

dared cherish the hope of escaping death only by unwearied 
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endurance and activity. Hitzig is perhaps right. The 

Psalm consists of three strophes, or, if one prefers so to 

put it, of three groups of decreasing magnitude. A long 

deep sigh is followed by a petition that is already gentler 

and half tranquillized, and which proceeds as it were from — 

a relieved breast; and this is followed by believing joy 

in the certainty of being heard: The hymn as it were 

advances in waves that are constantly decreasing in length, 

until at last it is only agitated with joy, and becomes calm 

as the sea when smooth as a mirror. 

Vers. 2, 8. The complicated question: till when, how 

long . . . for ever (as in Ixxiv. 10, xxix. 5, lxxxix. 47), 

is the expression of a complicated condition of soul, where, 

as Luther briefly and appropriately describes it, in the 

anguish caused by the apprehension of divine wrath “ hope 

itself despairs, and despair nevertheless hopes.” The self- 

contradiction of the question is to be explained by the 

conflict between the spirit and the flesh that is raging 

within. The desponding heart thinks: God has forgotten 

me for ever; but the spirit repels this thought and turns 

it into a question, which marks this forsaking as being only 

apparent: how long shall it seem that Thou forgettest me 

for ever? It lies in the very nature of the divine wrath 

that the feeling of it is always accompanied by the im- 

pression of its eternity and, therefore, by a foretaste of hell. 

Faith, however, holds fast the love that is behind the wrath, 

sees in the display of wrath only a self-disguising of the 

loving countenance of the God of love, and earnestly desires 

that this loving countenance may once more be unveiled .to 

it. Four times does David raise this ery of faith from the 

very depths of his spirit. To put or set up devices, plans, 

schemes in his soul, viz. as to how he may be able to escape 

from this agonising condition, is equivalent to: to make the 

soul the place, the laboratory of such projects (cf. Prov. 

xxvi. 24); one such ΠΡ pursues the other in his soul, 
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because he recognises the vanity of the one after the other 

as soon as they occur to his mind. In view of the following 

Di we must think of anxiety that he felt by night; for 

night leaves man alone with his affliction and makes him 

feel it doubly keen. It cannot be proved from Ezek. xxx. 

16 (cf. Zeph. ii. 4, O°7$3) that D9, like OY (Jer. vii. 25, 
shortly for 51 01), may mean daily (Ew., ὃ 313.4); nor 

does it have that meaning here, but it is the antithesis of 

the 77!2, which is to be supplied in thought in 3a. By 
night he devises plan after plan, each one as vain as the 

other; by day, or all the day, when he sees his distress 

with open eyes, sorrow (113%) is in his heart, the precipitate, 

as it were, of the night, and a direct reflexion of his helpless 

and hopeless condition. He is pursued, and his foe is in the 

ascendant. O17 means both to be exalted and to raise one’s 

self up, 1.6. to come to the front and to give one’s self airs. 

The group of verses closes with quousque, repeated for the 

fourth time. 

Vers. 4, 5. In contrast to God’s seeming to have for- 

gotten him and to be desirous to see and know nothing 

regarding his need, he entreats: 70°30 (cf. Isa. lxiii. 15) ; 

in contrast to his being perplexed and unable to help him- 

self, he prays: 221), answer (reply to) me, who am crying 

for help, viz. with such a fulfilment of my prayer as will 

manifestly be a real answer; and in contrast to the triumph- 

ing of his foe: ‘2? 783, in order that the triumph of his 

foe may not be made complete by his dying. To enlighten 

the eyes that are dimmed with trouble and well nigh closing 

in death, is equivalent to: to impart new vital force (Ezra 

ix. 8), of which the fresh, clear brightness of the eye is 

the reflection (1 Sam. xiv. 27, 29). The illuminating light, 

to which S80 points, is the loving light of the divine 

countenance (xxxi.17). Light, love, life and their opposites, 

darkness, wrath, death, are ideas closely linked together in 

Scripture. He whom God looks upon in love continues to 
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live; new vital powers permeate him; he does not have 

to sleep death, 1.6. the sleep of death (Jer. li. 39, 57; cf. 

Ps. Ixxvi. 6). M30 is the accusative of the effect or con- 

sequence: to sleep so that the sleep becomes death (LXX., 

eis θάνατον. Cf. Ew., ὃ 28] 6). For such a light of life he 

prays, in order that his foe may not ultimately be able to 

say A232) (with accusative object as in Jer. xxxvill. 5)= 

iy 23) (cxxix. 2, Gen. xxxii. 26), I am able for him, I am 

become superior to him. On account of the following impf. 

it is better to take 3 as referring to time (quum) than as 

indicating the reason (quod) ; cf. Ὁ). OID (xxxviii. 17). 

Ver. 6. The five lines of lamentation and the four of 

supplication are now followed by three of joyous anticipa- 

_ tion. With ‘J8) he sets himself over against his foes: these 

desire his death; he, however, trusts in God’s grace, which 

will turn and put an end to his misery. 2 D3 characterises 

faith as confidence that clings fast to God, just as 3 “DN 

characterises it as confidence that hides itself in Him. The 

voluntative 23? presupposes the certainty of the hope. The 

perf. in 6¢ is to be understood literally ; his lauding of 

Jahve follows the fact that inspires his song. oy 503, to 

do good to, to benefit, as in cxvi. 7, cxix. 17; cf. (29) 1103, 

lvii. 3, which is from a kindred root. With the two iambics 

gamal alaj the hymn subsides to rest. In the stormily 

agitated soul of the suppliant all has now become calm. 

Although the storm may still continue to rage without, 

there is peace in the depths of his heart. 

PSALM XIV. 

THE PREVAILING CORRUPTION AND THE LONGED-FOR REDEMPTION. 

1 The fool saith in his heart: ‘“ there is no God.” 
Corrupt, abominable is their behaviour, 
There is no one that doeth good. 
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2 Jahve looketh down from heaven upon the children of men, 
To see if there be any that have discernment, 
If there be such as enquire after God. 

3 They have all fallen away, they are one and all corrupt, 
There is no one that doeth good, 
There is not even one. 

4 “Are they so utterly devoid of understanding, all the 
workers of iniquity, 

Who, eating up My people, eat up bread, 
And upon Jahve do not call?” 

5 Then they shudder indeed, 
For God is in the righteous generation. 

6 The purpose of the afflicted ye would put to shame, 
For Jahve is indeed his refuge! 

7 Oh that the salvation of Israel were come out of Zion! 
When Jahve turneth the captivity of His people, 
Jacob shall exult, Israel shall be glad. 

Just as the general lamentation of Ps. xii. became personal 

in Ps. xiii., so in Ps. xiv. it again becomes general; and the 

longing that is expressed in xiv. 7 (APU 53°) with regard to 

the whole people of God corresponds to the personal hopeful 

longing of xiii. 6 (39 2a). In other respects Ps. xiv., as 

being a gloomy picture of the time with the dawn of the 

divine day in the background, is more closely connected with 

Ps. xii. than with Ps. xiii.; although there must have been 

some good reason for inserting the latter between these two. 

In the sentence of reprobation that is pronounced upon the 

ethico-religious condition of the men of the present genera- 

tion, and which Ps. xiv. has in common with Ps. xii., we 

have also a confirmation of the 717° of both ; nor does xiv. 7 

compcl us to date them from the time of the Exile. 

Ps. xiv. is Jehovistic; but in Ps. liii. we meet it again in 

the Elohistic style. From the position of Ps. xiv. in the 

primary collection, it is natural to presume that it is the 

earlier in respect of origin and the more original as regards 

its form. When we compare the two critically, this pre- 
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sumption is verified; and we shall therefore take no netice 

of Ps. liii. here, but treat of it in its proper place. Not as if 

Ps. xiv. were intact. It was evidently meant to consist of 

seven tristichs; but vv. 5 and 6, which should have been the 

fifth and sixth of these, are only distichs,—the original pro- 

portion of the form seems to have been destroyed by some 

omission. In Ps. lili. this is remedied by combining these 

two distichs into one tristich; it therefore consists of only 

six of these. There also the announcement of the judgment 

is made to refer to a foreign foe, a circumstance which, 

when allowed to influence the exposition of Ps. xiv., leads it 

astray.! 

Ver. 1. As in i. 1, x. 3, the perf., VON, is the so-called 

abstract present (Ges., § 126, 3), expressive of a fact of 

universal experience, which is inferred from many individual 

instances. The language of the Old Testament is uncom- 

monly rich in designations of the unwise. The simple, ὯΒ, 

and the silly, ΟΞ, form the lowest rounds of this ladder; 

the idiot, PANS and the lunatic, On, the uppermost. In the 

middle lies the notion of the fool or crack-brained, Ba es 

a word from the verbal stem pete which, according as the 

kernel of the group of consonants lies either in 32 or in 22 

(cf. DIN, DIN, SDN, byp), signifies either to project, to be 

prominent, eminere, Arab. nabula, or to distend one’s self, to 

relax, to become decrepit, to wither, so that 22) accordingly 

is the one who is flaccid, impotent (Aquila, ἀποῤῥέων), or in 

the language of the New Testament: πνεῦμα οὐκ ἔχοντα. “A 

fool’’—thus Isa. xxxii. 6 characterizes the 533“ speaks folly 

and his heart works iniquity, to practise knavery and to utter 

foolish things against Jahve, to leave empty the soul of the 

1 Bickell (D.M.Z., xxvi. 811) finds in Ps. xiv. the acrostic DUM MN, 
where is God? But in order to bring out such an acrostie, v. 6 with its 

initial Y must be made a member of v.5. The Psalter contains no 

acrostics. The pursuit after such is a play of wit, which is mistaken 

and leads astray. 
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hungry and to refuse drink to the thirsty.” According to 

this, 53) is the synonym of Y?, scoffer (vid. the definition in 

Prov. xxi. 24). According to the Scriptures such a free- 

thinker is to be reckoned amongst those who are vapid, 

hollow, devoid of mind. The thought, Dion PS, in which 

the thinking and acting of such a one is rooted, is the climax 

of imbecility. It is not merely practical atheism that is 

meant by this maxim of the 233. According to the Scrip- 

tures the heart is the laboratory not only of volition, but also 

of thought. The °32 is not satisfied with acting as if there 

were no God; but he even directly denies that there is a 

God, viz. a personal God. That such atheists may be found 

among men, the Psalmist considers the very extreme and 

depth of human depravity, and, therefore, makes mention of 

it first. The subject of what follows is not these deniers of 

God, but men in general, among whom such are found; they 

make corrupt, they make abominable (their) way of acting, 

behaviour. ny, poetically short for onion, belongs to 

both verbs, which have Tarcha Mercha (the two usual serviles 

of Mugrasch) in correct texts, and that, too, not as an adver- 

bial accusative (Hengst. and others), but as an objective ; for 

MMW is specially fond of this combination with 7)°2Y (Zeph. 
iii. 7), or, what is the same thing, with 727 (Gen. vi. 12), and 

avnn (cf. 1. Kings xxi. 26) is only added to give the greatest 

possible intensity to nnwvn, The negation: “there is none 

that doeth good” is as unlimited as xii. 2. Further on, how- 

ever, the psalmist distinguishes from the corrupt mass a 

ΡΝ ΤΊ which has to experience this corruption in the form 

of persecution. He means what he says to be understood of 

humanity as κόσμος, in which, just as in the divine words in 

Gen. vi. 5, 12, the little company of those, who have been 

taken out of the corrupt mass by means of grace, at first 

escapes his notice. Seeing that it is only grace that delivers 

from this universal corruption, it may also be said that men 

are described here as they are by nature; although, it, is 
8 
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true, what is spoken of is not the condition of original sin 

by itself, but that of actual transgression, which springs up 

vigorously from the former, if grace does not intervene. 

Ver. 2. The second tristich appeals to the infallible judg- 

ment of God Himself. The verb ἢ ΡΨ (from — 44.5, to bend 

forward, overhang) means to look out, by bending one’s self 

forward. It is the proper word for looking out of a window 

(2 Kings ix. 30; cf. the Niph. in Judg. v. 28 et freq.) and 

for God’s looking down from heaven upon the earth (cii. 20 

and freq.). Itis synon. with D307 (xxxiii. 13, 14; cf. also 

Cant. ii.9). The perfect has a perfect sense only so far as 

the divine survey has preceded the report that is made-as 

to the result in v.3. Just as 10ND (both Hiphils with a 

euphonic Gaja) recalls to one’s mind the history of the Flood, 

so nin? recalls the history of the building of the tower 

of Babel (Gen. xi. 5; cf. xviii. 21). God’s judgment rests 

upon a cognition of the actual state of the case, a cognition 

which is represented in such passages after the manner of 

men. God’s eyes, which take in everything and pierce 

through everything, review humanity. Is there one who 

shows discernment in thinking and in acting, one to whom 

fellowship with God is the highest good and therefore also 

that after which he strives P—so enquires God, who has His 

delight in such, and whose close and yearning search such 

would certainly not escape. On DPN, τὸν Θεόν, vid. Ges., 

§ 117, 2. 

Ver. 3. The third tristich bemoans the condition in which 

He finds humanity. The universality of the corruption is 

expressed in a threefold manner, and, therefore, as emphati- 

cally as possible. 230 (the totality) alternates with VN! 

(literally, in its or their combinations, ¢.e. wniverst); it is 

not necessary to alter δὲ YN} into ΠΝ NON ; the plur. is 

found along with 17M also in liii. 4, and after 1 Chron. x. 6 

‘may be unhesitatingly accepted. ‘Dis the 3rd perf., seeing 

the question is not so much -as to conditions as to-facts and 
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the cognition of them ; they have all turned aside, viz. from 

God’s way, 1.6. they have fallen away from God (ἀποστάτης). 

As in Job xv. 16, ΡΟΣ characterizes the moral corruption as 

a turning sour, becoming putrid, suppuration. Instead of 

THY"DA PS (there is not even one that might form an excep- 

tion) the LXX. translates: οὐκ ἔστιν ἕως ἑνός (as if it were 

TIN"W, which is the more common form). In Rom. iii. 

10-12, Paul quotes the first three verses of this Psalm as a 

proof that the position he maintains, that Jews and Gentiles 

are all under sin, is in conformity with the teaching of 

Scripture. What the psalmist says applies primarily to the 

Israelites in his immediate neighbourhood; at the same time, 

however, it applies also to the heathen, as indeed is self- 

evident ; what is lamented is neither the corruption of the 

pseudo-Israelites in particular, nor that of the heathen, but 

the universal corruption that is prevalent in Israel no less 

than in the heathen world. The citations of the Apostle 

that follow his quotation from this Psalm, from τάφος dvewy- 

μένος to ἀπέναντι τῶν ὀφθαλμῶν αὐτῶν, were at a very early 

period incorporated with the Psalm in the Κοινή of the LXX. 

They appear as an integral portion of that version in Cod. 

Vat. and Sin., also in the Greco-Latin Psalterium Veronense, 

and in the Syriac Psalterium Mediolanense; they are also 

found in Apollinaris’ paraphrase of the Psalms as a later 

interpolation ; Cod. Vat. 754 has them in the margin; and 

in the Rabbinical translation; DP'2773 ΡῈ »25) YI 72, the 
words : σύντριμμα καὶ ταλαιπωρία ἐν ταῖς ὁδοῖς αὐτῶν have found 

admittance even into a Hebrew Codex (Kennicott, 649). 

Origen rightly excluded this apostolic mosaic of Old Testa- 

ment testimonies from his text of the Psalms; and the 

true exposition of the state of matters is already found in 

Jerome, in the preface to book xvi. of his commentary on 

Isaiah.) 

1 Cf. Pliischke, De Psalterit Syriacit Mediolanensis indole, 1835 

pp. 28-39, and Fred. Field on our passage. 
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Ver. 4. So utterly cheerless is the result of the divine 

scrutiny. In Israel at least, the people of the law and of 

redemption, matters ought to have looked differently. But 

even there wickedness prevails and frustrates God’s gracious 

will. It is to the sinners among this people that the divine 

outburst of indignation which is heard here by the psalmist 

applies. As in Isa. iii. 13-15, the Judge of the world ad- 

dresses Himself to the leading men of Israel in particular. 

This one feature of our Psalm has been formed into an in- 

dependent prophetical picture in the Asaphic Psalm, Ixxxil. 

That which is put here in the form of a question, 1}}} son, 15 

turned there (v. 5) into a direct statement. We must not 

translate it: will they not have to feel it (which ought to 

have been ‘¥3!), nor with Hupfeld: have they not experi- 

enced it? ‘Not to know” is meant here in the signification 

non sapere and, therefore, insipientem esse, as absolutely as 

in Ixxxii. 5, ᾿Ξ το; 22, xcii. 7, Isa. xliv. 18 (cf. v. 9), xlv. 20, 

and freq. The perf. is to be understood after the analogy of 

novisse (Ges., § 126, 6), and we must therefore render it: 

have all the workers of iniquity attained to no knowledge 

(Aquila: μὴ οὐκ ἐπέγνωσαν), are they devoid of all knowledge 

and consequently like brutes, yea, according to Isa. 1. 2, 3, 

inferior to brutes? The two following clauses are, logically 

at least, attributive clauses. That pnd ODN should be sub- 

ordinated to the participle as a circumstantial clause in the 

sense of on> 5 5, is syntactically inadmissible; but neither 

may Bnd 1228 be understood with Hupfeld of a brutish and 

secure way of spending one’s life; for, as Olshausen rightly 

observes, pnp boy does not mean to feast, to gormandize, but 

simply to eat, to take a meal. It also means to support one’s 

self (Amos vii. 12), according to which signification Riehm 

renders it: who by eating up my people seek and obtain their 

means of subsistence. This interpretation is possible; but 

Hengstenberg’s seems to us to be more poetical and also to 

characterize the workers of iniquity better: who eating my 
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people eat bread, 1.6. who no more think they are doing any- 

thing sinful than if they were eating bread, but rather think 

that what they are doing is as justifiable, unquestionable, 

and competent to them; cf. the working out of this thought 

in Mic. iii. 1-3 (especially in the latter part of v. 3 “as if 

in the pot and as flesh within the caldron”) and Prov. xxx. 

14. Instead of 487? Nb 1 Jeremiah (x. 21; cf., however, 

x. 25f, and also Ps. lxxix. 6f.) says: 71 N? '77NY}. The 
meaning is the same as in Hos. vii. 7. They do not pray, as 

it becomes man who is endowed with spirit to do; they are 

therefore like cattle, and act like beasts of prey. 

Ver. 5. When Jahve thus breaks out into indignation, 

His word, which is never ineffectual, thunders down those 

unnatural men, who are devoid of knowledge and conscience. 

Here, as in Ixvi. 6, Hos. ii. 17, Zeph. i. 14, Job. xxiii. 7, 

xxxv. 12, the local demonstrative DY is used temporally, and, 

as in xxxvi. 13, it is combined with the perfect of certainty. 

It does not mean “there,=some day,” as if it pointed to an 

indefinite future, but “ there=then,” when God shall thus 

speak to them in His wrath. Here, as frequently in the 

loftier style (e.g. in Hab. iii. 9), the signification of the verb 

2 is intensified by the addition of a noun from the same 

stem, not, as is usually the case, by the addition of the infin. 

absolute. -Then, when God’s long-suffering passes over into 

indignation and wrath, their inmost heart trembles with 

anguish at the prospect of judgment. On the other hand, 

however, this judgment of wrath is a revelation of love. 

Thus Jahve avenges and delivers those whom He calls "3, 

who, in contrast to the corrupt humanity of the present time 

(xii.8),are conformed to the revealed will of God and held to- 

gether by a better spirit than the Zeitgeist, and are, therefore, 

here called P'1¥ W1,—'4 passing over from the signification 

generatio into that of genus hominwm, as it always does, when 

it is used not merely in a temporal sense, but as an ethical 

term; cf. xxiv. 6, Ixxiii. 15, cxii. 2, in each of which it is a 
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designation of the totality of the children of God who are ic 

bondage in the wicked world and sighing for redemption. 

Ver. 6. In consequence of the self-attestation of Godin . 

judgment, of which he has become so certain and the assur- 

ance of which fills him with such consolation, the psalmist 

himself confronts his oppressors, full of joyous defiance. In- 

stead of the sixth tristich, which we had reason to expect, 

we have another distich. With a personal object the Hiph. 

v1 means: to put to shame, confound, ἴ.6. to bring it about 

that one must be ashamed of one’s self (e.g. xliv. 8; ef. lin. 

6, where the accusative of the person must be supplied in 

thought); when used absolutely it means: to act shame- 

fully, as in the &2% 15. (a dissolute son) of the Proverbs; 

only here does it appear with a neuter accusative of the ob- 

ject, not in the signification “to defame, or slander” (Hitz.)» 

a signification that it never has (not even in Prov. xiii. 5, 

where it is blended with Y'827, to make stinking, i.e. to give 

a bad reputation, Gen xxxiv. 30), but “to confound,” 1.6. “to 

frustrate’? (Hupf.), which is, moreover, the most natural 

meaning here, seeing it is followed by N¥¥. We must not, 

however, render it: ye put to shame, confound, because .. ., 

for what purpose would be served by this statement with 

such an inappropriate reason in support of it? The impf., 

11M, is used with the same shade of meaning as in Lev. 

xix. 17, and as the imperative elsewhere; and 3 assigns the 

reason for the clause that is to be supplied in thought, or, if 

one line of the strophe is lost, that has dropped out (cf. Isa. 

viii. 9f.): ye will effect nothing. ΠΣ is whatsoever the pious 

man, who as such is a sufferer, purposes to undertake for 

the glory of his God, or at least in accordance with the will 

of his God. All this the children of the world, who are in 

possession of worldly power, endeavour to frustrate; in the 

light, however, of the final decision, they do so in vain: Jahve 

is his refuge, or, literally, the place whither he betakes him- 

self for safety, and where he finds hiding, concealment (%, 
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SM, IND, yx0). In Baer’s editions 1751) has an orthophonic 

dag., which makes the reading 179M) unnecessary (cf. Don, 

x. 1; WUD, xxxiv. 1; 7BN?, cv. 22, and the like). 

Ver. 7. This tristich sounds like a liturgical addition 

dating from the Exile, if one is not inclined, on account 

of it, to assign the whole Psalm to that period. For ina 

similar connection elsewhere (as e.g. in Ps. exxvi.), MIY Ww 

means to turn the captivity or to bring back the captives; 

in such a connection, as e.g. in exxvi. 4, Nah. ii. 3 (followed 

by NN; ef. Ezek. xlvii. 7), 31” has a transitive signification, 

the Kal being preferred to the Hiph., Vw (Jer. xxxii. 44, 

xxxiii. 11), in favour of the alliteration with nia (from 72, 

to make a prisoner of war). And that the exiles also looked 

for redemption from no other quarter than from Zion, is 

plain, e.g., from Isa. Ixvi..6. Not as if they were of opinion 

that Jahve still dwelt among the ruins of His habitation— 

it indeed had rather become a ruin in consequence of His 

having forsaken it (as we read in Ezekiel); but the moment 

when He returns to His people is also the moment when He 

begins to reoccupy His sanctuary; and this, reappropriated 

by Jahve even before it is externally restored, is the focus 

of the divine judgment on Israel’s foes, as well as the lu- 

minous spot.in the reverse side of this judgment, the final 

redemption ; and, therefore, even during the Exile, Jerusalem 

is the place towards which their eyes are directed (the Kubla), 

when they engage in prayer (Dan. vi. 11). It would not, 

therefore, seem strange, if a psalmist belonging to the Exile 

should express his longing for redemption in the words : who 

gives,=oh that one would give,=oh that the salvation of 

Israel were come out of Zion. Seeing, however, that 1 

m2” also means metaphorically “to turn the misfortune” 

(as in Job xlii. 10, Ezek. xvi. 53, perhaps also in Ps. Ixxxy. 

2, cf. v. 5), MY having generalised its signification exactly 

in the same way as the German “ lend” (Old High German 
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elilenti, sojourn in a foreign land, banishment, homelessness), 

“exile,” “misery,” the 117? of the title cannot be decisively 

set aside simply because of that expression occurring here. 

Even Hitzig translates: “ would that Jahve would turn the 

affliction of His people,’ looking upon this Psalm as having 

been composed by Jeremiah during the time that the Scy- 

thians were in the land. If this translation is possible (which 

cannot be denied), we adhere to the 1179 of the title, and 

more especially as the supposed authorship of Jeremiah rests 

upon an ignoring of his reproductive character. The condi- 

tion of the true people of God in the time of Absalom was 

really a 13% in more than a figurative sense. We do not 

require, however, to seek for such a point of support in the 

history of these times; for in this concluding expression there 

is only formulated the view that prevails throughout the 

whole Psalm, the view viz. that, in the midst of the world, 

and even in the midst of the so-called Israel, the “righteous 

generation” finds itself in a condition of oppression, im- 

prisonment and bondage. When God shall turn this con- 

dition of His people, of those viz. who are so in truth, then, 

Jacob shall exult, and Israel be glad. To rejoice then is the 

grateful duty of the redeemed. And how could they do 

otherwise ! 

PSALM XY. 

THE CONDITIONS OF ACCESS TO GOD. 

1 Jahve, who may sojourn in Thy tent, 
Who may dwell upon Thy holy hill? 

2 One that walketh blamelessly, and worketh righteousness, 
And speaketh truth with his heart. 

3 Who beareth not slander upon his tongue, 
Nor doeth evil to his companion, 
Nor bringeth reproach upon his neighbour. 
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4 Who is displeasing in his own eyes, worthy of contempt, 
But those that fear Jahve doth he honour; 
If he swear to his hurt—he changeth it not. 

5 His money he giveth not for usury, 
Nor taketh a bribe on account of the innocent—~ 
He that doeth thus shall never be moved. 

The previous Psalm distinguished from the mass of 

universal corruption a ΡΣ 17, and concluded with the 

expression of longing for the salvation out of Zion. Ps. 

xv. answers the question: who belongs to that ΡΣ 11%, 

and for whom is the future salvation meant? Ps. xxiy., 

which was composed when the ark of the covenant was 

transferred to Zion, is similar to it. The sentiment that 

is expressed in our Psalm corresponds exactly to the un- 

pretended piety and genuine humility, that manifested 

themselves in David in the fairest light on that occasion; 

ef. v.46 with 2 Sam. vi. 19, and v. 4a with 2 Sam. vi. 21 ἢ. 

The circumstance, however, that Zion (Moriah) is simply 

called Y7?7 73 in v. 1, is in favour rather of the time of 

the Absalomic exile, when David was cut off from the 

sanctuary of his God, whereas men, who were the very 

opposite of those characterized in the Psalm, were in 

possession of it (vid. iv.6). It is natural to suppose that 

the characterization of the friend of God in the Psalm was 

occasioned by the moral corruption that prevailed in the 

time of the poet. Nothing, however, can be maintained 

with certainty, except that the Psalm presupposes that Zion 

had been raised to the dignity of being the holy hill, and 

that the ark of the covenant had been transferred to the 

Sais erected there (2 Sam. vi. 17). Isa. xxxiii. 13-16 is a 
splendid variation of this Psalm. 

Vers. 1, 2. This distichic half of the Psalm already 

contains im nuce all that the tristichic half expands. The 

address to God is not merely a pleasing form (Hupf.), but 

the question is really put to God just as it runs. The 
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answer, however, is not, as in prophetical passages, to be 

taken as a direct answer given by God: the psalmist pre- 

sents himself as a suppliant before God; he reads as it 

were what is passing in God’s heart, and himself answers, 

in accordance with the mind of God, the question he has 

just put. 33 and {2¥, which are usually distinguished from 

each other in the same way as παροικεῖν and κατοικεῖν in 

Hellenistic Greek, have here the same meaning; what is 

meant is not merely a passing, but an eternal V4 (Ixi. 5); 

the difference between the two reciprocal terms is only 

this, that 14, starting from the notion of a wandering life, 

denotes the finding of a permanent place of abode, while 

12¥, starting from the notion of settling down, denotes the 

dwelling of men together (cf. {2%, neighbour) in a fixed 

spot. The tent of Jahve and His holy hill are thought of 

here in their spiritual character as the places of the divine 

presence and of the community of God that has gathered 

round this; and, accordingly, the sojourning and dwelling 

there is not to be understood externally, but spiritually, 

with the setting aside and transcending of all limitations 

of space. This spiritual deepening of the Old Testament 

view, which was at first limited by notions of space, is found 

also in xxvil. 4, 5, lxi. 5; it is already implied where the 

notion of diligently visiting the sanctuary rises into that 

of permanently dwelling therein (Ixv. 5, lxxxiv. 4, 5); 

whereas elsewhere, as e.g. in xxiv. 3, the external actuality 

of the Old Testament is not yet transcended. Thus we see 

the notion of the sanctuary now contracting itself within 

Old Testament limits, now expanding into the universality 

which is characteristic of the New; for, as regards the idea 

of the sanctuary as well as that of sacrifice, the spirit of the 

1 In Arabic HSI le is the client or vassal of God, the one who as 

it were dwells within the jurisdiction of God’s castle, and Bivept is the 

right of asylum, ε 
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New Testament is already stirring, and powerfully working 

its way through its cosmical husk, without however the 

latter being as yet broken. 

The answer to this question, which is meant in such a 

New Testament sense, is also no less like the declaration 

of the New Testament: not they that say Lord, Lord, 

but they that do God’s will, have the right to enjoy His 

hospitality and to be inmates of His house; His will, how- 

ever, concerns the essence of the Law: our duties to our 

fellow-men, and the inner attitude of the heart. In qin 

D2 (here and in Prov. xxvii. 18), 0°97 is either a more 

specific definition of the subject: one walking as an upright 

man, like 27 7247, one going about as a slanderer (cf. 

30h WWD, Mic. ii. 7, “the upright as one walking”), or it is 
an accusative of the object, as in ΠῚΡῚΝ yen (Isa. xxxiii. 15): 

one who walks uprightness, 7.6. one who makes it his way, 

his manner of acting, which is strongly commended by the 

byDna D3°n of lxxxiv. 12 (those walking in uprightness). 

In the latter case 0°22 means integrum, =integritas; it de- 

notes the full, undivided, and unreserved surrender of one’s 

self to God (Deut. xviii. 13) and the Good. Instead of 

ΠΡῚΝ NYY it is said poetically PTY YB. The characteriza- 
tion of his manner of walking and acting is followed in 

v. 2b by that of his speaking: speaking truth with his 

heart. If ἭΝ had been used, 2 would have been the 3 of 

the place (Hitz.), as in xiv. 1; but along with 727 (ef. 

xxxix. 4, cxix. 13) it is the 3 of the instrument: he so 

speaks truth that his heart is in what he says. Three 

features of his character are indicated: his blameless walk, 

his acting in accordance with God’s will, and his unfeigned 

truthfulness. 

Vers. 3-5. The distich containing the question and that 

containing the general answer are now followed by three 

tristichs that answer the question in detail. Ewald counts 

10 clauses, in which the whole life of the godly man is here 
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traced back to its ethical principles; but the scheme of 3 x 3, 

which we have adopted, was more certainly intended. The 

description proceeds in independent clauses, which, however, 

have the logical value of relative clauses; the perff. have the 

signification of abstract presents, for they are expressive of 

qualities that have proved themselves in practice, of a habi- 

tual way of acting, of that which he, who is here in question, 

never did, and which it is, therefore, not his nature to do. 

227 means to go about, whether it be in order to spy out (the 

usual meaning) or to gossip and slander (here, and the Piel 

in 2 Sam. xix. 28; cf. 527, 5°97). Instead of 12823 it is said: 
body (with orthophonic dag. in the second >, in order that 

it may be read with emphasis and not be slurred over), be- 

cause the word, before it is uttered, lies upon the tongue; 

the speaker brings it up from within, and puts it upon his 

tongue or lips (xvi. 4, 1. 16, Ezek. xxxvi. 3). The assonance 

ΠΡ ἡ) is full of meaning: to do evil to him who is con- 

nected with us by the bond of blood and of familiar inter- 

course is a sin that is self-condemned. In Ex. xxxii. 27 also, 

317? is a parallel word to 1; both are here meant to refer 

not merely to fellow-countrymen; for that which is sin in 

itself and under all circumstances, is sin also according to Old 

Testament morality in relation to every man. The combin- 

ation of NY? with Ὁ and the usage elsewhere of the phrase 

NDI NY2, “to bear reproach” (lxix. 8), forbid our taking 

8Y2, when combined with 727, in the signification : eferre= 

effari (Hupf. and others). Seeing that δἰ) is tollere as well 

as ferre, it means to bring or lay reproach upon any one; 

reproach is a burden, which may be more easily laid on than 

cast off ; audacter calumniare, semper aliquid heret. 

In 4a we must adhere to the interpretation, of which Hup- 

feld says contemptuously, that Hitzig has picked it up out of 

the dust: “small is he in his own eyes, despised.” The Targ., 

Saad., Aben Ezra, Kimchi and Urbino (in his grammar, 27% 
Wi!) also take 1'2'Y3 NIA) together, although they interpret 
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it differently ; and accordingly it is accented in Baer’s edi- 

tion: BND) | ΝῺ M32 (Mahpach, Asla Legarmeh, Rebia Mag- 

num)! God exalts him who is Ὁ Ὴ3 Ὁ (1 Sam. xv. 17). 

David, when he brought in the ark of his God, could not 

satisfy himself with his self-depreciation (922), and appeared 

YY 280) (2 Sam. vi.22). This humility, which David con- 
fesses also in Ps. cxxxi., is represented here and throughout 

the whole of the Old Testament (e.g. in Isa. lvii. 15) as a 

condition of being well pleasing to God; and it is in reality 

the chief of all the virtues. On the other hand, it is for the 

most part translated, either according to the common accen- 

tuation (with which the 3 of '3°Y3 is dagheshed): the repro- 

bate is despised in his eyes (Raschi, Hupf.), or in accordance 

with the above accentuation: despised in his eyes is the 

reprobate (Maurer, Hengst., Olsh., Luzzatto) ; but in neither 

of these translations have we any indication of the ethical 

ground of the 73) or DN); and it is not good Hebrew to 

place together two participles without the article, and which, 

moreover, have the same meaning, in order that the one may 

be taken as subject, the other as predicate. Or may we 

perhaps explain it: such an one as slandereth, etc. is despic- 

able in his eyes, worthy of being despised? But in that 

case the retrospective “such an one” must have been some- 

how or other expressed. On the other hand, if we translate 

it: “despicable is he in his own eyes, worthy of being de- 

spised ” (Ges., § 134, 1), we can appeal to xiv. 1, where 

INNA is intensified by 12°YNT in exactly the same way as 

M32 here by DN'23; cf. also Gen. xxx. 31, Job xxxi. 23, Isa. 

xliii. 4. In this way justice is also done to the antithesis of 

1 The common accentuation: DN) YIP | ΠῚ) tears }°3')3 asunder 

from 71133, to which, from its position, it belongs; while that of Heiden- 

heim: DXD) 1)3}}2 ie?) must be rejected for the accentualogical reason, 

that of two like disjunctives the second has always a less disjunctive 

value than the first. There remains, therefore, only the accentuation 

given above. The MSS. vary. . 
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v.4b to v.4a: he appears to himself unworthy of all honour; 

to others, on the contrary, he continually renders honour; 

and the standard whereby he judges is the fear of God. 

The self-denying and strict manner in which he fulfils his 

oaths shows how he himself fears Jahve. We ignore this 

sense of yap ya), if we translate it: he swears to his neigh- 

bour (Y1=¥Y2), which must have been ὙΠ, or: he swears 

to the wicked (and keeps even to him what he has promised 

upon oath), which must have been yy, for why should not 

the article have been elided, its non-elision being an exceed- 

ingly rare occurrence in the classical style (xxxvi. 6). The 

words refer to Lev. v. 4: if any one swears thoughtlessly 

on? is νη, to do evil or to do good, etc. What is spoken 

of is the taking of oaths that one forgets, and the forgetting 

of which must be atoned for by a sin-offering, whether the 

purport of the oaths may have been something disagreeable 

and injurious, or agreeable and advantageous, to him that 

took them. The backward reference of the 77? to the sub- 

ject’ (Targ., Jer.: ut se affligat) is self-evident; for to do 

injury to others is a sin, the vowing and performance of 

which, and not its omission, would require to be atoned for. 

On YIN? =I), vid. Ges., § 67, remark 6. 
The hypothetical protasis (cf. e.g. 2 Kings v. 13) is fol- 

lowed by 7228?) as apodosis. The verb ὙΠ (syn. Aon ; 

vid. xlvi. 3) is native to the law of vows, which, if any one 

has vowed a sacrificial animal, forbids changing it into its 

whether it be 2123 YTIN YI TD (Lev. xxvii. 10, 33). Natu- 

rally, the psalmist does not use these terms in the technical 

sense in which they were used in the Law: swearing also 

includes vowing, and >? N? denies not only any exchanging 

of that which was vowed, but also any altering of that which 

was sworn: in no wise does he misuse the name of God 

deceitfully. 

In v. 5a also the psalmist, like the prophet Ezekiel (xviii 8), 
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has a passage of the Thora before his eyes, viz. Lev. xxv. 37; 

ef. Ex. xxii. 24, Deut. xxiii. 20. 222 D2 means to give any- 

thing away, in order to take usurious interest (422 from J, 

to bite, δάκνειν) for it. The person who takes or demands 

usury is ἼΘ᾽, the person who gives it is 13, the usury itself 

is 3. The trait of character in 5 ὃ also recalls to our mind 

expressions that occur in the Mosaic law: np? N? Tne ree 

minds us of the prohibition in Ex. xxiii. 8, Deut. xvi. 19, and 

ὭΣ of the curse in Deut. xxvii. 25; on account of the 

innocent, 7.e. against him, to condemn him. Whether it be 

by way of a loan or a present, he gives without claiming 

anything in return; and if he occupies the position of a 

judge, he is not accessible to bribery, more especially if the 

bribe be to secure the destruction of an innocent person. 

And now that his character is fully described, instead of 

concluding: such an one may sojourn, etc., the closing sen- 

tence is shaped otherwise, in conformity with the spiritual 

meaning of the psalmist’s question: one that doeth thus shall 

never be moved (019!, impf. Niph.), he stands fast, being 

upheld by Jahve, hidden in His fellowship; nothing from 

without, no misfortune, can overthrow him. 

PSALM XVI. 

TAKING REFUGE IN GOD, THE HIGHEST GOOD, FROM STRAITS 

AND DEATH. 

1 Preserve me, O God, for in Thee do I hide myself. 
2 I say to Jahve: ‘ Thou art the Lord, 

Besides Thee there is for me no weal,” 
3 And to the saints, that are on the earth: 

“These are the excellent, in whom is all my delight.” 

4. Their anguish shall be multiplied who have taken an idol 
in exchange— 

Their drink offerings of blood will I not pour ont, 
Nor take their.names upon my lips. 
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5 Jahve is the portion of mine inheritance and of my cup; 
Thou makest my lot magnificent. 7 

6 The measuring lines fell to me in pleasant places ; 
Yea, the inheritance seems beautiful to me. 

7 I bless Jahve for giving me counsel ; 
Even in the night seasons my reins admonish me. 

8 I set Jahve before me continually, 
For He is at my right hand—therefore I am not moved. 

9 Therefore my heart rejoices, and my glory exulteth, 
My flesh also will dwell free from care. 

10 For Thou wilt not abandon my soul to Hades, 
Nor give up Thy godly one to see the pit; 

11 Thou wilt make me know the path of life— 
Fulness of joy is in Thy presence, 
Pleasures are in Thy right hand for evermore. 

The preceding Psalm concluded with pind. this word 

of promise is repeated in xvi. 8 as a word of faith in the 

mouth of David. A pattern of the unchangeable believing 

confidence of the inmate of God’s house is here presented to 

us; for the poet who composed Ps. xvi. is in danger of death, 

as we may infer from the petition in v. 1 and the expectation 

in v.10; yet there is nothing in it of bitter complaint, of 

sullen opposition, or of hard struggle: the ery for help is 

immediately swallowed up by a preponderating consciousness 

of blessedness and by a bright hope; throughout the whole 

Psalm there reigns a settled calm, an inward joy and a joyous 

assurance, which is certain of this, that everything that it 

may desire for the present and for the future it possesses in 

its God. 

The Psalm is entitled m7, and “ David” even Hitzig 

confesses ‘‘ may be inferred from its language.” Dr. Robert- 

son Smith, on the other hand, begins his article on this 

Psalm in the Hwpositor (1876, No. 24) with the remark: 

“The words ‘of David’ are no sure guide.” It is quite true, 

as he says in his twelve lectures on The Old Testament in 

the Jewish Church (1881), that “in assigning any individual 

Psalm to David we must be guided by other arguments than 
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those of the titles” (p. 202). But whatever can mark a 

Psalm as Davidic we actually find combined here: thoughts 

crowding together in compressed language, which in v. 4 

becomes bold even to harshness, but then becomes clear and 

winged ; an antique, unique, and highly poetical character 

(27% as a predicate, 12, non, "BY VDA) and a fine group- 

ing of the strophes; there are, moreover, coincidences of 

many kinds with undoubtedly genuine Davidic Psalms (e.g. 

οἵ. v. 5 with xi. 6, v. 10 with iv. 4, v.11 with xvii. 15) and 

with ancient portions of the Pentateuch (Ex. xxiii. 13, xix. 

6, Gen. xlix. 6). Scarcely any other Psalm shows in so 

many ways what deep roots psalm-poetry has struck into the 

Thora, both as regards its contents and its language. As to 

the situation, vid. on Ps. xxx. . 

Ps. xvi. has the title ay OAD) in common with Pss. 

Ivi.-Ix. After the analogy of the other titles, it must have 

a technical meaning; and this is of itself an argument against 

the derivation from 53, to conceal (Arab. pes Assyr. 

katdmw), whether it be taken in the sense of κειμήλιον (as if 

it were ΘΠ, literally, a jewel), or in the sense of ἀνέκδοτον, 

a hitherto unknown poem (Hitz.). The LXX. translates 

it: στηλογραφία (εἰς στηλογραφίαν), for which the Old Latin 

version has tituli inscriptio (Hesych. τίτλος: πτυχίον ἐπίγραμμα 

ἔχον). That this translation is in. conformity with tradition 

is shown by that of the Targum : 83") rd, sculptura recta 

(not erecta, as Hupf. renders it). Both these translations pre- 

suppose that 093 has the signification icidere, insculpere, in 

which signification, if we compare Jer. 11. 22 and Isa. xxxviii. 

9, it appears to be cognate with 373, When we examine 

the whole of the Michtam Psalms more minutely, we see 

that they have two prominent features in common: some- 

times significant and memorable expressions are introduced 

by ‘AYN, WN}, ἼΒῚ (xvi. 2, Iviii. 12, Ix. 8; cf. Isa. xxxviii. 
10, 11, part of the Psalm of Hezekiah, which is entitled 

3931) =O, as it ought perhaps to be read), sometimes 

᾿ 
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such expressions are repeated after the manner of a refrain, 

as e.g. in Ps. lvi.: I am not afraid, what can men do unto me; 

in Ps. lvii.: Be Thou exalted, Elohim, above the heavens; let 

Thy glory be above the whole earth; in Ps. lix.: For Elohim 1s 

my high tower, the God of my mercy. Hezekiah’s Psalm has 

both these characteristics. Accordingly, 29219, like ἐπίγραμμα, 

seems to mean primarily an “inscription,” and then to be 

equivalent to an “inscription poem” or “epigram,” seeing 

that in the Psalms of this description a felicitous saying is 

made prominent, whether by being introduced in a special 

way or by being repeated as a refrain, after the manner of 

an epigraph or a memorial stone. 

The strophe-scheme is 5, 5, 6, 7. The last strophe, which 

has expanded into seven lines, is an expression of joyous 

hopes in the immediate prospect of death—hopes that extend 

even into eternity. 

Vers. 1-3. The Psalm begins with a petition that is 

grounded upon faith, and the special reference of which is 

plain from v. 10: may God preserve him (which as ON, the 

omnipotent One, He is able to do), who has no other asylum 

in which he has hidden and still hides himself save Him. 

This short introit is without any parallel clause, and is 

therefore monostichie,—a sigh that expresses everything in 

few words. With this is closely connected the emphatic 

pronunciation ΣΡ ἢ, scham’*reni; for so we must read it, just 

as we must read schdm*rah in lxxxvi. 2, cxix. 167 (cf. on 
ΠΡΟ, Isa. xxxviii. 14), according to the express testimony of 

the Masora.? 

1 In modern Jewish poetics O51) is really the name for the epigram ; 

Karaitic Hebrew uses D3 and ON) in the signification, “ sign, charac- 

ter’ (Gottlober, Sefer Bikkoreth, p. 213). 

2 The Masora remarks: NIDD2 jt) “3, i.e. twice in the Psalter the 
Sin the imper. NVWDY is displaced by Gaja (Afetheg) and raised into ἃ 
(Kimchi: ΠῚ POP?; cf. Michlol, 38). Vid. Baer, Thorath Emeth, 
p- 227. Notwithstanding this the grammarians are not agreed as to the 

pronunciation of the imperative and infinitive (cf. ὙΠ, Obad. v. 11) 
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The text of the two following verses requires (so it seems) 

to be corrected in two respects. The Targum takes the 

reading D8 as an address to the soul (cf. Lament. iii. 

24f.); but the fact that the soul is not mentioned is an 

argument against this interpretation (just as also in 2 Sam. 

ΠῚ oo, 111 DIMI, we may not assume an actual ellipsis of 

WD). This reading really rests upon a failure to recognize 

the defective writing, MVS (Ges., § 44, remark 4). Hitzig 

and Ewald (§ 190 d) conjecture that in such cases an apocope 

after the analogy of Aramaic (N28 or N28) lies at the root 

of the form (just as the ὦ of the 2nd pers. fem., DOP, which 

is retained in Arab. and Ethiopic, is rejected by Hebrew and 

Aramaic) ; and the frequent occurrence of this defective way 

of writing (NYT τ ΠΡ, cxl. 13, Job xlii. 2, 722 -- 23, 

1 Kings viii. 48, M’Y='NwY, Ezek. xvi. 59; cf. 2 Kings 
xviii. 20, MOOS, now pointed HOS, with Isa. xxxvi. 5) does 

really seem to have had at least its occasion in such a slur- 

ring over of the ὁ as was peculiar to the spoken language ; 

although N58, if David so wrote, was not intended to be 

read otherwise than in xxxi. L5, cxl. 7. 

David first of all avows his allegiance to Jahve, to whom 

he unconditionally submits himself, and whom he sets over 

everything without exception. Seeing that the suffix of 78 

(literally domint mei=domine mi, Gen. xviii. 3; cf. xix. 2), 

which has almost entirely lost its significance in the usage of 

the language, does here and there, particularly in xxxv. 23, 

assert its original meaning, we may perhaps interpret it here 

also, not: “the Lord art Thou,” but “my Lord art Thou”; 

though the predicative function of ‘378 is not in favour of 

this interpretation here. ‘Thou art the Lorp” is equivalent 

to “Thou art the Lord in an absolute and exclusive manner.” 

forms when so pointed. Lonzano, Luzzatto and others read schdmerent ; 

but Kamez Chatuf and Metheg mutually exclude one another. Kénig 

(Lehryeb., p. 105 ff.) contends in vain against the undeniable fact that 

= is always the full vowel ὦ. 
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It is the unreserved and joyous (filial rather than servile) 

feeling of dependence, that is expressed in this first clause 

of his confession. For as the second clause says, Jahve, who 

is his Lord, is also his benefactor, yea even his highest good. 

The preposition OY frequently introduces that which extends 

over something else (Gen. xlviii. 22; cf. Ps. Ixxxix. 8, xcv. 3) 

and is added to it (Gen. xxxi. 50, xxxiil. 12, Ex. xxxv. 22, 

Num. xxxi. 8, Deut. xix. 9, xxii. 6), being placed over or 

alongside of it. So here also: “my weal, 1.6. whatever 

makes me truly happy, is not over Thee” 1.6. ‘fin addition 

to Thee, beside Thee,” equivalent in meaning to “apart from 

Thee,” or “without Thee” (as Targ., Symm., and Jer. render 

it), “Thou art it alone and without exception.” Taking the 

by thus, there is no need for the conjecture that b2 should be 

changed into 3; and that the poet wrote: poy NOPD; for 

this sense of Ὁ) Riehm rightly refers to Ixxiii. 25. The 

poetical 2, which is contracted from 2 (not; literally: anni- 

hilation), and which was unknown to the literature previous 

to the time of David, presents no difficulty ; as in Prov. xxiii. 

7, it stands briefly for myAAT?:, “Just as Thou art the Lord!” 

Hengstenberg remarks, “is the response of the soul to the 

Iam the Lord thy God of Ex. xx. 2, so Thou alone art my 

salvation! is the response to the thou shalt have no other 

Gods beside Me (25:9). The psalmist knows no fountain of 

true happiness save Jahve; in Him he has everything; his 

treasure is in heaven. 

Such is his avowal of allegiance to Jahve. But he has also 

those upon earth, his fellowship with whom he now avows. 

Transposing the } let us read: 

PINE Wey VIP? 
EDIT YEN. WAS D7 

While Diestel’s alteration: “in the saints, who are in his 

Jand, he glorifies himself, and all his delight is in them,” 
estranges this verse from itself, the above transposition of the 
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1 to the beginning of the sentence! suffices to disencumber it 

of all its ditficulties, and that too in a way that is quite in 

keeping with the context. Now it is clear that, as some have 

already conjectured, DIP? is a dative governed by "DVD, 

the influence of which is still felt; it is clear what is meant 

by the clause })82 Ws, which distinguishes the object of 

affection that may be found here below from that, incom- 

parably the highest, which is to be found above; it is clear 

what is the antecedent to which 57 refers, whereas this 

purely descriptive relative clause, 131] ~N3 We (which von 

Ortenberg transposes into 7972 ΠῚ ΝΣ Wr), usually appears 

useless, and surprises one both by its redundancy (since 197 

is superfluous; cf. e.g. 2 Sam. vii. 9, 11. 18) and by the col- 

location of its words (which is that which is usual in nega- 

tive sentences, Gen. vil. 2, Deut. xx. 15, 20, 2 Chron. viii. 7; 

cf. on the other hand Gen. ix. 3, Num. ix. 13, xxxv. 31, Ruth 

iv. 15, Ezek. xii. 10, Hagg. 1. 9); it is clear, in what sense 

ἽΝ alternates with 017), seeing it is not those whom the 

world accounts ΙΝ (cxxxvi. 18, 2 Chron. xxii. 20) be- 

cause of their external power and their external possessions, 

but the saints, the holy, that are prized by him as being also 

glorious, partakers of a higher glory and worthy of a higher 

honour; and, moreover, this re-adjustment of v. 3 is in keep- 

ing with the Michtam character of the Psalm. 

The thought which we thus obtain is that which one would 

naturally expect (love to God and love to His saints), and 

which they had also to extract from the present text, either 

by translating with de Wette, Maurer, Dietrich and others: 

“the saints, who are in the land, these are the excellent, in 

whom I have all my delight ”—a Waw apodoseos with which 

one could be satisfied only if it were ΠΞ ΠῚ (cf. 2 Sam. xv. 34), 

1 Approved by Kamphausen and by the reviewer in the Lit. Blatt of 

the Allyem. K. Z. (1864, p. 107) ; cf. Rielm in Hupfeld, i. 413. Baethgen, 

on the other hand, in Stud. τι. Kritiken, 1880, p. 754/f., is of opinion 

that the text should be corrected after the LXX. 
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or even: “the saints who are in the land and the glorious 

—all my delight is in them.” According to both these inter- 

pretations, ? would be an exponent of the nom. abs., which is 

usually placed at the beginning of the sentence, and this ? of 

reference (Ew., ὃ 310 a) is really common to every kind of 

style (Num. xviii. 8, Isa. xxxii. 1, Eccles. ix. 4), whereas, if 

it were understood of the fellowship in which he stands when 

thus avowing his allegiance to Jahve: attaching myself to 

the saints (Hengst.), associating myself with (von Lengerke), 

among the saints (Hupf., Thenius), 2 would be the most 

easily misunderstood of all prepositions and would make 

v. 3 a clumsy appendage to v. 2. If, however, we take > as 

the > of reference, the elliptical constructivus *)18}, to which 

we should have to supply /}84, remains a stone of stumbling 

that cannot be set aside; for neither can such an isolation 

of the construct form from its genitive be shown to be 

syntactically possible in Hebrew (vid. Thenius and Keil on 

2 Kings ix. 17), nor is it necessary to assume here what can- 

not be shown to exist elsewhere, seeing that there is no harsh- 

ness in subordinating ὈΞΎ ΒΠΣ as a genitive to *)" TS) (Ges., 

δ 116, 3). And yet, if we retain the reading 1°78), this way 

of taking the words DA SEA-23 INI together is opposed both 

by the form of the sentence, which, beginning as it does with 

?, leads us to expect an apodosis, and by the relation of v. 3 

to v. 2, according to which the salient point in the declara- 

tion must lie precisely in pa-ypn->3. 

Thus, therefore, we come back to the above easy correction 

of the text. The Ὁ ΤΊ are those in whom the will of Jahve 

with regard to Israel, that it should be a holy people (Ex. 

xix. 6, Dent. vii. 6), has come to be fulfilled; they are the 

living members of the ecclesia sanctorum on this side the 

graye (for there is also such a Church in the other world, 

Ixxxix. 6). Glory, δόξα, is the manifestation of holiness. It 

is destined by God (cf. Rom. viii. 30) for the saints, whose 

moral nobility is for the present still enveloped in the servile 
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form of the ‘2”; and in the eyes of David they possess it even 

now. His spiritual glance pierces through the servile form. 

His judgment is like the judgment of God, who is his All in 

All. The saints, and none but they, are also the illustrious 

in his estimation. His whole delight is in them; all his 

affection and esteem are bestowed upon them. The com- 

munity of the saintsis his Chephzibah (Isa. lxii. 4; οἵ. 2 Kings 

<zi.}). 

Vers. 4, 5. . As he loves the saints, so on the other hand 

he abhors the apostates and their idols. We must construe 

ὙΠῸ WIS as an appositional relative clause to the preceding 

one: multi sunt cruciatus (cf. xxxii. 10) eorum, eorum scil. qui 

alium permutant. The expression would be more flowing, if 

it were 35: they multiply or aggravate their pains who, 

etc., so that 7719 ὝΠΙΣ would be the subject (as e.g. in 1AM “Π, 

he whom Jahve loves, Isa. xlviii. 14). But all the ancient 

versions read the Kal; the construction follows the schema 

of the syntaxis ornata (Prov. xiii. 4, xiv. 13, Isa. xvii. 6; cf. 

on 2 Sam. xxii. 33, Ps. lxxi. 7). This v. 4 is the perfect 

antithesis of v.3. In his eyes the saints are even now the 

glorious, those in whom he has all his delight; whereas, as 

he is well aware, a wretched future certainly awaits the 

idolatrous, and their worship, yea even their names are an 

abomination to him. The suffixes of 09°2D) and OY may, 

after the analogy of Ex. xxiii. 13, Hos. 11. 19, be made to refer 

to the idols, if we take “M8 collectively as equivalent to 

DNS (as in Job viii. 19); but it is more natural to give 

them the same reference as O9)28Y, The latter does not 

mean “their idols’ (for idols are 0°23), but (from N33Y, 

construct N38Y) their torments, pains (cxlvii. 3, Job ix. 28) ; 

the thought is the same as in 1 Tim. vi. 10: ἑαυτοὺς περιέπει- 

ραν ὀδύναις ποικίλαις. ON is a general and most comprehen- 

sive designation of everything that is not God and which 

man, nevertheless, makes his idol beside God and in opposi- 

tion to God (cf. Isa. xlu. 8, ΧΙΨΊΙ1. 11). 9°) cannot mean 
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festinant ; for only 42 occurs in this sense; and even it 

occurs but once with a local, but not with a personal, accu- 

sative of the direction (Nah. ii. 6). We must, therefore, 

translate it (and the perfect also agrees better with this 

translation) : they have taken in exchange that which is not 

God (10%) like 127 in evi. 20, Jer. ii. 11, ἀλλάσσειν, Rom. 1. 

23, after which Baethgen and Gritz hold that 12] was the 

original form here), perhaps with the secondary meaning of 

wooing and courting (cf. the phrase 78 733), for 13) is the 

proper word for acquiring a wife by paying down the price 

asked by her father (Ex. xxii. 15). With such people, who 

may seem O38 in the eyes of the world, but for whom 

there awaits a wretched future, David has nothing to do: 

he will not pour out such drink-offerings as they pour out. 

These libations are not said to be 0%, as if they actually 

consisted of blood, viz. the blood of animals; for though 572 

certainly implies the reason why they were worthy of abhor- 

rence (and, therefore, Smith thinks of the human sacrifices 

that were offered to Moloch and Chemosh), the expression 

offers no occasion for our taking it in that sense; they are 

said to consist as it were of blood, because they were offered 

with blood-stained hands and consciences laden with blood. 

The [Ὁ is the }) of origin, here (as in Amos iv. 5; cf. Hos. vi. 8) 

of the material; in other passages also it serves to introduce 

such virtually adjectival adjuncts (x. 18, xvii. 14, lxxx. 14). 

In v. 4c the expression of abhorrence culminates: even their 

names, 1.6. the names of the idols! that they cry out, he 

hesitates to take into his mouth, which the book of the cove- 

nant (Ex. xxiii. 18; cf. Const. apost. v. 10: εἰδώλων μνημο- 

νεύειν ὀνόματα δαιμονικά) actually forbids an Israelite to do 

(cf. the judicial taking away of the names of the false gods 

in Hos. ii. 19, Zeph. i. 4, Zech. xiii. 2). 

1 In the Mischnah and Talmud nj expressly means the divine 
names. 
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As for himself, he espouses the cause of Jahve. Whatever 

he may desire, he has it in Him; and whatever he has in 

Him is also secured to him permanently by Him. ‘Bon does 

not here mean “ portion of food” (Bottch.) ; for in this sense 

P20 (Lev. vi. 10) and 139 (1 Sam. i. 4) are synonymous ; and 

such parallel passages as exlii. 6 show what ‘Po means when 

said of Jahve. According to xi. 6, 'D'3 as well as ‘pon is the 

genitive: pon nj) is the share of landed property that is as- 

signed to any one, 013 ΠΣ the share of the cup according to 

the proportion determined by the paterfamilias (as to the 

form ΓΝ, vid. on xi. 6). When Canaan was divided the 

tribe of Levi received no landed property, from which they 

might have supported themselves; Jahve was to be their 

pon (Num. xviii. 20, Deut. x. 19), the offerings consecrated 

to Jahve were to be their food (Deut. xviii. 1f.). It is none 
the less true, however, that the whole of Israel is a βασίλειον 

ἱεράτευμα (Ex. xix. 6), a fact to which 0°17) and O° "58 in 
v. 3 already pointed, so that the very thing which the tribe 

of Levi exhibits in a national and external manner is true 

in its whole spiritual depth of every believer: it is not the 

earthly, the visible, the created, the material that has been 

assigned him as his possession and enjoyment, but Jahve, 

He alone; in Him, however, also perfect satisfaction. 

In v. 5d it is most natural to take 9’1M, as it stands, to be 

the Hiph. of a verb 13) (21). Such a verb, however, does not 

occur elsewhere, and we must, therefore, first of all attempt 

to explain the word in some other way. The most obvious 

explanation would be to take it as a participle, = 721) (Jefeth: 

acls asl), just as perhaps ἢ 8)" (Isa. xxix. 14, xxxviii. 5, 

Eccles. i. 18) -- ἢδ᾽, a comparison which Aben Ezra (Sefath 

Jether, No. 421) and Kimchi (Jfichlol, 11.) have already 

made. In all these three passages, however, this ἢ Θ᾽" is 3rd 

impf. Hiph.; Hebrew, in which Kati, with unaccented Kesr, 

has become Kétél, with a tonelong Zere, does not know 
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of a participial form in 7;! so that if it were a participle we 

should have to vocalize it ΟἿΣ like 2°2D in 2 Kings viii. 21. 
No fault could be found with the meaning we should then 

obtain: Thou maintainest my lot, so that no one can deprive 

me of it (Riehm). But the twofold plena scriptio makes this 

interpretation very questionable. _ If the poet had intended 

the participle of TN, we should have expected 713 DIA ANN, 

a reading which the LXX., taking the Chirek compaginis as 

a suffix, may have had before it: σὺ εἶ 6 ἀποκαθιστῶν τὴν κλη- 

ρονομίαν μου ἐμοί (Bottch.). The conjecture DIA (Olsh., 
Then.), in the sense: “Thou art continually my lot,” halts 

both in thought and in expression. MHitzig’s conjecture, 

7A; “Thou, Thy Thummim, art my lot,” is more success- 

ful and more tempting; but there is this to be said against 

it, that the ΘΠ) are never mentioned (not even in Deut. 

xxx. 8) without the O°8. The word is the Hiph. of 72} 

(135). Schultens has already compared the Arab. wamika, to 

be broad, the Hiphil form of which ( Sheyl, to make broad) 

Syro-Arabic. still retains in the language of the common . 

people. And seeing that in any case we must submit to 

assume that there is something very peculiar about this 

TON, it is not too bold to regard it as a ἅπαξ γεγραμμ. : Thou 

makest broad my lot, 1.6. Thou dost vouchsafe to me a 

spacious dwelling-place, as the possession that falleth to 

me (O73 regarded as xAjpos)—a thought which v. 6 develops 

still further. 

1 The ὁ of 42S (which occurs thrice), possibly also that of JDDN in 

2 Kings xxii. 20, is to be accounted for in the same way as the i in 

yn); vid. on ii. 7. 
? The Arabic_lexicographers know only a noun, wamka, breadth (am- 

plitudv), not the verb; and even the former does not belong to the 

universal, classical language (the ἄχ). But even in the present day 
Cc - 

«51..}} (pronounced wumk), breadth, and wamik are in common use in 

Damascus, and only the verb is avoided in the better conversational 

style (Wetzstein). 
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Vers. 6-8. The measuring lines, pan, are cast (Mic. ii. 

5) and fall to any one where and so far as his possession is 

assigned to him, so that ban 22) is said even of the allotting 

to any one of the portion of land that is measured out to 

him (Josh. xvu. 5). 8202 (written defectively according to 

the Masora, as also ΠΣ in v. 11) is a pluralet., the plural 

that is used to designate a combination of uniform, insepar- 

able states or qualities, and of homogeneous relations of time 

and space (Ges., § 108, 2a); and it means both agreeable 

circumstances, pleasantness (Job xxxvi. 11), and, as here, 

a pleasant locality, Lat. amena (to which the NYY) of v. 11 

corresponds still better). The measuring lines have fallen 

to him in a delightful district, viz. in the fellowship of God 

which is so rich in enjoyment; this most blessed domain 

of love has become his paradisaic possession. With 4% he 

rises from the fact to the full satisfaction that it affords 

him: such an inheritance even seems beautiful in his eyes ; 

he has an intense delight therein. NM (like NW, M7}, 
nin! in Jer. xlviii. 36 according to the reading of Kimchi 

and others, npan Keri in Jer. xlix. 25) is, according to 

Ewald (ὃ 173d), lengthened from the copulative form non 

(like N22) in Ixi. 1), and, according to Hupfeld, formed from 

mong in the same way as ΠῚ is formed in Ex. xv. 2 (viz. 

by means of the apocope that is universal in Syriac, just 

as AVN in v. 1 is perhaps from ‘AV2N). Seeing, however, 

that in the first of these two ways of taking it the change | 

of vowel is irregular, and that the latter has against it such 

a use of the form as we find in lx. 13 (eviii. 13), it is rather 

to be regarded as a curtailed form of nanoni : the inheritance 

(= such an inheritance) pleases me, literally, it seems beauti- 

ful tome. The verb BY (ΝΡ), Av, 1D, whence Aw, terere, 

may, lip, literally margo, etc.) means to shave, rub, stroke and 

thereby make smooth and shining (cf. W3, γ 9), intr. PY, 

like 270, or even 78Y, to be smooth, shining, beautiful; it is 
=—T? 

used with ‘SY, referring to the beauty that is known. and 
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felt by him (cf. Esth. iii. 9 with Eccles. ii. 17; vid. also the 

later way of expressing it in Dan. 111. 32). Seeing, how- 

ever, that the giver and the gift are one and the same, his 

joy in his inheritance becomes of itself a constant, thankful 

benediction of the giver, for His (WS, quippe qui) having 5 

counselled him (1xxiii. 24) to choose the one thing needful, 

the best part; even by night his heart keeps awake, even 

then his reins, which are conceived of as the seat of the 

blessed feeling of the possession of Jahve (vid. Psychol., 

p- 268), admonish him (02! here: to incite, spur on, in an 

ethical sense, as in Isa. viii. 11: to warn); he feels impelled 

from within to offer heartfelt thanks to the living and 

faithful God. He has set Jahve always before him; Jahve 

is the object towards which he constantly looks with un- 

diverted gaze; and it is easy for him to have Him thus ever 

present, for He is “2 2) (supply S81, as in xxii. 29, lv. 20, 

exii. 4), at my right hand, 7.e. where my right hand begins, 

close beside me (the same meaning as 121), OY, ex. 1,5; 

cf. Zech. iv. 3), so that he does not need to strain his fancy. 

The natural consequence of this both in consciousness and 

in reality is expressed by piy-23 (without a conjunction) : 

he will not, he cannot be moved, he will not be worsted or 

succumb. 

Vers. 9-11. Thus then, without having to fear death, he 

has the most blessed prospect, as this concluding strophe, 

which consists as it were of seven rays of light, asserts. 

Because Jahve is so near at hand to help him, his heart 

rejoices (M2¥), and his glory, 1.6. his soul (vid. on vii. 6) 

exults, his joy breaking out, as the impf. consec. declares, 

into exultation. No passage in the Bible bears such a close 

resemblance to this as 1 Thess. v. 23. 29 is πνεῦμα (vous), 

33, ψυχή (vid. Psychol., p. 98), W3 (according to its 

primary meaning attrectabile, that which is tangible), σῶμα; 

the ἀμέμπτως τηρηϑῆναι, which the Apostle there desires for 

his readers in respect of all the three constituent elements of 
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their being, David here expresses as an assured expectation ; 

for ἮΝ implies that he hopes even for his body what he hopes 

for the spiritual element of his nature that is concentrated 

in the heart, and for the psychical element that has been 

raised to dignity both by creation and by grace: assured of 

victory he triumphantly looks death in the face, even his 

flesh will dwell or lie confidently, viz. without being seized 

with shuddering at the impending corruption. David's hope 

rests upon the conclusion: it is impossible for the man, who, 

in appropriating faith and in living experience, calls God 

his God, to fall a prey to death; for v. 10 shows that in 

naa? 12, abiding unharmed under God’s protection (Deut. 

xxxill. 12, 28; οἵ. Prov. 111. 24), what is thought of is pre- 

servation from death. By the LXX. NOY is translated: 

διαφθᾳρά, as if it came from NT, διαφθείρειν, which is per- 

haps really the case in Job xvii. 14; only in vii. 16 does the 

LXX. render it by βόθρος, which is more correct. It means 

literally “depression,” from MY, to sink, to be sunk, like 
ΠΣ from 913,01] from ΠῚ, “To give over” to the under- 

world (31, lit. to free, let go) is equivalent to “to abandon” 

to it, so that one becomes its prey. What is denied is not 

merely such an abandoning, that, if one once falls a prey to 

the grave, one comes forth from it no more (Bottch.); but, 

as v. 10 ὃ shows, the idea of any abandonment to it whatever 

is absolutely rejected. In 106 “to see the pit” (xlix. 10), 

equivalent to “to undergo the condition of the grave,” 1.6. to 

suffer death (lxxxix. 49, Luke 11. 26, John viii. 51), is the 

opposite of ‘to see life,” 1.6. to experience and enjoy it 

(Iccles. ix. 9, John iii: 36), the sense of sight, as being the 

noblest of all the senses, serving to denote the sensus com- 

munis (1.e. the common sense lying at the basis of all feeling 

and perception) and also, in a figurative manner, all active 

and passive experience (Psychol., p. 234). It is therefore 

the hope of not dying, or even if dying still not really to die, 

that David expresses in v. 10. For by 1 8Π David means 
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himself. According to Norzi the Spanish Codices have 

J TDO with the Masoretic note 71’ ὙΠ". and it is in accord- 

ance with this Keri that the LXX., Targum and Syriac 

translate, and the Talmud (Hrubin 19a, Joma 87 a) and the 

Midrasch interpret it. The reading 7120 does not really 

exist ; and it has also against it the individual form of ex- 

pression that is all around 1ὑ.} 

In v. 11 the positive expression of hope is placed side by 

side with the negative expression of it inv. 10: Thou wilt 

grant me to experience (U'1\7, as usual, said of the presenta- 

tion of such a knowledge as the whole man and not merely 

his understanding has an interest in) 0%0 M8, the path of 

life, i.e. the path to life (cf. Prov. v. 6, ii. 19, with Prov. x. 

17, Matt. vu. 14), not conceived of, however, merely as lead- 

ing to life at the last, but as leading to it at each successive 

step; 2% in the same comprehensive sense as e.g. in XxxvVi. 

10, Deut. xxx.15: life from God, with God, in God the living 

One; the opposite of death regarded as a manifestation of 

God’s wrath and as separation from Him. Not to fall a prey 

to Hades and corruption is only the external side of that 

which David hopes for himself; on its inward side it is a 

blessed and glorious life in the other world. The second half 

of v. 11 consists of two members, and depicts this life which 

he so confidently expects. According to the accentuation, 

which does not mark 0° with Rebia Magnum or Pazer, but 

with Olewejored, Τὴ ΓΙ YAY is not a second object dependent 

on "221A, but the subject of a noun clause: a satisfying ful- 

ness of joys is Ἴ2Ξ ΠΝ, with or by Thy face, 1.6. connected 
with and naturally involved in the beholding Thy face (N¥, 

* Codices of the first class read 7) 5, without distinguishing between 

a Keriand a Chethib. So also Brescia 1494, the Spanish Polyglott and 

other early printed editions. Those Codices that offer 1 ΘΠ (without 

a Keri) are hardly worth considering in opposition to those just men- 

tioned ; vid. my treatise: Complutensische Varianten zum alttest. Texte 
(1878), p. 27. 
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preposition of fellowship, as in xxi. 7, cxl.14); for joy is 

light, and God’s face or doza is the light of lights, a thought 

that is hinted at in the Talmud by the reading ya’ instead 

of Y22. And all manner of pleasures (NY?) He holds in His 

right hand, bestowing them upon His own—a bestowal that 

lasts 132, ὁ.6. ny. N¥2, starting from the primary meaning of 

conspicuous brightness, is duration that outlasts everything 

else—an expression for pew? which David himself has per- 

haps coined, for it makes its appearance first of allin Davidie 

Psalms. . Pleasures are continually in Thy right hand— 

God’s right hand does not become empty, His fulness is 

inexhaustible. 

The application which the Apostles make of this Psalm 

(Acts 11. 29-32; xiii. 35-37) is based upon the consideration, 

that David’s hope not to fall a prey to death was not realized 

in him, as was quite clear, to the unlimited extent in which 

the Psalm sets it forth, but that it was fulfilled in Jesus, 

who was not abandoned to Hades, and whose flesh did not ex- 

perience the corruption of the grave; and that consequently 

the words of the Psalm are a prophecy of David pointing to 

Jesus the Christ, who was promised to him as the heir of his 

throne, and whom, on the ground of this promise, he had 

before him in prophetic consciousness. When we look into 

the Psalm, we see that it is only upon the relation in which 

he stands to Jahve the everliving One that the singer ex- 

pressly grounds that hope; in so far we agree with Prof. 

Robertson Smith, that “in a moment of highest elevation” 

he seems to himself, in virtue of his fellowship with God, to 

be raised above death and Hades, and inaccessible to these. 

The singer, however, is David, a view which Smith sets aside 

without any reason, putting in the place of David a poet who 

felt the miseries of the division of the kingdom. We see no 

reason for giving up the testimony of the title so lightly. 

That it was David to whom it was given to express the hope, 

that was based upon the mystical relation of the TO" to 
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Jahve, in such exuberant language, which the issue of the 

life of Jesus has sealed by fulfilling it historically, 1s compre- 

hensible from the relation in which, according to promise, 

David stood to his seed, the Christ and Holy One of God, 

who appeared in the person of Jesus. Looking upon himself 

in the light of the promise as the anointed and beloved of 

God,! David becomes the prophet of Christ; but he speaks 

of himself, and what he says has also found its fulfilment in 

himself. And that, too, not merely in the sense that he did 

not succumb to any mortal danger so long as the kingship 

would have perished with him, and that, when he did die, 

his kingship nevertheless continued (Hofm.); nor merely in 

the sense that he was secured against all danger of death, 

until he had performed his life’s task, and had fulfilled the 

vocation assigned to him in connection with the history of 

redemption (Kurtz)—that which he hopes for himself per- 

sonally has found a fulfilment, which transcends such a 

manner of fulfilling it. Now that his hope has found in 

Christ its full historical and redemptive realization, it be- 

comes through Christ a personal reality also for himself. 

For although it is true, on the one hand, that what he says 

extends beyond himself, and for that very reason points pro- 

phetically to Christ: in decachordo Psalterio, as Jerome boldly 

expresses it, ab inferis suscitat resurgentem; yet on the other 

hand that which is predicted comes back upon himself, in 

order to raise him also forth from death and Hades to the 

intuition of God. For, as the Church sings: 

Mors et vita conflixere, 
Resurrexit Christus vere, 

Et cum Christo surrexere 

Multi testes gloria. 

1 Schegg in Reusch’s Literuturblatt (1867, p. 834) calls such Psalms ag 
xvi., xxii., lxix., subjectively Messianic, in coutradistinction to the objec- 
tively Messianic Pss. ii., xlv., lxxil., cx. 
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PSALM XVII. 

RECOURSE OF ONE WHO IS PERSECUTED THOUGH INNOCENT, TO 

THE LORD, WHO KNOWETH HIS OWN. 

1 Hearken, Jahve, unto righteousness, attend unto my 
mournful cry, 

Give ear unto my prayer with guileless lips! 
2 From Thy presence let my right go forth; 

Thine eyes behold rightly. 

3 When Thou provest my heart, searchest it by night, 
Assayest me—Thou findest nothing : 
If I think evil, it doth not pass my mouth. 

4 Notwithstanding the doings of men, by the word of Thy 
lips 

I have guarded myself against the ways of the violent. 
ὅ My steps held fast to Thy tracks, 
My footsteps did not slip. 

6 Being such an one, I call upon Thee, for Thou hearest 
me, O God! 

Incline Thine ear unto me, hear my speech. 
7 Show Thy marvellous loving-kindnesses, Thou Helper of 

those that seek refuge 
From those that rise up against them at Thy right hand. 

8 Keep me as the apple, the pupil, of the eye; 
Hide me in the shadow of Thy wings 

9 From the ungodly, who would destroy me, 
My deadly enemies, who compass me about. 

10 Their caul they shut up, 
With their mouth they speak haughtily. 

11 They have already surrounded me at every step, 
Their purpose is to hurl to the ground. 

12 He is like a lion that is eager to tear in pieces, 
And like a young lion lurking in a place of concealment. 

13 Arise up, Jahve, confront him, cast him down, 
Deliver my soul from the godless by Thy sword, 

14 From men, by Thy hand, Jahve—from men of this world, 
Whose portion is in life, and whose belly Thon fillest 

with Thy treasure ; 
They have children in abundance and leave superabun- 

dance to their sons. 
15 As for me, I shall behold Thy face in righteousness, 

I shall be satisfied, when I awake, with Thine image. 

U 
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Ps. xvii. is placed immediately after Ps. xvi. because it 

likewise (cf. xi. 7) concludes with the hope of a blessed and 

soul-satisfying vision of God. In other respects also the two 

Psalms have much in common, as e.g. the petition ‘J72Y (xvi. 

1, xvii. 8), the retrospect of fellowship with God by night 

(xvi. 7, xvii. 3), the invocation of God as δὰ (xvi. 1, xvii. 6), 

and much else besides the 727 of xvi. 5 and xvil. 5 (vid. 

Symbole, p. 49), notwithstanding that the tone of the two 

is otherwise exceedingly different. For in the series of 

the Davidic Psalms Ps. xvii. is the first of those that we 

call Psalms in an indignant style. In these, when he is 

describing the dissolute behaviour of his foes and of godless 

men in general, the language of the Psalms of David, which 

is elsewhere so winged and luminous, becomes harsher and, 

in keeping with the subject and the mood, full as it were of 

unresolved dissonances (Ps. xvi, ΧΙ, lviii., xxxvi., 2f.; 

οὗ, x. 2-11) ; it is rougher, less flexible and wanting in its 

usual clearness and transparency. Even the tone of the 

language becomes darker; it becomes as it were a dull mur- 

mur; heaping up the suffixes mo, dmo, émo, it rolls on like 

pealing thunder, as e.g. in xvii. 10, xxxv. 16, lxiv. 6, 9, where 

David, describing his foes, speaks of them with indignation, 

or in lix. 12-14, lvi. 8, xxi. 10-13, exl. 10, lvili. 7, where he 

after the manner of a prophet announces to them the judg- 

ment of God. The more vehement and irregular movement 

of the language in these passages is the result of violent 

mental excitement. 

This Psalm has so many points of resemblance, both as 

regards the thoughts and their expression, with Davidic 

Psalms (among those we have expounded especially in Pss. 

vil. and xi., also in iv. and x.), that even Hitzig admits the 

genuineness of the 71119 of the title. The author is persecuted 

and others along with him; foes, among whom one, their 

leader, is specially prominent, are attempting his life, and, 

breathing forth slaughter; have surrounded him in a most 
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threatening manner. In every respect this fits in with the 
situation of David in the wilderness of Maon (some three 
and three-quarter hours S.S.B. of Hebron) as described in 
1 Sam. xxiii. 25f., where Saul and his men were so close 
upon the heels of David and his companions, that it was only 
by a happy accident that he escaped being captured. 

In the title this Psalm receives only the name nban, the 
most comprehensive and earliest (Ixxii. 20) name of the 
Psalms ; for it is only when they are sung liturgically and 
accompanied with music that they become VY and 10, 
As a Psalm-title this expression is found five times in the 
Psalter (xvii., Ixxxvi., XC., cli., exlii.) and once elsewhere in 
the Old Testament (Hab. lil.): .The MODN of Habakkuk is a 
hymn arranged for music. In the Psalter, however, none of 
these Psalms bears any trace of having been arranged for 
music. The scheme of the strophes is 4, 7; 4, 4, 6, 7. 

Vers. 1, 2. P1¥ is an accusative of the object: the right- 
eousness, which the suppliant means, is his own (v. 15a). 
He knows himself to be righteous not only in his relation to 
men, but also in his relation to God. In all such assertions 
of the pious self-consciousness, what is meant is a righteous- 
ness of life that has its ground in a righteousness by faith. 
Hupfeld, it is true, maintains that the Old Testament knows 
neither of a righteousness by faith nor of an imputed right- 
eousness. If this were true, Paul would be grossly mistaken 
and. Christianity would be built upon sand. But that faith 
is the ultimate ground of righteousness is asserted in Gen. 
xv. 6 and at other crises in the history of redemption ; and . 
that the righteousness which avails before God is a gift of 
grace, is a thought clearly set forth eg. in the ΝΣ 0 of 
Jeremiah. It is true, the Old Testament looks at this matter 
empirically rather than philosophically, more (so to speak) 
after the manner of James than after that of Paul; but even 
the Old Testament righteousness of life is rooted in the grace 
of God, the Redeemer, towards sinful man, who in himself is 
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devoid of righteousness before God (cxliii. 2). There is, 

therefore, no self-righteousness in David’s praying that the 

righteousness, which in his person is persecuted and cries for 

help, may be heard; for, on the one hand, he knows that in 

his personal relation to Saul he is free from the ingratitude 

that would lead him to aspire to the crown, and, on the other 

hand, he is conscious that in his personal relation to God he 

is free from ΠΡ, i.e. from a self-deluded and hypocritical 

frame of mind. The shrill cry for help, 137, which he raises, 

is a cry that may be heard, because it is not lips of deceit 

with which he prays. The true state of the case is manifest 

n "DD: therefore may his right, 7.e. that which belongs to him 

and is appropriate to him, go forth YEP, viz. by its being 

made openly known and being openly maintained ;—may it 

go forth from Him, for His eyes, the eyes of the searcher of 

hearts (xi. 4), behold O°) (as in 1ν 111. 2, xxv. 3 = DW"3, 

ix. 9 and freq.), in equity or righteousness, 1.6. in conformity 

with fact and without partiality. DW might also be an 

accusative of the object (cf. 1 Chron. xxix. 17); but the usage 

of the language is strongly in favour of our taking it as an 

adverb, an interpretation which is also suggested by the 

confirmatory relation in which 2 b stands to 2a. 

Vers. 3-5. In support of his sincerity David appeals to 

the divine testing and examination of his inward parts which 

he has undergone. The preterites in v. 3 set forth the divine 

transactions that preceded the result, NYIDAN23, the testing 

viz. that was instituted, and which is conceived of in *JH5 1S 

and also in 9303 as a trying of gold by fire, and in 723 as an 

investigation (Job vii. 18). The syntactical relation of the 

several expressions is the same as in Job xxiii. 10. The 

result of the scrutiny to which God subjected him by night, 

when moreover the very depth of a man’s heart is disclosed, 

whether it be in the thoughts of him who is awake or in the 

phantasies of the sleeper, was and is this, that He does not 

find, viz. anything at all blamewortby in him, anything to 
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separate like dross from the gold. To the New Testament 

consciousness with its deeper and, as it were, microscopically 

sharpened insight into the abyss of sin, such a confession 

regarding one’s self would be more difficult than to that 

of the Old Testament; for by means of the saving deeds 

recorded in the New Testament and the salutary conse- 

quences that have resulted from them, there has been effected 

for the New Testament consciousness a divorce and disrup- 

tion between the spirit and the flesh which was unknown to 

the Old Testament to the same extent, although in such con- 

fessions even the Old Testament consciousness does not assert 

its freedom from all sin, but only from conscious love of sin 

and from an egotism that is opposed to God. 

With ‘D3! David begins to tell us how Jahve, instead 

of finding anything blameworthy in him, really found him. 

‘Nit certainly comes from Ot, which means originally “ to 

compress” (whence the Arab eed, compressorium in a great 

variety of shades of meaning: a rope or cord used as a rein, 

a, comprehensive list), and then “‘ concentration of thought.” 

But what form is it? It is either an infinitive formed after 

the analogy of verbs m9, like M30 (Ixxvii. 10), with the 

accent falling regularly upon the last syllable, according 

to which way of taking it Hitzig translates: my meditation 

passes not beyond my mouth, and Riehm, interpunctuating 

differently: Thou wilt not find wicked meditation in me; 

or it is even the lst pers. pret., which is properly Milel, but 

occurs also as Milra (e.g. in Deut. xxx. 41, Isa. xliv. 16; 

vid. on Job xix. 17), according to which Bottcher translates : 

if I thought anything evil, it should not pass beyond my 

mouth, or (since 5% may denote the resolution that pre- 

1.8, to blame, has the same primary signification, fault-finding being 

represented as a lessening by means of compression, just as on the other 

hand praise (:: 9) is represented as an amplifying (amplijicare) by means 

of spreading out. 
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cedes the action, eg. Jer. iv. 28, Lam. ii. 17): I have 

resolved my mouth shall not transgress. This latter in- 

terpretation has this against it, that 732 by itself in the 

ethical sense “ to transgress ”’ (cf. the 1122, παράβασις, of the 

Mischna) does not occur in the Bible, and that, when °2722 

stand thus together, the natural presumption is that ᾽5 is the 

object. We, therefore, prefer the interpretation of Béttcher, 

which takes ‘Nt as a hypothetical perfect, and which, as 

regards the syntax, has Prov. xxx. 32 in its favour. ?4 

ΒΓ is the expression of a purpose that is continually be- 

coming a fact. The poet can bear this testimony to himself, 

that, even if evil thoughts do arise in his mind, he so re- 

presses them within, that they do not pass beyond his mouth, 

much less does he carry them into effect. Perhaps, however, 

the poet originally wrote 7°2: “my meditation (my train of 

thoughts), it does not go beyond Thy commandment” (after 

Num. xxii. 18; 1 Sam. xv. 24; Prov. viii. 29), which, as being 

a statement of the result, fits in better with the scrutiny 

by night. The Ὁ of nibpad need not be the ὃ of reference 

(“as to”); as in xxxil. 6 it is that of the state or condition; 

and, as is possibly the case also in Job xxxi. 33, Hos. vi. 7 (if 

DIN is not there the name of the first man), O78 is men as 

they are by nature and practice. 7)5Y 7272 must not be 

connected with nibpad . notwithstanding that the world acts 

contrary to Thy revealed will (Hofm. and others), for 3 DUB 

cannot mean: to act contrary to one, but only: to influence 

one (Job xxxv. 6). These words must, therefore, be regarded 

as a more specific determination of the following ‘F712’: not- 

withstanding the doings and actings of men, he has, by virtue 

of the divine commandment, taken heed of the paths of the 

violent, viz. not to follow them. An example of this meaning 

of ‘A712 is found in 1 Sam. xxv. 21, where, as in Job. ii. 6, 

it means: I have kept (Nabal’s property), so as not to lay 

hold of it. Jerome correctly translates vias latronis, for 713 

means one who breaks in, 1.6. one who does damage in- 
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tentionally and in a violent manner. The confession regard- 

ing himself is still continued in v. 5; for if the infin. absol., 

JOA, were taken as an imperative, we should have a prayer 

for constancy, which is foreign to this context. The perfect 

after 22 is also opposed to our so taking it. We must, there- 

fore, regard it as an infin. historicus, and interpret it after the 

analogy of Job xxiii. 11; ef. Ps. xli. 13 (corresponding with 

the Assyr. tamdhu). The noun following the infin. absol., 

which is usually the object, is here the subject, as e.g. in Job 

xl. 2, Prov. xvii. 12, Kecles. iv. 2 and freq. It is WE, not 

“WN, for except in v.11 and Job xxxi. 7 the V of NW (a 

step) is always without the daghesh. 

Vers. 6,7. It is only now, when he has laid bare his very 

heart and his walk before Jahve, that he resumes the peti- 

tion which he has thus justified and grounded, and unfolds it 

in detail. The IN! standing beside 18}? (the perfect, of 

that which has just now been put into execution) has some 

such meaning as this: being such an one as he has described 

himself to be according to the testimony of his conscience, 

he may call upon God, for God hears such and will therefore 

also hear him. J2!8 03 corresponds exactly to the Latin au- 

di (aus-cul-ta). The Hiph. 1733 (SDT, xxxi. 22; ef. iv. 4) 
means here to show by acting in an extraordinary and mar- 

vellous manner. As to this verb ΠΡΒ (NPB), which, as is 

plain from ex As, oh, means originally to search out, 

exquirere, and then to separate (8, cog. 18 to split), vid. 

above on iv. 4. The danger of him who thus prays is great, 

but the kindnesses of God, who is able and ready to save, are 

1 In correct texts the word is pointed »}x, as is always the case with 

‘IN when it has Munach and Dechi follows; e.g. also in exvi. 16. This 

Gaja demands an emphatic intonation of the secondary word in relation 

to the principal word (here NN). 
0 

2 Vid. Bernstein’s Lexicon to Kirsch’s Chrestomathie sub. voc. Aa; 

and Wetzstein in D. M. Z., xxii. 160. 
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still greater. May He then disclose them in all their fulness 

in his behalf. The address to God is expressed after the 

manner of the Greek, which is fond of participles. If we 

translate it with Luther: “show Thy marvellous lovingkind- 

ness, Thou Saviour of those that trust in Thee, against those 

who thus set themselves against Thy right hand,” O°Di7 is 

used as absolutely as in Prov. xiv. 32, and the right hand of 

God is conceived of as ordaining and establishing. But “to 

rebel against God’s right (not statuta but dexteram)” is a 

strange expression. There are still two other ways of con- 

necting the words from which to make our choice: “ Thou 

Deliverer of those who seek protection against adversaries 

with Thy right hand ” (Hitz.),or ‘“‘Thou Helper of those who 

seek protection against adversaries at Thy right hand” 

(Aben-Ezra, Tremell.). This last construction is to be pre- 

ferred to the other two. For seeing that we say, on the 

one hand, [2 D7), refuge from . . ., and on the other, 

2D, to hide one’s self in any one, or somewhere, this 

prepositional determination of the verbal notion (on which 

see above on 1]. 12) must also be possible m both ways. 

DD2IPND is equivalent to 03"2D1pN2) in Job xxvii. 7, and 

Ἴ 23 DDN are those seeking protection at Jahve’s strong 

hand. The 3 is meant in exactly the same sense as in con- 

nection with ADI in 1 Sam. xxiii. 19 (Arab. Gs yxrwl). 
In Damascus and throughout the whole of Syria—Wetzstein 

remarks on this passage—the weak surrenders himself to 

the strong with the words: δ dud ἧι 8], “I am in the 

grasp of thy hand (in thy closed hand), z.e. I yield myself 

entirely to thee.” 

Vers. 8,9. The relationship in which Jahve has set David 

with Himself by assigning him his special vocation in life, 

and the relationship of love in which the latter stands to 

Jahve justify the oppressed one in making the largest re- 

quests. The apple of the eye (more exactly: the pupil of 
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the eye) is called }*8, the man (Arab. insdn el-‘ain), or, 

taking the termination on in a diminutive and endearing 

sense (like the Syriac b’riind, little son, achind, little brother, 

and the like), the manikin of the eye, because the miniature 

of the person who looks into another’s eye is reflected in it; 

it is also called ΓΞ, either because it seems to be born of 

the eye, and the latter has, as it were, concentrated itself in 

it; or rather, because the little image that is reflected in it 

is, as it were, the little daughter of the eye (here and Lam.: 

ii, 18). The expression J%2°N23, which occurs in Zech. ii. 12, 

and which does not mean the gate, the opening, the sight, 

but as N32 shows, the little boy, baby, or more exactly, the 

little girl of the eye, corresponds best of all to the Latin 

pupilla (pupula), Greek κόρη; cf. the Spanish nivia (modern 

Arabic (¢*s)) del ojo. It is surprising that in the passage 
before us i$ has the fem. ᾿Ξ in apposition to it. The 

construction might be genitival: ‘as the manikin of the 

apple of the eye,” inasmuch as the godly man knows him- 

self to be so near to God that his miniature is as it were 

reflected in the great eye of God. But (1) it is not [N32 

but |S that-is the more common designation of the apple 

of the eye; and (2), if we adopt this construction, we miss 

the real point of the comparison, that the apple of the eye 

is an object. of the most careful self-preservation. Jefeth 

translates it: “as the black of the apple of the eye;” but 

1 The interpretation of Zech. ii. 12 which is preferred by Pressel: the 

gate of the eye, is really admissible ; for the pupil of the eye, the dark 

of the eye, may be represented as its 23 (ὥς its opening; but the 

Syriac bdbthd, bébund confirms the meaning we have given to the word 

in the text, and the masc. bab, boy, as well as bab, gate, is now alse 

attested by means of Assyrian. On these names for the apple of the eye, 

among which NN23, N22 and the like are natural terms of endear 

ment, rid. Fleischer in Levy’s Chald. Worterbuch, i. 149. The Indian 

Uphanischads teach: ‘‘ the person that is beheld in the eye is the real 

self,” viz. the immaterial as distinguished from the material and tra" - 

sitory. 

e 
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py-n3, the pupil, is itself this black of the eye. We have 

here, therefore, two designations of the apple, or more strictly, — 

the pupil, of the eye, the one the more common and the other 

the more select; and these are combined, without any atten- 

Ἢ tion being paid to the gender of the former, in order to 

express the figure in as definite and emphatic a manner as 

possible. The primary passage for this bold petition which 

is presented by love is Deut. xxxii. 10, where the glaring 

anthropomorphism is obliterated by the LXX. and other 

ancient versions;! cf. also Sir. xvii. 22. There follows 

another figure, taken from the eagle hiding its young under 

its wings, which is likewise derived from Deut. xxxil., viz. 

from xxxii. 11, for the figure of the hen (Matt. xxiii. 37) is 

foreign to the Old Testament. There in his great hymn 

Moses already speaks of God’s wings; but the double figure 

of the shadow of God’s wings (here and xxxvi. 8, lvii. 2, 

lxiii. 8) was coined by David. “God’s wings” are the spread- 

ings out, t.e. the manifestations, of His love, which takes the 

creature under the protection of its intimate fellowship, and 

the “shadow ” of these wings is the refreshing rest and se- 

curity which the fellowship of this love affords to those who 

hide themselves in it from the heat of outward and inward 

conflict. Wings ( as) and protection, refuge, help, are also 

correlative terms in Arabic. V.9 informs us more particu- 

larly as to the position in which the poet finds himself. TW 

means to force, to use violence, to destroy the life, stability, 

or possession of any one (Assyr, sadddu, said of razing cities 

to the ground). According to the accents %5}2 is to be con- 

nected, not with 15°, but with '2'8, and to be understood 

after the analogy of Ezek. xxv. 6: “ enemies with the soul.” 

These are enemies whose hostility is not merely superficial 

but deep-rooted (cf. ἐκ ψυχῆς, Eph. vi. 6, Col. 11. 23); the soul 

(viz. the hating and greedy soul, xxvii. 12, xli. 3) being that 

1 Vid, Geiger, Urschrift und Uebersetzungen der Bibel, p. 324. 
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of the enemies, in exactly the same way as it would have 
been had we connected ¥D)2 with the verb ; and, therefore, 

DIDS would not only not have been more correct than 

WHIT °2'N (as Hitzig thinks), but it would have been some- 

thing totally different. They are purposing to destroy him 

(perf. conatus), and as if they were ravenous with hunger 

form a circle round about him, in order to swallow him up. 

Vers. 10-12 declare what kind of people these persecutors 

are. Their heart is called fat, adeps, not as if a°n by itself 

could be equivalent to 22, more especially as the two words 

are from totally different roots (apn from the root sa λιπ, 

ab from the root ΞΡ: ἢν, to envelope : that which is enveloped, 

the kernel, the inside), but (without there being any need of 

the conjecture of Von Ortenberg: 13D 3? 300, “they close 

their heart with fat’) because it is, as it were, entirely 

grease (cxix. 70; cf. Ixxii. 7), and is, therefore, inaccessible 

to compassion, and altogether incapable of nobler emotions. 

To close the caul=the heart (cf. κλείειν τὰ σπλάγχνα, 1 John 

111. 17) is equivalent to: to studiously confirm one’s self in 

one’s deficiency in respect of sympathy, tenderness, and 

generosity (cf. 22}2Y=to harden, Isa. vi. 10). What was 
said of ‘?iP in iii. 5 applies also to 12°2 (which accords in 

sound with 79°8, Job xv. 27). On the other hand, 337}U8 
(after the form ®Y) does not admit of being taken either 

as an accusative of the means and the instrument, or as the 

second accusative that is common enough in addition to the 

accusative of the object with verbs of surrounding (e.g. v. 13, 

xxxii. 7). But neither is there any need of the reading 

NUN, “I behold him”! (Hitz., Kamph.)—it being impos- 
sible to adduce another example in Psalm-poetry of such 

prominence being given to the subjectivity of the poet; for 

WN may be an accusative of the member, like ὙΠ in iii. 8 

(cf. xxii. 17; Gen. iii. 15). It is true the step “is not a 

member” (Hitz.); but seeing that “step” and “foot” are 

correlative terms (cf. lxxiii. 2), the σχῆμα καθ᾽ ὅλον καὶ μέρος 
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is applicable also to the former; and just as Homer, e.g, 

says (Iliad vi. 355): σὲ μάλιστα πόνος φρένας ἀμφιβέβηκεν, so 

the Hebrew poet can also say : they have compassed us (and 

indeed) our step, each of our steps (so that we can neither 

go forwards nor backwards with our feet). AY states how 

far they have already proceeded in such violence. The Keri, 

222, gets rid of the change in the number of the Chethib, 

2 1220 - seeing, however, that there are such parallels as [Χ1]. 

5, the latter is admissible; it also corresponds to the situa- 

tion of David, who, pursued by Saul and at present reduced 

to straits, was at the head of a company of faithful followers. 

They set their eyes—so he proceeds in 11 b—upon casting 

down, viz. us who are surrounded, to the ground, 1.6. so that 

we come to lie upon the ground. As in xviii. 10 and Ixii. 4, 

mM) is transitive, the sense in which it occurs in Ixxiii. 2 

(cf. xxxvii. 31): to incline to fall (whereas in xliv. 19, Job 

xxxi. 7, it means to turn away from), receiving a transitive 

turn here, and 83 (without there being any need of the 

conjecture TS32) is used instead of YW? (vil. 6) as express- 

ing their ultimate design. With 3327 one is singled out 
from the host of the enemy, viz. their chief; instead of say- 

ing ΠΝ 9 ΠΟ, the poet follows ἃ peculiarity of the poetical 

style, in which verbal clauses are frequently changed into 

noun clauses, and says: his likeness is as a lion. Seeing 

that in Biblical Hebrew, as well as in Syriac and Arabic, 3 

is only a preposition and not a copulative conjunction (rid. 

on xxxvili. 14), we must not render the expression : as a lion 

longs to fall upon his prey; but: like a lion which longs, 1.6. 

is eager to tear in pieces. In the parallel member of the 

sentence the participle is used instead of the attributive 

clause. 52 is the young lion, full grown, however, and with 

a full mane. 

Vers. 13-15. The phrase 28 07, antevertere faciem ali- 

cujus, means both to appear before any one with reverence 

(xcy.2), and to confront any one ina hostile manner, to throw 
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one’s self upon him (from 57), eos, / P, to cut, the primary 

notion being that of the face or front, considered as some- 

thing that is angular, keen-edged, standing out sharply). 

The foe springs upon David like a lion; may Jahve—so he 

implores—in his defence stand in the way of this lion and 

cast him down, so that, rendered harmless, he may lie there _ 

with bowed knees (¥723, said of the lion in Gen. xlix. 9; 

Num. xxiv. 9). May He deliver his soul from the godless 

man 727.0. We may look upon this 1277 as well as the fol- 

lowing 71]! as a permutative of the subject (Béttcher, Hupf., 

Hitz.), a construction which is recommended by xliv. 3 and 

other passages; it is more probable, however, that such 

closer definitions are conceived of as accusatives; vid. on 

iii. 5. At any rate “sword” and “hand” are meant as in- 

struments whereby the DPB (from the root 2B, to split; cf. 

ὧν» »» to escape, to flee), the rescuing, is to be effected. In 

v. 14 1252 is still resounding, and just as 0°) (with a 
Chatef under the letter that is relieved of the reduplication, 

like 122) in xxxiii. 14) corresponds to YY), so 17} to 1375. 

nn (plur. of M2, men, Deut. ii. 34, whence on, indivi- 

dually and collectively, each and every one), which taken by 

itself yields no sense, is repeated and made complete after 

the interruption caused by ‘7 77), an extraordinary manner 

of breaking off and resuming the thought, which Hofmann 

(Schriftb., ii. 2,495) endeavours to remedy by altering the in- 

terpunction and the division of the verse. 7901 signifies dur- 

ation (from ὌΠ, WE, to intrench one’s self, and so to settle, 

effect a lodgment and abide), which may either mean perma- 

nence as contrasted with transitoriness (cf. 3 gh, eternity ),” 

1 Also a Phenician word: the Phoenician Ζεὺς ᾿Αλδήμιος, ΝΠ bys 

(vid. Weber, Indische Studien, i. 878), corresponds to the Babylonian 

ines Ya. 
2 In the Koran Wk is the word commonly used for remaining for 

ever in the state of punishment or reward. 
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the emphasis being laid upon the notion of enduring, or, if 

the idea-of the temporary and, indeed, of reaction against 

the fact that one is fading away is prominent, it may mean 

temporal life in its transitoriness, for which reason 15, 

finiteness, the finite world (from San, to have an end) is 

sometimes wittily used instead of 0 (cf. xlix. 2 with Isa. 

xxxviii. 11). The combination 72M D'ND is rejected by 
Riehm, who, contrary to the accentuation, takes ppon Ten 

Dn. together (whose portion in life is of the world); but 

the construction is similar to that in x. 18, xvi. 4. The 

people meant are those who have no other home than the 

world, which passeth away with its lust, people ἐκ τοῦ κόσμου 

τούτου Or viol τοῦ αἰῶνος τούτου. The meaning of the further 

description, 0°03 ppen (cf. Eccles. ix. 9), is plain from the 

contrast in xvi. 5. The Zinnor of 5°32 has comparatively 

more disjunctive force than that of by, as is always the 

case when two similar disjunctives come together. The pon 

of the godly man is Jahve, and the sphere, within which the 

worldling claims his pon, is O05, temporal, visible, material 

life; to his mind this surpasses everything else, whereas the 

former says: O° FIDO 31 (Ixiii. 4). The contrast is not 

so much between this life and the life to come, as between 

the world (life) and God. Here we see right into the very 

heart of Old Testament faith. For Old Testament faith 

all the blessedness and glory of the future life, which the 

New Testament discloses, is bound up in Jahve. Jahve is 

its highest good, in the possession of whom it is raised above 

heaven and earth, life and death; to yield itself to Him 

blindly, without any explicit knowledge of a future blessed 

life, to find its satisfaction in Him, to rest in Him, to hide 

itself in Him when face to face with death, is the character- 

istic feature of Old Testament faith. ὮΝ ppon expresses 

the mind as well as the lot of the men of the world. Ma- 

terial prosperity, which is their highest good, is also richly 

bestowed upon them. The words: “ whose belly-Thou-fillest 
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with Thy treasures” (Chethib: 7)°D¥), the usual participial 

form; as a participle, however, it is an Aramaising form), 

are not intended by the poet to indicate that God leads them 

to repentance by the riches of His goodness; what they mean 

is rather this, that by satisfying their longing, which is 

simply after what is sensuous, He deprives them altogether 

of any claim to higher possessions that reach beyond the 

world and temporal life. Accordingly }}5¥ is used here in 

exactly the same sense as 0°}15¥ (from jB¥, to draw anything 

close to one’s self, to reserve, to keep by one) in Job xx. 26. 

iD2 is the belly, not, however, as curving outwardly, but the 

abdominal cavity, and, in general, the interior of the body.! 

There is no tincture of murmuring or envying in the words; 

the godly man, who lacks these good things out of God’s 

treasury, has higher pleasures; he can exclaim: “how 

great is Thy goodness, which Thou hast laid up (7323) for 

them that fear Thee” (xxxi. 20). Childrenin abundance also 

belong to the good things, with which God fills the belly 

and the house of the godless (Job xxii. 17f.); these are 

usually represented as a blessing bestowed upon piety (cxxvii. 

3; exxvui. 3f.); for those, however, who do not recognize 

the giver, they are a snare, a temptation to indulge in self- 

glorying (Job xxi. 11.; cf. Wisdom iv. 1). 5°33 is not the 

subject, but, as all the old translators from the original recog- 

nize, an accusative, like 0D! in the expression 0%} yal to 

be sated with life2 As to Ὁ ΟΝ vid. on viii. 3. Wt (from 
10', to be stretched out lengthwise, then to be overhanging, 

overtopping, projecting, superfluous, over) means here, as in 

1 As to the primary meaning of the word, vid. Fleischer in Levy's 

Chalddisches Worterbuch, ii. 578 b, where the cognate Chald. and Arab. 

expressions are also referred to. In Arab. the back is called Zulr,as 
being a part of the body which is prominent outwardly; but batn is the 

abdomen, so named from its concavity; cf. 13, gauf, a term designating 

the body as to its inner cavity. 

2 The text rec. of the LXX. did not have υἱῶν (Jer.: filiis), but υἱείων 

(Itala : porcina or sutlia) ; vid. Ronsch, Itaia (1869), p. 47. 
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Job xxii. 20, superabundance of possessions (vid. Fleischer 

on Job xxx. 11). 

With "38 he sets his incomparably greater happiness over 

against that of his foes. He, the misjudged and persecuted 

of men, will behold God’s face, P'T¥3, in righteousness, which 

will then find its gratuitous reward (Matt. v. 8, Heb. xii. 

14), and when this hope of his is fulfilled, he will thoroughly 

refresh himself with God’s form, 12) (from 9, \L., fut. ὁ, 

to form = to feign, just as gs; viii. to cultivate one’s mind 

= to devise, invent, whence also 13, image, species). To take 

the seeing of the divine countenance here in the sense of 

experiencing the gracious effects which proceed from the 

face of God being once more turned towards him and un- 

veiled is not sufficient; the parallel member of the verse 

demands an actual vision,—such a vision, e.g., as that 

described in Num. xii. 8, according to which Jahve stood 

over against Moses in the very form of His substance and 

without the mediation of any accommodative visionary sym- 

bolical representation of Himself; although at the same 

time we learn from Ex. xxxili. 20, where the vision of the 

divine countenance is denied to Moses, that the self-manifes- 

tation of Jahve in His intercourse with Moses is not to be 

thought of as taking place without a veiling of Himself that 

would make him able to endure the vision. Here, however, 

where Jiavid expresses a hope, which is the final goal, the 

very climax of all his hoping, we have no right to limit in 

any ‘ray either the vision of God, who in love allows him 

to behold Him (vid. on xi. 7), or his satisfaction with the 

glorious manifestation of His holy being (LXX. τὴν δόξαν 

σου; vid. Psychol., p. 49). If this is right, (293 cannot 

mean: when I awake out of this night's sleep (Ew., Hupf., 

and others); for even allowing that the Psalm was composed 

just before the poet fell asleep, what meaning would there 

have been in his adjourning the realisation of so transcendent 

a hops +o 4he time when he had awoke out of his natural 
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sleep? But neither can the meaning be “to awaken to a 
new life of blessedness and satisfaction through the sunlight 
of the divine favour again rising upon him after the night 

and the darkness of the misery, in which the poet at present 

still finds himself” (Kurtz); for awakening out of a night 

of sorrow is an idea that is unsuitable, and which for that 

very reason cannot be supported by any other passages. 

There remains, therefore, only (cf. Béttcher, De Inferis, 

§ 365-867) the awakening out of the sleep of death. That 

all those who are lying in their graves shall one day hear 

the voice of Him that awakes the dead, as is taught in the 

post-exilic period (Dan. xii. 2), was a doctrine that David 

indeed did not yet know. But why should not this truth of 

revelation, towards which prophecy advances with giant 

strides (Isa. xxvi. 19; Ezek. xxxvii. 1-14), be already audible 

even in the Psalms of David, just as it was later in the 

Book of Job, as a bold postulate of faith, as a hope that has 

been rescued from the cheerless conception of Sheol? Nor 

is the morning in xlix. 15 some morning or other that will 

very soon follow upon the night, but the final morning, which 

brings deliverance to the upright and enables them to obtain 

dominion. Such a certain knowledge of the fact of the 

resurrection as, according to Hofmann (Schriftb., ii. 2, 490), 

has existed in the Old Testament from the very first, is not 

expressed. in such passages. For lamentations like those in 

vi. 6, xxx. 10, Ixxxviil. 11-13 show that such a certain know- 

ledge did not exist; and if the Old Testament literature 

which we now possess allows us any insight into the history 

of the various stages through which the intellectual appre- 

hension of the facts of redemption has passed, it was not till 

about the time of the Exile that the knowledge of the future 

resurrection of the dead passed over from the prophetic word 

into the believing consciousness of Israel; up to that time 

faith no doubt did venture to hope for a deliverance from 

the state of death, but, without having any express word of 

x 
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promise to which it could appeal, it did so only by means 

of an inference from the word that was already extant and 

which it apprehended in all the depth of its meaning. So it 

is here also. David certainly expresses the hope of a blessed 

vision of God, which will be vouchsafed to him as being 

righteous in God’s sight; he hopes that, even if he should 

succumb to the present danger and sleep the sleep of death 

(xiii. 4), it will be vouchsafed to him as one reawakened 

from that sleep (Isa. xxvi. 19), and, therefore (although this 

idea does not directly coincide with the former), as one 

raised from the dead. But this hope is not a believing 

appropriation of a “certain knowledge ”; it is an anticipa- 

tion which, basing itself upon the revelation of God which is 

already extant, flashes up from his consciousness of fellow- 

ship with Him. 

PSALM XVIII. 

DAVID’S HYMNIC RETROSPECT OF HIS LIFE, WHICH WAS §0 RICH 

IN MERCIES, 

2 I love Thee, Jahve my strength, 
3 Jahve my rock and my fortress and my Deliverer, 
My God, my fastness, wherein I hide myself, 
My shield and the horn of my salvation, my high tower! 

4 I call upon Jahve as worthy to be praised, 
And I am saved from mine enemies. 

5 Cords of death had encompassed me, 
And floods of the abyss surprised me. 

6 Cords of Hades had surrounded me, 
Snares of death hurled themselves upon me, 

7 In my strait I called upon Jahve, 
And unto my God did I ery; 
Out of His temple He heard my voice, 
And my loud cry before Him came into His ears. 

8 Then the earth shook and quaked, 
And the foundations of the hills trembled, 
And they swung to and fro, for He was wroth. 
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9 There went up a smoke in His nostrils, 
And fire out of His mouth devoured; 
Burning coals were set aflame therefrom. 

10 Then He bowed the heavens and came down, 
And thick darkness was under His feet. 

11 And He rode upon the cherub and did fly, 
And floated along upon the wings of the wind; 

12 He made darkness His covering, His pavilion round about 
Him, 

Darkness of waters, billowy masses of vapour. 
13 Out of the brightness before Him there passed through 

His clouds 
Hail-stones and coals of fire. 

14 Then Jahve thundered in the heavens, 
And the Most High caused His voice to resound. 
[ Hailstones and coals of fire]. 

15 And He sent forth His arrows and scattered them, 
And lightnings in abundance and confounded them. 

16 And the channels of the waters became visible, 
And the foundations of the earth were laid bare 
At Thy threatening, Jahve, 
At the snorting of the breath of Thy wrath. 

17 He reached out from on high, He laid hold of me, 
Drew me up out of great waters, 
Delivered me from my fierce enemy, 
And from my haters, because they were too mighty for 

me. 
19 They threw themselves upon me in the day of my cala- 

mity, 
Then Jahve became my stay, 

20 And brought me forth into a broad plain, 
Delivered me, for He delighted in me. 

21 Jahve dealt with me according to my righteousness, 
According to the purity of my hands He recompensed me, 

22 For 1 have observed the ways of Jahve, 
And have not wickedly departed from my God. 

23 Nay, all His judgments are my aim 
And His statutes I do not put away from me, 

24 And I was faultless towards Him, 
And have kept myself from mine iniquity. 

25 So Jahve recompensed me according to my righteousness, 
According to the purity of my hands, which was manifest 

to His eyes. 
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Towards the loving Thou showest Thyself loving, 
Towards the man of entire surrender Thou showest Thy- 

self giving ; 
Towards him that purifieth himself Thou showest Thy- 

self pure, 
And towards the perverse Thou showest Thyself froward. 
For Thou, Thon savest afflicted people, 
And haughty eyes Thou bringest low. 

For Thou lightest my lamp: 
Jahve, my God, lights up my darkness. 
For by Thee I crush a troop, 
And by my God I leap over a wall. 
He, God—flawless is His way, 
The word of Jahve is tried ; 
A shield is He unto all that hide themselves in Him. 

For who is a divine being save Jahve alone, 
And who is a rock save our God ? 
The God, who girt me with strength 
And made my way void of offence, 
Making my feet like hinds’ feet, 
And set me upon my high places, 
Accustoming my hands to war, 
And my arms bent a bow of brass. 

Yea, Thou gavest me the shield of Thy salvation, 
And Thy right hand supported me, 
And Thy humility made me great. 
Thou madest room for my step under me, 
And mine ankles have not wavered. 

I pursued mine enemies and overtook them, 
And turned not back, till I had consumed them. 
I dashed them to pieces, so that they could not rise, 
They fell under my feet. 
And Thou didst gird me with strength for war, 
Thou didst make mine adversaries sink down under me, 
And Thou didst turn mine enemies’ backs to me, 
And them that hated me I utterly destroyed. 

They cried, but there was no helper, 
Unto Jahve, but He answered them not. 
And I crushed them like dust before the wind, 
1 emptied them out like the mire of the streets. 

Thou didst set me free from the feuds of the people, 
Thou didst set me to be the head of nations : 
A people, that I knew not, served me. 
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45 At the hearing of the ear they obeyed me, 
Sons of a foreign country dissembled to me. 
The sons of a foreign country withered away 
And trembled forth from their holds. 

47 Jahve liveth, and blessed be my rock, 
And exalted be the God of my salvation, 

48 The God that granted me vengeances 
And subdued peoples under me, 

49 My Deliverer from mine enemies, 
Yea, Thou who liftest me up above mine adversaries, 
Who dost deliver me from the violent man. 

50 Therefore will I praise thee among the nations, Jahve, 
And will sing praise unto Thy name, 

51 As He who maketh great the fulness of His king’s salva- 
tion 

And showeth grace unto His anointed, 
To David and to his seed for ever. 

A ΠΡΒΩ of David is followed by a ayy (nomen unitatis from 

1°), which is interwoven with it in many ways both in its 

language and thoughts (Symbole, p. 49). It is the longest 

of all the hymnic Psalms, and bears the title: For the 

Musician, by the servant of Jahve, by David, who spake unto 

Jahve the words of this song in the day that Jahve had delivered 

him out of the hand of all his enemies and out of the hand of 

Saul: then he said. The original title of the Psalm in the 

primary collection was probably only Ἢ πὶ Tayo ΠΟ, like 

that of Ps. xxxvi. As for the rest it runs in the same way 

as the notes with which such songs are wont to be intro- 

duced in historical books (Hx. xv. 1, Num. xxi. 17, and 

especially Deut. xxxi. 30). And our Psalm is actually to be 

found once more in 2 Sam. xxii., introduced with words, the 

agreement of which with the title in the Psalter is mani- 

festly not accidental, an agreement which is explained by the 

fact that it had been incorporated in one of the historical 

works from which the Books of Samuel are excerpted, pro- 

bably the Annals (Dibre ha-Jamim) of David. The author 

of the Books of Samuel has taken the Psalm with that in- 
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troduction from that work; and it is from it also that the 

historical part of the title in the Psalter, which is connected 

with the original title by WS, is derived. 

Just as the Apostles call themselves δοῦλοι Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ, 

so David also may have called himself '1 732 in the title. 

When praying he not unfrequently calls himself Jahve’s 

servant (xix. 12, 14, exliv. 10; 2 Sam. vii. 20), a name which 

every Israelite might give to himself, but David, who is after 

Moses and Joshua the first who receives this epithet, in a 

special sense. For he, with whom the kingship of promise 

began, served the people of God in no less epoch-making a 

manner than Moses, by means of whom they obtained the 

land of promise. 

The technical language of psalm-poetry knows only the 

term VY not ΠῚ ἢ, This of itself shows that the historical 

part of the title is derived from some other quarter. 013 is 

not followed by the intinitive $0: on the day of delivering, 

but more definitely by the plusquamperfect 2811: on the day 

(ora Ξε δὲ the time, as in Gen. ii. 4 and freq.) when Jahve had 

delivered—a genitival (Ges., § 116, 3) relative clause, as in 

exxxviil. 3, Ex. vi. 28, Num. iii. 1: ef. Ps. lvi. 10. There is 

no ground for looking upon $1 as an infinitive form, in- 

stead of 2°80 (Konig, Lehrgeb., p. 309). Without any other 

design than that of varying the expression as much as 

possible, 12) alternates with 43’) in the text of the Psalm. 

Deliverance from the hand of Saul is specially singled out, 

because the most prominent portion of the Psalm, vv. 5-20, 

treats of it. The danger in which David then found himself 

was most personal, exceedingly likely to prove fatal to him, 

and of very long duration. This prominence was of service 

to the compiler, seeing that the previous Psalm bears the 

physiognomy of this time, the lamentations over which, that 
are heard there and further back, now all pour into this 
ample song of praise. 

The Davidic origin of the Psalm is confirmed, as Riehm 
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also acknowledges, by the fact that it contains nothing con- 

trary to his authorship; even the naming of himself at the 

close is not against it.| We have before us an Israelitish 

counterpart to the cuneiform inscriptions, in which the kings 

of the world recapitulate the deeds they have accomplished 

with the assistance of their gods. The speaker is a king; 

the author of the Books of Samuel found the song already 

existing as Davidic; the difference between his text and that 

of the Psalter shows that even when he wrote, the song had 

been handed down by tradition for a considerable length of 

time; here and there writers of the period of the later kings 

speak in echoes of it (cf. Prov. xxx. 5 with v. 31; Hab. i. 

19 with v. 34); it bears throughout the mark of the classical 

period of the language and poetry, and “if it was not written 

by David, it must have been composed in his name, and by 

one who was able to transpose himself in thought into his 

situation and mood; and who could have been this contem- 

porary and equally highly endowed poet ?” (Hitz.). Every- 

thing points us to David and constrains us to admit his 

authorship; and it is to him also that all the other songs 

that are introduced as Davidic in the second Book of Samuel 

(those referring to Saul and Jonathan, to Abner, etc.) really 

belong. This, the greatest of them all, has sprung entirely 

from the new self-consciousness, to which he was raised by 

the promises in 2 Sam. vil.; towards the end it even ex- 

pressly refers to these promises; for David’s assurance of 

the eternal duration of his house and of God’s gracious cove- 

nant with it rests upon the announcement made by Nathan. 

We find a suitable situation for the composition of the Psalm 

in 2 Sam. viii. 9-12. 

It falls into two halves; for after having completed its 

1 The German medieval narrative poets are wont to name themselves 

in the same way at the end of their epics; 6.5. Wolfram of I’schenbach 

at the close of Parzival and Konrad of Wiirzburg at the close of his Otto 

mit dem Barte. 
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first course and found a beautiful close in v. 31, the eulogy 

begins afresh in v. 32. These two halves are also different 

from one another as regards artistic form. The strophe 

schema of ‘the first is: 6, 8, 8, 6, 8 (not 9), 8, 8, 8,7. The 

mixture of six- and eight-line strophes is symmetrical, and 

the occurrence of seven lines in the last strophe is not sur- 

prising. On the other hand, the mixture in the second half 

is more varied. Here, as elsewhere also in the Psalms, the 

atrophic art appears to flag, and the striving after symmetry 

in form, with which the poet commenced, seems to have given 

way to the pressure of the thoughts. 

The traditional method of representing this Psalm, as well 

as the Cantica in 2 Sam. xxii. and in Judg. v., in writing is 

‘a, half-brick upon a brick and a brick upon a half-brick”’ 

(ΠΝ 923 Dy mandy ΠΩΣ 123 OY TIN): one line consists of two 
and one of three parts of a verse alternately, and the line 

consisting of three parts has only one word on the right 

and on the left; the whole, therefore, forms three columns. 

According to Megilla 16 ὃ it is thus that all canticles should 

be written ; and according to Sofrim, c. 13, Ps. xviii. has this 

manner of writing in common with 2 Sam. xxii., whereas 

the great hymn in Deut. xxxil. (as well as Josh. xi. 9 77.) 

Esth. ix. 7-10) is to be written “a half-brick upon a half- 

brick and a brick upon a brick,” ὁ.6. in only two columns. 
Ver. 2-4. The poet preludes by heaping up a number of 

endearing names of God, in which he eulogistically gathers 

together the results of long and varied experience. As 

regards the parallelism of the members, a monostich forms 

the commencement, as in Pss. xvi., xxili., xxv., and freq. The 

matter, however, assumes a somewhat different aspect, if we do 

not, with Maurer, Hengstenberg and Hupfeld, take v. 3 as con- 

sisting of two predicating clauses (Jahveis . .. ,my God 

is ,.. ) but (and this alone corresponds to the intensity of 

this commencement of the greatest of David’s hymns) simply 

as vocative, God being called upon with ‘7, ‘7, "8, and each 
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of these divine names being followed by the attributive and 

ever more sonorous unfolding of its meaning. The 78 

(with @ according to Ew., ὃ 2516), which governs these three 

series of divine names, makes up in depth of meaning for 

what it wants in compass. Elsewhere it is only the Piel, 

DM, that occurs, denoting tender, sympathetic love; here 

the Kal occurs in an Aramaising manner (and therefore the 

Jalkut on our passage explains it by JN’ ‘82M, “T love 

thee ”), denoting ardent, heartfelt love and attachment. In 

Assyr. also rému (89, with weakly aspirated 4, c not ἐ) 

is the common word for “ to love.” The most genera] attri- 

butive, ‘PIT (from PIN, inflected in the same manner as 7X, 

IDA, PY, pl. 22Y, Prov. ix. 18), is followed by others which 

describe Jahve on the one hand as a protector and deliverer 

in times of persecution, and on the other as a defender and 

giver of victory in battle. They are all names of things, used 

figuratively, and symbolising what Jahve is in Himself; and, 

therefore, instead of ὌΡΘΡΟΣ, as it is pointed here, it might 

perhaps be more correctly PDI), “and my refuge” (cf. on 

the other hand v. 49). God has already called Himself a 

shield when speaking of His relation to Abraham (Gen. xv. 

1), and He is already called “¥ (cf. j28, Gen. xlix. 24) in 

the great song of Moses in Deut. xxxii. (vv. 4, 37, the latter 

of which verses is plainly re-echoing here). 92D, from yoo, 

che: findere, means properly a cleft or chasm in a rock (Arab. 

yoD) 1 then a cleft rock, and ¥, like the Arab. pe a hard 

1 Negwan gives the following definition: ail is a cutting in a 

mountain after the manner of a gorge or ravine; Jékit, who mentions a 

great many places that are so named, defines it thus: a wide plain 

he 3) enclosed by precipitous rocky walls, which one reaches by means 
ο “ 

of a narrow pass (ες. .5.29}ν and into which one can descend only by 

scrambling down on foot. Accordingly the idea of a secure (and com- 

fortable) hiding place preponderates in DOD, that of firm ground and 

inaccessibility in 4¥, The one figure reminds us of the (well-watered) 
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and huge rock. The figures of the ΠΝ (AT319, T¥2) and 

the 230) are of a kindred character ; the former means either 

a place of ambush (=intrenchment, fortification, vid. Hupf. 

in D. M. Z., xv. 224), or a place whence one may look out 

(=watch-tower), and the latter a precipitous height.! The 

figure of the horn, an old figure of victorious offensive might 

(Deut. xxxiii. 17; 1 Sam. ii. 1), is used here with reference 

to Jahve Himself: ‘‘ horn of my salvation” is that which 

interposes in behalf of my helplessness, overcomes and pro- 

vides safety for me. All these designations of God are fruits 

yop of Edom, which was surrounded with precipitous rocks (Isa. xvi. 1, 

xlii. 11), the Πέτρα described by Strabo, xvi. 4, 21; the other reminds us 

of the Pheenician rocky island ἫΝ (Stir), the refuge in the sea. 
[7] «σοῖς 

1 In Arab. Slee means (1) a high hill (a signification not found in 

Freytag), (2) the summit of a mountain; according to the original lexi- 

cons it belongs to the stem J\.cve, an opinion that is apparently con- 

6-- 6C- 

firmed by the synonymous forms Jove and \,cve, as well as by their 

5§- cr 6 -c»s 

plurals & Nave) and oho since these could be properly formed 

from those singulars only on the assumption that the m belongs to the 

root. Seeing, however, that the significations of \ycve all decisively 

point to its being formed from the root Uo which is contained in the 

Bic G -- Ὡς“ - 

reduplicated stem yor to suck, while those of Share, wove and 

s.o = 

ce do not admit of being traced back to it; and seeing, moreover, 

that there are other instances in which original nn. loci from vv. med. 2 

and either forget or disregard their derivation, and consequently 

allow tue prefixed m to be treated as a first radical letter, and with the 
-<—<— -s- 

retention of it form secondary stems (such as om, om, yO, ser, 

to injure the bladder, g\:. [cf. the Samar. N19, to go, Gen. xxiv. 56, 

057), it is exceedingly probable that in masdd, masad, masd, we have an 

original 181, TP, M781, but that these Hebrew words are to be 

traced back to a 1)¥ in its primary signification, to spy, look out, and 

therefore properly mean specula. Fleischer. 
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of the afiliction, out of which David’s song has sprung, viz. 

his persecution by Saul, when, living in a country that was 

rich in caves but poor in respect of forests, he betook himself 

to rocks, and mountains served him as fortresses. In the 

refuge, which the mountainous country afforded him in these 

days, and in the happy accidents which occasionally brought 

about his deliverance when he was in situations of the very 

greatest danger, David sees only special manifestations of 

that which Jahve Himself was to him in the last result. The 

confession of the God who has authenticated Himself in so 

many ways is continued in v. 4, a statement of a general fact of 

experience. 2mm is an accusative qualifying ‘7: I call upon 

Jahve as one praised (worthy to be praised). Olshausen’s 

rendering: “worthy of praise, I proclaim, is Jahve”’ is no 

doubt grammatically possible (vid. on Isa. xlv. 24; cf. also 

Gen. iii. 3, Mic. ii. 6); but ours is to be preferred, for it fits 

in better with the following clause, which avows the coinci- 

dence of the answer with the invocation, which is to be 

thought of as an appeal for help. The proof that invocation 

of Him who is worthy to be praised, who, as the history of 

Israel shows, can and will help, and actual help coincide, 

forms the purport of the rest of the Psalm. 

Vers. 5-7. In vv. 57ff. David gathers into one general 

picture all the fearful dangers and marvellous answers and 

deliverances he had experienced during the time of his per- 

secution by Saul, the invisible, which is related to the visible 

as cause to effect, making itself visible to him. David seems 

here to be altogether passive; the hand from out of the 

clouds lays hold of him and draws him out of great waters ; 

whereas in the second half of the Psalm he appears upon the 

scene as a free agent, working in fellowship with God and 

under His blessing. The description begins in vv. 5-7 with 

an account of the danger to which he was exposed, and with 

his cry for help, which was not in vain. The verb 28 does 

not mean to drive, press, as one might be inclined to think 
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from the Arabic, but according to a tradition that cannot be 

called in question (cf. |DIS, a wheel), to revolve, surround, as 

a poetical synonym of 33D, ἢ Ῥῆ, 13. Instead of “cords of 

death ” the LXX. (cf. Actsii. 24) translates ὠδῖνες (pains that 

draw one together) θανάτου; but 6b testifies in favour of 

the meaning “ cords” (cf. cxix. 61, where we likewise have 

*220 instead of ON, which we should naturally expect, Josh. 

xvii. 5, Job xxxvi. 8); death is therefore thought of as a 

hunter with a cord and a net (xci. 3). ΣΕ compounded οὗ 

PP and Ὁ) (from by, by, JY); means unprofitableness, 

worthlessness, and indeed both radical moral depravity and 

abysmal destruction (cf. 2 Cor. vi. 15, Βελίαρ -Ξ- Βελίαλ as a 

name of Satan and his kingdom); streams of destruction 

are streams whose engulfing floods lead down to the abyss 

_of destruction (Jon. 11. 7). Death, Belijaal and Sheol are 

the mysterious powers which made use of David’s persecnu- 

tors as their instruments. Imperfects alternate with pre- 

terites as expressing what belongs to the past. O71? (the 

primary signification of which is “ to come forward”) means 

to advance upon and against one; NY3 (= <~¥), to fall upon 

one suddenly (cf. also @~%, to hunt up, to rouse up, excitare, 

to alarm). The 522, from which Jahve hears, is His 

heavenly dwelling place, which is at once palace and temple, 

inasmuch as, worshipped by the blessed spirits, He is there 

enthroned. In several MSS. (Wickes, p. 73) the words are 

accented : 135) ‘VW; and rightly: my supplication raised, 

poured forth, before Him (as e.g. in cii. 1), for if combined 
with N3A, 12D? would be tautological seeing that Ὁ 2 ΠΝ 3. is also 

used. He poured forth his supplication before Jahve’s face 

and his supplication found its way to His ears. 

Vers. 8-10. As is now further described, the answer he 

had received became manifest in the form of deliverance. 

Universal nature stands in a sympathetic relation towards 

man, participating as it does in his curse and blessing, 
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in his corruption and glory; to God it stands in a (so to 

say) synergetic relationship, announcing His mighty deeds 

before they come to pass, and bringing them about as the - 

instrumentality that He employs. Accordingly Jahve’s intere 

position in behalf of David is represented here as being 

accompanied by terrible natural phenomena. Like the de- 

liverance of Israel from Egypt (Pss. Ixviii., lxxvii.) and the 

giving of the law from Sinai (Ex. xix), like the final Parou- 

sia of Jahve and of Jesus Christ according to the word of 

prophet and apostle (Hab. iii., 2 Thess. i. 7f.), so also the 

appearing of Jahve in behalf of David has extraordinary 

natural phenomena in its train. It is true we are not 

expressly informed of any incident in the life of David 

like that recorded in 1 Sam. vii. 10 ; but it must be an 

actual experience that David idealises here, ὦ.6. appre- 

hends in its root-idea and generalizes into a grand majestic 

picture of his miraculous deliverance. Amidst earthquake 

a black thunder-storm gathers, the charging of which an- 

nounces itself in flashes of lightning, and whose mass of 

clouds is descending nearer and nearer to the earth. The 

aorists in v. 8 introduce the event, for which everything has 

been preparing, and towards which everything has been 

working up, from v. 4 onwards. The inward excitement of 

the Judge, who appears to deliver His servant, sets the earth 

in violent oscillations. The foundations of the mountains 

(Isa. xxiv. 18) are that upon which they are based beneath 

and by means of which they are held compactly together 

within, the piers and columns, as it were, that support these 

huge masses. YY) (rhyming with WY) is followed by its 

Hithpael: the impulse to oscillate having once been commu- 

nicated to them, they, viz. the earth and the pillars of the 

mountains, continue this oscillating movement of themselves. 

All this takes place because God is wroth; there is no 

need to supply 12%; 1 MM) is synonymous with > On. When 

God is wroth, then, according to the Old Testament concep- 
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tion, the power of wrath that exists within Him is kindled 

and blazes up and breaks forth. The fuming that accom- 

panies wrath may, therefore, be also called the smoke of the 

fire of wrath (lxxiv. 1, lxxx. 5); smoking is, as it were, an 

exhalation of the fire; and the vehement, hot breath, which - 

comes in and passes out through the nose of the wrathful 

person (cf. Job xli. 12) is like smoke that rises up from an 

internal fire of wrath. The fire of wrath itself “‘ devours 

from out of the mouth,” 1.6. devouring everything it lays 

hold of, it flames forth from the mouth,—with man, in angry 

words, but with God, in fiery forces of nature, forces that 

are homogeneous with His wrath and that are taken into 

its service, and more especially in the fire of the lightning’s 

flash. It is primarily the lightning that is compared here 

to the blazing up of burning coals (pron from Ona, nena = 

ass the word in the Koran for hell-fire). When the 

wrath that is potential in God becomes actual, it glows, and 

ere it entirely discharges its fire, it announces itself after 

the manner of a corposant. Thus wroth and causing His 

anger to flash forth, Jahve bowed the heavens, 1.6. let them 

down towards the earth and descended, and a dark mass of 

clouds (2BW, synon. with épdvy; cf. ἔρεβος) was under His 

feet: black, low-hanging clouds announced that He was in 

the act of descending in His wrath to make His power felt 

upon the earth. 

Vers. 11-13. The tempest which announced the thunder- 

storm that was soon to burst upon the earth was also at the 

same time a harbinger of the avenger and deliverer. If we 

compare v. 11 with civ. 3, it is natural to look upon 3173 as 

a transposition of 113) (a chariot, Ew., § 153 a); on the pre- 

supposition, however, of the kinship of the Cherub of the 

Bible and the (according to Ktesias) Indo-Persian griffin, the 

word (from the Zend grab, garew, garefsh, to seize) means 

the being which seizes, and being unapproachable holds fast 
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whatever it seizes; in the Semitic family of languages it 

means, after the analogy of the Assyrian karibu, which is 

cited as a synonym of rubi, the august or powerful ; kirtibu is 

a name of the godhead represented as a winged bull; kiribu 

damku, the gracious Cherub, and sédu damku, the gracious 

bull-god (sédu, synon. with alpu), alternate with one another.} 

At any rate, there is a connection between the Cherub as de- 

scribed by Ezekiel (cf. x. 14, where 1113 seems to be directly 

equivalent to WW’) and the Babylonian winged bulls in the 

entrances to the temples and palaces. But where the Cheru- 

bim are mentioned outside of Ezekiel (and apart from the 

four ζῶα of the Book of Revelation), the notion of their being 

in the form of a bull is remote. In Gen. 11. 24 they appear 

as the guards of Paradise, and elsewhere as the living strong 

wall and chariot of the unapproachable majesty of God— 

they are the media not only in general of God’s presence in 

the world, but also in particular of the presence of the God 

who turns the fiery side of His doxa towards the world. As 

in the Prometheus of Aischylus Oceanos comes flying τὸν 

πτερυγωκῇ τόνδ᾽ οἰωνὸν γνώμᾳ στομίων ἄτερ εὐθύνων, sO Jahve 

rides here upon the Cherub, or if we understand David in 

accordance with Ezekiel (comparing also such passages as 

Ps. civ. 3, and Isa. Ixvi. 15), He drives thereupon as His 

living throne-chariot (73379, 1 Chron. xxviii. 18).* The 

throne floats upon the Cherubim, and this cherub-throne 

floats upon the wings of the wind; or, as we may also 

say: the Cherub is the heavenly and spiritual element 

1 Vid. Friedrich Delitzsch, Paradies, pp. 150-155. 
2 Kliefoth, who rejects the notion of the Cherubim being the throne- 

chariot of God, goes so far as to find that the passage in Sirach xlviii. 8 

is apocryphal: ‘‘Sirach is the first who has read out of the words of 

Ezekiel a chariot of Cherubim (ἅρμα xepovBiu).”” Thedherubim are the 

bearers of the throne, and in fact, as the D'353N show, of the throne- 

chariot, of God, not indeed, according to Ezekiel, of God in His gracious 

presence, but in the manifestation of Himself in His majesty as Judge. 
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within this spirit-like elemental vehicle. The conductor of 

the throne-chariot is Himself invisible behind thick thun- 

der clouds. 323 combines the meanings, to drive, and to 

ride. MY is an aorist without ) consecutive (cf. 4%, Hos. vi. 

1). The accusative of the object to it is Wn; and there is 

a twofold accusative of the predicate: His covering, His pa- 

vilion round about Him. In Job xxxvi. 29 also the thunder- 

᾿ cloud is called God’s 73D, and in xevii. 2 also it is "22D, 

withdrawing Him from men’s eyes on all sides and only 

indicating His presence in wrath. In 12 ὃ the accusative of 

the object, TWN, is expanded: darkness of waters, t.e. dark- 

ness abounding in waters,! and billowy masses of vapour, 

thick and, therefore, dark masses (3Y, in its primary signifi- 

cation, that which is dense, compact, or a thicket, Ex. xix. 9; 

cf. Jer. iv. 29) of ΠΟ, which is here a poetical name of 

fleecy clouds. According to v.13, the dispersion and dis- 

charge of the contents of these clouds proceeded from 173} 133, 

This name is given to God’s doxa (Ezek. x. 4) as being a 

reflection of His substance, a reflection which is, as it were, 

over against Him, as being, therefore, His express image. 

The doxa is fire and light. On this occasion there issue 

forth from it forces of wrath and therefore of fire: crashing 

hail (cf. Isa. xxx. 30) and fiery glowing coals, 7.e. flashes of 

lightning that scintillate and set aflame the objects which 

they strike (cf. Hab. 11. 11).2 The object, 1°3Y, precedes the 

verb, because with the doxa there is primarily associated the 

idea of the clouds, behind which, according to v. 11 (cf. Hab. 

ili. 4), it is concealed. We might also interpret it: before 

His resplendence His clouds turn into hail ..., which 

1 For the explanation of these words, Rab Dimi (Taanith, 10 a) cites 

a Palestinian proverb: "ΠῚ JID IY JIWN WT PWYT I TI, ie. 
if the clouds are transparent, they give little water; if, however, they are 

dark, they give much. 

2 The Phoenician Ζεῦς Kepatvios has the epithet ΠΝ (pruna) or AWA 

(fulgur); vid. Baudissin, Jahve et Moloch (1874), p. 48. 
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would be more conformable to the structure of the stichoi, 
and is really possible according to Ges., 138, rem. 2. Still, 
when 729 and clouds are connected together, the idea most 
readily suggested is that of passing through (Lam. iii. 44). 
Riehm understands 72 after the analogy of Job xxx. 15, as 
denoting the disappearance of the clouds before the brilliancy 
of light that is produced by the successive flashes. But in 
that case UNNI ΤΊΣ would stand by itself and without any 
connection with 113, a construction which there is nothing 

compelling us to assume. The striking out of 2) is very 

far indeed from commending itself to us. The verse would 

thereby, like 2 Sam. xxii, 13, lose the necessary symmetry. 

Vers. 14-16. Amid thunder Jahve hurled lightnings like 

arrows upon David’s foes, and the breath of His anger laid 

bare the beds of the rivers even to the centre of the earth, in 

order to deliver the submerged one. The thunder is God’s 

threatening voice and, as it were, the hollow murmuring 

of His mouth (Job xxxvii. 2). God is here called OD, the 

Most High, as being the unapproachable Judge who governs 

all things. The third line of v. 14 is erroneously repeated 

out of the preceding strophe; it does not admit of being 

justified grammatically by Ex. ix. 23, seeing that ip 102, edere 

vocem, does not have the same meaning as NP [Π2, dare toni- 

trua, there; it has also the symmetry of the structure of the 

strophes against it and is wanting in 2 Sam. and in the 

LXX. 2115 parallel to nowy ; as the opposite of DY (Neh. 

ii. 12, Isa. x. 7) it means adverbially “in abundance.” It is 

generally taken after Gen. xlix. 23 in the sense of P12 in 

exliv. 6: the explanation given being that 2) in pause= 27 

(the 6 passing over into the broader 4, like 'Y for tY in Gen. 

xlix. 3) = 327: cognate with 12}, 12); but the existence of the 

forms 2D, 12D, is questionable here and everywhere else; e.g. 

11 in Isa. liv. 13 is rather an adjective than the third person 

pret. (Bottcher, Neue Aehrenlese, No. 635, 1066, ef. 1350). 

The suffixes ém do not refer to the arrows, 1.6. the lightnings, 
Y¥ 
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but to David’s foes. 03 means both to confuse, embarrass, 

and to destroy by putting into a state of confusion (Ex. xiv. 

24, xxiii. 27). Besides the thunder, the voice of Jahve, there 

comes also a hurricane, which is the snorting of the breath 

of His nostrils. This causes the beds of the waters to be- 

come visible and the foundations of the earth to be laid bare: 

ΡΞ (a secondary form of PDS) is the bed of a river and then 

the river or brook itself, a continendo aquas (Ges.); we have 

a similar designation of the bed of a stream or river, and then, 

metonymid continentis pro contento, of the water itself in ee ; 

which signifies “‘the fissure ” (the basin of the sea), and then 

“the sea,” also in J! ly (ssl SI), which means the valley that 

stretches along, then also the river that flows through a 

valley, and then river in general. Jahve needs only to 

threaten (ἐπιτιμᾶν, Matt. viii. 26), and the floods, in which he 

who is to be rescued is submerged, flee (civ. 7) and dry up 

(cvi. 9, Nah. i. 4). He is already, however, half in the abyss 

of Hades; and therefore not only is the bed of the river dis- 

closed to view, but the earth itself is cloven to its very centre. 

That we were right in interpreting the description as ideal, 

is clear from the circumstance that it becomes directly alle- 

gorical here. He who is well nigh overcome by foes is re- 

presented as one who is submerged in deep waters and almost 

drowned. 

Vers. 17-20. Then Jahve stretches forth His hand from 

on high into the deep chasm and draws up the sinking one. 

The verb ndv occurs also in prose (2 Sam. vi. 6) without 7? 

(vii. 4; cf. on the other hand the borrowed passage, exliv. 

7) in the signification to reach (after anything) ; the verb 

nv, however, appears elsewhere only in Ex. ii. 10, and 

there as the root of the name of Moses (a translation of his 

Egyptian name into Hebrew); Luther found in it an his- 

torical allusion: “ He has made a Moses of me,” has drawn 

me up out of great (many) waters, which had already almost 
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entirely swallowed me up, just as He drew up Moses out of 

the waters of the Nile, in which he would otherwise have 

perished. The figurative language is followed in v. 18 by 

its interpretation, just as in cxliv. 7 the “great waters” are 

explained by 733 323 7%), an interpretation that is not suitable 

here, or which is at least too narrow. 

With v. 17 the hymn has reached the climax of epic de- 

scription, from which it now moves downwards in a tone 

that becomes more and more lyrical. In the combination 

ΔΝ, 1 is not an adverbial accusative, but an adjective 

like 7339 90 (exliii. 10) and ὃ ἀνὴρ ἀγαθός (Hebriierbr., p. 

353). With 3 the interposition of the divine omnipotence 

is grounded upon the superiority of the foes and the im- 

potence of the one whose life is threatened. On the day of 

his VS, t.e. (vid. on xxxi. 12) trouble or calamity, when he 

was moreover a homeless and almost defenceless fugitive, 

they fell upon him (9%? as in 6 ὃ, xvii. 13), cutting off all 

possibility of his delivering himself; but Jahve became the 

staff (xxiii. 4) of the wanderer, supported by which he held 

himself erect. The reading “3225 (after lix.11) is excluded 

by 19 ὃ, which demands antithetical parallelism. Thus then 

he has been brought by God’s hand out of straits and diffi- 

culties into a broad place, out of the prison of oppression into 

freedom ; for Jahve delighted in him; he was His elect and 

His beloved. 24 has here the accent upon the penult; it 

also has Metheg, as a sign of lengthening (7211), by the @, 

so that we may not read é.! The following strophe tells 

us why it was that he was pleasing to God and why God did 

not allow him to perish. That 3 21 3 now becomes the 

principal thought of the hymn. 

Vers. 21-24. On ΩΣ (like Dey, with an accusative not 

merely of the thing but also of the person, e.g. in 1 Sam. 

1 In like manner Metheg stands by the δ of the final shut syllable, that 

has lost the tone through its having been drawn further back, in YEN, 

xxii. 9; bint, xe. 2; vid. on Isa. xl. 7 f., lxii. 2 and freq. 
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xxiv. 18), εὖ or κακῶς πράττειν τινά, vid. on vii. 5. WY, to 

observe=to keep, is used in the same way in Job xxii. 15. 
ce on 1 YLis a pregnant way of expressing malitiosa desertio; 

God’s side,” ὁ.6. in His judgment, would be contrary to the 

usage of the language (for the |) of Job iv. 17 is meant in a 

different sense) and would form a frigid adjunct. V. 23 has 

a Deuteronomie colouring (Deut. vi. 2, vii. 11, viii. 11). On 

the poetical "3,3, in pause "3, vid. Ew., ὃ 263b. The impf. 

in v. 23.6, occurring as it does alongside of the noun-clause 

23 a, is not meant to denote what he was wont to do in the 

past, but what he is wont to do at the present time: he has 

not wickedly forsaken his God, but (°2=mo, sed) has God’s 

commandments always before him as a norm, and does not 

put them far away from his sight, in order that he may be 

able to sin the more shamelessly; and the consequence was 

(impf. consec.) that he was Θ᾽ in relation (OY as in Deut. 

xviil. 13; cf. 2 Sam. xxiii. 5) to God (te. his whole heart 

was undividedly directed towards God, fixed upon Him) and 

kept himself from his iniquity (ἦν, from ΠῚ}, (5,6, to twist, 

pervert ; cf. sy) said of error, delusion, hallucination), 1.6.» 

not from acquiescing in his indwelling sin, but from allow- 

ing iniquity to become his own; ‘¥2 being equivalent to 

‘mw! (Dan. ix. 5); ef. "ΘΠ (Prov. xx. 9) and 0!) = than 

that I should live (Jon. iv. 8). In this strophe the tone of 

Ps. xviil. becomes similar to that of Ps. xvii., which it there- 

fore immediately follows. We may compare David’s testi- 

mony to himself in 1 Sam. xxvi. 23/., the testimony of God 

in 1 Kings xiv. 8, and the testimony of history in 1 Kings 

XV. ὁ; ΧΙ 4. 

Vers. 25-28. That which was already stated in v. 21 is 

once more expressed here as the result of his upright walk_ 

described in vv. 22-24 and substantiated in ov. 26, 27. 

TPH is the friend of God and man, just as pius is said of 

one’s behaviour towards man as well as towards God; 

DF 123, the man (construct of 123) of ethico-religious in- 
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tegrity (integri=integritatis; cf. xv. 2), 1.6. of undivided 

consecration to God; 12) (instead of which aad 12 is used 

elsewhere, xxiv. 4, lxxii. 1), not the purified one, but (in 

accordance with the primary reflexive signification of the 

Niph.) the man that purifies himself (ἁγνίζων ἑαυτόν, 1 John 

iii. 3); UY (the opposite of WY), the man who is morally dis- 

torted, the man of perverse mind. Freely formed Hithpaels 

are used along with these adjectives in order to express 

the corresponding self-manifestation of God towards those 

so described, viz. TPN, OBA (Ges., § 54, 2 δ), ann 

and bmani (to show one’s self OAD? or ὉΠ). God re- 

quites the ardent love of the godly man with cordial love, 

the entire surrender of the upright man with a full com- 

munication of grace, the striving after purity with an 

unreservedly loving mind (cf. Ixxiii. 1), moral self-perver- 

sion with paradoxical judgments, by giving the perverse 

man over to his perverseness (Rom. i. 28) and leading him 

by strange ways to final damnation (Isa. xxix. 14; cf. Lev. 

xxvi. 23 f.). The truth expressed here is not that the notion 

which man forms of God is the reflection of his own inner. 

nature, but that God’s behaviour towards man is the reflec- 

tion of the relation in which man has placed himself to 

Him (cf. 1 Sam. 11. 80, xv. 23). This general truth is 

illustrated and substantiated in v. 28. The Church bowed 

order to its salvation, and its haughty oppressors experi- 

ence God’s exaltation to their humiliation. Lofty, haughty 

eyes are, according to Prov. vi. 17, among the seven things 

which Jahve hateth. God’s judgment compels them to 

humble themselves with shame (Isa. 11. 11). 

Vers. 29-31. The substantiation of this general truth is 

continued, David applying that which has been said to him- 

self. Hitzig translates the impff. in v. 29 f. as referring 

to the past; but the sequence of tenses that would render 

such a translation necessary is interrupted here, just as it 
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has already been interrupted in v. 28, by 3. The lamp, 73 

(contracted from nawir), is an image of life, which as it 

were burns on, the idea of a state of prosperity and of high 

rank being also included in it; in the form 12 (contracted 

from niwr, nijr) it is the usual figurative expression for the 

continuance of David’s house (1 Kings xi. 36 and freq.). 

The life and rule of David as the one called by God to be 

king is the lamp which God’s grace has lighted for the good 

of Israel, and His power does not permit this lamp to be 

quenched (2 Sam. xxi. 17); the darkness which descends 

upon David and his house is always lit up again by Jahve. 

For His strength is mighty in the weak one; in, with and 

through Him he can do all things. The impf. 708 may be 

derived from ΤΣ (=) with all the more certainty, as 

this verb has the vowel uw in the impf. also in Isa. xli. 4, 

and in Eccles. xii. 6; the text of 2 Sam. xxii., however, 

certainly seems to have “‘running upon” instead of ‘“ break- 

ing down.” The wall receives its name "10 from the fact of 

its having to be scaled in order that one may get over it 

(cf. yl fut. 0, to mount up, ascend, just as wine mounts up 

into one’s head and takes possession of it). With v. 31 the 

first half of the hymn closes after the manner of an epiphone. 

Osa is nom. abs., like W3i] in Deut. xxxii. 4; this old Mosaic 

utterance re-echoes here, as in 2 Sam. vii. 22, in David’s 

mouth. The article of $9 points to the God who is revealed 

in history. His way is flawless and blameless. His word 

is 7517S, not drossy ore, but refined and pure gold (xii. 7). Ὰ 
Whoever betakes himself to Him, the God of promise, is 

shielded from every danger. Proy. xxx. 5 is borrowed from 

this passage. 

Vers. 32-35. The laudatory description of the grace he 

has experienced takes a new flight and is continued in this 

second half, in which the mixture of the strophes is more 

varied and irregular. That which was stated in v. 9] re- 

garding Jahve’s way and word and Jahve Himself is con- 
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firmed in v. 32 by the fact, that He alone is MON, a divine 
being to be reverenced, and that He alone is WS, a rock, i.e. 
an immoveable ground of confidence; that which was asser- 
ted in v. 31 applies, therefore, only to Him. "y>an (with 
i intensifying the negation in vya), “‘ without reference to” 
and then simply “besides,” alternates with ‘M3 (with the 
connecting vowel é, which elsewhere discharges also the func- 
tion of a suffix), from nD>4 (72M), “exception.” What follows 
is connected descriptively with ION our God (i.e. the God 

ο 
of Israel), the God, who girt me with strength ὦ", like Ἢ aes 
with the root-idea of turning, bending), and consequently 
(impf. consec.) rendered my way 0A, “ perfect,” ¢.e. abso- 
lutely inoffensive, free from stumblings and offences, leading 
directly to a goal in accordance with the mind of God; the 
idea here is the same as in v. 31 (cf. Job xxii. 3) and is there- 
fore no mere physical idea (Hupf., Richm) ; the only differ- 
ence is that the flawlessness is to be understood here in 
accordance with its reference to the way of a man, a king, a 
warrior ; cf. moreover, the other text. The verb TY means, 

like Ks ae to make level (equare), to arrange, set right; the 

borrowed passage, Hab. iii. 19, has instead the more colour- 

less OY, The hind, N?!8 or NP, is the paragon of swiftness 
(cf. ἔλαφος and ἐλαφρός) and at the same time of gracefulness 
in the animal world. “ Like the hinds ” is equivalent to “like 

the hinds’ feet”; the Hebrew style leaves it to the reader 
himself to infer the salient point of the comparison from the 
figure. What is meant is not swiftness in flight (de Wette), 
but in attacking and pursuing—one of the qualities of a 

hero according to 2 Sam. i. 23; 11. 18; 1 Chron. xii. 8. “My 

high places”: David does not give this name to the heights 

of the enemy which become his by means of conquest, but 

to the heights of the holy land, which belonged to him 

as king of Israel: Jahve vouchsafed to him a firm footing 

upon them, so that from them he rules the land far and wide 
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and holds them victoriously (cf. passages hike Deut. xxxii. 

13, Isa. lviii. 14). The verb 1199, which is usually construed 

with a double accusative, is combined here with D referring 

to the subject taught as the aim of the teaching. The sub- 

ject, “‘ my arms,” is preceded by the verb 103 (to press down = 

to bend the bow) in the singular; even when the subject 

stands first this inequality is admissible (e.g. in Gen. xhx. 22, 

Joel i. 20, Zech. vi. 14.) Yn} NYP, a bow of brass, 1.6. of 

bronze, as in Job xx. 24. To press down and bend with the 

hand a brazen bow, one end of which rests upon the ground, 

is a custom of heroes also in Homer and in Ramajana. 
Vers. 36,37. That, however, which makes him victorious, 

is not the brazen bow by itself, but the helping strength of 

his God. The “shield of Thy salvation” is the shield con- 

sisting in Thy salvation; as everywhere else 32 has un- 

changeable ἅ. Jahve’s salvation covered him like a shield, 

from which every blow of the enemy rebounded; Jahve’s 

right hand supported him, so that his hands did not become 

weak in battle ;—in the last analysis it is the divine 12, to 

which he has to trace back his greatness: not the humility 

which God has wrought in him (Aben Ezra), but God's 

own humility (Raschi), in virtue of which His eyes look 

down to behold that which is on the earth (exiii. 6), and 

the poor and those who grieve deeply are His most loved 

dwelling-place (Isa. lvii. 15, Ixvi. 1 f.; cf. Megilla 81 α: 

“wherever Scripture testifies of the sovereign might, 723 

of the Holy One, blessed be He, it gives prominence also to 

His condescension, MINW, as in Deut. x. 17 and νυν. 18, Isa. 

lvii. 15 α and 15}, Ps. Ixviii. 5 and 6”). Raschi’s imter- 

pretation: Thy condescension Thou makest great to me 

(Thou dost manifest towards me richly), would commend 

itself, if the suffix of “23 did not admit of being taken 

appropriately as an object. The LXX., Theod., Syr., and 

Jerome render it: disciplina tua, as if it were ΠῚ}. Luther 

also translates it in accordance with this interpretation: 
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“when Thou humblest me, Thou makest me great”; but 713 

is the bowing down of one’s self, not of another. What is 
meant is that condescension of God to humanity, and more 
especially to David’s house, which, leading up to the goal 

of the Incarnation, actuated itself in the life of the son of 

Jesse from the time of his anointing onwards till his death- 

bed, the divine χρηστότης καὶ φιλανθρωπία (Tit. iii. 4), which 

selected the shepherd boy to be king, and even when he 

fell into sin, and his infirmities became manifest, did not 

cast him off. ΤῸ enlarge one’s steps under one is equivalent 

to providing a traveller free space wherein to move (cf. the 

antithesis in Prov. iv. 12). Jahve removed all obstacles out 

of his way, and steeled his ankles so that he stood his 

ground in battle, and held out in a victorious course. The 

perfect 1192 confirms what the consec. temporum of itself de- 

mands, that everything here is meant retrospectively. 

Vers. 38-41 So fighting in God’s strength, with God’s 

weapons, and with God’s assistance, he smote, overthrew, 

destroyed all his enemies both in foreign and in civil wars. 

According to Hebrew syntax everything here is retrospec- 

tive. The reference of the impff. in vv. 38, 39 to the past 

is clear from the aorist which comes in in v. 40, and from 

the perfects and imperfects in its train. The strophe begins 

with an echo of Ex. xv. 5 (cf. supra vii. 6). The poet calls 

his opponents "312, as in v, 49, -xliv. 6, Ixxiv. 23 (cf. Ὁ Ὁ, 

Job xxii. 20), D'P by itself having already the meaning, to 

rise up hostilely, and therefore "2? can be said instead of 

Ὧν DDR (DIP, 2 Kings xvi. 7).1 That DP in 39a does not 

mean “to stand (to continue, subsist),” but “to rise (again),” 

is shown by the frequent use of this phrase (e.g. in Xxxvi. 

1 In the language of the Bedouin 6m is state of war, feud, and 

kémani (denominative from kém) my enemy (hostis); 26m has also the 

signification of a collective from émani, and one may say equally well: 

entum wa-ijand kém, you and we are enemies, and: léndtnd kom, there 

is war between us. 
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13, Lam. i. 14). The phrase ΠῚ) 102), however, which usually 

has the fugitives as its subject (2 Chron. xxix. 6), has a 

different turn given to it here: mine enemies Thou gavest, 

didst set, madest to me a back, 1.6. madest them turn back, 

as in Ex. xxiii. 27. From xxi. 13 (030 ΩΨ, Symm. τάξεις 
αὐτοὺς ἀποστρόφους) it is clear that ἢ) is not an acusative 

of the member in addition to the accusative of the person 

(as e.g. in Deut. xxxiii. 11), but a factitive object according 

to Ges., § 139, 2. 

Vers. 42, 43. Their prayer to their gods, and even to 

Jahve, which was wrung from them by their need, was in 

vain, because for their own cause and addressed too late to 

Him. by — oy. the two prepositions alternate in xlii. 2. 

Seeing that we do not pulverize dust, but to dust, 15¥2 is 

to be taken as describing the result: so that they became 

like dust (cf. Job xxxviii. 30, Ἰ3 35, so that it became like a 

stone, and the non plus ultra of such pregnant brevity in 

Isa. xli. 2) before the wind (‘23°72 as in 2 Chron. iii. 17, 
before the face). The second figure is to be taken other- 

wise: I emptied them out (02°08 from 1) like the mire 

of the street, 7.e. as when one empties out what does not 

deserve anything better than to become mire of the street; 

so contemptuously, so ignominiously, and so completely did 

I empty them out (cf. Isa. x. 6, Zech. x. 5); the LXX. 

renders λεανῶ, from ΡῚΠ (./P7, to stretch, make thin, cf. 

tendo, tenuis, and dehnen, to stretch, and diinn, thin), and 

the text of 2 Sam. xxii. presents the same idea in its 02°78. 

Vers. 44-46. Thus victorious in God, David became what 

he now is: ruler of a great kingdom firmly established both 

within and without. In view of the following 53 and the 

verb *OPDA, we can understand by the OY °2") only the con- 

flicts among his own people, in which David became in- 

volved through the persecution of Saul and the rebellions of 

Absalom and of Sheba the son of Bichri, and from which 

Jahve delivered him, in order to preserve him for his calling 
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of universal dominion in conformity with promise. The ex- 

pression is similar to 0¥ "2 in Isa. xlix. 8 and OY"NSI? in 

Isa. xxvi. 11 (vid. my Commentary on both these passages), 

whereas the attributive ΣΟ (Ges., ὃ 123, 3) gives to the 

second OY in our passage a reference to foreign nations. The 

arguments, by which Riehm maintains that OY °4 means 

conflicts with other nations, do not stand the test; national 

feuds are bella civilia. The Niph., yw, in v. 45 is the re- 

flexive of YY to obey (e.g. Ex. xxiv. 7) and is therefore to 

be rendered: to show themselves obedient (=Jthpa. Dan. 

vii. 27); Ἰδὲ yoy implies more than that they obeyed at his 

word ; YD! means intelligence, news, rumour, and j}* YOY is 

the antithesis of what one sees with one’s own eyes (Job 

xlii. 5); accordingly we must render the clause: they sub- 

mitted even at the hearsay of my victories, of which we 

have an instance in 2 Sam. viii. 9 f. wn3, to deny, to lie, to 

dissemble, said here, as frequently, of the enforced submis- 

sion, which the vanquished show to the victor. V. 45 de- 

scribes how it came about that the sons of the foreign 

country put a good face on a bad business. They withered 

away, t.e. became weak and languid (Ex. xviii. 18), unable 

to hold out against David’s siege or to break through it, and, 

surrendering at discretion, trembled forth out of their wards, 

1.6. out of the strongholds behind which they had shut 

themselves up (cf. cxlii. 8). By means of the Arabic 2 πὶ 

(./ yo said of audible pressing, squeezing and the like), to 

be pressed, squeezed, tight, strait, to come into a dilemma 

(whence also _sJ ym» Mmovere, literally, to give a thing an im- 

pulse to move by pressing against it) and the Targumic 

NNT NII = NNT NAD (vid. the Targums on Deut. xxxii. 

95), the signification “ to be alarmed ” is secured to the verb 

IV, a signification which is specialised here by means of |? 

local, which is combined with it, into that of anxious flight. 
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The LXX. renders it by καὶ ἐχώλαναν, as if it were 1137 as in 

2Sam.xxii. It is more natural to compare the Arabic c ye) 

to go forth, than \xc,, to limp, to halt (Hitz.), for 79; but 
the meaning is too colourless for our passage, and moreover, 

in this signification at least, the verb is not biblical Hebrew. 

The 72%. of the borrowed passage (Mic. vii. 17) favours our 

interpretation. 

Vers. 47-49. The hymn now draws toa close with strains 

of praise and thanksgiving for the rich fulness of glorious 

divine deeds that has just been unfolded. Like (13) 73 

(part. pass. to F132; vid. on xcv. 6), which is everywhere 

doxological, so ‘1 'N (vivus Jahve) also is conceived of as a 

declaratory clause ; it is pronounced, however, in exactly the 

same manner as when it is used as an oath, viz. with the 

accent of an exclamation; and here it has a doxological 

sense. Accordingly 517)} also means: let Him be or become 

exalted,in which sense the other text writes 09°1(07!} = 0%), 

There are three doxological declarations, drawn from the 

events that have just been sung. That which follows from 

ΝΠ onwards characterizes Jahve once more as the living, 

blessed (εὐλογητόν) and exalted One, which He has proved 

Himself to be. From 737°} we see that }0)33 refers to the 

past. The manifestations of vengeance, M22, are called 

God’s gift, inasmuch as it was He that made him able to 

punish the attacks upon the dignity that belonged to himself 

and his people in conformity with their calling, or to see 

their punishment (e.g. in the case of Nabal); for divine ven- 

geance is a vindication of the inviolability of right by means 

of penal consequences. For 797!) (here and xlvii. 4) we do 

not need the Arabic Hol to turn the back, to cause to turn ; 

for even without its assistance the idea of subduing follows 

by means of the intermediate notion of flight (as if it were 

“iN$ 2B!) from the root idea agere, whence the Hiph. has the 

intensive signification cogere (to compel) and sub/gere (tc 
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subdue).! Such figures as that of the footstool (ex. 1) or of 

passing over (cxxix. 3, Isa. li. 23) are combined with ‘ANA, 

In mp the language assumes the form of an address to 

God. 1) DN is not to be interpreted in any other way than 

in ix. 14: Thou liftest me up away from mine adversaries, 

so that I soar above them and overcome them. The empha- 

sizing *\8, of which poetry is fond, unites two thoughts here 

of the same purport, so that the expression of the one idea 

is more emphatic. The participle is followed by imperfects ; 

that which has been experienced on several occusions is re- 

duced to one general ideal expression. 

Vers. 50, 51. The praise of such a God, who acts to- 

wards David in accordance with His promise to him, is not 

to remain confined within the narrow territory of Israel. 

When the anointed of God makes war upon the heathen 

with the sword, it is, after all, the blessing of the know- 

ledge of Jahve, for which he breaks a path in this way, and 

the salvation of Jahve, which he mediatorially subserves. 

In Rom. xv. 9 Paul quotes (and that, too, with perfect 

right) v.50 of our Psalm along with Deut. xxxii. 43 and 

Ps. cxvil. 1 as a proof that, according to the divine com- 

passion, salvation belongs also to the Gentiles. That which 

v. 51 assigns as the ground and matter of the praise and 

thanks that resound beyond Israel, is, as Hitzig and Riehm 

acknowledge, an echo of the Messianic promises in 2 Sam. 

vii. 12-16 which is perfectly compatible with David’s au- 

thorship. In Christ, the son of David, David’s fallen throne 

has lasting continuance, and in Him everything that was 

promised to David’s seed has eternal truth and reality. Ac- 

cording to’its final purport, the praise of Jahve, the God of 

David, His anointed, is praise of the Father of Jesus Christ. 

1 In Assyrian, the Piél of dabdru, as an independent stem, means to 

take, snatch, away. 
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Psatm xvi AccORDING TO THE ΤΈΧΤ oF 2 SAM. XXII. 

On the differences as regards the title, vid. on xviii. 1, 

The relation of the prose accentuation of the Psalm in 2 Sam. 

xxii. to the poetical accentuation in the psalter is instructive ; 

e.g instead of Mercha mahpach (Olewejored) in the psalter we 

have here Athnach; instead of the Athnach which follows 

Mercha mahpach, we have here Zakef (cf. xviii. 7, 16, 31 with 

2 Sam. xxii. 7, 16, 31); instead of Rebia mugrasch, we have 

here Tifcha (cf. xviii. 4 with 2 Sam. xxii. 4) and instead of 

Pazer at the beginning of a verse, here Athnach (cf. Ps. 

xviii. 2 with 2 Sam. xxii. 2). 

Vers. 2-4. This strophe is mangled by the omission of 

its monostichic introit (xvii. 2), possibly on account of the 

highly poetical and not generally understood Aramaism. In 

consequence of this the vocatives in v. 2f. are deprived of 

their support and reduced to noun-clauses: “Jahve is my 

rock, etc.,” which do not form a true hymnic commencement. 

Instead of Pan we find, as in cxliv. 2, ‘BN ; instead 

of ΣΝ PN, ms vias, which is contrary to the character of 

this series of emblematical names. The damage done to 

the strophe is made up by the addition: “‘and my refuge, 

my Saviour, who saveth me from violence.” In v. 4b, as 

well as in 496, the non-assimilated 2 (cf. v. 14, xxx. 4, 

Ixxiii. 19) is abbreviated into an assimilated one. Is ” 

perhaps a remnant of the obliterated vO, and ‘HN an attempt “ον 
ee 

at clothing the "Ν᾽ which was then too naked ἢ 

Vers. 5-7. The connection of this strophe with the pre- 
vious one by means of *? is in accordance with the sense, but 

tame. On the other hand, the reading 21D instead of an 

(even supposing the author of cxvi. 3 to have read the latter) 

commends itself by the parallelism, and also by the fact that, 

adopting it, the latter figurative expression is not repeated 

in vv. 5 and 6, as it is in our present text. ‘230 are not 

necessarily waves that break upon the shore, but also waves 
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that break upor one another, and therefore ΞΘ ὁ is not un- 

suitable. The ὃ of m3} which can be dispensed with, is 

omitted. Instead of the form *‘3332D, which is more sonorous 

and also more proportionate to the closing fall of the verse, 

we have the less common syncopated form ‘3120 (cf. cxviii. 

11). The repetition of 87P8 (instead of YIYS) is even more 

unpoetical than that of ‘23n would be. On the other hand, 

yw) may have been originally the expression used, and not 

yo; without Ὁ it is an expression (to be understood retro- 

spectively) of the simultaneousness of the cry and the hear- 

ing; with } it expresses the principal fact. The concluding 

line, Y3t82 ΠΡ, is mangled: the short noun-clause is not 

meaningless (cf. Job xv. 21, Isa. v. 9); but it is only a 

fragment of the more copious and sonorous conclusion of 

the strophe in the psalter. 

Vers. 8-10. Here the Keri obliterates the significant 

alternation of the Kal and Hithpa. of Ὁ}. Instead of "7014, 
we have the feminine plural form MTV (as in both texts in 

v. 16) without 1; instead of the genitive ΤΠ, and with an 

exaggeration of the figure, DUM (cf. the pillars, Job xxvi. 

11), which is not meant to be understood of the mountains 

as being Atlases supporting the heavens as it were, but of 

the points of support and centres of gravity of the heavens 

themselves: the whole universe trembles. 

Vers. 11-13. Instead of the pictorial δὲ (Deut. xxvii. 

49, and from thence in Jeremiah), which is generally used of 

the flight of the eagle, we have the colourless δὲ), ‘“ He 

appeared’; instead of NY, to be understood as an aorist, we 

have NY}, which is more regular, but less poetical here, where 

so many aorists with Ὁ come together. In 12 ἃ the rise and 

fall of the parallel members are blended together into one 

unwieldy line: “and made darkness round about Him a 

pavilion” (713), The dz. λεγ. NT, however, is perhaps 

original; the derivative own (the nave of a wheel, as being 

a collection of spokes) guarantees to this word the significa. 
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tion, to collect; ye is the word used frequently in the 

Koran of assembling to judgment; the Homeric νεφεληγερέτα 

may also be compared for our passage.! V.13 is wretchedly 

mangled. Of} 12 YAY VAY of the text in the psalter only 

the four Jetters 22 (as in 9c) are left. . 

Vers. 14-16. Instead of 527°1 we have Ὁ)", which is less 

suitable here, where a principal fact is stated, and the de- 

scription draws nearer and nearer its goal. Instead of 

DYU} (without assimilation, as in Judg. v. 20; ef. infra, 
xxx. 4) the other text has D°2W3, The circumstance, how- 

ever, that the line κε Ὁ ΠῚ 71)2 is wanting, is a welcome 

proof that in the psalter it is inadvertently repeated from: 

the preceding strophe. On the other hand, ®°3 is inferior 

to 34, 2) D212) is corrupted into a tame P13, and the Keri, 

Di!}, mistakenly presupposes that the suffix of D$°5") refers 

to the arrows, 1.6. lightnings. On the other hand, ὩΣ ‘P*5X, 

channels of the sea, is perhaps original; 0° might easily have 

been substituted for 0’, as being the word commonly com- 

bined with *P'58 (xhi. 2, Joel i. 20). It is possible, however, 

that the case is exactly the same with 0° here as with DOWN 

in 8a. ΣΝ instead of 203») has the same meaning. The 

close of the strophe is weakened here also by the obliteration 

of the address to God: “ by (2 instead of the Ὁ οὗ the other 

text) the threatening of Jahve, at the snorting of the breath 

Jn this wave-like beat of the members of 

the verse the change of prepositions is discomposing rather 

than agreeable. 

of His anger. 

1 In Assyrian aiéru =WN is a word that occurs frequently for collect- 

ing, bringing together, amassing; e.g. Sanh. v. 30: “ ἘΞ brought to- 

gether (Sura) the war-chariots and baggage wagons”; Khors. 124: 

ustéséra sindé’a aksura uSmani (ef. myn, resting place) “I gathered 
together my teams, contracted my camp ” (Friedr. Delitzsch). On the 

other hand the Midrasch and the Talmud explain it after the Aramaic : 

‘‘a straining of the clouds,” seeing the clouds, like a sieve, let drops, that 

fall down close after one another and are still not connected, trickie 

down upon the earth (Taanith, 9b, YPrpP 2) Ὁ. DD ΠΥ). 
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Vers. 17-20. The variant °82¥ instead of °%2%D! is of 

no importance, but iY instead of Pee, “for a support,” is 

less acceptable both grammatically and rhythmically. The 

resolution of 1JN’S1") into ‘N& . . ς S¥ lays stress upon the 

me in an unnecessary and clumsy manner. 

Vers. 21-24. Instead of *PT$> here and in v. 25, we find 

‘NR T$2 contrary to the usage of language in the Psalms (cf. 

vil. 9 with 1 Kings viii. 32). Instead of the poetical DS 

39 (Job xxvii. 5, xxiii. 12) we have 73131) WDN (with a neuter 

feminine), after the common phrase in 2 Kings iii. 3 and 

many other passages (cf. Deut. v. 32). Instead of ‘781, the 

no less common (e.g. cil. 8) 7281, and instead of OAS), the 

form with ah of direction, a form that in later Hebrew 

occurs very frequently in the lst pers. of the historical mood, 

although it occurs also in earlier Hebrew (iii. 6, vii. 5, Gen. 

xxxii. 6, Num. viii. 19, Job xix. 20). Instead of 12Y we 

find iD, which commends itself neither grammatically nor 

rhythmically, and is shown by vv. 26 and 27 to be certainly 

not original. 

Vers. 25-28. On iNPIND eid. v.21. 133 is unexampled, 

since elsewhere only (853) 8%! 12 denotes innocence. In 

DNA N33, the upright man of valour, which is equally extra- 

ordinary, “134 is used in exactly the same way as in Don 733 

(cf. the still. more extraordinary yw 23 of the LXX. in 

Prov. xxviii. 9). The form 739, which has only the sound 

’ of an assimilated Hithpael like ΞΕ (= 09NNN) and is rather 

a reflexive of the Hiph. 231) after the manner of the Aramaic 

Ittaphal (and therefore =11255), and the form BDA, which 

sounds like a Hithpael from DBA (Thou showest Thyself in- 

sipid, absurd, foolish), but which, seeing that to ascribe 

npan to God (Job i. 22) is unbecoming even in expression, 

seems likewise to be conceived of as an Ittaphal with in- 

verted assimilation - nana (Béttcher), are abbreviations, 

such as the language of everyday life allows itself, sometimes 

contrary to all rules (cf. Konig, Lehrgeb., p. 348). M$) instead 

z 
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of 3 at the beginning of v. 28 turns the substantion of the 

preceding statement into a continuation of it. The change 

of N97 DY) into poy 7°2'Y) is one of the most ingenious 

variants. The rendering: “and Thine eyes (are turned) 

down upon the haughty, that Thou mayest humble (them)” 

(Stier, Hengst. and others), is contrary to the accentuation 

and (taking δ᾽ ΞΕ as D2°BY'N2) grammatically harsh. Hitzig 
renders it, according to the accents: “and Thine cyes Thou 

lowerest against the proud,’ ὯΝ») Savin op an in Jer. 

iii. 12. But if this were the meaning we should expect 3 

instead of DY. It is better to render it after the analogy 

of Ps. exiii. 6: “and Thine eyes Thou lowerest down upon 

the haughty”; according to which rendering the haughty 

are represented as being far beneath notwithstanding their 

pride; the lowering of the eyes is an expression of the ut- 

most despectus. 

Vers. 29-31. Here in v. 29a YS) has dropped out, for 

Jahve is called, and indeed is, 8 (xxvii. 1), but not 13; the 

form 12 follows the analogy of Dn, ΡΠ, and the like. The 

repetition 117" 1, by means of which the loss of YSN 

and of τος in v. 29b is made up, is inelegant. 3 instead 

of 13, as in other two places in the Old Testament. The 

form 78, as Isa. xlii. 4 shows, does not absolutely re- 

quire to be derived from YO; still (4 may equally well 

with 327 be joined with the accusative in the sense of run- 

ning against, investing; therefore, seeing the parallelism is 

favourable to this meaning: by Thee I run upon a troop. 

The Ὁ before ΠΝ Ξ is omitted, certainly not to the advantage 

of the rhythm. 

Vers. 32-35. In v. 32 the great variety of expression pre- 

sented in the other text is lost. Instead of 50 TST we 

find, as if from a faded MS., DID SMDID (according to Norzi 

JY), my refuge (literally, shelter) of strength, ¢.e. my strong 

refuge, according to a syntactically finer mode of expression 

(=n ΡΟ. YD), as in Ixxi. 7, Lev. vi. 3, xxvi. 42; vid. 
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Nagelsbach, § 63 g, where it is correctly proved that in certain 
cases this form of expression is a matter of necessity.1 The 
form ‘MY appears here to recognise a TY, hiding-place, 
refuge, = Slee, different from t), stronghold (from TY) ; 

but just as everywhere else the punctuation confuses the two 

substantives (vid. on xxxi. 3), so here also, since 1)’ from 
"WY ought to have been inflected, not ‘MY, but MND, like "322, 

still we may look upon the scriptio plena as an indication that 

NY is meant here to be a synonym of 1DM'2, Instead of }F*) 

C377 ON) we have here 1", perhaps: He caused my way 

to be flawless, 7.e. made it so. So Ewald, referring to the 

modern Arabic oe to cause = to make, effect, bring about; 

even the ancient classical Arabic language used 9] yx (to 

cause) as well as ¢4% (deponere) in the sense of jes (to 

make); e.g. “‘ I have made (0 the sword my bed-fellow” 

i.e. my inseparable attendant (literally, I have caused it be 

such), as it is to be translated in Noldeke’s Bettriige zur 

Kenntnis der Poesie der alten Araber, p. 131.2 Or does 1A 

1 In the case before us, soon ry, like JY MDM) in Ixxi. 7 (ef. Ezek. 

xvi. 27, xviii. 7 and perhaps Hab. iii..8), would not be inappropriate ; 

although in the other mode of expression the idea of its being divinely pro- 

vided and granted comes out more clearly. In cases however like 72 

apy my covenant with Jacob (Lev. xxvi. 42), 12 }7', his garment of 

linen (Lev. vi. 3), Dynan O1N3, their ancestral register (Ezra ii. 62), 

it would be altogether inadmissible to join the suffix to the nomen rectum; 

and it is probable that this transposing of the pronominal suffix to the 

nomen regens originated in such cases, where it was a matter of logical 

necessity, and thence passed over into the syntaxis ornata ; however, 

vid. Philippi, Ueber den Status Constructus, p. 14, who, looking at the 

syntax of the other Semitic dialects, holds on in our passage and other 

similar expressions (lxxi. 7, Ezek. xvi. 27) to be an accusative of defini- 

tion. So also Driver, Tenses, § 198. Ona similar phenomenon in the 

‘connecting together of substantives and adjectives, vid. Ges., § 110, 2b. 

2 Tine 13 in page 133 of the same work is to be transluted with 

Fleischer: ye have made ( aes y ) my milch camels become restless, ὁ." 6 
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assert its full literal signification “to unfetter”?P This is 

more probable, seeing that the Hebrew uwsus loquendi does 

not show any indication of VA] being as yet employed in 

the post-biblical signification “to allow, permit,” a signifi- 

cation which must have formed the transition to “‘to cause 

to be=to effect, bring about.” We must, therefore, rather 

compare Koran ix. 15: challi sebilahum, “loose their way,” 

i.e. let them go free, and explain it: He unfettered, enlarged, 

left to itself, ““ He caused my walk to go on as flawless (in- 

offensive).” Hitzig, following the Chethib, 1371, renders it 

differently: ‘‘and caused the upright to leap along his way.” 

But when O° is found along with 1317 the presumption is 

that it is to be looked on as its predicate, and, moreover, 

Vi means “to cause to jump up” (Hab. iii. 6), not, “to 

jump or skip along.” Still, the Chethib, 1371, which receives 

from the following Chethib, yon, the appearance of having 

been intended, certainly seems to understand 0°N personally: 

He unfettered the upright in his way, making his feet like, 

etc. The reading M3}, instead of 12), although syntacti- 

cally admissible (Ges., ὃ 147), spoils the euphony of the 

rhythm. 

Vers. 36,37. The pentastich is mangled here by the drop- 

ping out of the middle line in v. 36: and Thy right hand 

supported me. Instead of the significant 11}}}9} (and Thy con- 

descension) we have here 132!, which, according to the usage 

of the language, does not mean “ Thy lowliness”’ (Hengst.). 

It might rather mean “‘ Thy pains or trouble’ (Béttch.), but 

on no account “ answering Thee,” 1.6. obeying Thee (LXX., 

Symm.). What it really means is: “Thy responding,” an- 

swering, 1.6. the actual assistance, with which Thou didst 

answer my requests. Instead of ‘ANN, we find here (and also 

in wv. 40 and 48) ΠΤ, probably an inaccuracy of the com- 

mon dialect, which the written language also occasionally 

have caused them to be such, by stealing them and driving them away, so 

that they now yearn after their home and their young. 
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allows itself (e.g. cxxxix. 11) for the sake of euphony (Ges., 
§ 103, remark 3),! 

Vers. 38-41. As is frequently the case, the cohortative 
(ABMS) has the sense of a hypothetical protasis ; it is some- 
times used thus with reference to the present, as in cxxxix. 
8, Sometimes with reference to the past, as in lxxiii. 16 and 
here: in case I pursued. In the text in the psalter we find 
Days, here ΟΝ), whereby the echo of Ex. xv. is obliter- 
ated. And after Om>2-wv how tautological is the D>2N}, 
which was meant to make up for the shortening of the verse! 
The verse, viz., is shortened at the end, by the transforming 
of Dip 3°81 into 12)" NP}, ἼΣΩΝ instead of 103), is not 
inappropriate. Instead of ‘ISN, we find 271A), with a syn- 
cope belonging to the language of the people; cf. Orn for 
"OID in Jer. ii. 36,422 for AOS) in Jobxxxv. 11. AAR nan 
is an apheresis of the same kind taken from the mouth of 
the people, and not an error in writing (so also Kénig., Lehr- 
geb., p. 300 f.). The conjunctive } of "ΝΟ stands here as 
apodotic in connection with ON2¥8: my haters, them I 
destroy. In this respect the other text is all through simpler 
and more elegant. 

Vers. 42, 43. Instead of 1Y1, we have the tolerable quid- 
progquo Iw (from YY, not, as Luther derives it, from Py, 
mulcere, adulart) : they look out for help, or even: they look 
full of expectation towards their gods (Isa. EV, 0, ΣΕ ΧΙ ΕἾ, 
The two figures of speech in v. 43, however, appear distorted 
here as compared with the other text: and I pulverised them 
as the dust of the ground, as mire of the streets I crushed 
them, I pounded them. The soaring figure ΠΥ ΘΟ rays 
is weakened into ΚΠ ἼΞ.Ξ, Instead of OP 8 we have the 
glossarial and overloaded DY278 O48. The former of these 
(/P7, TI, to break in pieces) is instead of the OPN of the 

1 In Pheenician, Sid. i. 9, DINNN, “ in their place,” occurs ; Schréder 
‘ c- 

regards the 3 as the nunation of the accusatiyal tahtan, = 33. 
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other text in the misunderstood sense of 02798; the latter 

(./P), to stretch, to make broad, thin and compact) looks 

like a gloss of this DP78. Seeing that people do not inten- 

tionally either crush or pound the mire of the street, nor 

tread it out thin or broad, we must here take not only 

PIS TAYS, but also MSiNO'D3 as referring to the result (so 

that they become like it). 

Vers. 44-46. The variant 3) ‘2 proceeds upon the cor- 

rect assumption, that "3 refers to the hostility shown to 

David by foes belonging to his native country ; the supposi- 

tion that 39) 15. a plur. apoc.=O%P, as it is apparently in 

exliv. 2, and like *3}=0°3 in xlv. 9, has no ground here. 

The judicious variant, ‘22UA, agrees with "22: Thou didst 

keep me (didst reserve me) to be the head of nations, viz. 

inasmuch as He did not allow David to be deprived of the 

throne by foes among his own people. The two lines of συ. 45 

are transposed, and not to their disadvantage. The Hithpa. 

WN instead of the Piel. WN (cf. Ixvi. 3, lxxxi. 16) is 
the reflexive of the latter: they made themselves flatterers ; 

cf. the Niph. in Deut. xxxiii. 29: to show one’s self flatter- 

ing, like the yyw which follows here, audientes se prestabant 

=obediebant. Instead of (i!%) U2, we have here, in the 
same signification, but less elegantly, (I!§) pinw> . on the 

hearing of the ear, 1.6. hearsay. Instead of 137992) we find 

4M, either with a solecistical transposition of the conso- 

nants (cf. 713, 2 Sam. xiii. 27, for 1¥3), or in a peculiar 

sigmification. “They girt” (accinctt prodeunt) does not yield 

any meaning that is suited to this picture of voluntary sub- 

mission. But 739 (whence the Talmudic 749, lame) may 

have signified “ to halt, limp” in the language of the people, 

which may be understood of those who drag themselves 

along with difficulty and reluctance (Hitz.), “out of their 

1 Zech. x. 5 must be explained differently: treading down in the mire 

of the streets (viz. everything that opposes in a hostile manner). 
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close places (holds),”’ here with the suffix dm instead of 
éhém. 

Vers. 47-49. The WS which has found its way into 47b 

is burdensome; 0%) (without any need of correcting it into 

D')) is optative; cf. Gen. xxvii. 31, Prov. ix. 4, 16. Instead 

of 12°}, we have the less significant and syntactically less 

elegant 1°): and subdueth. Here also we consistently 

find 2A instead of "ANA, Instead of PBN, we find "S313, 

an expression which is peculiar and of which there is no 

other occurrence (for v. 20 is different) : “and who bringeth 

me forth from mine enemies” who surround me. Instead of 

the poetical \8 we have the prose }, instead of 2, 5, 22, 

and instead of DON (WS), DDN (YN), a plural (cxl. 2, 5, 

Prov. iv. 17) which is foreign to the genuine Davidic Psalms. 

Vers. 50,51. The transposition of the 717° in v. 50a and 

the substitution of WIS for T2I8 are against the rhythm; 

the former is also contrary to the usual custom (cf. lvii. 10, 

evill. 4). Whereas D739 of the other text is vocalised, not 

D730, but bam, in this text 5°39 is corrected into δὴ) ; 

tower of fulness of salvation—a figure which reminds one of 

lxi. 4, Prov. xvii. 10, but which is vague and bizarre in this 

connection; moreover it is only as a proper name that mig- 

dol is used in the Old Testament instead of migdal, tower. 

Still this expression has become, in this form, an integral 

portion of the Pesach-Haggada. 

If now we once more glance at the mutual relationship of 

the two texts, we cannot speak of finding the original read- 

ings in anything like equal proportions in them both. With 

the exception of the correct omission of 14. 6 and the readings 

avd, NIN and DY PDS, almost nothing in the text of 2 Sam. 
xxii. has decisively commended itself to us. That it is a 

careful, and even a Davidic, recension of the other (Hengst.), 

is an assertion without ground and probability ; for what we 

find in 2 Sam. xxii. is a varying text, not a recasting of its 

contents into a new form. The text of 2 Sam. xxii. rests, as 
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we have shown, upon careless written and oral tradition. 

The somewhat decided tendency to scriptio defectiva sug- 

gests a great antiquity for the copy from which it was 

taken. We can easily understand that in historical works 

the poetical insertions were less carefully dealt with. It is 

characteristic of the form of the text of the Psalm in 2 Sam. 

xxii. that in not a few places licences of expression common 

in the language of the people have found their way into it. 

Boéttcher is by no means wholly mistaken in calling the text 

in the psalter the recension of the priests and that in Second 

Samuel the recension of the laity. 

PSALM XIX. 

PRAYER TO GOD, THE GOD WHO IS REVEALED IN A TWOFOLD 

MANNER. 

2 The heavens recount the glory of God, 
And the firmament maketh known His hands’ work, 

3 Day unto day welleth forth speech, 
And night unto night showeth knowledge— 

4 There is no speech and there are no words, 
Whose voice is inaudible. 

5 Their line goeth forth into all lands, 
And their utterances unto the end of the world; 
For the sun hath He set a tent therein, 

6 And he like a bridegroom goeth forth from his chamber, 
Rejoiceth like a hero to run his course. 

7 From one end of the heavens is his going forth, 
And his circuit unto the ends thereof, 
And nothing can withdraw itself from his heat. 

8 The law of Jahve is flawless, refreshing the soul; 
The testimony of Jahve is faithful, making wise the 

simple; 
9 The precepts of Jahve are right, rejoicing the heart ; 

The commandment of Jahve is pure, enlightening the 
eyes ; 

10 The fear of Jahve is clean, enduring for es 
The decisions of Jahve are truth, righteous altogether. 
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11 More to be desired are they than gold, yea, much fine 
gold, 

And sweeter than honey and the honey-comb. 

12 Thy servant is also warned by them; in keeping them 
is great reward. 

13 Lapses—who marketh them ? From hidden (faults) 
clear thou me. 

14 Keep back thy servant also from presumptuous sins, 
so that they do not have dominion over me! 

Then shall I be guiltless and clear from great trans- 
gression. 

15 Accepted be the words of my mouth and the medita- 
tion of my heart 

In Thy sight, Jahve, my rock and my redeemer! ! 

In the title of Ps. xviii. David is called ‘7 73, and in 

Ps. xix. he so names himself. In both Psalms, there at the 

beginning, here at the close, he calls upon Jahve with the 

name ἜΣ, These and other coincidences (Symb., p. 49) have 

induced the compiler to make Ps. xix., which celebrates 

God’s revelation of Himself in nature and law, follow im- 

mediately after Ps. xviii, which celebrates God’s revela- 

tion of Himself in David’s history. The view that we 

have before us in Ps. xix. two torsi that have somehow or 

other been brought together, two fragments of song, the first 

of which is without a conclusion, and the latter without a 

commencement (Hw.), is a view which there is no reason to 

compel us toadopt. Hupfeld admits that the two halves, wv, 

2-7 and 8-15, can easily be brought under one general ab- 

stract category, but “only for us, who are accustomed to 

reflection.” In opposition to this assertion it has been re- 

marked by Hitzig and also by Richm, that the identity of 

Elohim and Jahve, 1.6. of the Creator of the world and the 

God of redemption, is a fundamental thought of the believing 

consciousness of Israel, a thought that is expressed at the 

very beginning of the Thora. And there was no need of any 

such externally marked transition from the sun to the Théra 
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as Hupfeld desiderates; the transition les in this, that the 

strain of praise that is raised to God as ON by His works is 

surpassed by the praise that accrues to Him as 1)" from the 

word of His revelation (xvii. 31; cf. v. 23)—thus the poet 

opens up the way to his petition for justification and sanctifi- 

cation by means of the praise that wells up as the result of 

wondering and loving adoration. This petition grows out of 

the praise of the mercy of the God who is revealed in His 

word, without reverting to the first part, vv. 2-7; for, as _ 

Lord Bacon says, while it is true that the heavens declare 

the glory of God, they do not declare His will, according to 

which the poet begs to be pardoned and sanctified. If we 

consider also that Ps. xix. was occasioned by the view of the 

heavens by day, just as Ps. vill. was occasioned by the view 

of the heavens by night, the unity of this praise that is ren- 

dered to God by both these revelations of Him becomes still 

clearer. It is morning, and the singer rejoices on the one 

hand in the dawning light of day, and on the other, with a 

view to the day’s work which 1165 before him, places himself 

in the light of the Théra. Each half of the Psalm consists 

of 14 lines, and each is also naturally divided into a six- 

and an eight-line strophe. In the second half, however, the 

place of the short lines is taken by the scheme of the cesura, 

which as it ‘were rises higher, draws deeper breaths, rises 

and falls like the waves of the sea; for the Thora inspires 

the poet more than does the sun. And this also is significant : 

in the first part God is called ON in accordance with His rela- 

tion to the world as a Being possessed of power, and is named 

only once ; in the second part, on the other hand, He receives 

His covenant name 7)’, and is named seven times, the last 

time with a threefold full-toned name, which forms also the 

conclusion of the Psalm, δ ΝῚ yn, 

The last strophe gives a sharply outlined soteriolozy in 

nmuce. If we take Ps. xxxil. along with it, we have the whole 

of the way of salvation in almost Pauline clearness and defi- 
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niteness. Paul also quotes both these Psalms; they were 

certainly his favourites. 

Vers. 2-4. How glorious God and, indeed, by is, as the 

absolutely Mighty One, and what His hands have made, 

z.e. What He has brought forth by His superior power, 

to which everything is possible, is declared by the heavens 

(ὦ.6. the supermundane spheres which are lost to human sight 

in infinite space), and stated plainly by the firmament, i.e. the 

transparent vault of heaven which is stretched out far and 

wide above the earth (Gr. Venet. τάμα = ἔκταμα; from Y27, ./P), 

to stretch, extend). The heavens and the firmament are not 

thought of as conscious beings, as the thinkers of the Middle 

Ages, depending on Aristotle (vid. Maimuni, More Nebuchim, 

2,5), believed they could prove from our passage; cf. Neh. 

ix. 6, Job xxxvil. 7. Nor does Scripture know anything of 

a music of the spheres after the manner of the Pythagoreans. 

What is meant is, as the old expositors correctly say, objec- 

tivum vocis non articulate preconium. The doxa, which God 

has lent to creation as a reflection of His own, is reflected 

back by it and as it were given back to God in the form of 

a confession of Him. The thought of the continuousness of 

this proclamation of theirs, which is already implied in the 

participle, is unfolded inv. 3. The word of this proclama- 

tion of praise is transmitted in an unbroken chain of tradition. 

vi}, (from "32 os /23, to well forth, in addition to which, 

however, there is also ,/¥3, to gush) points to the rich ful- 

ness in which, as from an inexhaustible spring, the testimony 

passes on from one day to the next; the parallel 137 is a 

non-figurative, but poetical and more Aramaic (= 7311) than 

Hebrew, word. 8 also belongs to the loftier style; the 

γνωστὸν τοῦ Θεοῦ, which is implanted in creation, although 

not reflected, is here called NVI, The poet does not say that, | 

when the proclamation made by the day is about to cease 

as the day declines, it is taken up by the night, and the pro- 

clamation of the latter by the day ; but (seeing the proclama- 
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tion made by the day has for its purport the works of God 

that are visible by day, and that made by the night His 

works that are visible at night) that each day as it dawns 

continues the discourse of that which has passed away, and 

each night as it falls continues the proclamation made by 

that which has vanished. If now v. 4 were to be rendered: 

there is no speech, and there are no words, their voice is 

inaudible, t.e. they are mute, noiseless, speechless witnesses, 

yet witnesses that speak loudly (Hengst., Hupf.), their lan- 

guage is only inwardly audible, yet it is intelligible every- 

where (Then.), then v. 5 ought at least to have begun with 

a) adversative, and even then the poet would be weakening 

his poetic strain in a needless, tame and violent manner. To 

take v. 4 with Ewald as a prefixed circumstantial clause to 

v. 5: “without loud speech . . . their sound has resounded 

through the whole earth” (§ 341 d) is impossible; there is 

nothing in v. 4 to indicate that it is meant to be subordinated 

to v. 5. If, however, we take it as an independent sentence 

in the sense: “there is no loud, no articulate speech, no 

audible voice, which proceeds from the heavens,” then v. 5 

would form an antithesis to it; but there is nothing to indi- 

cate that such is the case, whereas, if it were so, at least δὲ) 

should have been placed first. Luther’s rendering is better : 

“there is no language nor speech, where one does not hear 

their voice,” i.e. as Calvin also explains it: the testimony of 

the heavens to God is understood by the peoples of all lan- 

guages and tongues. But this must have been Ww? PS or 

nay |S (Gen. xi. 1). Hofmann’s rendering is similar but 
more admissible: “there is no speech and there are no 

words, that their ery is not heard, 2.6. the speaking of the 

heavens goes on alongside of all other speaking; however 
much men may discourse, one still hears therewith the speech 
or the sound of the heavens, their sound is heard above all 
else.” But YW (53) must in that case have been pointed as 
a finite verb (cf. Gen. xxxi. 20), and Woy "52 (as in Job xli. 
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18, Hos. viii. 8) would have been the best way of expressing 
it. 2 with the participle is a poctical expression of Alpha 
privat. (2 Sam. i. 21); accordingly yw ὯΔ is « unheard ” 
or “inaudible,” the antithesis of yw, “audible,” in Jer. 
xxxl.15. We are therefore shut up to the translation of the 
LXX., Aq., Symm., Theod., Syr., Targ., Vulg., Vitr., and 
Hitz.: there is no speech and no words, whose voice would 
be unheard, ¢.e. inaudible. There is no reason for asserting 
that this interpretation destroys the parallelism (Hupf.) ; 
the structure of the distich is the same as in exxxix. 4. 
The proclamation made by the heavens and the firmament, by 
the day (the sky by day) and the night (the sky by night), 
is no confused din (Targ.), it is no proclamation made in a 
corner; it is a proclamation in speech that is everywhere 
audible, in words that are everywhere understood, a φανερόν 
(Rom. i. 19). 

Vers. 5-7. Seeing that V8 and OD 27 are the speech and 
words of the heavens, the principal term that dominates all 
the rest and comprehends in itself both δ᾽" and 75°, the 
suffixes of D5? and pan may undoubtedly be referred to 
bwin, notwithstanding the fact that to the DvP of υ. 4 there 
must be given another reference. Jer. xxxi. 39 shows how 
, or, with tonelong ἃ, 1?, is to be understood when used 
along with 83}. The measuring-line of the heavens has gone 
forth into all the earth, i.e. has taken entire possession of it. 
Verse 5 ὃ states what kind of a measuring line is meant, viz. 
that of their heraldship : their words (from the more Aramaic 
than Hebrew, and, therefore, poetical ΠΡ) reach to the end 
of the world, they fill it entirely from its utmost limit to 
its centre. The } of Isaiah (xxviii. 10) is inapplicable here, 
if for no other reason than this, that it does not mean com- 
mandment, but norm, and is there a word of derision thym- 
ing with 1%. More might be said in justification of the 

translation, “their sound” (LXX., Symm., Jerome), seeing 
that ἹΡ might denote a harpstring as being a cord in tension 
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and then, like τόνος (Sanscrit tdnas, threads, tone), tone or 

sound (Gesen. in his Lexicon and Ewald). Adopting this 

view Hoelemann interprets it: the whole earth is a stringed 

folian harp. But the usage of the language assigns to 1p, 

when used along with δὲ δ᾽, the meaning, measuring-line (Aq. | 

κανών; cf. 2 Cor. x. 18); and this gives a new thought, 

whereas in the other case that which was already expressed 

in v. 4 would merely be repeated. In Rom. x. 18 Paul 

makes use of these two first lines of the strophe, in order 

to testify to the fact that the preaching of the apostles has 

gone forth over the whole world. Accordingly the older 

expositors for the most part take the first half of the Psalm 

as an allegorical prophecy, the heavens as a figure of the 

Church, and the sun as a figure of the Gospel. Chr. A. 

Crusius has already shown how inadmissible and unnecessary 

this is. In the passage referred to the apostle does not quote 

in a formal manner; he only gives a New Testament turn 

to Old Testament words, taking the all-penetrating preaco- 

mum celorum as a figure of the all-penetrating preconium 

evangeliit; and he was justified in doing so by the parallel 

which the psalmist himself draws between the revelation in 

nature and in Scripture. 

From v. 2 onwards the principal subject is ΘΠ, with 

which the Psalm commences. Just as 03? and 01°21) refer 

to the heavens, so also does D113. There, in the heavens, God 

has assigned to the sun its residence (on Das vid. on Isa. xl. 

22), whence it goes forth when it rises, and to which it re- 

turns when it goes down. The collocation of the words is 

opposed to our reading DY (Ew.: there, at the end of the 

world) instead of 0%; and perhaps Hitz. is right in saying 

that the poet’s reason for writing 072 and not OY at the end 

of the verse was because he had already used this oy, Nor 

is there anything compelling us to take 593, as in Isa. xxx. 

6, in a neuter signification: “there” (our own former inter- 
pretation). In Arabic the name of the sun, ¥2¥, is always 
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feminine; in Hebrew, on the other hand, and in Aramaic, 

it is predominantly masculine (cf. on the other hand Gen- 

xv. 17, Cant. i. 6, Nah. iii. 17, Isa. xlv. 6, Mal. iii. 20), 

just as also the Babylonians and Assyrians, the Sabeans and 

heathen Arabs, had a masculine sun-god.!_ Accordingly He- 

lios is compared in v. 6 to a bridegroom, who goes forth in 

the morning from his 135. Joel ii. 16 shows that this word 

does not mean, as in later Hebrew, the bridal canopy, but 

the bride-chamber. There is a freshness in the morning 

light; it rays forth joy; it is like the renewal of one’s youth; 

Sonne (sun) rhymes with Wonne (delight). Therefore the 

morning sun is like a bridegroom, who, having attained the 

object of his longing, feels himself as it were at the begin- 

ning of a new life, and whose youthful countenance beams 

with delight and the bliss of love. And as in its rising it 

is like a bridegroom, so in its rapid course (Sir. xliii.5) it is 

like a hero (vid. on xviii. 34), imasmuch as, so often as it 

comes forth, it ever anew traverses its orbit in joyous move- 

ment (ΟΝ, VY ; rk. med. 0, to run hither and thither, to 

be in a state of violent commotion; vid. D.M.Z., xxii. 140) 

and with 7123 (Judg. v. 31), light-giving and overcoming 

all hindrances. Its going forth (=rising; cf. Hos. vi. 3; the 

antithesis is 8129, going in =setting) is from one end (733%, 

always without dag.) of the heavens, the extreme east of the 

horizon, and its circuit, 134PD (from P= ἢ22, Isa. xxix. 1, 

to revolve), onisp-oy, to their, the heavens’, end (=7¥, Deut. 

iv. 32); cf. 1 Esdr. iv. 34: ταχὺς τῷ δρόμῳ ὁ ἥλιος, ὅτι στρέφεται 

1 The Gothie sunné (sunna), the old High German and old Saxon sunno, 

and the middle High German swnne are likewise masculine. On the other 

hand the Anglo-Saxon sunne is fem. ; the gender of the old English sonne — 

varies; Shakspeare, however, uses sun (like the French soleil) for the 
most part as a masculine; 6.4. Venus and Adonis 856: “ The sun ariseth 

in his majesty,’ and 859: ‘* Venus salutes him with this fair good-mor- 

row.” The personification of the sun as Apollo, Phebus, Titan has con- 

tributed to its being represented as mase, 
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ἐν τῷ κύκλῳ τοῦ οὐρανοῦ Kal πάλιν ἀποτρέχει εἰς τὸν ἑαυτοῦ τόπον 

ἐν μιᾷ ἡμέρᾳ. Upon this long way there is nothing ἼΠ), 

hidden, 7.e. remaining hidden, from its heat; 20 (that which 

is hot = heat) is here the illuminating and warming influence 

of the sun; elsewhere it is a poetical name of the sun itself 

(as that which is hot). 

Vers. 8-11. The transition from the one part of the Psalm 

to the other is not marked by anything external ; it is indi- 

cated, however, by the circumstance that the divine name 

17° now takes the place of 8. Just as the sun is TW, so is 

also the Thora (Prov. vi. 23). And whereas the word of 

nature reveals God as ON, the word of Scripture reveals Him 

as 117’; the former proclaims God’s power and glory, the 

latter also His counsel and will. There follow twelve en- 

comiums of the law,.each two of which are always related to 

one another as antecedent and consequent, rising and falling 

after the manner of waves in accordance with the scheme of 

the cesura. One feels how the heart of the poet, now that 

he comes to speak of God’s word, the revelation of His will, 

begins to beat in a doubly joyous manner. By itself TA 

does not mean the law, but direction, instruction, teaching, 

more especially divine instruction or teaching and therefore 

that which is positive; it is accordingly used also of prophecy 

(Isa. i. 10, viii. 16), and predictively of the New Testament 

gospel (Isa. ii. 3); here, however, no other divine revelation 

is meant than that which was given through Moses, and 

which has become the law, 1.6. the rule of life (νόμος), of 

Israel; and this law is meant not merely in its preceptive 

and disciplinary, but also in its promissory, character. The 

encomiums, which the poet pronounces upon the law, are war- 

ranted also from a New Testament point of view. Even Paul 

says in Rom. vii. 12, 14: “the law is holy and spiritual; the 

commandment is holy and righteous and geod.” The law 

deserves these encomiums in itself; and for him, who stands 

in the state of grace, it is indeed no longer a law pronouncing 
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a curse, but a mirror of the God who is gracious in holiness, 

@ mirror into which he can look without slavish fear, and 

a norm of hearty and willing obedience. And how totally 

different is the love of the psalmists and prophets for the 

law, a love that had regard to that which was essential and 

of universal ethical significance in the commandments, which 

aimed at spiritualising the letter and at enjoying the consola- 

tion that was involved in the promises, from the pharisaical 

and rabbinical worship of the letter and of ceremonies that 

was characteristic of the post-exilic period ! 

The divine law, as being absolutely of a friendly purport, 

and aiming entirely at the weal of man, is called 7A, “per- 

fect,” 1.6. flawless and harmless. It is also called 2.52) ΠΣ, 

restoring, bringing back, t.e. revivifying, quickening the soul 

(cf. Pil. 22} xxiii. 3), for him viz. who obeys the gracions 

will of God that is expresed therein, and who walks in the 

way of salvation appointed by Him. In the second half of 

v. 8 the place of ™)N is taken by MW (just as the tables 

of the ten commandments are called NIWA nin?), from TY 

(T2), which signifies an attestation which is not merely 

corroborative, but also admonitory and preceptive. The tes- 

i.e. raised above all doubt as to the meaning of its declara- 

tions, and verifying itself in its threatenings and promises, 

and for that very reason it is ‘02 N’3°3N'), making wise sim- 

plicity or the simple, literally openness, him that is open (a 

word that is in itself ethically indifferent, and which is used 

in Hebrew to describe the man who is open to temptation, in 

Arabic, the man who is open to everything that is noble)—to 

this man, the one who is easily tempted and led astray, it 

gives a solid basis and stay, σοφίζει αὐτόν (2 Tim. 111. 15). 

The law falls into Θ᾽ ΡΞ, precepts or declarations regarding 

the duty of man; these are 0", upright, both when viewed 

as a norma normata, seeing they proceed from the upright, 

absolutely good will of God, and as a norma normans, seeing 

AA 
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they lead along a straight way in the right track; they are 

therefore 22 mat, the education and guidance they afford 

deliver one from all vacillation, satisfy all moral needs, and 

impart the joyous consciousness that one is on a right way 

towards the right goal. ‘7 i$, Jahve’s statute (from 713, 

statuere), is the sum and substance of His commandments. It 

is 173, pure, like the light of the sun (Cant. vi. 10), and its 

light it imparts to others: 022°Y NTS, enlightening eyes, 

which is meant not only in the sense of enlightening the 

understanding, but also one’s whole condition; it makes one 

clear intellectually, healthy and fresh both bodily and men- 

tally, for dimness of the eyes is sorrow, melancholy and rest- 

lessness. In this chain of names for the law, 7 NN is not 

the fear of God as a prestation, but as a precept, the fear of 

God as God’s revelation demands, effects and maintains it; 

it is, therefore, the revealed way and method in which one 

has to fear God (xxxiv. 12); in short, it is the religion of 

Jahve (cf. Prov. xv. 33, with Dent. xvii. 19). This is MANY, 

clean, like the word, which resembles pure gold, by which it 

is taught (xii. 7; cf. Job xxviii. 19); and for this reason it 

Ww? ny, enduring for ever, in opposition to all false ways 

of reverencing God, which imply their self-condemnation in 

themselves. The 7 222 are the jura of the law considered 

as a Bye tae ἊΝ αἸυϊηΐ, ener ye ene — according to 2 ahve’s 

which endures and caliente te itself, because, in sites 

tion from the most of the non-Israelitish laws, they have 

an unchangeable ethical foundation: ὙΠ) 101%, 2.6. they are 

one and all ΘΝ, in accordance with right and with facts 

(Deut. iv. 8, according to Kautzsch! an echo of the passage 

before us), because no charge of being inexpedient or of sanc- 

tioning injustice can be brought against them ; in the law of 

Jahve the eternal will of God has found a relatively perfect 

' Dervivata des St. ΟΝ (1881), p. 10. 
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expression of itself so far as it is meant to be a national law. 

With 525 (instead of which Ben-Naftali, preferring tho 

simple Schebdé along with gutturals, points 0°12937) the poet 

sums up the characteristics he has enumerated; the article 

is summative, like that in YY at the close of the account 

of the six days’ work of creation (Gen. i. 31). 15 (18) is the 

most refined, the finest gold (cf. 1 Kings x. 18 with 2 Chron. 

ix. 17); as bs, silver, shows, it very likely originally meant 

precious eee separated from the ore that contained it, from 

1B = ee to set free, to get rid, violently of what is hard 

(different from the cognate NN8, 1.5, to take apart that 

which is divisible, to break into small pieces); the Targum 

renders it with ]122\8, ὄβρυζον, 1.6. gold which has stood 

the fire-test, obrussa, of the crucible or cupel. O°DI¥ N53 

“outpouring (from 5) = «.95) of the honeycombs” is the 

virgin honey, 1.6. the honey that flows of itself from the cells ; 

when a distinction is drawn between ἢν and ΠῚ) (UY), the 

former appears to denote the cell of a honeycomb, the latter 

the honeycomb itself, the former seems to be equivalent to 

favus, the latter to cera, κηρίον, μελίκηρον. God’s revealed 

words are to be desired by him who has them still outside 

himself; they are sweet to him, to whom they have been im- 

parted inwardly. 

Vers. 12-15. The poet, who is conscious of being a ser- 

vant of God, and who is bent upon bearing himself as be- 

cometh such an one, allows God’s revealed words to serve 

the purpose for which they were given: he is 1}13, one who 

suffers himself to be enlightened, made wiser and warned by 

them. After the analogy of the usual collocation of words 

(e.g. Hos. vi. 11) δὲ belongs to 1933, just as inv. 14 it belongs 

to 10. He knows that 0D72¥3 (with a subjective suffix in 

an objective sense; cf. xxv. 7), in keeping of them, there lies, 

or is included, a great reward 222, that which follows upon 
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one’s heels (22Y), which comes behind, l here said of the con- 

sequence of one’s behaviour. Then, seeing that the law is not 

only a copy of the divine will, but also a mirror of self- 

knowledge, he prays for forgiveness in respect of the many 

sins of infirmity (the greater number of which, moreover, are 

unknown to him), to which even the pardoned one succumbs. 

nx (in the terminology of the law, 123%, ἀγνόημα) compre- 

hends the whole province of the peccatum involuntarium, both 

the peccatum ignorantie and the peccatum infirmitatis. The 

question delicta quis intelligit is equivalent to the negative 

proposition: because of the unfathomable character of the 

human heart, and because of the so often specious disguise 

and great subtlety of sin, no one makes a complete survey 

of his faults. As an inference from this there follows the 

prayer: absolve me also N17AD3%9, ab occultis (peccatis, which, 

however, cannot be grammatically. supplied), equivalent to 

py oun (xc. 8), 1.6. from all such sins as even he, who strives 

with all earnestness after sanctification, does not discern, in 

consequence of the continual limitation of his knowledge of 

himself and of sin, although he would fain discern them. ‘733 

is like δικαιοῦν a vow judicialis : to declare innocent, absolve, 

let go unpunished. The prayer for justification is followed in 

v.14 by the prayer for sanctification, and indeed for preserva- 

tion from presumptuous sins. From 7, Tt, to boil, to bubble, 

Hiph. to sin wantonly, deliberately, daringly, the opposite of 

sinning from weakness (Ex. xxi. 14, Deut. xviii. 22, xvii. 12), 

there are formed TI, the daring, insolent sinner (e.g. Mal. iii. 

15), who sins, not nwa, but ae (cf. 1 Sam. xvii. 28, where 

David’s brothers bring this charge against him), or ΠῚ 733, 

The heel receives its name, 1)Y, from the incurvation (,/PY, 3Y, IY, 

to bend, check, restrain, accrocher) and ΓΙ) is what is behind one, what 

follows him; cf. the Arab. akibahu, akbahu, immediately behind him ; 

he has died qA&> yee ge without leaving any descendants behind 

him, 
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and also the neuter collective term Ὁ (cf. Δ 129, ci. 3, Hos. v. 

2; O°), Prov. xvi.13; O'R"), Prov. xii. 11; ef. viii. 6), peccata 
procretica or contra conscientiam, sins which cast one out of 

the state of grace (Num. xy. 27-31), the latter being derived 

from 7! in the neuter sense, that which boils over, like 72 in 

the decalogue, that which bears witness, 7.6. witness, testi- 

mony. 7? must here have the meaning we have given it, 

for if it had been intended of arrogant, insolent possessors 

of power (Ew., Hupf., Riehm), the petition would have been 

for something else than for “keeping back” (J¥7 as in 1 

Sam. xxv. 39 in the mouth of David). The O°, presump- 

tuous sins, if they are repeated, become dominating sins, 

which irresistibly enslave man ὦν, with a non-personal sub- 

ject, as in Isa. 111. 4. ὃ; cf. Ps. ciii. 19); hence the last member 

of the climax (which advances from the peccatum involun- 

tarium to the proereticum, and from it to the regnans): may 

such sins not have dominion over me. The first half of the 

verse closes with 3 YOUN, which has more appropriately 

Olewejored (Wickes) than Dechi (Baer). Then, Τὰ, when Thou 

vouchsafest to me this twofold grace, the grace of forgive- 

ness and the grace of preservation, shall I be irreproachable 

(ΘΝ 1 impf. Kal instead of 558 with ἡ as representative of 

δ) and absolved (1°23), not Piel as in v. 13, but Niph., to 

be set free, acquitted) from great transgression. YB, from 

WR = «8.8 (5.5 = vw), to free or extricate oneself, to break 

through the ἐμ or bounds, is a collective name for the de- 

liberate and dominant sins, that break through one’s gracious 

relationship to God and therefore cast one out of the state 

of grace—in one word, apostasy. Finally the singer prays 

for a gracious acceptance of his prayer, in which mouth and 

heart accord, he himself being upheld by the rocklike faith- 

fulness ("1)3) and redeeming love ea) redemtor, vindex / 23, 

on, to loosen, redeem) of his God. is Mi is a standing 

expression of the sacrificial Thora (e.g. Lev. i. ὃ 7.). T2P?, 
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which belongs according to Ex. xxviii. 38 to py, stands, 

in conformity with the law of reserved parallelism, in the 

second member. Prayer is a sacrifice of the inner man. 

The heart as it meditates gives it form, and the mouth offers 

it, when it utters that which is clothed in words. 

PSALM XxX. 

A PSALM OF SUPPIJCATION FOR THE KING IN TIME OF WAR. 

2 May Jahve answer thee in the day of trouble; 
May the name of the God of Jacob set thee up on high, 

3 Send thee help from the sanctuary, 
And support thee from out of Zion! 

4 May He remember all thy meal offerings, 
And find thy burnt sacrifice fat! (Selah) 

5 May He grant thee according to thine heart, 
And fulfil all thy counsel! 

6 We would exult in thy salvation, 
And in the name of our God lift up a banner— 
May Jahve fulfil all thy desires. 

7 Now know I that Jahve affordeth help to His anointed, 
He will answer him from His holy heaven 
With the saving mighty acts of His right hand. 

8 Some boast of chariots and some of horses, 
But we, of the name of Jahve our God do we boast. 

9 Those have sunk down and fallen, 
Whilst we have risen up and stand steadfast. 

10 Jahve, oh save !— 
Let the King answer us in the day we call. 

Psalm xix. is followed by Ps. xx., because the commence- 
ment of the latter is the echo, as it were, of the petition with 

which the former concludes; and Ps. xx. is followed by 

Ps. xxi., because they both refer, as prayer and thanks, to 
the same occurrence. Ps. xx. is an intercessory Psalm of 
the nation, and Ps. xxi. a Psalm of thanksgiving of the 
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nation, for its king. It is self-evident that these two Psalms 

form a couple that are closely connected together by unity 

of authorship and of reference. They both begin somewhat 

monotonously with synonymous parallelism of the members 

(xx. 2-6; xxi. 2-8); they then warm up and acquire a more 

lively colouring, when they come to speak of the foes of the 

king and the kingdom (xx. 7-9; xxi. 9-13) ; and both con- 

clude with an ejaculatory cry to Jahve (xx. 10; xxi. 14). 

In both the king is apostrophised throughout long stretches 

(xx. 2-6; xxi. 9-13), here and there in a manner that raises 

the question, whether it is not rather Jahve that is addressed 

(xx. 6; xxi. 10). In both the king is referred to by 1299 
(xx. 10; xxi. 8); both sum up the object of the nation’s 

desires in the word ΠΡῚ) (xx. 6; cf. v. 7; xxi. 2,6); both 

delight in rare expressions, that occur only here within the 

Old Testament literature (5273, xx. 6; THY), xx. 9; NWS, 

xxi.3; 770, xxi.7). Although they stood, as 11? indicates, 
in the oldest Davidic psalter, still it is more probable that 

they have a contemporary poet rather than David himself as 

their author ; for although they coincide in several respects 

both as regards diction (cf. xxi. 12 with x. 2) and thoughts 

(cf. xxi. 7 with xvi. 11) with Davidic Psalms, yet they stand 

apart by themselves as regards their peculiar character. 

That David, however, is the subject of them, as ἪΝ and their 

position in the midst of Davidic Psalms lead us to expect, 

may be established. Dawvid’s deep fall, which both in itself 

and in its consequences made him sick in soul and body, 

happened during the war with Ammon and Syria. It was 

only after he had been restored by the help of God’s grace 

from this self-caused great peril, that he joined his army 

which was lying before Rabbath Ammon, and brought to an 

end the conquest of the enemy’s capital city. The situation 

of this couple of Psalms is explained most satisfactorily by 

2 Sam. xi. and xii. Ps. xx. prays for the recovery of the 

king who is involved in war with powerful enemies, and 
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Ps. xxi. gives thanks to God for his restoration and wishes _ 

him a victorious issue in the campaign in which he is about 

toengage. The “chariots and horses”’ of xx. 8 are charac- 

teristic of the military power of Aram (2 Sam. x. 18 and 

freq.), and in xxi. 4 and 10 we detect allusions to 2 Sam. - 

xii. 30, 31, or at least a noteworthy coincidence with what 

is related there. c 

Vers. 2-6. Intercession for the king who is in distress, 

and who causes sacrifices to be offered for himself in the 

sanctuary. The imperfects in vy. 2-5, five of which stand αὖ. 

the head of the parallel members the rhythm of which has a 

rise, are optatives; the NDI? of v. 6 also continues the chain 

of wishes, in which even 73373 (cf. xix. 15) is a link. Wishes 

of the nation accompany prayer and sacrifice. The name of 

the God of Jacob is the self-manifesting power and grace of 

the God of Israel; 2P" alternates poetically with Dey, just 

as DON with ‘7, Alschéch refers to Gen. xxxyv. 3; and itis 

_ not improbable that the desire is shaped in accordance with 

the fact the tradition of which is recorded there. May 

Jahve, who, as the history of Jacob shows, hears in the day 

of trouble, hear the king; may the name of the God of Jacob 

deliver him from his enemies and exalt him above them 

triumphantly. ΔῈ alternates in this sense with D2) (xviii. 

49). This intercession in behalf of the suppliant is offered 

up in the sanctuary on the double summit of Zion, where 

Jahve is enthroned. May He from thence send him His 

assistance, like auxiliary troops that determine the victory. 

The king is sacrificing. He offers, as was customary before 

the beginning of a battle (1 Sam. xiii. 97; ef. also the phrase 

money Wap), a whole burnt-offering and therewith also meal 

offerings, NN); at least, according to the sacrificial Théra, 

it was necessary that each whole burnt offering and peace 

offering should be accompanied by a meal offering as well 

as by a drink offering. The verb 02! occurs very frequently 
in connection with the ritual of the meal offering. Only a 
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portion of the meal offerings (to which class, however, the 
accompanying meal offering, 0°3D3 NN), which was devoted 
wholly to the altar, does not, according to traditional prac- 
tice, belong) was laid upon the altar; that part which 
ascended in the altar-fire was called M7318, μνημόσυνον (cf. 
Acts x. 4), 1.6. that which brings him, in behalf of whom 
sacrifice is being offered, into remembrance with God; this 
expression does not mean “incense” (Hupf.), for the desig- 
nation of the meal offering of jealousy in Num. v. 15 as 

“bringing iniquity to remembrance before God” proves that 
in the ritual of the meal offering 131 has no other meaning 
than what it has everywhere else. Every meal offering is 

in a certain sense ἃ ἡ ἼΞΙ NN. Accordingly there is com- 

bined here with the meal offerings the petition that Jahve 

would be pleased to remember them graciously. As regards 

the ‘Olah, the wish: “may fire from heaven (Lev. ix. 24; 

1 Kings xviii. 38; 1 Chron. xxi. 26) turn it into ashes” 

(Kimchi) would not be inadmissible; but the language does 

not refer to anything extraordinary; {#1, as a denominative 

from |¥J, the ashes that remain after the burning of the flesh: 

upon the altar, means “‘ to cleanse from ashes,” but not ‘‘ to 

turn into ashes.” On the other hand, ΕἼ also means “to 

make fat” (xxiii. 5); and in our passage this effective signi- 

fication (LXX. πιανάτω, Symm. πίονα ποιήσῃ) is applied 

declaratively : may He find thy burnt offering fat, which is 

equivalent to, may it be 09°20. to Him. The voluntative 

ah oceurs in the 3rd pers. only here and in Isa. v. 19 and 

Job xi. 16; here, as is the case also with the cohortative 

in 1 Sam. xxviii. 15, it changes the lengthening into a 

sharpening (cf. the similarly changed forms in 1 Sam. 

xxvili. 15, Isa. lix. 5, Zech. v. 4, Prov. xxiv. 14, Ezek. xxv. 13) 

and passes over into éh, just as > very frequently passes 

over into ΠΡ, The alteration [133 1) or 5281) (Hitz.) gets 
rid of the exceptional form in a happy but unnecessary 

way. That the music has to swell in intensity here, is ex- 
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plained by the circumstance that this intercessory chorus 

is to be sung while the sacrifice is being laid upon the altar 

(77079). $Y is the resolution formed during the course of 

the present war. ‘ Because of thy salvation,” z.e. thy success 

in battle, is, like everything in this strophe, addressed to 

the king; cf. xxi. 2, where the same expression is used with 

reference to the victory granted him, but is addressed to 

Jahve. It is not necessary to read 2722, after the μεγαλυν- 

θησόμεθα of the LXX. and the Syr., instead of 53) ; 531) is ὃ 

denominative from 227: to wave a flag; the flag itself is so 

named from its being a covering, a cloth, pannus; the signi- 

fication, to lie, to flatter, which O94 has in Arab. and Aram., 

proceeds from the primary meaning tegere, oblinere (ὡ- Ast 

In the concluding line of the strophe the exultation arising 

from the hope of victory bethinks itself again of the present 

and becomes once more an intercessory desire. 

Vers. 7-9. While vv. 2-6 were being sung, it is probable 

that the offering of the sacrifice was going on. Now, after 

a considerable pause, one voice is raised, very likely the voice 

of a Levite, and gives expression to the confidence that 

flashes up in their minds, that the sacrifice which has been 

offered by the priest has been graciously accepted. With 

NAY or THY), the catch-word indicative of a crisis or turning- 
point, the instantaneous occurrence of the result of a some- 
what lengthy physical or spiritual process (e.g. 1 Kings xvii. 
24; Isa. xxix. 22) is introduced. Y IT is a perfect of faith, 
which, in the certainty of being heard, anticipates the fulfl- 
ment. The overflowing of consciousness that is expressed in 

' In Assyr. dagdlu means to look, diglu, that towards which one looks. 
Vid. Friedr. Delitzsch in Lotz’ Inschriften Tiglathpilesers, i. p. 181 ἢ. 
According to this meaning we should have to assume that the root of 
by is lost in Heb. (Aram. and Arab.) and that the name for a flag goes 
back to the most primitive Semitic times ; it is by no means permitted 
us, however, to make use of the Assyr. dagdlu for the purpose of ex- 
plaining the 237) of our passage, 
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υ. 7 answers to the superabundance of expressions that are 

employed there. In v. 3 the answer is looked for from Zion, 

here, from God’s holy heavens; for the God who is enthroned 

in Zion is enthroned for ever in the heavens; His royal seat 

upon earth is as it were the vestibule of His seat in heaven ; 

His presence in the sanctuary of Israel is no limitation 

of His omnipresence; His help from Zion is help of the 

heavenly One and of Him who is exalted above the heaven 

of heavens. M1133 does not here mean fulness of might (cf. 

xc. 10), strength, but the manifestations of power, the mighty 

acts (cvi. 2, exlv. 4, cl. 2, Isa. lxiii. 15), whereby His right 

hand effects salvation, i.e. victory, for him who is in the thick 

of the battle. The glory of Israel is different from that of 

the heathen, which proves itself to be idle boasting. In 

νυ. 8a. 1217 or V3! is to be supplied in thought from V312 

in v. 8b: 3 ὝΞΙΠ, to make laudatory mention of a matter, to 

praise it, and therefore indirectly to boast of it, glory in it 

(cf. 3 Oba, xliv.9). According to the law Israel was to have 

no standing army; and the law that was laid down for the 

king speaks warmly against his multiplying horses to him- 

self (Deut. xvii. 16). Both during the time of the Judges 

and also in the reign of David these regulations were ob- 

served ; but under Solomon, who acquired for himself a vast 

number of horses and chariots (1 Kings x. 26-29), matters 

already became different. It is therefore a confession, which 

harmonises with the time of David, that is made here in v. 8, 

that, as compared with their enemies, more especially the 

Syrians, Israel’s glory is solely the sure defence and weapon 

of the name of their God. David speaks in the same way 

to Goliath (1 Sam. xvii. 45). The -preterites in v. 9 are pret. 

confidentice ; as Luther remarks, it is “a song of triumph 

before the victory, a shout of joy before the succour.” 

Seeing that D'P does not mean, to stand, but, to rise (Jer. 

resurreximus), 12 presupposes the superiority at that time 

of their foes. But the state of the case becomes totally 
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different ; the standing fall, those lying low rise; the former 

remain lying, the latter hold the field. Accordingly the 

“acain ” in the signification of THYN31 is not (with Hupf.) to 
be dropped. It is the reflexive of 77), “to raise up again” 

(exlvi. 9, cxlvii. 6). The notion of continuance in TY, glo, 

is developed from the primary meaning, to turn and return. 

Ver. 10. After this solo, we have now once more a chorus. 

The hymn concludes congregationally, as it had begun, and 

is rounded off by reverting to its original tone, praying for 

the fulfilment of that which has been besought and pledged. 

The most of the recent commentators (Hupf., Hitz. and 

others) follow the LXX. and the Vulg. in connecting WP0 

with ΠΡ ΟΠ: Domine salvum fac regem (“God save the 

King’’). The accentuation, however, connects ypon as a 

designation of God (who, it is true, is thus named so abso- 

lutely, 7.e. without an attribute, only here) with 132) as its 

subject; and the following reasons favour the correctness 

of this construction: (1) 207 AYwAN is a succession of vowel 

sounds (a final unaccented ah and an initial ha), which a 

poet would certainly have avoided, seeing he could have said 

YIN or NITAYWIN and Ww; (2) 122} after that “ Jahve, 

oh save the king’”’ would be a transition to the 3rd person, a 

reason for which we cannot discern. If we combine ΠΡ Π 

pon, we must, with Baethgen, follow the LXX. and the 

Vulg. in reading 1322}, in order to get rid of this inelegant 

synallage. But why in this prayer on behalf of the king 

should not Jahve Himself be called 1725 at its close? The 

wish which is addressed to Him makes it impossible to mis- 

understand the reference of the designation. And its parallel 

position alongside of 717° is but slightly different from the 

appositional construction pon ‘MON in exlv. 1. 
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PSALM XXI. 

A PSALM OF THANKSGIVING FOR THE KING IN TIME OF WAR. 

Jahve, because of Thy strength the king is glad, 
And because of Thy salvation how greatly doth he exult! 
His heart’s desire hast Thou granted him 
And the longing of his lips hast Thou not denied (Selah). 

4 For Thou dost meet him bringing blessings of good, 

19 

11 

12 

19 

14 

Thou settest upon his head a crown of fine gold. 
He asked life of Thee, Thou hast granted it to him, 
Length of days for ever and ever. | 

Great is his honour by reason of hy salvation, 
Honour and glory Thou layest upon him. 
For Thou settest him to be a fulness of blessing for ever, 
Thou cheerest him with joy in Thy presence. 

For the king trusteth in Jahve, 
And through the grace of the Most High he shall not be 

moved. 
Thy hand shall reach to all thy foes, 
Thy right hand shall reach all them that hate thee. 

Thou shalt make them as a fiery oven, when thou 
showest thyself, 

Jahve shall swallow them up in His wrath and fire 
shall devour them. 

Thou shalt destroy their fruit from the earth, 
And their seed from among the children of men. 

For though they cause evil to impend over thee, 
Though they imagine a wicked device: they will accom- 

plish nothing. 
For thou wilt make them turn their backs, 
With thy bow-strings thou wilt aim at their faces. 

Exalt Thyself, Jahve, in Thy strength, 
Singing and playing on the harp we will celebrate Thy 

might. 

In the preceding Psalm, the people, interceding for their 

king, cried to him “may Jahve fulfil all thy desires”’; in 

this they can say thankfully to God: “the desire of his 

he art hast Thou granted him.” In both Psalms the people 
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appear before God in connection with matters that concern 

their king; in the former desiring and praying, in the latter 

thanking and hoping; here as well as there in the midst of 

war; here, however, now that the king has recovered, in the 

assurance that the war will be brought to a victorious issue. 

The Targum and the Talmud, Succa, 52a, understand this 

Ps. xxi. as referring to king Messiah. Raschi remarks that, 

because of the Christians, one should rather give up this 

Messianic interpretation. But even Christian exegesis can- 

not be disposed to maintain the Messianic interpretation in 

the rigid and direct manner of earlier days. The two 

Psalms treat of David; David’s cause, however, in its way 

through suffering to victory, is typically the cause of the 

coming Christ. 

Vers. 2,3. In three tetrastichs, of which this is the first, 

the Psalm begins with thanks for the bodily and spiritual - 

blessings which Jahve has granted to the king, and still 

grants, in answer to his prayer. 1 (whence 712, as in xxiv. 

13, as well as 711), lxiu. 3 and freq.) is the might that has 

been made manifest in succouring the king, the might that 

has turned his affliction, and 721, the help from above, that 

has raised him out of his straits and difficulties. The 55)», 

which follows the 1 of exclamation, is appropriately abbre- 

viated by the Keri into δ)» (the accent being also drawn 

back); cf. on the other hand Prov. xx. 24, where 1 asks a 

question, but is negative in meaning. According to the con- 

text, the dz. dey. NWS, from YIN= Arab. U7), avidum esse, 

has the signification, longing, yearning (LXX. δέησιν with 

the variant θέλησιν, Jer. voluntatem, Targ. ΘΒ = NO), Num. 

xxx. 7). Note the strong negation O32; no, Thou hast not 

denied, but hast done the very opposite. The circumstance 
that the music has here to swell in intensity is favourable 
to the supposition that the Psalm has its occasion in the 
fulfilment of a prayer, the offering up of which was publicly 
known. 
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Vers. 4,5. Blessings of good (Prov. xxiv. 25) are such 

blessings as have good, 7.6. true good fortune, as their con- 

tents. The verb 07, being meant to be understood of the 

grace that comes to meet one with a blessing, is construed, 

after the manner of verbs of putting on and bestowing 

(Ges., § 139), with a double accusative. Seeing that 4b can- 

not refer to David’s first coronation, but to the maintaining 

and augmenting of the honour of his kingdom, its singling 

out of one of the blessings promised in 4a sounds like a 

prophesy of 2 Sam. xii. 30: after the capture of Rabbah, the 

capital city of Ammon, David set upon his head the royal 

crown (Π 99) of Ammon, which is renowned as being heavy 

in gold and adorned with precious stones (Kohler, Geschichte, 

ii. 290f.). To make v. 5b refer, not to length of days, but 

to the bequeathing and transmission of his throne to his 

heirs, is contrary to the meaning of the words employed. It 

is quite common to wish one, more especially a king, that he 

may live poiy> (1 Kings i. 31 and freq.). What is meant is, 

that the life of the king may be prolonged to an indefinitely 

distant date. That which the people desire elsewhere, they 

acknowledge here as being already bestowed upon the king. 

Vers. 6, 7. The succour afforded him by God conduces to 

his honour and paves the way for him to honour, it makes 

him capable (this is what is meant by 66) of maintaining 

and strengthening his kingdom in a way that brings him 

fame and glory. by mY, as in Ixxxix. 20, said of divine 

instruction and endowment. “To set to be blessings, or a 

fulness of blessing”’ is a stronger way of expressing God's 

word to Abraham (Gen. xii. 2): be thou a blessing, 1.6, at 

once a possessor of blessing thyself and the means of blessing 

others. Joy in (MS as in xvi. 11) the presence of God is joy 

in the most intimate and delightful fellowship with Him. 

Min, from 799, which has already occurred once, viz. in Ex. 

xviii. 9, has, in the Arabic |\a, the signification (among the 

nomadic tribes) “to exhilarate and urge on the beasts of 
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burden by singing”; in Heb., as well as Aram. and Assyr., 

it has the general signification “ to cheer, enliven.” ἢ 

Vers. 8,9. The second half of the Psalm begins with this 

strophe. The address to God passes over into an address to 

the king ; 

desire that blessings may attend him, but into one that con- 

not, however, into an address that expresses a 

fidently looks for such. Hengstenberg rightly regards v. 8 

as a transition to the second half; for by means of its 

objective statement regarding the king and God, this verse 

separates the preceding address to God from the following 

address to the king. We do not render 86 “and trusting in 

the grace of the Most High—he shall not be moved”; grace 

is the response to the trust which does not suffer him to be 

moved (for the expression, cf. Prov. x. 30). This inference 

is now unfolded with respect to the foes who would fain 

cause him to stumble and fall. Far from stumbling he 

rather assails his foes victoriously. If Jahve were addressed 

‘in this strophe, as Hupfeld maintains, then, in order that 

there might be a connection between vv. 8 and 9, the poet 

ought at least to have said 12'S and ys (his, the king’s, 

foes). That which the people hope for their king, they here 

express to him beforehand, as it were prophetically. 5 NSD 

(as in Isa. x. 10) and δ, ΚΘ seg. acc. (as in 1 Sam. xxiii. 17) 

are distinguished from one another as “to reach to” any- 

thing and to “reach” it. On the assumption that ? repre- 

sents the accusative (as e.g. in lxix.6),9b would be a useless 

repetition. 

Vers. 10,11. Up to this point the Psalm moves uniformly 

in synonymous dipodia; now it becomes agitated ; and one 

discerns from its excitement that the king’s foes are also the 

foes of his people. Although it is true that 1°32 ny? sounds 

like an address to Jahve (Hupf.), yet 10b shows us that this 

' In Assyr. the word has an initial rok hidvitu, huditu; hudi means 

joy (= ΠῚ ΠῚ ; vid. Lotz, Inschriften Tiglathpilesers, ic Ρ. 178. 
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is not really the case. The annihilating effect, which is else- 

where described as proceeding from the face of Jahve (xxxiv. 

17, Lev. xx. 6, Lam. iv. 16; cf. ἔχει Θεὸς ἔκδικον ὄμμα), is here 

ascribed to the face, z.e. to the personal appearing (2 Sam. 

xvii. 11), of the king at the head of his army. David’s 

arrival actually decided the fall of Rabbath Ammon, some 

of the inhabitants of which bled to death under iron instru- 

ments of torture, while others were cast into brick-kilns (2 

Sam. xii. 20..). The expression of the anticipation here is 

shaped in accordance with this fate of the Ammonites; 1133 

US is a second accusative to IONYA: thou wilt make them 

(not him, the king, as Baethgen renders it) as a fiery oven, 

1.6. a burning oven, so that, like its contents (synecdoche con- 

tinentis pro contento), they entirely consume by fire. The 

figure is only hinted at, and is meant in a different sense 

than in Lam. v. 10, Mal. iii. 19. V.10a and 106 are inten- 

tionally two long lines that rise and fall like waves; they 

are followed in v. 11 by two short lines; the latter describe 

only the quiet gleaning after the divine fiery judgment that 

was executed by means of David. As in Lam. 11. 20 and 

Hos ix. 16, 12.73 is to be understood after the analogy of 

#02 8. It is the fate of the Amalekites (cf. ix. 6f.), which 

is prophesied to the enemies of the king. 

Vers. 12, 13: And this fate is the merited frustration 

of their wicked purpose. The construction of the clauses in 

v.12 is the same as that in xxvii. 10 (according to Hupf. 

and Ew.; but vid. our comment on that verse) and cxix. 83 

(Ew., § 3626); ΠῚ 7D) is not to be understood after the 

analogy of NY) ΠῸΣ (=8), for this latter phrase does not 

really occur; we must rather, with Hitzig, compare lv. 4, 

2 Sam. xv. 14: to cause evil to impend upon any one is 

equivalent to, to aim at its falling in upon him and over- 

throwing him. 3} means to draw out lengthwise, to stretch, 

distend ; but it also means to bend and incline by drawing 

tight. 02Y n'Y, to make a back, 1.6. to make them such as 
ΒΒ 
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turn the back to one, is a still more select expression than {DJ 

ΠῚ» (xviii. 41; cf. 1 Sam. x. 9); here, in pause, the half sego- 

late form (03%’=02%) becomes the full segolate form O3Y. 

D'S must be supplied in thought as an object to {2)2), as it 

is elsewhere after ΠῚ Π, Tova, Ts ὙΠ 3 (xi. 2; cf. vii. 14) 

means to direct, 7.e. aim, the arrow that is lying upon the 

bowstring, ")=10}. The arrows hit the faces of the foes, 

inasmuch as the pursuer overtakes them. 

Ver. 14. Now that the hymn has spread out its two wings 

through 2 x 3 tetrastichs, it closes with a distich, in which it 

as it were soars aloft and so loses itself. It is a cry to God 

with reference to the king, a cry for victory in the war. 

“ Exalt Thyself,” 1.6. manifest Thyself in Thy supernatural 

(Ivii. 6, 12) and judicial (vii. 7f.) sovereignty. That Jahve 

would reveal the 1})33, to which everything that opposes 

Him must succumb,—that He would reveal it by bringing 

the world into subjection to Himself: this is what this 

concluding expression longs for, and it is this for which it 

vows beforehand a joyous gratitude. 

PSALM XXII. 
ELI ELI LAMA ASABTANT. 

2 My God, my God, why hast Thou forsaken me ? 
Far from my help is my suppliant ery. 

3 O my God,I cry in the day-time, but Thou answerest not, 
And in the night season, but find no rest. 

4 Yet Thou art holy, enthroned upon the praises of Israel. 
5 In Thee our fathers trusted, 

They trusted, and Thou didst deliver them. 
6 Unto Thee they cried and were set free, 

Trusting in Thee, they were not put to shame. 

7 I, however, am a worm and no man, 
A reproach of men and despised of the people. 

8 All that see me laugh in scorn at me, 
Open wide the lips, shake the head : 
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Roll it upon Jahve—let Him deliver him, 
Let Him rescue him, if He delighteth in him.” 

10 Yea, Thou art He that drew me forth out of the womb, 

11 

12 

19 

14 

1ὅ 

16 

Thou didst inspire me with trust upon my mother’s 
breasts. 

Upon Thee have I been cast from my birth, 
From my mother’s womb Thou art my God. 
Remain not far from me, for trouble is near, 
For there is none to help. 

Powerful bulls have compassed me, 
Strong ones of Bashan have beset me round. 
They open their mouth wide against me— 
A lion ravening and roaring. 

I am poured out like water, 
And all my bones are out of joint. 
My heart has become like wax, 
Molten in the midst of my bowels. 
My strength is dried up like a potsherd, 
And my tongue cleaves to my palate, 
And Thou layest me in the dust of death. 

For dogs have compassed me, 
A crew of miscreants close me round, 
Like a hon, my hands and feet. 
I can count all my bones, 
Those look, they feast their eyes on me. 
They part my garments among them, 
And upon my vesture they cast lots. 

And Thou, Jahve, remain not Thou far off ! 
My strength, haste Thee to help me! 
Deliver my soul from the sword, 
My only one from the paw of the dog. 
Save me from the lion’s maw; 
Yea; from the horns of the antelopes—Thou answerest me. 

I will declare Thy name to my brethren, 
In the midst of the congregation will I praise Thee: 
“Ye that fear Jahve, praise Him; 
All ye the seed of Jacob, glorify Him ; 
And stand in awe of Him, all ye the seed of Israel!” 

“For He hath not despised nor abhorred the affliction of 
the afflicted, 

Neither hath He hid His face from him, 
And when he cried, He hath hearkened unto him.” 
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26 From Thee cometh my praise in the great congregation— 
My vows will I pay before them that fear Him. 

27 The humble shall eat and be satisfied, 
They shall praise Jahve that enquire after Him: 
« Let your heart refresh itself for ever!” 

98 All the ends of the earth shall remember and turn unto 
Jahve, 

And all the families of the nations shall bow down before 
Thee. 

29 For the kingdom is Jahve’s and He is ruler over the 
nations. 

80 All the affluent of the earth shall eat and bow down, 
All that go down to the dust and they that do not pro- 

long their life shall bend the knee before Him. 
31 A seed shall serve Him: it shall be told of the Lord unto 

the (next) generation ; 
32 They shall come and declare His righteousness to a people 

that shall be born, that He hath accomplished it. 

Psalm xxii. is a plaintive Psalm, whose deep complaints 

occasioned by the most shameful humiliation and the most 

fearful peril, stand in striking contrast with the calm and 

cheerful mood of Ps. xxi. It begins with a disconsolate 

shriek of anguish, advances to a cry for help that is full of 

trust, and ends in vows of thanksgiving and in an intuition 

of the world-embracing consequences which result from the 

deliverance of the suffering one. In no Psalm does such a 

measure of the most excruciating inward and outward suf- 

ferings press upon the mourner, notwithstanding his most 

perfect innocence. In this respect Ps. lxix. is its counterpart ; 

but our Psalm differs from it in this, that there is not a word 

of imprecation mingling with its plaints. 

It is David, who here struggles up out of the gloomiest 

depth to such a serene height. It is a Davidic Psalm be- 

longing to the time when he was persecuted by Saul. Ewald 

brings it down to the time immediately preceding the 

destruction of Jerusalem, and Baur to the time of the Exile. 

Ewald says it is not now possible to trace the poet more 
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exactly. Maurer concludes: “illud unum equidem pro certo 
habeo, fuisse vatem hominem opibis preditum atque illus. 
trem, qui magna auctoritate valeret non solum apud suos, 
verum etiam apud barbaros.” Hitzig adheres to his view 
that Jeremiah composed the first half when cast into prison 
as a deserter, and the second half in the guard house, when 
transferred to this milder form of imprisonment; and accord- 
ing to Olshausen everything here also fits in with the times 
of the Maccabees. There igs one consideration, however, 
which of itself deprives all these conjectures of any value. 
No man in the pre-Christian period, not even a prophet, 
could associate with the anticipation of his own deliverance 
the anticipation of the conversion of the heathen and the 
blessing of men by means of the gospel of this deliverance 
——no man could do so save the theocratic king who was 
faithful to his vocation, and who, more especially since 
2 Sam. vii., could apply to himself what the patriarchal bless- 
ing says of Abraham’s seed, that they that bless it should be 
blessed and they that curse it accursed, and who must have 
appeared to himself as being of central significance not only 
as regards the covenant people but also as regards the world 
at large. But in other respects also and from all points of 
view David, the persecuted by Saul, authenticates himself 
as the author. The petition PAINS (xxii. 12, 20, xxxv. 22, 
xxxvil. 22, borrowed in Ixxi. 12), the name given to the 

soul, WM (xxii. 21, xxxv. 17), the designation of quietness 
and resignation by 217 (xxii. 3, xxxix. 3, ]xii. 2; ef. Ixy. 

2) are regarded by us, who do not with Hitzig limit the 

genuine Davidic Psalms to Pss. iii.—xix., as peculiarly Davidic 

expressions. Nor are there wanting other coincidences with 

genuine old Davidic hymns (cf. xxii. 30 with xxviii. 1, those 

that go down to the dust, to the pit; then in later Psalms, 

as in cxliil. 7, in Isaiah and Nzekiel), especially with such as 

belong to the time of Saul, e.g. Ps. lxix. (ef. xxii. 27 with 

Ixix. 33) and lix. (cf. xxii. 17 with lix. 15). The figures 
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taken from animals, which are heaped up in our Psalm, 

belong to the peculiar character of the Psalms of this period. 

That Ps. xxii. is an old-Davidie original is also confirmed 

by the parallels that are found in the later literature of the 

Shir (Ixxi. 5f. from xxii. 10 f.; cil. 18f. after xxi. 25, 31 f.), 

the Chokma (Prov. xvi. 3, ‘7 ?8 4, from Pss. xxii. 9, xxxvit. 

5) and prophecy (Isa. xlix., liii.; Jeremiah in Lam. iv. 4, 

cf. Ps. xxii. 15; and other instances of the same kind). 

Notwithstanding these echoes of our Psalm in the later 

literature there are still some expressions occurring in it to 

which no parallels can be adduced from any other quarter, 

e.g. the hapaxlegomena, mipys and ΠΡ, We have therefore - 

no doubt as to the validity of the 117°. David speaks in this 
Psalm, he and no one else, and that too out of his own in- 

most heart. In conformity with the nature of lyric poetry 

the Psalm has grown up on the soil and ground of his indi- 

vidual life and his individual feeling. 

In the history of David, when persecuted by Saul, there 

is also really to be found a situation, which may have occa- 

sioned the picture of sorrow which is drawn in this Psalm, 

viz. in 1 Sam. xxiii. 25f. We are not acquainted with the 

more special circumstances of the straits to which he was 

reduced in the wilderness of Maon (to which time the Syriac 

according to Cod. Ambros. refers Ps. xvi.) ; but they did not 

by any means so coincide with the strange and gruesome 

traits of suffering depicted in this Psalm that the description 

given of these can be regarded as a historically faithful and 

literally exact copy of those circumstances; cf. on the other 

hand Ps. xvii. which was composed at the time referred to. 

No more can it be said that the anticipations, which he con- 

nects in this Psalm with his deliverance, were realized in 

David's life. On the other hand, the first half coincides with 

the passion of Jesus Christ, and the second with the conse- 

quences that have resulted from His resurrection. It is the 

agonizing situation of a crucified one that is pictorially and | 
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faithfully presented to us in vv. 15-18: the spreading out of 

the limbs of the naked body, the torturing of the hands and 

feet, and the burning thirst which the Redeemer, in order 

that the Scripture might be fulfilled, announced in the cry 

διψῶ (John xix. 28). Men who reviled Him and shook their 

head at Him passed by His cross (Matt. xxvii. 39) just as 

v. 8 says; scorners cried to Him: let the God in whom He 

trusts deliver Him (Matt. xxvii. 43), just as v. 9 says; His 

garments were divided and lots were cast for His coat (John 

xix. 23 f.) in order that v. 19 of our Psalm might be fulfilled. 

The third last of the seven words of the dying One, Ἠλὶ #At 

x.t-A. (Matt. xxvii. 46, Mark xv. 34) is the first word of 

our Psalm and the appropriation of the whole. And the 

Epistle to the Hebrews (ii. 11f.) quotes v. 23 as the words 

‘of Christ, in order to show that He is not ashamed to call 

those His brethren, whose sanctifier God has appointed Him 

to be, just as the risen One has actually done (Matt. XXVill. 

10, John xx. 17). We are far from having exhausted the 

reciprocal relations. The Psalm so sets before our eyes not 

merely the suffering of the crucified One, but also the re- 

demption of the world that resulted from His resurrection 

and the sacramental appropriation of that redemption, ut 

non tam prophetia, quam historia videatur (Cassiodorus). For 

this reason the ancient Church considered, not David, but 

Christ to be. the speaker in this Psalm, and condemned 

Theodore of Mopsuestia, who interpreted it as referring to 

the times in which it was written. Bakius expresses the 

mind of the older Lutheran expositors, when he says: “asser- 

imus, hunc Ps. ad literam primo, proprie et absque ulla alle- 

goria, tropologia et évaywyy integrum et per omnia de solo 

Christo exponendum esse.” Even the Synagogue, 80 far 

as it recognizes a suffering Messiah, hears Him speaking 

here, and takes the “hind of the morning” as a name of the 

Shechinah and as a symbol of the dawning redemption. A 

magnificent Midrasch, which takes the complaints of Ps. 
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xxii. as complaints of the suffering Messiah, may be found in 

the Jalkut Schim‘éni to Isaiah, ὃ 359. 

For us, who look upon the whole Psalm as the words of 

David, it does not thereby lose anything of its prophetic 

character. It is a typical Psalm. The very same God, who 

communicates His thoughts of redemption to the spirit of 

man and there causes them to become the word of prophetic 

proclamation, has also so shaped history itself that it has 

become a prefigurative representation of the coming salva- 

tion; and the evidence for the truth of Christianity which 

may be deduced from these prophetic facts of history is no 

less convincing than that which may be deduced from verbal 

prophecy. That David, the anointed of Samuel, before he 

reached the throne, had to go a way of suffering which re- 

sembles the way of suffering of Jesus, the son of David 

baptized by John, and that this typical suffering of David 

is fixed for us in the Psalms as in images reflected from a 

mirror—this is also an appointment of divine power, grace 

and wisdom. But Ps. xxii. is not merely typical. For in 

the very nature of the type there is implied the difference 

between it and the antitype. In Ps. xxii., however, David 

descends with his complaints to a depth that lies beyond the 

depth of his suffering, and rises with his hopes to a height 

which lies beyond the height of the reward of his suffering. 

In other words: the figure of speech, hyperbole (ga Ἐς 1.€. 

description in colours laid on strongly), without which poet- 

ical diction would be tame and dull in the eyes of the Semite, 

is here taken into the service of the Spirit of God. The 
hyperbolical element is thereby changed into the propheti- 

cal. This elevation of the typical into the prophetical is, 

however, also psychologically explicable. Since David has 

been anointed with the oil of royal consecration and at the 

same time also with the Holy Spirit, the official Spirit of the 
kingship of promise, he looks upon himself as the Messiah 
of God, to whom the promises point; and in virtue of this 
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way of looking at himself in the light of the highest calling 
that could be assigned to one in connection with the history 
of redemption, the historical reality of his experiences be- 
comes idealised to him, and both what he experiences and 
what he hopes for thereby acquire a depth and height of 
background which reach out into the history of the final and 
true Christ of God. In saying so we do not maintain that 
there was any passing over from his own personality to that 
of the coming Christ, which is declared by Hengstenberg, 
Tholuck and Kurtz to be psychologically impossible. No; 
looking upon himself as the Christ of God, he looks upon 
himself, if we may express ourselves in the language of the 
historical fulfilment, in Jesus Christ. He does not distin- 
guish between himseif and the coming One, but sees in him- 
self the coming One, the image of whom does not till some- 

what later detach itself from him, and whose history will 

completely coincide with all that is hyperbolical in the ex- 
pressions that he employs. For as God the Father fashions 
the history of Jesus Christ in conformity with His own 
counsel, so His Spirit fashions also the statements of David, 

the type of the coming One, regarding himself, with a view 

to that history. By means of this Spirit, which is at once 

the Spirit of God and of the coming Christ, David’s typical 
history, as he narrates it in his Psalms and more especially 

in this one, has acquired that ideal depth, transfiguration and 

intensity, in virtue of which it is far more than a mere state- 

ment of typical facts, penetrates to the root of these facts in 

the divine counsel, and grows to be the word of prophecy ; 

so that, to a certain extent, it may rightly be said that 

Christ speaks here through David, inasmuch as the Spirit 

of Christ speaks through him and makes the prefigurative 

suffering of His ancestor the means whereby His own future 

passion is represented. Without the recognition of this 

irrefragable state of the case, Ps. xxii. can neither be under- 

stood nor sympathetically reproduced. 
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The title rans: For the Musician, upon (after) the Hind of 

the Morning’s Dawn, a Psalm of David. Luther, referring 

to the fact that it was at night that Jesus was apprehended 

and brought before the supreme council, renders it: “ con- 

cerning the hind (Hinden, for which the Ifelder Psalterium! 
has hynden) which is early chased,” for | 

Patris Sapientia, Veritas divina 

Deus homo captus est horé matutin4. 

This is certainly a fine improvement of the ὑπὲρ τῆς ἀντιλή- 

Wews τῆς ἑωθινῆς of the LXX. (Vulg. pro susceptione matutina), 

which is based upon a confounding of NOS with MN (v. 20) 

and is explained by Theodoret: ἀντίληψις ἑωθινὴ ἡ τοῦ σω- 

_THpos ἡμῶν ἐπιφάνεια. The Midrasch recalls to mind Cant. 

ii.8 and the Targum the morning sacrificial lamb, which was 

offered as soon as the watchman mounted on the pinnacle of 

the Temple announced with the cry ΡΖ the shining of the 

self-announcing rising sun (Tamid, iii. 2). According to 

traditional definition, WO 2% is the early light which 
precedes the dawn, and whose first rays are compared to the 

antlers of a stag.” But although it is exceedingly natural in 

1 Vid. the account of it by Prof. Freyer in Luth. Zeitschrift, 1873, p. 
417 ff. 

2 A determination of time, which occurs in the Jerusalem Talmud as 

well as in the Babylonian, runs thus: ‘‘from the hind of the morning’s 

dawn till the east is lighted up.” In the beginning of J. Berachoth it is 

explained : }INND) NANNY ppd NAT ")Ρ "ΠΊΠ pos anv nw 
NID2Y? “like two horns of light, rising in the east and illuminating 

the world.” It is true the hind does not have antlers like the stag; but 

even the ἔλαφος which was dedicated to Artemis, and which Hercules 

hunted, is called χρυσόκερως. The Arabs distinguish between =, 
eu 

the grey of the morning, diluculum, French aube (alba), and y=s$, the 
morning red which succeeds it; and Fleischer shows (in Levy’s Chald. 
Worterbuch, ii. 578) that WNW really goes back upon the primary mean- 

ing, to be blackish, and especially to be black with a preponderance of 

white. In Assyrian Jéru is the opposite of evening (lildtu). 
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connection with this Psalm to take this title symbolically, 

yet it certainly forms no exception to the technico-mnsical 

meaning of the others, and Melissus (1572) already explains 

it correctly : ‘ concerning the melody of a common song, the 

commencement of which was Ajéleth Haschahar, i.e. the hind 

of the morning-red” ; although at the same time it is possible 

that the choice of a melody which is so named is intended to 

point to the breaking of light through the night of affliction 

which is accomplished in this Psalm. 

Looked at with reference to its line of thought, the Psalm 

falls into three sections, vv. 2-12, 13-22, 23-32, which are 

of symmetrical compass, consisting as they do of 21, 24, and 

21 lines. Whether, within these three groups, the poet has 

still further divided his poem into strophes, is a question 

that must remain undecided; the seven long concluding 

lines, however, stand out from the third group as if they 

were the pedestal of the whole. 

Vers. 2,3. In the first section, vv. 2-12, the disconsolate 

cry of anguish, which begins here in v. 2 with a lamentation 

over prolonged desertion by God, struggles through to an 

incipient trustful prayer. The question with m> (as it is jt τ 

usually written instead of mo before the letters YS, with 

the exception of xlii. 10, xliii. 2, and Job vii. 20, where it is 

exceptionally Milel,! cf. on x. 1) is not an expression of im- 

patience and despair, but of surprise and yearning. The 

sufferer feels himself to be rejected by God; the feeling of 

divine wrath surrounds him entirely with darkness; and yet_ 

he knows himself to be united to God in fear and love; his 

present condition is wholly out of keeping with the real 

nature of his relationship to God; and it is this very contra- 

diction that urges him to put the plaintive question, which 

rises from the lowest depths: why hast Thou forsaken me? 

But notwithstanding this feeling of desertion by God, the 

1 Vid. Mose ha-Nakdan, p. 5, ed. Frensdorff. 
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bond of love is not broken; the mourner calls God by 

urged on by the longing that God would grant him once more 

to feel this love, he calls Him by ON. That plaintive ques- 

tion: why hast Thou forsaken me? is not without example 

elsewhere in the Psalms (lxxxviii. 15; ef. Isa. xlix. 14). The 

crucified One’s desertion by God, however, is altogether 

unique, and must not be measured by that of David and 

of other sufferers who thus complain when they find them- 

selves exposed to sore trial. The element which is common 

to His case and theirs is this, that behind the wrath which 

is felt there is hidden the love of God, which faith holds 

fast, and that, regarded in himself, he who thus complains 

is not an object of wrath, if for no other reason than this, 

that even while feeling the wrath he maintains his fellow- 

ship with God. The crucified One is even to His latest 

breath the Holy One of God, and the propitiation, for which 

He offers Himself, is God's own eternal gracious will, which 

is now being realised in the fulness of the times; but seeing 

that He submits Himself with the sin of His people and of 

the whole of humanity to God’s judgment, it cannot be spared 

Him to experience God’s wrath against sinful humanity as 

if He were personally guilty; and out of the infinite depths 

of this tasting of wrath, which in His case rests upon no mere 

appearance but upon the sternest reality,! there comes His 

complaint, which penetrates the wrath and appeals to God’s 

love, 7At HAL λεμὰ σαβαχθανί, which the evangelists, omitting 

the πρόσχες μοι 3 inserted by the LXX., translate : Θεέ pov Θεέ 

μου, ἵνα τί pe ἐγκατέλιπες. He does not say ‘221 προ, but 

1 Ensebius remarks on v, 2 of our Psalm: δικαιοσύνης ὑπάρχων πηγὴ 

τὴν ἡμετέραν ἁμαρτίαν ἀνέλαβε καὶ εὐλογίας ὧν πέλαγος τὴν ἐπικειμένην ἡμῖν 

ἐδέξατο κατάραν, and: τὴν ὡρισμένην ἡμῖν παιδείαν ὑπῆλθεν ἐκὼν, παιδεία 

γὰρ εἰρήνης ἡμῶν ἐπ᾽ αὐτὸν, 7 φυσὶν ὁ προφήτης. 

* Vid. Jerome’s Ep. ad Pammachium de optimo genere interpretandt, 

where he cries out to his carping critics, who were for adhering strictly 

to tradition: Reddant rationem, cur septuaginta translatores interposue- 

runt ‘‘ respice in me” | 
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APY ΝΡ. Ἢ speaks in Aramaic, not in order that He may 

be understood by all, for such a consideration was foreign 

to Him then, but because Aramaic was His mother tongue— 

for the same reason that, when praying, He called God ἐξ 

(48Ba).1 As v. 2b says, God’s forsaking of the mourner con- 

sists in this, that God’s help and his cry for help lie far apart. 

Ms? referring properly to the roar of the lion (Aq. βρύχημα), 

is the loud shriek that is wrung from one by extreme pain 

(xxxviii. 9); here, however, as "127 shows, it is not an inarti- 

culate cry, but a cry that bears aloft words of prayer to God. 

We must not take ΡῚΠῚ as standing in apposition to the sub- 

ject of ΤΙΝ): far from my help, from the words of my roar- 

ing (Riehm) ; for in that case, seeing that “Ὁ is not repeated, 

ΓΝ 725 would be in apposition to YI, for which, how- 

ever, it is not adapted owing to its heterogeneousness. Hitzig 

accordingly attempts to get over this difficulty by means of 

the conjecture ΠΡ (“from my loud ery, from the words 

of my groaning”). Nor may we explain it with Olshausen 

and Hupfeld after Aben Ezra: “my God, my God, why hast 

Thou forsaken me, far from helping me” are (run) the words 

of my loud cry. This interpretation is contrary to the struc- 

ture of the verse, the rhythm, and the usage of the language, 

and gives a tame and unlyrical beginning. ΡῚ ΠῚ must, there- 

fore, be taken, as in cxix. 155, as the predicate to 127 and 

going before it (vid. Ges., ὃ 147 ὃ), and we must render the 

clause with the older expositors (among the moderns, e.g. 

Baur): “far from my salvation,” t.e. far from salvation be- 

coming mine, “are the words of my loud cry”; there is a 

gulf between the two, inasmuch as God does not answer him 

who cries unceasingly. In v. 3 the place of rN, the divine 

name expressive of might, is taken by ON, the name ex- 

pressive of reverence, which is likewise rightly taken by the 

1 In Matt. xxvii. 46 ηλι mc (so the Targum), in Mark xv. 34, ἐλωι 

ἔλωι, 1.6. γος (so the Syriac), are the readings supported by the best 

authorities. 
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old translators as a vocative and accordingly marked with 

Rebia magnum. It is not an accusative of the object, after 

the analogy of xviii. 4 (Hitz., Riehm), in which case the poet 

would have continued by saying ‘122% Nor, that it is God, 

however, to whom he calls, isimplied both by the address, bx 

and by yn Nr; for it is self-evident that he from whom one 

looks for an answer is also he to whom one has called. His 

uninterrupted crying remains without a response, without 

being stilled. The clause Ὁ 117°N?) is parallel to 73YN N°) 
and therefore does not mean: without allowing myself any 

rest (Jer. xiv. 17, Lam. iii. 49), but: without any rest being 

allowed me, without my mourning being appeased or stilled 

(Job xxx. 27). From the sixth to the ninth hour, the earth 

had shrouded itself indarkness. About the ninth hour, after 

a long and more mental struggle, Jesus uttered that ἡλὶ AZ. 

The ἀνεβόησεν φωνῇ μεγάλῃ of Matt. xxvii. 46 and also the 

κραυγὴ ἰσχυρά of Heb. v. 7, which does not refer exclusively 

to the scene in Gethsemane, remind us of the ΣΝ of v. 2b. 

When the passion reached its crisis, days and nights of such 

wrestling had already preceded it; and that which then be- 

came audible was only an outbreak of the second David’s 

conflict of prayer, which became ever keener as the cata- 

strophe drew near. 

Vers. 4-6. The sufferer reminds Jahve of the contradic- 

tion between his long-continued helplessness and His readi- 

ness to help, which has been so frequently and so speedily 

displayed. S$) opens a circumstantial clause which sets 
forth an argument which is counter to that which the psalmist 
is having to experience: “although Thou art . . .” Jahve 
is 17, absolutely pure, literally, separated (./1?, Js, to 
cut, to sever), viz. from impurity, imperfection, sin; holiness 
is His physical and pre-eminently ethical faultlessness or 
perfection, to which belongs also His truthfulness and more. 
especially the maintenance of the covenant relationship into 
which He has placed Himself with Isracl. The ΦΥῚΡ ΠΙΙΝῚ is, 
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according to the biblical conception of the divine holiness, 

certainly not an appeal to God’s might (Baudissin), but to 

God’s inviolable truth, His stainless faithfulness.!. As a Holy 

One in this sense He has also proved Himself, as the niban of 

Israel, upon which or among which He is enthroned, aver. 

nnn are the songs of praise which are offered to God, 

and that too in His sanctuary (Isa. ]xiv. 10), because of His 

praiseworthy attributes and deeds (which are also them- 

selves called M9MN, Ixxviii. 4, Ex. xv. 11, Isa. Ixiii. 7). The 
combination mioan avi’ (with the accusative of the verbs of 

dwelling and tarrying) is the same as 0°22} 3% in xcix. 1, 

Ιχχχ. 2. The songs of praise, which resound in Israel as 

monuments of His saving deeds, are like Cherubs’ wings, 

upon which His presence in Israel hovers. This graciously 

glorious self-attestation of God, who, as the Holy One, always 

from the remotest time acknowledged them, that honoured 

Him, in opposition to their persecutors, and justified their 

trust and vindicated the honour of His name, the suppliant 

brings to remembrance in vv. 5, 6. In v. 5 trust and deliver- 

ance are put in a relation of cause and effect; in v. 6 they 

are used interchangeably. ὯΦΞ and 03” are distinguished 

only by the greater hardness and softness of the labials; cf. 

xvii. 13 with exvi.4. That such thoughts stirred also in the 

soul of the crucified One as He prayed need not seem strange; 

for on the human side His divine-human consciousness was 

Tsraelitic ; it is the God of Israel that is the God of salva- 

tion; redemption is that which has been determined by 

Himself; why, therefore, should He not speedily deliver the 

Redeemer ! 

Vers. 7-9. The sufferer complains of the greatness of his 

reproach, in order to move Jahve, whose own honour is 

thereby sullied, to come speedily to his assistance. Notwith- 

standing his cry for help, he is in the deepest affliction and 

1 Vid. my article Heiligikeit Gottes in Herzog-Plitt’s R.E., v. 714 f. 
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beyond all hope of recovery. Each word of v. 7 re-echoes in 

the second part of the Book of Isaiah. There, as here, Israel 

is called a worm (xli. 14); there all these traits of suffering 

are found in the picture of the Servant of God (xlix. 7; liu. 

3, cf. 1. 6), and more especially in 11. 14: “so marred was 

His visage, that He no longer looked like a man.” ny2in 

(from YON, to gnaw; cf. Frd. Delitzsch, Prolegomena, p. 113) 

is the name given especially to the Kermes-worm (vermicu- 

lus, whence color vermiculi, vermeil, vermiglio); here, how- 

ever, the salient point of the comparison is not the bleeding 

appearance, but the so utterly defenceless and the so 

thoroughly ignominious suffering. OY is gen. subj., like "4 in 

Isa. xlix. 7. Jerome renders the ἐξουθένωμα λαοῦ of the LXX. 

excellently by abjectio (Tertullian: nullificamen) plebis, not 

populi. Luke uses the ἐξεμυκτήρισάν pe, with which the 

LXX. renders Ἢ ay), in the history of the Passion (xxiii. 

35; cf. xvi. 14); fulfilment and prophecy correspond so 

exactly, that the evangelical history can find no more 

adequate expressions than those offered by prophecy. In 

mav’a WAN that which appears usually as the object of the 

action (to open the mouth wide, diducere labia) is thought 

of as the means whereby the action is performed, so that the 

verbal notion is complete in itself and implies its own object : 

to make an opening with the mouth; cf. 153 WB, Job xvi. 

10; ipa 12, Ixviii. 34; Ges., § 138, 1, remark 3. ΑΒ in cix. 
25 (cf. xliv. 15, lxiv. 9), the shaking of the head is a gesture 

of surprise and astonishment at something unexpected and 

peculiar, not a προσνεύειν assenting to the suffering inflicted 

upon another, although YJ, 1), D1, νεύ-ω, nu-t-o, nic-to, neigen 

(to bend), nicken (to nod) all belong to the same family of 

roots. In v. 9 the words of the mockers follow without 

being introduced by νος, 4 is not the 3rd pers. pret. 

(LXX. ef. Mat. xxvii. 43), like WS, &12; for it is not in the 

Piel (Jer. xi. 20, xx. 12, where sma = mba, Ew., § 121a) 

that, 993 first. becomes transitive, but it is so already in the 
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Kal ; nor is it inf. abs. in an imperative sense (Hitz., Bottch.), 
although this form of the infinitive does occur, but always 
only as an inf. intens. (Num. xxiii. 25, Ruth ii. 16; cf. Isa. 

xxiv. 19); but in conformity with the parallels, xxxvii. 5 
(where it is written 213), Prov. xvi. 3 (cf. Ps. lv. 23; 1 Pet. 
v. 7), it is imper.: roll, viz. thy suffering and thy doing upon 
Jahve, ὦ.6. commit it to Him. The mockers cry out this 23 

to the sufferer, and they say the rest regarding him with a 

malicious leer. *) in the mouth of the enemies is condition- 

ing, “‘in case, provided that” (Hitz.), or even sarcastically 

assigning a reason for the foregoing statement, “for” 

(Riehm). 

Vers. 10-12. On the ground of this his trust in God, 

which has been made an object of mockery, the sufferer 

prays that God would respond to it. With °3 he confirms 

the reality of his loving relationship to God, which his foes 

deride; the intermediate thought, 3 AYD, which is not 

expressed, is made good; and by means of it 3 acquires an 

affirmative signification. The verb 14 (9°31) means both, 

intransitively, to break forth (from the womb; Job xxxviii. 

8), and, transitively, to push forth (cf. ca) more especially 

the fruit of the body (Mic. iv.10). We might take it here 

in the first of these two significations: “ my breaking forth” 

= “the cause of my breaking forth ” (Hengstenb., Baur, and 

others) ; but there is no need of this metonymy ; ‘Mi is either 

a participle ="T4, he that pusheth me forth, ζ.6. he that 

causeth me to break forth, or, seeing that there is no evidence 

for ΠῚ} in a causative signification and that such participles 

as D132, stamping, οἷν, veiling, Dip, arising (Ges., § 72, remark 

1), nowhere occur with suffixes, it is the participle of a verb 

nha, to draw forth (Hitz.), which perhaps only per meta- 

plasmum takes the place of the Pilel 13 with the awkwardly 
sounding 042 (Ew., § 15la towards the close). Ps. lxxi. 

6 has ‘t)3 instead of it, just as v. ὅ of the same Psalm has 

‘NOs instead of ‘O22. The Hiph. 0°D2'2 does not mean 
Cc Cc 
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merely to cause to lie securely (Hupf.), but also to cause to 

trust. According to the biblical view there is already in the 

newborn child, yea even in the child which is as yet unborn 

and which is living only in the womb, a dawning conscious- 

ness which is gradually springing up out of the remotest 

depths of unconsciousness (Psychol., p. 215). When, there- 

fore, the suppliant says that from the womb he had been cast 

upon Jahve,! 7.e. that he had been referred to Him alone with 

all his wants and concerns (lv. 23; cf. lxxi. 6), that from his 

mother’s belly Jahve was his God, more is implied than the 

purely objective idea, that he grew up into such a relation- 

ship to God. He mentions his mother twice. Throughout 

the whole of the Old Testament there is no mention what- 

ever of a human father, 1.6. begetter, of the Messiah; it is 

always only His mother or bearer that is spoken of. The 

words of the one who is praying here also imply that, looked 

at with respect to its outward circumstances, the beginning 

of his life was poor and needy; and this likewise accords 

with the picture of Christ drawn in the Old Testament as 

well as with that in the New. On the ground of his fellow- 

ship with God, which reaches so far back, there is now 

(v. 12) raised the ery for help, which already runs through 

all he has as yet said, but which only now finds expression. 

The two 3 stand upon the same footing. That the need is 

near, t.e. pressing, refers back antithetically to the petition 

that God would not remain far from him; no one helps, yea 

no one can help him save He alone. Here the first section 

comes to an end. 

Vers. 13, 14. In view of his relationship to God, which 

has ever subsisted, the sufferer has become somewhat calmer, 

1 The Hophal has 0, not u, perhaps in a more stative sense, a sense 
approximating somewhat to the reflexive (cf. Ezek. xxxii. 19 with xxxii. 

32), rather than ina purely passive sense; the genius of the language 

seems to feel it so; vid. Meyilla, 18 α (and also tho explanation in Toxa- 
foth). 
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so that he can now (vv. 13-22) describe his inner and out- 

ward life, and so relieve his heart. He here calls his enemies 

O18 (8, to mount up, to leap), young bullocks, and in- 

deed {#3 "P28 (cf. 1.13 with Deut. xxxii. 14) strong ones 

(from 38 = yl, to be strong, 2.e. vigorous, full-fed, agile) of 

Bashan, the land rich in luxuriant oak forests and fat pas- 

tures (]¥2 = buihéna, which in the Bedouin dialect means fat 

meadow-land, free from stones; vid. on Job, p. 557f.), lying 

north of the Jabbok and extending to the slope of Hermon, 

the land of Og and afterwards of Manasseh (Num. xxxii. 1). 

They are so called on account of their overbearing vigour 

and energy, which seeing it is acquired and used in a way 

that is hostile to God, is animal rather than human (cf. Amos 

iv. 1). Such ethical figures drawn from animals are ex- 

plained by the fact that antiquity measured the instincts of 

the animal world by the ethical norms of human nature; in 

the last analysis, however, they are to be explained by the 

fact that, according to the undeniable biblical view, ever 

since man has been ruined by Satan by means of an animal, 

animal and Satan are the two powers dominant in Adamic 

humanity. WD is a synonym of 33; its meaning, however, 

is much stronger.! On 14a cf. the echoes in Jeremiah 

(Lam. ii. 16, π|. 46). Finally, his enemies are all compre- 

hended under the figure of a lion, which, when it comes in 

sight of its prey, begins to roar (Amos 111. 4). The Hebrew 

10, discerpere, agrees in its two last radicals with the kin- 

dred 427, carpere. They are instar leonis dilaniaturt et rugi- 

entis. 

Vers. 15, 16. He now describes how, in such an environ- 

ment, though still alive, he is already as it were dead. 

When he speaks of being poured out like water, we recall to 

1 Aquila translates διεδηματίσαντο, and Eusebius remarks upon it: 

αἰνιττομένου τοῦ λόγου THY τοῦ Πιλάτου στρατιωτικὴν τάξιν ἣν Βασὰν ὠνόμα- 

σεν, οἱ στέφανον [2] ἐξ ἀκάνθων πλέξαντες ἀντὶ διαδήματος ἐπέθηκαν 

αὐτῷ. 
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mind the ignominious abandonment of the crucified One to 

a condition of weakness, in which His life, deprived of its 

natural support, is in the act of dissolution and His strength 

is decayed (2 Sam. xiv. 14); at the mention of the fact that 

his bones are out of joint, we remember the violent stretch- 

ing out of His body (7227, from 722, to spread, unfold; cf. 

J) in its primary signification, which the common Arabic 

dialect has preserved: so to stretch or strain that the article 

has no bends and folds,! Greek éfarAotvv); while the melting 

of the heart reminds us of His burning anguish, the inflam- 

mation of His wounds and the pressure of the blood to His 

head and His heart, which is the real cause of death by cruci- 

fixion. 5), in pause D'D2, is 3rd pers. pret. (as in Ezek. xxi. 

12) after the analogy of the form δὴ (instead of 922, δ). 

Wax, 2217, receives its name from its melting (337, /37, τηκ). 

In v. 16 the comparison ¥}3 is meant eventually (vid. xviii. 

43): my strength is dried up, so that it is become like a pot- 

sherd. Instead of ‘M3, 3 (Saadia) commends itself, unless 

ND perhaps, like the Talmudic 5°}, had also the meaning 

“spittle” (as a more dignified word for ἢ). With the 

doubtful exception of Prov. xxvi. 28, WW? is everywhere femi- 

nine; here the predicate, instead of agreeing with the subject, 

has the masculine primary form; in general there is a ten- 

dency to use the part. pass. without reference to gender, 

under the influence of the construction in Ges., ὃ 143, 1 ὃ, ac- 

cording to which ey may be taken as an accusative of the 

object. πῆρ, however, is acc. loci (cf. ra exxxvii. 6, Job 

xxix. 10; by, Lam. iv. 4, Ezek. 11. 26): my tongue is made to 

cleave to my jaws, fauces meas. Thus matters stand with 

him in consequence of outward distresses. His foes, however, 

would not have had power, had not God given it to them. 

1 Vid. Bocthor, Dict. frang.-Arabe, 8. v. Etendre and Déployer. The 
reading, 177377}, assumes here a passive of the reflexive of the Kal like 

T 

VIPBND, Vid. Noldeke in Merx’ Archiv, i. 458-60. 
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It is, therefore, God Himself, who makes his bed in death; 

nay, to put down, to lay down, with the secondary notion of 

firmness, duration, ς- οἱ (Isa. xxvi. 12); the imperfect is the 

impf. of that which is in the act of happening. In the same 

manner the death of the Servant of God appears in Isa. 111]. 

not merely as something that befell Him, but as a destiny, 

and not merely as something divinely permitted, but as pur- 

posed, determined by God. David is pursued by Saul, the 

king of his people, almost unto death ; Jesus, however, is de- 

livered over by the Sanhedrim, the authority of His people, 

to the heathen, under whose hands He actually dies the death 

of the cross; it is a judicial murder carried out in accordance 

with the conditions of the time; in its ultimate ground, how- 

ever, it is a gracious appointment of the holy God, in whose 

hand all the threads of universal history meet as their com- 

mon centre, and who here makes sin subservient to its own 

expiation. 

Vers. 17-19. A continuation, referring back to v. 12, of 

the complaint of him who is dying and already as it were 

dead. In the animal name D’ap3, which is used figuratively 

as descriptive of character, besides the idea of shamelessness 

and vileness, special prominence is given here to the trait of 

being given to biting and hunting, 2.e. persecuting, whence 

Symm. and Theod. render it θηράται, κυνηγέται. In 17b the 

place of 0°33 is taken by OY) NW, which is followed by 
Pi (to do anything in a circle, to surround in a circular 

form, a climactic synonym, like 13, of 33D) in the plural, 

either per atiractionem (cf. cxl. 10; 1 Sam. ii. 4), or because 

of the collective sense of NW. Tertullian renders it: syna- 

goga maleficorum, Jerome: concilium pessimorum. But ΠῚ is 

the name also for a company of men banded together for 

some evil purpose, e.g. ΠῚ nw. In 17¢ the meaning of "783, 

instar leonis, is either that, selecting a point of attack, they 

make the round of his hands and feet, just as a lion makes 

the round of its prey, upon which it throws itself as soon as 
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it begins to stir, or that, standing round about him like lions, 

they make defence impossible to his hands, escape impossible 

to his feet. Still, whether we take it as an accusative of the 

member in addition to the accusative of the person (vid. xvii. 

11) or as the object of a 15°? :which is to be supplied from. 

17 b, this 227) ἜΣ is grammatically harsh and dragging. Re- 

cognizing this, the Masora to Isa. xxxvili. 13 remarks, that 

in the two passages in which it occurs (Ps. xxii. 17, Isa. 

xxxviii. 13), 18}? occurs in two different senses (ear) "N3), 

just as the Midrasch also understands the 82 in our Psalm 

as a verb used of marking with charming, magic characters.! 

Is the Masora of opinion that $2 in our passage is equi- 

valent to ΞΡ In that case the form would be doubly 

Aramaic: both in respect of the participial form 18} (which 

occurs in Heb. only in verbs med. H.) and the apocopated 

plural, the occurrence of which in Heb., it is true, is to be 

acknowledged with Gesenius and Ewald in a few cases (vid. 

xlv. 9 and cf. on the other hand 2 Sam. xxii. 44), but which 

would be here the most easily misunderstood caprice. If N53 

is to be understood as a verb, we must read "N39. In regard 

to this matter tradition is manifestly uncertain. Even in 

MSS. we find the readings 83 and 83. The former is | 

borne witness to, both by the Masora to Num. xxiv. 9 and 

1 Hupfeld suspects that Masoretic remark ced "INA PSDP 'A ND) 

to be a Christian interpolation; but in my Complutensische Varianten 

(1878) I have put it beyond doubt that it belongs originally to the alpha- 

betical Masoretic register of the "2252 IN ΠΥ ΠῚ 2 '3. Elias Levita 
already found this said N13, and, without doubting its genuineness, 

is surprised at it (inc. 10 of his ΘΠ NID). In his edition of the 

Pentateuch, O°)*) N12, Heidenheim also cites it on Num. xxiv. 9 (ef. 

Frensdorff, Massora Magna, Ὁ. 24, note 3) and, without expressing any 

suspicion regarding it, confesses the insufficiency of his knowledge as to 

its meaning; and down to the present day no suspicion has been ex- 

pressed on the part of Jewish scholars, although they have made all 
kinds of unsatisfactory attempts at explaining it (e.g. in the periodical 
Biccure ha-' Ittim). 
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by Jacob ben Chajim in the Masora finalis, as a manuscript 

Chethib.! But even apart from this, the recepta 182 has all 

the old witnesses against it. The Targum, which renders it 

mordent sicut leo manus et pedes meos, already vacillates be- 

tween the substantival and the verbal apprehension of the 

word. The other old versions translate 183. Aquila in the 

first edition of his translation rendered it ἤσχυναν (from WI = 
vy : : 

Syr. slo” Aram., Talm. "82, to disfigure, mar, render odious), 

but this does not suit “hands and feet.” In the second 

edition of his translation the same Aquila, like Symmachus, 

had instead of this: ‘‘they have bound,” after 19, Bo to 

twist, lace, according to which Jerome has rendered it vinae- 

runt (corrupted by copyists into finxerunt, and afterwards 

corrected into fixerunt);? but Hebrew has.other words for 

‘““to bind,” constringere. On the other hand no valid objec- 

tion can be taken to the rendering of the LXX.: ὥρυξαν 

(Pesch. Syro-Hex. a&}5, Vulg. foderunt) ; for (1) even if we 

do not assume any such verb as 1S}, yet NS5, instead of 2 

(MD) =993 (772), may either be written 10N2, like OND in Hos. 
x. 14, instead of 5), or even pronounced 1782, like 18) (Zech. 

xiv. 10) and S328? (Dan. vii. 16). And (2) that V2 and 1} 

can signify not only to dig out and to dig in, but also to dig 

through, is shown not only by the derivative 7}2'2, but also 

by the same. double meaning of the verbs 123, ὀρύσσειν (e.g. 

1 The statement 2'ND JAND sS353 5) “IND is not without manu- 

script attestation (e.g. Cod. de Rossi, 337) ; it has, however, other state- 

meuts of the Masora against it, e.g. the statement that IN2 occurs twice 

(Num. xxiv. 9, Ezek. xxii. 25) and 83 twice (Ps. xxii. 17, Isa. xxxviii. 

13). In his edition of the Psalter (1650), Ant. Hulsius has written N35 

in the margin, after the Complutensian text. 

2 Abraham of Zante in his rhymed paraphrase of the Psalter para- 

phrases DN Son TY UND Di. The want of a verbis too perceptible. 

Saadia supplies it differently : ‘‘they surround me like a lion, in order 

to crush my hands and ἔθου. Krochmal and Dyserinck correct N23 into 

2 3, Griitz into MDS. 
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ὀρύσσειν τὸν ἰσθμόν, Herod. i. 174), fodere (hasté). The root 73 
c- 

combines the meanings “to dig” (6.5. yi δ] sys the proper 

expression for forming channels) and “to round” (e.g. 133 = 
Ἂ - i, - ΜΝ . . - . . ἘΞ 

5, Arab. ΚΕ iterative d 983 to rebound in a circular move 

ment, cog. 5, D2), originally signifying so to dig out or cut ΄ 

out that a roundish hollow is produced (cf. the English “to 

carve,” to cut out in a circular form, and the Arab. 5 < 

ω» WWI, to throw a rider in such a manner that he falls to 

the ground rolled together as it were into a round ball). If 

we read 7982 (7982), then 17 c, as applied to David, and per- 

haps with the comparison of his foes to assailing dogs still 

present to the poet’s mind (Béhl), declares that the mis- 

creants have deprived him of the free use of bis hands and 

feet by piercing them, so that he cannot escape and is aban- 

doned to their horrible lusts.!_ The fulfilment by the nailing 

of the hands and (at least the binding fast) of the feet of 

the crucified One is exceedingly plain. Not only here is 

it prophesied that the coming Christ will be murderously 

pierced, but also in Isa. 1111. ὅ, where He is said to be pierced 

through (7279) because of our sins, and in Zech. xii. 10, 
where Jahve represents Himself as being ἐκκεντηθέις in Him. 

WBS is potentialis. Above in v. 15 he said that his bones 

were torn out of their sockets. Just as that cannot be meant 

” cannot of writhing in anguish, so this “I can count... 

be meant of emaciation because of grief; he can count them, 

because he is violently stretched ont, and thereby all his 

bones stand out. In this condition he is a subject of mockery 

to his enemies. ©'37 signifies the turning of one’s looks to 

anything, 2 8) the fixing of one’s eyes upon it with delight. 

In v. 19 anew feature is added to those that transcend the 

* So also Baethgen: this [N3, the best attested reading, is to be 

understood of the gaping wounds, which are made in the sufferer’s hands 
and legs and which stare him in the face like holes. 
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condition of David: they part my garments among them ...; 
it is not said that they intend doing so; they do so not merely 
in their imagination, they do it in reality. This never hap- 
pened to David, or at least not in the ‘literal sense of his 
words, in which it happened to Christ. V.19a and 195 
have literally fulfilled themselves in Him: the parting of the 
ΘΒ in the soldiers apportioning His ἱμάτια in four parts 
among themselves, the casting of lots upon the waa? in their 
not dividing the χιτὼν ἄῤῥαφος, but casting lots for it (John 
sie: 5572. wand (from vind, oe: /1 , ἡ, to lie close to, 

to adhere to, from which also the signification, to mix, mingle, 
ὦ.6. to cause one thing to adhere to another, proceeds) is 
the garment which is laid closely and tightly upon the body, 
in order that it may not be naked; 0°73, the drapery, which 
one wraps round one’s self, in order to be enveloped therein; 
for which reason W129 is explained wittily in Sabbat 77b by 
AAD ON (that whereby one needs not to be ashamed of one’s 
nakedness) in distinction from ΝΠ), mantle (that whereby 
one appears D3, because it conceals the outlines of the 
body). In Job xxiv. 7 also, and frequently, war? is the under- 
garment or shirt, that which in Arabic is bluntly called = 3, 

théb, “‘the garment,” or to express it in Latin, the tunica as 
distinguished from the toga ὦν). The case stands with v. 19 
of this Psalm exactly as with Zech. ix. 9 (cf. Matt. xxi. 5); 
in regard to it also the fulfilment has realised that which 
is apparently identical from both sides of the synonymous 
expression. 

Vers. 20-22. In νυ. 19 the description of suffering has 

reached its climax, for the dividing of the garments and the 

casting of lots for them assumes the certain death of the 

sufferer in the mind of his enemies. With 148} in v. 20 the 

looks of the sufferer, notwithstanding the many tortures 
to which he is subjected, concentrate themselves all at once 

upon Jahve. He calls him mds (a nomen abstr. from Di, 
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Ixxxviii. 5): the essence of strength, as it were the idea 

or ideal of strength; as in lxxi. 12 (cf. on the other hand 

XxxvViii. 23), le‘-ezrdthi has the accent upon the penult, in 

order that two tone-syllables may not come together. WAN, 

to hasten, is the same word as the Bedouin la, umpf. τ, 

which signifies violent, impetuous movement, and from which 

e.g. el-ahwas, the swift runner, is formed (D. M. Z., xxi. 

159f.). Inv. 21299, by way of example, means the mur- 

derous weapons of the enemies. In 293 TD, TWD is not 

merely equivalent to }2, but 7} is in meaning equivalent to 

paw (cf. 3 Lev. xi. 27), just as Ξ is equivalent to maw; 

although elsewhere not only the hand of the lion and the 

bear (1 Sam. xvii. 37), but also the hands of the sword (Ps. 

Ixiii. 11) and even the hand of the flame (Isa. xlvii. 14) are 

spoken of, 7’ being a general designation of that which is 

instrumental in acting, seizing and overmastering. Just as, 

in the case of the dog, 7°, and in the case of the lion, 5 (cf. 

however Dan. vi. 28) is mentioned as the weapon of attack, 

so in the case of the antelopes (0%, a shorter form for 

DN, xxix. 6, Isa. xxxiv. 7, and occurring only here), the 

horns, not (and this applies also to Deut. xxxiii. 17) the horn. 

Nevertheless Luther following the LXX.and the Vulgate 

renders it: deliver me from the unicorns (vid. thereon notes 

on xxix. 6). As the parallel member here and in xxxv. 17 

shows, ΠῚ ΠῚ is a designation of the 5). In both passages 

the LXX. renders it correctly τὴν μονογενῆ pov, Vulg. unicam 

meam, after the analogy of Gen. xxii. 2, Judg. xi. 34, the 

one soul, besides which man has no second, the one life, 

besides which man has no second to lose; with a subjec- 

tive turn given to it: soul or life as the dearest and most 

precious of all his possessions (cf. Homer’s φίλον κῆρ). Some 

explain it, after the analogy of xxv. 16, lxviii. 7: my soli- 

tary one, solitariam, the soul as forsaken by God and man, 

or at least by man, and secluded in itself (Hupf., Kamphau- 

sen and others). But the parallel YD) and the analogy of 
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7133 (= YD?) stamp it as a general name for the soul: the 

single one, t.e. that which does not exist in duplicate, the loss 

of which is therefore irreparable. The preterite "20°22 (for 

which the LXX., Syr., Symm. read substantively τὴν ταπεί- 

νωσίν pov, which is not suitable as an object to σῶσον ; 

Thrupp is happier in his conjecture, ‘M232, my poor soul) 

might be equivalent to "22, provided it is a perf. consec. 

separated from its waw conversive in order that Ὁ") ‘372 

may stand at the head of the clause for the sake of empha- 

sis; but even Riehm has not succeeded in pointing ont a ho- 

mogeneous example of such syntax. We cannot speak here 

any more than in iv. 2 of the perfect as being precative; 

in view of the turn which the Psalm takes in v. 23, we take 

ΤΩΣ with Driver (Hebrew Tenses, ὃ 20, note 3) as a perf. 

confidentie, inasmuch as even while he is praying there 

arises in the mind of the suppliant the assurance that he 

is answered. “ΤῸ answer from the horns of the antelopes” 

is equivalent to “to answer by delivering from them; ᾿ cf. 

the similarly pregnant 2 73) in exviii. 5, perhaps also Heb. 

v. 7. On ONS vid. on xxix. 6. 

Vers. 23, 24. In the third section, vv. 23-32, the great 

plaintive prayer concludes with thanks and hope. In the 

assurance of being answered, there follows the vow of 

thanksgiving. . His fellow-countrymen who are connected 

with him not only by ties of nature, but also, as the follow- 

ing expression, “‘ye that fear Jahve,’’ shows, by spiritual 

ties, he calls “ brethren.” bmp (np, or even, like the Authio- 

pic, APP, 2 Sam. xx, 14 JP, καλ-έω, cal-o) coincides with 

ἐκκλησία. The sufferer is conscious of the significance that 

his lot of suffering has in connection with the history of 

redemption. He will, therefore, make the salvation, which 

has been granted him, common property. The community 

shall hear the gospel of his deliverance. In v. 24 there 

follows the preamble of this proclamation of salvation, a 

proclamation which is addressed to the whole of Israel, so 
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far as it fears the God of revelation. Instead of 4) the 

text of the Orientals (ΝΠ) 12), z.e. the Babylonian Jews, had 

here the Chethib 11 with the Keri 1114}; the jussive (xxx1ii. 

8) after the two imperatives would not be unsuitable. J!) i 

(=13!) is a stronger form of expression for 19 SD) (xxxiii. 8).. 

The verb "δ means declinare, and thence either devertere 

(whence 33"), dwelling, lv. 16; cf. diversoriwm) or (cog. 13, 

Arab. wagira) reformidare, to go timidly out of the way, to 

be shy or timid. 

Ver. 25. This tristich is the gospel itself, which the 

Psalmist has to proclaim. The materia laudis is introduced 

by 3. MAW (stat. absol. NY), bending, bowing down, suffer- 

ing, from 72, the proper verb for describing the Passion; for 

in Isaiah also (liii. 4, 7) the Servant of God is represented as 

ΠΡ and 13%) and Zechariah also introduces Him as 29) and 

yo) (ix. 9). The LXX., Vulgate and Targum erroneously 

render it: loud cry; 2Y does not mean to cry, but to reply, 

“ἀμείβεσθαι ; here, however, as the word from which ΠῚ} is 

derived, it means to be bent; cf. the Chald. j{32, sufferer, 

from ‘22 (Dan. iv. 24). From ΡΟ (to consider an abomin- 

ation), which alternates with 123, we see that the sufferer 

felt God’s wrath; but this transformed itself into helping 

love; God did not long hide His countenance from him; 

He hearkened to him, for his supplication was well-pleasing 

to Him. YY is not a verbal adjective, but, seeing a definite 

fact of deliverance is set before us, a pausal form for yoy, as 

in xxxiv. 7, 18, Jer. xxxvi. 13. 

Vers. 26,27. The proclamation of thanksgiving is now 

ended; there follows a grateful looking up to the author of 

salvation; and this grateful upward look becomes prophet- 

ical anticipations with regard to the future. That the suf-* 

ferer can thus glory and render thanks in a great congrega- 

tion (xl. 10) proceeds from Jahve (NN) as in exviii. 23; ef. 

Ixxi. 6). According to Baer’s correct accentuation, the first 

half of the verse concludes with 3) 23, which is preceded 
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by snban with Dechi. 8 does not refer to bap, but, as 

everywhere else, when the language of prayer passes over 

into a declaratory statement, it is to be referred to Jahve. 

There is no need to assume in our passage, that in the mind 

of David the paying of vows is a purely ethical and not a 

ritual act. Having been delivered he will bring the due 

"12 2?! the thank-offerings, which he vowed to God when 
in mortal danger. After the sprinkling of the blood (7?'%), 

and the laying of the fat pieces upon the altar (ΠῚ 29), the 

remaining flesh of the schelamim was appropriated by the 

offerer for joyous feasts, for which, in the case of the thoda- 

schelamim sacrifice, the day of offering on into the night was 

allowed, in the case of the schelamim that were offered in 

connection with the vows, the following day also (Lev. vii. 

15f.). The invitation of the poor to participate in these 

feasts, although not commanded by the law, is obviously 

suggested by these legal enactments, and is expressly re- 

commended by other analogous prescriptions regarding the 

second and third tithes. To this v. 27 refers: he will invite 

the ὯΝ), the spiritually and outwardly poor, to this “ eating 

before Jahve”’; it is to be a feast, for which they thank 

God, who has bestowed it upon them by means of this de- 

livered one. V. 27 ὁ is as it were the host's benediction 

upon his, or rather Jahve’s guests through him ; “ may your 

heart live for ever,” ζ.6. may this meal impart to you re- 

freshment that will endure eternally. ΠῚ 15 the optative of 

mn, here used of the reviving of the heart, which is as it 

were dead (1 Sam. xxv. 37), in spiritual joy. The reference 

to the ritual of the schelamim is evident. And it is not less 

evident that there is set forth here the blessing that proceeds 

from the salvation, which has fallen to the lot of the sufferer, 

for all who are susceptible of salvation. But it is equally 

plain, that this blessing consists in something much higher 

than the material advantage, which participation in sacri- 

ficial animals imparts; the sacrifice is apprehended spinit- 
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ually, so that its outward form is reduced as it were to a 

were figure of its essential nature; what is really treated of 

here is a spiritual enjoyment of spiritual and ever-enduring 

consequences. How natural it is to think here of the sacra- 

mental eucharist, in which the second David, having like the 

first attained to the throne through the suffering of death, 

makes us participate in the fruits of His suffering! 

Vers. 28-32. The long line closing strophe, which forms 

as it were the pedestal of the whole, shows how far not only 

the description of the suffering of him who speaks here, but 

also the description of the consequences that follow from his 

deliverance, transcend David's historical reality. As the fruit 

of his proclamation of that which Jahve has done to and for 

him, the sufferer looks for the conversion of all peoples. The 

heathen have become unmindful and will again remember; 

the object, in itself clear (ix. 18), becomes evident from what 

follows: there is a γνῶσις τοῦ Θεοῦ (Psychol., pp. 3467.) in 

the heathen-world which will be brought back into their 

consciousness by the proclamation of the deliverance of this 

sufferer.| This anticipation (cf. Jer. xvi. 19 ff.) is grounded 

in v. 29 (cf. Jer. x. 7) upon Jahve’s kingly right to all 

peoples. A ruler is called DBD as being the one who stands 

aloft in virtue of his official position (282 according to its 
primary meaning = je erectum stare, syn. 133, vid. on cx. 4; 

cf. WY, Mic. v.3). In buying the participle makes its appear- 

ance, in exactly the same way as the 3rd pers. pret., without 

anything to mark the person (cf. vii. 10, lv. 20; Driver, 

Tenses, § 135, 6), as an expression of the pure present, and, 

so to say, as tempus durans: He rules over the nations (ἔθνη). 

The conversion of the heathen by means of that proclama- 

tion will therefore be a realization of the kingdom of God. 

Mention is again made of eating. In the eating and pros- 

trating themselves before God, Gritz finds the “ crassest 

1 Augustine, De Trin. xiv. 13: Non igitur sic erant oblite iste gentes 

Deum, ut ejus nec commemorate recordarentur. 
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nonsense.” Not only he and Pinsker, but also Bruston and 
Baethgen turn Y22N into Ὃ 18, at the same time obliter- 
ating the following 1; but this is contrary to all the ancient 
versions. The received text, which is attested by all the 
authorities without exception, is not only not meaningless, 
but even highly significant. The perfect ΣΝ and the con- 

effect (Driver, ὃ 81, extr.). What is meant is, as is evident 
from v. 27, an eating which is spiritually satisfying, and that 
too an eating which is brought about by God’s great deed of 
deliverance. At the close of Ps. lxix., where the form of the 

ritual thank-offering is straightway broken, 38) (v. 33) takes 

the place of DN. There it is the beholding of one, who has 

been delivered and who glorifies God with thankful heart, 

that leads to others rejoicing with him in the salvation he 

has experienced ; here it is an actual enjoyment of it them- 

selves, the joy of thanksgiving manifesting itself not merely 

in words, but in a thank-offering meal, at which those in 

Tsrael who are hungering and thirsting after salvation are 

the guests (for in Israel it is the acknowledgment of the 

mighty deed of a God already confessed); among the heathen, 

however, the guests are men of the most widely different 

conditions, the richest and the poorest; for among them it is 

a grace unexpectedly brought to them, and which is there- 

fore embraced by them so much the more gratefully. The 

meal will be so sumptuous that all the /IN727, i.e. those 
who are distinguished among the inhabitants of the world 

and of their own country by the superabundance of their 

temporal possessions (for the use of {NS in this enhanced 

sense cf. lxxv. 9, lxxvi. 10, Isa. xxiii. 9), prefer it to this 

superabundance, in which they might revel, and on account 

of the grace and glory, which the enjoyment thereof implies, 

prostrate themselves adoringly. Over against the “fat ones 

(cf. of παχέες, παχεῖς aS Synon. Of πλούσιοι) of the earth” 

stand those who by reason of misery and wretchedness go 
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down to the dust (75Y, in this formula always, like the Arabic 

turdb, referring to the dust of the grave). In the place of 

the participle ‘IY there now commences with WAN (=I 

ἿΦΞ2) a clause with N°, which has the value of a relative 
clause (as in xlix. 21, lxxvii. 39, Prov. ix. 13 and freq.) : 

and those who have not hitherto prolonged, could not pro- 

long, their life (Ges., § 129, 8.6). Hupfeld takes it to refer, 

after the analogy of Phil. ii. 10, to those who are actually 

dead, so that what would be said would be that His kingdom 

extends to the living and the dead, to the upper and under- 

world; but thankful adoration of God on the part of the 

inhabitants of Hades is a notion that is foreign to the Old 

Testament and which nothing constrains us to admit here; 

for 122 "I)) means descensuri as well as qui descenderunt, and 

even in Ezek. xviii. 27, 1B] 720 means to preserve his own 

life, a phrase which admits of being used in the sense of 

vitam sustentare as well as in that of conservare. The meaning 

is therefore as follows: those who by reason of care and want 

are well nigh already dead, these also (and how thankfully 

precisely these) go down upon their knees, because they are 

esteemed worthy of being guests at this table. It is the 

same great feast of which Isa. xxv. 6 prophesies, and which 

he accompanies there with the music of his words. And 

what the gospel of the great deed of deliverance effects 

is not only of unlimited universality, but also of unlimited 

duration: it propagates itself from generation to generation. 

We formerly interpreted v. 31: “a seed, which shall serve 

Him, shall be counted unto the Lord for His generation,” 

taking 13D! as referring metaphorically to a census (2 Chron. 

ii. 16; ef. Ps. lxxxvii. 6), and 172, after the analogy of xxiv. 6 

and other passages, as meaning a totality of one kind, just as 

YN means a totality of like origin. But in that case 7? 

must have been used, and the context makes it more natural 

to take “7 in a genealogical sense. Accordingly we must 

abide by the usual interpretation: “a seed (offspring) shall 
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serve Him, it shall be told of the Lord to the (coming) gene- 

ration.” In connection with this interpretation it is natural 

to endeavour with Baethgen to get rid of the inconvenient 

7172 and to read 812° 1179, just as the LXX. renders: γενεὰ ἡ 
ἐρχομένη. Still even in xxi. 18 1171? stands by itself for the 
coming generation. According to the Masoretic text three 

generations are distinguished: that of the converted fathers 

in v. 30, that of the coming Ἢ in v.31 and the 7933 DY in 
v. 32, to which the knowledge of salvation is transmitted by 

this ὙΠ: “they shall come (813 as in Ixxi. 18: come into 

being, not, asin Ruth 11. 7 and Hagg.i. 14, to set about a 

thing) and shall declare His righteousness to the people that 

shall be born, that He hath accomplished (it). Accordingly 

YN is the principal term, which falls into (83°) 117 and OY 

1913 ; the indeterminate expression “a seed”’ is to be under- 

stood after the analogy of 2 in ii. 12 (cf. 173, xev. 10 and 

the more relevant Y7 in Isa. liii. 10). In our passage 7912 OY 
is not populus natus, but nasciturus (Ges., ὃ 134, 1); the ren- 

dering of the LXX. is excellent: λαῷ τῷ τεχθησομένῳ (cf. cli. 

19, 8122 BY, populus creandus, and the other way of express- 

ing the same idea in Ixxviii. 6). iNPT¥ is the δικαιοσύνη of 

God that has been displayed in the deliverance of the great 

sufferer. That He did not allow him to come well nigh to 

the gates of death, without rescuing him from his murderous 

foes and raising him to so much the greater glory, this was 

divine 7PT¥. That He did not rescue him from his murder- 

ous foes, without allowing him to come to the very brink of 

the grave—this wrathful side of the divine 1?7¥ is hinted at 

in 16c, but as yet only ina very remote manner. For that 

the Servant of God, before spreading the schelamim feast, in 

which He makes the whole world participate in the fruit 

of His suffering, offers Himself as an ascham—it is not till 

somewhat later and under other typical situations that this 

becomes a subject of prophetic revelation. The purport of 

the ΠΡΨ its purport in conformity with the divine counsel, 

DD 
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is only gradually disclosed in the Old Testament. This one 

word, used here with the same fulness of meaning as in 

lii. 11, xxxvii. 5 and Isa. xliv. 23 to denote the carrying out 

of the work of redemption, a work which is exhibited pre- 

figuratively in what had happened to David, comprehends 

everything within itself. It may be compared with the 

creation. It is the last word of David as the persecuted by 

Saul, just as τετέλεσται is the last word of the crucified One. 

That God has accomplished what He proposed to Himself, 

when He anointed the son of Jesse and the Son of David to 

be the mediators of His work of salvation; that He has 

accomplished it by leading the former through suffering to 

the throne and by making the cross the ladder whereby the 

latter ascended to heaven: this is the purport of the pre- 

paratory gospel as well as that of the gospel in its fulfilment, 

the purport of the divine preclamation which is transmitted 

from generation to generation. 

PSALM XXIII. 

PRAISE OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD. 

1 Jahve is my Shepherd, I do not want. 
2 In green pastures He maketh me lie down, 

By restful waters He gently leadeth me. 
3 My soul He refresheth, 

He leadeth me in right tracks,— 
For His name’s sake. 

4 Though I walk in the valley of the shadow of death: 
I fear no evil, for Thou art with me, 
Thy rod and staff—they comfort me. 

5 Thou preparest me a table in the presence of mine op- 
pressors, 

Thou anointest my head with oil, 
My cup is fulness. 
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6 Only good-fortune and grace shall follow me 
All the days of my life, 
And I shall again dwell in the house of Jahve 
For length of days. 

There could not be a finer arrangement than that the 

Psalm, which speaks of a great feast of grace prepared for 

humanity, should now be followed by a Psalm, which praises 

Jahve as the shepherd and host of His own. If David is 

the author, as there is no reason to doubt, then this Psalm 

belongs to the time of Absalom’s rebellion. It is the carry- 

ing out, as it were, of iv. 8; and iii. 7 also re-echoes in it. It 

coincides, however, not only with this couple of Psalms, 

which date from the time we have mentioned, but also with 

others that likewise belong to the same period, such as xxvii. 

4, and more especially with lxiii., which purports to have 

been composed at the time when David had withdrawn along 

with his faithful followers over the Kedron and the Mount 

of Olives into the solitudes of the wilderness of Judah, 

whither Hushai sent him the intelligence that determined 

him to cross the Jordan as speedily as possible. It is charac- 

teristic of all these Psalms, that in them David yearns after 

the house of God as his real home, and that all his longings 

concentrate in the desire to be once more at home in this 

house, to which he clings with the love of his whole heart. 

And does not this short, vernal, fervent and tender hymn 

accord with David’s life of want and of wandering to and 

fro at that time? It consists of two hexastichs with short 

closing lines, resembling (so also Isa. xvi. 9, 10) the Adonic 

verse of the Sapphic strophe, and a tetrastich which is made 

up of very short and somewhat longer lines. 

Vers. 1-3. The poet calls Jahve ‘Y, as being the one who 

in the same gracious way ever provides for and guides him 

and all that are His. Later prophecy announces the visible 

Parousia of this-Shepherd (Isa. xl. 11, Ezek. xxxiv. 37 and 

freq.). When it has taken place, the ‘Y9 ‘7 from human lips 
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finds the cordial echo: ἐγὼ εἰμὶ ὃ ποιμὴν ὃ καλός. He who 

has Jahve, the possessor of all things, has everything; he 

does not lack, viz. a10"93, whatever is good in itself and 

would be good for him (xxxiv. 11, lxxxiv. 12). There is 

no need, however, to supply any such expression; here, as 

in Neh. ix. 21, Prov. xiii. 25 (οὗ, NDT) W'S), IPD includes 
famishing and suffering from want of every kind. NYT ΓῚΝΣ 

are pasture-grounds of fresh, tender, soft grass, where one 

lies at ease, and rest and enjoyment are combined; accord- 

ing to its primary meaning, 8) (Π}}} is a place of settlement 

as the end of one’s wandering, Arab. ss (vid. Hupfeld), 

and then in general a resting place,a place where one tarries 

or dwells, more especially an oasis, 2.e. the meadow-land of 

the desert. 2), cog. "37 (whence the Hebrew term for 

“four’’?) means to lie down, to encamp, as we say, “ to 

stretch out all fours.” M312 "2 are waters, where one finds 

the most agreeable resting-place (according to Hitzig the 

plural, 17131), is owing to the plural of the governing word, 

‘2; at any rate it is a superlative plural) and can at the 

same time refresh one’s self. 2) is suited to this, as being 

a pastoral word used of leading gently and more especially 

of guiding the flocks and herds to the watering place (cf. 

ὁδηγεῖν, Apoe. vii. 17), just as 9377 is used of making them 

lie down to rest, especially at noon (Cant. i. 7).1 8) 1917 

(elsewhere 2") means to bring the soul back again to itself, 

to bring the soul that has become unlike itself once more 

into a condition of equilibrium (cf. ty 19, 1v., to tranquillize), 

and therefore to inspire with new life, recreare. He does 

1 In Assyrian na’dlu δ.) means to lie (to encamp) as a synonym of 

rabdsu (f1); but in the case of the Heb. ap (nana) we cannot bring 
out the meaning ‘“ to lower, to set down” (synon. nn) in the manner 
atteupted by Lotz, Inscriften Tiglathpilesers, i. pp. 122f. If the idea 
of rest is really connected with the root Mm) (S82) as it is with MJ, then 
bn) means to lead peacefully, gently, pleasantly. 
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this to the soul, by causing it amidst the dryness and heat 
of temptation and trouble to taste the powers of life which 
refresh and strengthen it. As in exliij. 10, the Hiph. 7037 jg 
the intensive of 7M) (Ixxvii. 21), Arab. lai, dirigere, to move 
in a definite direction, to direct ; the poet boasts that Jahve 
leads him carefully, without risk and danger of going astray, 
PI¥°2uyDa,1 in tracks that are straight, and which lead to 
the right goal, and that too iy wn, He has revealed 
Himself as the gracious One, and as such He will prove and 
glorify Himself even in connection with the need of him who 
yields himself to His guidance. 

Vers. 4,5. Rod and staff are here not by any means those 
of the pilgrim, which would be a misleading sudden transition 
to a different figure, but those of Jahve the shepherd (02Y as 
in Mic. vii. 14, and along with it, cf. Num. xxi. 18, NIV, to 
make the figure more picturesque) as the means of guidance 
and defence. The one rod, by holding up which the shep- 
herd guides the flock, and supporting himself upon which he 
carefully watches it, has assumed a double form in the pic- 
ture presented to the Psalmist’s mind: this rod and staff in 
God’s hand comfort him, i.e. impart to him the feeling of 
security and therefore make him of good cheer. Even when 
he walks (3 03, etéamsi, always with the impf.; cf. on the 
other hand etiam quum, with the perf., Jos. xxii. 7) through 
a narrow defile, dark and gloomy as the grave, where sur- 
prise and disasters of every kind threaten him, he fears no 
misfortune. The LXX. detracts from the force of the figure 
by translating 8°33, after the Aramaic Nia (Dan. iii. 25), 
with ἐν μέσῳ. The noun προς, which occurs here for the 
first time in the Old Testament literature, is not originally 
@ compound word, but, like the Assyrian salmu (darkness, 
gloom), is formed from a verb ὯδΥ ( mb, opprimere, which ig 

1 On the dagesch in the first of the two labials 23, vid. Baer on this 
passage, and Konig, Lehrgeb., p. 62 f. 
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used both of despotic oppression and of oppressive, veiling 

darkness) after the analogy of the form ΠῚ 3}, although pro- 

nounced nyooy (cf. NYD1S0, Hadramét = court of death, DNdya, 

in-God’s-shadow) ; it means “ shadow of death” as a designa- 

tion of the most fearful darkness (e.g. that of Hades, Job x. 

21 Κι; but also that of the shaft of a mine, Job xxviii. 3), and 

more especially of darkness, such as makes itself felt in an 

uninhabited wild desert (Jer. 11. 6). Now that in v. 4 the 

fioure of the shepherd has faded away, that of the host makes 

its appearance. His enemies must look on (713) as in xxxi. 

20), without being able to offer any opposition, and see how 

sumptuously Jahve provides for His guest, how He anoints 

him with sweet perfumes as at a joyous, magnificent feast 

(xcii. 11) and fills his cup even to overflowing. What is 

meant thereby is not necessarily merely purely spiritual 

blessings: the king, a fugitive before Absalom and forsaken 

by the mass of his people, was also outwardly in danger of 

perishing along with his army from want; there is, there- 

fore, also meant such a superabundance, of ‘daily bread as 

poured in upon them according to 2 Sam. xvii. 27-29; but 

even this is regarded spiritually and thought of as a heavenly 

gift; the satisfying and refreshing and quickening that he 

had experienced in connection with his physical life are only 

the outward aspects of a simultaneous inward experience. 

In accordance with the tendency to revert to the perfect as 

the ground-form of the verb, the impf. FWA is followed by 

ΠΣ Ἢ, which is likewise meant to be understood as a present. 

And in the statement with which the strophe closes 'D)3, my 

cup, is metonymically equivalent to the contents of my cup. 

These are ΠῚ, fulness satiating even to excess. 

Ver. 6. Foes are at present pursuing him; but pure good 

fortune and grace shall follow him and therefore beat his 

present pursuers from the field. JS, originally affirmative,. 

here however restrictive, belongs in its signification nil nisi 

(xxxix. 6, 12, cxxxix. 11) to the subject. The LXX., Symm., 
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Quinta, Syr., and the Vulgate take 210 JX ΠΡ}. together, 
misled by the circumstance that 797) 319 are nowhere else 
coupled together. There is no other instance of the occur- 
rence of this expression: Jahve will send forth 219 and 799 
as good spirits, to overtake David’s enemies, and to protect 
him against them to their shame, and that too all his life 
long (accusative of duration). Seeing that we refer the 
Psalm to the time when he was persecuted by Absalom, we 
neither require to persuade ourselves that ΒΞ} is equivalent 

to ‘N2Y) in xxvii. 4 (LXX., Symm., Jer.), nor that it is 
equivalent to ‘AI, The infinitive is logically inadmissible 

here, and with the vowel ἅ instead of 7, which would be here 

(cf. on the other hand ‘A9?) confusing arbitrariness, unheard 

of. Nor is it probable that it is contracted from ‘N12; the 

apheresis may be admissible in the case of the infin. absol., 

where the finite verb that supports it prevents all ambiguity 

(Jer. xlii. 10: 23%=15%%), and, after the analogy of N2Y, in 

the case of 72°’ = ny (2 Sam. xix. 33); here, however, it 

would be without any adequate reason or design, and in 

1 Sam. xii. 2, the LXX. (καὶ καθήσομαι) has imported into 

the ‘N21 a meaning which only ‘2% can have. In our 

passage we have rather before us a constr. pregnans: “and I 

shall return (perf. consec.) in the house of Jahve ” i.e. having 

returned, I shall again dwell in the house of Jahve. Even 

by itself 2 ‘2 might mean et revertam ad (cf. vii. 17; Hos. 

xil. 7), just as 3 ney (xxiv. 3) means adscendere ad (in). But 

the appended assertion of duration which is added, 0’! TIN? 

(as in xciii. 5, Lam. v. 20: 78, Χ ΤΠ, extension = length), 

exactly like the Assyr. ana arkat timé, favours the explana- 

tion, that 3 is to be connected in thought with the ‘law. 

which is implied as a natural consequence in ‘Nl, 
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PSALM XXIV. 

PREPARATION FOR THE RECEPTION OF THE LORD WHO IS NEAR AT 

HAND. 

A. The Psalm sung while the procession is going up (below on 
the hill of Zion). 

Chorus of the festive procession. 

1 The earth is Jahve’s and the fulness thereof, 
The world and they that dwell therein. 

2 For He, He hath founded it upon the seas, 
And upon the floods did He establish it. 

A voice. 

3 Who may ascend the mountain of Jahve, 
And who may stand in His holy place? 

Another voice. 

4 He that is of guiltless hands and of pure heart, 
That doth not lift up his soul to vanity 
And doth not swear deceitfully— 

Chorus. 

5 He shall receive a blessing from Jahve 
And righteousness from the God of His salvation. 

6 This is the generation of them that inquire after Him, 
That seek Thy face Jacob (Selah). 

B. The Psalm sung while entering (above, before the citadel of 
Zion). 

Chorus of the festive procession. 

7 Lift up your heads, O ye gates, 
Yea lift yourselves up, ye ancient doors, 
That the King of glory may enter in! 

A voice as it were from the gates, 

8 Who then is the King of glory ? 

Chorus. 

Jahve, a mighty one and a hero, 
Jahve, a hero in battle. 

9 Lift up your heads, O ye gates, 
Yea lift yourselves up, ye ancient doors, 
That the King of glory may enter in! 
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As it were from the gates. 

10 Who is He, then, the King of glory? 

Chorus. 

Jahve of hosts, 
He is the King of glory (Selah). 

Ps, xxiii. expressed a longing after the house of Jahve on 

Zion; Ps. xxiv., composed when the ark of the covenant was 

brought from Kirjath-Jearim to Mount Zion, where David 

caused it to be placed in a tent pitched expressly for it 

(2 Sam. vi. 17; οἷ. xi. 11, 1 Kings i. 39), celebrates Jahve’s 

entrance into Zion and the true character of him who enters 

along with Him. On account of the designation of the hill 

as 1117 and the description of Jahve as a hero in battle, one 

would perhaps be rather inclined to date it from a time when 

the ark, after having been taken along with the army to the 

war (vid. Ps. Ixviu.), had been brought back to Mount Zion ; 

but the first half of the Psalm (vv. 1-6) does not fit in with 

this conjecture. This portion of the Psalm is similar to Ps. 

xv. and is in no respect wanting in complete independence. 

Accordingly Ewald divides Ps. xxiv. into two hymns that 

belong to different times, although both are old Davidic: the 

festive hymn (xxiv. 7-10) which was sung when the ark was 

transferred to Zion, and a purely didactic hymn (xxiv. 1-6) 

which presupposes this epoch-making event. And in reality 

it is comparatively more natural in the case of this Psalm 

than in the case of Ps. xix. to regard it as two hymns com- 

bined so as to form one; and if it were to be broken up in 

this fashion, there would be no more suitable occasion and 

situation for the second half, than the bringing back of the 

ark to the sanctuary after a victorious war. But the martial 

tone of the second half can be explained, even if the Psalm 

owes its origin to the event mentioned in 2 Sam. vi. 15; for 

the battles with the Jebusites, by means of which David had 

taken possession of the citadel of Zion (2 Sam. v. 7), which 
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was afterwards named the city of David, were still fresh in 

their memory. To the title, "219 Τρ, the LXX. adds τῆς 
μιᾶς σαββάτου (σαββάτων), 1.6. NIWA INN VW (for the first day 

of the week), according to which this Psalm was the cus- 

tomary Psalm for Sunday. This addition is confirmed by 

the Talmudic statements in Thamid, vii. 4, Rosch ha-Schana, 

31a, Sofrim, c. 18 (cf. supra, p. 42). In the second of the 

passages cited from the Talmud, R. Akiba seeks to deter- 

mine the reasons for this choice by referring to the history 

of the work of creation. 

Adopted into Israel’s hymn-book, the original occasion and 

purpose of this Psalm were ignored, and it became an Old 

Testament advent hymn in honour of the Lord who should 

come to His temple (Mal. iii. 1); and the ery: “lift up 

your heads, O ye gates” acquired essentially the same mean- 

ing as the voice of the herald in Isa. xl. 3; “prepare ye 

Jahve’s way, make level in the desert a high-way for our 

God.” In the New Testament consciousness, the place of 

the first Parousia is taken by the second, the coming of the 

Lord of glory to His Church, which is His spiritual temple, 

and which is called upon in this Psalm to prepare a worthy 

reception for Him. The explanation of the second half of 

the Psalm, which makes it refer to the entrance of the con- 

queror of death into Hades (an interpretation which is based 

upon the Gospel of Nicodemus, and which is still current in 

the Greek Church), as well as the patristic explanation of 

it as referring to the εἰς οὐρανοὺς ἀνάληψις τοῦ κυρίου offend 

against the laws of exegesis as much as against the paral- 

lelism of the Old and New Testament facts. 
Vers. 1-6. Jahve, whose gracious throne is now estab- 

lished upon Zion, has not, like the gods of the heathen, a 

limited domain: His right of sovereignty embraces the earth 

and its fulness (primary passages: Ex. xix. 5, Deut. xxxiii. 

16), ὑ.6. everything that is to be found upon it and in it 

(Deut. x, 14), the world, 229 (i.e. the οἰκουμένη, vid. on ix. 
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9), and they that dwell therein (thereupon).! For He, 814, 

is the owner of the world, because its creator. He has 

founded it upon seas, i.e. the ocean and its floods, N72 

ῥέεθρα (Jon. ii. 4) ; for the waters were, before the dry land 

was created, and the latter emerged from them at God’s om- 

nipotent word ; so that consequently the dry land which rises 

above the surface of the sea, and which indeed also conceals 

N27 OA in its interior (Gen. vii. 11), has waters as it were 

for its basis (exxxvi. 6), although it would rather sink down 

into them than maintain itself above them, if it were not 

supported within itself by God’s creative power. Hereupon 

arises the question: who may ascend the mountain of Jahve 

and stand above in His holy place? Here as compared with 

Lev. x. 17 the term ¥7?7 D1) is used in a more general and 

ethical sense. The imperfects have a potential signification : 

who can do it with confidence, how, therefore, must he be 

constituted, whom Jahve receives into His fellowship and 

with whose worship He is well-pleased? Answer: he must 

be one who is guiltless in his walk and pure in heart, one 

who does not lift up his soul NI? (according to the Ma- 

sora with Waw minusculum). SW (= from Ni) is that 

which is waste, void and (seeing that the divine is that 

which really and truly exists) ungodly and anti-divine; and 

Os) ? WD] NY] means to direct one’s soul (xxv. 1) or one’s 

longing and striving towards something (Deut. xxiv. 15; 

Prov. xix. 18, Hos. iv. 8). The Keri, W53, is old.2 Even 

1 In 1 Cor. x. 26, Paul grounds upon Ps. xxiv. 1 (cf. 1. 12) his doctrine 

that (apart from a charitable regard to the weak) a Christian may eat 

whatever is sold in the shambles, without troubling himself as to whether 

it has been in the temple of the idols or no. A Talmudic teacher in Beru- 

choth 35a deduces from this verse the duty of saying grace before meals: 

whoever eats without giving thanks is like one who lays hands on > 

Ὁ ; it is prayer that first justifies one in partaking of food. 

2'The reading D2 is adopted by Saadia (in Humunoth, ὁ. 11, where 

WE? = Dv), Juda ha-Levi (Cuzari, iii. 27), Abulwalid (Rikma, p. 180), 

Raschi, Kimchi, Sohar, several Codices (and among them that of 1294) 
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the LXX. (Cod. Alex.) translates: τὴν ψυχήν pov, whereas . 

Codd. Vat. and Sin. (Eus., Apollin., Theodor., etc.) have τὴν 

ψυχὴν αὐτοῦ. But this Keri is exegetically incomprehensible, 

unless 22 were equivalent to ἊΨ (Ex. xx. 7); but even 

from Amos vi. 8 and Jer. li. 14 this does not seem possible. - 

That the poet should have so written, is incredible. Inv. 5 

it is said (just as at the close of Ps. xv.) in continued predi- 

cates, that such an one is the man of worth, after whom v. 3 

enquired. Snch an one [1373 XY”, shall receive (NY? as in 

Deut. xxxiii. 3) or obtain (Hsth. ii. 17) a blessing from 

Jahve and righteousness from the God of his salvation 

(xxv. 5, xxvil. 9). Righteousness, i.e. conformity to God 

and acceptableness in God’s sight, appears here as a gift, in 

which sense it is synonymous with YY (e.g. cxxxii. 9, 16); 

it is the righteousness of God, after which even the righteous 

(not, however, the self-righteous) hungers and thirsts (Matt. 

v. 6; cf. Prov. xxi. 21), that ethical perfection, which is the 

restoration and at the same time also the working out by 

one’s self of the image of God: transformation into the 

image of the Holy One Himself. With v. 5 the question put 

in v. 3 is answered; v. 6 adds that those whose character is 

sach and who may therefore expect God’s gift of salvation, 

are the true community of Jahve, the Israel of God, the 

Jacob that answers to His idea. 4 (properly revolution, 

Arab. dahr, ,/11, to revolve, move in a circle), used here, as 

and most editions (among which the Complutensian has WD) in the 

text). Nor does Aben Ezra, whom Norzi has misunderstood, by any 

means reverse the meaning of Chethib and Keri; he regards ‘W’D) as 

Keri and explains it as a metaphor (an anthropomorphism) : %%D) 2)N3} 

23: 717. Only Elias Levita (in 6. 9 of his Masoreth ha-masoreth) 

rejects the Keri, "Ὁ, and demands for WWD) a so-called SYP 15 (Vav 

abscissum) as in nov in Num. xxv. 12. He is the only critic of the text 
who rejects this Keri, considering it to have arisen from some misunder- 
standing. For Jacob Ὁ. Chajim is only surprised (and rightly) that 1D) 
is not found in the Masoretic register of words that are written with Vav 
and to be read with Jod. Cf. Baer’s editions of the Psalter published by 
Brockhaus (1874) and Tauchnitz (1880). jos 
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in xiv. 5, Ixxiii. 15, exii. 2 (cf. γενεά, Matt. xvii. 17 and freq.), 

of a totality bound together not by contemporaneousness, 

but by similarity of disposition, alliterates with the follow- 

ing VY (Chethib WII without Jod plur.); VIP WPI? (cf. 
xxvii. 8) is a second genitive depending on 7. Here at 

the close the predication passes over into invocation. And - 

IY is a summarising predicate: in short, these are Jacob, 

not merely after the flesh, but after the spirit, and therefore 

in truth (Isa. xliv. 2; cf. Rom. ix. 6, Gal. vi. 16). The in- 

sertion of ‘198 with the LXX., Vulg., and Pesch. (ἔν. 

Olsh., Hupf., Bottch., Riehm) makes it easier for us to 

understand this 3P¥"; but all the other ancient versions (so 

also Luther and Jerome) rightly decline the assistance of this 

interpolation. The predicate, which has assumed several 

forms, concentrates itself in the one word 3?¥", which it has 

all along had in view. And here the music swells in volume; 

the first part of the double Psalm dies away in the playing 

of the instruments of the Levitical priests; for the ark of the 

covenant was brought in D3) 1y72D3, as 2 Sam. vi. 5 (οἵ. 

v. 14) ought to be read. 

Vers. 7-10 The festal procession has now arrived at the 

gates of the citadel of Zion. These are called pdiy TN, 

doors of eternity (not of “ the world,’ as Luther contrary to 

the usus loquendi of the Old Testament translates it), either 

as being doors for which pious faith hopes an eternal 

duration (LXX. aiwvio, Vulg. eternales, Jer. sempiterne), as 

Hupfeld and Hitzig explain it, understanding thereby, but 

contrary to the title of the Psalm, the gates of the Salomonic 

temple, or (and we think this far more appropriate in the 

mouth of those who are standing before them) as being the 

portals that reach back into the dim past (δὲν as e.g. in 

Gen. xlix. 26, Isa. lviii. 12), the time of the Jebusites, yea 

even of Melchizedek, and through which the king, whose 

whole being and doing is glory, is now to enter. It is the 

gates of the citadel of Zion, to which the cry is addressed, to 
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expand themselves conformably with the dignity of the lord 

who is entering in and for whom they are too mean and 

diminutive. Rejoicing in the great honour, of which they 

are deemed worthy, they are to raise their heads (Job x. 15, 

Zech. ii. 4), ζ.6. lift up their lintels; the ancient doors are 

to open themselves high and wide.! Then from the gates of 

Zion, which are wont to allow only great lords to enter, there 

echoes back to the festa] procession the question, ‘‘ who then 

(7t, to give animation to the question, Ges., ὃ 122, 2) is this 

glorious king”? and they describe Him more particularly: 

it is the heroic God, by means of whom Israel has wrested 

this Zion from the Jebusites with the sword, and by means 

of whom it has hitherto always proved victorious. The 

adjectival intensive form M1 (like 19) a secondary form of 

1220, 332) occurs elsewhere only in Isa. xliii. 17; money 133 

refers back to Ex. xv. 3, just as the designation of Jahve as 

a king goes back upon the fundamental theocratical confes- 

sion in Ex. xv. 18. The gates are therefore to lift their 

heads and the ancient doors to lift themselves up, ζ.6. open 

high and wide; in this instance the summons to the doors is 

expressed with Kal instead of Niph. (S¥3, to raise one’s self 

up, as in Nah. 1. 5, Hos. xiii. 1, Hab i. 3), in accordance with 

the well known custom for refrains and refrain-like repeti- 

tions to move on smoothly and gently. The gates of Zion 

again put their question; no longer, however, hesitatingly, 

but in order once more to hear the praise of the great King. 

It is now a question arising from a desire for further infor- 

mation; the heaping up of the pronouns (as in Jer. xxx. 21; 

ef. xlvi. 7, Esth. vii. 1) makes it urgent (quis tandem, ecquis- 

nam). ‘The answer runs: “ Jahve Zebaoth, He is the King 

of glory (now making His entry).” MI82¥ ‘7 is the proper 

title which was usually given to Jahve as King during the 

* On the Munach instead of Metheg in 48/37) vid. Baer’s Accentsystem, 
vii. 2. 
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period of the kings in Israel. ΓΊΝΔΥ is a genitive governed 

by ‘7 and in every other connection means human evzercitus ; 

for this reason Baur assumes with Herder that this divine 

name was originally used as a designation of the God who 

helped His own people in battle, and that it was not till a 

later period that ΓΊΝΩ was made to refer to the heavenly 

hosts, and still later to the totality of creatures. The trans- 

lations Κύριος στρατιῶν (Aq., Symm., Theod.), Κύριος τῶν duva- 

μεων (LXX. in the Pss.) and Κύριος ὃ παντοκράτωρ (UXX. 

e.g. in Nah. iii. 5) would exhibit these three stages in the 

apprehension of this term. Butif the first of these three 

ways of apprehending it were the original one, it would be 

incomprehensible why this divine name should be avoided in 

the Pentateuch, in Joshua and in Judges, and should, on the 

other hand, be made the signature of the time of the kings, 

(cf. on the other hand Ex. vii. 4, xii. 41 and freq.). That, 

however, which is characteristic of the time of the kings 

is the war of Jahve’s people with the peoples round about, 

whose religion consists in the deification of the heavenly 

bodies, and more especially with the Arameans. Accordingly 

it is natural to assume that, when it occurs in this divine 

name, MISA¥ has the reference to angels and stars (which 

are called YS3¥ in ciii. 21, cxlviii. 2), the way for which was 

prepared by such experiences and utterances as we find in 

Gen. xxxii. 2f., Deut. xxxiii. 2, Judg. v. 20: Jahve’s hosts 

consist of celestial heroes (Joel iv. 11) and of the stars that 

march forth upon the plain of heaven as if in battle array 

(Isa. xl. 26). δον to go forth, said of a tooth which 

is beginning to cut and of arising star.! It is therefore the 
ruler who commands the heavenly hosts that desires admis- 

sion. The gates are silent and open, and Jahve, enthroned 

above the cherubim of the sacred ark, enters Zion. 

1 Vid. my article: Der Gottesname Jahve Zebaoth in the Luth. Zeit 

schrift for 1874, pp. 217-222. 
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PSALM XXY. 

PSALM XXV. 

A PRAYER FOR GRACIOUS PROTECTION AND GUIDANCE. 

Unto Thee, Jahve, do I lift up my soul. 
My God, in Thee do I trust, I shall not be shamed, 
My foes shall not triumph over me. 
Yea, none that wait for Thee shall be shamed, 
They shall be shamed, who are faithless without cause. 
Thy ways, Jahve, make me to know, 
Thy paths teach me. 
Lead me in Thy truth and teach me, 
For Thou art the God of my salvation; 
In Thee do I hope continually. 
Remember, Jahve, Thy tender mercies and Thy com- 

passions, 
For they are from of old. 
Remember not the sins of my youth and transgressions ; 
According to Thy mercy think on me 
For Thy goodness’ sake, Jahve! 
Good and upright is Jahve, 
Therefore instructeth He sinners in the right way. 
In that which is right leadeth He the meek, 
And He teacheth the meek His way. 
All the paths of Jahve are grace and truth 
To such as keep His covenant and His testimonies. 
Jahve, for Thy name’s sake pardon mine iniquity, 
For it is great. 
Who, then, is the man that feareth Jahve ἢ 
Him will He teach in the way he ought to choose. 
His soul shall dwell in prosperity, 
And his seed shall inherit the land. 
Jahve communicateth His secret to them that fear Him, 
And His covenant doth He make them know. 
Mine eyes are ever towards Jahve, 
For He will pull my feet out of the net. 
Turn unto me and be gracious unto me, 
For I am lonely and miserable. 
Troubles have spread over my heart, 
Out of my distresses bring Thou me! 
Look upon mine affliction, and my travail, 
And forgive all my sins. 
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19 Look upon mine enemies, for they are many, 
And with cruel hatred do they hate me. 

20’ Preserve my soul and deliver me, 
Let me not be shamed, for I hide myself in Thee. 

21N Let integrity and uprightness protect me, 
For I hope in Thee. 

225 Redeem Israel, Klohim, 
Out of all his troubles. 

A question similar to the one in Ps. xxiv., Who may ascend 

the hill of Jahve? is put in Ps. xxv., Who is the man that 

feareth Jahve ? in order to answer it with great and beautiful 

promises. It isa calmly confident prayer for help against 

enemies, and for the instructing, pardoning, and guiding 

grace of God, without any distinct historical background 

indicative of its date, and without any clearly marked traits 

of individuality. It is one of the nine alphabetical Psalms 

in the whole collection, the companion piece to Ps. xxxiv., 

with which it corresponds in many of the peculiarities of its 

acrostic structure; for neither of them has a }-strophe, at the 

beginning of the , ¥, and 5-i. strophes they run parallel 

both in sound and sense, and, after having gone through 

the alphabet, they both have a concluding strophe, beginning 

with 5-ii., whose commencement and contents are nearly 

akin. These similarities point to one author, David, for we 

see nothing in the alphabetical arrangement of the Psalm 

to prevent us from holding this opinion, an arrangement, 

which here also, as in Pss. ix.—x., is freely dealt with, and is 

not quite completely carried out. But owing to the nature 

_ of its general ethical and religious contents any positive 

proof of this opinion is lacking. It is a Psalm in the 

Maschal style. The lyric here shows the influence of the 

Chokma literature, but it contains nothing which is not in 

harmony with the believing consciousness of the Church of 

all ages,—nothing specifically distinctive of the Old Testa- 

ment or of Israel; and hence Theodoret says :---ἁρμόζει 

μάλιστα τοῖς ἐξ ἐθνῶν κεκλημένοις. The introits for the second 

EE 
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and third Sundays in Quadragesima are taken from verses 

6 and 15, and on this account these Sundays are called 

Reminiscere and Oculi. Paul Gerhardt’s “ Nach dir, O Herr, 

verlanget mich” is a beautiful paraphrase of this Psalm. 

Vers. 1, 2. Like Pss. xvi. and xxil., it begins with a 

monostich; v. 2 is the 3-strophe, as TDN (unless one is 

disposed to read τὸν ἽΞ, following the order of words in 

xxxi. 2), after the manner of interjections in the tragedians, 

e.g. ᾧμοι, is not to be regarded as part of the verse (J. D. 

Kohler). In need of help, and full of yearnings after salva- 

tion, he lifts his soul, withdrawn from all-earthiy desires 

to Jahve (Ixxxvi. 4, cxliii. 8), the God who alone can bestow 

what really satisfies ;! his ego, which sustains the soul, 

directs it up to Him, whom with the confidence of faith he 

calls ‘TON, The ON, twice over, is, as in xxxi. 2, 18, the 

denial of what seems to faith to be impossible. δ is to be 

connected with 389¥., after the analogy of xxxv. 19, 24, 
xxxvul. 17 (cf. Ixxi. 10); so also xxvil. 2, xxx. 2, Mic. vii. 8. 

To connect it with ‘2S makes a pleonasm, which is not to 

be excused by cxliv. 2. The confident expectation of the 

individual is generalised in v. 3. 

Ver. 3. What the petitioner comforts himself with is no 

special prerogative of ,his, but what all believers as well 

(32) may expect of God: ἡ ἐλπὶς οὐ καταισχύνει, Rom. v. 5. 

Believers are called 7P (ΠῚ part. to 732, earnestly to expect, 

to long for, to hope for, just as ig part. to 12); hope is 

the eye of faith looking clear and unmoved into the future. 

To those who hope in Jahve, who never can be disappointed 

in Him, are contrasted the 0°12 (from 733 tegere, then 
tecte = subdole agere), those who deal faithlessly with Him 

(cxix. 158, Ag., Symm., Theod., of ἀποστατοῦντες) ; and that 

1 According to Pesikta, 87a, NWN, to Thee I bend (NWS) my soul, 
would be the original reading. Aq. actually translates παραπίπτω ψυχήν 

μου, Symm. προσπίπτω τὴν ψυχήν pov. 
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too 5"), ze. as it can be nothing else, wantonly deluding 
themselves by baseless pretexts. 

Ver. 4. Acknowledging the shamefulness of such black 

ingratitude, he pleads for instruction as to the way in which, 

according to God’s direction, he is to go (xviii. 22). God’s 

will, no doubt, lies before us in His written word, but for 

the right understanding of it God is Himself the needful 

interpreter. He asks for full knowledge; but that he may 

translate it into a full living actuality, he needs God again; 

he needs, in other words, both His enlightening and also His 

guiding grace. 

Ver. 5. His truth is the abiding and self-evidencing fact 

of His revelation of grace. To penetrate into that truth, 

and to walk in it, without God (xxvi. 3, Ixxxvi. 11), is self- 

contradictory. And hence the poet pleads, as in cxix. 30, 

ὀδηγησόν pe ἐν τῇ ἀληθείᾳ σου (Symm., Aq., on the other hand 

LXX. ἐπὶ τὴν. . ., cf. John xvi.13). This he pleads, for his 

salvation comes from Jahve, yea, Jahve is Himself his salva- 

tion: he does not hope for this or that, but he hopes in Him 

all the day, 1.6. unceasingly,’ for all that is worth hoping for, 

all that satisfies longing, is included in Him. But all grace, 

coming from Him, has its root in His compassion and con- 

descension. 

Ver. 6. The supplicatory reminiscere means, that God 

would now and never forget to exercise His compassions 

and His grace towards him, which (as the plurals tell us) 

are so rich and exceeding abundant. The ground on which 

the prayer rests is given by 3 (nam or even quoniam) : God's 

compassions and mercy are as old in their operation as man’s 

weakness -and sin, in their purposes they are eternal, and 

1 Hupf. thinks the accentuation unsuitable, but the first half of the 

verse extends really to ‘pw, and consists of two parts, the second of 

which assigns the reason for the first part; the second half of the verse 

contains a comparatively new thought. The sequence of the accents; 

Rebia magnum, Athnach, is quite appropriate. 
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therefore they have in themselves the guarantee also of 

everlasting duration (c. 5, ciii. 17). 

Ver. 7. May God not think of the faults of his youth 

(MNLN), into which he had been drawn by fleshly lusts and 

thoughtlessness, or of his transgressions (ΡΨ), by which, 

even in riper and more thoughtful years, he had turned the 

grace of God into lasciviousness, and broken away from fel- 

lowship with God (3 Y¥8 used of apostasy); rather may 

He think of him according to His grace, to which, as being 

the method of self-manifestation best corresponding with 

God’s nature, 7A appeals. The verb 123, when meaning to 

think of one, is also elsewhere construed with the dative of 

the object, exxxvi. 23, Ex. xxxii. 13 and freq.; Bdttcher’s 

conjecture of NS is therefore superfluous. ‘“ Memor esto qui- 
3 dem mei,” remarks Augustin, “non secundum tram, qua ego 

dignus sum, sed secundum misericordiam tuam, que te digna 

est.’ For God is 29, an expression which is, substantially, 

equivalent to He is ἀγάπη. The distich following shows 

that 34D does not here refer, as e.g. in Neh. ix. 35, to God’s 

fulness of blessing, but to His goodness, 

Ver. 8. The 2 with 7757 (literally to throw out, i.e. the 

arm and hand with a view to point out) denotes, as in xxxii. 

8, Prov. iv. 11, Job xxvii. 11, the way, z.e. the right way (Job 

xxxi. 7), as the sphere and object (xxvii. 11) of the instruc- 

tion. God condescends to sinners, to teach them to walk in 

the way that leads to life, for He is Wy" ΣΟ, 1.6. He is gra- 

cious and means good without reserve and without excep- 

tion, unless our conduct requires Him to act differently 

towards us (xvili. 27b). 

Ver. 9. The shortened form of the imperfect stands here, 

as often in the poetic style, instead of the full form (for the 

context leads us to expect facts not wishes); it is therefore 

quite arbitrary to punctuate F771! The 3 (cf. v. 5, evii. 7, 

! Driver, in the second edition of his Treatise on the Hebrew Tenses 

(1881), decides ultimately that whenever the jussive form occurs with an 
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cxix. 35) indicates the sphere of guidance; 05% is the right 

so far as it is traversed, i.e. practised. In this way of right 

He leads the 0°)3¥, and teaches them the way which is 

well-pleasing to Him. They are designated by one word, 

which means both the meek, mansueti, and the humble, 

modestt. Jerome varies his translation in 9a and 9b by 

using these Latin words, but the Psalmist intentionally re- 

peats the same term referring to the cardinal virtue of )2Y, 

here with the preponderating idea of humility. On the 

self-righteous and the self-satisfied He would have to force 

Himself even against their will. He desires scholars who 

are eager to be taught; and how does He reward those, 

who keep what they have learnt ! 

Ver. 10. The paths meant are those in which, in con- 

formity with His revelation, will and purpose, He walks 

with men. These paths are 1D], for the salvation of men is 

their goal, and MPS, for at every step they confirm the 

trustworthiness of His promises. But only those who 

faithfully and obediently keep His covenant and His testi- 

monies, are made partakers in His grace. To the Psalmist 

the name of Jahve, which unfolds itself in grace and truth, 

is dear. On it he bases the prayer which follows. 

Ver. 11. To the "7, which according to the sense is 

implied in alg wie, the perf. consec. is attached, just as else- 

where also it comes after adverbial clauses, put first for 

emphasis, if these clauses point to the future (Ges., § 126, 

indicative signification, without being objectionable on grounds of textual 

criticism, there is a shortening of the mood of sequence by the rej: ction 

of the } consecutive. Accordingly 17° in our passage, if the poet so 

expressed himself, would be equivalent to 4772). I doubt if this opinion 

can be made good, and I rather agree with William Turner, in his dis- 

cussion on the Hebrew tenses (in Biblical and Oriental Stwiies, 1876), 

that the jussive, like the cohortative, although essentially an intensive 

expression of an inner impulse, may also be used with a weakened 

emphasis, so as to give a lively co!ouring to the words. In the poetic 

style the jussive form serves as it were as a winged expression of the 

future (lxxii. 13), or of the present (lviii. 5), or even of the past (xviii. 12), 
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remark 1). Individual and manifold sins (v. 7) are com- 

prehended under 1, a word which elsewhere also is the 

collective term for the corruption and the guilt of sin. The 

necessity and urgency of the prayer for forgiveness (n2p, 

literally to remove) are accounted for by 3. A load of 

great and various sins lies on him, but the name of God, i.e. 

His nature, revealed in grace and truth, authorises him to 

ask for and to hope for forgiveness, not on account of any 

deed of his, but just for His name’s sake (Jer. xiv. 7, Isa. 

xliii. 25). How happy, therefore, in this respect, is he who 

fears God! 

Ver. 12. The question: quisnam est vir, resembling xxxiv. 

13, evil. 43, Isa. 1. 10, is put merely in order to draw 

attention to him who has such qualifications, and then to 

say what such an one has to expect: in prose we should have 

a relative antecedent clause instead: quit (quisquis) talis est. 

qui Dominum vereatur. The attributive WW? (viam) quam 

eligat (comp. Isa. xlviii. 17) may be also referred to God: 

in him He takes delight (LXX.), but parallel passages like 

exix. 30, 173 favour the rendering eligendam. Among all the 

blessings of him who fears God, this is to be put first, that 

God lifts him above vacillation on account of human opinion. 

Ver. 13. The verb ἢ (Ὁ) signifies to stay over night, to 

lodge;! good, i.e. inward and outward prosperity, is like the 

place of resort and protection for such an one. And what 

was promised to the patriarchs and to the people when they 

were delivered from Egypt, will be fulfilled to his posterity : 

the possession of the land, or, as this promise is expressed in 

the New Testament, of the earth, Matt. v.5 (comp. Ps. xxxvii. 

11), Rev. v. 10. 

Ver. 14. The LXX. translates iD κραταίωμα, but TID’ and 

the ND derived therefrom per apheresin are sharply distin- 

* Lanu means in Assyrian an enclosing wall, the court (of a house), 

from which a denominative, ἢν, may be formed in the same way as ΠῚ3 

from ΓΔ, 
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guished by the usage of the language. The reciprocal 101), 

ii. 2 (which see), points to the primary meaning. Starting 

from the primary meaning of ,/1D, Ἢ signifies the being 

pressed closely together with a view to secret communica- 

tion and converse, confidential communion (lix. 8, exi. 1, 

Symm. ὁμιλία, LXX. Prov. xv. 22 συνέδριον, Theod. συμβού- 

Avov), then the confidential communication itself, lv. 5, the 

secret (Aq. ἀπόῤῥητον, Theod., Quinta μυστήριον) ; but Néldeke 

(D. M. Z., xxv. 668) is perhaps right in tracing back this word 

directly to the primary meaning of (confidential) converse, 

a meaning which can be proved from the Syr. and Arab. 

Jahve unbosoms Himself without reserve; He speaks confi- 

dentially to those who fear Him; cf. the borrowed passage, 

Prov. 111. 32, and as an example of the thing itself, vid. Gen. 

xviii. 17. According to Ges., ὃ 132, remark 1, the inf. with 

? in v. 146 is, as in Isa. xxxviii. 20, an expression for the 

fut. periphr.: fedus suum notum facturus est eis; the position 

of the words is the same as in Dan. ii. 16, 18, iv. 15; 2" 7 is 

the imparting not merely of an intellectual but of an ex- 

perimental knowledge. Hitz. translates differently : to make 

them to understand. But even in 2 Sam. vii. 21 the Hiph. 

is not to be understood thus absolutely. 1172 is objective 

—what is meant is the rich, deep and glorious purport of 

the covenant revelation. The poet has now from all sides 

established the truth, that all good gifts come down from 

above, from the God of salvation, and he returns to the 

thought from which he started. 

Ver. 15. He who has his eyes directed steadily towards 

God (exli. 8, exxiii. 1) is ever in the praying mood, which can- 

not remain unanswered; 71°F corresponds with the ἀδιαλείπτως 

of 1 Thess. v.17. This constant looking at God aims here at 

deliverance from hostile nets. It is He alone who can pull 

him out (xxxi. 5) of the net of entangled circumstances of 

life into which he has come to be ensnared, not without 

guilt on his own part. 
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Ver. 16. The translation: turn to me, suits, inasmuch as 

by ΓΞ means an observant sympathising turning of God to 

one (LXX. ἐπιβλέπειν), Ixxxvi. 16, Ley. xxvi. 9. He longs 

for this, for men have become estranged from him, drive him 

away. 7} is the unique one, he who has no companion, 

therefore the solitary one. The assonance ‘38 ‘J! is purposely 

not avoided. To whom can he, the isolated one, pour out 

his sorrow, lay bare his innermost heart? To God alone. 

To Him he can make all his complaints, to Him he can 

come again and again in prayer. 

Ver. 17. The Hiph. 3°77) means to make broad, and as 

an intensive: to make a broad space =to expand oneself (for 

the idea cf. Lam. ii. 13, “thy misfortune is as great as the 

sea”), LXX. ἐπληθύνθησαν. But as 37 is the opposite of 73, 

it should, in that case, be explained: they have become a wide 

space (Itala: dilatate sunt), and have therefore been removed, 

a meaning which does not accord with the prayer following. 

In the sense of “they have expanded themselves far and 

wide,” the expression would be an ambiguous oxymoron. 

Baethgen conjectures °2°770 (Cant. vi. 6), but that gives 

an affected predicate to NS. Notwithstanding that all 

the old versions, like the LXX., translate the plural, the 

original text was undoubtedly "ΠΡῚΝ mat amMn (2°77 as 

Ixxvil. 2, xciv. 1, or 2°) as eg. 2 Kings viii. 6); enlarge 

the straits of my heart (cf. cxix. 32; 2 Cor. vi. 11) and bring 

me out of my distresses (Hitz. and others). 

Vers. 18, 19. The omission of the P is made up for by 
a double 7-strophe. The attempts of Ewald (77? or 27), 
Hitzig (222), and Baur ('N 13P) to restore a P-strophe are 
violent: even the LXX. has ide twice over. The looking 
prayed for is in both cases an inspection, with which is 
connected the idea of interposition, but so that the way and 
manner is left entirely with God. 22 is prostration and DOW 
labor = trouble. ? NO’) with a dative instead of an accusative 

of the object (tollere peccata) means to take away, {.6. to 
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bestow pardon (syn. with ned), It is pleasing to the New 

Testament consciousness to find that God’s vengeance is not - 

expressly invoked on the enemies. 9 is an expanding quod 

as in Gen.i.4, DON ΠΝ with an attributive genitive, is 

hatred which springs from injustice and leads to fresh in- 

justice, 

Ver. 20. He pleads for protection and deliverance from 

God, and that He will not let his hope be disappointed es 

VAIN, cf. 1 Chr. xxi. 13, instead of the usual MUI" 2) ; this 

hope of his rests in Him; he has hidden himself in Him, 

and therefore He cannot forsake him, or let him perish. 

Ver. 21. Piety, which fills the whole man, and surrenders 

itself completely, and is not merely half hearted and hypo- 

critical, is called 57, and integrity which follows God’s will 
without byeways or secret ways is called "Y—these two 

fundamental virtues (cf. Job i. 1) he wishes to be his 

guardians on his way, which is full of danger, not only on 

account of external enemies, but also by reason of his own 

sinfulness. These are not to let him out of their eye, that 

he may not slip away from them (cf. xl. 12, Prov. xx. 28). 
He may claim this for himself, for the goal on which his eye 

is set is even God, from whom OF and 1”, as good angels, 

come. 

Ver. 22. These experiences are not singular, but as the 

world’s enmity and sin brought him, so they bring all who 

belong to the people of God into similar straits. And the 

need of the individual will not cease till the need of the 

community experiences a thorough remedy. Hence the in- 

tercessory prayer of this brief closing distich, the connection 

of which with what has gone before is not so close as in the 

case of xxxiv. 23. It appears to have been first added when 

Ps. xxv. came to be read in the public worship of God, and 

this opinion is favoured by the word pnd being used, with- 

out any apparent reason in a Psalm which is non-elohistie.! 

1 On this subject vid. Symbola, p. 6. 
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Both Psalms conclude with a supernumerary ®-strophe. At 

the time when these Psalms were composed the final letters 

were not yet invented—in Euting’s tables they first appear 

in post-Christian monumental inscriptions, and therefore one 

is not to suspect in this repeated 5 any attempt at giving a 

special representation of them, although they are sometimes 

represented, but not always perfectly, at the close of the 

synagogue hymns (Pijutim). 

PSALM XXVI. 

THE LONGING OF AN INNOCENT ONE, WHO IS BEING PERSECUTED, 

TO RENDER THANKS TO GOD IN HIS HOUSE. 

1 Vindicate me, Jahve, for I go on in mine integrity, 
And in Jahve do I trust without wavering. 

2 Prove me, Jahve, and try me, 
Assay both my reins and my heart. 

3 Tor Thy grace have I before mine eyes, 
And I walk in Thy truth. 

4 I have not sat with dissolute people, 
And with dissemblers I have no intercourse. 

5 I hate the assembly of evil doers, 
And with the godless I do not sit. 

6 I can wash my hands in innocence, 
And I fain would compass Thine altar, Jahve, 

7 To join in with the voice of thanksgiving, 
And to narrate all Thy wonders. 

8 Jahve, I love the habitation of Thy house, 
And the place where Thy glory dwelleth. 

9 Snatch not away with sinners my soul, 
And with bloody men my life, 

10 In whose hands is infamy, 
And whose right hand is full of bribery! 

11 I however go on in mine integrity— 
Deliver me, and be gracious unto me. 

12 My foot has come to stand on a broad plain, 
In the choirs of the congregation do I praise Jahve. 

Similar thoughts, expressed in similar terms, form the 

setting of Pss. xxv. and xxvi. In the one, as in the other, 
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we have the writer’s testimony to his confidence in God 

CANO], xxv. 2, xxvi. 1); in the one, as in the other, there is 

the cry for deliverance out of a straitened condition (773, 

xxv. 22, xxvi. 11), and for some manifestation of favour 

(229, xxvi. 11, xxv. 16), and besides these there are other 
prominent points of contact (xxvi. 1], xxv. 21; xxvi. 3 

xxv. 6). These are reasons enough for placing these two 

Psalms near to each other. But in Ps. xxvi. we miss the 

acknowledgment of guilt going hand in hand with the 

testimony to his personal piety, that confession of sin which 

so corresponds to the New Testament consciousness (see 

above, p. 97f.), and which is thrice repeated in Ps. xxv. ; 

the sharpness of the antagonism in which the Psalmist 

stands towards his enemies, who are here more minutely 

described, prevents him from giving expression to any such 

accusations of himself. The description suits the followers 

of Absalom. They are hypocrites, who have been unmasked, 

now that they have given in to false and bloody designs, and 

through bribery have been won over to their new lord, for 

Absalom had stolen the hearts of the men of Israel (2 Sam. 

xv. 6). David would not then take the tabernacle with 

him in his flight, but said: “If I shall find favour in the 

eyes of Jahve, He will bring me back, and will give me to 

see it, and His habitation” (2 Sam. xv. 25). That leve to 

the house of God, which is there expressed, forms also the 

central subject of this Psalm. 

Vers. 1-3. The poet, as one that is being persecuted, pleads 

for vindication and deliverance, and he bases this petition 

on his relation to God. ‘225, as in vii. 9, xxxv. 24; ef. 

xliii. 1. ὉΠ (synon. 2%", which, however, can take no suffix) 

means, according to Gen. xx. 5f., 1 Kings xxii. 34, com- 

plete freedom from sinful intention, oneness of character, 

purity, simplicity (ἀκακία, ἁπλότης) ; and he bases his petition 

for the vindication of his violated rights on the fact that 

he has walked on, without cherishing or provoking enmity, 
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and has without wavering (ΘᾺ n>, an adverbial circum- 

stantial clause; cf. xxi. 8) trusted in Jahve, He does not 

self-righteously declare himself morally perfect; he only 

appeals to the deepest aim of his heart as being absolutely 

and entirely turned to God. ΤΥ. 2, moreover, is not so much 

a challenge that God would satisfy Himself of his innocence 

as rather a prayer to prove the state of his mind; and if 

it be not as he himself deems, that He would make that 

clear to him (cxxxix. 23f.). j03 (= oa to try by rapping, 

knocking) does not here refer to a trial by trouble, but by 

a deep glance into his innermost heart (xi. 5, xvii. 3); 92 

means to lift up, so as to prove by close inspection, not in 

the sense of πειράζειν, but of δοκιμάζειν ; 413, to melt, 1.6. by 

the agency of fire to separate the precious metal and the 

dross (xii. 7, lxvi. 10). The Chethib is not to be read as 

a participle, 15778 (as that would be a contradiction to the 

prayer), but as the imperative, 751)¥, as when not in pause 

also in Isa. xxxii. 11; cf. Jud. ix. 8, 12; 1 Sam. xxvii. 8. 

The reins are the seat of the affections, the heart is the 

very centre of the spiritual, psychical life. Inv. 3 he tells 

us how confidingly he sets himself in God’s light. God’s 

grace is that on which his eye is fixed, the delight of his eye, 

and he walks in God’s truth. 12%) is the divine love stoop- 

ing undeservedly to meet with creatures, especially with 

sinners (xxv.7); NDS is the truth with which God holds 

fast and works out His loving will and His word of promise. 

This loving-kindness of God has hitherto been steadily the 

model of his life, this truth of God the rule and boundary 

of his walk. 

Vers. 4, 5. He bases his prayer on his demeanour towards 

the people of this world, the manner in which he has always 

watched his conduct, and still continues steadily to watch it. 

With v 4a cf. Jer. xv.17. SY nD (Job xi. 11; cf. xxxi. 5 

parallel with 1’)1)), are “unreal” people, but in a deeper 

sense than we are wont to use this expression; 8}? (vid. on 
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xxiv. 4) is dissoluteness, hollowness, worthlessness, and 

therefore badness Co of intention, the chaotic emptiness of 

alienation from God, untruth whitewashed with the lie of 

dissimulation (xii. 3) and therefore nothingness, the very 

opposite of that fulness of God and of good, which is the 

morally real (syn. }}8, eg. Job xxii. 1). DPN), the veiled, 

are such as know how to keep their wickedness and malicious 

plans secret, and to mask them hypocritically, Talm. D333, 

dyed (comp. ἀνυπόκριτος, Luth., “undyed”). (NS) DY N32, to 

approach one, is equivalent to NS 127, to go in and out with 

one (Proy. xx. 24; cf. xiii. 20). 22) (from YY1) is used of 

one who plots evil and does it. As to ¥ vid. i. 1. 

Vers. 6-8. As the motive for his prayer, the poet gives 

his love for God’s holy temple, from which he is now far 

away without any guilt on his part. The voluntative imper- 

fect M2IDN}, different from 133D8) (vid. on ni. 6 and Ixxiii. 

16) can here mean, not as it might in another connection 

(Isa. xliii. 26; cf. Judg. vi. 9) et ambibam, but only et 

ambiam; it is an emotional continuation (cf. xxvii. 6, Cant. 

vii. 12, Isa. i. 24, v. 19 and freq.) of the potential (MS. He 

can wash his hands in innocence (3 of the condition to be 

attested by the act), and he will compass (lix. 7) Jahve’s 

altar. The washing of the hands is elsewhere a symbolical 

act (Deut. xxi. 6; cf. Matt. xxvii. 24), it is here merely a 

figurative confession of his consciousness of innocence, and 

is naturally suggested in this form (ef. Ixxiii. 13), from the 

idea of the priest washing himself preparatory to service 

(Ex. xxx. 20 f.) being associated with the idea of the altar. 

The expression used in v. 6 has a priestly colouring in virtue 

of that priestly consciousness which belongs to every Israel- 

itish layman (Ex. xix. 6), without however going beyond 

what was ritually possible. For 330 may be used even of 

compassing in a semicircular fashion (Gen. ii. 11, Num. xxi. 

4), whether it be in the immediate neighbourhood of, or at a 
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prescribed distance from, the centre. 9 wi is a syncopated — 

and defectively written Hiph. for ΟΦ ΩΡ, like Ἴρου in Isa. 

xxiii. 11. Instead of ΠῚ Dip pew, “to cause the voice of 

thanksgiving to be heard,” it is said, as NYT is used abso- 

lutely (1 Chron. xv. 19; 2 Chron. v. 13), and the object 18. 

regarded as the instrument of the act (Ges., § 138, 1, rem. 3): 

“in order to join in with the voice of thanksgiving.” In the 

expression, “all Thy wondrous deeds,” there is included the 

last of these, the home-bringing from the exile forced on 

him by Absalom, to which, in the first place, the words of 

thanks refer. Longing to come back, he yearns above 

everything else for the beautiful worship of God which is 

carried on round the altar in the forecourt, for he loves 

the habitation of God’s house, the place where His doxa, 

revealed on earth and revealed indeed in grace, has made 

its abode (Symm., τὸ ἀνάκτορον). 2 does not primarily 

mean refuge, deliverance, protection, though it may obtain 

this meaning from the context, and it has a certain connec- 

tion with ol} med. waw, to help, from whence “aun, ma‘dna, 

maiina, mawana, help, specially God’s help), so far as this 

latter word starts from the primary idea, to support, to keep 

upright, so that therefore ΠΝ, like ma‘dn, means the place 

where one supports oneself, establishes oneself, feels oneself 

secure. The Kamus explains this ma‘dn, “the place on 

which the eye rests as the object of sight,” and therefore 

traces it back to ole med. je, and for this the phrase hum 

minka bi-ma‘dnin, t.e. as seen from your position they are on 

a watch tower (=on a place where you from your point of 

observation can see them) may be quoted. According to 

Hebrew usage, the fundamental idea of the word is not a 

watch tower, but a place of support.! 

Δ It has been proved by Fleischer in Fiirst’s Ortent. Literaturblatt, 

1841, pp. 134-136, that Geiger was wrong in identifying the ope’ 

of the Koran (whose root is ge) with ἡ), 
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Vers. 9-11. Now for the first time is set forth in detail 

the petition that had been compressed into ΡΣ w. 1. - He 

asks (as in xxviii. 3) that God would not bind up his lot with 

those whose fellowship in disposition and action he had always 

shunned. D7 ἘΝ, as in v. 7; cf. ἄνθρωποι αἱμάτων, Sir. 

xxxl. 25. 5? signifies elsewhere a design, and especially a 

bad one; here however it is a deed of shame, and that not of 

unnatural unchastity (for O9°7'2 would not suit that), but the 

scum of all that is vicious generally : they practise calculated 

knavery, and their right hand, which ought to support the 

right—David has the nobles of his nation in his eye—is full 

of accursed (Deut. xxvii. 25) bribery (17? mydi with day. 

forte conj.) for the condemnation of innocence. Ie, on the 

contrary, goes on henceforth, as formerly, in his accustomed 

uprightness, so that now with a yet more joyful confidence 

he can ask God for a judicial interposition in his favour. 

Ver. 12. The epilogue: the prayer now changes into 

rejoicing, arising from the assurance of being heard. Iither- 

to he had felt himself shut up as it were in deep, trackless 

gorges ; even now he feels himself standing "wna I upon a 

pleasant plain with a wide range of vision (cf. 2971°)3, xxxi. 

9), and he now blends his song of thankful praise to God 

with the song of the worshipping Church. DD" (feminine 

Ixviii. 27) are the assemblies of the Church, ὉΠΡ (ΧΕ. ἐν 

ἐκκλησίαις), and their full-voiced choirs (p. 41). 

PSALM XXVII. 

DRAWING COURAGE FROM GOD, THE ALL-RECOMPENSING ONE. 

1 Jahve is my light and my salvation, 
Whom shall I fear ἢ 

Jahve is the bulwark of my life, 
Of whom shall I be afraid ? 

1 Like ‘S33, xxiii. 3, and also 33, 3, 33, notwithstanding the 
vocalic final sound of the closely connected words preceding. 
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2 When wicked people come against me, 
To eat my flesh, 

Mine oppressors, and enemies upon me—_ 
They stumble and fall. 

3 Though an host encamp against me, 
My heart doth not fear, 

Though war should arise against me, 
In spite of it am I confident. 

4. One thing have I asked of Jahve, 
That do I desire: 

That I may dwell in the house of Jahve 
All the days of my life 

To behold the pleasantness of Jahve, 
And to meditate in His temple. 

5 For He hideth me in His pavilion 
In the day of evil, 

He covereth me in the shelter of His tent 
Upon a rock doth He lift me up. 

6 And now shall my head be lifted up above mine enemies 
round about me, 

And I will offer in His tabernacle sacrifices of joyful 
thanksgiving, 

I will sing and play on the harp to Jahve. 

7 Hear, Jahve, when I cry aloud: be gracious to me and 
answer me. 

8 My heart saith to Thee: Seek ye my face— 
This thy face, Jahve, will I seek. 

9 Hide not Thy face from me, 
Thrust not Thy servant forth in anger; 
Thou art my help, so cast me not away 
And forsake me not, O God of my salvation. 

10 For my father and mother have forsaken me, 
But Jahve receiveth me unto Himself. 

11 Show me, Jahve, Thy way 
And lead me in a plain path because of those that lie in 

wait for me. ᾿ 
12 Give me not over to the greed of mine oppressors, 

For false .witnesses rise up against me, and such as 
breathe out violence. 

13 If I did not believe to see even yet Jahve’s grace in the 
land of the living—! 

14 Hope in Jahve, 
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Be of good courage, and let thine heart shew itself strong, 
And hope in Jahve. 

The same longing for Zion rings out of this Psalm as out 

of the preceding one. To remain all his life near to God’s 

house is here his one prayer, and that, delivered from his 

enemies, he will there yet present his thankoffering, is his 

confident expectation. The 2271 of God, the King, is at the 

time still an bay, yet, in virtue of Him who sits enthroned 

therein, it can as well be called δ, as the 92°" shown to 

Ezekiel could be called 99% in remembrance of the Mosaic 

tabernacle (Ezek. xli. 1). Far distant from the sanctuary, 

the poet finds himself exposed to the dangers of threatened 

war, but he is as courageous in God as in iii. 7, when the 

war is already in full swing: I do not fear the myriads of 

people who have encamped against me. The situation is there- 

fore similar to that of David in the time of Absalom. But 

this holds good only of the first half, vv. 1-6. In the second 

half v. 10 is not in favour of the composition being ascribed 

to this period. The title prefixed to the Ps. by the LXX., 

πρὸ τοῦ χρισθῆναι (before he was anointed, namely, as is no 

doubt meant, in Hebron by the people) places the Psalm 

therefore in the time of Saul. But even in other respects, 

the two halves of the Psalm are very dissimilar. They form 

a hysteron proteron, the fides triwmphans of the first half 

changing into fides swpplea in the second, and with the be- 

ginning of the δέησις in v. 7 the style becomes cumbrous, the 

strophic arrangement obscure, and even the termination of 

the verse-lines uncertain, so that one is tempted with Olsh. 

and Baur, to regard vv. 7-14 as an appendix by another 

writer. The compiler, however, had the Psalm before him 

exactly as we now have it; for the reasons why he made it 

follow Ps. xxvi. are to be found in both halves; ef. υ. 7 with 

xxvi. 11; and v. 11 with xxvi. 12. 

Vers. 1-3. In this first strophe there is expressed thie 

confident courage of faith. It is a hexastich in the cesural 

ἘΜΈ 
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scheme. Though darkness break in upon him, the darkness 

of night, of trouble, of temptation: Jahve is his light, and 

if he is in Him, he is in the light, and there shines on him 

a sun which never sets, and suffers no eclipse. This beauti- 

ful, infinitely profound name of God, 48, occurs here only ; 

only the 78 ΝΞ of Isa. lx. 1 (cf. φῶς ἐλήλυθα, John xii. 46), 

may be compared with it. ‘YY’. does not stand along with 

‘8 as a non-figurative beside a figurative expression, for 

that God is light is no metaphor. David calls Him his 

salvation in view of all that oppresses him, and the strong- 

hold of his life in view of all which endangers him: in 

Jahve he overcomes far and wide, in Him is his life hidden 

as in a rocky fortress (xxxi. 3). When he ascribes to the 

wicked, who assail him im a hostile spirit (oY 322 different 

from Des 321), the intention to eat his flesh, they are regarde:l 

as wild beasts. Hven in Job xix. 22, to eat up one’s flesh 

is equivalent to persecute one even to destruction by evil 

speaking (in Aram. by evil reports). In 3723 the schebd of 

the half-open syllable is made a chateph, as in ον, ΣΧΧΊ. 

12; Dany? xlix. 15. The ° of ᾽ν ΔΝ may be regarded, as 

also in xxv. 2 (comp. cxliv. 2), as an intensifying of the idea 

of personal ill-will; but a mere repetition of the hostile 

subject, without that of the hostile undertaking, would be 

tame in the parallel member of the verse. As in Lam. iii. 

60 f., > is a variation of the preceding voy, In the apodosis 

1952) ovis m2, the overthrow of the enemy is regarded 

beforehand as an accomplished fact. Holy boldness and 

immoveable repose are expressed in v. 3 even in the 

rhythm. ‘The fall in 3a is spondaic; he does not allow 

himself to be disturbed. The fall in 3) is iambic; he can 

be bold. Hitzig is wrong when (with Raschi) he renders: 

“T trust in this that Jahve is my light,” ete. It might have 

been so rendered had ΠῚ ‘38 ΓΝ formed the conclusion 

of v. 2; but one cannot go back to v. 1 over v. 2; and why 

should the poet have expressed himself in so material a way, 
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instead of saying ΠῚΠ 3, No, ΠΙΘῚ3 signifies, even by itself, 
“of good heart,” eg. Prov. xi. 15, and ΓΝ, “in spite of 
this”’ (Cocceius: hoc non obstante), Lev. xxvi. 27 (εξ; “Pa: 
Ixxvili. 32), begins the apodosis, at the head of which we 
expect an adversative conjunction. 

Vers. 4,5. There is but one thing he longs for, although 
he has, and that even among strangers and in trouble, full 
satisfaction in Jahve. In v. 4a the impf. is used along with 
the perf. in order to express an earnest longing that stretches 

from the past into the future, and which therefore pervades 

his whole life. The one thing longed for is unfolded in 

“21 °M2Y, A lifelong residence in Jahve’s house, and therefore 

an intimate inward intercourse with the God who has His 

dwelling (13), His residence (63:0) in the holy tent, is the 

one heart’s desire of David, so that he may delight himself 

by gazing (2717 is used of a clinging, lingering, entranced 

gazing, and is therefore more significant than 117 with the 

ace. Ixiii. 3) on ‘1 OY3 (xc. 17), the gracious pleasantness of 

Jahve, z.e. the gracious revelation of Him that can be seen 

there by the spiritual eye. The interpretation amenitas= 

amenus cultus takes hold of the idea from the wrong side. 

That 2723 should be intended as synonymous with 3 ΠΙ͂ 

in the sense of a lingering, pleased contemplation (Hupf., 

Hitz.), is contrary to the meaning of the verb, which signifies 

to investigate (with ? to search for a thing, to spy, Lev. xiii. 

36), to reflect upon ; even the post-biblical signification: to 

visit, especially the sick (whence 0°7N "1P2) springs from 

the primary meaning, investigare. It would give a suitable 

sense here to regard it as a denom. from 773: “and to 

appear early in His temple” (Dunasch, Raschi), but there is 

no need to abandon the usus loquendi. Hengstenberg is right 

in retaining the signification, to reflect upon. 203 is a 

designation of the place consecrated to meditation, and 723? 

is used of that inquiring contemplation which loses itself in 

God, who is there revealed. In v. 5 David justifies his wish 
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by stating what he finds in God’s sanctuary; the imperfects 

tell what Jahve, with His sanctuary, will bestow on him. 

It is a sheltering asylum on a hill, where Jahve safely guards 

him who flees thither, from the storms of trouble without ; 

there he is inaccessible to any dangers, he has them far — 

beneath him, and his feet rest on a rock. As in xxxi. 21 

the Chethib may, with Ewald, ὃ 257d, be read 1302; but pie) 

here alternates with 278; and in the poetic style the former 

(Ixxvi. 3, Lam. ii. 6) takes the place of 735, not by itself, 

it is true, but certainly with suffixes.! 

Ver. 6. With AY) the poet predicts inferentially (cf. 11. 

10) the fulfilment of the earnest longing, the guarantee of 

which lies in the very longing itself. By "PND ‘NI! are not 

meant sacrifices on the occasion of which the priests blew 

with trumpets (Gritz), for that never took place in con- 

nection with sacrifices offered by individuals, but only in 

connection with those offered by the community (Num. x. 

10): nor are war-cry sacrifices (Baur), i.e. sacrifices pre- 

paring for the battle, meant, for the D2!§) implies that 

struggle and victory are past; MINN is rather the synon. of 

NA, xxvi. 7, and ΠΡ) ‘At is a climactic expression for 

MN I, cvii. 22, ze. (ef. PTF "NI, iv. 6, li. 21) offerings of 

1 In exactly the same way we find in the poetic style M$, exxxii. 15; 

M35, Prov, vil. 8; iM, Job xi. 9; pa, Zech. iv. 2, and perhaps also 

“IS, Gen. xl. 10, used instead of ANTS, ADIB, ANB, ΠΡ, ADS), 
just as we occasionally find shorter forms introduced in the inflanions 

though these do not occur in the corresponding principal forms, e.q. 

DVS, xlix. 15, instead of DAVY; OID, lv. 16, instead of DN. iD, 

2.3, Job v. 13, instead of on Wwa ; p312n3, Hos. xili. 2, instead of 

pnvand; DnB, Neh. v. 14, instead of DNnNns; perhaps also AND, 

Ley. xii. 6, instead of ANIA, ef. Hitzig on Hos, xiii. 2: Ewald in 

D.M.Z., i. 336f. and § 257d; Bottcher’s Neue Aehrenlese, No. 693. 

Similar to this syncope is the apocope of the feminine ending in the 

Arabic vocative (the so-called po y , emollitio), 6.9. ἀν ΤΕ o host 

for a vid. Zamachgari, Mufassal, p. VY. 
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jubilant gratitude: he will bring offerings in which his 
gratitude will be displayed, and with the accompaniment of 
stringed instruments he will sing hymns of thanksgiving to 
Him who has again gloriously shown Himself his deliverer. 

Vers. 7,8. Vows of thanksgiving, on the presupposition 
of the hearing of prayer and the fulfilment of what was 
asked, are elsewhere common at the conclusion of a Psalm. 
But in this one prayer now begins for the first time. The 
transition is brought about by means of the preceding notion 
of present danger from enemies round about him. The 
reality, which in the first half of the Psalm had been over- 
come by faith and had vanished from sight, here makes itself 
consciously felt. We are not to translate, as is done by the 
Vulg.: Hxaudi Domine vocem qua clamavi (rather clamo) ad 
te (the introit of the Dominica expectationis in the interval 
between Ascension and Pentecost) ; YY has Dechi, and ac- 
cordingly 12S »Dip, voce mea (as in 111. 5) clamo, is a cir- 
cumstantial clause (cf. iv. 3 and with Isa. i. 5a)=voce mea 
clamante me. In v. 8 1 cannot possibly be so taken that ? 
should be Lamed auctoris (Dath., Olsh.): Thine, saith my 
heart, is (the utterance): seek ye My face. The declaration 
is opposed to this sense, artificially put upon it. ὍΝ ΝῊ 
without doubt go together, and what the heart says to Jahve 
is not: seek ye my face, but on the ground and as the echo 
of this (Calvin: velut Deo succinens) : therefore will I seek 
Thy face. Just as in the case of Job xlii. 3f., a personal 
inference is drawn directly from divine words directly quoted. 
In the periodic style, ‘32 ΡΞ would have to be transposed 
thus: since Thou hast permitted and exhorted us, or: in 
conformity with Thine invitation, that we should seek Thy 
face, do I seek Thy face (Hupf.). There is no reference to 
this or that passage in the Thora, such as Deut. iv. 29. The 

prayer is not based on any particular passage of Scripture, 

but upon the commands and promises of God in general. 

» Vers. 9,10. The importunate petitions are now poured 
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out with all the greater freedom, that God may be willing 

to be invoked and entreated. The Hiph. "8 here by itself 

means (cf. Job xxiv. 4): to throw aside, to push aside. The 

clause, 1°93 "NW, neither says: be Thou my help (that is syn- 

tactically impossible), nor is it to be understood relatively: 
Thou who wast my help (for there is nothing to support this 

rendering in what precedes); the preterite rather assigns 

the ground for the prayer which follows: my help art Thou 

(literally, hast Thou become, or hast ever been)—therefore 

cast me not away; and it is accented accordingly. As has 

been already remarked, v. 10 does not sound as if from 

David’s lips, for all that is said of him in the time of Saul’s 

persecution is, that he had to part from his parents (1 Sam. 

xxii. 3f.). The words might certainly be David’s if 10a 

admitted, with Hupf. and Ewald, § 362), of being taken 

hypothetically: should my father and my mother forsake 

me, Jahve will, etc.; but for the prayer “forsake me not,” 

the reason follows naturally: for my father and mother have 

forsaken me; and just as naturally does the consolation: 

but Jahve will take me up, prepare the way for the petitions 

which begin afresh in v. 11; while on the other hand, if 3 is 

taken hypothetically, v. 11 stands isolated between petitions 

on either side. On ΞΔ) cf. Josh. xx. 4. 

Vers. 11,12. He wanders about presently like a hunted 

deer; but God can so guide him that he may escape all 

dangers. That is what he asks. As in exliii. 10, Ὁ is 
to be taken in an ethical sense, quite differently from xxvi. 

12. As to 02% see the primary passage v. 9, of which we 

have an echo here. Cunning spies follow all his steps, and 

would rejoice, if they saw what they planned and wished 

come to pass. Should he slide into the way of sin leading 
to destruction, that would be to God's dishonour, just as on 
the other hand it is a point of honour with God not to allow 
His servant to fall. Hence he prays that he may be led in 
God’s way; for oneness of one’s own will with the divine 
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renders one invulnerable. 5, v. 12, just as in xvii. 9, and 

in the similar passage xli. 3, which is also genuinely Davidic, 

means passion or greed, because the soul in its natural basis 

is selfishness and covetousness. 5} is a secondary form of 

M5’: wont to breathe out, i.e. either to speak out, or to 

snort (cf. πνεῖν or ἐμπνεῖν φόνον and φόνου, θυμοῦ, and the 

like, Acts ix. 1). In both Hitz. sees participles of the verb 

nd? (Jer. iv. 81); but x. 5 and Hab. ii. 3 point to M15 (M5), 

Vers. 13,14. He encourages himself to a more confident 

faith. When connected with v. 12 (Aben Ezra, Kimchi), v. 

13 drags badly, unless with Gritz we were to break up nor? 

into Ὁ and ὟΣ connecting the former with v. 12, and then 

proceeding: I believed not . . . ὧθ. I expected that under 

such persecution I should perish. That commends itself. 

But as the text lies before us now, we must assume with Gei., 

Dachselt, and others, that the protasis with its Nerd, which 

according to the Masora (cf. Berachoth, 4a) is pointed with 

three marks above! and four below, and which is half at- 

tested by the LXX. (éav77) and altogether by the Targ. (yet 

by no other ancient translation), has no apodosis; cf. the 

case of a protasis with 19, but with no apodosis, Gen. I. 15, 

and those of an apodosis with 3 following va, Gen. xxxi. 

42, xliii. 10, 1 Sam. xxv. 34, 2 Sam. ii. 27 (also Num. xxii. 

33 where ΤῊΝ το δ ὮΝ =*2!?), which are similarly to be ex- 
plained per aposiopesin. The perfect following N24? (δ) 

bas sometimes the sense of a pluperfect (as in Gen. xliii. 10 

nist cunctatt essemus), and sometimes that of an imperfect, 

as here (cf. Deut. xxxii. 29 st saperent). The poet does not 

speak of a former faith, but in reference to a present need, 

which still lasts, of a present faith. The apodosis ought 

perhaps to run (exix. 92, xciv.17) thus: if I did not believe, 

if I did not preserve my confidence . . . then (Τὰ or TS 3) 

I should perish, or: then I should almost perish. But he 

1 The } has no mark above it, as it might easily be mistaken for 

cholem. Vid. Baer, Psalterium (1861), Ῥ. 130. Strack, Proleg., p. 90. 
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has such faith, and he encourages himself accordingly, v. 14, 

to confident patience; he addresses himself; it is as it were 

the believing portion of his soul addressing the despondent 

and weaker portion. Instead of }2$} (Deut. xxxi. 7), it is | 

said, as in xxx. 20, ἼΞΡ ΤΟΝ, let thy heart show itself strong. 

The translation: may He (Jahve) strengthen thine heart 

(Hupf,, v. Gerl.) would require δ; but /P$i}, like VN, 

xxv. 17, belongs to the class of intensive denominatives, in 

which Hebrew is by no means poor, and in which Arabic is 

specially rich. 

PSALM XXVIII. 

A CRY FOR HELP AND THANKSGIVING IN A TIME OF REBELLION. 

1 Unto Thee, O Jahve, do I ery; 
My rock, be not deaf unto me, 
Lest, if Thou be silent unto me, I become like those that 

go down into the pit. 
2 Hear the voice of my supplication, when I cry unto Thee, 
When 1 lift up my hands to Thy holy sanctuary. 

3 Drag me not away with the ungodly and with those that 
work iniquity, 

Who speak peace to their neighbours, 
While evil is in their hearts. 

4 Give them according to their doings and the evil of their 
deeds, 

According to the work of their hands give them, 
Requite them what they have done! 

5 For they give no heed unto the doings of Jahve, 
Nor unto the work of His hands— F 
He will pull them down, not build them up. 

6 Blessed be Jahve, 
For He hath heard my loud supplication! 

7 Jahve is my defence and my shield, 
In Him my heart trusted and I was helped— 
ses fore my heart exultcth, and with my song do I praise 

1m. 

8 Jahve is a defence to them, 
And the saving defence of His anointed is He. 
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9 O help Thy people 
And bless Thy heritage, 
And feed them, and carry them for evermore. 

To Psalms xxvi. and xxvii. there is here added a third 

belonging to the time of David’s persecution by Absalom. 

In this one also the longing for God’s sanctuary cannot be 

ignored, and, in addition to this, we have also, what can be 

rightly estimated only when taken in connection with the 

circumstances of that time, the intercession of the anointed 

one, who is himself in danger, for the people, who stand 

no less in need of deliverance. Like Ps. xxvii., this 

one, placed close to it, also falls into two parts, but these, 

even though they be of different dates, yet bear a similar 

poetic impress. They both consist of verses of two or three 

lines each. This Psalm resembles xxvii. in several ways, 

e.g.in speaking of God as T1912; but cf. also v. 3 with xxvi. 9; 

v. 2 with xxxi. 23; v. 9 with xxix. 11. Numerous echoes of 

this Psalm are to be found not only in Jeremiah, but also 

in Isaiah. 

Vers. 1-5. This first half, vv. 1-5, is supplicatory. The 

preposition }) with the verbs 1, to be deaf, dumb, and 7WN, 
to be silent, pregnantly denotes an aversion which considers 

the suppliant not worthy of an answer. Jahve is his ὋΝ, 

his ground of confidence; but if He continues thus to be 

silent, then he who trusts in Him will become like to those 

who are going down (xxii. 30), or who have already gone 

down, to the pit (Isa. xiv. 19): the past participle corre- 

sponds better with the situation of one who finds himself 

already on the edge of the abyss. In the double sentence 

with |B the main accent falls on the second clause, which the 

first but prepares the way for in a paratactical manner (cf. 

Isa. v. 4, xii. 1), in Latin ne, te mihi non respondente, similis 

fiam. Olsh. and, with him, Baur believe that, because ΝΠ} 2122) 

has not as a perf. consec. the accent on the ultima, it must be 

explained according to the accentuation: “ that Thou mayest 
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be no longer silent, while I have already become like.” But 

that ought to be ΠΣ ΝΣ, or at least ADIN? 8). And if 

‘novia! were to be regarded as an actual perfect, then it 

ought rather to be translated: “and I should then be like.” 

But after all ΡΟ), although Milel, is a perf. consecutivum 

(‘and Lam become like’’); for when, in a sentence of several 

members following {5, the imperf., as is usual (vid. on xxxviil. 

17), passes over into the perf., the latter has most commonly 

it is true the accent. of the perf. consec. (Deut. iv. 19, Jud. 

xvii. 25, Prov. v. 9-12, Mal. i1.24), but not always: the 

penultimate accentuation remains necessarily with the twa 

great pausal accents, Silluk and Athnach, Deut. viii. 12, Prov. © 

xxx. 6, 9, 10, here with Rebia mugrasch, just as generally 

speaking the perf. consec., in greater pauses always, and in 

smaller ones sometimes, retains its penultimate accentuation 

e.g. With Rebia mugrasch, xix. 14, Prov. xxiii. 8, xxx. 9, with 

Itebia, Prov. xxx. 9, cf. on the other hand Ezek. xiv. 17; with 

Zakef, 1 Sam. xxix. 8,and even with Tifcha, Obad. v. 10, Jonah 

iv. 21; but of this the national grammarians know nothing. 

The point towards which the Psalmist stretches his implor- 

ing hands is Jahve’s holy Y37 (Theodotion: δαβείρ). This 

word (after the form 03, nda, }*DY) is used elsewhere only 

in the Books of Kings and Chronicles of the Holy of Holies, 

not as being the χρηματιστήριον (Aq., Symm.) or the λαλητή- 

prov, oraculum (Jerome), as it were Jahve’s audience chamber 

(Hengst.)—a meaning not according with the form of the 

word—but as being the innermost part of the tent, from 124, 

Arab. dabara, to be behind, to go backwards (transit. to bring 

backwards, or generally, to remove), whence dubr (Talm. 

12347), what is behind (opposite of kubl, kibal what is in front). 

‘The prayer is expanded in vv. 8, 4; 72 (for which we have 

in xxvi. 9, DS), to draw violently down to destruction, or to 

drag to the place of judgment, Ezek. xxxii. 20; ef. x. 9, Job 
xxiv. 22. The description of the godless David takes from 
his present actual enemies. Were he to succumb to them, 
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then his fate would be like that which awaits them, to whom 

in his innermost heart he knows that he is quite unlike. He 

therefore prays that God’s recompensing justice may anti- 

cipate him, ὁ.6. that He would give them according to their 

deserts, before he succumbs, as they had feigned to him DIY, 

a good understanding, whereas they had cherished in their 

hearts the 727, now unveiled (cf. Jer. ix. 7). {02 is used of 

judicial adjudication, as in Hos. ix. 14, Jer. xxxii. 19. The 

repetition of pad yn is like xxvii. 14—a favourite form of re- 

petition in both parts of the Book of Isaiah. The expression 

23 2 ἢ (DRY), common in the prophets, means to recom- 

pense or to repay to one his doing or his exhibition of 

himself, ὦ.6. what he has done or deserved; the thoughts 

and the expression remind one especially of Isa. iii. 8-11, 

i. 16. The right to ask for retribution is based v. 5 on their 

blindness to God’s righteous and gracious doings in human 

history (ef. Isa. v.12, xxii. 11). The antithesis of 133 and 

D1 to pull down (with a personal object, as in Ex. xv. 7) is 

after the manner of Jeremiah (xlii. 10; cf. i. 10, xviii. 9, 

and freq. Sir. xix. 7). In 5a David thinks pre-eminently 

of this, that they shamefully fail to recognise how gloriously 

and graciously God has ever again and again acknowledged 

him as His chosen one. He has received, 2 Sam. vii., the 

promise, that God would build him a house, .6. that He 

would establish his kingdom for ever. The followers of 

Absalom are in rebellion against this divine appointment. 

They shall therefore experience the very opposite of the 

promise given by God to David: Jahve will pull them down 

and not build them up, He will destroy at its very begin- 

ning this dynasty set up in opposition to Him. 

Ver. 6-9. The first half prayed for deliverance and for 

judgment; the second half gives thanks for both. If the 

poet wrote the Psalm at one sitting, there now dawns upon 

him the certainty of being heard. But it is also possible 

that he added this second half later, as a memorial of the 
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fulfilment of prayer experienced by him (Hitz., Ewald) 

It reads, at any rate, like an account of what has actually 

taken place. Jahve is his defence and shield. The con- 

nected perfects in 7b indicate that which as a matter of 

fact is closely united; and in the consec. imperf., as often 

(e.g. Job xiv. 2), the historical signification recedes before 

the more essential idea of that which has been brought 

about. In ‘Yt the song is here for once thought of as the 

source of the Nitin, and instead of 4378 we have the graver 

form 53}\78, the syncope being omitted as in xlv. 18, exvi. 6, 

1 Sam. xvii. 47. From suffering springs song, and from 

song springs the praise of Him who turned the suffering, 

as vv. 6 and 8 celebrate it. The αὐτοί, who are intended 

by 95, 8a, are the people of Israel, as in xu. 8, Isa. xxxiii. 

2 (Hitz.); the LXX. (κραταίωμα τοῦ λαοῦ αὐτοῦ) and the 

Syr. read 122? as in xxix. 11, a reading which Béttch., Olsh., 
Hupf., and Kénig approve of, but who are meant by 0? is 

self-evident. David thinks first of all of the people, then 
of himself; for his personality retreats behind his office, in 

virtue of which he is Isvael’s head. For that very reason 

his deliverance is the deliverance of Israel, to whom, so far 

as they have become unfaithful to His anointed, Jahve has 

requited this unfaithfulness, and to whom, so far as they 

have remained faithful to him, He has rewarded this fidelity. 

Jahve is wb (punctuation as in Isa. xxvi. 1, Michlol, 205 a), 

inasmuch as He powerfully preserves them from the destruc- 

tion into which they themselves or others might have plunged 

them, and He is His anointed’s Miyiv NY), inasmuch as He 

surrounds him like an inaccessible place of refuge, which 

secures to him salvation in all its fulness, instead of the 

devised destruction. Israel’s salvation and blessing were at 

stake, but Israel is God’s people and God’s inheritance -- may 

He then work salvation for them, and bless them throughout 

all the future. Apostatised from David, it was a flock in 

the hands of hirelings—may He therefore do the part of-a 
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shepherd to them for all time, and carry them in His arms 

throuch all destruction. The Ν᾽, conjoined with DY 

(pointed with Chatef to secure the length of the initial %, 

vid. Konig, Lehrgeb., p. 72 f.), reminds us of Deut. i. 31: 

Jahve carried Israel as a man carries his son, and Ex. xix. 4, 

Deut. xxxii. 11: as on eagles’ wings. The Pi., as in Isa. 

xiii. 9, is used of carrying the weak, whom one lifts up, and 

so removes from helplessness and danger. Thus Ps. iii. also 

closes, viz. with intercession; Ps. xxix. closes similarly, but 

with promises, and therefore it is placed next to Ps. xxviii, 

PSALM XXIX. 

THE PSALM OF THE SEVEN THUNDERS, 

1 Give unto Jahve, ye sons of God, 
Give unto Jahve glory and might! 
Give unto Jahve the glory of His name, 
Pay homage to Jahve in holy pomp! 

no 

3 The voice of Jahve is upon the waters, 
The God of glory thundereth, 
Jahve is upon the great waters. 

4. The voice of Jahve goeth forth in power, 
The voice of Jahve goeth forth in majesty. 

The voice of Jahve breaketh the cedars, 
Yea, Jahve breaketh the cedars of Lebanon, 
And maketh them skip like a calf, 
Lebanon and Sirion like a young antelope. 
The voice of Jahve flameth forth quivering fire. 

The voice of Jahve shaketh the wilderness, 
Jahve shaketh the wilderness of Kadesh. 
The voice of Jahve maketh the hinds to calve, 
He strippeth the forest— 
And in His temple everything saith: “ Glory!” 

10 Jahve hath sat on the flood, 
And Jahve sitteth a king for ever. 

11 Jahve will give power to His people, 
Jahve will bless His people with peace. 

SOOO a ST τῆν Oe 
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The occasion of this Psalm is a thunder-storm, but it does 

not limit itself to the external natural phenomenon, but in — 

it perceives the self-attestation of the God of redemptive 

history. Just as the second half of Ps. xix. seven times 

gives the name '7 to the God revealed in redemption, as 

distinguished from the God revealed in nature, so in this 

Psalm 71 ΟἿΡ is repeated seven times, so that it may be called 

the Psalm of the ἑπτὰ βρονταί (Rev. x. 3f.). During the 

time of the second temple it was sung, as the addition to 

the superscription given in the LXX: ἐξοδίου (ἐξόδου) σκηνῆς 

Ξ-- (σκηνοπηγίας) implies, on Schemini Azereth, the last day 

(ἐξόδιον, Lev. xxiii. 86) of the Feast of Tabernacles; a mar- 

ginal note as to the date in the LXX. in the Ambrosian 

Hexapla codex says: “that is on the eighth day of the Feast 

of Tabernacles.” ! Between two tetrastichs, each of which 

names ‘1 four times, there are placed three pentastichs, 

which in their sevenfold ‘1 ?4p represent the thunder peals 

following in rapid succession as the storm increases. 

1 The VY of the temple liturgy on Schemini Azereth is not explicitly 

given in the Talmud (vid. Tosafoth to Succa, 47 a, where, according 

to Sofrim, ὁ. 19, § 2, and a statement of the Jerusalem Tal., Ps. vi. or - 

xii. is pitched upon); we merely know, that Psalm xxix. is one of the 

psalm pieces for the intermediate days during the Feast of Tabernacles, 

which are included in the vor memorialis ΓΔ ῚΠ (Succu, 55a, cf. 

Raschi on Joma, 3a), viz. Ps. xxix. (7); 1.16 (1); xciv. 16 (2); xciv. 

8 (3); Ixxxi. 7 (7); Ixxxii. ὅ ὃ (1); and moreover the tractate Soferim, c. 

18, ὃ 3, mentions Ps, xxix. as the Psalm for Pentecost, and the tradition 

of the synagogue, which is now current, knows it only as a festival Psalm 

for the first day of Schabuoth; the Psalm for Schemini Azereth is lxv. 

The only confirmation of the statement in the LXX. is to be found 

in Sohar, for there (Parasche \¥) Ps. xxix. is connected with the pouring 
out of water on the seventh day of the Feast of Tabernacles (Hosianna 

rabba), since it is said, that by means of the seven ΤΊ ῚΡ (answering 
to the seven compassings of the altar) seven of the Sephiroth open the 

flood gates of heaven. Bar-Hebreus also explains the marginal note of 

the LXX. as referring to the concluding acts of the east of Tabernacles, 

vid. Emauuel Fuchs, Die Scholien des Bar-Hebreus sum xxiii und xxix. 

Ps. 1871. 
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Vers. 1, 2. This Psalm has to do with a revelation of the 

power of the God, who is enthroned in the heavens, and who 

from there rules the world. And so the Psalin at its com- 

mencement addresses the heavenly spirits that surround the 

Ruler of the world. The Greek and Syrian translators, and 

Jerome, misapply DON 53 to young rams about to be offered 

im sacrifice; but the reading Diy, for which DS would 

have been expected, might have saved them from this mis- 

conception. The angels, who are elsewhere termed Drip 24 

(e.g. Job ii. 1), are here called DON 23, as in Ixxxix. 7. 

Since D8 is never used for God like DNDN, but for gods 

(bx. xv. 11, Dan. xi. 36), DYN "33 is to be taken as a double 

plural (Ges., Ew., Riehm) of 9873, like O'ND> "M2, Isa. xlii. 
22; cf. also biden 133, 1 Chron. vii. 5, and the words are 

to be translated “sons of God,” not “sons of gods.” These, 

the begotten of God, 7.e. created in the image of God, who, 

with God their Father, form as it were one family (“the 

- family above”), are here called upon to give to God 33 

11 (see the primary passage, Deut. xxxii. 3), 7.6. willingly and 

joyfully to render back to Him, as an echo, in praises the 

acknowledgment of His glory and might, as these have been 

revealed, and are yet to be revealed, in the world He has 

created, and to give Him the glory of His name, 2.6. to praise 

His glorious name (Ixxii. 19), according as it deserves. 135, 

although it has to be pronounced 137, not 139, has here in 

all the three instances the tone on the last syllable (ef. on 

the other hand Job vi. 22, and the anomaly, in Deut. xxxil. 

3). WIP ΠΥῚΠ is holy vestments, ornamented festal garments 

(2 Chron. xx. 21; cf. ex. 3).1 A revelation of the power of 

God is near at hand. The heavenly spirits are to prepare 

themselves for it with all their power of outward display. 

If the summons in v. 2 were made to the Church below, or, 

1 The reading NI7N2 (with holy trembling), proposed in Berachoth 

30 b, has never become a various reading. The LXX. reads UIP NISN3, 

as also in xevi. 9 (cf. Isa. Ixii. 9), and translates this ἐν αὐλῇ ἁγίᾳ αὐτοῦ. 
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as in xcvi. 9, to the inhabitants of the earth, there must have 

been some indication of the change; the call, therefore, in 

v. 2, just as v. 1, is addressed to the priests of the heavenly 

22.7, The Church pleading in the Psalms ‘feels herself so 

united with the spirits before the throne of God, that she 

speaks to them, and as it were in the lofty consciousness of ἡ 

being herself a representative of the cause of God, and a 

choir leader in God’s service in heaven and on earth, calls 

upon them (ciii. 20, exlviii. 2) to utter the praises of God. 

In the Apocalypse, too, songs of praise, and the sounding of 

trumpets, by angels precede God’s judgments. 

Ver. 3-9. Now follows the description of the revelation 

of God’s power, which is the ground of the foregoing sum- 

mons and is to be the subject of praise. The All-glorious 

One makes Himself heard in the voice (Rev. x. 3f.) of the 

thunder, and reveals Himself in the storm. There are fifteen 

lines, which are naturally divided into three strophes of five 

lines each. The chief thing to the poet, however, is the ‘7 2p 

repeated seven times. Although Dip is sometimes used al- 

most as a loud exclamatory ‘‘ Hark!” (Gen. iv. 10, Is. lii. 8), 

we must not apply this with Ew., ὃ 286. to the 7 iP of our 

Psalm, which has for its theme the world-moving voice of 

God, who makes Himself known from the heavens; the 

dull-sounding 2'P serves not only as a designation of the 

thunder of the storm, but also as that of the thunder of the 

earthquake or of the roaring of the tempest, and in general 

of any loud sound, whereby God makes Himself perceived 

by the world, especially in the way of the wrathful side of 

His doxa. The waters in v. 3 are not the waters beneath ; 

and so the question arises, Which waters are meant? Were 

it the waters of the Mediterranean that are meant, they 

would have been more clearly described in such a vivid 

delineation. It is much more appropriate to the commence- 

ment of this description to understand the masses of water 

gathered together in the black thick storm clouds (vid. 
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xviil. 12, Jer. x. 13). The roaring of Jahve is, as the poet 

himself explains it in 36, the thunder produced by the ON 

1329 (ef, 9397 759, xxiv. 7) above, that which rolls over the 
water floods that float above the earth in the sky. Like 

3a and 3c, 4a and 46 are also independent noun clauses: 

the roaring of Jahve goes on, passes by; the article after 3 

is, as in Ixxvii. 14, Ex. xv. 6, 11, Prov. xxiv. 5 (cf. Prov. viii. 8, 

Luke iv. 32, ἐν ἰσχύϊ Rev. xviii. 2) the generic article: the 

roaring goes on in the complete realization of that which 

is power and majesty. In v. 3 the first thunderings can be 

heard, in v. 4 the storm draws nearer, and the peals become 

louder; now it discharges itself in its full power ; 5a de- 

scribes this in general, 5b specializes it: it is cedars of 

Lebanon, which the lightning, descending amid the rolling 

of the thunder, splits. The mood of sequence in vv. 5, 6, 9 

is not historical, but only consecutive: Ἱ copul. would connect 

them on the same level; } consecutive developes the one out 

of the other, rises from the one to the other. The suffix in 

6 a does not proleptically refer to the mountains afterwards 

named, but naturally to the cedars (Hengst., Hupf., Hitz.), 

which bend down in the storm, and start up again; the 

skipping of Lebanon and Sirion, however, is not to be regarded 

as meaning that their wooded tops bend down and rise again, 

but, after cxiv. 4, refers to their being shaken by the crash 

of the thunder, a feature in the picture which sets forth 

figuratively the apparent shaking of the ground during a 

severe thunderstorm. })" is, according to Dent. 11]. 9, the 

Sidonian name for Hermon, and therefore includes Lebanon 

and Antilebanon; according to the Masora (see Norzi on 

Dent. iii. 9) the word has & sinistrwm, and is therefore ny, 

and accordingly Hitzig is correct in deriving it from | yes ΓᾺ 

i, to gleam, to sparkle (cf. the passage of the Arabic poet 

quoted at cxxxiii. 3). The storm makes these mountains 

leap (Luth., lecken, 1.6. according to his own gloss, to leap, 

to skip) like a young calf (cf. vitulari, used of bounding 

GG 
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gladness) and like young antelopes. O%') is originally, like 

βούβαλος, βούβαλις, a general name for the antelope and for 

the buffalo, which even yet roams in herds through the 

woods beyond Jordan (for there are antelopes like buffaloes, 

and also, apart from the formation of the head and the 

divided hoofs, like horses); but the word means specifically 

the oryx leucoryx.!| The LXX. translates: ὡς vids μονο- 

κερώτων. Are we to understand by this the unicorn depicted 

on Persian and African monuments’ Is this unicorn differ- 

ent from the one-horned antelope? As yet the unicorn has 

never been seen by any traveller, nor has the one-horned 

antelope. Both animals, and therefore also their relation to 

each other, are at present quite indefinable in the sphere of 

natural history. Each thunder-peal is followed immediately 

1 Vid. Hommel, Namen der Stiugethiere bei den siidsemitischen Vilkern 

(1879), pp. 257-260, according to whom ON is the special name for the 

oryx antelope. The name however is not zoologically so exact and pre- 

cise—it includes also the wild ox; cf. Wetzstein on Job (second edition), 

p- 507/., according to whom C$), though not so always, yet in Job 

xxxix. 9-12 is the name of the wild ox, which is so named from its 

glittering white. Names with similar meanings are lev and 1a its 

feminine, ΚΙ, Heb. my}, wild cow, Assyr. arhu and li, fem. létu, synon. 

with alpu, siru, and vimu. As to the Assyrian hunting of rim, which in 

Assyrian texts appears to be at times an ox, and at other times a hill 

climber, vid. ἃ. Rawlinson: Vive Great Monarchies, vol. i. (1871), p. 514. 
2 The Ethiopic translation of Job xxxix. 9 renders the μονοκέρως of the 

LXX. by the Ethiopic word for rhinoceros. Among the Persians the uni 

corn (kergedan, kerg) is counted with the species gé, to which species tha 

deer and the buffalo also belong (2. ΜΙ. Z., xxxvi. 63). In Egypt it is called 

churnin (from  γέν = )9): but the unicorn charnit. “In the year 

1862 the French archeologist, M. Waddington, was with me at Damascus, 

when an antiquary brought to me an ancient vessel, on which a great 

many animals were engraved, with their names found written on their 

bellies. Among the well-known animals there was also a unicorn, exactly 

like a zebra or a horse, but with along horn standing out on its forehead ; 

on its body was the word κοῦ 5. M. Waddington wished to have 

the vessel, and I gave it vp to him, and he took it with him to Paris. 

We talked a good deal about this unicorn, and believed we must finally 
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by the lightning: Wx N3NP asm AYA yp (wid. Wickes, p. 51). 
Jahve’s roaring cleaveth flames of fire, 7.6. forms (as it were 

λατομεῖ) the fire material of the storm-clouds into cloven 

tongues of fire, lightning flashes darting along, by which one 

may observe that ‘1 DP denotes not merely the thunder as 

a phenomenon, but at the same time God’s omnipotent power 

revealing itself therein. The brevity of v. 7 and the three- 

fold division of it depict the incessant zig-zag darting of the 

lightning (tela trisulca, ignes trisulct in Ovid). The storm 

moves on from the northern hills towards the south of 

Palestine into the Arabian desert, viz. as is said in 8b (ef. 

v.5, according to the scheme of parallelism with reservation), 

the desert region of Kadesh (K. Barnea), which, however we 

may determine its position (vid. Wetzstein, Excurs. iii. on 

Genesis), must have in any case been near the steep western 

slopes of the mountains of dom towards the Arabah. Jahve's 

roaring, namely the thunderstorm, makes that wilderness 

to whirl, inasmuch as it drives the sand (21) in whirling 

columns before 10,1 and among the mountains it (1.6. the 

violent lightning and thundering) makes the hinds (the 

female deer) to writhe, inasmuch as from fright they bring 

forth prematurely; both the Hiph. 2m and Pil. 221m) are 

meant causatively. The poet proceeds with Aw, since he 

makes one effect of the storm to be developed as it were out 

of the other: NNW is a poetic form of the plural, and Aen 

describes the effect of the storm, which “ peels” the woods, 

inasmuch as it beats down the branches, the foliage, and the 

tops of the trees. While Jahve thus reveals Himself from 

heaven down upon the earth in His irresistible almightiness, 

92°02, in His heavenly palace (xi. 4, xviii. 7), 173, (notice 

come to the conclusion that the form of the fabulous animal might have 

become known to the Arabs at the time of the Crusades, when the English 

coat of arms came to Syria.”-——Wetzstein. 

1 From this whirling the sand is called Sin ; and, according to 

Wetzstein ΠΡ ἽΠ is equivalent to midann YN, ard elhalat, the downs. 
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how 132 evolves from itself this 123}, te. each of the beings 
there, says: 133. That which the poet has demanded of 

them (vv. 1, 2) now takes place. Jahve receives back His 

glory, which is immanent in the world, in a thousand-voiced 

echo of adoration. 

Ver. 10,11. Luther translates: ‘The Lord sits to pre- 

pare a flood,” thus putting a meaning into the unintelligible 

translation of the Vulgate and the Septuagint, and that too 

one which is equally in accordance with the language—for 

2 22’) must certainly be understood after the analogy of 3% 

pavind (cxxii. 5; ef. ix. 8 with ix.5)—as with the context, for 

the poet has not hitherto expressly thought of the torrents 

of rain in which the storm discharges itself. Kurtz, too, and 

Riehm, and others, by 21291 understand the quasi-fluod of 

the rain-torrents of the storm. But it is not said 51309, 

but 21212, and 51390 eccurs exclusively (Gen. vi.—xi.) as 

the name of the Great Flood. _Each storm, however, brings 

into remembrance this great act of judgment, and also its 

gracious issue, for it appears in the sacred history as the first 

appearance of a storm of thunder and rain, and of the peace- 

speaking bow in the clouds. The reference to this is also 

confirmed in the third place by the consecutive imperfect, 

Σὺ (Hoffmann, Schrifib., i. 209). Ap., rightly, κύριος εἰς 
κατα, λυσμὸν ἐκάθισεν καὶ καθεδειται. . . Jahve, says the poet, 

sat (upon His throne) at the Flood (to execute it), and in 

consequence of this, or since then, as this His present mani- 

festation in the thunderstorm shows, He sits (enthroned) as 

King for ever, since from heaven (cxv. 16) He rules down 

upon the earth in wrath and in grace, judging and bless- 

ing. Here on earth He has a people whom from above He 

endows with a share in His own power, and blesses with 

peace (3 as also in Gen. xxiv. 1), while the tempests of His 

1 Not from 529 or bya, but, according to the Assyrian, from nabdlu, to 
destroy, to waste, whence also nabbaltu, a hurricane. The Assyrian 

name of the Flood is abibu. 
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wrath burst over their enemies. The article in pidvia is, as 

in v. 4, the generic article: He blesses His people with 

the full realization of His peace. How expressive in such 

a Psalm as this is the concluding word DIwa! It over- 

arches it like a rainbow. The beginning of the Psalm shows 

us the heavens open, and the throne of God in the midst of 

the angelic songs of praise, and the conclusion of it shows 

us, upon the earth and in the midst of Jahve’s voice of wrath 

as it shakes all things, His people victorious and blessed 

with peace.! Gloria in excelsis is the beginning, and paz in 

terris the close. 

PSALM XXX. 

A PSALM OF THANKSGIVING AFTER RECOVERY FROM DANGEROUS 

SICKNESS. 

2 I extol Thee, Jahve, for Thou hast raised me up, 
And hast not made mine enemies to rejoice over me. 

3 Jahve, my God, I cried unto Thee, then Thou healedst me. 
4, Jahve, Thou hast brought up my soul from Hades, 

Thou hast revived me, so that 1 should not go down to 
the pit. 

5 Sing unto Jahve, ye His saints, 
And give thanks to His holy memorial. 

6 For His anger is but momentary, His favour is life-long ; 
Weeping cometh to lodge in the evening, 
And lo, there is exultation in the morning. 

7 But as for me, I thought in my security: 
‘“‘T shall not be moved for ever.” 

8 Jahve, in Thy favour Thou hadst given strength to my 
mountain ; 

Thou hast hidden Thy face, I was confounded. 

9 Unto Thee, Jahve, did I ery, 
* And unto the Lord did I make supplication : 

1 The Holy One, blessed be He—says the Mischna, Ukzin, iii. 12, with 

reference to this passage—has found no other vessel (23) to hold the 

blessing destined for Israel save peace. 
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10 “* What profit is there in my blood, in my going down to 
the pit ? 

Shall the dust praise Thee ? shall it declare Thy truth ? 
Hear, Jahve, and be gracious unto me ! 
Jahvye, be Thou my Helper!” 

12 Thou hast turned for me my mourning into dancing, 
Thou hast loosed my sackcloth, and didst gird me with 

gladness, 
13 So that my glory might sing of Thee without ceasing. 

Jahve, my God, for ever will I praise Thee. 

The summons to praise God, which in Ps. xxix. is ad- 

dressed to the angels above, is here in Ps. xxx. directed to 

the pious below. There is nothing to be said against the 72, 

Here again Hitzig finds all kinds of indications of Jeremiah, 

but the parallels in Jeremiah are echoes of the Psalms, and 

‘20’? (v. 2) implies no sort of lowering into a cistern or 

dungeon; it is rather a figurative expression for a lifting up 

out of the depths of suffering. Even the song of thanks- 

giving by Hezekiah (Isa. xxxviil.) has grown out of the two 

concluding strophes of this Psalm, under the influence of an 

intimate knowledge of the Book of Job. We may therefore 

assume that it is David who, having been brought to the 

brink of the grave, while his kingdom was being established, 

now as one rescued praises the Lord, to whom, roused from his 

carnal security, he had fled, and calls upon all the pious to join 

with him. The Psalm bears the inscription: “A Song-Psalm, 

at the dedication of the house, by David (LXX., Aq., Sym., τῷ 

Δαυίδ). We here first meet with VY as a technical name in 

a title. Fleischer compares YY with pa a strip, a string, 

so that the song gets this name from the fact that the 

thoughts and words go on in one line (cf. mn). But 

perhaps “WY (VY) is an onomatopoetic word, like Wt (1%), 

whence the definitive “V2! which is here joined with Ww 

to fix its precise meaning: a song-psalm, ¢.e. a musical piece 

which is to be rendered with the accompaniment of the 

voice. The two following genitives 1!20 N23] have been 

et 

> 
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referred to the consecration of the site of the future temple 

(2 Sam. xxiv.; 1 Chron. xxi.); but although the place for 

the future temple, with the altar that had previously been 

erected on it, may be called ‘7 1.2 (1 Chron. xxii. 1), and 

perhaps even simply 133 (just as the temple hill was called 

man 7), yet we know, that David did not himself suffer 

from the pestilence, which followed as a punishment on the 

numbering of the people ordered by him in a spirit of arro- 

gant self-glorification (2 Sam. xxiv. 17). But there is nothing 

in the Psalm to point to the consecration of any holy place, 

whether the mount of Moriah or the tent-temple (2 Sam. vi. 

17). We might rather refer it to the re-consecration of the 

palace on David’s return, after it had been polluted by Absa- 

lom; but the Psalm speaks of an imminent peril from which 

he had been graciously delivered, not by the removal of 

bloodthirsty enemies, but by recovery from a deadly sickness. 

It is therefore the consecration of the recently built fortress 

on Zion which is meant. That David regarded this building 

as a pledge of the security and greatness of his kingdom is 

shown by 2 Sam. v. 12, and in order to understand the Psalm 

we have, with Aben Ezra, Flam., Crus., Vaih., to infer, from 

indications given in the Psalm itself, that David had been de- 

layed by a severe sickness from occupying the new building. 

The situation of Ps. xvi. is similar. That 1°37, used thus 

absolutely, may denote the palace just as well as the temple 

is shown by the standing official title ΓΞ ΟΣ WS (major- 

domo). In the Jewish ritual Ps. xxx., as even the tractate 

Sofrim, ο. 18, § 2, states, is certainly the Psalm for the Feast 

of Chanucca or Dedication, which refers back to 1 Mace. iv. 

52 ff. 

Ver. 2-4. The Psalm begins like a hymn. The Pr. ΠΡῚ 

(from nba. Arab. ὁ, to hold anything long, limp and pen- 
Ἐ.18 

dulous, whether upwards or downwards, Conj. v., τῷ ἐν 

: ἷς 

to dangle) means to lift, or draw up, like a bucket (°77; 
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Greek ἀντλώον, Lat. tollo, tolleno, in Festus). What the depth 

is into which he had sunk, and from which God has drawn 

him without allowing his enemies to rejoice because of him 

(°?, as in xxv. 2), 1.6. without granting them the malicious 

joy they desired, the poet himself tells: he had gone down 

as it were to Hades in consequence of a deadly disease. iD 

(never: to call from nothing into life) always means, to 

revive something which has apparently or really succumbed 

to death, or to preserve some living creature in hfe. With 

this is easily and satisfactorily connected the Keri ἽΝ TPN, 

ata ut non descenderem; the inf. of 1 is here, after the 

analogy of the strong verb, 7, like 2), \%*, and with the 

suffix jordi (like josdi, Job xxxviii. 4) or jar*di, for this and 

not jordi is to be read here (vid. on xvi. 1, lxxxvi. 2).1 The 

Chethib 11") might also be an infinitive written with Cholem 

plenum, just as an infinitive (Gen. xxxii. 20) and an im- 

perative (Num. xxii. 8) are punctuated with a Cholem 

instead of ἃ Kametz Chatuf, but probably it ought to be 

read as a participle "72: Thou hast revived me from 

among those sinking down into the pit (xxviii. 21), or from 

the condition of such (ef. xxii. 226)—a pregnant construe- 

tion quite unobjectionable (Konig, Lehrgeb., p. 411f.). 

Vers. 5,6. A summons to all pious ones to praise such a 

God, who, after a short time of anger, is gracious immediately 

and for a whole lifetime. Instead of Jahve’s DY, it is 732 

which is here used, as in xevil. 12, after Ex. iii. 15: Jahve, 

as He reveals Himsclf, makes for Himself not only a name 

but also a memorial, and that in a glorious way. The history 

of redemption, as the unfolding of Jahve’s name, is at the 

same time the setting up of a monument, the establishing of 

1 The Masora does not connect the word with 5") } Ny NNN roy 
PSDP SON) (Introduction, 28 δ), as we should expect, if the reading 

were mijordi; nor does it proceed on the supposition that mijardi is a 

participle (w., p. 533), but that it is an injin. like ἢ ΠΟ (read amddcha), 
Obad. v. 11. 
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a memorial, and in fact the erecting of a VIP 73!, because all 
self-attestations of God, whether in love or in anger, proceed 
from the boundless light of His holiness. In the attestation 

of Himself to His own, love rules, and His anger towards 

them is but a vanishing moment (32), as Schultens explains 

it: vibramen, a movement, viz. of the eye): a moment passes 

im His anger, a (whole) life in His favour, i.e. the former lasts 

only a moment, the latter the whole life of aman. “ Alles 

Ding wihrt seine Zeit, Gottes Lieb in Ewigkeit” (everything 

lasts its time, God’s love is for ever). The preposition 2 does 

not indicate here, as in the beautiful parallel passage, Isa. liv. 

7f. (cf. lx. 10), the time and mode in which a thing happens, 
but the condition in which one passes the time. V.6bc 

describes how quickly love withdraws the wrath (cf. Isa. 

xvii. 14): weeping puts up with us in the evening in order 

to remain over night, but in the morning another guest, like 

a rescuing angel, viz. 37, appears, before whom 33 dis- 

appears. The predicate, 17}, does not also belong t» 6c¢ 

(Hupf., Hitz.). The noun clause: and in the morning joy = 

joy is present, depicts the suddenness and the surprise of the 

help of Him who sends both 33 and 135, 

Vers. 7, 8. David now relates his experience more in 

detail, and first of all the cause of the chastisement he has 

undergone. With that earlier self-confidence of his, in which 

(like the YW, x. 6) he had believed himself immovable, he 

now, in ‘WIN ‘381, contrasts the confidence in God, which 

he had gained in the school of affliction. Instead of trusting 

in the giver, he had trusted in the gift, as though it had 

been his own doing. It is uncertain—though it comes to 

the same thing—whether νὸν is the inflected infinitive, ον 

of the verb 12% (according to our translation), or the in- 

flected noun ou — py (after the form of inv, swimming, for 

forms like τον are avoided in Hebrew), the same in signifi- 

cation as mew (Jer. xxii. 21). Such fleshly confidence, as 

it is more minutely described in Deut. viii. 11-18, has some 
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humbling, divine chastisement as its unavoidable result. 

This close connection is expressed by the perfects, v. 8, 

which put the favour of God, the withdrawal of that favour 

occasioned by self-exaltation, and the suprise that undeceived 

him, all upon the same level as regards time. TY ΘΠ, to set 

up strength, is equivalent to, to give it as a firm possession; 

ef. 2 Chron. xxxiii. 8, which passage is a varied but not a 

corrupt repetition (Riehm) of 2 Kings xxi. 8. It is, there- 

fore, unnecessary with Hitz. (cf. his commentary on Job xi. 

6b), to regard ? as an accusative and ΤᾺ) as an adverb: in 

Thy favour hadst Thou made my mountain to stand firmly. 

The LXX., Jer., Syr. read ‘T771, decori meo. But the hill is 
Zion, strong by nature and by art (2 Sam. v. 9), and this as 

the castle-hill is an emblem of David’s kingdom: Jahve had 

made his kingdom strong to David, when on account of his 

self-confidence He made him to feel, how he is everything 

only through Him, and without Him absolutely nothing. 

The inflexional form 731] instead of ‘13 =harri is supported 

by Gen. xiv. 6 and Jer. xvii. 3 (where it is "ὙΠ as from 

17). The above cited reading 12, v.e. to my royal 

dignity, is a happy quid pro quo, on the other hand the 

reading of the Targum ὙΠ: “placed (me) on strong hills,” 

would require the conjecture, *JAT2¥i1 (Riehm), which com- 

mends itself rather than Dillmann’s ty "177° NIDA, which 

is a too objective employment of this metaphor. 

Vers. 9-11. Yet he, who had been thus chastened, prayed 

earnestly. In v. 9 the imperfects standing in the flow of the 

narrative have the signification of the “ present in the past,” 

as the Arabs say. In v.96 we must read ΣΑΣ as this 

passage belongs to the }?18) 12", v.e. the 1384 passages where 

78 has not only to be read instead of 717, but is actually 

written (vid. xc. 17, exxx. 7). From the question: “ what 

(which, what sort of) profit (the ordinary expression for ti 

ὄφελος, quid lucri) is in my blood,” it does not follow, that 

David was in danger of death at the hand of enemies, for 
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INH5IN, v. 3, teaches us something different: “ what profit 

would there be in my blood,” is therefore equivalent to (cf. 

Job xvi. 18), what advantage would there be in this, that 

Thou violently slayest me before the time? On the contrary, 

God would but rob Himself of the praises, which the living 

would bring, would even gladly bring Him. His prayer 

for prolonged life was not offered therefore with the view of 

any earthly possession or enjoyment, but only with a view to 

the honour of God. He dreaded death as being an end of 

praise to God. For no Psalms are sung beyond the grave 

(vi.6). In the Old Testament, Hades was not yet overcome, 

heaven was not yet opened. The DYN 22 are in heaven, 

but not yet blessed DIS 322, 

Vers. 12,13. In order to express the unfailing result of 

his prayer and its fulfilment, the elsewhere (vid. e.g. xxxii. 5) 

customary conjunctive Ὁ is omitted; with “13) }25 compare 

the echoes in Jer. xxxi. 3, Lam. v.15. We are, according to 

our historical interpretation, as little to think of 2 Sam. vi. 

14 on account of DIN, as of 1 Chron. xxi. 16 on account of 

*»Y, In place of the garments of penitence and sorrow (cf. 

py nin, Isa. 111. 24), slung round his body (fastened per-. 
haps only with a string), came a girding round (138 syn. 

929 Ixv. 138, whence WW, 7740) with gladness. The intended 

result of so speedy and thorough a change in his affliction, 

after it had wholesomely humbled him, was Jahve’s praise : 

that the glory (1133 instead of "NAD = YD) as in vii. 6, xvi. 9, 

evii. 2; Gritz on the other hand reads 33) may sing Thy 

praises, without ceasing (07) impf. Kal). And the praise of 

Jahve for ever is also his determination, as this Psalm vows, 

and at the same time carries it out. 
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PSALM XXXI. 

THE SELF-SURRENDER INTO GOD’S HAND OF ONE CRUELLY 

PERSECUTED, 

In Thee, Jahve, have I hid myself— 
I shall never be put to shame, 
In Thy righteousness deliver me. 
Incline Thine ear unto me, deliver me speedily ; 
Be Thou to me a rock of refuge, 
A fortified house, to save me. 
For Thou art my rock and my fortress, 
And for Thy name’s sake Thou wilt lead and guide me. 
Thou wilt draw me out of the net they have privily laid 

for me, 
For Thou art my defence. 
Into Thy hand I commend my spirit, 
Thou redeemest me, Jahve, God of truth! 
Hateful to me are the worshippers of vain idols; 
But as for me, I cleave to Jahve. 
I will exult and be glad in Thy grace, 
For Thou hast looked upon my misery, 
Hast taken knowledge of the needs of my soul. 
And Thou hast not shut me up in the hand of the enemy, 
Thou hast set my feet in a broad place. 

Be gracious unto me, Jahve, for I am straitened, 
Consumed with grief is mine eye and soul and body. 
For spent is my life with sorrow, 
And my years with sighing, 
My strength is broken down by means of mine iniquity, 
And my bones are fallen away. 
Because of all mine adversaries, I am become a reproach, 
And to my neighbours a burden, and a terror to my 

friends ; 
They that see me withont, flee from me. 
I am forgotten, like a dead man, out of mind, 
I am become like a vessel left to perish. 
For 1 hear the whispering of many, 
Terror on every side ; 
When they take counsel together against me— 
They devise how to take away my life. 

But I—in Thee do I trust, Jahve, 
I say: my God art Thou. 
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16 In Thy hand are my times, 
Deliver me out of the hand of mine enemies, and from 

my persecutors ! 
17 Make Thy face to shine upon Thy servant, 

Save me in Thy merc 
18 Jahve, I shall not be shamed, for I call on Thee; 

The ungodly shall be shamed, silent in Hades. 
19 Lying lips must be mute, 

Which speak insolently of the righteous, 
In pride and contempt. 

20 How great is Thy goodness, which Thou hast reserved 
for them that fear Thee, 

Which Thon dost perform for them that hide in Thee 
_ before the sons of men. 

21 Thou shelterest them in the shelter of Thy countenance 
from the factions of the people, 

Thou keepest them in a pavilion from the strife of 
tongues. 

22 Blessed be Jahve, 
For He hath shown wonderful love to me in a strong city. 

23 J indeed said in mine alarm: 
“1 am cut off from the sphere of Thine eyes.” 
Yet Thou heardest the voice of my supplication when I 

cried unto Thee. 
24 Love Jahve, all ye His saints: 

Juhve preserveth faithfulness 
And recompenseth richly him that practiseth pride. 

25 Be strong, and let your heart gather courage, 
All ye who wait for Jahve! 

In Ps. xxxi. too, the author looks back, v. 23, with ‘AVIS 38}, 

to a previous state of mind, one viz. of conflict, just as in 

xxx. 7 he did to one of security ; here also he shares with all 

ΘΠ the wholesome fruit of his deliverance (cf. xxxi. 14 

with xxx. 5). The situation of the two Psalms is in other 

respects, however, very different. Both are by David. Hitz., 

however, holds both to be by Jeremiah. In reference to Ps. 

xxxi., which Ewald also ascribes to Jeremiah, this opinion is 

well worthy of attention. Not only does v. 144 occur again 

in Jer. xx. 10, but the whole Psalm, by its language (ef. e.g. 

v. 10 with Lam. i. 20; v. 11 with Jer. xx. 18; v.18 with Jer. 
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xvii. 18; v. 23 with Lam. iii. 54), and by its plaintive ten- 

derness, reminds us of Jeremiah. But these similarities are 

not decisive. The passage in Jer. xx. 10, like many other 

passages in this prophet, whose language is strongly imbued 

by that of the Psalter, may be not less a reminiscence than - 

Jonah ii. 5, 9; and as regards the plaintive tenderness, there 

are no characters more nearly allied, both naturally and 

spiritually, than David and Jeremiah, who are both servants 

of Jahve, with noble tender souls, that were capable of deep 

feeling, full of longings for love, and enriched with experi- 

ences of sorrow. Thongh not without misgivings, we hold 

by the testimony of the title, and regard the Psalm as a song 

springing from the outward and inward conflict (LXX. ék- 

στάσεως, apparently from a combination of v. 23, ἐν ἐκστάσει, 

MENA, with 1 Sam. xxvi. 26) of Saul’s time. While v. 120 

does not suit the mouth of Jeremiah, when he was im- 

prisoned (Hitz.), the Psalm has not only much in common 

with Ps. lxix. (especially lxix. 9, 33), which seems to be by 

Jeremiah, but also with other Psalms which we regard as 

Davidic: the figures, which correspond to David’s warlike 

life at that time, under rocks and in caves of the wilderness ; 

the encouraging exhortation, xxxi. 25; cf. xxil. 27, xxvii. 

14; the rare use of the Hiph. ΠΡ xxxi. 22, xvii. 7; the 

longing to be hid by God, xxxi. 21; cf. xvii. 8, lxiv. 3, and 

much else. It has this in common with Ps. xxii. that Christ 

on the cross took from it His last words, as He took from 

the latter His third last utterance. But the prefigurement 

of the Passion keeps in xxxi. 10-14 within the limits of 

the type, and gets no prophetic enhancement similar to 

that which takes place with regard to that unique Ps. xxii., 

with which only Ps. lxix. can be compared. The beginning 

vu. 2-4, is repeated in Ps. lxxi., which consists of centos from 

other Psalms by some younger unknown peet, just as v. 23 

is partially found in exvi. 11. The arrangement of strophes 

is not very clear. 
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Vers. 2-9. The poet begins with a prayer for deliverance 

which is grounded on the confidence, which Jahve, to whom 

he commits himself, never can disappoint; and rejoices be- 

forehand in the security he anticipates without a doubt. 

From the fact of his being hidden in God ("D"DM) springs the 

confident certainty, that neither now nor ever can it come to 

pass with him, that he will be ashamed, that his hope will 

disappoint him. On this basis rests the supplicatory "PD, 

which appeals to the righteousness of God, which cannot but 

answer conduct, that has been conformable to the institution 

of salvation, with the saving manifestations longed for, even 

though it may be only after long trial. Inv. 3 ff. the prayer 

is shaped to suit the condition of one chased by Saul hither 

and thither among the mountains and in the wilderness, 

homeless and shelterless. In the phrase 113") WS, NY) is gen. 

appositionis: a rock of defence (12 from ΤΠ), as in xxvii. 1) 

or rather, of refuge (TW = Slee, from MY, WY = slo, as in 

xxxvii. 39, li. 9, and also perhaps Isa. xxx. 2, and else- 

where).! A rock-castle, 1.6. a castle on a rock, would be 

termed VS Ty, reversing the order of the words. 1D Ὃν 

in Ixxi. 3, a rock of habitation, t.e. a rock which affords a 

safe sojourn. ΠῚ ΝΘ (properly specula, a place whence one 

can see far and wide) means a mountain height, or a mountain 

summit; a house on a mountain height is a house placed on 

the top of a high hill guaranteeing a secure refuge (vid. on 

1 TY, dle, also means, like ODN, whose parallel word it is in Isa. 

xxx. 2, to hide somewhere (Pi. and Hi., Hebrew ΤΠ, according to Kamus, 

Zamachschari and NesSw4n: to hide any one, e.g. Koran iii. 21), whence 
s 

Arles: a plant growing among bushes (bén e%-36k, according to Ka- 

mus) or in crevices of the rocks (/i-l-hazn, according to NeSwan), inac- 
ow 

cessible to the flocks; ὃ 9, gazelles that are invisible, i.e. keep them- 

selves hid for seven days, after giving birth, also used of pieces of flesh 

of which the flesh is hidden among the bones; &S 9S, an amulet with 

which a man covers (protegit) himself, etc., Wetzetein. 
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xviii.8). The thought: show me Thy salvation, for Thou art 

my Saviour, underlies what is introduced by 3, vv. 4 and 56. 

Késter considers this to be illogical, but it is the logic of all 

believing prayer. The poet prays that God would be to him 

actu reflezo, what He even now is to the actus directus of his 

faith. The imperfects in vv. 4.and 5 express expectations, 

which necessarily spring out of what Jahve is to the poet. 

The interchangeable terms, 1792] and Oi, already familiar 

to us from Ps. xxiii., stand near to each other, in order to 

express the extreme urgency of the longing for the gentle 

and safe guidance of God’s grace. Instead of translating 

“ out of the net, which . . .,” according to the accents it should 

be (cf. x. 2, xii. 8) “‘ out of the net there . . .,” so that ν Ὁ 

is a relative clause without a relative. The evidence for 

the text in 5 ὃ wavers between ‘IY and “11¥ (Kimchi), just 

as in xliii. 2 (cf. what is said on 2 Sam. xxii. 33). Into the 

hand of this God, who is, and who will be all this to him, he 

commits his spirit; he hands it over into His hand as a trust, 

or deposit (])1?), for what is deposited there is safely laid 

up, aud removed from all danger and from all need. It is 

not ἘΞ) which is used, though Theodoret substitutes that : 

τὴν ἐμαυτοῦ ψυχὴν TH σῇ παρατίθημι προμηθείᾳ, but NY, and 

that too intentionally ; the prayer lays hold of life by its very 

root, as that root springs directly from God, and as it also 

lives in the believer from God and in God, and it places this 

life under the protection of Him, who is the true life of all 

spirit-life (Isa. xxxviii. 16), and of all life. It is the word of 

prayer with which Christ, when dying, breathes out His life 

(Luke xxii. 46). The time of persecution by Saul was the 

richest in types of the Passion, and this word of prayer, that 

comes from David when in that furnace of affliction, marks 

in Christ’s mouth a crisis in the history of redemption, which 

fulfils the Old Testament. Like David He commends his 

spirit-life to God, not however that He may not die, but that 

dying He may not die, 1.6. that He may receive again His 
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psychico-corporeal life, which is hid in God’s hand, in im- 

perishable power and glory. What is so earnestly hoped for 

appears to the faith, which commits itself to God, to be as 

good as already done: ‘Thou hast redeemed me, Jahve, God 

of truth.” The perf. 1013, is not here, as in iv. 2, used of 

what is past, but of what is already as good as past; it is not 

supplicatory (Ew., ὃ 223 Ὁ), but like the perfects in wv. 8, 9, 

the expression of believing anticipation of redemption, it 

is the pret. confidentice which is closely allied to the pret. 

proph.; for the spirit of faith, like the spirit of the prophets, 

speaks of the future with historical certainty. From the 

idea of NDS ON, the reference to false gods implied in oN 

ΤῸΝ (2 Chron. xv. 3), cannot be excluded, since the “ vain 

illusions,” v. 7, are put in antithesis; ever since Deut. xxxil. 

21 Dan is a favourite name for idols, and especially in 

Jeremiah (e.g. viii. 19). On the other hand, according to the 

connection it cannot be very different from )>§ ON, Deut. 

xxxii. 4, since the idea of God as a trustee is not yet lost 

sight of, and elsewhere too M$ and 3128 are used inter- 

changeably, as personal attributes: N28 is being which 

abides and verifies itself ; 7218 is mind which abides and 

true God, by a living rule preserves the truth of His revela- 

tion, and especially of His promises. 

In v. 7 David appeals to his sincere surrender of himself 

to this true and faithful God; those who worship false gods 

are hateful to him, while he, on the other hand, clings to 

Jahve; the idols are called xa, as being of no use to 

their worshippers—they are but delusive beings, without any 

real existence. We ought probably (as v. 6) to read DN2Y, 

with the LXX., Vulg., Syr., Aram. (Hitz., Ew., Olsh., Riehm 

and others); in the present text, which shows no corrective 

Keri such as we have in 2 Sam. xiv. 21, Ruth iv. 5, ‘38) is 

not an antithesis to the foregoing sentence, but only to a 

member of it. In Jonah’s (ii. 9) Psalm we find o12vD 
H U 
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xyn3n here the Kal is used in the sense of observare, 

colere, as in Hos. iv. 10 and also Prov. xxvii. 18: in the 

waiting service there is involved, as lix. 10 shows, the wait- 

ing confidence. M3, which denotes the fiducia fidet, is else- 

where construed with 3 of adhering to, or 2D of resting upon, 

here with aN of hanging on. The cohortatives in v. 8 express 

intentions; Olsh. and Hupf. translate them as optatives: 

would that I could rejoice; but, as a continuation of v. 7, 

that appears to be less appropriate. Sure of being heard, 

he resolves to give expression to his grateful joy for Jahve’s 

grace, because He has (WS, as in Gen. xxxiv. 27) looked 

upon (ἐπέβλεψε, Luke i. 48) his sorrow, because He has 

known and exerted Himself for his soul’s needs. In view of 

Gen. xix. 33, 35, Job xii. 9, xxxv. 15, the construction 3 YT} 

cannot be objected to (Hupf., in the translation prefixed to 

his exposition); it is more significant than our “to know 

about a thing.” 4, hke ἐπί in ἐπιγιγνώσκειν, is used of 

the full knowledge which grasps the object and makes 

itself master of it (apperception). V4Di, v. 9, συγκλείειν, 

as in 1 Sam. xxiii, 11 (in David’s mouth): so to give up, 

that the hand of the other closes round what is given up, 

1.6. has it absolutely in its power. [377 as in xviii. 20, 

ef. xxvi. 12. It is David’s language, in which the Thora, 

and especially Deuteronomy (xxxii. 30, cf. xxiii. 16), is re- 

echoed. 

Vers. 10-14. After the pan sung in the fulness of faith 

before the victory, prayer begins again in this second portion 

of the Psalm (in strophes of diminishing size: 6, 5, 4); this 

prayer is grounded on the greatness of his suffering, which 

the Psalmist, after strengthening himself in his confidence 

on God, now sets before Him all the more comprehensively. 

σης, angustum est mihi, as Ἰχῖχ. 18, cf. xviii. 7. 106 runs 

word for word like vi. 8, only that to ")'Y, the eye, which 

mirrors the condition of passivity, and in which the sensuous 

perception and objective impressionableness of man are con- 
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centrated, there are here added 5}, the soul which unites 

spirit and body, and 23 (not cognate with the post-biblical 

p23, protuberare, but, on the contrary, from a root 53, which 

signifies a cavity, which enlarges inwardly, vid. on xvii. 

14), the inward parts of the body, which reflect the psychico-’ 

spiritual activities and feelings. With ΘΠ, with which is 

associated the idea of the organic intermingling of the powers 

of soul and body, the predicate is, as in lxxxviii. 4, connected 

in the plural. That the poet should name his guilt as that 

by which his physical powers had been weakened (O22 3, a 

Neh. iv. 4), cannot appear strange even in a Psalm tapas 

to the time of Saul’s persecution, for the longer this lasted 

the more deeply must David have felt that he needed this 

furnace of affliction. The text used by the LXX. in 12 αὖ 

was exactly the same as ours: παρὰ πάντας τοὺς ἐχθρούς μου 

ἐγενήθην ὄνειδος, καὶ τοῖς γείτοσί pov σφόδρα καὶ φόβος τοῖς 

γνωστοῖς pov. But this σφόδρα (Jerome, nimis) would be 

tolerable only, if we might translate : become a reproach also 

(even) to my neighbours very much—for this position of 

ἽΝ one might then compare Jud. xii. 2; and this translation 

is not impossible, for Ὁ not only has frequently the sense of 

“also,” as 2 Sam. i. 23, but (apart from passages in which it 

may be translated “and that,” as taking up something which 

had been omitted, as Amos iv. 10 and Isa. x. 16, according to 

the reading 1"2"12"NN}) it sometimes has this very meaning 

(like xa, et=etiam), Isa. xxxii. 7, Hos. viii. 6 (according to 

the accents), 2 Chron. xxvii. 5, Cant. v. 6 (cf. Ew., δ 352b). 

Yet since this was not a usage fully recognized in Hebrew, 

but one only coming to be recognized, the question occurs 

whether we cannot perhaps reach our end without making 

}=03, which is always a doubtful meaning. Olsh. puts savy 

after sya, whereby all difficulty is, no doubt, set aside. 

Hitz. changes ἽΝ into 732, frightened, scared. But one 

seek sions expects a substantive parallel to "1, such as 

“terror” (Syr.), according to which Krochmal has N39, 
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Griitz DIND, or “burden.” May not 18 be perhaps equi- 

valent to ΠΕΡ J. D. Michaelis compared the Arabic 

sol (S39) in the sense of onus; we may, without the 

scruples of Maurer and Hupfeld, assume that ΝΘ (it is 

better to read 78’) than 18!) has here just this signification. 

For 8, οἷ, has the radical signification: to be compressed, 

compact, firm and solid, from which are derived the signifi- 

cations apportioned to dda jaidu and dda javidu, to be strong, 

powerful, and to press upon, to burden (intr. awida, to be 

burdened, to bend under pressure), which significations “] 

unites in itself (cf. on xx. 9).1 The number of the enemies, 

whom David had, ultimately procured for him, even in the 

eyes of the better disposed, the reproach of being a usurper 

and rebel; those with whom he found friendly shelter began 

by degrees to feel themselves burdened, because brought into 

danger; and how much reason, humanly speaking, not only 

those who knew him but slightly, but even those who knew 

him intimately (OY), as lv. 14, lxxxvi. 9, 19), had for 

avoiding all intercourse with him, is shown by the sorrowful 

fate of Abimelech and the other priests at Nob. He is thus 

like one dead, whom people, when once he has been carried 

from his house to the grave, are wont in general to put out 

of mind (221 3%, oblivione exstingui ex corde, cf. 132, Deut. 
xxxi. 21); all intimate intercourse with him is, as it were, cut 

off, he has become 728 723, which, taking into account the 

reason which follows, v. 14, does not mean vas perditum, but 

vas periens, a vessel in the act of 728, i.e. set aside or thrown 

away, which one no more troubles one’s self about, but leaves 

to perish utterly (cf. Hos. viii. 8 with Jer. xlviii. 38 and Jer. 

xxii. 28). With 3 he gives the reason of this comparison 

of himself to a household vessel that has become useless. 

1 Whether ἽΝ, σφόδρα, is to be traced back to TIN. we here leave 

undecided. The Assyrian has a verb ἽΝ, to be much, whence md’idu, 

ma’du, much ; mu’du, ma’ditu, a multitude, fulness. 
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Whisperings and slanders of many brand him as a trans- 

gressor, terror surrounds him on every side (word for word 

as Jer. xx. 10, where the prophet, with whom 2°23’) 139 js 

also elsewhere a common standing formula, in a similar 

position uses the language of the Psalmist); when they sit 

together to consult about him (according to the accents the 

second half of the verse begins with 075173), they think of 

nothing else but to get rid of him. If the construction of 3 

with its infinitive were to be continued in v. 14d, then it 

would be "V5 Np? 3917) or st 03) NN, With δ} ΠΡΌ, 
to take life, cf. 1 Kings xix. 10, Prov. i. 19. 

Vers. 15-19. But although a curse of the world and the 

offscouring of all people, he trusts in God, his deliverer and 

avenger. As inv. 7, the subject is by ‘38) set forth promi- 

nently by way of contrast. It seems as though Jahve had 

given him up in anger, but he trusts in Him, and in spite 

of this appearance he prays to Him with the words of appro- 

priating faith. MAY or OY (1 Chron. xxix. 30) are the 

determined events and circumstances of the time, the changes 

of human life, like the Arab. awkdt, the times and at the 

same time that which exists and happens in them; the 

multiplicity of the times, with the manifoldness of what 

they contain (v. Orelli, Synonyma der Zeit und Ewigkeit, p. 

50), are in the hand of the Lord, all fates are by His appoint- 

ment. Vulg.: in manibus tuis sortes mee, after the LXX.: 

οἱ κλῆροί pov, for which it is true, according to the Itala, 

καιροί is the original. From this consciousness, that God's 

almighty and faithful hand shapes his life, spring the peti- 

tions of v. 16b, 17. There are three of these; the central 

one is an echo of the blessing of Aaron (Num. vi. 25). The 

words JOS? 3, which ground the hope that he will not be 

put to shame (cf. v. 2), have to be understood, like "θὲ, 

v.15, according to Ges., ἃ 126, 3. The ground given favours 

our taking ALAIN“ not so much optatively (may I not be 

put to shame) as expressing a hope. The imperfects follow- 
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ing might nevertheless be optatives, but the position of the 

words does not require that; we regard them also as ex- 

pressing hopes, so that to the three petitions in v. 16, 17 

correspond the three hopes in v. 18, 19: he will not be put 

to shame, but transgressors shall be put to shame, and shall 

be silenced for ever. The form 47!, from O07, is, as in 

Jer. viii. 14, the plural of the impf. Kal Dy) with the 

doubling of the first letter of the root, common in Aramaic 

(such as, besides, 7?!, DY, OF), but it may be also the impf. 

Ni. instead of 127 (1 Sam. ii. 9) or 1952 (Jer. xlviii. 2), 

with the doubling removed, like 233 (Isa. xix. 3) instead 

of p22; the bin’? connected with it favours the passive 

construction: they shall be silenced to Hades, 1.6. falling a 

prey to Hades. Like 5), DON} (v. 19) here, according to 

the context, means a forcible suffering through the judicial 

intervention of God: all lying lips shall be silenced, 7.8. 

made dumb. PNY, properly that which is unrestrained, free, 

insolent (cf. Arab. ‘dtik, ‘atik, unrestrained, free),! is the 

accusative of the object, as in xciv. 4, and the nominative of 

the subject in 1 Sam. ii. ὃ. 

Vers. 20-25. In this part well-grounded hope becomes 

triumphant certainty, and this breaks forth into grateful 

praise of God’s goodness towards His own and into glad 

exhortation of all to wait on Jahve in stedfast faith. The 

thought, how gracious has God shown Himself to me, ap- 

pears in v. 20 ina more general form. It is an exclamation 

of adoring admiration ("9, as xxxvi. 8). ‘731 is the sum of 

goodness which God has treasured up for His own, for their 

abiding and increasing enjoyment. ᾿Ξ is used in no other 

signification than xvii. 14 (cf. τὸ μάννα τὸ κεκρυμμένον, Rev. ii. 

17). Instead of P°Y2, it ought strictly to have been FD}, as 
one may say mh) bya buat not 240 bye, what is meant is the 

proving or manifesting of 210 out of that 319 which is the 

1 But these Arabic words do not pass over into the signification of 
“tinsolent.’’ 
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storehouse of grace. Jahve thus acknowledges His own to 

the confusion of their enemies, and in spite of all the world 

(xxii. 5). He takes His own under His protection, from 

the Οὐ 53, conspiracies of men, from the wrangling, 1.6. 

the slanderous scourging, of tongues. Whether ‘D2 (from 

D3) signifies bands of people (Targ. 1) 12), or, actively : 

conspiracies (Raschi), is doubtful; but the root in any case 

is D2), signifying “ to combine” (according to which Jefeth: 

a vinculis hominis). 'This meaning is common in Arab. and 

Assyr.,! and is guaranteed to Hebrew also by Ex. xxviii. 

28, xxxix. 21. The meaning evertere, which is connected 

with this root in Arabic (vid. Koran iv. 90) and in the Tal- 

mud, has to be set aside even on this ground, that it cannot 

be proved to be equally ancient. In other passages it is said, 

that God hides men in Pas HD (xxvii. 5), or in 1833 WD 

(1xi. 5), or in His shadow, by (xci. 1); here it is: in the 

defence and covert of His countenance, 7.e. in the region of 

that unapproachable light which streams from His counten- 

ance. The 2D is the intimate protection of the Almighty, 

which overcanopies the persecuted one, like a canopy of 

leaves. With ‘1 9192 David passes over again to his personal 

experience. The unity of the Psalm requires us to make 

the praise refer to the fact of deliverance, which is antici- 

pated by faith. Jahve has shown wondrous grace to him, 

inasmuch as He has procured for him ΠΥ ΣΝ as a place 

of abode. W¥, from ὋΝ, to shut in (Arab. misr, with the 
denominative verb massara, to found a fortified city), means 

both a siege, #.e. a shutting in by siege-works, and a fortifica- 

tion (cf. lx. 11, with cviii. 11), z.e. a shutting in by fortifica- 

tion works against the attacks of enemies (2 Chron. viii. 5). 

The strong city, itis generally explained, is God Himself, and 

His powerful and gracious protection. One might then com- 

1 DD5, in Assyrian, means to bind (whence riksu, a band, a cord, a 

rope); Pi. to put together, said of embankments and the like. In Isa. 

xl, 2, D'DD7 means rocky heights, where crag is piled on crag. 
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pare Isa. xxxiii. 11 and other passages. But why should not 

an actual city be meant, Ziklag namely P There David, after 

long years of wandering, found a secure asylum, but even in 

it he still needed deliverance—deliverance from the suspicious 

grip of the Philistines. He had already said (cf. exvi. 11) in 

his anxious restlessness (151, trepidatio): I am cut off from 

the range of Thine eyes. ‘FT1/2, for which Lam. iil. 54 has 

‘A122, and Jon. ii. 5, ‘YW, is not a mistake; even in Arab. 

dys, like γγξν, means to cut off, toexterminate. In his fear 

and despair he thought that God would trouble Himself 

about him no more; j28, verum enim vero, but Jahve heard 

his supplication, when he cried unto Him (same words as in 

xxvill. 2). On the ground of such experiences, he calls upon 

all the godly to love such a God, 1.6. to love love itself. The 

plural D°2}28 may be taken personally (from })8, like JW, 

Jon. ii. 5, from JW), but also abstractly, as Prov. xiii. 17 and 

often; the expression 0°18 WY (Isa. xxvi. 2), which is in 

sense closely allied to D°}{28 7¥3, decides in favour of the 

latter (Hengst., Hitz., Riehm). The contrast in the two 

members of 24 ὃ is like that in Exod. xxxiv. 7. On the one 

hand God preserves the faithful, and so approves Himself 

as true to His promises; on the other hand, not scantily, 

but in abundant measure (72 = κατά, as we say: in the richest 

way, cf. ΠΡΌΣ ΟΣ, Jer. vi. 14, in the simplest way, the easiest), 

He recompenses those who practise pride—before God the 

Lord the sin of sins. An encouraging call to the godly 

(transformed from the usual Δ) Pt, macte esto) concludes 

the Psalm; it is similar to the encouraging call to himself 

in xxvii. 14, The godly and the faithful are here called 

“those who wait on Jahve.” They are to wait patiently, for 

this waiting has a glorious ending; the Easter sun at last 

breaks through the wrathful aspect of the heavens, and the 

esto miht is changed into Hallelujah. This eye of hope 

patiently directed to Jahve is the peculiarity of Old Testa- 

ment faith. But the essential unity of the Old Testament 
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institution of grace with that of the New Testament is set 

before us in Ps. xxxii., which, in its New Testament Pauline 

character, is the counterpart of Ps. xix. 

PSALM XXXII. 

THE WAY TO THE FORGIVENESS OF SINS. 

1 Blessed is he whose transgression is taken away, whose 
sin is covered. 

2 Blessed is the man, to whom Jahve reckoneth not iniquity, 
And in whose spirit there is no guile. 

3 When I kept silence, my bones rotted 
Through my constant groaning. 

4 For day and night Thy hand was heavy upon me, 
My moisture was changed in summer’s drought (Selah). 

5 I acknowledged my sin unto Thee, and my guilt I did 
not hide; 

I said: “1 will confess my transgressions unto Jahve,”— 
And Thou, Thou hast taken away the guilt of my sin 

(Selah). 

6 For this let every godly one pray unto Thee at a time 
when Thou mayest be found. 

Assuredly, when great waters swell, 
They shall not reach him. 

7 Thou art my covert, from trouble wilt Thou protect me, 
With songs of deliverance wilt Thou compass me about 

(Selah). 

8 I will teach and instruct thee as to the way which thou 
must go; 

I will counsel thee, keeping mine eye upon thee. 
9 Be not like horses, like mules without understanding. 

With bit and bridle, their harness, must one curb them, 
Otherwise they come not near unto thee. 

10 Many sorrows are to the ungodly, 
But whosoever trusteth in Jahve, with grace He com- 

passeth him about. 

11 Be glad in Jahve, and exult, ye righteous, 
And shout for joy, all ye that are upright in heart! 

There are several prominent marks by means of which 

this Psalm is coupled with the preceding one (vid. Symbola, 
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§ 52); in both, the Psalmist, with ΘΝ, refers back to a 

fact of his inner life, and both conclude with an exhortation 

to the godly, which is related to the whole as a sort of 

general inference. Otherwise the two Psalms are differ- 

ent: Ps. xxxi.is a supplicatory Psalm in circumstances of 

outward distress; Ps. xxxii. is a didactic Psalm as to the 

way repentance leads to forgiveness; it is the second of the 

Church’s seven Psalmi penitentiales, and Augustine’s favour- 

ite Psalm. We might give it as a motto Augustine’s intelli- 

gentia prima est ut te ndris peccatorem. The poet draws from 

his own personal experience general lessons for the good of 

allin the Church. David was for a whole year, after his sin 

of adultery, like one condemned, in the utmost misery. Ps. 

li. was composed when in this misery; Ps. xxxil. was written, 

on the other hand, only after deliverance ; the former in the 

midst of the penitential struggle, the latter after inward 

peace had been again attained. The theme of this Psalm is 

the rich treasures of knowledge, drawn from that abyss of 

inward need: the blessedness of forgiveness, the sincere, 

unreserved confession of sin as the way to it, and the protec- 

tion of God amid all dangers, as well as joy in God, as its 

fruits. 

Accordingly, beainig, in the signification, Psalmus didascalt- 

cus 8. informatorius (Reuchlin: wt sv liceret dicere intelleciifi- 

cum vel resipiscentificum), would be as suitable a name as 

possible for this Psalm, which teaches the way of salvation. 

But this signification of the word is inadmissible. If for no 

other reason than that the Hiph. Dawn occurs in Hebrew 

only in isolated cases before the exile (v. 8, Prov. xxi. 11) 

with the causative signification, to make intelligent, and 

becomes common in this sense only in the later writers (Dan., 

Chron., Neh.), it is not likely that ΞΡ, which elsewhere 

always means intelligens, should as a technical term mean 

intelligentem faciens. But what is decisive against the 

meaning, “a didactic poem,” is this, that, of the thirteen 
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Psalms which are inscribed Dawn, only two (xxxii. and 

Ixxvili.) can be regarded as didactic poems; Ps. xlv. is also 

called N73) VY, and Ps. exlii. nPan, two names, which ill 

accord with didactic purpose and plan. And xlvii. 8, a 

passage of great importance for determining the meaning of 

the word, in which 5:20 is used as an objective accusative, 

excludes the meaning, didactic poem. Ewald remarks 

(Dichter des A. B., i. 31, cf. Riehm in loc.), ‘we have in Ps. 

xlvii. 8 the surest guide to the correct meaning of the word; 

here ?!2¥D stands along with 2! as a more accurate de- 

signation of the singing, and there can be no doubt that an 

intelligent, melodious song must be equivalent to an elegant, 

artistically composed one.” But DUD is always used else- 

where as an attribute of persons, because what is so called is 

not what is made intelligently, but what is itself intelligent. 

Even in 2 Chron. xxx. 22, where reference is made to the 

Maskil Psalms, it is the Levite musicians themselves who 

are called (210 22t) Ὁ ΦῸΠ (1.6. those who with fine tact 

perform skilfully). Thus we are driven to the Hiphil 

meaning of thoughtful meditation (evi. 7; cf. xli. 2, Prov. 

i. 20), so that “ΟΣ means that which meditates, then 

net just as 123!) is that which multiplies, and then 

fulness, 1°, that which destroys, and then destruc- 

tion. Nothing can be discovered from the Maskil Psalms 

themselves, as e.g. liv. and cxlii., as to any special technical 

meaning of the word. It means then nothing but pia 

meditairo. 

Vers. 1, 3. The Psalm begins by speaking of the blessed- 

ness of the man who experiences God’s justifying grace, 

when he gives himself up unreservedly to Him. Sin is 

called Y%'D, as a breaking away from God; 80M, as a devia- 

tion from what is well-pleasing to God; ἢ), as a perversion, 

a distortion, a misdeed. The ἀν κω of sin is called 

xiv) (Ex. xxxiv. 7, Isa. liii. 4), as being a lifting up and a 

taking away, αἴρειν and ἀφαιρεῖν; NP? (Ixxxv. 3, Prov. x. 12, 
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Neh. iii. 37), as being a covering, so that it becomes invisible 

to God, the Holy One, and is as though it had not been done, 

and 2: Π No (2 Sam. xix. 20; cf. — a, to count, to reckon, 

οὐ λογίζεσθαι, Rom. iv. 6-9), as a not imputing; the δικαιοσύνη 

χωρὶς ἔργων is here plainly expressed. The justified one is 

called YWE™Y}, as one exonerated from transgression, pre- 

varicatione levatus (Ges., ὃ 135, 1); 2, instead of ΝΣ, 

Isa. xxxiii. 24, is meant to accord with “D2 (part. to 193, 

just as 12 is part. to 13 ; vid. on Isa. xxii. 15), and the 

conjecture, ὍΝ, according to which reading Sexta (in Field) 

translates οὗ ἐπελήσθη ἡ ἁμαρτία, is not required. A man, 

whose sin is covered, is one, over whose sins the covering 

of expiation lies in God’s holy sight (133, root 43, to cover, 

cognate to 8S, Bs, κέν, ype). The third designation is 

an attributive clause: “to whom Jahve does not reckon his 

misdeeds,” inasmuch as He rather looks upon them as dis- 

charged or settled. But only he in whose spirit! there is 

no 11, deceit, which denies and conceals, extenuates and 

excuses this or that favourite sin, is such a justified one. 

Any such sin wilfully retained is a secret curse, hindering 

justification. 

Vers. 3-5. For, as the poet has learned from his own ex- 

perience, whoever does not pour out his whole corruption in 

confession before God, only tortures himself, till he unbur- 

dens himself of his secret curse. Since v. 3 cannot of itself 

be regarded as the reason for the proposition laid down, *3 

means either “ because, quod” (e.g. Prov. xxii. 22) or “‘ when, 

quum” (Jud. xvi. 16, Hos. xi. 1). The 738Y was the out- 
burst of the tortures which an accusing conscience caused 

him. The more he strove against confessing, the louder did 

his conscience speak, and seeing it was not in his power to 

silence this inner voice, in which God’s wrath found ex- 

1 Jerome, ep. ad Sun. et Fret., 19, remarks against the LXX., or rather 

against Symmachus (ἐν τῷ στόματι αὐτοῦ), that the original text has 

BRUCHO not BAFFIO (1°53). 
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pression, he cried all the day, viz. for help, but because it was 

with a yet unbroken heart, he got no answer. He cried 

all the day, for God’s punishing right hand (xxxviii. 3, xxxix. 

11) lay heavy on him night and day, the sense of the divine 

anger gave him no rest (cf. Job xxxiii. 14 f.). Α fire burned 

within him, which threatened to consume him utterly. The 

word used is 122703 (not °33973),! inasmuch as he directly 

calls the anxieties which pierce him through and through, 

and scorch him up, droughts of summer. The 3 is that of 

the condition in which the change, i.e. the decay (Job xx. 

14) took place; for mutare in aliquid is expressed by 5 ἼΞΠ. 

In er) the 2 (which Saadia and others mistook) is part of 

the root; wh (from Ww ἜΤΗ , to suck, to drink up) is in- 

flected like S14, and such like, and means succus. In the 

summer heat of anxiety, his moisture underwent a change: 

it consumed away and dried up. The music here swells, 

and helps to portray this anguish of an awakened conscience, 

while the heart is yet unbroken. But in spite of this da- 

ψαλμα, the historical circumstances are still so powerfully 

felt, that ἽΝ obtains the force of an historical impf. (ef. 

xxx. 9, xcv. 10): ‘‘my sin I made known, and mine iniquity 

I did not hide ” (783, as Prov. xxviii. 13, Job xxxi. 33); I 

formed the resolution: “I will confess my transgressions 

unto the Lord (ΠῚΠ =A, Neh. i. 6, ix. 2, elsewhere with 

the accus.; vid. Prov. ut swpra)—then Thou forgavest . . .” 

Hupf. would place ‘NV28 before WN NNO, whereby 

Wns and ND would become futures, but *N*D2 xd ny 

sounds like the assertion of a fact, not of an intention, and 

ΓΝ) NS) is a natural continuation of the immediately 

preceding ‘M98. Instead of 8M}, NNYIT7NN is used de- 

signedly. With his confession of sin, made fide supplice, there 

came to him at once absolution: then Thou forgavest the 

1 Tt may certainly be a question, whether in passages such as this 

one, and also, 6.4. xxxvii. 20, cii. 4, Jer. xxxiv. 5, 1 is not a corruption of 

3, just as whether in e.g. x. 4, the 3 is not a corruption of 3. 
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guilt ΟἿ, the misdeed as a fact, and also the result of the 

fact, i.e. guilt contracted, and penance, or punishment; cf. 

Lam. iv. 6, Zech. xiv. 19) of my sin. ‘ Vox nondum est in 

ore,” says Augustine, “et vulnus sanatur in corde.” N2D is 

here the opposite of the previous one. There it is a shrill 

wail over the sinner torturing himself for no good, here a 

clear note of joy over the blessed experience of him who 

pours out his heart to God—a musical Yea and Amen to the 

great truth of justifying grace. 

Vers. 6, 7. For this grace, provided for every sinner, who 

confesses with penitence, let each 1'D then, who desires DN, 

turn to Jahve in prayer SS) ny, at the time (xxi. 10; 1 Chron. 

xii. 22; cf. ΡΞ, Isa. xlix.8) when He and His grace are to be 

found (cf. Deut. iv. 29 with Jer. xxix. 13, Isa. lv. 6, NYT). 

This hortatory wish is followed by an assuring promise. 

Although, like ἮΝ, 78, Ὁ, 158, P21 also, even when belonging 

to a part of the sentence following further on, is, per hypal- 

lagen, placed at its very beginning, and made to refer to the 

whole sentence (as Prov. xiii. 10: with pride there is only 

contention), we are prevented from connecting it with VON 

here for this reason, that 0°37 DY? any? is virtually a protasis : 

quum inundant aque magne (? of time), which cuts P17 off 

from yor, The restrictive signification, here, as often (Deut. 

iv. 6, Jud. xiv. 16, 1 Kings xxi. 25, cf. Ps. xci.8), has passed 

over into an affirmative: certo quum, etc. Flooding is an 

exemplative description of the divine judgment (cf. Nah. 1. 

8), 6bc is a short expression for the promise unfolded in 

Ps. xci. In v. 7 David confirms it from his own experience. 

The similarity of sound in Δ ΠῚ 13) (Thou wilt preserve me, 

so that 13, angus!wm = angustie, exix. 143, may not touch me), 

is not unintentional, and °308N is followed by °39, just as in 

xxix. 9 after 92°73 we have 13. There is no valid reason, 

with Houbigant and others, to set aside ‘39 as a repetition 

of the half of νη, The inf. [Ὁ (Job xxxviii. 7) may be in- 
flected as a substantive with as good reason as 2), pl. "87, 
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pin, pl. PN; and 55, likewise treated as a substantive (as 

in lvi. 8; cf. 731, Dan. xii. 7), is as unobjectionable a geni- 

tive as NYT in ΠΡ 1 Jahve surrounds him with songs of 

deliverance, so that they encompass him on all sides, and an 

occasion to rejoice meets him wheresoever he turns himself. 

The music here for the third time becomes forte, and that 

too, in order to give expression to the highest feeling of 

delight, 

Vers. 8-10. It is not Jahve who here replies to the words 

hitherto addressed to Him. In that case the person ad- 

dressed must have been the poet himself ; but he has already 

won the knowledge here treated of. It is he himself who 

now assumes the tone of a teacher (cf. xxxiv. 12). What 

David promises in 11. 15, he here puts into practice: he 

instructs sinners in the way of salvation. There is no need 

with Olsh. and Dyserinck to read 7$2°S instead of ΠΥ; 

the suff. of Tat and JH (instead of TH) is available for 

this third verb, to which 2 PY = yy Pov DY (fixing the 
eye upon thee, 7.e. taking care of thee with sympathising 

love; Jer. xl. 4, cf. Zech. iii. 9) stands in the relation of a 

subordinate relative clause. That ΟΝ is not to be connected 

with OS'S, is evident from this, that by 7)" is the expression 

commonly used to indicate a resolution hostile to any one, 

e.g. Isa. vii. 5. The LXX. translates ἐπιστηριῶ ἐπὶ σὲ τοὺς 

ὀφθαλμούς μου, and therefore takes 19) in the sense of 

ἐπιστηρίζων (cog. M3, στηρίζειν, Prov. xvi. 30, LXX.) as 

governing ‘JY, but without any support from the usus 

loquendi. The address passes over in v. 9 into the plural, 

but withont any change in the object, and the expression 

becomes harsh, in conformity with the perverted nature it 

describes. The meaning as a whole is clear: an obedience 

not constrained, but voluntary, is becoming in man, in con- 

1 It is the same word as the Babylonian-Assyrian balétu, life, literally 

vita superstes (cf. Gen. xlv. 7); Inf. Pi. bullutu, to preserve life, to save 

life. 
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tradistinction to the irrational animal, which has to be led 

by a bridle drawn through its mouth. The asyndeton: like 

a horse, a mule (773, so named as swift of foot, vid. Fried. 

Delitzsch’s Prolegomena, Ὁ. 94 f.), has nothing remarkable 

about it (cf. xxxv. 14, Isa. xxxviii. 14). The meaning too οὗ 

Doa is not doubtful; cf. Chullin, 89a: “The world con- 

tinues only through the merit of those who bridle themselves 

ὁ» poi 2) at the time of conflict.” But it is not clear 

what 112 signifies. We might take it in its ordinary signifi- 

cation, ornament: “with bit and bridle, its ornament” (as 

e.g. Jefeth), and we might find the unintelligent servility of 

the beast indicated in this, that its ornament should be at 

the same time the means to keep it in check, unless perhaps 

is equivalent to harness. The LXX. is different: in 

camo et freno, as the Vulgate renders it, mazillas eorum con- 

stringe qui non approximant ad te. Whether 1Y means har- 

ness or (read 1.72!) cheeks, in any case pidad is to be taken 

according to Ges., ὃ 132, note 1, Driver, ὃ 204; for if we con- 

nect “harness for constraint” (Baur), then the governing 

clause for “ with bit and bridle”’ is wanting, since TON a4? ba 

does not suit for that purpose. Therefore, since linguistic 

proof is wanting for “WY, cheek: with bit and bridle, their 

harness, are they to be tamed, domandi sunt (Riehm). If we 

go on translating: lest they come too nigh to thee, namely 

to hurt thee (Targ., Syr., Raschi, and others), that gives no 

point of comparison corresponding to the context of this 

Psalm. Itis therefore better to translate: otherwise there 

is no coming near to thee to be thought of. This inter- 

pretation takes the emphasis on the 22 into account, and 

1 Ewald and Hitzig (on Ezek. xvi. 7) compare the Arab. res (plur 

Sede) but this, connected with ‘1113, furrow, signifies properly the 

furrow on the countenance, i.e. the deepened parts running from the 

iuner corners of the eyes downwards to both sides of the nuse, then 

also by synecdoche, the cheek generally. 
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assumes that, according to a usage of the language not 
otherwise to be proved, one might say, e.g. ΠΡ 29 53, I 
will never go hither. In Prov. xxiii. 17 also 22 involves the 
verb, to be. So here: by no means a coming near to thee, 
ὦ.6. if thou dost not bridle them, there is no drawing near to 
thee. The words are not addressed to God, but to man, 
who has to tame the animal by stern means of constraint, 
and only thus can constrain it to his service. In the anti- 

type it is the sinner, who will not come to God, though He 

only is his help, and who, as David has experienced, must 

first endure inward misery, before he comes to his right 

mind. This agonising life of a guilty conscience, which the 

godless man leads, is put in v. 10 in contrast with the grace, 

which surrounds on all sides those who trust in God. 0°31 

stands first as an attributive, just as the Arab. ketirin does 

sometimes; in such a case the Arabic grammarians regard 

the second word as in apposition (bejiin), vid. on Ixxxix. 51. 

The concluding sentence may be translated: grace com- 

passes him about, bat the Po. and v. 7 favour the rendering: 

with grace does He compass him about. 

Ver. 11. Now that the doctrinal teaching of the Psalm 

has been thus unfolded in three unequal strophes, there 

follows a yet shorter conclusion, corresponding to the short 

introduction. This conclusion calls upon those spoken of 

in the opening verses as blessed, to shout for joy. The in- 

tensive 13°37i] is excellently translated by Aq. by αἰνοποιήσατε. 

PSALM XXXIII. 

PRAISE OF THE RULER OF THE WORLD AS THE PROTECTOR OF 

HIS PEOPLE. 

1 Exult, ye righteous, in Jahve; 
To the upright praise is seemly, 

2 Praise Jahve with the cithern, 
With a ten-stringed nabla play unto Him. 
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3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

20 

Sing unto Him a new song ; 
Play merrily with glad sound. 

For upright is the word of Jahve, 
And all His doing is in faithfulness. 
He loveth righteousness and justice ; 
The earth is full of Jahve’s grace. 

By Jahve’s word were the heavens made, 
And by the breath of His mouth all their host, 
He gathereth, as a heap, the waters of the sea, 
He layeth up in storehouses the depths. 

Let all the earth fear before Jahve, 
Before Him let all the inhabitants of the world stand in 

awe. 
For He spake, and it was done ; 
He commanded, and it stood fast. 

Jahve hath brought to nought the counsel of the heathen, 
He hath frustrated the thoughts of the nations. 
The counsel of Jahve standeth for ever, 
The thoughts of His heart to all generations. 

Blessed is the nation which hath Jahve for its God, 
The people whom He chooseth for His inheritance. 
From heaven doth Jahve look down; 
He seeth all the children of men. 

From the place of His habitation He looketh 
On the inhabitants of the earth, 
He who formeth all their hearts together, 
Who giveth heed to all their works. 

A king doth not conquer by great force ; 
A hero is not delivered by great strength. 
A horse is a vain thing for victory, 
And its great strength helpeth not to escape. 

Behold, Jahve hath His eye upon them that fear Him, 
Upon them that hope in His grace; 
To deliver their soul from death, 
And to keep them alive in famino, 

Our soul waiteth for Jahve, 
Our help and our shield is He. 
For in Him shall our heart rejoice, 
Because we trust in His holy name. 
Let then Thy grace, Jahve, be upon us, 
According as we hope in Thee! “aye 
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An anonymous congregational song of a hymnic character 
follows David’s Mashil (Ps. xxxii.) ; it begins as the latter 

ends; and according to Origen and Wusebius, it is anony- 

mous (ἀνεπίγραφος) in the original text of the LXX. It 

seems to owe its origin to some national deliverance from 

heathen oppression, which was brought about, without war, 

by God’s interposition. Moreover, it shows no such trace 

of dependence on earlier models as might lead us to bring 

it down late, say to the time of Jeremiah (Hitz.), or, with 

the later titles in the LXX. and the Peschito, to the times 

of Haggai and Zechariah. Its structure is symmetrical. 

Between two hexastichs (vv. 1-3, 20-22) the materia laudis 

is set forth in eight tetrastichs. 

Ver. 1-3. The call contained in this hexastich is addressed 

to the righteous and upright, whose earnest desire is to order 

their lives in a godly and God-pleasing way, and whose con- 

duct has only one aim, which is directed according to God’s 

will and good pleasure. Those only know God, within whom 

His true nature has a clear mirror; and so they ought with 

gladness to acknowledge what they have in Him. [For it is 

their duty and at the same time their honour to glorify Him, 

to make their boast in Him; 733, fem. of the adj. 1)82 (from 

82), as cxlvii. 1; cf. Prov. xix. 10. As to 1133 (LXX. 

generally κιθάρα or κινύρα) and δ) (LXX. generally νάβλα 

or Ψαλτήριον, twice ὄργανον), vid. Introduction, § 2; the harp 

is called 223, perhaps from \.j, jaculari (sagittas), because of 

its original bow-shape, and “ivy 522, the harp of the decade 

(Aq. ἐν νάβλᾳ δεκάδος), is the ten-stringed harp (LXX. ἐν 

ψαλτηρίῳ. δεκαχόρδῳ), also simply called WY, and different 

from the usual 222 (xcii. 4). Contrary to the tenor of the 

words, Aben Ezra, by a comparison of the asyndcta in 

xxxv. 14, Jer. xi. 19, understands by 2 223 two instru- 

ments. Gecatilia, whom he controverts, errs only in this, 

that he understands the ten to refer to holes (2.32) instead 

of to strings. The 3 is the Doth instr., like xubapigev ἐν 
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κιθάραις (Rev. xiv. 2). A “new song” is one which, in con- 

sequence of new great deeds by God, comes from a fresh 

impulse of gratitude in the heart (xl. 4 and frequently, 

Isa. xlii. 10, Judith vi. 13, Rev. v.9). In 3 2 the ideas 

of scite and strenue, suaviter and naviter, are blended. By 

nvin3, referring back to 1339, the call closes as in a circle. 

Vers. 4,5. Now begins the body of the song. The call to 

praise God is based (1) on a representation of His praise- 

worthiness (a) as the God of revelation in the kingdom of 

grace. His word is Ww, uprightly meant, and, without be- 

coming untrue to itself in any respect, straightway fulfilling 

itself; His every act is an act which fulfils itself in 359%, 

faithfulness, which proves the truth of His word and the 

kindness of His will. As to JTS =N17 INK, vid. vii. 10, xxii. 
29. PTS is righteousness regarded as conduct ; DAY is 

right as a rule of judgment and a condition. ΘΠ is accus- 

ative (as cxix. 64): misericordid Dei plena est terra (Introit 

for Misericordias Sunday). 

Vers. 6-9. God’s praiseworthiness (Ὁ) as the Creator of 

the world in the kingdom of nature. Jahve’s 124% is His 

almighty “ Let there be,” and 15 ΠῚ (inasmuch as the breath 

is here regarded as the material of which the word is formed 

and its bearer) the command, or generally the working of 

His commanding omnipotence (Job xv. 30, ef. iv. 9; Isa. 

xxxiv. 16, ef.ix.4). The heavens above and the sea beneath 

are placed alongside each other as miracles of creation. The 

evidence of His power in the waters beneath consists in 

this, that He has set for them fixed boundaries, and keeps 

them within these. The article in 733 is the generic article 

(vid. Riehm on xvii. 12). 3 (Aq. χύμα, Quinta, σωρόν) is a 

heap, 7.6. a piled up heap (Arab. nad), and in particular a 

harvest heap: like such a heap do the convex waters of the: 

sea, being kept firmly together, rise above the lower terra 

jirma. The expression is like that in Josh. iii. 13, 16 (cf. 

Ex. xv. 8), although there what is spoken of is a miracle in 
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history, here a miracle in creation. 039 refers to the heap 
itself, not to the encompassing walls of the storehouse. The 
latter image appears first in v. 7b; the bed of the sea and 
of the streams are like NITSiN, granaries, or storehouses, in 
which God has deposited the foaming deep water billows 
(M7, from O17, or perhaps more correctly after the As- — 
syrian from 574, to foam).' The inhabitants (3) of the 
earth have cause to fear God (9 in the sense of shrinking 
back from in fear), who is thus almighty, for, as the six 
days’ work of creation shows, and as human history also 

verifies (Lam. ii. 37), He needs but to speak a word, and 

what He wills comes into being out of nothing; He needs 
but to command, and it stands forth like an obedient servant, 

who hastens to appear at the call of his lord (cxix. 91). 

Vers. 10,11. His praiseworthiness (c) as the irresistible 

Ruler in history. Since 732 759 (2 Sam. xv. 34, xvii. 14, 

and often) is a common phrase, 51, as in Ixxxix. 34, Ezek. 

xvil. 19, from "3 (whence ΠΤ, a wine press), is equivalent 

to 12, from 729. Since the new song presupposes new 

material, the perfects are not used abstractly, but of what 

has been recently experienced. With v. 11 ef. Prov. xix. 21. 

The ΠΣ of God is the unity of the “ thoughts of His heart,” 

a.e. of the ideas which form the innermost side, the final 

motives of all that happens: the whole history of the world 

is the uninterrupted carrying through of a divine plan of 

salvation, the primary object of which is His people, in and 

with them, however, also the whole of humanity. 

Vers. 12-19. Accordingly the summons to praise God is 

justified (2) by a statement of that which His people pos- 

sesses in Him. This portion of the hymn is like a para- 

phrase of the "JY8 of Deut. xxxiii. 29. In wv. 13-15 the 
thesis of v. 12 is proved by the fact, that, being the Creator 

of men, Jahve is the omniscient Ruler, without whose know- 

ledge nothing is undertaken either secretly or openly, and 

1 In Assyr. the sea is called ti’ mtu or témtu, plur. taméte. 
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more especially if against His people; and then in 16-19, 

by the fact that in Jahve they have a stronger defence than 

the greatest worldly power would be. As in Zech. xii. 1 (ef. 

Prov. xxiv. 12), Jahve is called the fashioner of the hearts 

of all men, as being their Creator; He is called so, however, 

not abstractly as being the one to whom the commencement 

of their existence may be traced back, but as the one to whom 

they owe their individual character or quality. As the 

author not only of the existence, but of the so and so con- 

ditioned existence, the so and so constituted mner nature, 

of men, He is also the observer of all their doings; for He 

knows even of their origin in the laboratory of the heart, 

which was formed by Him as Creator. Hupfeld takes 73! 

as an equalization (pariter ac) of the two attributive state- 

ments; but in that case it must have been 3) (ef. 

xlix. 3,11); the LXX. and Symm. translate it correctly : 

καταμόνας, singillatim. It is not necessary to resolve the 

participle so as to give it the signification of a perfect: “ He 

who hath formed” (Riehm) ; the hearts of men were not all 

formed at once in the very beginning; but the primordial 

method of communicating spirit is continued in some mys- 

teriously effected manner on each occasion that a human 

being is begotten. God is the Father of spirits (Heb. 

xii. 9). For this very reason everything that exists is en- 

compassed, and that too even to its innermost part, by His 

omniscience and omnipotence: He exercises an omniscient 

control over everything, and makes everything subservient 

to the ends embraced within His world-plan, which is for 

His people a plan of salvation. Without Him there takes 

place nothing; through Him, everything. The victory 

gained by the king, the rescue effected by the hero, are not 

the work of their own hands. Their great military power 

and bodily strength accomplish nothing without God, who 

can be mighty even in the weak. Even the war-horse is 

for the purpose of victory (MYIWA; cf, MW xxi, 2) WY, {.6. 
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a thing that promises much but in reality accomplishes 
nothing ; it is not his great strength, by means of which he 
causes his rider to escape (0219") ; “the horse,” says Solo- 
mon (Prov. xxi. 31), “is equipped for the day of battle, but 
ΠΡ ΠΣ ng the victory belongs to Jahve,” He grants it to 
whomsoever He will. The final issues of all that happens 
lie in His hand and, as v. 18/., pointing with 727 to the 
great truth, say, the eye of this God, i.e. the final end of 
His government of the world, has in view them that fear 
Him, is concerned with them that wait upon His grace 
(B°HYD2). The object, 11002, is expanded by way of illus. 
tration in v.19. In the consciousness of their conditionality 
and helplessness, it is from His grace, not from their own 
works, that they look for protection in extreme peril and for 
prolongation of their life in time of famine. Ps. xx. 8 is 
similar; but the one passage sounds as independent as the 

other. 

Vers. 20-22. Accordingly, in this concluding hexastich, 

the Church acknowledges Him as its help, its shield, its 

fountain of joy. 3", which belongs to the group of words 

expressive of hoping and waiting, occurs in only one other 

place in the Psalter (viz. in evi. 13) ; the root-idea, to make 

fast or firm, passes over into that of directing steadily, ex- 

pecting eagerly, just as 13? also goes back upon ΠῚ}, Arabic 

kawija=to be strained or stretched, firm, strong (vid. on 

Isa. viii. 17). In 206 also, the primary passage (Deut. 

xxxili. 29; cf. v. 26) is still resounding, As in exv. 9-11, 

the principal stress lies upon S37, with which }3 connects 

v.21: He is the unlimited sphere, the inexhaustible material, 

the perennial source of our joy. The second δ substantiates 

this from the subjective side. His holy name is the ground 

of His Church’s faith, love, and hope; for from thence 

cometh its salvation. It can confidently pray that the grace 

of the Lord may be bestowed upon it, for it waits upon Him; 

and human waiting and divine granting mutually condition 
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one another. This is the meaning of the WS2, Tt holds 

God to His word. The Te Deum laudamus of Ambrose closes 

in the same manner: “Show us Thy mercy, as we hope in 

Thee.” / 

PSALM XXXIV. 

THANKSGIVING AND TEACHING OF ONE WHO HAS BEEN DELIVERED, 

28 I will bless Jahve at all times, 
Let His praise be continually in my mouth. 

3 3 My soul shall make her boast in Jahve, 
The meek shall hear thereof and rejoice. 

4 4 Magnify Jahve with me, 
And let us exalt His name together. 

5 1 I sought Jahve and He answered me, 
And out of all my terrors did He deliver me. 

6 1 They look unto Him and are lightened, 
And the face of such doth not hide itself in shame. 

7 t This afflicted one cried, and Jahve heard, 
And saved him out of all his troubles. 

8 ΠΟ The angel of Jahve encampeth round about them that 
fear Him 

_ And setteth them free. 
9 Ὁ Taste and see that Jahve is good! 

Happy the man that hideth himself in Him. 
10 " Fear Jahve, ye His holy ones! 

For they that fear Him have no want. 
11 3 Young lions do lack and suffer hunger, 

But they that endeavour after Jahve want no good 
thing. 

12 5 Come, ye children, hearken unto me; 
I will teach you the fear of Jahve. 

13 © Whosoever thou art, wouldst thou live long, 
Lovest thou days in order to see good— 

14 3 Guard thy tongue from evil 
And thy lips from deceitful speaking, 

15 D Depart from evil and do good, 
Seek peace and pursue it. 

16 ¥ The eyes of Jahve attend to the righteous 
And His ears to their loud ery. 

17 5 Jahve’s face is against them that do evil, 
To cut off the remembrance of them from the earth. 
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18 ¥ Those cry unto Jahve and He heareth, 

And He delivereth them out of all their troubles, 

19 P Jahve is nigh unto the broken in heart, 

And saveth them that are crushed in spirit. 

20. Many are the afflictions of the righteous, 

_ But Jahve delivereth him out of them all. 

21 & He keepeth all his bones, 
Not one of them is broken. 

22 Ἢ Evil shall slay the wicked, 
And they that hate the righteous are held guilty. 

23 5 Jahve setteth free the souls of His servants, 

And all they that take refuge in Him shall be held 

guiltless. 

In xxxiii. 18 we heard the words: “behold the eye of 

Jahve is upon them that fear Him,” and in xxxiv. 16 we hear 

this same great thought: “the eyes of Jahve are upon the 

righteous.” Ps. xxxiv. is one of the eight Psalms, which 

are assigned by their titles to the time when David was 

persecuted by Saul, and have originated upon the long way 

of suffering from Gibea of Saul to Ziklag (in some such 

chronological order as this: vil., lix., lvi., xxxiv., lii., 1011.» 

exlii., liv.). The title runs: “of David, when he feigned 

madness (229 with orthophonic Daghesh, in order that it 

might not be pronounced 1OYO) before Abimelech, and he 

drove him away πο, with Chatef Pathach, as is always 

the case with verbal stems having 7 as the second radical, 

+f the accent is on the third) and he departed.” Being hard 

pressed by Saul, David fled for safety to the country of the 

Philistines ; here they recognized in him the man who had 

been such a dangerous foe for several years, and arraigned 

him before King Achish. Ps. lvi. (related to Ps. xxxiv. in 

the same way as li. to xxxii.) is ἃ prayer for help at that 

same time of trouble. David's life would have been lost, 

if his desperate attempt to escape by playing the réle of a 

0 
0 

᾿ 

madman (Syr. jar) had ποῦ succeeded. The king com- 

manded him to depart, and David betook himself once more 

to a place of concealment in his native country, to the cave 
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of Adullam in the wilderness of Judah. The correctness of 

the title has been disputed. Hupfeld maintains that the 

writer has blindly taken it from 1 Sam. xxi. 14. According 

to Redslob, Hitzig, Olshausen and Stihelin, he had reasons 

for doing so, although they were of no weight. The 1°20 of 

the Psalm (v. 9) harmonised in his opinion with the 1292 of 

1 Sam. xxi. 14, and he further combined the boann, gloriaris, 

of the Psalm (v. 3) with the 227%, insanivit, of 1 Sam. xxi. 
14. We judge otherwise. The Psalm contains no express 

reference to that occurrence among the Philistines; and 

from this we infer that the writer of the title knew of this 

reference from tradition. His source is not the Books of 

Samuel; for there the king is called LDN, he, however, calls 

him 1228, and, as Basil has already recognized (vid. Eu- 

thymius Zigabenus’ introduction to this Psalm), this is the 

official title of the Philistine kings, just as Pharaoh is that 

of the Egyptian, Agag that of the Amalekite, and Lucumo 

that of the Etruscan kings. As a comparison of 2 Sam. xxii. 

1 with Ps. xviii. 1 shows, his source is a different work, viz. 

the annals of David, in which he found this and other Psalms 

in the historical connection which he indicates in the title 

with words taken from his source. The fact that the Psalmis . 

alphabetical does not militate against its Davidic authorship 

(vid. on Pss. ix., x,). It is not arranged for music; for 

although it begins after the manner of a hymn of praise, it 

soon passes over into a didactic tone. It consists of two- 

lined strophes, which are strung on to one another according 

to the order of the letters of the alphabet. The letter 1 is 

wanting, like J in Ps. cxlv.; and, as in Ps. xxv., the coun- 

terpart of xxxiv., Nis followed by a second supernumerary 

B. Out of xxv. 22 Lagarde reads the name 28775 and ont 
of xxxiv. 23 the name !15—these were the names, as he 

thinks, of the couple of poets, to whom we owe these two. 

Psalms.} 

* Acrostics on authors’ names or mottoes indicative of the purport of a 
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Vers. 2-4. The poet begins with praise of Jahve and with 

a summoning of all the godly to praise Him along with him. 

The noun-clause, 2 b, is meant cohortatively in exactly the 

same way as the verbal clause, 2a. As distinguished from 

D322, aflicti, 0°32, from 12Y (an active formation like 37), 

are such as have learned patience in the school of affliction. 

The praise of the psalmist will conduce to the strengthening 

of these; for it applies to the deliverer of the oppressed. In 

order, however, that this strain of praise may sound forth 

from as many voices as possible, he courts associates (v. 4). 

To acknowledge the divine goodness in strains of praise is 

called 573, in Ixix. 31 with an accusative, here with 9: to 
offer Him ΠΡῚ} (cf. xxix. 2). 121) also is meant in the sense 

of avowing and confessing: to place God’s exalted name as 

high in one’s heart, in word, and in deed, as it is in itself. 

Vers. 5-7. The poet now justifies his praise of Jahve by 

setting forth the deliverance he hasexperienced. He longed 

for God and sought anxiously after Him (the meaning of 

W177 as distinguished from Wp2), and this striving, manifest- 

ing itself in prayer, did not remain without an actual answer 

(73 said of hearing and fulfilling as a response or answer to 

the petition of the suppliant): the perfects, as also in wv. 6 

and 7, describe facts, neither of which was without the 

othcr, whereas °322"1 would represent them as standing in the 

relation of cause and effect. In v. 6, the personal experience 

of the psalmist is generalised into a truth of experience 

expressed in a historical form: they look unto Him and 

brighten up, 7.e. whoever looks unto Him (> ὉΠ, said of a 

look of earnest longing for salvation, as in Num, xxi. 9, Zech. 

xii. 10) brightens up. To make the ὩΣ) of v. 3 the subject 

here is impracticable; an act and an experience that is 

straightway to be associated with it is expressed in gnomic 

poem are nowhere to be found in Old Testament poetry ; thore which 

G. Bickell (D. M. Z., xxvi. 811) thinks he has found are witticisms of 

the discoverer. 
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perfects and with a most general subject. The verb 173 | 

does not here signify to stream, pour in (Jer.: confluite, like 

the LXX., after the imperative reading 1193), Luther: to run 

up to), but, as in Isa. lx. 5, to radiate, glance, shine (Vulg. 

illuminaminit), in which signification it is more Aramaic - 

(173, whence 7), light; cf. 173, to be ashamed, with vid) 

than Hebrew (poetical 9), light). Theodoret: ‘O pera 

πίστεως τῷ Θεῷ προσιὼν φωτὸς ἀκτῖνας δέχεται νοεροῦ ; upon the 

faces of such the gracious countenance of God is reflected ; 

the actus directus of fides swpplex is followed by the actus re- 

fleaus of fides triwmphans. Nor does it ever come about that 

their countenances must be covered with shame on account 

of disappointed hope: it shall not and cannot be, as the sub- 

jective negative 28 asserts. In all three dialects 127 (2), 

y& signifies to be ashamed and timid, according to Gesenius 

and First (013) from the root idea, to redden, to blush. It 

is not, however, a word referring to colour like ὙΠ) in Isa.~ 

xxix. 22, but is connected, not with »#>, but with »= (cogn. 

ps, 753, ys, ypc) with the primary signification, to cover, 

hide, veil (Arab. hafira, tahaffara, to be ashamed, said of 

woman,! cogn. hamara, to be ashamed, to be modest, said of 

both sexes), so that consequently the shame-covered coun- 

tenance is contrasted, as that which hides, conceals and veils 

itself, with that which looks bright, bold and free. In v. 7 

this general truth is again individualised. In 329 ΠῚ (like 

Ὁ ΠῚ, lxvii. 9) David points to himself. From the peril 

of death to which he was exposed at the Philistine court, 

and from which God has delivered him, he looks back with 

praise and thanks upon all the deliverances he has expe- 

rienced in the past. 

Vers. 8-1l. Justification of his praise and thanks by an 
- - 

1 Cf. «5:55 to be ashamed, literally to withdraw within one’s self, 

to draw one’s self together, after the manner of the Mimosa pudica (Psy- 

chologie, p. 192). 
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exposition of the intimate and gracious guardianship under 

which God’s holy ones stand. The ‘1 AND is none other 

than the angel that was the medium of Jahye’s gracious in- 

tercourse with the patriarchs, and that conducted Israel to 

Canaan. The name is not collective (Calv., Hupf., Kamp- 

hausen, and others), but individual; he, the One, encamps 

round about, inasmuch as he is the prince of the host of 

Jahve (Josh. v. 14), and is therefore accompanied by hosts of 

inferior ministering angels, or inasmuch as, being a spirit 

transcending space, he can afford protection that covers them 

on every side. 13M (cf. Zech. ix. 9) perhaps alludes to 0'20)2 

in Gen. xxxii. 2/f., that camp of angels which joined Jacob’s 

oe Sets it like a ete On the ki consec. 

only ‘of close inner connection, vid. Ew., ὃ 348 a.) ah the 

ground of this protection by means of the angel of God men 

are summoned in v. 9 to experience the friendliness of God 

for themselves. That God is 310, appears here as something 

to be tasted, just as in Arabic (~b means something that 

has an agreeable taste or smell. Ps. xxii. 27 may be com- 

pared with this invitation. Tasting (γεύσασθαι, Heb. vi. 4f., 

1 Pet. ii. 8) stands before seeing for spiritual experience 

leads to spiritual knowledge, and not conversely. Nisi gus- 

taveris, says Bernard, non videbis. David desires that others 

also may experience what he has experienced, in order that 

they may also know what he has known, viz. the goodness of 

God.® Hence, in v. 10, the call to the saints to fear Jahve 

(8), with quiescent δὲ, instead of 181, in order to distinguish 

1 On the accentuation of v. 8 (where Rebia mugrasch is a transforma- 

tion of Athnach, preceded by conjunctive οὐκ τς τος 2 vid. Wickes, 

Accentuation, pp. 77 aud 95. 

2 Cf. Assyr. basdmu, to have an agreeable smell, then to be good in 

general. 

3 On account of this v. 9, Γεύσασθε καὶ ἴδετε x.7.X., Ps. xxxiii. was the 

communion Psalm of the early Church; Constit. Apost. viii. 13; Cyrill., 

Catech. Myst., v. 17. 
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between veremini and videbunt, as in Josh. xxiv. 14,and 1 Sam. 

xii. 24), for whoever fears Him, has everything in Him. 

Young full-maned lions (LXX., Vulg., Luther, allegorising: 

rich men, divites) must sooner famish and perish of hunger, 

because they have no prey, than that he should suffer any 

want whatsoever, whose earnest endeavour is to have fellow- 

ship with God. The verb ΟῚ (to want, to be poor; in the 

impf. Niph. and part. Hiph. it takes the forms of Ὁ); the root 

is ὅδ, to make or be loose, limp, if the root-idea is not rather 

“to long for, desire,” a meaning suggested by NY’ in xxi. 3), 

usually said only of men, is transferred here (like O82 UPB in 

civ. 21) to the lions, without 0°23 being meant emblemati- 

eally (as in xxxy. 17, lvii. 5, xvii. 12) of his powerful foes at 

the courts of Saul and Achish. The conjecture 023 (de- 

niers, more especially of God, t.e. unbelievers) is one that 

cannot be adopted, for the simple reason that in this sense 

773, pls, is post-biblical. 39, which does not form an 

appropriate antithesis to ‘N ΤΊ, is likewise useless. 

Vers. 12-15. The first principal division of the Psalm 

is now ended; the second (in much the same way as in Ps. 

xxxil.) begins the strain rather of a didactic poem, although 

even wv. 6 and 9-11 are already somewhat in the style of 

apophthegms. The poet first of all gives instruction as to 

the way in which the fear of God may be learned. We may 

compare xxxii. 8, li. 15—how Davidic is the turn which the 

Psalm takes here! 5°32 are not children in years or in 

understanding; but it is a tender form of address of the 

master who is experienced in God’s ways to all and sundry, 

as in Prov. i. 8 and in many other places. In v. 13 he puts 

a question, which he himself answers in v. 14 f.; this way of 

enforcing a truth by presenting it as the solution of a question 

1 Just as they say .9} γε (e.g. in need of the grace of God), so 

Karaitic Hebrew has 5y wiyiamr (Gottlober’s Kritische Gesch. der Karder, 
p- 210). 
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that has been raised, is a habit of David’s; cf. xv. 1, xxiv. 8, 

10, xxv.12. In the application made of this passage in 1 Pet. 

iii. 10-12 (=13-17 a of the Psalm) the interrogative form is 

obliterated. 02% 208 corresponds to ὉΠ 75), having the 

same complete meaning, so that mis}? is consequently an ad- 

verbial clause of purpose; 9%’ signifies days in the mass, 

just as 0%0 signifies long-enduring life. Why the poet gives 

special prominence to the avoidance of sins of the tongue, is 

evident from Jas. iii. 2ff., where even in its form v. 13 re- 

minds us of our Psalm. Inv. 15 peace is specially singled 

out from among the good ; we are not only not to disturb it, 

but to seek it; yea, we are to pursue it as a hunter pursues 

the noblest beast of prey. Let us follow, says the Apostle 

also (Rom. xiv. 19; cf. Heb. xii. 14), after that which makes 

for peace. piv is a deportment or behaviour that is well- 

pleasing to the “God of love and peace” (2 Cor. xiii. 11). 

The notion of a bond of fellowship is associated with the 

corresponding εἰρήνη according to its root-idea. 

Vers. 16-22. The poet now commends the fear of God, 

to which he has given a key in a few words, by setting forth 

its reward in contrast with the punishment of the ungodly. 

The prepositions δ and 2 alternate of set purpose in 10α 

and 17 Ὁ; the former is said of loving attention and regard 

(xxxiii. 18, Num. vi. 26), the latter of fixing the eyes upon 

one in a hostile manner, as in Job vii. 8, Jer. xxi. 10, xliv. 

11, after the phrase in Lev. xvii. 10. The evildoers succumb 

to the power of destruction that proceeds from the face of 

Jahve, which they have against them, until not the slightest 

trace is left of their earthly state of existence. The subject 

of v. 18 is not (after the analogy of evii. 17-19) the "ἢ wy 

(for the trait of penitence that would be indispensable, if 

that were the case, is wanting), but the D’P"¥. It is prob- 

able that the D-strophe stood originally before the ¥-strophe, 

just as in Lam. ii—iv., 5 precedes ¥ (Hitz.). In the present 

ecquence of the thoughts v. 18 is formed in exactly the 
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same way as v.6: Clamant (et Dominus audit) =si qui (qui- 

cunque) clamant. What is meant is a loud crying from out 

of the depths of a soul despairing of itself. Such a loud 

erying finds a hearing on the part of God and an answering 

that verifies itself in the granting of that which was im- 

plored. The “broken in heart” are those whose egoistical, 

i.e. self-seeking life, the life that centres round one’s own 

ego, is broken over at the very roots, and the “crushed 

(834, from 831, after the form 832, with a reversion of the 

long ἃ into an original short, according to Stade, Lehrbuch 

der hebriischen Grammatik, ὃ 217 a) in spirit” are those 

whose hard experiences, leading to repentance, have brought 

- down from the false height of their proud self-consciousness 

and thoroughly humbled. Jahve is nigh unto such; He 

preserves them from despair; He is ready to raise up in 

them a new life upon the ruins of the old and to cover their 

infinite deficiency ; He makes them, susceptible and desirous 

as they are of salvation, partakers of His salvation. It is 

true, many afflictions befall the righteous (mulia sunt mala 

justi, t.e. que eveniunt justo; cf. xxxii. 10), but Jahve delivers 

him ὈΡΞΙ = 1739 (the same carelessness in the use of the 

genders as in Ruth i. 19, iv. 11). He stands under the most 

special providence: “ He keepeth all his bones, not one of 

them (ne wnwm quidem) is broken” ;—a pictorial specializa- 

tion of the thought that God does not suffer matters to come 

to extremities with the righteous, that He does not suffer 

him to be torn from His almighty protecting love, nor to 

become the plaything of tyrants. Still we cannot but think 

of the literal fulfilment which these words found in the 

crucified One; for the Old Testament prophecy, which is 

quoted in John xix. 33-37, may equally well be traced back 

to our Psalm as to Ex. xii. 46. Not only the paschal lamb, 

but to a certain extent even every affliction of the righteous, 

is a type. In His case human suffering sounds the very 

lowest dopths; all the promises given to the righteous are 
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also fulfilled in Him, κατ᾽ ἐξοχήν; for He-is the righteous 

One in the most absolute, the Holy One of God in the most 

unique, sense (Isa. 1111. 11, Jer. xxiii. 5, Zech. ix. 9, Acts iii. 

14, xxu. 14). The righteous continues to be preserved from 

coming to extremities; on the other hand evil throttles 

(ND, stronger than Ni)) the ungodly (the same collocation 

of words as in Job xv. 5) : the evil, which he loved and cher- 

ished, becomes the hangman’s power, to which he falls a prey. 

The verb Σὲ (vid. on iv. 11) means both to become or to 

be guilty and to stand guilty, here, both in vv. 22 and 23, to 

stand as guilty (Jerome, culpabuntur), t.e. to be held guilty 

and to pay the penalty. The latter end of both classes will 

be the antithesis of the judgment and of the prediction pro- 

nounced by the world. 

Ver. 23. Now that the letters of the alphabet have been 

gone through, there follows a second 5 in precisely the same 

way as in xxy. 22. Just as the first 5 (xxv. 16) is 128, so 

here, in v. 17, it is 25, and the two supernumerary Pe’s like- 

wise correspond—there the Elohistic and here the Jchovistic. 

PSALM ΧΧΧΥ. 

A CALL TO ARMS, ADDRESSED TO GOD, AGAINST UNGRATEFUL 

PERSECUTORS. 

1 Strive, Jahve, with them that strive with me, 
Fight against them that fight against me. 

2 Take hold of shield and buckler, 
And stand up as my help. 

3 Draw forth also the spear and stop the way against them 
that pursue me, 

Say unto my soul; I am thy salvation. 

4, Let them be shamed and brought to dishonour that seek 
after my soul, 

Turned back be they and covered with shame that devise 
my hurt. 

5 Let them become as chaff before the wind, 
The angel of Jahve thrusting them away. 
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6 Let their way become darkness and slippery places, 
The angel of Jahve pursuing them. 

7 For without cause have they hid for me their net, 
Without cause have they digged a pit for my soul. 

8 Let devastation come upon him unawares, 
And his net, which he hath hidden, let it catch himself, 
With a dull heavy sound let him fall therein. 

9 So shall my soul exult in Jahve, 
It shall delight itself in His salvation. 

10 All my bones shall say: Jahve, who is like unto Thee, 
Delivering the afflicted from the stronger than he, | 
The afflicted and poor from him that spoileth him! 

11 Unjust witnesses arise ; 
They question me of things that I know not. 

12 They reward me evil for good, 
Bereavement hath come upon my soul. 

13 And I—when they lay sick, my clothing was sackcloth, 
I mortified my soul with fasting, 
And my prayer returned into my bosom. 

14 I went about as for my friend, my brother, 
As one that mourneth for his mother I crept about in 

mourning weeds. 
15 And now at my fall they are joyous and gather together, 

There gather together against me abjects and those whom 
I do not know, 

They rail and cease not.” 
16 After the manner of common parasites 

They gnash upon me with their teeth. 

17 O Lord, how long wilt Thou look on ? 
Fetch back my soul from their destructions, 
My only one from lions. 

18 I will praise Thee in a great congregation, 
Among much people will I sing praise unto Thee. 

19 Let not them rejoice over me that are mine enemies for 
a lie, 

They that hate me without cause, let them not wink with 
the eye. 

20 For it is not peaceful words that they utter, 
But against the quiet in the land they devise deceitful 

things. 
21 And they open their mouth wide upon me, 

They say: Aha, now our eye Sees it. xt 
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22 Thou scest it, Jahve, therefore keep not silence; 
O Lord, remain not far from me. 

23 Rouse Thee and awake for my right, 
My God and Lord, for my cause. 

24 Right me according to Thy righteousness, Jahve my God, 
And let them not rejoice over me. 

25 Let them not say in their heart: Aha, onr desire ! 
Let them not say: We have swallowed him up. 

26 Let them be ashamed and covered with shame together 
That rejoice at my misfortune, 
Let them be clothed with shame and disgrace 
That magnify themselves against me. 

27 Let them exult and be glad that rejoice in my sight, 
And let them say continually: Jahve be magnified, 
Who hath delight in the welfare of His servant. 

28 And my tongue shall declare Thy righteousness, 
At all times Thy praise. 

This Ps. xxxv. forms a couple with Ps. xxxiv.: they are 

the only Psalms which mention the ‘0 N82, The Psalms 

that belong to the time of David’s persecution by Saul are 

especially permeated by such retrospective references to the 

Thora. And in fact this whole Psalm is as it were the 

lyrical amplification of that which David says, when face to 

face with Saul, in 1 Sam. xxiv. 16. The critical judgment 

as to the authorship of this Psalm is closely connected with 

that as to the authorship of Pss. xl. and lxix., to which our 

Psalm is nearly related (cf. vv. 21, 27 with xl. 16f.; v. 18 

with lxix. 11 f.); whereas the relation of Ps. Ixxi. to Ps. xxxv. 

is decidedly secondary. NHitzig guesses at Jeremiah as being 

the author; but vv. 1-3 suit the mouth of a persecuted 

king, not that, however, of a persecuted prophet; the co- 

incidences of the writings of Jeremiah with our Psalm (Jer. 

xviii. 19 f., xxiii. 12, Lam. 11. 16) may therefore in this case 

be more certainly regarded as reminiscences than in the case 

of Ps.lxix. Deep resentment (to which the heavy suffix !- 

corresponds as in Pss. lix., lvi., xi., xvii., xxti. Ixiv.) and 

intense excitement of fecling prevail. throughout the whole 
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of the Psalm; only in ‘the second portion, where the poet 

describes the black ingratitude of his enemies, the language — 

becomes calmer and more transparent, and a quieter sadness 

takes the place of indignation. 

Each of the three divisions of the Psalm raises a cry for de- 

liverance, and closes, in the assurance that it will be granted, 

with a vow of thanksgiving. For this reason these divisions 

cannot be mistaken: 1-10; 11-18; 19-28. The ratio of the 

number of the stichoi in the several groups is as follows: 

6, 6, 5) 5. 7,73) G50) Gz a. 

Only a few of the Psalms of David belonging to the time 

of his persecution by Saul keep, like Ps. xxii., within the 

limits of deep inward sorrow, and almost nowhere is he 

satisfied with setting forth the accursed fate of his enemies 

with prophetic certainty as something that he confidently 

expects (as e.g. in vii. 13-17) : the objective word announcing 

their punishment is generally appropriated by his inmost 

emotions and transformed into the most vehement prayer 

(as in vii. 7, xvii. 13 and freq.) ; and this fever-heat of feel- 

ing comes out still more harshly, where prayer forthe divine 

punitive judgments passes over into imprecation. In this 

respect Pss. vii., xxxv., lxix., cix. form a fearful gradation. 

The old expositors count thirty anathemas in Ps. cix. How 

are we to account to ourselves for such words in the mouth 

and heart of the poet? As paroxysms of a desire for 

vengeance ? That even a David was susceptible of such 

a passion appears from his behaviour towards Nabal; but 

1 Sam. xxv. 32f. also shows that it required only a gentle 

stirring of his conscience to dissuade him from it. How 

much more (like Kurtz, we would leave this to ‘the reader's 

consideration) will the preponderance of the magnanimity, 

that was characteristic of him, have asserted itself in the 

moments of highest religious consecration, in which he com- 

posed his Psalms! It is inconceivable that at such moments 

the unholy fire of personal passion should have mingled with 
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the holy fire of his love to God. The Psalms are indeed 

the purest and most faithful mirror of Old Testament piety 

—the duty of love towards enemies, however, is so far from 

being foreign to the Old Testament (Ix. xxiii. 4f,, Lev. xix. 

18, Prov. xx, 22, xxiv. 17, xxv. 21f., Job. xxxi, 29f.), that 

when the New Testament is insisting upon it, it makes use of 

Old Testament expressions. And Ps. vii., in agreement with 

the history of his behaviour towards. Saul, has shown us that 

David was conscious of having fulfilled this duty. All the 

imprecations found in those Psalms flow, therefore, from the 

pure spring of unselfish jealousy for God’s honour, That 

this jealousy appears here as jealousy for his own person, 

arises from the fact that David stands over against Saul, the 

king alienated from God, as the divinely anointed heir of the 

kingdom, and that to his mind the cause of God, the con- 

tinuance of the Church, and the future of Israel coincide with 

his own fortunes. The fire of his wrath is kindled at this 

focus of the view that he takes of himself in connection with 

the history of redemption. It is therefore holy fire; but, as 

Jesus Himself asserts in Luke ix. 55, the spirit of the New 

Testament is in this respect, nevertheless, a relatively dif- 

ferent spirit from that of the Old. In those days the divine 

loving deed of redemption, out of whose open fountain-head 

there flow forth impulses to a love that embraces and con- 

quers the world, had not yet been performed; and a curtain 

still hung before eternity, before heaven and hell, so that 

imprecations like Ps, lxix. 20 were not understood by him 

that uttered them himself in all their infinite depth. Now 

that this curtain is rolled up, New Testament faith shrinks 

back from imprecating a destruction that endures pow; and 

so long as there exists even a shadow of possibility, love seeks 

to deliver everything that is human from the unconceivable 

destruction of an unblessed future. Notwithstanding all 

this, however, there still remains one grave consideration. 

The curses contained in the Davidic Psalms belonging tothe 
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time of his persecution by Saul are referred to in the New. 

Testament as finding their fulfilment in the enemies of Jesus 

Christ (Acts 1. 20, Rom. xi. 7-10). In John xv. 25 Jesus 

looks upon one expression in our Psalm (ἐμίσησάν pe δωρεάν ; 

cf. lxix.5) as being fulfilled in Himself; it seems therefore as: 

if the whole Psalm must, or at least may, be taken typically 

as the words of Christ. But nowhere in the Gospels do we 

read of a curse being pronounced by Jesus upon His own 

enemies and those of the kingdom of God; David’s impre- 

cations are, therefore, not suited to the mouth of the Saviour, 

and the New Testament citations of them do not stamp them 

as being His direct words: they see therein words of pro- 

phecy in virtue of the Spirit, of whom David was an instru- 

ment, and whose work the Scriptures are. And it is only in 

this sense that the Christian can use them in prayer. For 

after the example of his Lord, who prayed on the cross: 

“Father, forgive them,” he desires that even the most hostile 

may not eternally perish, but may rather, even if only in 

articulo mortis, come to repentance. Even the anathemas 

pronounced by the apostle upon the Judaising false teachers 

and upon Alexander the coppersmith (Gal. i. 9, v. 12, 2 Tim. 

iv. 14) refer only to temporal removal and chastisement, not 

to eternal ruin. They mark the extreme limit, at which, in 

extraordinary cases, justifiable New Testament zeal comes 

into contact with that of the Old Testament. 

Vers. 1-3. None of the Psalms we have yet considered 

begins in such a martial and anthropomorphic strain as this 

one. On the accentuation of 12") upon the last syllable, vid 

on 111. 8; seeing that there is no occasion for changing the 

tone, 23P! retains the accent upon the penult. Both N® are 

signs of the accusative; seeing that God’s conquering might 

is implored, this construction is more natural than to take NN 

as being equivalent to OY (cf. Isa. xlix. 25 with Isa. xxvii. 8, 

Job x. 2); and for the same reason also on? (in the Kal, 

which elsewhere only lends the part. DN, lvi. 2f., to ὩΠ9)) 18 
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used here instead of the reciprocal D077. It is usually 88-᾿ 

sumed that onp properly means vorare (cf. Il. x. 8, πτολέμοιο 

μέγα στόμα, fauces belli in Cicero); but the Arabic ec sug- 

gests a different primary meaning: to press close and com- 

pactly (Niph. on one another) ; none is therefore a dense 

crowd, a great tumult and uproar (cf. the Homeric κλόνος 

and the Old German Werre=Gewirr, Handgemenge (war= 

confusion, throng, a close fight), whence the French guerre) ; 

pnd as used here may be related as a denominative to mone 

in exactly the same way as the German kriegen (to wage 

war, literally to sieze; to have in one’s power) is related in 

the signification belligerare to Krieg (war). The summons to 

Jahve, to provide Himself with defensive armour, and, that 

too, in a twofold manner: with the 122, which wards off the 

enemy’s blows, and the 13¥ (vid. v. 13) which covers the body 

like a testudo (and seeing it is impossible to make use of 

both shields at the same time, the figure is idealised), implies 

that in every way He is to make Himself felt by His ene- 

mies, and to their confusion, as the unapproachable One. 

The 3 of 3 (in the quality of help turned towards me) 

is, as in Ex. xviii. 4, Prov. iii. 26, Isa. xlviii. 10 (tanquam 

argentum) and in many other passages, the so-called Beth 

essentie.1 PM is meant in the same sense as in Ex. xv. 9, 

1 The Hebrew Beth essentig as an expression of the being of one thing 

in another, of the essential or characteristic quality, is used in a much 

freer and more comprehensive manner than the Arabic, which is joined 

only with the predicate of a simple clause, where in our languages the 

verb is “‘ to be,” and, with few exceptions (de Sacy, ii. p. 471, § 1036), 

only with the predicate of negative clauses: laisu bi-hakimin, he is 

not wise, or laisa bi-l-hakimi, he is not the wise one. ‘The predicate, 

accordingly, may be indeterminate or determinate. In Hebrew also, 

where this 3 appears along with the predicate, the complement of the 

subject, or even, although only as a solecism (vid. Ges., Thes., p. 175), 

with the subject, the word that has .it may be determinate, whether as 

being a proper name it was determined by itself (Idx. vi. 3: mY D3), 

or by a suffix (as above xxxy.2; cf. cxlvi. 5, Ex. xviii. 4, Prov. iii. 26), 
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Lev. xxvi. 83: to take out, draw forth, draw; for just as a 
sword when not in use is in its sheath, so a spear is in the 

δουροδόκη (Od., 1.128). By "3D Parchon already understands 

a weapon, and some have compared σάγαρις, ἃ name given 

in Herod., Xen. and Strabo to the Upper Asiatic and more - 

especially Scythian battle-axe;! but 13D, thus defectively 

written, has the look of an imperative, is taken by all the 

old versions as an imperative, and as such gives a satisfac- 

tory meaning: close, 7.6. cut off, interclude scil. viam. The 

word has Dechi, because ΒΤ MN pe, “casting thyself upon 

my pursuers,” belongs to both imperatives ; Dachselt refers 

to the same sequence of the accents in lv. 19, Ixvi. 15. The 

Mosaic figure of Jahve the mone WN (Ex. xv. 3, Deut. 

xxxil. 41 f.) is worked out here in bright colours under the 

influence of a spirit that is full of wrath. But how spirit- 

ually everything is nevertheless meant, is evident from v. 3. 

In God’s interposition in his behalf by means of His won- 

drous deeds, David would fain hear His consolatory address 

to himself. That God’s love would break through the ap- 

pearance of wrath it has at present assumed, and make itself 

felt by him—that is what he longs for in his supplication. 

Vers. 4-8. Now follow fearful imprecations, extending 

through two strophes. According to its radical notion the 

verb “13 means disturbari (vid. vi. 11) and 72%, obtegere, ab- 
scondere (vid. xxxiv. 6) ; DoD), however, going back upon the 

primary signification, to hit, ferire, icere (,\S), properly 

means, to be struck (with disgrace) and confounded (with 

or even by the article; at least, so far as the syntax is concerned, no 

objection can be taken to the interpretation of jepa (xxxvii. 20): in the 

manner (quality) of smoke” (cf. bana, Ixxviil. 33), and of ΦἘΣ3 (Lev. 

xvii. 11): ‘in the nature or quality of the soul.” On the Assyrian 

ba-Xu, in him, i.e. he is, vid. Friedr. Delitzsch, Paradies, p. 166. 

1 Probably the same word as the Armenian sakr, to which the (Italian) 

significations, mainaja scure brando ferro, are assigned in Ciakciak’s 

Armenian Lexicon ; ef. Lagarde’s Gesammelte Abh., 1866, p. 203. 
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shame). 35! is Niph.: may they be made to retreat (cf. 

e.g. Isa. xlii. 17). On the figure in v. 5a cf. Ixxxiii. 14. 

The clauses regarding the angel of Jahve (vv. 5b, 6b) are 

circumstantial clauses, viz. adverbial clauses of manner. 

nyt (giving, viz. them, the push that causes them to 

fall; equivalent to DN7 or OM, Ixviii. 28, the reading of 

the LXX., 7 and © being mistaken for one another; cf. 

MNO’ and DN’ in 1 Chron. viii. 32, ix. 38, Prov. xx. 16) is 
connected with the figure in 6a, DDT with the figure in 

6b; it seems, therefore, that the original position of these 

two clauses regarding the angel of Jahve has been altered, 

just as in Ps. xxxiv. the y-strophe and the 5-strophe have 

exchanged their original places. The angel is meant who 

struck off the wheels from Pharaoh’s war-chariots, so that 

they dragged along heavily (Ix. xiv. 25). That this angel 

is interested here, where the question is, whether the king- 

dom of promise is to be destroyed or not at its very com- 

mencement, accords with the appearance of the "Π JN?) at 

seasons of fundamental importance in connection with the 

history of redemption. nipepen, loca passim lubrica, is an 

intensive expression for "p74 (Ixxiii. 18). Just as ΠῚ re- 

calls Ex. xv., so DDT recalls J udg. v.; there also the angel 

of Jahve, incarnated as it were in Deborah, appears in the 

midst of the victors who are pursuing the beaten foe. Just 

as in v. 5f. the original position of 177 and 0577 is inter- 

changed, so v. 7 also needs to be readjusted: OFY NOY would 

be a pit provided with a net below, but covered above in 

order to escape notice; but even older critics have recog- 

nized that MN should be transferred from 7a to 7b: without 

a cause, 1.6. without any fault on my part, they have secretly 

laid their net for me (as in ix. 16, xxxi. 5), without a cause 

they have digged a pit for my soul vai nny npn dan), In 

v. 8 the enemies are looked at collectively. a N? (with 

pausal @) is a negative circumstantial clause (Iw., § 341 δ): 

improviso, as in Prov. v. 6, Isa. xlvii. 11 extr. Instead of 
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ἡ) ἼΞΡΙ we have yD : the sharper form of the suffix to the 

perfect (cf. Jos. ii. 4; Hos. viii. 3, Eccles. iv. 12) depicts 

better the suddenness and certainty of the capture. Ac- 

cording to Hupfeld, the verb 78¥ signifies a wild, confused 

din or crash, then devastation and destruction, a change of 

meaning, which, as appears from Ni (cf. 177) as a name of 

the wild desert, from δ), a waste, a vacuum, and from other 

indications, is effected without the intermediation of the 

notion of the crashing in of ruins, but simply by transferring 

the idea of a wild confusion of sounds to that of a wild con- 

fusion of things. It is questionable, however, if the signifi- 

cation, the waste, the desert, the void, is not rather the 

original one, and the reference to sounds the derived (cf. 

<s>>, to gape, be empty; to vanish, fall down headlong, 

then also: to make a dull sound like something falling, in 

exactly the same manner as rumor from ruere, fragor from 

frangt), a view which is favoured both by etymology (cf. 

MIA, whence 3A) and by the predominance of the first sig- 

nification. Here the two. significations stand alongside of 

one another, the first Mv meaning the waste, 1.6. devas- 

tation, the second, the waste, 1.6. a low, heavy, dull sound 

(δουπεῖν). The Syriac translates, as if it were NOY the 

second time instead of MN: “into the pit, which he has 

digged, may he fall.” But this quam ipse paravit does not 

stand in the text. 

Vers. 9,10. This strophe, with which the first division of 

the Psalm closes, contains the logical apodosis of those impre- 

catory jussives. Triumphant joy will follow the overthrow 

of the power that is opposed to God. The bones of the body, 

which appear elsewhere as participating only in the anguish 

of the soul (vi. 3, xxxi. 11, xxxii. 3, li. 10), are here interested 

also (as in li. 10) in the joy, into which the anguish, which 

caused even the marrow of the bones to quake, passes over ; 

the joy of the Ego is to throb through all the members 

of the body, and multiply itself, as it were, into a choir of 
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lauding voices. 23 has a conjunctive accent and Makkef ; 

it is written thus also in Proy. xix. 7 (vid. Baer’s Liber 

Psalmorum Hebraicus atque Latinus on Ps. cxxxviii. 2, p- 158), 

and, according to Ben-Ascher, also in Ps. lxxxviii. 7 (73, not 

55); in such cases we must read, ποὺ kél (with 27 720), as 

Kimchi and Norzi think, but kl (Konig, Lehrgeb., p. 455), 

the Mercha (here, as also in Prov. xix. 7, the servile of Legar- 

meh, instead of Mehuppach which is usual elsewhere), as 

Lonzano rightly remarks, being equivalent to Makkef, and 

therefore having the same effect. The exclamation 7122 “2 

is taken from Ex. xv. 11, where, according to the Masora, 

it isto be punctuated 22 "9, as Ben-Naftali also punctuates 

it in our passage: the daghesh which stands there, but is 

wanting here, at once sharpens and hardens, and demands 

in emphatic pronunciation of the expression. 33 Pty, 

stronger than he, equivalent to “strong, whereas the former 

is weak,” like 133) P'T¥ in Jer. xxxi. 11 (cf. Hab. i. 13): 

righteous, whereas the former is ungodly. The repetition of 

Ὁ) implies: He delivers the 2}, who is over and above 

iY 28, from him that despoils him of his few possessions. 

Vers. 11-16. The second division of the Psalm begins 

with two strophes giving a sorrowful description of the 

wickedness of his enemies. The imperfects in vv. 11 and 12 

describe what is happening at present. DI24 "IY are μάρτυρες 

ἄδικοι (LXX.). They demand of him an acknowledgment 

of deeds and things, which lie altogether outside of his con- 

sciousness and of his way of acting (cf. Ixix. 5); they would 

fain brand him as a perjurer, a usurper of the throne, a 

freebooter. What David complains of in 12a@ we hear Saul 

acknowledging in 1 Sam. xxiv. 18; the reproach of ingrati- 

tude is therefore well grounded. ying Diy is not depen- 

dent on 20, in which case we should have expected Divi 

1 In Assyrian sometimes kullatu, totality, from 505; sometimes kdlu, 

all, each, the participle of 53, corresponds to this Hebrew word. 
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(Targ. ban) ; it is a noun clause: bereavement is to my 

soul; its condition is that of being forsaken by all who 

formerly showed love towards me; these are all as good 

as dead to me. Not only that David had been under the 

necessity of removing his parents for safety to Moab; but 

Michal also was torn from him, Jonathan was withdrawn, 

and all those at. the court of Saul, who had. hitherto sought 

the favour and friendship of the highly endowed and highly- 

honoured son-in-law of the king, were alienated from him. 

And how uprightly and sympathetically he had responded 

to their affection! With ‘38}, v. 18, he contrasts himself 

with the ungrateful and the unsympathetic. Instead of 

py on; I3p we have here PY wad; the tendency of poetry to 

use the noun-clause is closely ἐπθ αὐ Ἢ with its love for 

elegant brevity and pictorial. delineation. He manifested 

towards them a love which abolished the distinction between 

(Τ᾽ and “thou,” which looked upon their sorrow and their 

guilt as his own, and made expiation for it along with them ; 

his head was sunk down deeply upon his breast, or he bowed 

down, like Elijah (1 Kings xviii. 42), upon the earth, with 

his head hanging down upon his breast even to his knees, 

so that the prayer which came forth from his inmost being 

returned in broken accents into his own bosom. Riehm’s 

interpretation: “my prayer, however, came back without 

having effected its object,” imports into v. 13 an antithesis, 

which is foreign to the line of thought commencing with "3§) 

and would lead us to expect ὧν (cf. Matt. x. 13, Luke. x. 6) 

instead of *PTT ON, Je priai—Perret-Gentil renders it cor- 

rectly—la téte penchée sur la poitrine. I went about, τ. 14 

goes on to say, as with a friend, a brother of mine, 1.6. as if 

the sufferer were such an one. The rise from 7 to MW is the 

same asin Prov. xvii. 17. In v. 14 the original text probably 

yan: ‘ALPINA Wp andaxd ΠῚ > MN yID; δὲ. xxxviii. 7 
Φ΄ «Ὁ 2 ὁ 

(Rielm). ὈΝ 3 5, not: like the mourning (from Day, like 

220 from. 2273) of a mother (Hitz.); but seeing that a per- 
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sonal bay is more naturally suggested in this connection, 

and next to the mourning for an only child, the loss of one’s 

mother (cf. Gen. xxiv. 67) strikes the deepest wound: like 

one mourning (“228, like 127 in Gen. xlix. 12, from Dans, con- 

struct like ΝΘ) for his mother (objective genitive, as in 

Gen. xxvii. 41, Deut. xxxiv. 8, Amos viii. 10, Jer. vi. 26). 

With ‘nn’, used of the deep bowing down of the body, in 

which the weight of sorrow expresses itself, there alternates 

snDennn, which of itself expresses the solemn slowness of 

pace, which corresponds with the consecration of sorrow ; 

"1P is added'to this latter expression: mourning in hue, in 

mien, in attire, i.e. with dark clothes, with tearful unwashed 

face, with neglected beard. They, however—how do they 

bear themselves now, when he finds himself in yoy (xxxviil. 

18, Job xviii. 12), ina sideways direction, 1.6. ready to fall 

(cf. yoy, ., to incline to one side). They rejoice and 

gather together, and this company of ungrateful friends, who 

rejoice at another's misfortune, is still further augmented by 

the lowest rabble associating themselves with them. The 

verb 12) means to smite; Niph. 83] (Job xxx. 8), to be 

driven forth with whips, after which the LXX. renders it 

μάστιγες, Symm. πλῆκται, and the Targum, conterentes me 

verbis suis; cf. wpa ΠΞΠ in Jer. xviii. 18. But 833) cannot 

by itself alone mean smiters with the tongue, cavillers. 

Along with Ὁ). the adjective 17) means elsewhere one who 

τς smitten in the feet, ¢.e. one who limps or halts, and along 

with 17, and even without any addition (Isa. xvi. 7), one 

who is smitten in: spirit, ¢.e. one in deep sorrow. Accord- 

ingly 9°32, from 12, just as D'S is from M83, may also mean 

smitten men, i.e. men reduced in circumstances (Hengst.). 

After the Arabic ὡς (<%), whence munki, slanderous and 

quarrelsome, or after J, to be injured in mind, whence 

anwak, stupid, silly, one might also understand it as meaning 

quarrolsome or frantic; mad people ;- but the former defini- 
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tion of the term is favoured by the continuation of the parti- 

cipial adjective 0°32 by means of ‘AUT N21, men of whom I 

had hitherto taken no notice, because they stood too remote 

from me, 7.6. men belonging to the dregs of the people (cf. 

Job xix. 18, xxx. 1). Hupfeld translates: “smiting when I 

did not expect it”; but apart altogether from 0°33, YT’ does 

not mean “ to expect,” but “to know” (cf. Hos. viii. 4), and 

only one in the condition described in Prov. xxiii. 29 ff. could 

be smitten without knowing it. We understand ‘Hv ὟΝ 

after the analogy of xviii. 44, lxxxi. 6. It is equivalent to 

MYT NP WS), and naturally enough suggests the conjecture 

D3) (Olsh., Gritz); but if this conjecture is adopted, the 
expression becomes tautological; and it is by no means un- 

common to find Psalm-poetry reaching out beyond the ordi- 

nary vocabulary in order to describe that which is detestable 

as glaringly as possible. Nor does "1, to rend in pieces, 

viz. with slanderous words (like cys il.), occur anywhere 

else; but we must not on that account read I87)P (Gratz, 

Dyserinck), which is too colourless. And how very strangely 

16a now runs! YD does not mean derision or a low kind 

of wit, as Bottcher and Hitzig assume,! but after 1 Kings 

xvii. 12, a cake of around form (like the Talmudic ΠΝ, a 

circle) ; avd means deriding, given to cracking jokes; avo 

Δ) therefore means: mockers for a cake, 7.6. men who for a 

good morsel, for the sake of a savoury meal, make derisive 

jests, viz. about me, the persecuted one, low parasites, lick- 

spittles (the Greek κνισσοκόλακες, ψωμοκόλακες, the medixval 

buccellarii). This Δ. °392, which Raschi already explains 

‘in substantially the same way, either stands in a logical co- 

ordinate relation to its regens, °P0 (cf. Deut. xxxiu. 19, Job 

xx. 17; vid. on Isa. xix. 11), in which case the meaning of 

the clause is: profane persons, viz. cake-witlings; or, and 

this is more natural and appropriate, the profane (i.e. the 

1 Also according to Ochla veochla, No. 59, Y%) has rund: iN (two 
diffexent significations) here and in 1 Kings xvii. 12. 

* 
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most profane; vid. xlv.13, Isa. xxix. 19, Ezek. vii. 24) among 

cake-witlings. The 3 is not the Beth of accompaniment or 

fellowship, instead of which DY or NN (Hos. vii. 5) would 

have been used, but Beth essentic: or the Beth of quality : 

in the quality or character of the most reprobate of this 

class of men they gnash upon him with their teeth. The 

gerundive ΡΠ (said of the grating sound caused by the teeth 

being pressed against one another, just as ae is said of 

the crackling of a fire and the rasping of a file),! which is 

used according to Ges., § 131, 4b, implies its subject in itself. 

They gnash their teeth upon him after the manner of the 

most profane among those, to whom their neighbour’s honour 

is worth no more than a delicate morsel. 

Vers. 17,18. Just as the first division of the Psalm ended 

in longings and in thanksgiving for their fulfilment, so the 

second division also closes with supplication and thanks- 

giving. 22 (compounded of 3, instar, and the interrogative 

nl), which is attracted by it into the genitive; Aramaic δα 23, 

Arabic kam, Hebrew, like 33, with Dag. forte conjunct., 

‘properly, the sum total of what?) usually means quot, here, 

however, as also in Job vii. 19, quowsque. Hitzig also ren- 

ders it: how long wilt Thou look on? In Job vii. 19, how- 

ever, he denies to 33 this transition from quantwm (quot) 

to quamdiu; but the two passages go together to confirm 

this meaning. OF NY, from NY, the plural of which may 
equally well be ONY as Nix’ (which, however, does not 

occur), just as the plural of ΠΡ δὲ, terror, is Ὁ "S$ and NVD"N, 

The suffix, which refers to his enemies as the authors of the 

destructions (Prov. iii. 25), shows that it is not to be ren- 

dered “from those that trouble them” (Hitz.). If God con- 

tinues thus to look on instead of acting, the perturbations 

which are disquieting David’s soul, will annihilate it. Hence 

the petition: lead it back, bring it back, recover the soul 

ο΄ ἃ Vid. Physiologie und Musik in ihrer Bed. fiir die Grammatik (1868), 
p. 31. 
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that is already well-nigh borne away unto destruction. On 

ODM vid. xxii. 21. 0'VS3, which is meant literally in xxxiy. 

11, is here emblematical. ‘78 is cohortative. DISY as a 

parallel word to 3) always refers, according to the context, 

to strength of numbers or of power. 

Vers. 19-21. In the third division (vv. 19-28), the descrip- 

tion of the godlessness of his enemies is resumed; the soul of 

the supplant, however, has become calmer, and accordingly 

the language also is more transparent and moves on in quite 

a customary way. 2 and 530 are accusatival adverbial de- 

terminations (vid. Proy. xxill. 29). The verb (7? means both 

to pinch = nip (Job xxxiil. 6; cf. the Arabic sarada, to cut off 

with a sword) and to pinch together = wink, usually said of 

the eyes, but also of the lips (Prov. xvi. 30), and always as 

a malicious gesture. As in lxxv. 6 and frequently, 28 domi- 

nates both the parallel members. 0)°% (v. 20) is the term 
for everything that proceeds from good intentions and aims 

at the furtherance or restoration of a friendly relationship. 

YI WH (from 921, M7, fy, whence e.g. ragana, to keep quiet, 

retiré; cf. PPS VY, lxxvi. 10, Zeph. ii. 8, 723, Ixxxiii. 4) are 

those who quietly and unobservedly walk in God’s ways. 

YUS with Athnach after Olewejored remains here (as also in 

Prov. xxx. 14) quite regularly unaltered (wid. on Prov. 

xxx. 21). Against such they devise mischievously false 

slanders and accusations, and with wide opened mouth, 2.e. 

with haughty scorn, they cry, as they feast themselves with 

the sight of the misfortune of those persecuted by them: 

we have the very thing which we longed to see. MS (com- 

pounded of Π and ΠΣ with J, just as in Dyna, ny, ‘Mi]) is an 

exclamation of joy, and more especially of the malignant joy 

that exults at another’s misfortune (cf. Ezek. xxv. 3). 

Vers. 22-24. The poet takes up this malicious “now our 

eye sees it,” and gives a different turn to it. In ww. 22, 23 

(cf. v. 17), ‘278, the pronominal force of which seems to be 

revived in the combination 37%) ‘ON (vid. xvi. 2), alternates 
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with ‘7, YO, implying its object in itself, means to stir, to 
waken up, and Τ᾽, to break off, set one’s self free, to gather 
one’s self up, from sleep. ‘For my right,” viz. to prove it 
by deeds; “for my cause,” to plead it as my defender. 

Vers. 25,26. On the metonymic use of YD) ag τὸ ὀρεκτικόν 
instead of dpegis, vid. Psychologie, p. 203. What they eagerly 
desire is to swallow up David, ¢.e. to get him in their power 
and to destroy him so that no trace of him remains : sma 
with ἢ before 3, as in exxxii. 6 and freq.; on the vocalic law 
bearing upon this, vid. Hw., § 60a. ‘nv7'N2¥, a short form 
of expression for ‘NY1 (3) >” ONY, to be clothed with 
shame and disgrace (cix. 29; cf. v. 18), so that these cover 
them wholly and their public external appearance becomes 
like their inmost nature. 

Vers. 27, 28. Those are said to have pleasure in David’s 
righteousness, who desire that it may come to the light and 
be avenged. When this takes place, Jahve’s righteousness 
is confirmed. As in Num. xiv. 17 and Mal. i. 5, Par is op- 
tative; but it is not used here in the same sense as in those 
passages: “may He show Himself to be great,” but as in xl. 
17, 2 Sam. vii. 26, and 1 Chron. xvii. 24: may He be recog- 
nized and praised as great, 1.6. let Him be magnified. In- 
stead of 112} Οἷον Yai}, the conclusion is expressed in a more 
general way in Ixx. 5, χ]. 17. The words favour the 17) of 
the title. David desires that all those who stand uprightly 
by him may speak thus with reference to him; he on his 
part is resolved to stir up the revelation of God’s righteous- 
ness in his heart, and to allow that of which his heart is full 
to cross his lips (1xxi. 24). 
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